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SKANDA PURA~A 

BOOK I: MA.HESVARAKHA~QA 

SECTION II: KAUMA.RIKAKHA~l)A I 

CHAPTER ONE 

Redemption of Five Apsarils by Arjuna2 

Obeisance to Sri Ga))esa. Om, salute to Brhaspati. Obeisance 
to that Brahma. Bow to Vi~J}.U, 

The holy sages said: 

r. 0 wide-eyed one, recount those five Tirthas (i.e. holy places 
of ablution) which are on the shores of the Southern Sea. They 
are spoken of very highly (by people). 

J. The section called KaumarikAkhaQda appears to be an independent 
work mainly for the glorification of the sacred place Mahisagara-San
gama ('Confluence of Mahi with the Sea'). In concluding this K.haQ4,a the 
author specifically states that the ~acred episode of the Confluence of Mahl 
with the Sea ic; thus described (ii.66.126) and this i~ followed by the Phala
Smti of hearing etc. of this. There is a deliberate attempt to integrate the 
followers of Siva and Vitr:iu in the last two verses: The devoted listener 
of this Kha,:1c,ta "will go to the region of Rudra" (Rudrasalokatam vraje1/
ii. 66.134) and "will go to the region of Vi:,a:m" (Vil(lupadam prayiiti
ii.66. 135). 

The author of this work (as will be pointed out at relevant places) 
differs from the legends about Siva and Skanda as described in the previous 
section, viz. Kedlrakhagfw1a. Both Kedlrakhanc;la and Kaumiriklkhaa,da 
have their own independent Phala-Srutl verses. Even stylistically the 
authors or these sections appear different unless we suppose that the author 
improved his style in the second section, viz. Kaumilrikikhaoda. 

2. This refers to Arjuna's self.exile as an expiation for his entry into 
the armoury to protect a Brlhmaoa's cows, while Draupadf and Yudhi
,thira were together there (Mbh, Adi 212.19-35). During his exile. he went 
to the South for pilgrimage, where he bathed in five lakes avoided by the 
public due to the crocodiles therein. Arjuna bathed in them and draaged out 
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2 Skanda Pu,a'(la 

2. Nirada and others say that these Ttrthas yield the benefit 
of all the Tlrthas. We wish to hear the story and the greatness of 
those Tlrthas. 

Ugrulruvas said: 

3. Listen to the great power of Kumiranatha with wonder
fully meritorious holy stories. It is what Dvaipiyana (Vyisa) 
formerly recounted to me with body covered with hair standing 
on end and drops of perspiration of delight. 

4. In this connection. let the Gdthil (i.e. religious verse) sung 
by Kumara be heard, 0 excellent sages. It has been adored by all 
the Devas, Sages and Manes. 

5. "If a man resorts to Madhvacara-Stamb/,a .. Tirtha1 (Siidh
vacaro-Stombho-Tlrtha) his residence will invariably be in Brah
maloka like that of mine. 

6. Vi,r.tuloka is greater than Brahmaloka; Siva's world is 
greater than that; since he loves his son, Guhaloka is the 
greatest." 

7. In this connection, there is a wonderful story or PhiJguna 
(i.e. Arjuna) formerly described by Nirada. I shall tell that story 
in detail to you, 0 excellent sages. 

8. Formerly, for a certain reason, from Mal)ikuia2, Kirlti 
(Arjuna) went to the five Tlrthas on the Southern Sea in order 
to take his holy bath. 

one by one the crocodiles, when they caught hold of hirn while bathing. 
Their curse was thus terminated and they became cef~tial damsels again 
(Mbh, Adi, Chs. 215-216). 

The author of the Purioa has not only borrowed the story but also most 
of the verses from the above chapters of Mbh, as can be seen from the com
parative table of identical vers~ in Mbh and SkP: 

Mbh, Adi, Cl,. 21.5 SkP I. ii. 1 
Vcri;e No. 7 14 

~3 n~ 
Ch. 216 

1-7 39-44 
9-19a 66-75 

I. Khambhita or Cambay in Gujarat (De 194). 
2. V.1. MatripQrata(r is better as it is 5upportcd by Mbh, Adi, Ch. 214. 

This Mal)ir,Qra was the then capital of Kalinp. It is identified with Ml{lika 
Pa.Jlam, a sea port at the mouth of Chilka Jake (De. 126). 
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I.fi.1.9-19 3 

9-12. Out of fear, ascetics always ·used to avoid those Tir
thaa. The first nrtha of Kumaresa (Lord KArttikeya) is a favourite 
of the sage Kumaresa.1 The second one of Starhbhesa is a favou
rite of the sage Saubhadra. The other (third) one is Barkaresvara. 
It is an exceUent Tirtha loved by Paulomi. The fourth one is 
Mahakala, a favourite of the king Karandhama. The fifth one 
is called Siddhesa. It is a favourite Tirtha of Bharadvaja. The 
leading scion of the family of Kuru saw all these five Tlrthas. 
They were highly meritorious but they were avoided by ascetics. 

13-JS. On seeing them nearby, he asked the great sages, the 
followers of Narada: "These Tlrthas are very beautiful and have 
wonderful powers. Tell me, why are they always avoided by the 
expounders of the Vedas?" 

The Ascetics replied: 

Five crocodiles live ,in them. They take away the ascetics. 
Hence, 0 Scion of the family of Kuru, these TTrthas are avoided. 

On hearing this (that warrior) of great arms 1nade up his 
mind to go to those Trrthas. 

16-17. Then those ascetics told him: "0 Phalguna, it docs 
not behove you to go therein. Many kings and sages have 
been killed by crocodiles. In the course of the last twelve years, 
you have taken holy dips in millions of Tlrthas. Of what worth 
are these Tlrthas unto you? Do not become one observing (the 
suicidal vow of) Pc1tangavrata (i.e. way of moths falling into the 
fire)." 

Arjuna said: 

18. May the quintessence of what has been spoken (advised) 
by (you) people showering kindness (on me) be explained here 
(and now). A man seeking piety and virtue should not be pre
vented by noble-souled ones. 

19. If a foolish-minded person prevents a man desirous of 
perf orn1ing holy rites, he will be reduced to ash by the deep sighs 
of the people dependent on him. 

I. Mbh, Adl 215.3 attributes this to ~ge Agastya and not to sage 
KumAresa. But as no name of a sage is given in the text, textually Kumlre6a 
becomes the sage actached to this Tirtha. 
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4 Skanda Purlit)O 

20. Life is momentary like the lightning-streak. If that is 
spent for the sake of holy rites. let it pass away like that. What 
is the harm therein? • 

21. Only they are the genuine men on the earth, whose 
life. wealth, wives, sons, fields and abodes are utilized (and sacri
ficed) for the sake of Dharma. 

The .Ascetics replied: 

22. Since you say in this manner, 0 Pirtha, let your life be 
prolonged; may your Jove be always directed towards righteous 
life. Go ahead and do as you desire. 

23. On being told thus, the most excellent one among the 
descendants of Bharata bowed down to them. He was encoura
ged with blessings. He went ahead to visit those holy Tlrthas. 

24. Thereafter that hero, the scorcher of enemies, went to 
the excellent 7Trtha of the great sage Saubhadra. He plunged 
into it and began to bathe in it. 

25. Thereupon a great crocodile that had been moving 
about under the waters caught hold of Dhananjaya, the son of 
Kunti, a tiger among men. 

26. Kaunteya seized that tremulous aquatic animal with 
force. That hero of mighty arms, the most excellent one among 
mighty persons, rose up along with it. 

27. On being raised up by Arjuna of great renown that 
crocodile became a woman of auspicious features adorned with 
all ornaments. 

28-30. Her tresses were lustrous, 0 BrahmaJ)as. She was 
very charming and had a divine form. 

On seeing this great miracle, Dhanaiijaya, the son of Kunti, 
became excessively delighted. He spoke these words to that 
woman: 

uQ lady of auspicious features, who are you? Whence did 
this happen that you became an aquatic animal? What for have 
you committed this great sin?" 

The woman replied: 

I am a celestial damsel, 0 son of Kunti, and I used to roam 
about and stay in the forests of Devas. 
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I.ii. I .3 I-43 s 
3 J. I am a permanent beloved of Kubera, named V arci. 0 

warrior of powerful arms, I had four other friends, all of whom 
were splendid ones, capable of going (anywhere) as they pleased. 

32-36. I started along with them from the abode of the king 
of Devas. Then all of us saw a Bnihmaoa who was abodeless 
(i.e. a Samnyasin). He was handsome. He was reciting the Vedic 
Mantras. He was residing in a lonely place. 0 hero, that forest 
was enveloped in the splendour of his penance. Like the sun, he 
brightened the entire region (around him), On seeing his penance, 
wonderful appearance and handsome features, I descended down 
to that spot with a desire to cause some hindrance to his penance. 
All of us, Saurabheyi, Sameyi, Budbuda, Lati and I simultaneo
usly approached that Brihmaoa, 0 descendant of Bharata, sing
ing, sporting, cajoling and enticing him. 

37-38. That sage of great heroism did not turn his mind or 
attention towards us. That excessively refulgent one did not 
waver at aU. He remained engaged in the spotless penance. 0 
great K~atriya hero, that Brihmal)a became angry with us and 
cursed us: ''You will become crocodiles and stay under water for 
a hundred1 years." 

39. Thereupon all of us became distressed and pained, 0 
most excellent one among the descendants of Bharata. We sought 
refuge in that Brihma:o.a ascetic devoid of sins: 

40. "We had become arrogant due to our beauty, youthful 
age and love. We have committed an improper thing. 0 Brih
maoa, it behoves you to forgive us. 

41. This alone is a slaughter (death) of us that we came 
here to tempt you whose soul has reached a praiseworthy state. 
That is enough for us, 0 ascetic. 

42. People who deliberate on virtue and piety consider that 
women have been created as those who should never be killed. 
Hence, 0 sage conversant with Dharma, this view of learned 
men (should be accepted by you) righteously. 

43 . Good men protect and defend those who seek refuge 

1. At the time of cursing, the Brihmaoa meant •permanently" by the 
term •.fatam', but when the celestial damsels begged pardon, he restricted 
the term to one hundred years only. Vide v 6S below which is a quotation 
from Mbh, Adi 216.8. 
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6 Skanda Purli1Ja 

in them. You are worthy of being sought refuge in. We have 
approached you. Hence it behoves you to forgive us." · 

44. On being told thus, that righteous BrihmaQa,., the per
former of splendid rites, having the Justre of the sun and the 
moon, condescended to favour us, 0 heroic warrior. 

The Brahma1)ll said: 

45. Considering the conduct of all of you I am a bit con
fused in my mind. Alas, your impudence and temerity! Alas, your 
delusions! Your inclination towards sinful activity! 

46, If people were to be aware that death is always perched 
on their heads. they cannot even relish their food; n1uch less 
wouJd the commission of a misdemeanour appeal to them. 

47. Alas, the birth of one among human beings is the 
rarest among all births; even that is being slighted by certain 
vicious ones deluded by women! 

48. We put to tl1em this question: What is the cause of your 
birth? What is the gain thereby? Think about this seriously in 
your minds and then let it be replied. 

49. We do not blame these (women) from whom comes 
birth. We censure only those persons who are reckless with them, 
who associate with them without any restraint. 

SO. Since couples are created by the Lotus-born Lord for 
the growth of the universe, that process should be maintained. 
There is no sin or harm in it. 

51. The maintenance of the stage of a householder is bless
ed, if it is carried out with that woman who is given (in marriage) 
by kinsmen in the presence of Fire-god and in the assembly 
of Brahma1.1as. Only then can it yield all benefits. 

52-53. The union of Prakrti and Puru~a with each other can 
be conducive to Gu'J)a only when it is achieved. If it is not achie
ved, it is for Agu~a (absence of Gui;ia). In this manner, one's 
own householdership achieved with effort is excellent and is con
ducive to great Gu1.1a (i.e. goodness, welfare). If it is not achieved, 
it is for Agu~ (i.e. evil). 

54. In the city with five entrances, the gatekeeper is accom
panied by eleven soldiers. (Though) he is with his woman, how 
can he have many children if he is insentient?1 

1. City=body; five entrances=five seats of the sense organs; eleven sol-
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I.ii. 1 .55-61 7 

SS. The union with a woman is for the service to the whole 
universe through Pailcayajiio&1 ('five holy rites') and other sacred 
activities. Alas, it is being utilized otherwise by foolish persons! 

56. Oh, listen. If not, your desire of listening becomes 
splendid(?). Still we cry and shout with our arm raised. But 
who hears?i 

51. The semen virile is the essence of the six Dh/Jtus' ('essen
tial constituents of the bodyt). If a good Yoni (vagina) is 
avoided and it is deposited in a Kuyoni (despicable Yoni), the 
defects are many as told by Yaina. 

58. At the outset he is the enemy of medicinal herbs. Then 
he is the enemy of self, enemy of departed parents, enemy of the 
whole universe. He goes to the hell of Andha (Tomisra) and re
mains there for endless years. 

59. Pitrs, Devas, sages, common people and all living beings 
depend upon man. For that purpose one should put restraint on 
oneself. 

60. They say that a man of self-restraint is a Satllrtha ('a 
holy spot'). That man has perfect control over speech, mind, 
tongue, hands and ears. Others are Kiikalirthas ('contemptible 
ones'). 

61. Men of Tamasa nature take delight in a crow--like (i.e. 
evil-natured) person (mis)taking him for a swan. What benefit do 
Devas derive thereby? Let this be thought of. 

diers=fiveorgans of sense, five oraans of action and mind. Woman==Prakrti. 
Children=created objects. Gatckeeper=lndividual Soul. 

I. The Pailcayajifas are known a,i; •Five arear (Malla-sacrifices". They 
are the obliptory daily ob1tervances prescribed since early Vedic period. 
They are as follows: 

(1) Deva-yajiia: Offerings in fire (even fuel sticks) or Fire worship. 
(2) Pitr-yajila: Offering SvadluJ (Sraddha repast) even with wat~r. 
(3) Bhiita-ya}na: Offering Bali (at least a ball of food) to beings (animals 
etc.). 
(4) Manu1ya-yajila: Oivina food to guest~. 
(5) Brahma-yajila: Recitation of the Veda-at least one t.lantra. 
These prescriptions are found in Sa1apa1/1a Br. (Xl.5.6.l), Tait. Ara(lyaka 
(11.10) etc. 
2. An echo of Mbh, s~arga S.6:!. 
3. Constituents of the body, viz. chyJe, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow. 
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8 Skanda Pur4(UJ 

62. If one reflects in one's heart about the structure of the 
universe in this manner, how can one's mind indulge in and be 
diverted by sinful activities even for the sake of the three worlds? 

63. This (fact) has been read by other men in the sacred 
literature. It has been directly perceived by me in the world of 
Yama. How will I become deluded then, 0 women? 

64. What anger (should I feel) towards you all? People carry 
out those things for which they have been created, whether they 
are real or unreal. 

65. (The words) Salam (hundred), Sahasram (thousand) 
and Vil~am (all)-aU denote inexhaustibleness. The measure 
•hundred' only does not denote 'inexhaustibleness' (or unending
ness). 

66-67. As crocodiles you wilJ be catching hold of persons 
in the water. If an excellent man takes you out of the water and 
throws you on the ground you will all regain your own respec
tive forms. Falsehood has never been uttered by me even in jest. 
The purification by his auspicious contact will be conducive to 
your good? 

The woman said: 

68-72. Thereafter, we saluted that Brahma1.1a, After circum
ambulating him, we went away from that place and thought 
thus as we were extremely miserable and dejected: 'Where can 
all of us in the shortest possible time meet that man who wiJJ 
give us back our own respective previous forms?' After think
ing thus for a short while, 0 descendant of Bharata, we saw the 
celestial sage Nirada of great fortune. On seeing that celestial 
sage of unmeasured lustre, all of us became delighted. After salu
ting him, 0 son of P{thi, we stood there with our misery (visi
ble) in our faces. He asked us the cause of our misery and we 
told him the same. 

73-76. After hearing the same exactly, he spoke these words: 
"Jn the southern ocean there are five Tlrthas in a 1narshy 

place. Go to those beautiful and meritorious places. Do not 
delay. Dhanafijaya, a son of Piij(lu, a tiger among men, (a 
hero) of pure soul, will liberate you all stationed there, from 
this misery. There is no doubt about it." 

After hearing his words, 0 warrior, we have all come here. 
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I.ii. I. 77-85 9 

It behoves you to make those words true, 0 son of Pio9u. Indeed 
the birth of good men Jike you is for the help of the wretched and 
miserable people. 

77. On hearing her words, the son of Pio~u took bath in all 
the Ttrthas one by one and redeemed them who had become 
crocodiles. He made them regain their original forms. 

78. Then they bowed down to that warrior. They uttered 
blessings and good wishes for his victory. As they were about 
to go, Dhanafijaya, the son of Prthi, said to them: 

79-80. "This is the doubt surging in my heart. Why did 
sage Nirada permit you to stay (here) in your exile? Even the 
basest fellow works in the interest of persons whom he adores. 
Why did Nirada say that you could stay in these Tlrthas worthy 
of his adoration? 

SJ. Sin1ilar1y, how could you aJl stay here in spite of the 
fact that the very powerful Navadurgas (nine Durgas i.e. goddes
ses), Siddhesa and Siddhaga]}.apa (•Lord of the Siddha groups) 
are here? 

82. Each of these is competent to ward off even Devas. 
How was it that none of them prevented you all from obstruct
jog (the functioning of) these Tlrthas'l 

83. As l think of this my mind wavers. My curiosity has 
been aroused much. It behoves you to tell only the truth." 

The celestial damsels said: 

84-8S. You have put a relevant question, 0 son of Kunti. 
Now Jook in the direction of the North. Here comes the 
praiseworthy sage Nirada surrounded by his Brihmao.a (follo
wers). He wiJJ answer every questions you have put.1 

After saying this, they went up into the sky. 

I. This chapter, a borrowal from Mbh, is ~ed as a setting for the 
Kaumirikikhao4a. tb.e main narrator of which is Nirada. After the arrival 
or Nirada, the celestiaJ damsels disappear from the scene. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Glorifiration of Holy Places 

Sura said: 

Skanda Puriil)a 

I . Thereupon, the son of PaJ}.9u approached Nirada who 
was adored by Devas and surrounded by Brihmai:ias. He made 
obeisance to all and grasped (their feet). 

2. Then Nirada said to him; '•0 Dhanafijaya, be victorious 
over your enemies. May your mind be inclined towards virtue 
and piety as well as (respectful to) Devas and Brihmaoas. 

3. Engaged in this journey of pilgrimage lasting for twelve 
years, 0 heroic warrior, I hope you are not tired and afflicted 
nor have you become desperately furious. 

4. Even the minds of sages, 0 son of Pao4u, become tired 
and afflicted by journeys of pilgrimage. They become desperately 
furious, despite its being the cause of obstacles to (spiritual) 
welfare. 

5. 0 son of Pao<Ju, arc you not (in the way) affected by 
this defect? In this connection, we have heard this Giitha1 sung 
by Angiras: 

6 •Only he whose hands, feet and mind are well-restrained 
and whose rites are all devoid of aberrations, derives benefit from 
(visits to) holy places.' 

7-9. This fact should be borne in mind by you. 0 dear one, 
what do you think? Your brother is Yudhi,thira and your friend 
is Kesava. (Hence it is proper that you should be virtuous.) Fur .. 
ther, this is but proper that men should be guided and trained by 
BrihmaQ.as, We are indeed the preceptors and instructors in 
virtue and piety, established therein by Vi~ou. We hear this Gatha 
sung by Vin1u in the connection, in regard to Brahm~s: 

to. '] am Viku.otJia. Listening to my spotless, immortal fame 
is like a holy dip. It immediately sanctifies the universe down to 
a Svapaca (•one who cooks dog's flesh', a Cio.~ala). I have attain
ed fame as a Sutlrtha ('holy and pious one') through you. So I 

I. These are floating traditional verses ascribed to some great sage like 
Manu, Angiras etc. Many of them are untraceable even in Smrti works as
cribed to these saaes. For example thi1 verse is untraceable in Aiiglrasa 
Smrti (G.M. edition). 
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I.ii.2.11-21 11 

will (not hesitate to) cut even my own arm, if it were to be 
adverse.' 

11. We shall say s01nething pleasing to you, 0 son of Prtha. 
All of those whom you desire to be happy and prosperous are so, 
namely the Yadavas and the Pao.~avas. 

12. Now, at the bidding of Dhrtari~tra, Viravarmi,1 the 
king who had harassed Kurus, has been killed by Bhimasena. 

13. Indeed, he had been invincible to an the kings like the 
powerful Bali of yore. In the manner in which a thorn is remov~ 
ed by another thorn. Dhrtara~tra conquered him.'' 

14. On hearing these and other words uttered by Nirada, 
Phiilguna (i.e. Arjuna) became extremely joyous. He said: 
"Whence can there be absence of welfare in their case? 

15. They always abide by the opinions and suggestions of 
BrahmaJ.1.as. They are the adorers of Brahmaoas. I too am going 
on pilgrimage to holy places with mental restraint, in accordance 
with my ability. 

16. I came to this Tirtha. There is great joy in my heart. 
Blessed indeed is the visit to the Tlrthas. A holy dip in them is all 
the more so. 

17. Listening to the greatness is still further so, as even Sage 
Aurva has said so. Hence, 0 sage, I wish to hear the good fea
tures of this Tlrtha. 

18-19. Along with this alone should it be listened to as (to 
why pilgrimage has been) accepted by you, 0 sage. You have 
wandered in the three worlds. Hence you know all the essen
tial things. I consider this Tlrtha better than the other Tirthas. 
because this is honoured by you." 

Niirada said: 

20-21. This is proper on your part, 0 son of Prtha, possess
ing good qualities, that you enquire about the merits. Only 
meritorious persons can befittingly Jisten to the merits arising 
from holy rites. Time is spent everyday by good men in listening 

1. Mbh does not ref er to any ViravarmA who was killed by Bhima. The 
Jalmi11i Alvamedha refers to one Viravarma who stopped the sacrificial 
hori,c of PAo4avas but was perauad~d by Kn~a to let it lJO. But this Vira
varmi also is not killed by Bhima. Probably the author of this part of Sk.P 
has used a different version of Mbh. 
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to holy rites and devout activities as well as in praying and eulo
gizing, (while) the whole life is spent by sinners in evil conver
sations and idle talk everyday. • 

So I shall glorify the many merits of this Tirtha. 
22.25. On hearing the same you will know that what has 

been accepted and adopted by me is proper. 
Formerly, 0 son of Prtha, in the course of my wanderings in 

the three worlds, as a follower of Kapila, 1 I went to the world 
of Brahma. There I saw the grandfather (of the worlds). Brahma, 
devoid of impurities and surrounded by saintly kings, celestial 
sages as well as by embodied and unembodied beings, shone-like 
the moon surrounded by the stars. I bowed down to him. I was 
offered welcome by means of a glance. I sat there joyously along 
with Kapila. In the meantime his spies and emissaries came 
there. 

26-29a. They are sent everyday by Brahma to visit (the 
whole of) the universe. They bowed down and took their seats. 
With his gracious glances as sweet as nectar he seemed to flood 
them, as he spoke thus: '1 What are those places you have wan• 
dered over? What are the wonderful things seen or heard by you? 
Recount them. Merit accrues on listening to them." 

When this was said by the Lord, a person named Susra vas, 
who was considered to be their leader, bowed down to Brahma 
and spoke thus: 

29b-32. "Our submission (of information) in front of the 
Lord is like showing a lamp in front of the sun. Still the matter 
must be reported by me as I have been urged by you for the sake 
of others. After listening to and understanding many holy rites 
and pious pursuits, a sage named Katyiyana wanted to know 
the essence. (He performed a penance) standing 011 a single big 
toe for a hundred years. Thereupon a celestial voice spoke to 
him: ,o Katyiyaoa, listen. Ask sage Sirasvata• on the banks 

l. New information. Neither Purii(iic Encyc/op-dia nor Chitriva's Pra
clna Caritra Koia mention NArada's beina a follower of Kapila. Nor the 
story of his bringina Brahmins from Kalipa-arama and settling them at 
Mahlupra-sanaama is traced in the above memioncd referenee books. 

2. This Sirasvata appears to be the son of Dadhica and the river Saras
vati (Mbh, Sa/ya Sl.13-14). He mentions Sarasvatl bein& his teacher (v 40). 
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of Sarasvati. He is conversant with Dharma. He will explain to 
you the essential features to be achieved through Dharma.' 

33. On hearing this, the excellent sage approached that re
nowned leading sage, bent down his head touching the ground 
and asked him what he had in his mind : 

34-35. 1Some praise Truth. Others praise penance and 
cleanliness. Some praise the Sarhkhya system of philosophy. 
Others speak (highly) of Yoga system. Some praise forgiveness 
and forbearance as well as excessive straightforwardness. Some 
praise (the vow of) silence. Some say that learning is the greatest 
thing. 

36. Some praise perfect knowledge. Some praise excellent 
detachment. Some know the holy rites of Agni~toma as the 
greatest thing. 

37-39. Some praise the knowledge of Atman whereby one 
views a clod of earth, a stone and a lump of gold alike. When 
this is the position in the world, people are deluded and perplex
ed in the matter of what should be done and what should not be 
done. They begin to argue as to which is the best one among 
these and contributes the most towards our welfare?' It behoves 
you to say which of these is the greatest thing to be pursued by 
noble souls, 0 sage conversant with Dharma. Which is the thing 
that achieves all objectivesr' 

SIJrasvata said: 

40, I shall speak about the essence that Sarasvati told me. 
Listen to it. The entire universe is of the nature of a shadow. 
Origin and destruction are its characteristic features. It is transi
tory like the bending and breaking (i.e. knitting) of the eyebrows 
by a courtesan. 

41. Wealth, life, youth and worldly pleasures are unsteady 
like reflection of the moon in water. After pondering over this 
intelligently, one should resort to Stha,\lu (i.e. ~iva) (the deity) 
and Dana (i.e. the holy rite of charitable gifts). 

42. A person inclined towards the rite of Dana is not liable 
to commit sins-so says the ~ruti. Similarly the Sruti avers 

The SArasvata Pi'11,a of Taittiriya Samhiti attributed tt) him was taught to 
him by Sarasvatl (PE pp, 694-95). 
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that a devotee of Sthal).u does nol undergo (frequent) births and 
deaths. 

43-45. Listen to the two Gathiis formerly proclaiin1ed and 
sung by Sivar.oi. The Lord whose vehicle is the BuU, is veri
table Dharma indeed. That Mahadeva is honoured and ador
ed. He is called the greatest Dharma. Only Lord Hara redeems 
one from the ocean of worldly existence, 1 where one gets immers
ed in its waters, where 111isery is the whirlpool, darkness is terri
ble, Dharma and Adharma constitute the waters, anger is the 
marsh and mud, arrogance and inebriation is the crocodile, 
greed. the cause of all pain and difficulty, is the bubble and false 
pride and prestige is the majestic depth extending as far as the 
netherworlds. But it is adorned with the vehicle (i.e. ship) of the 
Sallva Gu~a-

46-50. Though the body is Asara ('worthless'), one must 
extract the essence from it, viz. Dllna ('charitable gift'), Vrtta 
(•good conduct'), Vrata {'holy observance'), Viicab, (i.e. words
auspicious, truthful and pleasing words), Kirti ('fame'), Dharma 
('virtue'), AJ'Ulab (i.e. longevity or means of increasing longevity 
such as use of medicinal herbs, yogic procedures etc.) and 
Paropakarafl(J (·rendering help to others')· 

Attachment of virtue, anxiety for renown, good indulgence 
in charitable gifts, absence of interest and attachment in the 
sensual objects-if one gets aJJ these, one has attained the benefit 
of one's birth. 

In this country called Bharata,2 after taking the birth as a 
man, which is not stable and permanent, if one does not pursue 
activities conducive to the welfare of Atman, Atman is indeed 
deceived by him. 

Human birth is difficult to be obtained by (even) Devas and 
Asuras. After obtaining this, one should perform those things 
which would prevent him from falling into hell. Human birth is the 
root of everything. It is conducive to the achievement of all aims. 

1. The comparison of Sarhslra with a river and the analogy described 
here is common to all Purlr,as and is found in the works of modern saint-; as 
we11. 

2. The special mention of Bharata is due to its holiness as a Karma
hhuml whence one can attain Mok1a. Its being a Karma-blriiml i'i mentioned 
in other PurAoas also, e.g. BP 27.2, MkP S.S.21-22, MtP 114.6-7, BdP I.2.16.4. 
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51-54. Even if you (have put in) no effort to gain anything, 
at least save the capital by all means. 

The ship of your body has been bought by you at a great 
cost of merit in order to cross the ocean of misery. Cross it be
fore it (i.e. the boat) breaks. 

Even after obtaining a body having no malady or defect, 
which is very difficult to get, if one does not get away from the 
world, he becomes the slayer of Atman, the basest man. 

Ascetics perform penance; sacrificing priests perform Havana 
and charitable gifts are given-all these are eagerly pursued for 
the sake of obtaining the other world. 

Katyiiyona asked: 

Of these two, namely charitable gifts and penance, 0 ho)y 
Jord, which is more difficult? Which yields greater benefit after 
death? 0 Sirasvata, tell it. 

Sarasvata sai,l: 

55. There is nothing more difficult to perform on the earth 
than Dii11a (charitable gift). 0 sage, this is perceived directly with 
the world as the witness. 

56. Abandoning (i.e. risking) their own dear life for the sake 
of wealth, they enter the oceans, forests and mountains out of 
great greed. They face the great dangers therein. 

57. Others adopt service which is known as Sva-vrtti ('canine 
way of life'). Others pursue agricultural activities involving great 
strain and much violence. 

58. It is very difficult to give up the wealth that has been 
acquired with great pain and strain, which is more important and 
beloved than the vital airs and which has been obtained by means 
of hundreds of strenuous exertions. 

59. Whatever a rich person donatcs1 (as a gift) or whatever 
he (enjoys and) consumes is the real asset of the man. (For after 
his death) other persons amuse and enjoy themselves with the 
womenf oJk and the riches of the dead man. 

1. This and the following verses up to v 80 arc in praise of Da11a (Dana
stuti). They are found in different Purioas and works on Dharma ~A!lltra. 
Tlte~e eulosic!II of gift!II (Dlil,a-stuti.,) are found since the Vedic times. 
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60. J consider the person who begs day by day as my pre
ceptor because he wipes and cleanses (our minds) like one who 
wipes off a mirror. • 

61. That which is being given is not wasted. It increases 
more and more. If the welJ (is dug up deeper and) water is pump
ed out, it becomes pure and has abundance of water. 

62. For the sake of pleasure in one birth, one gives up thou
sands of births. An intelligent man (through the meritorious 
deed of charitabJe gifts) amasses in a sing]e birth all the happi
ness and pleasure of a thousand births. 

63. A foolish man does not gift away wealth because he is 
afraid of poverty in this world. An inteJJigent man gifts away 
wealth because he is afraid of the same in the other world. 

64. What will those persons resorting to what is fragile and 
brittle, do with their wealth? The body for the sake of which they 
desire wealth, is not permanent. 

65. Forn1erly the two syllabJes 'na-sti' ('there is nothing') had 
been habitually repeated by them. That had become adverse to 
them now with the two syJJabied 'De-hi' {'give'). 

66. AU the people (who beg) enlighten a miser thus: "Give. 
This is the result of not giving. 1'.{ay not you too be like this." 

67. It is for helping the donor himself that the suppliant 
says, "Give me", since the donor goes up (to heaven) and the 
donee stands below. 

68. The following persons are born so, because they have not 
given anything in charity: They are indigent persons, sickly ones, 
foolish ones and those who run errand for others. They are al
ways victims of misery. 

69. A rich man who does not give in charity, a poor man 
who is not an ascetic (i.e. does not perform penance)-these two 
should be thrown into water after tying a big rock round their 
neck. 

70. One in a hundred is born as a heroic warrior; one in a 
thousand is a scholar; one in a hundred-thousand is an orator; 
a donor may or may not be born. 

71. The earth is sustained by these seven: cows, brihma
J)as, Vedas, chaste women, truthful persons, persons who are 
not greedy and those who habitually gift away (i.e. donors). 
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72. Sibi,1 the &on of Usinara, went to heaven from here after 
dedicating his limbs and his own bosom-born son for the sake of 
a BrihmaJ,la. 

73. Since he gifted away his own eyes to a Brahma1.1a, 
Pratardana,2 the lord of Kasi, attained unparalleled renown both 
here and hereafter. 

74. Nimi3 of the land of Videha gave his kingdom to Brih
mat1as. Jamadagnya (i.e. Parasurama) gave the earth and Gaya, 
the earth along with the cities. 

75. When Parjanya (i.e. god of rain) did not shower, Vasi~tha, 
the creator of abodes for all living beings, enlivened the subjects 
like Prajapati. 

76. Brahmadatta.4 the king of Paiica)a territory, the most 
excellent one among intelligent persons, gave the treasure Sankha 
to eminent Brahmai.1as and attained heaven. 

77. The saintly king SahasrajiP of great fame forsook his 
dear life for the sake of Brahma)J.as and attained very excellent 
worlds. 

78. These and many others who were tranquil in their minds 
and who had conquered their sense organs went to the world of 
Rudra due to their devotion to Sthauu and their charitable gifts. 

79-80. As long as this earth will exist, the reputation of 
these persons will remain well•established. 

Thinking thus you should seek the essential thing. Be devoted 

1. lnstancc'i of great donors of the past arc given in this up to v 78, 
S1 bi's offer of his own flesh to the pigeon protected by him is described' in 
Mbh, Vana 197.:?J-28 and sacrifice (i.e. cooking) of his son is narrated there 
in ~h. 198. 

2. Pratardana, the son of King Divodasa of Kisi and queen Midhavi, 
the daughter of Yayiti, became king of Kasi and offered his merits to his 
grandfather YayiUi (Mbh. Udyoga 117.18; 122.6-7). His gift of his own eyes 
to a Brihmaoa ic; noted in Mbh, Santi 234.20. 

3. Nimi, a king of Videha, is famous as a royal sage in Buddhist 
./ataka:,, His gift of kingdom to Brdhmai:ias is recorded in Mbh, Va11t1 234.26, 

4. Brahmadatta, an ancient king of Paiica.lal"i, is another famous king in 
Buddhist and mediaeval literature. Hi~ donation of all his treasure (Sankha
nidlu) to Brihmanas and proceeding to Brahmaloka is noted in Mbh, Santi 
234.29; .Anu."asana 137.17. 

5. Tile great self-sacrifice of Sahasrajit, giving his life for Brlhmai:ias 
and going to heaven, is recorded in Mbh, .fiinli 234.'.H. 
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to Sthiou and the holy rite of charitable gift. Kityiyana too 
eschewed his delusion aod was (devoted to Stha,u and the holy 
rite of charitable gifts). 

Narada said: 

81. On hearing this story recounted by Susravas, the Lotus
born Deity was much filled with tears of joy. He praised (him) 
again and again : 

82. "Well said, 0 dear one. This is thus and not otherwise." 
Sarasvata spoke the truth. Similarly this Sruti is also true: 

83. Gift, monetary gift, is a shield unto Yajllas. In this 
world, aJI living beings derive Jivelihood from donors. They 
dispcUed enemies through gifts. Through gift, enemies become 
friends. Everything is established in gift. Hence they speak of 
Dana (•gift1) as the greatest (holy act). 

84. In the terrible ocean of worldly existence which is dis
turbed and turbid due to the billows of Dharma and Adharma 
one should resort to Dana. It is made like a ship. 

85-87. It is after thinking thus that Brahma~as were estab
lished by me at Pu~kara; in Kftayuga Brahma:r;ias were estab
lished by Sri and Harl between Gangi and Yamuni, in the middle 
land ('doab')· Most excellent ones among the knowers of the Vedas 
were established by Srigauri; Nagaras1 were established by Rudra 
and &lktipiirbhavas were established by Parvati. Similarly (Brah
ma1.1as were established) at Srima)a by LakJmi. Thus, these and 
other Agraharas (i.e. villages gifted to Brihma~as) were provided 
by excellent Suras with a desire for uplifting the worlds. 

88. We do not have any desire for the benefit of the holy 
rite of Dana. 0 exceUent Suras. It is for the sake of protecting 
good people that Dana has been glorified by us. 

89. Brihmai,.as who have been allotted proper abodes, up
lift the other three castes by means of instructions of various 
sorts in the matter of piety and virtue. Therefore Brihma1.1as are 
extremely worthy of adoration. 

I. VV 8S-87 record the traditional information about the settlement of 
certain Btihmaoical castes in Gajarat. The author's devotion to Mahi
sigara-sangama and other local information shows that probably he belong
ed to that part of Gujarat. 
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90-91. Dana is of four types1 : Dana, Utsarga, Ka/pita and 
Samsruta. They are of different nature; they have been glorified 
in this order. The gift of tanks, wells and Jakes, trees, educa
tional institutions, temples, monasteries, water booths, houses, 
fields-this is called Utsarga. 

92. If any man were to perform any meritorious rite while 
resorting to these, one-sixth of the merit accruing therefrom is 
obtained by the Brahmal)a who has gifted the same. 

93. Among all these, settling Brahmal}.as (in a good place) is 
the greatest. Sett]ing deities also is an act of Dharma, because it 
has that as its root. 

94. The share of the ancestors of the donor in the merit 
re1nains as long as the temple Jasts or the abode of the Brihmaoa 
remains steady. 

95. This is a smaJI form of trade (i.e. investment) yielding 
much benefit. When old ruins are restored and renewed the 
benefit is stated to be double the same. 

96. Hence I too say this, 0 exceJJent Suras. There is nothing 
equal to Dina. What Sirasvata said was true. 

Narada said: 

97. The Suras applauded what had been said by Sirasvata 
and the Lotus-born Lord said approvingly: "Well said! Well 
said!" The Suras and I were struck with wonder. 

98. Then, when the assembly dispersed, I sat on a slab on 
the beautiful top of Meru and thought thus: 

99-101. "Virafici (Brahma) spoke the truth. Why does he 
Jive, he by whom not a single thing has been done whereby he 
couJd have the satisfaction of having done the duty? Therefore, 
how can I clearly perform the rite of charitable gift? My only 
asset is a loin-cloth and a staff. I don't have even a Jitt]e of 
wealth. If one gives to a non•deserving person or if one does not 

1. Though Dana is said to be off our types1 there are technical differen
ces. Dana constitutes the donor·s giving up of ownership over a thing and 
making another the owner of it and the donor then cannot use it. But in 
Utsarga the owner gives up ownership for the benefit of all (sarvabhute
hhyab). An Utsarga consists of conscruction of temples, tanks, parks etc. for 
the public. The original owner (donor) as a member of the public however 
can use it. In Dana he cannot do so. 
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give to a deserving person (one incurs sin), Hence the hoJy rite of 
charitable gift is a difficult one, because one has to distinguish 
between the deserving and the non-deserving. • 

102. If a gift is made at the proper place and time to a 
deserving person, with a pure mind, of what is acquired by justi
fiable means, the benefit is enjoyed at the time of youth. 

103. If the gift is made with a Tomasa attitude or in an 
angry mood, the benefit is enjoyed while he is in the womb. 
There is no doubt about it. 

104-105. Even during boyhood, the benefit is enjoyed if the 
gift is made out of arrogance or hypocrisy. 

Jf the gift is made with unjustly acquired wealth or if it is 
made with an ulterior motive, the man enjoys the benefit during 
old age. There is no doubt about it. Hence gift is to be made in 
this manner. The time and place must be proper. The person 
receiving must be deserving. The gift should be made in accord
ance with the injunctions. The wealth should have been acquired 
by fair, auspicious means. There must be respect (for the recipient) 
in the man making the gift. He should not have roguish tendency 
or stubbornness.1 

106. How can thi~ take place in the state of poverty? The 
ancient sages devoid of impurities have spoken truthful words. 

107. A man devoid of wealth has neither this world nor the 
other world at any rate.2 People see an indigent person standing 
by as a despicable one. 

108. Poverty is a sin in this world. Who dares or deserves to 
praise it? A fallen man is pitied by all. A poor man is also 
pitied. 

109. A man who is bodily lean is not actually lean. Lean 
are those who are deficient in horses, wealth, servants and guests. 
Only such a person is called Krsa (•lean')· 

I JO. A man with plenty of wealth is highly praiseworthy in 
the world, though his family may be a bad one. An indigent 

I. For a classification ot Dana, cf. B.G. XVII.20-22. 
2. VV 107-112 are Subhn1/tas disparaging poverty. 
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person is censured even if his family is on a par with the bright 
moon. 

J 11. People who have become superior in knowledge, those 
who have grown rich with penance, those people who have 
acquired vast learning-all these stand at the doorway of one 
who is rich in (i.e. has accumulated) wealth, as his servants. 

112. Although in the three worlds wealth is not averse to 
us, it yields fruit only when solicited by another." 

J 13-1J4. I thought over all these things clearly. J looked 
ahead for a suitable place. 

After thinking in various ways, I wandered over countries, 
villages, cities and many hermitages. There I got a place which 
was good and where I could settle Brihmal)as. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Greatness of the Tlrthll al the Confluence of lvlahl and Sea 

Suta said: 
1-5. (Narada said :) Thus 1 wandered, 0 excellent one among 

warriors. I, Narada, went on visiting the different holy places 
on the earth. While l wandered over the whole of the earth, I 
reached the hermitage of Bhrgu. It is here that the highly meri
torious river Revi flows. Jt is the 1nost excellent river. By re
membering it once, one obtains excellent happiness lasting for a 
period of seven Ka/pas. It is auspicious and comprises within it 
an the Trrthas. If it is glorified, it sanctifies him (i.e. the glorifier). 
More particularly so, if one has a glimpse of it (by paying a visit). 
If one talces bath in it, 0 son of Prthi, that being is liberated from 
sins. Just as the Piligala Ni~i (a tubular vessel of the body) is 
established in the middle of the body, so also this river is 
established in the middle of the entire universe. It is glorified as 
such. There is on Reva, a Tlrtha named Suklatirtha 1 which is 
destructive of sins. 

1. Suklatirtha is described in details in SkP, Revikha1,1';la, Chs. l SS.47-
119 and I S6 but there is no mention of Bhrsu's hermitage there, though 
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6a. If one takes bath therein even the sin of Brahma]).a
slaughter is destroyed. 

6b-7. Near it, on the northern bank of Reva, is the her
mitage.1 It was full of many kinds of trees. And it was rendered 
splendid by creepers and hedges. There were different kinds of 
flowers and fruits. The region was beautified with plantain 
trees. 

8. There were many beasts of prey. It reverberated with 
the sounds of birds. It was rich in the splendour of fragrant 
flowers and resounded with the characteristic cries of peacocks 
spread everywhere. 

9. Bees forsook everything and lay concealed humming in 
the same way as a devotee forsakes the world and lies at the feet 
of Hara. 

10. Cuckoos caused reverberation alJ round with their sweet 
cooing sound, just as Brahma]).as pacify sages afraid of the 
worldly existence through nectar-like narration of stories. 

I J. With their fruits, flowers, leaves, shades and logs (i.e. 
pieces of branches), the trees delighted everyone like people who 
perform holy rites of Hara. 

12. Birds fond of their youngs chirped' Putra-Putra' ('0 son, 
0 son') like Saiva devotees fond of Siva ever repeating the words 
'8iva-Siva' etc. 

I 3. Such was the penance-grove and the environment of the 
hermitage of that sage. It was adorned aU round by BrahmaQ.as 
knowing the three Vedas (or branches of learning). 

J4. The cardinal points were filled with the loud chanting 
sounds of ~k, Yajus and Sama Vedas just as the three worlds 
(were filled with the sounds of his prayers) by a resolute devotee 
of Rudra. 

J 5. 0 son of Prthi, I reached that place where the excellent 
sage Bhrgu, of the greatest and the most virtuous soul, was seat
ed. The refulgence of his penance illuminated the whole place. 

Bhrgukaccha (mod. Broach) is regarded as a hermitage of Bhrgu (De 34). 
The author perhaps refers to the same here. 

1. VV 7-15: A beautiful description of Bhrau's hermitage. Purioas seem 
to have same sets of descriptions of jungles, hermitages, some phenomena in 
nature etc They, however, do not appear mechanical due to variety of 
ideas, similes etc. 
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16. I was both distressed and delighted. On seeing me arrive 
at the place, all those Brahmat.1as with Bhrgu as their leader, 
stood up in great reverence. 

17. They welcomed me and accompanied by Bhrgu offered 
me Arghya etc. and permitted by me those prominent sages took 
their respective seats. 

18-19. After realizing that J had taken {sufficient) rest, 
Bhrgu asked me: ''Where have you to go, 0 excellent sage? Why 
have you come here? Clearly specify the reason and purpose of 
your arrival." Thereupon, 0 son of Pfthi, anxious that I was, 
I spoke to Bhrgu : 

20-22a. ''Let it be heard. I shall tell the purpose for which 
1 have come here. The entire ocean-girt earth has been roamed 
over by me. For the sake of gifting land-grants to Brahmal)as I 
am seeking at every step beautiful and pleasing pieces of land, 
holy and devoid of defects, connected with holy Tirthas as 
well. But I do not see anything at aJI." 

Bhrgu said: 

22b-24. 0 sinJess one, I too had wandered before. The entire 
ocean-girt earth had been seen then by me. My intention had 
been (to find a suitable place) for settling Brihmai;tas. 

There is a splendid holy river named Mahi.I It consists of all 
Tirthas. (It is identical with all Tirthas.) It is divine and charming, 
gentle and destructive of all great sins. There is no doubt about 
it that the earth itself is present there in the form of the river. 

25. Whatever holy spots and sacred bathing places there 
are, both visible and invisible, an of them reside in the waters of 
that river Mahi, 0 Nirada. 

26. Where that great river of sacred waters joins the ocean, 
O celestial sage, there has a.risen (a holy Tirtha called) ,\laht
Sogara-Saltgama ('the Confluence of Mahi and Sea'). 

27-30. There is a Tirtha there named Sta.mbha.11 It is well-

1. This is the most important river in this Kha1;14a. It rises in the PurAoic 
PAriyitra mountain (in Malwa) and join.'l the gulf of Cam bay (K.hambhat or 
Khambayat). 

2. Mod. name Khambhat is derived from Stambha Tirtha. 
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known in the three worlds. The learned men who take bath there 
become rid of aU sins. They never approach Yama. Formerly 
when I went to take my holy bath there, a wonderful -thing was 
observed by me. That miracle I shall describe in detaiJ, 0 sage. 
Listen to that great and wonderfu) thing. When I went to the 
meeting place of Mahi and Siigara (ocean) for bathing, I saw a 
leading sage seated on its bank (brilliant) like fire. He was very 
tall and old. Only the skeleton remained (but) he was adorned 
with the glory of penance. 1 

31. Raising his hands, he was crying repeatedly. On seeing 
him grieving, I too became distressed. 

32. This is a characteristic of good people that on seeing 
miserable people they too become miserable a hundred times 
more. So I too cried. 

33. Non-violence, truthfulness and non-stealing-these are 
rare in spite of Miinu1ya (i.e. state of being a man). Then I appro
ached him and asked : 

34. ·'Why do you cry, 0 sage? What is the cause of your 
grief? Even if it be a great secret. tell me it as my desire to 
know it is intense." 

35. Thereupon, the sage told me, ··O Bhrgu, I am unfortun
ate. Hence I cry. Do not ask me. What person will speak about 
his misfortune?" 

36. I was struck with wonder and I said to him once again: 
'•Rare indeed is the birth in the land of Bharata; there too. 

Manu1yatii (i.e. birth in human species) is still more so. 
37-38. Even if (such) birth as man (is acquired) it is rare to 

be born as a Brihma1.1a. There too the state of being a sage is 
rare. In sage-hood the acquirement of power of penance is stiJI 
more rare. After having obtained an these five, why do you cry, 
0 sage? In this connection my wonder is great." Even as I was 
asking thus, a sage named Subhadra came there. 

39-40. He had understood the greatness of this Tirtha. So 
he had left Meru and built his hermitage here. The sage used to 

l. VV 30-80 describe the story of a Brahmin Devasanna who imparted 
one fourth of his penance to Brahm in Subhadra for performing Sriiddha on 
behalf ofDevasarma at the confluence of Mahi and the Sea. This confluence 
is shown to be more efficacious and holier than that of Gangl and the Sea. 
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worship Stambhesvara always. Like me, he too asked the sage 
the cause of the lamentation. 

41. Then that sage performed the rite of Acamana (i.e. cere
monial sipping of water) and said: "0 sages, let the cause (of 
my grief) be heard. I am a sage named Devasarma. I have 
restrained my tongue (speech) and mind. 

42. I have my own abode wherein I used to stay in the spot 
where Ganga meets the ocean. I used to perform the Tarpa,Ja 
rite during the New-Moon days for the Manes. 

43. At the end of the Sraddha, they used to manifest direct
ly to me and offer benedictions. Once the delighted Pitrs said 
to me: 

44. '0 Devasarma, we are always coming here near you. 
But never do you come to our abode. Why so, 0 dear son?' 

45-47. I was desirous of seeing that abode, but I was un
able to convey thi~ to them. Then after saying 'Let it be' I 
went along with the Manes to the sacred mansion of the Manes 
which was on a level with Bhaumaloka (i.e. the world of 
Mars). I stayed in various places and saw in front of me some 
praiseworthy people very difficult to be seen on account of the 
halo of brilliant splendour. So I asked my own Manes: •Who 
are these coming? They are much contented and duly worship
ped. They are extremely joyous. You are not like these.' ,, 

The Pitrs (Manes) said: 

48. Welfare unto thee. They are the meritorious Pitrs of 
the great sage Subhadra. They have been propitiated (with the 
TarpDf.lCI rite, with gingelly seeds and water) by that sage, at the 
place where Mahi meets the ocean. 

49. It is the pJace where the holy river Mahi which com
prises all the Tirthas merges with the ocean. There during Daria 
('New-Moon day') Subhadra performs the Tarpa~ rite of those 
persons, dear son. 

SO. On hearing their words, I became much ashamed. I was 
struck with wonder. After bowing down to these Manes, I 
returned to my own abode. 

51. I thought thus: '1 will go there surely where the ·river 
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Mahi joins the ocean, which is well-known as Mahisagarasail
gama. 

52. I will make my hermitage there and perform t~e rite of 
Tarpat;1a to my Pitrs on every New-Moon day in the same manner 
as this Subhadraka of praiseworthy name. 

53. Of what avail is that sinner, the destroyer of his own 
family, if in spite of his being alive, his Pitrs desire for other 
things?' 

54-55. After thinking thus, I joyously said to Ruci, my wife, 
"0 Ruci, accompanied by you I will go to Mahisigarasarigama 
and wiJJ stay there alone. Be disposed to come quickly. You 
are chaste, pure, and of noble birth. You are famous too. Hence, 
0 splendid lady, it behoves you to do according to what has been 
thought of by me." 

Ruci said: 

56-59a. 0 Sinner, I have been (well nigh) killed by you, 0 
pilJar in a cremation ground! I would rather that he was not 
born; he, the wicked fellow, by whom I have been given to you 
(in marriage). Enough of you. Even with the diet of bulbous 
root~ and fruits (your stomach) is not filled. You wish to take 
me there where only salt water is always obtained. You alone 
go there. Let your ancestors be delighted. 0 old man, you may 
go or stay like a crow for a long time. 

59b-60. When she said thus, I closed my ears. I directed 
(ordered) my disciple Vipula to look after my house and came 
here alone, I take my holy bath here and perform the Tarptl('a 
rite to the Pitrs with great reverence. 

61. I am now wonied much like a sinner in heIJ. If 1 con
tinue to stay here, J will be only Ardhadehadhara (•having only 
half of the body'). 

62-63. A man without his wife is known as Ardhadeha ('haJf
bodied'). Just as without the Atman (i.e. one's self) nothing 
can take pJace in the body, so also one without wife is not 
eligible for (performing) holy rites. A man who is very fond
Jy attached to the bodies and wives is a brute. 
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64. Only the fruit is to be reaped from these two. There is 
nothing essential or substantial in them. A half-bodied man is 
considered not worthy of being touched by good people. 

65-68. Uttama, 1 the son of Uttanapida, was made Asprsya 
('not worthy of being touched') by Suras. 

If I go there, there is no Mahisagara there. How can I even 
go? My feet do not move at aJJ. In this dilemma of ignorance, 
my wounded mind is extremely distressed. Hence I have lost 
much of my sense. I feel extreme]y sorry. l lament and cry. 

On hearing his words fuJJ of emotion, Subhadra and I 
said, "Good! Good!" We prostrated in front of Mahisagara
Satigama. 

69-70. Both of us thought of the remedy on behalf of the 
sage. After attaining human birth which is as transient as a water
bubble, one should work for others. He alone is a genuine Puru:,a 
(man). Others are Purl$akas ('faeces'). Thereupon Subhadra 
thought well and said to the excellent sage: 

71-72. "0 sage, do not be distressed and dejected. 0 Deva
sarma, be steady. l shall dispel your grief like the sun dispelling 
darkness. I shall go to my hermitage. You will not be laughed at 
(by anyone) here. Listen to the cause thereof. I shaH perform 
the Tarpa1,1a to your Pitrs on your behalf." 

Devasarmii said: 

73. May your life be a hundred years, since you speak thus. 
On my behalf and for my sake you wish to perform a great task 
which is (well nigh) impossible. 

74-76. In the place of delight, sorrow affects me again. 
Listen, good people do not ta.lee an auspicious statement in vain, 
0 sage. How can I make you do this great rite in vain? Say, I 
shall say something whereby l can have expiation. 

1. To illustrate how a half-bodied, i.e. wifeless man is of an untouchable 
status, he gives the instance of Uttama, the step-brother of Dhruva, the son 
of King Ultanaplda. He was regarded as untouchable by gods as he was 
killed in an unmarried state by a Yak,a. 

BhP IV.8.9 and IV.10.3 support the fact of his so dying during a huntin1 
expedition but not his treatment as an untouchable by gods. 
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You are adjured by my vital airs. Do as I suggest. I shall 
always perform Sraddha on the Darla day, with your Pitrs in 
view. I shall perform it in the meeting place of Ganga.9 and the 
ocean. Here, you perform the same rite for my Pitrs, 

77. I shall give you a fourth part of the penance accumula• 
ted by me in the course of this birth. Do it in this manner wone. 

Subhadra said: 

78. If you are satisfied in this way. let it be so, 0 great sage. 
Everything should be done by a person who knows in a manner 
whereby good people are delighted. 

Bhrg11 .vt1i,I: 

79-80. Devasarma became delighted thereby. He offered a 
fourth of his merit repeating the offer thrice (in words). He went 
away to his place. Subhadra remained there. 

0 Nirada, Mahi-Sagarasa1igama is of this nature. On remem
bering it J experience a great thrill even now. 

Niirada said: 

81-82. I heard this, 0 Phalguna. like a dead man obtaining 
nectar. I said with words choked due to delight to Bhrgu: 
"Excellent! Excellent! You and we shall go to the extremely 
splendid banks of Mahi. We shall look over the entire pJace, 
the excellent region.'" 

83. On hearing my words, Bhrgu went along with me. The 
whole of the excessively meritorious bank of Mahi was seen. 

84. On seeing it I became excessively delighted with hair 
standing up all over the body. I spoke to the tiger (i.e. eminent) 
among sages with words choked with delight: 

85-86 ... 0 Bhrgu, thanks to your grace, I shall make this abode 
very exceJlent. 0 BrihmaJJa, may you be pJeased to go to your 
abode. I shall think about what should be done." 

After bidding adieu to Bhrgu thus, I sat on the bank of that 
river which had ripples and waves producing a tumultuous sound 
with great enthusiasm. Just as a yogin meditates on the Atman, 
I thought about my (subsequent) duties. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Dialogue between Niirada and Arjuna: 
Dffferent Kinds of Charitable Gifts 

Niirada said: 
I. Then I began to think: 'How can this p)ace come in my 

possession? For, this earth is always under the control of kings. 
2. Jf I go to Dharmavarman1 and beg for the land, he will 

surely hand it over to me but what is acquired by begging is not 
very decent. 

3. Indeed, it ha~ been so declared by the sages. Wealth is 
of three kinds :2 The most excellent one is Suk/a ('white'), the 
mediocre one is Sabala ('of variegated colours') and the basest 
one is called Ktif.111 ('black'). 

4-5. What is obtained from disciple through the teach
ing of the Vedas is Suk la. 

What is obtained through a daughter, usury, business opera• 
tion, agricultural activities or begging is caJled Sabala by good 
people. 

What is acquired through gambling, stealing, daring adven
tures and fraudulent means is regarded as Kr1f1a. 

6. If a person performs a holy rite by means of Sukla wealth 
with great faith and sincerity, in a holy spot and on behalf of a 
deserving person, he will enjoy the benefit thereof as a Deva. 

7. If one were to offer charitable gifts to those who seek 
them with Riijasu emotions and feelings, by means of Sabala 
wealth, one enjoys the benefit thereof as a human being. 

8. If a man, the basest among men, is actuated by Tomasa 
emotions and fee]ings and offers charitable gift by means of 
Krlflll wealth, he enjoys the benefit thereof after being reborn as 
an animal after death. 

9-1 o. The wealth acquired by me by begging will clearly be 
of the Rajasa nature. Or, in the capacity of a Brahmai,a I may 
request the king for monetary gift. That also is very bad for the 

I. This king of Sauri11tra is not mentioned in other Puri.oas. 
2. For the classification of wealth into .~ukla (i.e white, pureJ, Sabala 

(i.e. dark-white, mixed) and Kr1rJa (i.e. dark) cf. Narada Smrti, ~r,adiina vv. 
40-43; Vi11,111 DI,. S. eh. 58 also divides wealth in the same way. 
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same reason, in my opinion. This Pratigraha ('acceptance of 
monetary gift') is terrible. It may taste like honey, but it is com-
parable to poison in its injurious effects. • 

11. Distress and affliction is always associated with Prati
graha and it affects the Brahrnai:,.a.' Hence, I refrained from the 
sinful Pratigraha. 

12. Then I began to think again and again; 'We shall make 
the region come into our possession by any of the means, by 
either of the two means.' 

13. Ju~t as the husband of a vicious wife never ceases to 
worry, so also pondering and deliberating on this I never came 
to the end of my anxious thoughts. 

14. In the meantime, 0 son of Prthi, many sages came there 
to take their holy dip in the sacred Mahisigarasailgama. 

15-16. I asked them all: "From where have you come?" 
They bowed down to me and said: 110 sage, there is a king 
named Dharmavarma in the land of Saura~tra. He is the over
lord of this territory. Desirous of knowing the truth of Diina, 
he performed penance for many years. 

17-18. Then an ethereal voice pronounced a versc1 : '0 king, 
listen. It is said that Diina has two Hetus. (causes, motives), six 
Adhi$fhanas (bases), six Angas (ancillaries), two Piikas (places of 
fruition), four Prakiiras (varieties), three Vidhis (procedures) 
and three Niilas {destructive factors or agents).' 

After pronouncing this verse the ethereal voice stopped. 
19. In spite of being asked, it did not explain the meaning 

of the vcr~e, 0 Narada. Thereupon, King Dharrnavarma an
nounced through the beating of drums: 

20. 'l will give the following things to that person who gives 
the correct interpretation of this verse that has been acquired by 
me through penance. 

21. I wiU give seven million cows, gold (coins) to that extent 
and seven villages to the person who explains this verse.' 

22. On hearing the important announcement of the king 
through the drum, 0 sage, crores of Brahma1.1as of many 
countries came. 

23. But the words of the verse were difficult to understand, 

1. For explanation of the verse, see below vv 41-84. 
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0 sage. Those prominant Brihma~as could not explain it like a 
dumb man who could not express (the taste of) treacle. 

24. But out of covetousness for the prize, we too went 
there, 0 Nirada. But since the verse was very difficult to under
~ tand, we gave it a low bow and came to this place. 

2S, As this verse was inexplicable, the prize was not oh• 
tainable by us. How are we to conduct this pilgrimage? Think
ing over all these things, we came away to this place." 

26. 0 PhiJguna. on hearing these words of those noble souls, 
I was much delighted. After bidding them adieu I thought thus. 

27. •Oh! I have got the means to acquire the place. There 
is no doubt about it. By explaining the verse, J will get the place 
and the prize from the king. 

28. I will get them as a price of my learning. Thus (the 
question of) begging or accepting monetary gifts does not arise. 
Truthfully did V asudeva, the ancient sage, the preceptor of the 
universe, say: 

29-3 J . If one has faith in holy rites, that faith is never un
fulfilled; if one has great keenness for sinful activities that too 
is never unfulfilled: Thinking thus, learned men do according to 
their taste. This statement of the lord is true. Though my desire 
was great and very difficult to be fulfilled, it has germinated, 
grown up and borne fruit clearly. I know clearly (the meaning 
of this verse which is inscrutable (to others). 

32-33. This had formerly been explained to me by the unen1-
bodied Pitrs-' Thus, 0 son of Prthi, I thought over it frequently. 
After bowing down to the Tirtha Mahisagara-Sailgama re
peatedly, I started from there in the guise of an old BrahmaJ)a. 
Then I went to the king. 

34. I told him thus, • '0 king, listen to the explanation of 
the verse. Please increase the gift which you have announced by 
beating the drums." 

35. When it was said (by me) thus, the king said: "Crores 
of excellent BrahmaJ:lEls have said thus. But they are not able to 
explain its meaning. 

36-3 7. What are the two causes? What are those bases 
1nentioned to be six? What are those six ancillaries? What are 
those regarded as the two places of fruition? What are those 
four varieties? What are the three types of Danas, 0 Brahmaoa? 
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What are said to be the three destructive agents of Dana? Explain 
this clearly. 

38-41. If you clarify these seven questions, 0 Br;ihmaJ).a, l 
will give you seven million cows, go]d (coins) to that extent and 
seven villages. If not, you will (have to) go back to your house." 

When the king Dharmavarma, the lord of Saura~tra, spoke 
these words I said to him : 

"Let it be so. Listen attentively. I shall clearly explain the 
verse.1 Hear the two causes of Dana. Sraddha (•faith') and Sakti 
(•capacity') are the two causes of growth and imperishability of 
the act of charitable gifts. The quantity of the thing gifted away 
(is immaterial). It may be small or great. Both of them cause 
prosperity. 

42-43. There are some verses about Sraddha: 
'Dlrarma ('virtue, piety') is subtle. It is not acquired through 

many bodily sufferings or physical strain. Nor is it obtained 
through heaps of wealth. Sraddhii is (the cause of) Dharma. It is 
a wonderful penance. Sraddhii is both heaven and liberation 
(' Mok1a'). Sraddha is the entire universe. 

44. Even if one gifts away one's entire assets, nay, the very 
life itself, without Sraddha ('faith and sincerity') one will not 
obtain any benefit. Therefore, one should be faithful and sincere. 

45. Dharma is achieved through ~raddha and not through 
great heaps of wealth. Indeed, the sages who were poor and 
intelligent went to heaven as they were endowed with Sraddhii. 

46. Listen, Sraddha is inherent in the nature of the embo
died beings. It is of three types, viz. Scittvika, Rajasa and 
rr- 2 ., amasa. 

47. Persons of the Siittvika type worship Devas. Those of 
Riijasa type worship Yak~as and Rak~asas. People of the Tomasa 
type worship ghosts, goblins and spirits. '3 

48. Hence, lord Rudra is gratified with that charitable gift 
offered by a faithful one and given to adeserving one. The wealth 

1. This discui,,sion on Dana shows considerable influence of BG, eh. 
XVII. 

2. Quotation from BG XVII. 2. 
3. Quoted from BG XVII. 4. 
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must be one that is acquired through fair, justifiable means. Jt 
does not matter even if it is of a very small quantity. 

Verses about Sakti1 

49. The surplus that one has after having properly fed and 
clothed the members of the family, may be given as gifts. If it is 
otherwise, the Dharma of the donor is like honey in taste but 
poison in effect (afterwards).2 

50. When one's own people are leading a life of hardship. 
if one offers any gift to other people who are well-off, one is act
ing like a person who swallows poison thinking that he is drink
ing honey. His charitable gift is only a semblance of righteous
ness.3 

51. If one performs the funeral rites and obsequies with 
great deal of trouble and disturbance to the servants, the same 
will ultimately cause unhappiness to one who is alive as well as 
to the dead man.' 

52-54. Even during emergency the following nine things 
should not be given away as gifts by wise men5 : Siimanya (i. e. a 
property shared with others or commonly or jointly owned by 
many), Yticita (i. e. what has been obtained by begging), Nyasa 
(•deposited amount'), Adhi (i.e. what is pledged or mortgaged), 
Darlib ('wife'), Darsanam ('bail-amount'), Anvahita ('security 
deposit'), Nik1epa ('amount held in Trust'), and Sarvasva ('the 
entire property') when one's family is not extinct. A man who 
gives these as gifts is a foolish person. He will have to perform 
Praya.fcitta (i.e. expiatory rites for it). 

Thus, 0 king, the two causes have been mentioned. 
Be pleased to listen. Now I shall mention the bases. They are 

six in number. Hear them. 
SS. Dharma, A.rtha ('wealth'), Kiima (•desire'), Vrr(ia ('shame'), 

Har1a ('delight') and Bhaya ('fear'): They say that these six are 
the bases of Diinas. 

- - 1. Sakti is the capacity of the donor. The verses here summarise the 
limits to generosity laid down in Dharma Sistra. 

2. Verse from Brhaspati, quoted in Apatirka (p. 780). 
3. Quoted from Manu XI.9. 
4. Vide Manu Xl.10. 
S. Quoted from Dakfa III. 19-20; cf. Nirada, Dattapradiinlka 4-5. 
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56. If a gift is made to a deserving person everyday without 
expecting anything in return (here or hereafter), only with the 
idea that it is one's duty, it is called Dharmadona (i.e. gift based 
on Dharma). 

57. After tempting a rich man with the offer of some money 
if one gains a lot of wealth, the money so offered (? a bribe) they 
call Arthadtina. Henceforth (I shall mention) Kamadilna. Listen. 

58. Expecting something in return, if a gift is made on cer
tain occasions with great attachment (but) to undeserving per-
sons, it is called Kamadana (i.e. Dana based on a desire). 

59. Out of shame, if, in the open assembly, one promises to 
the suppliants something and offers a gift, the Dana so given is 
well known as Vrt(iiidiina (i.e. Dana based on sense of shame). 

60. If, after seeing or hearing something pleasing, one is 
pleased and offers a present as a token of his delight, this Dana 
is called Har1adiina (i.e. Dana based on delight) by people who 
discuss (the problems of) Dharma. 

61. If something is given to persons who never help, in order 
to avoid rebuke or revilement, censure or injury, it is called 
Bhayadana (i.e. Dana based on fright). 

62-64a. The six bases (of Danos) have been mentioned. 
Listen to the six ancillaries (of Diina viz.) Diitii ('donor'), Prati
grahltiJ ('the recipient'), Suddhi ('purity'), Deya ('the thing gifted'), 
Dharmayuk ('the thing associated with Dharma') and Dela-Kola 
('place and time')· These are known as six ancillaries of gitls.1 

The donor is highly praiseworthy on the basis of six counts: 
(l) he should be free from sickness; (2) he should be a righteous 
soul; (3) desirous of giving; (4) free from vices or danger; (5) 
pure in conduct; (6) his vocation as well as activities should be 
free from reproach.2 

64b-66. The donor who is not straiglttf orward, who enter
tains no faith, whose mind is restless and disquiet, who is inso .. 
lent and cowardly, who is dishonest (lit. who gives false promises) 
and who is always sleepy is the meanest one of Tiimasa nature. A 
BrihmaJ;;La who is white (i.e. pure and exalted) in three3 respects, 

1. Cf. DevaJa quoted by Hemidri in caturvargaclnttima(1i, Dana Section. 
2. Quotation from Devala in Aparlrka, p. 199. 
3. Tri.fukla-(i) exalted in family pedigree, (ii) in learning and (iii) in 

behaviour; vide infra S.120. 
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viz. family, learning and behaviour, is of meagre means of liveli
hood, who is kind and considerate, whose sense-organs are un
impaired, and who is free from the defects of source of origin, is 
called Patra ('a deserving person'). 

If the donor's immediate reaction on seeing suppliants is one 
of excessive pleasure with delighted face, if he shows hospitality 
and absence of malice, it is called Suddhi ('Purity')· 

67. The wealth that has been earned by one without haras
sing others or by giving undue pain to others (and by) one's own 
effort, is called Deya (i.e. that which deserves to be gifted). It 
may be small or large in quantity .1 

68-70. If the gift is associated with some holy rite or pious 
activity, it is called Dharmayuk. If there is dejection (in the 
heart), the benefit is nil. (If a rare thing is gifted it has special 
merit. Jf a thing out of season is gifted it has special merit. If a 
gift is made when the recipient is in need of if, it has special 
merit.) Therefore the place and time should be chosen properly 
for Dana. If they are befitting they are excellent and not other
wise. The six ancillaries have been mentioned. Listen to the two 
places of fruition. They say that the two places of fruition are 
this world and the other world. 

71. If anything is gifted to good people, the benefit thereof 
is attained in the other world. If any gift is made to bad peop]e, 
the benefit thereof is enjoyed here (in this world) itself. 

72. The two places of fruition have been pointed out thus. 
Listen to the four varieties': They are in order Dhruva, Ahustrika, 
Kiimya and Naimittika. 

73-76. This is the Vedic path of charitable gifts. It has been 
divided into four as explained by BrihmaJ)as. Gift of water 
booths, parks, lakes etc. where the fruit is desired (and enjoyed) 
by aU is called Dhruva. 

I. Cf. Devala as quoted in Aparlrka, p. 288. 
2. Normally donas are classified into three types, viz. Nitya, Naimittika 

and K.amya but our author, probably under the inft.uence of Devala, adds 
Ahustrika (called A/asrika by Devala) for nitya (i.e. everyday gifts such as 
food after Yai.fvadeva). 

The Jines from: Prapiiramata~adi (v. 73b) to sadll hofflllvivarjitam (v. 76b) 
are a quotation from Devala; vide .Apararka, p. 289 where he quotes these 
lines or Devala. 
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What is given everyday they call Ahustrika (i.e. gift without 
any motive or desire). 

What is given with a desire to obtain progeny, victory, pros .. 
perity, wife and children is called Kamya. It is based on a desire. 

In the Smrti texts the Naimittika (diina) is mentioned as three
fold, viz. Kaliipek1a (i.e. caused by a particular time), Kriyapek1a 
(i.e. necessitated by a certain holy rite) and Gu~iipek1a (based on 
certain qualities)- Always these rites are performed without Homa 
(i.e. ghee offerings in the sacred fire). Thus the varieties have been 
described to you. The three types are (being) mentioned now. 

77. The three types are Uttama ('best'), Madhyama ('medio
cre') and KiJnlyasa (inferior)1. There are eight Danas of the supe
rior type in accordance with the injunction; four Danas of the 
mediocre type and the remaining ones are of the inferior type. 
This is the Trividhatva (i. e. three types of ddna). 

78. The Uttamadiinas are the following: (The gift of:) 
houses, palaces, learning, earth or land, a cow, a well, market
place and saving lives by means of medicines, foodstuffs or by 
way of withstanding attacks on them. They are called Uttama
danas. because exce1lent things are offered as gifts. 

79. Food grains, resting places, garments and vehicles such 
as horse etc: These are the Madhyamadiinas because these 
mediocre things are offered as gifts. 

80-81. The gifts of footwear, an umbrella, vessels etc., curds, 
honey and seats, lamps, staff, (precious) stones etc. are called 
KIJntyasas. The last one is of the duration of many years(?). 
Listen to the three destructive agents of Danas. 

82-83. If the donor regrets much after making a gift it is 
called Asura (•demoniac'). It is devoid of benefit. If the donor 
gives without faith or sincerity, it is called Rak1asa. This is also 
fruitless. If the donor rebukes and then makes the gift, or if after 
giving, the donor reproaches the Brihmai;ta, it is called Pailaca 
(•pertaining to ghosts and vampires')· It is also fruitless. These 
three are the destructive agents of Dana. 

1. Although v. Sia is a quotation from Devala, the classification of 
diinas given here is somewhat different from that of Devala. Jiu/~ Aparlrka. 
pp. 289-90. 
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84. Thus the excellent greatness of Dana connected with the 
seven words (i.e. questions) has been explained, 0 king, accord
ing to my capacity. Tell me whether it is correct or not." 

Dharmavarmii said: 

85. Today my birth has become fruitful. Today my penance 
has borne fruits. 0 most excellent one among persons of good 
actions, I have been made contented and blessed today. 

86-88. Jf a Brahmacarin studies the whole of his life, his 
life is fruitless. If a person gets a wife after undergoing great deal 
of sufferings and she happens to be one speaking displeasing 
words it is vain. If one digs a well with great strain and the water 
happens to be saltish, the digging is vain. If life is spent without 
pious activities and many sufferings are undergone, the life is 
vain. In the same manner my name had been vain but now it has 
been made fruitful by you. Hence obeisance to you. Repeated 
obeisance to the Brihmaoas. 

89-90. Truly did Vi~1_1u say to Sanatkumira and others in 
the abode of Vi~i:iu : 

"When I partake of the offerings of ghee in the sacrifice 
through my mouth. i.e. the Fire-god (I am happy but it is not as 
much as) I get from the mouth of a Brahma:oa who gets satis
faction while eating every morsel (of food) with all his holy rites 
and fruits thereof dedicated to me. (When I see him taking food 
1 am happy. This happiness is more than in the previous case.)" 

91. I have done somethingnot pleasing to the BrihmaJJ,as. 
Hence I am not happy. Brihmai:ias are the lords of all. Let them 
forgive my misdemeanour. I entreat them. 

92. Who are you, holy Sir? You are not an ordinary person. 
I bow down to you for the favour you have shown. Reveal your .. 
self, 0 Sage. 

When told thus, I spoke to him then: 

Narada said: 

93. 0 excellent king, I am Nirada. I have come here Cor the 
sake of a plot of land. Give me the money and the land for 
erecting a holy shrine as promised (by you). 
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94. Although this earth and wealth belong to Devas, 0 
king, it is necessary that the king of the day and oC the place 
should be requested. 

95. He is the incarnation of lsvara. He is the Jord and the 
bestower of freedom from fear. Similarly I request you to attain 
the purity of the wealth. At the outset give me an abode, be
cause you are the person to fulfil my request. 

The King said: 

96. If you are Narada, 0 Brihma)Ja, Jet the entire kingdom 
be yours. Undoubtedly I shall render service to your BrahmaJ)as. 

Narada said: 

97. If you are a devotee of ours, you must carry out our 
suggestion. 

98. Give me all the amount that you have promised. But 
give me land only to the extent of seven Gavyutis (7x3::.-21 
kms). Its protection is only through you. 

He agreed to it. I began to think about the remaining affairs. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Dialogue between Nlirada and Sutanu 

N arada said: 

1. Then I said to Dharmavarma, "Let the wealth remain 
with you. I shall take it at the time of need" and 1 came over to 
the mountain Raivata (i.e. Mt. Girnir in Gujarat). 

2. I was delighted to see that excellent mountain which rose 
up like the hand of the Earth beckoning all good men. 

3. Different kind of trees shine on it like the sons, wife and 
others (i. e. other members of a household) who have a righteous 
lord of the house. 
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4. Joyous and contented cuckoos cooed and chirped there 
Jike groups of pupils who had acquired good knowledge from an 
excellent preceptor on the earth. 

S. By performing penance there men can obtain whatever 
they desire, like a devotee who derives aIJ that he wishes for, 
after resorting to Sri Mahideva. 

6. After reaching the great rocky ridge of that mountain, 
0 son of Prthi, I became delighted by the cool breeze of great 
fragrance. I thought thus in my mind: 

7. 'I have now acquired a spot which (ordinarily) is very 
difficult to get. Now I shall begin (my attempt) for getting the 
Brahma1;1.as (to be settled there). 

8. Indeed those Brahma:r:ias who are considered to be the 
most deserving of all should be looked for by me. Statements of 
the expounders of the Vedas are thus heard in this connection. 

9. Just as a rudderless boat is incompetent to cross a water
way, so also even an excellent Brahma]}.a is incapable of redeem ... 
ing (others) if he does not practise good conduct. 

10. A Brahma1;1.a who does not study (scriptural texts) ceases 
to be (a Brahma:r:ia) Jikc (the quickly extinguishing) grass-fire. 
Havya ('sacrificial offerings') should not be given to him. Indeed 
the rite of Havana ('sacrificial oblations') is not performed on ash 
(but a blazing fire). 

1 1. If deserving persons are ignored and a charitable gift is 
offered to a n undeserving person, it is (as bad as) offering 
Gavahnika ('daily measure of food given to a cow') to a donkey 
after ignoring a cow. 

12. The charitable gift offered to a fool is transitory and 
worthless like the seed sown in a barren land, or milking (a cow) 
in a broken pot, or the Havya offered on ash. 

13. If a monetary gift is offered to an undeserving person 
and contrary to the injunctions, not only does the money so 
offered vanish but also the remaining merit is destroyed. 

14•15. The following things acquired by undeserving persons 
kill them (i.e. cause harm): land and cow destroy worldly 
pleasures; gold destroys the body; horse causes harm to the eye 
and garments; ghee causes harm to the brilliance; and gingelly 
seeds cause harm to the progeny. Hence a person not ]earned 
should be afraid of accepting monetary gifts and the like. Even 
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with a small quantity of these (if accepted) the unJettered one 
suffers from pain and disaster like the cow bogged in a marshy 
place. • 

16. Hence a gift offered to the following is everlasting and 
imperishable: those with hidden (power of) penance, those who 
secretly study and recite (the Vedas), those who are devoted only 
to their wives and those who are tranquil. 

17. If a gift is offered to a deserving person at the proper 
place and time and the thing so given is acquired by good means 
and if it is offered with sincerity and ardent faith, that would be 
an index of good piety. 

18. One does not become a deserving person by learning 
alone or austerities alone. Where there is good conduct along 
with these two, people call them deserving persons. 

19. Among these three qualities, learning is the most im
portant quality. One without learning is like a blind man. Those 
with learning are considered to be blessed with (perfect) eyesight. 

20. Hence learned persons, persons with perfect vision 
should be tested (i.e. found by test) in every land. I will make the 
gift to those who will answer my questions.' 

21. After thinking thus in my mind, I started from that 
place and visited the hermitages of great sages, 0 Philguna. 

22-29. I used to sing the following verses in the form of 
questions.1 Listen to them. ''Who knows Miitrkii ('alphabet')? 
How many types? What are the syllables? Which BrahmaJ).a 
knows the five times five wonderful house? Who knows how 
to make the multiformed woman into a single-formed one? 
Which man of the world knows the Citrakathiibandha2? Which 
man devoted to Mantras and learning knows the great crocodile 
of the ocean? Which excellent Brihmatta knows the eightfold 
BrihmaJ)8hood? Who will tell the 'root' days (i.e. the days 
of the beginning) of the four Yugas? Who knows the 'root' days 
(i.e. the first day of the advent of each Manvantara) of fourteen 
Manus? On which day did the Sun formerly get his chariot? Who 

1. The questions asked here are explained in vv. SOff. (beina the reply of 
Sutanu to NArada). 

2. Vide vv. 97-98 below. 
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knows that which causes affliction to all living beings like a black 
serpent? Who shall be the cleverest of all clever people in this 
cruel and terrible world,(i.e. worldly existence)? Which BrihmaJ)a 
knows and expounds the two paths?" 

These are my twelve questions. Those exceJlent Brihmaoas 
who know these, are the greatest among those worthy of being 
praised. I will be their worshipper for a Jong time. 

Singing thus I wandered over the who1e of the earth. 
30-31. They said: "The questions put by you give pain. We 

do salute you." Thus I roamed over the entire earth. Even after 
seeking them over the entire earth, I did not get a single Brah
maJ)a. I sat on the top of the Himalaya mountain and began to 
think again: •AJI the Brahmal)as have been seen. What should I 
do next?' 

32. Even as I was thinking thus, this struck my mind: I 
have not gone yet to the excellent village of Kalapa. 1 

33. Eighty-four thousand Brahmal)as who are devoted to 
the study (i.e. listening and learning) of the Vedas, live there like 
embodied forms of penance. 

34. I will go to that place: Saying so, I started then. Walking 
through the sky. I crossed the snow (-clad peak) and reached the 
other side. 

35. I saw the great jewel of a village situated on that holy 
spot. It extended to a hundred Yojanas. It was full ,of different . -
kinds of trees. 

36. There were hundreds of excellent hermitages of 
meritorious persons. All the animals and other living beings did 
not have any animosity or wickedness inter .,e. 

37. The whole village always rendered help to the sages 
performing sacrifices. Similarly the assistance of good and 
virtuous persons never ceased (i.e. was always available). 

38. There was the great abode of sages, the imperishable 
abode in that village. (The recitation of) Mantras (with words) 

1. A mytholoaical place where Maru and Devlpi, the last kings of the 
Solar and Lunar races await the dawning or Krtayuga to re-establish their 
dynasties. It was a pleasure haunt of Urva§I and PurDravas. It is supposed 
to be nearBadariklu-ama. Thouah the author's description of Kallpa'1P'lma 
is imaalnary. the location is mytholoaically approximate. 
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such as Svahli, Svadha, Va1at(-kara) and Hanta(-kara) never 
ceased there. 

39. It is here, 0 son of Prthi, that the seed for die sake of 
Krtayuga is kept in reserve. So also that of the Solar and Lunar 
races as well as that of Brihmaoas. 

40. After reaching that place, I entered the hermitages of 
Brihmaoas. There, excellent Brahmaoas were engaged in dis
cussing various doctrines. 

41-43. They were discussing and arguing mutually. They 
appeared like the Vedas in embodied forms. Some of those 
intelligent ones, of noble souls, refuted others as (crows) scatter 
the pieces of flesh in the sky. There I raised my hand and said: 
"0 BrahmaQ.as, of what avail are your shouts like the cawings 
of crows? Let this be heard. If you possess perfect knowledge, 
clarify my questions, the many unbearable questions I wi11 ask." 

Briihmal}.as said: 

44. Tell us, 0 Brahmaoa, your questions? On hearing them, 
we shall answer them. This is indeed a great gain for us that 
Your Honour put these questions. 

45. With a desire to be the first to answer (and saying "1 
first") they (vied with one another and) denied the opportunity 
to others to answer. Just as brave warriors go ahead saying "l 
will go first, I will go first", so also (they came forward). 

46-47. Then I put to them the old twelve questions. On 
hearing them, those leading sages said in a playful mood: "0 
Brihmaoa, of what use are these childish questions put by you? 
These questions will be answered by one among us whom you 
consider the least learned (i.e. these questions do not deserve to 
be answered by a learned man)." 

48. I became surprised thereby. I considered myself con
tented and blessed. Thinking one of them to be the least learned 
among them, I said: "Let this one reply." 

49. Thereupon that boy named Sutanu, a boy having no 
boyishness (i.e. ignorance), spoke to me: 

SutallU said: 

My speech proceeds slowly, 0 Brihmaoa, on account of your 
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silly (i.e. very simple) questions. Still I shall reply because you 
consider me the least Oearned). 

SO-S3a. The letters of the alphabet are known to be fiftytwo. 
The syllable OM is the first among them. Then there are fourteen 
vowels. The SparJas (i.e. the consonants) are thirtythree. Then 
there is A.nusviira (m). There are the following too: Visarjantya 
(I}.=:) and Jihvamullya (IJ,k, l:lkh) and Upadhmanlya llJ.p, ):lph). 
Thus these are the fiftytwo. 

Thus the number has been explained to you. 0 Bribma1.1a, 
listen to the meaning of these : 

53b-55. In this context, I will tell you an ancient legend. 
The events took place formerly in Mithila, in the abode of a 
BrihmaJJ.a. 

Formerly, in the dty of Mithila, there was a Brihmaoanamed 
Kauthuma. All the lores that are on the earth had been master
ed by him, 0 Brahmaoa. He exerted himself earnestly in this 
matter for thirtyone thousand years. 

56-57. Without the break of even a single moment, he con
tinued to read (i.e. learn). Then he married. After some time a 
son was born to Kauthuma. Behaving like a dullard, he learned 
the Miitrkiis (i.e. letters of the alphabet) only. Af\:er reading the 
M iitrkiis, he did not learn anything else at all. 

58-59. Then the father who was extremely dejected and 
distressed, spoke to that sluggish fellow: "Study, son, study. I 
will give you sweetmeats. Else I shall give them to others and 
twist your ears." 

The Son replied: 

60. 0 father, is it for the sake of sweetmeats that one 
should study? Should covetousness be the reason? Study for 
men, it is said, should be for the sake of the attainment of the 
greatest good. 

Kautlnmia said: 

61. May you get the duration of the life of god Brahma, 
since you say this. Let this good sense be in you (for ever). 
Why do you not study further? ' 
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The Son said: 

62. Everything that should be learned and understood has 
been learnt here (in Matrkas) itself. Thereafter why should the 
throat be made more and more parched? Tell me. 

The Father said: 

63. 0 boy, you are speaking in a mysterious manner. What 
thing has been understood by you here. Say it again, 0 dear one, 
I wish to hear your words. 

The Son said: 

64. Even after learning for thirtyone thousand years, 0 
father, only different kinds of arguments and mistaken notions 
have been retained by you in your mind. 

65. Various Dharmas have been mentioned in the Darianas 
('systems of philosophy') by specifically pointing them out. But 
your mind is acting like a gaseous matter in regard to them. I 
shall destroy that. 

66-67. You are n1aking a study of the instructions but you 
are not conversant with the real meaning. Those Brihmal)as 
who rely solely on the wordings of the text are indeed biped 
brutes. Hence I shall tell you those words which will wonder
fully act as the solar splendour dispeHing the darkness of delu
sion.1 

68. Akara (i.e. the letter A) is described (i.e. it means) to be 
Brahma. Ukiira (i.e. letter U) is called Vi~ou. Makara (i.e. letter 
MA) is declared as Rudra. These three are spoken of as Gu,µ1s. 

69. The half Miitrii at the top of ~ is the greatest one. 
It is Sadasiva himself. This is the greatness of Omkara. This is 
the eternal Sruti. 

70. The greatness of Omkara cannot be exactly described 
even in ten thousand years, even by means of a crore of Granthas 
(i.e. books, verses). 

I. VV. 68ff explain the mystic sianificance of Om, the Mdtrkas etc. It is 
beyond the scope of an annotator to assess the rationality reaardin1 the 
presumptions A=Ood Brahmi, U=Vi,ou, M=Rudra or the 14 Vowels from 
A to Al, (Vi.rarga) as representi111 14 Manus and such other esoteric expla
nations off'ered in these verses. 
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71-75. Again let what is mentioned as the utmost essence 
be listened to. The letters beginning with Akilra (letter A) and 
ending with bkara (letter JJ i.e. Visarga) are the fourteen 
Manus. They are Svahambhuva, Svarocis, Auttama, Raivata, 
Timasa, Cik~u~a the sixth one, Vaivasvata the current one, 
Savar1,.1.i, Brahmasavaroi, Rudrasavar1,1i, Dak~asavar9i, Dharma
savaroi, Raucya and Bhautya. They have the complexions in 
the following order: white, pale-white, red, coppery, yellow, 
tawny, black, dark. smoky, and reddish brown, brown, three
coloured, variegated. karkandhura (i.e. having the colour of the 
jujube fruit). 

76. Vaivasvata is K,akara also, 0 dear father. He is seen as 
black in colour (also). The thirty-three letters beginning with 
letter KA and ending with HA are the (thirty-three) Devas. 

77-78. The letters beginning with KA and ending with THA. 
are known as the twelve Adityas, viz. Dhita, Mitra, Arya
man, Sakra. Varuo.a, Arilsu, Bhaga, Vivasvin, Pu,an, Savitr the 
tenth one, Tva~lr the eleventh and Vi~l}.U who i!I called the 
twelfth (Aditya). 

79-80. He is the last born among the Adityas but he is 
superior to others (in goodness and power). The letters beginning 
with DA. and ending with BA are known as the eleven Rudras. 
They are Kapa.Ii, Pirigala, Bhima, Virupak~a, Vilohita, Ajaka, 
Sisana, &ista, Sarilbhu, Cao.(la and Bbava. 

81-82. The eight letters beginning with BH A and ending 
with $A are considered to be the eight Vasus. They are Dhruva, 
Ohora, Soma, A.pa, Anala, Anila, Pratyft$a and Prabhisa. These 
are known as the eight Vasus. The two letters SA. and HA arc 
reputed as the Asvins. Thus these thirty-three are known. 

83-84. The A.nusvara, Visarga, Jihvamiiltya and Upadhmanlya 
are the four types of living beings, viz. Jari)'Ujas ('those born of 
the womb'), A.'IJ,{kzjas ('those born of eggs'), Svedajas ('born of 
sweat') and Udbhijjas ('trees and creepers that break the ground 
and grow')· Thus, 0 dear father, the Jiving beings are ·declared. 
This is the implied meaning that is mentioned just now, Listen to 
the true meaning now. 

85. Those men who resort to these Devas and are devot
ed to holy rites, become merged in that eternal position of the 
half Mltr/J (i.e. Sadi iiva). 
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86. These living beings belonging to the four species of 
creatures become liberated, when mentally, verbally and physi-
cally they worship Suras. ,, 

87. If in any treatise these Devas are not honoured by 
sinners, that treatise should not be held sacred even if god 
Brahma himself were to speak it out. 

88. These Devas are weU-established in the path of Vedas. 
In all heretical treatises, they are denounced by men of evil 
action. 

89. Those vicious people who transgress these Devas and 
perform the rites of penance, charitable gifts and repetition of 
names, do tremble (i.e. wander) in the path of the Maruts . . 

90. Alas! See the might of delusion of those who have not 
conquered themselves (i.e. controlled themselves). Those sinners 
study Miitrka but do not honour Suras. 

Sutanu said: 

91. On hearing his words, the father became extremely sur
prised. He asked him many questions and he (i.e. the son) replied 
then and there. 

92. Your first question about the Miitrkii has been clarified 
by me. Listen to the clarification of the second question on the 
wonderful abode of five times five. 

93-95a. The five elements, the five Karmendriyas ('organs of 
action'), Jiidnendriya., ('organs of sense'), the five Yi1ayos {'objects 
of senses'), the mind, the intellect and Ahamkara ('Cosmic 
Ego'), Prakrti and Puru10, the twenty-fifth one, i.e. Sadasiva 
-these are the principles called five times five.1 The house made 
by them is the body. He who understands this exactly, attains 
Siva. 

95b. Expounders of Vedanta call Buddhi ('intellect') as the 
multi-formed woman. 

96. Since it refers to various objects, it undergoes varjous 
forms. But with the contact of the one object-Dharma-it is 
only one though it might have had many forms. 

I. The influence of Sinkhyas is obvious but it is theistic. 
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97-98. The knower of this true meaning does not fall into 
hell. What is not mentioned by the sages, what does not honour 
and accept the deities, and that which is full of lust: learned men 
caU such statements, Ba11dham Citrakatham ('the bondage caused 
by strange talk,?). 

Now listen to the (answer of the) fifth (question). 
99. The one, Lobha ('greed') only is the crocodile. It is due 

to greed that sins are committed.- It is from greed that anger is 
aroused and lust too takes its origin from greed. 

l 00. In fact everything (mentioned below) proceeds from 
greed : delusion, deception, false prestige, stiffness, desire 
to take away other people's wealth, ignorance and absence of 
wisdom. 

IOI. The robbing of other people's wealth, molestation 
of other men's wives, all risky adventures and the commission of 
atrocities-all these are the results of greed. 

102-104a. This greed along with delusion should be conquer
ed by one who has conquered his own self. Hypocrisy, hatred, 
censure, slander-mongering and malice-all these occur in greedy 
people who have not won over their own selves. 

They may be persons knowing all the great Sastras thorough
ly, they may have learned much and they may be the dispellcrs 
of doubts, but being victims of greed they face downfall. 

104h•l09. Those who are affected by greed and anger are 
devoid of the conduct of Si1/as ('well-behaved, respected 
people'). They are like persons with sweet speech who keep a 
razor within. They are like wells covered with grass. 

These people who have the motive and capacity try in various 
ways. These ruthless ones among human kind destroy the ways 
of all, out of greed. (OR: Out of greed, cruel people destroy all 
the pathways which people having the motive and the capacity 
make.) 

These pretenders to piety are insignificant creatures. They 
adorn themselves with the external symbols of piety, but they 
rob the entire universe. These persons who are greedy should 
always be knownasgreatsinners. Janaka, Yuvanisva-Vnidarbhi,1 

I. The readina Vr1adarblu shows that this Yuvanlsva was a supremely 
generous kin& who donated everything and went to heaven as mentioned in 
Mbh, SiJnli 234.15. 
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Prasenajit1 and many other overlords of people have attain
ed heaven because they had eschewed greed. Hence those who 
avoid greed cross the ocean of worldly existence. Others will be 
swallowed by the crocodile undoubtedly. 

Then, 0 Brihmal)a, understand the eight classes of Brah
maJ;,1.as. 2 

I 10-111. Matro, Briihma1J,a, Srotriya and A.niiciina, Bhril1JO, 
J!.1ikalpa, J!.1i and Muni: these eight types of Brihmai,as have 
been mentioned at the outset in the Vedas. The later ones men
tioned in the above list are (consecutively) greater than the earlier 
ones on account of the excellence of their learning and good 
conduct. 

J J2. A person who has been born in a Brihmai,a family, his 
caste alone is that of BrahmaJ)a. But if he has not approached 
(a Guru for learning) and is devoid of holy rites, he is called 
Matrll. 

113. A person who is straightforward, has eschewed ulterior 
motives, practises (the precepts of) the Vedas, is quiet and merci
ful and always utters the truth is called a Brahma1)a. 

114. A person who has learned (at last) one branch (of the 
Vedas) along with its Ka/pa and all the Angas and who is habi
tually engaged in all the six holy duties and is well conversant 
with Dharma is known by the name Srotriya. 

115. A BrahmaJ)a who is wellconversant with the Vedas and 
Vedailgas and their (essential) principles, who is of pure mind, 
who has got rid of sins, who is excellent and intelligent and who 
has a number of disciples eagerly engaged in the study of the 
Vedas etc. is known as Aniicana. 

J 16. A person endowed with all the good qualities of 
Anuciina, who has restrained his senses with regular performance 
of Yajiia and study of the Vedas, and who partakes of the food 
that remains (after everyone has taken his food) is called Bhru1)a 
by good people. 

I. Another ancient kin1 noted for aenerosity. According to Mbh, Santi 
240.36, he gifted a hundred thousand cows alo111 with calves. 

2. The classification of BrAhmaoas, their nomenclature and character
i~ti01 of each class given in vv. l 10·19 i1 based on Devala (vlde A.pararka, 
pp. 284-SS). 
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I 17. He who has attained all knowledge. both Vedic and 
secular, who has restrained his senses and who always stays in a 
hermitage is caJled }J..#ka/pa ('nearly equal to a /J.1i'). 

118. A person who has sublimated his sexual urge, who is 
very exceJlent, who has regular and simple food habits, who is 
free from suspicions, who is truthful and is competent to curse 
or bless shall be a /J..#· 

119. A person who refrains (from worldly activities com
pletely), who is conversant with all principles. who is devoid of 
Just and anger, who is engaged in meditation and is free from 
activities, who has subdued the senses and who considers a lump 
of clay and a block of gold on a par is a Muni. 

120. Those who are exalted by family pedigree, learn
ing and good behaviour are the leading BrahmaJ.1.aS designated 
as Tri.fuk/as. They are adored in Savana and other sacrificial 
rites. 

J2J. Thus the types of Brahmaoas have been described. 
Now listen to the days of the beginnings of the Yugas. 1 The 
ninth day in the bright half of the month of Karttika is glorified 
as the first day of Krtayuga. 

122. The third day in the bright half of the month of 
Vaisakha is said to be the first day of Tretiiyuga. 

The new-moon day in the month of Magha is known by 
learned men as the first day of Dvaparayuga. 

123. The thirteenth day in the dark half of the month of 
Bhadrapada is known as the first day of Kali. These first days 
of the Yugas are known as the days causing everlasting benefits 
if charitable gifts are offered ( on these days). 

124. One should know that gifts made and Havanas (i.e. Fire 
worship, oblations to gods) performed on these four Yugadi 
days ('first days of the Yugas') yield ever.Jasting benefits. Charit
able gifts made over a period of hundred years in the course of 

1. There seems to be some difference of opinion in Purioas about the 
days on which the Yugas commenced. Thus MtP 17.4-S, VP III.14.12-13 
give 3rd Tithi of bright half of Vaislkha, 9th of the bright half of Karttika, 
13th of the dark half of BhAdrapada and l 5th Tit hi of dark half of Migha 
as the Yugiidi (i.e. days of commencement) of Krta, Tretii, Dvapara and Kali 
respectively (vide HD IV, p. 174, footnote 841 for other differences). 
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a Yuga and those made on a single day, i.e. on the first day are 
of equal benefits. 

l2S-128. The first days of the Yugas have beeo, described. 
Now listen to the first days of the Manvantaras.1 

The order is the same as that of the Monvantaras mentioned 
before (in verses 72 etc.): (I) The ninth day of the bright half of 
the month of Asvayuj. (2) the twelfth day (of the bright half) of 
Karttika, (3) the third day of the bright half of the month of 
Caitra,{4)the third day of the bright half of the month of Bhadra
pada, (5) the new-moon day in the month of PhaJguna, (6) the 
eleventh day of (the bright half oO the month of Pau,a, (7) the 
tenth day of the month of A$a~ha, (8) the seventh day of the 
month of Magha,(9) the eighth day of the dark half of the month 
of Sraval}.a, (JO) the full-moon day of the month of A$a~ha, {I I) 
the full-moon day in the month of Karttika, (12) the full-moon 
day of the month of Phalguna, ( 13) the full-moon day of the 
month of Caitra, and ( 14) the full-moon day of the month of 
Jye$tha. 

These are the first days of the Monvantara.,; causing ever
lasting benefits for the charitable gifts made on these days. 

129. The seventh day in the month of Magha called by 
Brahmal)as Rathasaptami is the day on which formerly the 
Sun obtained the chariot. 

130. If charitable gifts are made, Havana is performed or 
sacrifice is made on that day, all these yieJd everlasting benefit. 
It eradicates all poverty and it is considered as causing pleasure 
to the Sun. 

131-132. Listen exact1y to that person whom learned men 
call Nityodvejaka ('one who always causes affliction to living be
ings'). He who begs everyday cannot attain heaven. Just like 
thieves. he afflicts the living beings. That man of sinful soul goes 
to NarQka(•Hell') since he causes perpetual affliction (to others). 

J 33. The person who. having pondered over: 'By what acts 
(of mine) have I been born here? Where (shall) I have to go from 
this place', adopted suitable measures, is called Dak1a-dak1a 
('cleverest of aJI the clever people'). 

1. This list of the Manvtidi Tithis (i.e. Tithis of the commencement of the 
14 Manvantaras) agrees with that in MtP 17.6-8 and AP ll 7t S9-62. 
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134. In the course of eight months, in a day, in the early 
stage of Jife or in the course of the whole life a person must do 
that Karman ('act') whereby he attains happiness in the end. 

135. The expounders of Vedanta have mentioned two 
paths-that of Arcis ('flame, bright light') and that of Dhitma 

(•smoke'). The person who proceeds through the path of Dhiima 
returns (to Sarhsiira). He who goes along the path of Arcis attains 
liberation. 

J 36. The path of Dhiima is attained through Yajiias and 
the path of Arcis is obtained through Nai$karm:ra (i .c. cessation 
of all activities with motives and desires). The path other than 
these two is called PakhatJ,(ia ('heretic path'). 

J 37. He who does not accept Devas or performs none of the 
holy rites enjoined by Manu, does not go through any of these 
two paths. This is the essential principle. 

138. Thus O excellent BrahmaJ)a, your questions have been 
clarified in accordance with my capacity. Tel) me whether it is 
good or otherwise. Reveal yourself too. 

CHAPTER SIX 

Niirado Settles .Briihma(Uls at the Holy Spot 

Sri Niirada said: 

I . On hearing this, 0 Phalguna, I had a thrill of joy. After 
revealing my identity, I spoke to the Brihmal}.as thus: 

2. "Blessed indeed is our father since eminent Brahmal)as of 
your type are the defenders of what has been created by him. 
Formerly Hari revealed this truth: 

3. 'Other than the eminent Brahmal}.as, the expounders of 
my path, can there be anything greater than me? I am infinite 
and I am the overlord of all living beings. There is nothing else 
greater than J.' 

4. Hence, in every res~ct I am blessed to-day. The fruit of 
my birth has been obtained, since all of you who are free from 
sins and calamities, have been seen by me." 
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5. Then those Brihmal)as, the leader among whom was 
Satitapa, got up suddenly. They honoured and adored me by the 
offerings of Arghya, Piidya etc. • 

6-7. They said to me, 0 son of Prtha, the following words 
befitting good people: '•Blessed arc we, 0 celestial sage, since 
you have come here to us. Where are you coming from? Where 
have you to go now? What is the purpose in coming here? Let 
this be said, 0 excellent sage." 

8. On hearing these pJeasing words of the Brahmaoas, 0 son 
of PiQ.~U, I replied to those eminent sages: '(Let this be heard, 0 
excellent Brahmat.1as. 

9-10. At the instance of god Brahma, l wish to give a charit
able gift, an auspicious holy spot, to the Brahma1)as in the great 
Tirtha (named) Mahi-Sagara-Sarigama I had been testing the 
Brahma1.1as on my way to this place. You have b~en examined. I 
shall now settle you (in a colony), 0 Brahmar:tas. Agree to it." 

Jl-15a. On being told thus, Satatapa looked at the Brah
rna1.1as and said: "It is true, 0 Narada, that Bharata (India) is 
inaccessible even to Devas. What then about Mahi-Sagara
Satigama there itself? A person taking his holy plunge there, 
attains all the benefits of a great Tirtha. But there is a great risk 
by which we are extremely frightened. Ther\! are many thieves 
there. They are merciless and fond of daring adventures. They 
are taking our wealth denoted by the sixteenth and twenty-first 
letter among Spar§as (i.e. TA and PA. So T APAS, penance, 
is indicated here). Without that wealth, how can we Jead our 
life? Better to live fasting than to be within the grip of 
thieves." 

Arjuna said: 

15b-16a. A strange thing is being told, 0 Brahma))a. Who 
are the thieves referred to? What is the wealth they are taking 
away? Who are these of whom the Brahma1.1as are afraid? 

Narada said: 

16b.J9. Lust, anger etc. are the thieves and penance is the 
wealth. Since they were afraid that this would be taken away, the 
BrahmaJJ.as said to me this. I told them subsequently, ''Let it be 
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known, 0 excellent Brihmar,.as. What will the roguish thieves do 
to those men who are alert and watchful? If a person is frigh
tened, idle and unclean, what indeed can be accomplished by 
him? The earth will swallow that man." 

Siitiitapa said: 

20. We are afraid of the thieves. Indeed they take away a 
great deal of our wealth. Then how can we continue to be awake? 

21. The roguish thieves went away somewhere. Hence we 
bowed down and came. Thus we abandon everything. We are 
frightened, 0 sage. 

22. Accepting gifts too is terrible. It gives only one-sixth 
benefit. 

Even as he was saying thus, a sage named Harita said: 
23. 0 Who will foolishly abandon (the holy place) Mahi

Sagara-Sangama where heaven and liberation can be easily 
attained? 

24. Which clever man will continue to stay in Kalapa and 
l1ther villages if residence in Stambhatirtha1 can be obtained even 
for half a moment? 

25. What will the fear of thieves and all do to us if we 
steadfastly retain Kumaranatha, the protector, in our mind? 

26. Without daring, prosperity cannot be obtained at all. 
Hence, 0 Narada, I will go there at your instance. 

21-31. I have under me twenty-six thousand Brahmal).aS. 
They are all engaged in the six holy acts (i.e. duties) of Brahmao.as 
(viz. study and teaching of Vedas, performance of sacrifice by 
oneself or through others, acceptance of gifts and giving religious 
gifts). They are devoid of greed and arrogance or fraud. I will 
come along with them. This is excellent in my opinion." 

When these words were uttered, I took them on the top of my 
staff and returned at once, 0 son of Prtha. [ walked through 
the firmament with great joy. I passed through the snowy path 
extending to a hundred Yojanas and came to Kedara2 accompa .. 

1. Khambhat or Cambay in Gujarat. 
2. Kedlranltha, one of the twelve great Li,igas. It is in Oarhwal district 

ofU.P. 
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nied by those excellent Brahma))as. That place could be approach
ed through sky as well as through a Bila ('subterratlean passage') 
and not otherwise, due to the favour of Skanda. 

Arju11a said: 

32. Where is that village Kalapa?1 How can it be approach
ed through subterranean passage? How is it due to the favour 
of Skanda? 0 Narada, tell this to me. 

Narada said: 

33. It is told (by the Smrtis) that there is a snowy path ex
tending to a hundred Yojanas. At the end of it is the Kalapa 
village which too extends to a hundred Yojanas. 

34. At the end, it is said, there is a Viilukiir~ava (•sea of 
sand') extending to a hundred Yojunas. Hence that land (in the 
middle) extending to a hundred Yojanas is described as Bhumi
svarga (' heaven on the earth')· 

35. Listen how it is possible to go there through a Bila 
(•underground passage')· One should worship and propitiate 
Lord Guba without taking food or water. 

36. When Guha considers him to be free from sin, he directs 
him in dream, 0 descendant of Bharata, saying, ·•Go to the 
southern direction:' 

37. To the west of Guha, there is a big cave, a subterranean 
passage. He should enter it and go ahead seven hundred steps. 

38. There is an emerald "Linga of the lustre of the sun there. 
Ahead of it, there is the soil of golden colour free from impurities. 

39-41. The person shall bow down to that Linga and take 
up some soil. He should then come to Stambha Tirtha and propi
tiate Kumaraka. Then a Ko/am (-=--weight of one Tola) of its water 
must be taken from the well after 11ightfall. Mixing the clay with 
that water, the person shall apply the same over the eyes like 

• 
1. From the description of the location of Kalapagrima, it appears to 

be a hundred Yojanas (1200 kms) to the north (east?) of Kedira (in Garhwa1 
District in U.P.) and beyond KaJApagrlma is a desert extendin1 one hundred 
Yojanas. Kalipa is thus a fertile strip of Janel between the snowy Himalayas 
and the desert. It may be in a fertile valley in the northern ranae of the Hima
layas. But the subterranean path described in vv. 34-43 appears ficititious. 
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collyrium and smear it over parts of the body like unguent. Per
haps at the sixtieth step, he sees the splendid hole (i.e. under
ground path) through the power of the collyrium. 

42. The person then goes through that passage. By the power 
of unguent-like application over the body, the person is not eaten 
by the extremely terrible worms named Kari~a. 

43. He may be able to see Siddhas resembling the sun in the 
middle of the passage. Going ahead like this, 0 son of Prtha, he 
reaches the excellent village of Kalapa. 

44. Life expectation is reputed to be four thousand years 
there. The fruits may be eaten. There is no necessity to acquire 
any further merit. 

45-47. Thus it has been revealed to you. What happened 
subsequently; listen to it. On account of my power of penance I 
placed the BrahmaQ.as in minute forms on the top of the staff and 
came over to Mahi-Sagara-Sangama. Having got down there 
then, they were released on the bank of the sacred waterway. 
Then a holy plunge was taken by me along with those excellent 
Brahmauas. 

48. We took our bath in the meeting place of Mahi and the 
ocean. which dispels all defects and sins, like the forest fire (con
suming forest trees). We then performed the good holy rites of 
Torpa1,1a (•water libations'). 

49. We repeated the most excellent of the names to be re
cited. We entered the holy meeting place (of the river and the 
ocean) and looked at the Sun, thinking about Hari in the heart. 

50. In the meantime, 0 son of Prtha, the Devas with Sakra 
at their head, the Planets beginning with A.ditya ('the Sun') and 
all the Guardians of the Quarters gathered together. 

51-52. The eight species of Devas, groups of Gandharvas 
and of celestial damsels assembled there. There was vocal and 
instrumental music in the course of that great festival. I made 
the preparation for washing the feet of the BrahmaJJ.as. At that 
time, I heard the words of some guest. 

53. Jt had the s01.tnd of Siimans; it had the third note 
(i.e. Giindhara or the third accent, Svarita). It was very pleasing 
to the mind like the excellent devotion to Siva. 

54. He was asked by the Bnihmai,as who got up (at that 
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time): ''Who are you, 0 Brahma1,.1a? Where have you come 
(from)? What do you seek? Tell us what you wish!' 

The Brii.hma1;ta said: 

55. I am the sage named Kapila.1 Let this be intimated to 
Na rad a. I ha vc co me to reg uest him. 

56. On hearing that I said: ''Blessed am I, 0 great sage 
Kapila, since you have come here. There is nothing which cannot 
be given to you by us. There is no deserving person better than 
you." 

Kapila saitl: 

57-58. 0 Narada, son of Brahma, listen to what should be 
given by you to me. Give me eight thousand BrahmaQ.as. I shall 
make a gift of Jands to those BrahmaJJ.as, the residents of the 
village KaJapa. Let this be done, 0 holy lord. 

59-61. Thereupon I promised thus, ""Let it to be so, 0 great 
sage. 0 Kapila. let the excellent holy spot KapiJa be made by 
you. If at the time of Sriiddha or at an auspicious time, a guest 
were to be turned away (i.e. disappointed after approaching one in 
one's hermitage), every rite of the one shall be futile. He who does 
not adore a guest shall go to the world of heIJ (named) Raurava. 
He by whom the guest is worshipped is adored by Devas too.,, 

62-63. Sage Kapila was fed and propitiated with gifts and 
Yajiias. Thereafter, the glorious great sage Harita was invited for 
the purpose of washing the feet in the assembly of Siddhas and 
Devas. Then Harita placed his left foot forward. · 

64. Thereupon, a loud laughter arose among the Siddhas, 
celestial damsels and the Devas (?). But thinking more about 
the earth, the Brahma.rµ.s said ••Well done! Well done!"(?) 

65. Then, in my mind, there arose a sudden and great spasm 
of grief. I thought that the Giitha (•verse') sung by the previous 
wise men was quite true. 

I. As noted in supra ftn to v.22, eh. 2, Kapila is the preceptor ofNArada, 
the narrator of this Kaumarika Khar,u/a. But this Kapila is not treated like 
a Guru and hence must be another Brahmin of the same name. 
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66. In all actions and rites the Sabda ('word, syllable') HA is 
despicable. Certainly auspicious words should be uttered by those 
who perform great tasks or holy rites. 

67. Then I said to the BrahmaJJ,as: "You will become fools. 
You will be subjected to all confusion and chaos due to poverty. 
You will have only a very l'ittle quantity of wealth and grain." 

68-70. When this was uttered, Harita laughed and spoke 
thus: "It will be your own Joss, 0 sage, if you curse us. What 
curse is to be given to you? This curse alone will be your curse." 
Then I thought over and said: "0 BrahmaQ.a, what else could I 
(do), after you had placed your left foot forward?" 

Horita said: 

71--75a. Listen to the reason, 0 intelligent one, why there 
has been listlessness (in my heart). It was because I thought thus 
to myself, 'Alas, acceptance of gifts is a miserable thing. The 
Brahminical splendour of BrahmaJ)as becomes diminished by 
accepting gifts. A Brahmal)a who accepts a Mahadana ('great 
charitable gift') gives to the donor all his merits and auspicious
ness and the donor gives him his inauspiciousness (and sins) too. 

A donor and a recipient may argue with each other (?). He 
whose hand is placed beneath (with the palm upwards) (for 
accepting gifts) is abandoned as one of less intellect.' 

ft was because I was thinking thus that there was Jistlessness 
in my heart, 0 N arada. 

75b-77a. The following do become listless and inattentive: 
One who is distressed due to (want of) sleep; one who is exces
sively frightened; one who is greatly passionate and lustful; one 
who is afflicted due to sorrow; one who has been deprived of the 
entire belongings; and one whose mind is engrossed in another 
matter or person. A sensible man should not be angry with these. 
If you have become angry, 0 sage, it shall be harmful to you 
alone. 

Thereupon, being repentent I spoke to them: 

77b-78. ·'Fie upon me, the evil-minded one who has not 
pondered before action. What is it that does not befall those who 
commit themselves before pondering over anything? 

79. One shall not jump into an action all of a sudden. It is 
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the cause of great disasters. All the riches woo the self-possessed 
one who thinks well before doing anything.1 

80-82. Truthfully did Cirakari say formerly: Formerly there 
was an extremely intelligent famous Brahmai,.a named Cirakiri2 

in the family of Angiras. He was the son of Gautama. Since he 
used to undertake all activities after some delay in pondering 
over them, and in view of the fact that he accomplished his tasks 
only after some delay, he was called Cirakart. Undertaking (acti
vities) with lethargy, he was called silly and dull-witted by the 
people with versatility of intellect but (really) not far-sighted. 

83-87. Once his father became angry with his mother be
cause of her moral laxity. 3 Passing over other sons, his father 
said to him. ·Kill this mother (of yours).' On account of his 
natural quality of delaying in all activities, he said after some 
time, 'So (it shall be).' In view of his habit of doing everything 
after a delay, he thought over this for a long time: · How shall I 
carry out the behest of my father and how shall I refrain from 
killing my mother? Under the pretext of doing a Dharma, am I 
to sink in this (sin) like an evil one? If father's command is 
Dharma, sparing mother may be an Adharma.4 There is no free• 

I. er. BhAravi's K,ra/iirjuniya Il.30. Apologetically NArada attributes 
hi~ curse to Harita due to his thoughtlessness (v. 78) and in support, quotes 
thi~ verse equating thereby slowness in action with thoughtfulness (Vimrs.va
kiiritva,. 

2. The episode of Cirakari appears in Mbh, Siinli 266 .3-78. Our text 
(SkP) adopts about 85 lines or so from Mbh and adds a few different lines of 
its own. But there are important differences between the two version~. 

( l) The Mbh Story seems to be influenced by the story of Gautama and 
Ahalyi, while that in SkP by Parasurama-Jamadagni episode with the 
difference that Para!urima kills his mother instanlly despite his love for her 
and gets her resuscitated again immediately. Here Cirakari delays till his 
fatl1er cools down and reverses the order. 

(2) In SkP Indra, the ravisher of Cirakari's mother appears as an adviser. 
Strangely enough Gautama condones his wife's lapse, as she took Indra 
disguised as Gautama as her bonafide husband. 

(3) As pointed out by N ilakao1ba. the commentator of Mbh, the Cira
kAri legend advises delay in executing an order involvina Hirhsil. Here delay 
in action is interpreted as thoughtfulness. 

(4) The sober attitude to women's lapses is an advanced outlook in SkP. 
3. Vide v.108 below. 
4. (othetwise it is the duty of the son always to protect his mother.) 
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dom in the state of being a son. Does it not afflict me much? 
Who can be happy after killing a woman and that too one's own 
mother? 

88. Who can gain renown after disrespecting his father? It is 
proper to respect one's father and it is also proper to protect 
one's own mother. 

89. Both of them are worthy of forbearance. How can one 
overstep them? Father re-creates himself in his wife. He is re
born in his own wife (and that is the son). 

90. It is to preserve and upho]d morality, chastity and 
spiritual lineage of the family (that he does so). I am his own self. 
I have been assigned the status of a son by my father. 

9 J. What the father says in the post-natal holy rite and what 
he says at the time of the investiture with the sacred thread, is 
sufficient to stabilise (the relationship) with a desire to attain the 
honour of being a father. 

92. It is the father alone who gives everything worthy of 
being given, beginning with (our very) body. Hence, the directive 
of the father should be carried out. It need not be deliberated 
upon. 

93. Sins of one who carries out the instructions of his father 
are blown away. Father is heaven. Father is Dharma. Father is 
the greatest penance. 

94. If father is pleased, all the deities are pleased. If father 
pronounces the blessings, they immediately resort to him (to 
fructify). 

95-97a. If father hails with joy. that is the expiation for all 
sins. The flower breaks away from its peduncle. The fruit falls off 
from the stalk. A son (by his misdeeds) may try to harm the filial 
affection. But fat her does not cast it off. It is (the duty) of the son 
to think thus about the importance of Cather. The position of 
father is by no means insignificant. (Now) I shall think about my 
mother. 

97b-98. My mother is the cause of this mortal frame of 
mine, this human form evolved out of the five elements, just as 
Ara1)i (i.e. a piece of wood used to kindle sacred fire) which 
causes fire. Mother is the Aral)i for the body of a man. She is the 
completion or accomplishment of all the aims in life. 

99. On the acquisition of a mother, one is accorded good 
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protection; otherwise one is helpless and devoid of guidance. If 
anyone adopts (a lady) as his mother, he never comes to grief 
even if he is devoid of wealth. Even old age does not overpower 
him. 

100-102a. Though a person is bereft of wealth, yet he approa
ches (his mother) in the house calling her '0 mother'. One who 
has resorted to one's mother will act like a two-year old infant 
even in his hundredth year, even when he is surrounded by sons 
and grand sons. 

rt is the mother who brings up the son in accordance with the 
injunctions regarding nourishment whether he (i.e. the son) is 
efficient or inefficient, whether he is lean or fat. No one else 
does this. 

102b-105. When he grows old, he becomes miserable. When 
one is separated from one's mother, one becomes aged and dis
tressed. The whole of the universe becomes a void for him then. 

There is no shade (i.e. protection from the blazing sun) like 
mother: there is no goal (of spiritual attainment) like mother; 
there is no other protection like mother; there is no water booth 
like mother (as she breast-feeds her child). 

A mother is called Dhatri1 because she holds us within her 
belly. She is Jananl because she gives birth to us. She is Ambabe
cause she causes the growth and development of our limbs. She 
is called Vira.~u by giving birth to heroic sons. Since she renders 
service to infants. she is called Svalru. 2 She is called Mata be
cause she (deserves ?) honours and respects. 

106. They know that father is the single aggregation of all 
deities. The multitude of human beings and deities do not excel 
mother. 

107. Preceptors if fallen are to be abandoned, but not at all 
mother (even though fallen) because mother is more important 
than anyone else in view of her holding the children in her 
womb and nurturing them.' 

108. On the banks of the river Kau§iki, his mother was 
wistfully watching king Bali who was sporting with his woman
f ol.k. Since she took a long time (to return to the hermitage) he 
was directed (by his father) to kill his own mother. 

1. er. Mbh, Santi 226.32, 33 for similar etymoloaies. 
2. Mbh reading •susru' (Siinll 266.33) is better. 
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109-111. Though he was pondering over the whole thing, 
even after a long time he did not come to the end (i.e. decision) 
of his deliberation. In the meantime Sakra assumed the form of 
a BrahmaQ.a and came near the hermitage of his father singing 
the following verse : 

'All women are false as Stitrakii.ra (·composer of aphorisms') 
has said it. Hence only the fruit must be taken from them. The 
learned one, the intelligent one must not keep his eyes on their 
defects.' 

On hearing this the liberal-minded Medhatithi (?Gautama1) 

worshipped him. 
112. He was miserable and worried. He returned shedding 

tears profusely: 'Alas, I have been swayed by malice; I have sunk 
down in the ocean of misery. 

113. I have kiJJed a chaste woman, my wife. Who wiU 
redeem me (from the sin)? The liberal-minded Cirakari has been 
ordered by me in a hurry. 

114. If he is Cirakiirf ('delaying in action'} he may save me 
from sin. 0 Cirakarika. welfare unto you. Welfare unto you. 
0 Cirakarika. 

115. If you are delayed in acting to-day you really are 
Cirakiirika. Save me, your mother and the penance acquired by 
me. 

I 16. (Save) my soul that has entered sinful activity, 0 
Cirakirika of splendid name.' 

Thinking thus the dejected Gautama reached the place. 
117-120. He saw his son Cirakarika near his mother. On 

seeing his father the extremely distressed Cirakiri abandoned 
the weapon and stood near him with the head (bent down). He 
began to pray for his favour. On seeing his son prostrating on 
the ground with the head (bent down), and his wife still alive, he 
experienced greatest joy. When the son had stood near her with 
the weapon in his hand, she had not understood that he was 
about to kiII her. On seeing the son bowing down at the feet of 
his father this idea occurred to her: 'From fear he is trying to 
hide his fickleness in taking up a weapon.' 

l. Gautama appears to be the Gotra and Medhitithi i-; the personal name 
of CirakAri's father. 
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121. His father smiled for a long time, sniffed at his head 
for a long time, embraced him for a long time with his arms and 
blessed, 'Live for a long time.' • 

122. Medhatithi who was joyful for a long time said to his 
son: '0 Cirakarika, welfare unto you. Be Cirakari ('delayer in
action') for a long time. 

123. 0 gentle son, what is being done by you after a great 
deal of delay in the course of a long period, does not make me 
grieved.' 

The learned one, the excellent sage Gautama, quoted the 
following verses too: 

J24. ''One should take counsel for a long time. One should 
abandon what is done (by one) only after a delay. One should 
contract friendship only after a prolonged (test). But that friend
ship should be maintained for a long time. 

125. fn sickness, in pride, in haughtiness (i.e. arrogance), in 
a sinful act and in a displeasing activity he who delays is praised. 

126. He who delays to take action when the guilt of the 
following persons is not clear. is praised. They are kinsmen, 
friends, servants and womenfolk. 

127. One should pursue righteous activities for a long time. 
One should continue search and research for a long time. One 
should associate with learned men for a long time. One should 
serve persons liked and loved, for a long time. 

128-l29a. One should train and educate oneself for a long 
time. In the case of telling others even what is virtuous and 
righteous by way of advice, if one delays in it, one is not des
pised. One should ask others and listen to others for a long time. 
By such delay one is not insulted. 

129b-131.1 ln doing the righteous thing, when the enemy has 
weapons in his hands, when a deserving person is near at hand, 
when there is danger and in the case of worshipping good people, 
the person who delays in not praised." 

After saying this, he reached bis hermitage in the company of 
his wife and son. He performed worship for a long time. The 
sage went to heaven where he stayed for a long time. 

1. This shows that prompt action in emergencies is advocated by the 
Purir,a. 
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As for us, though we speak thus, we have been duped by 
delusion. 

132. In the age of Kali, 0 Brihma1.1as, my curse will fall on 
you. Some Brahmal).as will always be equipped with all good 
qualities.·· 

133. After washing the feet (of the Brahmal).as) I made the 
Devas the witnesses near Dharma varman and performed the rite 
of Sarilkalpa (i.e. ceremonious announcement of what is proposed 
to be done). 

J 34. The Brabma:r;,1.as were made satisfied by 1neans of vari
ous gifts of gold, cows, houses, ready cash etc., wives, ornaments 
and garments. 

l 35-136. Then lndra raised his hand and said in the assem
bly of Devas: "As long as the daughter of the Mountain, who 
has occupied the left part of the body of Hara, as long as Ga,oesa, 
as long as we all stay, as long as the three worlds continue to 
exist, 0 Suras, this holy spot established by Narada shall flourish 
and rejoice. 

137. If a person were to harass (by troublesome acts, thefts 
etc.) the people here or spoil this place, he should be the victim 
of Brahma's curse, Rudra's curse, Vin1u's curse and the curse of 
the BrahmaJ;.1as." 

I 38. Thereupon all of them became delighted and said "Let 
it be so·•. 

Thus in the holy spot established by me, the sage founded the 
holy region of Kapila. Both of them were for the sake of Dev as. 
Thereupon, the delighted Devas went to the celestial abode. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Nii(lljangha's Story 

Arj una .'iaid: 

Skanda Purtil)a 

I. The miraculous greatness of the place of meeting of Mahi 
and the ocean has been described by you. l am very much sur
prised and am highly delighted. 

2. I, therefore, wish to hear this in detail, 0 Narada. In 
whose Yajna did Mahi become wearied and highly distressed due 
to the scorching heat of the fire? 

Niirada said: 

3. J shall recount the great narrative as to how the river 
Mahi was born. Listening to this holy story, 0 Son of Pa1;19u, 
you will obtain merit. 

4. Formerly, there was a king on the earth well-known as 
lndradyumna.1 He was a liberal donor, conversant with all 
Dharmas. The lord was worthy of honour and he honoured 
others. 

5-6. He knew what was proper and what improper. He was 
an abode of discriminating knowledge, an ocean of good 
qualities. 

There was no city, village or town which was not characterized 
by the signs of his Purta Dharma (i.e. building of temples, shrines, 

1. The story of lndradyumna which is told here in extenso, 1s briefly 
stated in prose in Mbh, Va11a 199. 

Indradyumna. an ancient king, was driven out of heaven on the ground 
that his renown was forgotten on the earth. He came down to the earth and 
enquired of the following oldest living beings on the earth: 

(i) Mirkar:u;Jeya, the sage, 
(ii) Pravaraka, the owl. 

(iiiJ Na~tijangha, the crane, and 
(iV) AkDpara, the tortoise. 

The last remembers Indradyumna for his sacrifices. When there was one 
witness to remember him, he was invited again to heaven by sending a 
chariot. 

SkP tells this story in details as Mahi, the central point of this Kha1;1«.ta, 
rose due to lndradyumna's sacrifices. In om text, Indradyumna refu.~s to ao 
to an ephemeral world like Svarga. 
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parks, tanks etc. for public good) on the whole of the earth. He 
performed the offering of many girls in marriages in accordance 
with the Brihma1 form of marriage. 

7-11. This king gave thousands and thousands by way of 
charitable gift to those who sought wealth. On the days or Dasamr 
('tenth day of the lunar fortnight'), Dundubhfs (i.e. big drums) 
were placed on elephants and beaten to announce throughout 
the city that the people should perform the holy rite {of fasting) 
of Ekada§t the next day in the morning. That king performed 
many YajRas continuously, where they drank the Soma juice. This 
continuity was broken only when the king was engaged in battle. 
With the Darbha grass spread over it, the earth rose up two 
Angulas in level. It is possible to count the sand particles in 
Gafaga, the torrents of rain, as welJ as the stars in the sky, by 
wise men but not his meritorious deeds. On account of meritori
ous deeds like these, the king attained the abode of Prajapati 
along with his physical body, by means of an aerial chariot, 0 
son of the Kuru family. Then he enjoyed all those pleasures which 
even the immortal ones (i.e. Dcvas) found it difficult to attain. 

12. At the end of a hundred Ka/pas, once, when the king 
approached him at the time of service and attendance, Prajapati 
(Brahma) spoke to him: 

Brahmii said: 

J 3. 0 excellent king Indradyumna, go immediately to the 
earth's surface. You must not remain in my world even for a 
moment to-day. 

lndradyumna asked: 

14. Why do you despatch me to the earth from here now, 
O Brahma, when much of my merit still remains. Tell me the 
reason. 

Brahma replied: 

15-17. Well-protected merit alone, 0 king, is not the cause 
of enjoying heavenly pleasures, without spotless fame extending 

J • Brahma-The most excellent form of marriage. In this one's daughter 
with valu1ble-, is gifted to one well-vened in Vedas. 
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to the three worlds. Due to the lapse of a great deal of time there 
has resulted loss of your renown now on the surface of the earth. 
Go and revive it, 0 king, if you have any desire to stay in my 
abode. 

lndradyumna said: 

18. How can my meritorious deeds continue to be on the 
earth, 0 Brahma? What should be done by me? The means (for 
doing so) do not occur to my mind. 

Brahma said: 

19-2Ia. Kala ('Time') is very powerful indeed. It takes up 
even me as well as all the Cosmic Eggs. What then in the case of 
people like you? Hence I consider. 0 king, that this is the pro
per thing for you to do, that you return to the heaven after mak
ing your renown clearly manifest once again. 

21b-24a. The king heard these words of Brahma and found 
himself come down to the earth in the city of Karilpilya.1 He 
himself asked (the people) about himself. his city and his country 
with great surprise. 

The people said: 

We do not know king lndradyumna or his city. which you 
are asking us. Ask someone of a very long life. 

Jndradyumna enquired: 

24b-28. 0 people, on this earth, in this kingdom of the 
conqueror of the earth, who is reputed as the oldest living per
son? Tell me where he is. Do not delay. 

The people replied: 

It is heard that there is a sage in the forest of Naimita, who 

1. KArhpilya --Modern Kampil, 28 miles north-cast of Fatehgarh in 
Farrakkabad District U.P. It was the capital of kiq Drupada of South 
Plftcl.la. It wa'i presumably Indradyumna's capital city ages back as he 
started his search for ,omeone knowing him here. 
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is well-known as Mirka))deya and who can remember (events) of 
the last seven Ka/pas. Go to him and clarify your doubts. 

Advised thus by them. he went there, saw that sage, bowed 
down to him and asked him what he had in his mind. 

Jndradyumna said: 

Your Holy Lordship are well-known in the world now as the 
oldest living person. Hence I ask whether Your Lordship know 
king Indradyumna or not. 

Sri Marka,µJeya replied: 

29. Within the last seven Ka/pas there was no one named 
lndradyumna. 0 king, what shall I say? Ask me some other 
doubt of yours. 

30. On hearing those words the king became disappointed. 
He attempted to gather material to make fire. On seeing it, the 
sage said: 

Miirka-cuJeya said: 

31-34. 0 gentle Sir, do not commit this rash act. Listen to 
my words. Even after a hundred years, bliss may come to a man 
if he remains alive. 

So I shall do something to prevent and assuage your misery. 
Listen, gentle Sir. I have an aged friend, a crane well reputed as 
Na~lijarigha. He will know you definitely. Hence, come quickly; 
we shall go to that place. 

Indeed the life of noble-souled ones has mutual help as its 
sole benefit and purpose. If he were to know (lndradyumna), 
without any trace of doubt, he will say so. 

35. Thus the prominent Brihmao.a and the leading king 
started with pleasure towards Himilaya, the abode of 
Na~ijaaigha. 

36. On seeing his friend Markao4eya who had come after a 
long time, the ~rane becam~ delighted. He alongwith(other) birds 
welcomed him with great longing for him and stood face to 
face. 
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37. At the outset he made all the customary demonstration 
of pleasure by means of welcome and enquiry after the health . • 
Thereafter he asked him the purpose of his visit, saying "Tell 
me the reason for your visit." 

38-40. Thereafter, Marka0,9cya told the crane about the 
matter on hand as desired by him: "Do you know Indradyumna 
who had been a king on this earth'! This, my friend, wants to 
know the same. If not, he would rather forsake his life by enter-
ing fire. In order to save his life, tell me if you know the king.'' 

Nii(iljangha replied: 

41-42. 0 leading Brahmaua, now I remember (the events 
of the last) fourteen Ka/pas. Far from seeing him, I never remem-
ber having heard any news about him. There was no king named 
Indradyumna on the earth. Only this much do I know, 0 lead
ing Brihmai:ia. 

Narada said: 

43. On hearing that his age was so much, the king was sur
prised and asked: "What is it on account of which there was 
such a long life of yours? Is it charitable gift or penance? I am 
surprised (at it)." 

Na,/ljangha said: 

44. On account of the greatness of Ghrtakarilbala1 and 
of the boon of the Trident.bearing Lord, I secured this long 
life. This body of a crane is due to a curse. 

45. In my previous birth I was a Brihmao.a's son on the 
earth, the son of the good sage Visvariipa, of the same spiritual 
lineage as Parasarya. 

46. I was a boy ('Ba/aka'), a great favourite of my father, 
fondly called Baka ('a crane') by him. 0 gentle Sir, during my 
boyhood I was naturally very rash. 

I. Originally Ghr1akarhbala a-; described in AV Parisitta 33 was different. 
The PuriJJic rite is described in vv. 47ff. Ghrtakambala P(dii is to be per
formed on Makara-Sarikriinti day. The chapter describes the great efficacy 
of such a Pu/a. 
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47-51. Once on a Makara.rankriinti day in (the beginning) of 
UttardyQflll ('Northern transit of the Sun'), I took away the 
emerald givaliilga of my father while he was busily engaged in 
the worship of the deity. On account of my childishness and 
rashness I took it away and put it in a pot of ghee. In the 
morning, when the night came to a close, as my father removed 
the remnants of the previous day's worship, he found the giva 
shrine vacant. On seeing it (so) he became terrified. He asked 
me in a sweet voice: ''Dear boy, tell me where you have kept the 
Linga concealed. I shall give you whatever is desired by you, 
something to eat or anything else liked by you." 

Thereupon, due to my childish nature and because I was 
greedy of the foodstuff (promised), the auspicious Liilga was 
taken out of the pot of ghee and handed over to my father. 

52. After some time I died and was reborn in a palace a..c; 
the son of the overlord of Anarta.1 I could then recollect the 
(events of the) previous birth. 

53. It was all due to the greatness of ghee--covering (of the 
Liliga) ['Ghrta-Kamba/a'] when the sun was in Capricorn. It was 
due to the contact of the ghee and the Linga, although due to 
childishness and contemptuous disregard. 

54. Thereupon, the Linga was installed by me remembering 
the previous birth. Ever since then, I used to smear (i.e. cover), 
Lingas with ghee. 

55. I continued to do this in accordance with my capacity 
after inheriting the kingdom of my forefathers. Then the delight
ed Lord, the consort of Pirvati, said to me: 

56. "I am delighted with your Ghrtakambalapuja in the 
previous birth. I have given you the kingdorn (on that account). 
Now choose whatever you desire." 

57-60a. On being chosen by me Siva granted me the lord-
ship of the Gaoas on Kailisa as desired by me. Bven as I 
bowed down to him and stood before him in the same body, 
Siva who was perpetually delighted, said to me: c •From today 
onwards if any other man were to worship me with ghee on the 
MakarasankriJnti day, he shall surely become a GaJ.18. of mine." 

I , Anarta is North Oajarat here (De 7). 
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After saying this, 0 gentle Sir, Siva made me the lord of a crore 
of Ga:oas with the name Prattpa Pa/aka and I stood hy the order 
of Siva. 

60b-63. Though I obtained the royal glory, yet, as the Pro
vidence would have it, I was not competent to retain it. This 
glory was like a bee that hovered round and round with the six 
feet such as Kama ('Lust') etc. and was naturally very fickle. Like 
a mad elephant I wandered (everywhere). I was devoid of the 
thought of what should be done and what should not be done. 
I was exceedingly haughty and proud. Just as a mean, base
born man, in spite of obtaining ]earning, nobility of birth and 
riches, becomes a victim of calamities, in the same manner as 
rivers fan into ocean (I too became overwhelmed by calamities). 

64. When some time elapsed thus, in the course of my 
wanderings, I casually went to a mountain where the caves were 
blocked by ice (boulders). 

65. The sage Galava1 (was staying) there with his wife and 
was engaged in penance for ever. He was Jean and emaciated 
due to severe austerities with the network of blood vessels (clearly 
visible). 

66. This physical body of the BrahmaJ;1,a was not at all 
fond of worldly pleasures and benefits. He was devoted to 
severe penance for the sake of endJess happiness after death. 

67-68. His wife, a lady of excellent complexion, vanquished 
the whole universe with her excessive beauty. She was a slender
bodied, dark-complexioned, fawn-eyed lady with plump and pro
truding breasts. Her speech was slightly faltering like the inarti
culate sound of a swan expressing joy. In her gait, she resembled 
an elephant in rut. She had ample buttocks but very slender 
waist. She had very long tresses. 

69. Her navel was depressed. (It seemed) that she was crea
ted by Brahma who desired to see all beauty, scattered (in differ
ent objects), concentrated in one individual. 

70-74a. I became immodest on seeing that beloved wife of 
Gilava, 0 gentle Sir. I became hit with volleys of arrows by 

I. He is a different person from the son of Visvimitra or the sage who 
married king Yayati's daughter MAdhavI mentioned in Mbh, Udyoga, Chs. 
106-21 and other sages of ,he same name mentioned in Chitrav's Praclna 
Caritra Kola (PCK), pp. 319·20. 
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the Flower-bowed Lord (i.e. Kama Deva). Even the sages who 
are supposed to possess discretion are so, only as long as they are 
not looked at with the side-glances by fawn-eyed women. 

This was resolved by me in my mind as I desired to abduct 
her. (I mentally planned) that I would kidnap in such and such 
a manner, that lady well-guarded by the power of penance of the 
sage. (I thought) 'If the sage curses me for her sake, it will be 
my discomfiture. Either she becomes my wife or I court death. 
So I shall become a disciple of this sage and be devoted to his 
service. On getting an opportunity, I will kidnap her. This lady 
is not suited to this sage.' 

74b-82. I came to that decision and so assumed the form of 
a disciple. Urged by the inevitable future, I bowed down to 
Gilava and spoke the following words. 

In the case of the following things, everything will be in 
accordance with what has been formerly done by men, viz. 
intellect, friendship and endeavour. "I am endowed with discri
mination and detachment, 0 holy lord, and I have approached 
you. I am your disciple. I have to be taught (by you). I bow 
down to the sentient Brahman, visible in the form of Gilava. 
He is the great sage who is my helmsman and who is to take me 
across (the ocean of worldly existence) which is boundless. He 
is ViJJ)U who has taken the form of a Brihmaoa. 

I have be~n bitten bythe blackserpentof Avidya ('Ignorance'). 
I am afflicted with its poison, 0 Jangu/ika ('Snake-doctor'), 
revive me by means of the great Mantras of sound advice. 

The great tree of excessive delusion is growing within the 
Avapa ('water-basin round a tree') of the heart. Let it be destroy
ed by the sharp-edged hatchet of your (wise) sayings. 

Let this tree which grows (as an obstruction) in the path of 
liberation and which is watered by the association of the foolish 
ones, be cut now by means of the axe of learning by (you), the 
carpenter. 

1 resort (to you). I am your disciple devoted to your service 
for a long time. I shall bring sacrificial twigs, Darbha grass, 
fruits and roots, logs of wood and water. Bless me, the humble 
one, who have approached you." 

83. Already I had been nicknamed Baka formerly (i.e. in 
previous birth) and now I resorted to the deceitful tactics of a 
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Baka thus. Thereupon, the sage who had always fixed his mind 
on straightforwardness blessed me. ,, 

84. I became excessively humble and began to please him 
along with his wife. Everyday, I tried to delight them strenuous
ly in order to gain their confidence. 

85. The sage was wise. He did not have full confidence in 
his wife who could be a target (of attack of vicious persons). 
Moreover, he knew about the general conduct of women. Hence 
the BrihmaJ).a used to sleep keeping her in his lap (guarding her 
closely). 

86. On another day that Brihm~a lady happened to be in 
her monthly period. Having confidence in me, the poor lady 
slept in a place away (from the sage) at night. 

87. Thinking this to be a good opportunity, I became delight
ed. At midnight I asswned the guise of a robber and abducted her. 

88. On being taken away by me, the lady lamented loudly. 
I (pacified her saying) 'no', •no'. Recognising me by my voice, she 
spoke to the sage: 

89-90. "This wicked fellow of fraudulent tactics like those 
of a crane, covering himself with the cloak of piety and misbe
having much, is taking me by force. Save me from him, 0 
Gilava. 

He has been your disciple. Now he has become a robber. 
He desires to abduct me. Hence protect me (0 Sage). Worthy 
of being sought refuge in, be my resort and refuge.'' 

91. Simultaneously with her utterance of these words the 
sage Ga.lava awoke. Saying "Stop, stop" to me he paralyzed my 
movement. 

92 ParaJyzed by the sage, I stood motionless like a form 
painted in a picture. I became ashamed and felt as though I was 
entering my own limbs. 

93. Then the infuriated Ga.lava approached me and said 
those words as unbearable as thunderbolt, whereby I became a 
crane. 

Galava said: 

94. Since I have been deceived by you, 0 meanest among 
men, by adopting fraudulent tactics of a crane, you will be a 
crane for a long time. 
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9S. Thus, because I resorted to an evil thing, I was cursed by 
the sage. By trying to enjoy another man's wife I came to this 
disaster. 

96. There is nothing else which shortens the life-span of a 
person than enjoying another man's wife. 

97. That chaste ascetic lady whose limbs had been defiled 
by my touch, took her bath after being released by me and curs
ed me in the same manner. 

98. On being cursed by both of them, I trembled like the 
leaves of the ho)y fig tree. I bowed down to the couple there and 
said: 

99. "I am a GaJJ,a of lsvara himself. Still I was rude and 
immodest (and harmed) you both. Just as you have restrained 
me, in the same manner kindly bless me too. 

100. Indeed in the case of a Brahmaoa, there is a razor in 
the speech, but the heart is butter-like. They may be angry but 
when entreated they become pleased in a moment. 

101. Since I opposed you, you alone must be my refuge. To 
those who falter in their steps on the ground the ground itself is 
their support. 

102. Even the lordship of Gai:ias has become a cause of 
regret for me. The riches of a rude and immodest fellow come to 
an end in disaster. 

103. Men of discrimination know by means of their intellect 
the calamity coming from others. But the mean-minded do not 
know both (?) without their own exprience. 

104. After attaining splendour, learning and pr0sperity an 
immodest fellow becomes proud and haughty like me and never 
retains his position for a long time. 

10S. To those who are blind with pride, the cause of pride 
are learning, wealth and nobility. These alone cause restraint in 
good persons. 

106. The intellect of those who have not · conquered their 
own self is not inclined towards good result and consequence. 
Those people like me cause the bad reputation of being 'Fickle' 
to gri (i.e. wealth and glory). 

107. Hence, 0 excellent sage, be pleased. Put an end to my 
curse. Good men are always of forgiving nature, even in the 
case of impolite persons." 
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108. When I put forward such pleading words humbly, the 
sage became inclined to be pleased and he put an.end to my 
curse. 

Giilava said: 

109. When you assist King Indradyumna in reviving his lost 
reputation, you will attain liberation. 

110. Thus due to the curse of the sage, I became a Baka in 
the family of Kasyapa. Ever since, I am staying on the Himacala 
mountain. 

111. As a result of the Ghrtakamba/a (i. e. worship of the 
Linga by smearing it with ghee), I obtained kingdom and Jong 
life. Now I have the ability to know the events of the previous life 
and other similar powers. Through the curse of the sage Galava 
I got the form of a crane. So, 0 gentle Sir, everything asked by 
you today has been recounted. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

Priikiirakar,a's Story1 

Niirada said: 

1. On hearing the words uttered by the crane Ni4ijangha. 
the king became extremely miserable in the company ofMarkaJ).
~eya. 

2. On seeing the king miserable with tears in the eyes, the 
sage who too was equally sorry, spoke to the crane on his behalf: 

3-4. "0 highly fortunate bird, after creating hope in lndra
dyumna, I came here along with him to you, hoping that since 
we two are long-lived, we may know lndradyumna partially. 

But his purpose is not achieved. He wilJ give up his life by 
entering fire, since he has come to the stage of frustration and 
dejection. 

1. This chapter describes the sreat efficacy of Siva's worship with Bilva 
leaves. 
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5. He approached me. I approached you. But his desire 
was not fulfilled. So I shall follow him. I adjure you with death. 

6. Good people cannot tolerate seeing that the person who 
has been given hope and allowed to come near is disappoint
ed. Hence death is far better than life. 

7. What he had in his heart was requested for by him and 
it was promised by me, keeping in my mind you, my friend 
of very long life, in the matter of knowing him. 

8. There is no purpose in my long life since I was not able 
to accomplish what had been promised. 0 friend, now, it fulfils 
the hope and desire of those who request (for help) by deception 
alone. 

9. If what is promised is carried out, the state of being a 
slave in the village of the meanest foJk is praiseworthy in the 
case of (all) 1nen as in the case of Harjscandra. Not sticking to 
truthfulness is not praiseworthy at aJI. 

10-11. Mitra ('Friend') is a synonym of Sneha (•affection') 
and that is known as Saptapada (i.e. effected by speaking seven 
words or going seven steps together). Of what nature is that 
affection which is not perceptible towards a distressed friend? 

Hence I shall gather together means of making fire along 
with (this king) for the sake of one whose body is renown. This 
is true, 0 friend. 

12. Allow me (to go), 0 highly fortunate Na~iijangha, O 
most excellent one among birds. This is my lattt meeting with 
you.'' 

Narada said: 
13. He heard these words uttered by MarkaJJ.4eya, which 

were as unbearable as thunderbolt. He meditated for a moment. 
Then (apparently) pleased he spoke to them: 

Nolljangha said: 

14. If it is so, 0 excellent sage, prevent this friend of yours 
from entering the fire now. There is a person who has lived 
longer than I. 

1 S. He is an owl named Prikiraka~a on the mountain 
Sivaparvata (i.e. Kailasa). He will know .king lndradyumna 
certainly. 
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16. Hence I shall go to that mountain, the abode of ~iva, 
along with you and this (king) for the sake of accompfishing the 
task of (our) friend. 

17. After he had said this, those three leading Dvijas 
('twice-borns'}-a bird, a brahmal)a, a k,atriya) went to Kailasa 
and saw that owl (staying) in his own nest. 

18. With due welcome and honour he received them. The 
Baka was asked about the other two. He then told him about 
everything that they wanted. 

19. "You are long-lived. If you know king lndradyumna 
tell us. There is so1nething to be done by knowing it. We (three) 
will then remain alive." 

20-21. On being asked thus. the owl became sad, because 
it had to accomplish the task of a friend (but could not do so). 
He said, "l do not know kinglndradyumna. Twenty-eight Ka/pas 
have passed since I was born on this ea11h. This king lndra
dyumna was neither heard of. nor seen on this earth." 

22-23. On hearing this, the king was surprised that the span 
of his life was so great. Although he was sad, he asked (the owl) 
about his longevity: "If your life is so long, say how it was 
obtained by you. How did you get this excessively contemptib1e 
state of an owl?" 

PrlikarakarlJ{l said: 

24. Listen, 0 gentle Sir, how I got a long life. It was due 
to the worship of Siva. This contemptible form of an owl is due 
to the curse of a great sage. 

2S. Formerly I was a Brihma:oa born in the family of 
Vasittha. I was well-known as Gha"Q.ta. I was engaged in the 
worship of~iva at Viril)asi. 

26. I habitually listened (to the discourses) on Dharma in 
the assembly of good men. I heard (the mode of worshipping). 
I worshipped Lord Siva with unbroken Bilva (A.egle Marmelos) 
leaves. 

2 7. Neither jasmine nor Mandlira (Erythrina Ind/ea) nor 
lotus nor Mallika (Janninum Zambac) are such a favourite of the 
enemy of Madana (i.e. Lord §iva) as Jrrvrk1a (i.e'l Bilva). 
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28. If a single (i.e. three in a cluster) unbroken .Silva leaf is 
placed on the head of ~iva, the merit of (the worship with) a 
hundred thousand flowers is obtained. 

29. One can live for a hundred-thousand years in heaven by 
worshipping the Linga faithfully with unbroken Bilva leaves 
brought by oneself. 

30. Hearing this from good scriptures, I used to worship 
T svara faithfully thrice a day with Bilva leaves, each being a 
cluster of three leaves. 

31. Then at the end of a hundred years, the Moon-crested 
Lord became satisfied. He appeared before me and spoke to me 
in a voice as majestic as the sound of cloud: 

isvara said: 

32. 0 eminent Brahma:oa, l am satisfied and delighted with 
your worship with the Bilva leaves. Choose what you desire, 
which I shall give unto you even if it be very difficult to get. 

33. I get extremely great satisfaction and delight (when I 
am worshipped) with even a single unbroken Bilva leaf; not so 
with crores of other (flowers etc.). 

34. On being told thus by Lord Sarilbhu, I chose the boon 
that had been in my mind. "0 Lord, make me an immortal one. 
devoid of old age." 

35. Then the Lord with sportive grace said to me unhesita
tingly, "So (it shall be)" and vanished. I derived great delight 
and pleasure. 

36. I knew myself to be the most blessed and contented on 
the earth. At this time itself there was a certain Brihma.J)a born 
in the family of Bhrgu. 

37. Virtuous and meritorious in the course of three births, 
he was an Ak1avit ('conversant with the sense organs') as well as 
Ak,arartnavit ('one who knows the letters and their meaning or 
one who knows the imperishable one'). A chaste woman well-repu
ted as Sudadani was his beloved wife. 

38. She was the daughter of Devala. She was unparalleled 
on the earth in regard to her beauty. She used to be joyous at 
the sight of her husband, on seeing his face. 
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39. In her he begot a daughter who was considered not 
different from her mother. She (i.e. the girl) ceased to be a child 
and was heading towards youthful (form and features). 

40-41. The father was unable to give the daughter endowed 
with all good qualities, to anyone. She was seen by me at the 
time of transition from one stage to another (i.e. childhood to 
maidenhood). She was very charming due to the emotions and 
sentiments of the developing youthfulness awakening in her. The 
two stages had a happy mingling in her body like that of rice 
and gingeJly seeds. All the other emotions and sentiments were 
being expelled from her body. 

42-4S. She was playing along with her friends. She was like 
a doll of excessive beauty. 0 Brahmaoa, on seeing the slender
waisted lady with shapes and features not to be found in others, 
I thought thus: 'The creator by whom she has been made is a 
different one.' 

Thereupon I was made an object of Siittvika Bhavas (i.e. 
external symptoms of inner feelings, such as perspiration, hair 
standing on end through thrill etc.) by the Flower-bowed (i.e. god 
of Love) after sportingly hitting me with arrows. 

Then her friend was asked by me in faltering speech, "Whose 
(daughter) is she?" She said, "She is the daughter of a Brahmaoa 
belonging to the family of Bhrgu. She has not yet been married 
to anyone. She has come here to play." 

46. Extremely struck and hurt by the Flower-arrowed (i.e. 
Lord Kama) with volleys of arrows, I went to her father, a scion 
of the Bhrgu family. Bowing down to him, I requested him 
(to give) her (to me). 

47. On coming to know that I was equal (to them) in con
duct and nobility (i.e. family-status) and that I was seeking her 
earnestly, he gave (her) to me verbally in the first instance. 

48-50. Thereupon the daughter of Bhargava heard that she 
had been given to an ugly Brihmaoa, from persons who were 
speaking (about it). Lamenting, she said to her mother: "See 
what has been done. By giving me to such a bridegroom, a very 
improper thing has been perpetrated by my father. I shall stir 
poisonous liquid and drink it or I shall enter fire. It is better. 
I will never become the wife of an ugly husband at any cost." 
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51. Afterwards the mother enlightened her daughter and 
spoke to Bhirgava with insistence, "Our daughter should not be 
given to an ugly man." 

52-53. After hearing the words of the beloved wife and after 
going through the treatises on Dharma Siistra he decided thus: 
"If a better bridegroom arrives he can take away the girl offered 
(verbally). It is only after the foot has been placed on the rocky 
slab, at the seventh step, that there shall be the culmination (i.e. 
ratification) of the marriage ceremony. " 1 After deciding thus the 
Brahma1.1a gave that daughter to another person. 

54. On the day previous to the actual marriage the entire 
thing was heard by me. Therefore, I got extremely ashamed 
in front of the friends. 

55. 0 gentle Sir, I was unable to show my face. Very much 
afflicted with Just. I abducted her late in the night when she was 
asleep. 

56•58. I took her to a lonely place very difficult to be 
approached and performed the rite of marriage in accordance 
with the Gandharva form of marriage and carried out what was 
desired in the heart. 

Although the lass did not like it. If orcibly had sexual inter
course with her. Her father came closely behind. In the morning 
of the next-day, he came there surrounded by (some) Brahma,oas. 

On seeing his daughter married, Bhargava who was infuriated 
cursed me, 0 gentle Sir. 

Bhargava said: 

59. Since 1ny daughter was married by you through the rite 
of a Nisacara ('Night-wanderer\ i.e. demon), you shal~ 0 sinner, 
become ere long a Nilacnra." 

60-61. On being cursed thus, I bowed down to him after 
clasping his feet. "Alas 1 Alas!" said I in faltering tone and with 
eyes filled with tears. Thereafter I said, "Why do you curse me 
though I am free from blame? In fact your daughter was in the 
first instance given to me verbally by you. 

1. This seem~ to be based on Vasistha Dh.S. I 7. 73 and Manu VIIT.165 
and 168. 
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62-64. The girJ was married by me. Smrti says that gifting 
away can take place only once. Kings speak out only once; 
learned men speak out only once; girls are offered (,n marriage) 
only once. These three are to talce place only once. 

65-66. Your Honour cursed me in vain. Let this be ponder
ed over. The evil-minded one who after having given away the 
daughter verbally, backs out (of his promise) later on, falls into 
a hell. This is decided in the sacred treatises." 

67. On hearing it, he came to the conclusion that my words 
were true. He mentally repented. The sage then spoke to me 
thus: 

68. "My words cannot be otherwise. You will become an 
owl O excellent Brahmal)a, even an owl is called a N;Jacara 
('night-wanderer'). 

69. When you become one helping in recognizing Indra
dyumna, 0 Brihmai;ta, you will regain your original form." So 
said he to me. 

70. Simultaneously with the utterance of those words by 
him, I obtained this owl-hood. So many days (in human reckon
ing) have passed by equivalent to twenty-eight days of Brahma 
(i.e. twenty-eight Ka/pas). 

71. Formerly I gained a very long life by means of worshipp
ing the Moon-crested Lord with the leaves of the Bilva tree. 
Now due to this sage's curse this contemptible form of a Nilacara 
(i.e. owl) became mine on the (banks of the river Mandikini on 
the) montain Kailasa. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

The Vulture's Story1 

The Owl said: 

81 

I. Thus everything connected with my previous birth has 
been told, viz. the form, the cause of long life and the birth as 
an owl. 

2. After saying this to that one having the same name as 
lndra (i.e. King Indradyumna), when he stopped, the crane 
Na9ijailgha who was sad, spoke these words to his friend: 

Na(itjangha said: 

3. The purpose for which we all have come, 0 highly intelli
gent one, has not been achieved. Therefore, it has come to this 
that all the three of us should die. 

4. If Indradyumna is not recognized and known this, gentle 
Sir, will wish to die. Following him, Marka1,1~eya (will die) and 
it is clear (that) I (will die) after him. 

5. Fie upon the life of the affectionless evil-minded one 
who watches (his) friend dying as the task of (his) friend is 
unaccomplished !2 

6. Therefore, 0 bird, I shall follow these two who are dying. 
I take leave of you. Here is my final obeisance and embrace. 

7. After being unable to accomplish what has been promi
sed to a friend or to a guest, how is it that those who have 
shattered hopes, but, yet desire to live, do not feel ashamed? 

8. Hence I shall undoubtedly enter fire along with these 
two. I have taken leave of you. Out of affection, kindly offer 
me water libations. 

9. When NiQijatigha said thus, the owl steadied himself 
and spoke these words of nectar-like sweetness, in a faltering 
voice and with tears in his eyes. 

1. Here the great efficacy of worshipping Siva with Damanaka (Artemisia 
indica, called DavatlQ in Marathi) is shown. We still worship Siva with 
Damanaka on the 14th day of the Bright Half of the (~unar) month Caitra. 
This festival Includes rockin1 the god in a swing (do/a). 

2. The word •vinirvrtte' in mitrakdrye vinirvrtt~ should be emended as ani
rvrtte. 
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Uluka (the owl) said: 

10. (Defective verse) If you die when I, your friend, am 
alive, from to-day onwards who will take (i.e. covet) my heart 
(i.e. friendship)? 

11. There is a great means of escape (i.e. wayout) in this 
matter. There is a friend of mine on the mountain Gandhama
dana. He is a friend as dear to me as my own life. He is a vulture 
who has Jived a longer life than I. 

12-1 Ja. He will know and recognize king Indradyumna. 

After saying thus, the owl stepped forward and stood there. 
He, the king, (sage) Marka1}.9eya and the crane went to 
Gandhamidana. 

13b-15a. On seeing his friend coming and standing in front 
of him, the vulture ( came out) from his nest. He was very de
lighted. He came before aU of them. After duly welcoming and 
honouring them at the outset with great hospitality, offering of 
seats and foodstuffs, the king of vultures asked the owl his 
object (of visit). 

ISb-16. He replied: "This crane is a friend of mine. The 
sage is his friend. The third one is a friend of the sage. It is on 
his behalf that this matter has been taken up. He will himself 
live when Indradyumna is seen and recognized and not otherwise. 

17-18. Clearly he will enter fire. After that we will (also do 
so). He has been forbidden by me because I know you to be 
long-Jived. 

So if you know him, tell us. Grant the lives unto the four of 
us. After protecting us, obtain good reputation and the des .. 
truction of all sins." 

The Vulture said: 

19. Since my birth, 0 owl, fifty-six Ka/pas have elapsed, but 
king Indradyumna has neither been seen nor heard of. 

20. lndradyumna was struck with wonder on hearing it. 
Though he was distressed, he asked the bird the cause of his long 
life. 
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The Vulture said: 

21. Listen, 0 gentle Sir, formerly I was born as a monkey. 
I was very fickle. Once in the due order of seasons, the season 
of spring appeared. 

22-23. On the fourteenth day in the bright half of the month 
of Caitra, the constellation being Basta and the Yoga being 
Har1Qfla, the Damanaka festival was celebrated in a Siva temple 
in the middle of the forest, (in the temple) named Jagadyoges-
vara, in front of the lord of Devas, the origin of the world. 

24--27. The 1..inga had been placed here in a golden swing by 
the people. At night I climbed on to it and rocked the swing 
again and again for a long time on account of the fickleness 
natural to my species. 

In the morning the people who came there for the purpose of 
worship saw a monkey in the swing. They beat me with sticks 
and rods. I died even as I was within the swing in the temple of 
Siva. I died due to their many hard beatings and blows as un
bearable as thunderbolt. Thanks to the greatness of swinging 
Siva, I was reborn in the palace of a king. 

28-31. I was known as Kusadhvaja1 and was the son of 
the lord of Kasi. I had the power to remember (the incidents of) 
the previous birth. I succeeded to the kingdom and inherited 
great fortune and power. I celebrated the Damanaka festival 
popular all over the earth, in the month of Caitra. 

As one swings Siva stationed in the Dolii ('Swing') all in-
auspiciousness vanishes and merit comes, 0 gentle Sir. 

I took Siva-Dik~i ('initiation for the purpose of the worship 
of Siva'). I was consecrated by means of all consecratory rites by 
Siviicaryas (i.e. preceptors in the sacred rites and literature pertain
ing to Siva). After getting all the consecratory rites ending with 
Nirviiha-Dtk1il (the Dtk1ii of completion and conclusion) from 
the .Agamas, I became rid of Palupiilas ('the bondages of indivi
dual souls'). 

32. With the mind internally directed, I thus propitiated the 

1. This king is different from his namesake, the king of Vidcba. It is only 
in this Puril)a that the name of the kin1 is used to illustrate the efficacy of 
Damanaka• Yrata. 
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lord of Devas, the consort of Uma, the preceptor of the worlds, 
and the cause of the destruction of all distresses. • 

33. I restrained the activities of the mind and practised 
Vairagya (i.e. detachment, having no attachment to the worldly 
affairs). 1 repeated the Udgftha Mantra and meditated upon its 
meaning. I thought of the eighth sentiment (i.e. Adbhuta or 
wonder). 

34. On knowing that I was unaffected by A.ntarayas (i.e. 
obstacles, hindrances) through Pra1)idhiina1 ('abstract contem-
plation') and deep-rooted practice, Hara became pleased and 
said: 

/Jvara said: 

35. 0 Kusadhvaja, I am satisfied. Choose whatever is desir
ed as your boon. None else has such a steady {spiritual) practice 
on the whole of the earth. 

36. On hearing this, Sambhu was told by me, '' I shall be 
one of your Gaoas with this body itself". The Lord spoke the 
words. "So be it." 

37. Then he brought me to Kailasa and granted me an aerial 
chariot which was studded with all precious stones. It was a 
divine aerial chariot equipped with divinely miraculous features. 

38-39. Seated in it and delighted very much, I used to move 
about. After the lapse of some time on this very mountain in 
spring when the gentle southern wind was blowing, I was seated 
near the window ( of my Vimana) and saw the daughter of a sage. 
The fire of love blazed in me, 

40-44. 0 gentle Sir, I saw the daughter of sage Agnivesya2 

standing in water without any clothes on. She was on the thres
hold of youth. She was a Syama, 3 with slender waist. She was 
fawn-eyed. She had ample buttocks. Her thighs resembled the 
interior of a plantain tree (full, round and lovely). Her breasts 

l. The tcnn is taken from Patafijali's Yoga-Siura 1.23 where it is trans
lated as •devotion' (J.H. Woods, Yoga s,srem of Patalflall). 

2. He is different from Apivejya mentioned in Mbh, Adi 12 9.39-40, 
Yana 26.23. 

3. A beautiful lady of l()lden complexion. 
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were very close to each other. Beauty was gradually sprouting in 
her body. Her face resembled the lotus that was in full bloom. 
She could be adequately described only by good scholars and that 
too in accordance with their intellect and not in accordance with 
her instrinsic nature. Her side glances were like volleys of arrows. 
Smara ('god of Love') seemed to occupy her body himself and 
struck me hard with those arrows. She was playing as she liked 
surrounded by her friends. Impatient with love I got down from 
the aerial chariot and abducted her. 

45. On being seized by me and placed in the aerial chariot 
she lamented loudly for a long time shouting "0 father, 0 
father", 0 gentle Sir. 

46-47a. Her friends were very sad. They ran to the sage and 
said to him, "Your daughter is being taken away by a certain 
Vaimanika ('one moving about in an aerial chariot'). 0 holy lord, 
she is crying. Save her. Get up." 

47b-49a. On hearing these words of those (girls) from all 
round, the gentle sage, the storehouse of austerities, Agnivesya, 
hurriedly came up to her in the sky. "Stop, stop," said he to me 
and restricted my movement through the power of his penance. 
The infuriated sage then spoke tbese unbearable words to me: 

Agnivesya said: 

49b-51a. My daughter was carried away by force by you in 
the manner in which a piece of flesh is carried away by a vulture 
in the sky. So, be a vulture now im1nediateJy. 

My daughter, an ascetic girl, has been abducted by you 
against her will. 0 vicious one, obtain its fruit now itself. 

51b-52a. On hearing this I was overcome with fear. I bent 
down my face with shame. I grasped the feet of the sage. I r ell 
down at his feet and grasped them. I lamented loudly. 

S2b-S4a. (I then said thus:) "She has not been abducted by 
me after knowing (that she is an ascetic girl). She has not been 
outraged till now. 0 ascetic, be pleased. Take back your curse. 
Ascetics naturally r orgive those who bow down. They are good 
people. So, be pleased. Let me not become a vulture." 

S4b-56. When I sought refuge in him and bowed down to 
him thus, the great sage became appeased and said, "My words 
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cannot at all be untrue. But when you assist in recognizing King 
Indradyumna, you will get freed from the curse." 

57. After saying this that sage took with him nis daughter 
whose modesty had not been violated and went to his own abode. 
I became a vulture then. 

58. Thus, O gentle Sir, everything has been recounted to 
you. My birth in the royal abode was due to the rocking of the 
swing of Isvara at the time of the celebration of Damanaka 
festival. This is how I became an attendant of Siva and (later) 
was transformed due to the curse of Agnivesya into a vulture. 

CHAPTER TEN 

Re,ival of Jndradyumna's Renown 

Narada said: 

1. On hearing the words of the vulture, Indradyumna be
came afflicted with sorrow and surprise. He took leave of him 
and got ready for his death. 

2. On seeing him desirous of dying along with the owl and 
others, and considering his (i.e. the vulture's) longevity to have 
some connection with it, he (i.e. the vulture) said: 

3. "Do not do like this. Listen to my words, 0 gentle Sir. 
There is someone longer-lived than I. He will certainly know 
what has been desired by you. 

4. In the Minasa lake there is a tortoise well-known by the 
name Mantharaka. There is nothing unknown to him. Come, we 
shall go there." 

S. Thereupon, the king, the sage, the vulture and the crane 
along with the owl, became delighted. With a desire to see the 
tortoise they started on their journey. 

6. The tortoise had settled himself on the bank of the lake. 
On seeing these from a distance, he became terrified and 10 he 
went down under the water very quickly. 

7. The owl then laughingly said to him these words: "Why 
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have you, O tortoise, vanished? Why have you turned your face 
away from your guests? 

8. Agni is the sire of BrahmaJ)as; the Brahma])a, of the 
people of all the castes; the lover, of women; the father is the 
sire of the sons; and the guest is the sire of all. 

9. Why have you become averse to all (etiquettes regarding) 
hospitality after eschewing this great virtue? Why do you take on 
yourself the sin of everyone?1 Speak out, 0 tortoise. Reply to 
this now." 

The Tortoise said: 

I O. I am a long-lived one. I know how to perform the good 
rite of hospitality. I know that honouring visitors has been laid 
down decisively in the sacred treatises. 

11-16. Let the great (and important) reason thereof be 
heard. I shall tell it to you. In aJI these days I have never been 
averse to any guest. I have been performing the holy rite of 
honouring and welcoming all. 

But I am afraid of this king Indradyumna who appears to be 
honest and simple-minded and who is the fifth among you. 

This king had been performing a YajRa formerly in the city 
named "Raucaka. At that time my back (shell) was burnt by the 
sacrificial fire. The wound thereof has not yet healed. 

So I have become afraid once again that he will burn me here 
on the earth by means of the power of distillation (i.e. squeezing 
of Soma juice). 

At the end of this statement of the Tortoise, 0 most excellent 
one among the descendants of Kuru, there fell a shower of 
flowers from the sky released by groups of celestial damsels. 
When the fame of the king was revived, divine musical instru
ments were played. 

17. They were surprised much. They saw an aerial chariot 
standing in front. It bad been brought there for the sake of 
lndradyumna, presided over (i.e. occupied and driven) by a 
messenger of Devas. . 

1. Vide Maou III.JOO. 
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18. Suras and BrahmaQas offered him fresh blessings. Shouts 
of praise were heard in the sky. 

19. Then, stopping the aerial chariot, the m!ssenger of 
Devas said (thus) loudly to lndradyumna, even as the heaven
dwellers were listening: 

The Messenger of DeWJSsaid: 

20. Your spotless renown has been revived, 0 King, in all 
the three worlds. Hence get into this aerial chariot quickly. 

21. Be pleased to go to the world of Brahma for a stay 
there for a period of a Ka/pa. I have been sent by him for the 
purpose of bringing you. 

22-23. (Even) if there is limitless quantity of merit, one shall 
be staying in heaven only as long as his renown spreads over the 
whole of the earth. It is for this purpose of attaining the abode 
of Suras that the holy rite of Purta, such as the construction of 
lakes, parks, wells etc. has been laid down in Dharmalastras. 

Indradyumna said: 

24. These are my friends, viz. (sage) MarkaQ~eya, the Crane, 
the Owl, the Vulture and the Tortoise. The power of these has 
been the cause of my prosperity. 

25. Therefore, if these too proceed to the world of Brahma 
along with me staying at the head, I shall go to the world of 
Brahma myself and not otherwise. 

26. He who acts (favourably) without depending upon the 
action and reaction of others is caJled a (true) friend by learned 
men. 

27-30. Those who are engaged in selfish activities are mere 
A.sundharaa ('bearers of vital airs'). While death is natural, life is 
an aberration. 

The greatest acquisition of living bejngs is the affection and 
friendship of other living beings. The following are sinners: 
wretched people, lustful ones, those who do not truthfully abide 
by their promises, those who are inimical to elders and those who 
cause the death of friends-all these fall into hell. 

But these five who (arc prepared to) die for others' sake are 
good penons. The redemption of my fame and renown is (due to) 
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the power of these noble-souled ones. If they go to heaven along 
with me, O messenger of Devas, I will also go and not otherwise. 

The Messenger of Devas said: 

31-32. All these were Gaoas of Hara. They were cursed and 
so they had fallen (from their positions) and come to the earth. 
At the end of their period of curse, 0 Icing, they will go back to 
~iva. So, 0 king, leave them off and you alone come with me. 
They do not like to leave lord Mahesvara. Heavenly pleasures 
do not appeal to them. 

Jndradyumna said: 

33. It it is so you can go, 0 messenger. I will not come to 
heaven. 

34. I shall try to become a Ga:o.a myself. Heaven and heaven
ly pleasures are censured for the various defects such as impurity, 
utter destruction etc. 

35-39. Though laid down in the Vedas, I do not desire 
heavenly pleasure. He who is stationed there faces downfall again. 
This fear does not disappear from his mind. I do not desire 
heaven from which a man is sure to fall off. 

Even when I had tbe (balance of) merit, I had been dropped 
down by the Four-faoed Lord from his world. I am ashamed 
thereby. How will I go back to him? 

After saying this to the messenger, the king asked the tortoise 
the reason for his longevity even as the messenger was listening 
with wonder: "0 tortoise, how did you get this long life? You 
are my friend and comrade. You are my preceptor by whom my 
renown was redeemed." 

The Tortoise said: 

40-41. Listen, 0 king, to the di vine story that destroys sins 
through the listening. The story is sweet and is connected with 
the greatness of Siva. 

A man who listens to this story with attention, 0 king, be
comes rid of all sins. It is after attaining the favour of Sambhu 
that I gained this longevity and the birth as a tortoise. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

The Previous Births of the Tortoise 

The Tortoise narrated: 

1-2. Formerly I was a Brihmai:,ia well-known as Sii:,i\iilya. 
During my childhood, 0 king, even as I was playing, a lofty 
shrine of Siva was made by me. It was made of wet sand and dust 
particles during the rainy season. It was rendered splendid by a 
lofty rampart-wall. 

3-4. It was highly charming due to the five Ayatanas1 (i.e. 
separate abodes of the deities), 0 king. It contained the idols of 
Vimiyaka, Siva (i.e. the goddess Parvati), Sun-god and the Slayer 
of Madhu (i.e. Vi~J.;t.U). Yellow clay was used to make a replica of 
the Kalasa (i.e. rounded pinnacle on the top of a temple). It was 
beautified with clusters of banners and festoons. The arched 
gateway was made of wood. It was adorned with a swing. 

5. It was rendered brilliant with a series of steps made very 
firm. It was sufficiently high. It was full of many wonderful fea
tures and very divine. I did all these things in the company of my 
friends. 

6. Due to my childishness, a pebble that had been rendered 
clean by means of rainwater, was made into Jage§vara Linga and 
established within (the shrine). 

7-11. /Jakapu1pas ('Agati Grandijlora') and other flowers were 
fetched from the fields. Other tender flowers plucked from creep
ers such as Kiqmac,(/as (a variety of pumpkin gourd) etc., many 
thousands of flowers from the thorn-apple plants having excel
lent colours, Mandiiras, Bilvapatras, Durva grasses and fresh 
sprouts were used by me to wonhip Siva. A beautiful worship 
was arranged by me. Thereafter the TibJ(iava dance was started 
wherein no particular holy rite had to be performed. Due to my 
childishness, I sang too in front of Siva but the tone was devoid 
of musical charm. I did this worship only once in the course of 

l. A synthesis of the five sects of Siva, Vitou, Devi, O&oda and the Sun
god. If Siva is given the central position and the above four gods around 
him it is Siva-pailcliyatana; if Vif);lu is in the central position and other four 
gods around, it is Vi11Ju-paiicayatana. Here it is Siva-pailcayatana. 
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my childhood, surrounded by groups of other children. Then I 
died, 0 king. 1 was reborn as a Brihmao,a with the power of re .. 
collecting (incidents of) the previous birth. I was born in the 
city of Vidisa1 where I performed a special worship of Siva. 

12-lSa. I had due initiation in the worship of Siva and 
was blessed by the Siviigamas (i.e. sacred literature of the cult of 
Siva). 

He who constructs a temple of Siva and instals with great 
faith, the Linga, in the palace of Siva, shall live in heaven for a 
crore of Ka/pas. A maker ofa temple of Siva stays in the abode 
of Siva for as many years as there are atoms of earth, 0 king, 
in the shrine of Siva. 

These statements of the Purii(l(ls were remembered by me, 
and l made a beautiful temple of Siva by means of rocky slabs 
in accordance with the injunctions of Visvakarman. 

ISb .. 17. The abode of Siva can be made of clay, wood, 
burnt bricks or rocky slabs. The merit accrued in each case is ten 
times greater than that in the previous case. (I practised all the 
rituals, 8 viz.) I lay on ash; l took bath three times everyday; 
I had my meal of food received as alms while begging; I wore 
matted hair and performed penance eagerly devoted to the 
propitiation of Siva. Even as I was practising all these rites, 0 
king, I had my death once again. 

18-19. In my third birth I was born as an Emperor of all the 
earth ruling in the excellent city of Prati$thana. 3 I could then 
remember (the incidents oO the previous birth. Born in the Solar 
race, I was well-known by the name Jayadatta. Then, 0 king, 
many kinds of palaces were built by me. 

20-22. In that birth I was eagerJy absorbed in propitiating 
&mbhu. Flowers, of which Bakapu1pa ('Agati Grandijlora') was 
prominent, were simply selected. 1 performed the worship with 

1. A town 26 miles north-east of Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh). KAlidlsa 
mentions it in the Meghaduta and his play Malavikilgnlmitra. In British days 
it was called Bhilsa but now its original name is restored. 

2. This is the PaJupata way of asceticism (vide Lakulisa's Piisupatosiitra 
with Com. of K.auo4ioya). 

3. Probably Jh~i opposite to Allahabad. It was the capital of Puroravas. 
The life of this king cannot be connected with Paithao (old name Pratitthlna) 
in Maharashtra. 
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the ftowers made of gold, silver and precious stones, 0 king. 
Charitable gift of cooked food etc., 0 excellent king, I made in 
such {dishes) (i.e. made of gold, silver etc). The worship of Siva
lingas only I performed with (genuine, real) flowers. Thereupon 
Lord Sarhbhu was pleased with me and granted boons. 

23-25a. Siva granted me, 0 king, the boon of immortality 
and freedom from old age with the same physical body. 

Having acquired such an extra-ordinary boon, I wandered 
over the whole of this earth like an elephant (as if) blinded with 
intoxication. I, the king, abandoned devotion to Siva. Being 
affected with lust, I began to molest women (who were) the wives 
of others. 

2Sb-30. Molestation of other men's wives is the main cause 
of destruction of longevity, penance, fame, splendour, renown 
and glory. 

Though he (such a person) has ears, i.e. the power of audi
tion, he becomes (behaves) as if bereft of that (power). Though 
he has eyes, he becomes dull ( or senseless) like a (really) blind 
person. Though he is endowed with consciousness, he behaves as 
if he is lacking in it. Though be appears to be learned, he clearly 
becomes a fool. 

0 king, a man becomes like this within a moment when he 
becomes the object of the gaze of fawn-eyed women. 

If he dies he has to stay in hell; if he is alive he has to be 
afraid of the ruler. Thus molestation of other men's wives ruins 
both the worlds. 

Since I had the firm know ledge that I was free from death and 
old age, I gave up fear of this world or of hereafter and so, 0 
king, I began to molest and outrage the women of others. 

31. Having come to know that I was transgressing all bounds 
of decorum and propriety, due to the fact that lta had bestowed 
some boons on me, Yama approached Sambhu and he informed 
him about my transgression of piety and virtue. 

Yamasaid: 

32•36a. 0 lord, I am unable to curb and restrain this sinner, 
because he is well protected by your might and greatness. Direct 
someone else for my job. 

0 1 §a, 0 lord, the following have been mentioned by you as 
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the basis and support of the universe: chaste women, cows, Brih
mao.as learned in Vedas, liberal-minded people who are not 
greedy and those who abide by truth. The most important among 
them are chaste women. 

Chaste women have been outraged by him. My rule of virtue 
has been violated by Jayadatta, the resident of Prati$thina, who 
has become mad and proud due to boons granted by you, 0 lord 
of Devas. He has vanquished and humiliated me. 

36b. On hearing these words of Dharma, the lord became 
infuriated. He brought me to his presence even as I was trembling 
with palms joined in reverence. He cursed me. 

isvara said: 

37-39. 0 (fellow) of wicked conduct, chaste women have 
been outraged by you who are mad with lust. So you are cursed 
by me to become a tortoise instantaneously. 

Thereupon after humbly bowing down to him, the lord, the 
dispeller of the grief of the curse, was entreated by me. He said, 
"In the sixtieth Ka/pa you shall become free from the curse. You 
shall become a Gaoa of mine." 

After saying this, Siva vanished. 
40. Then I became a tortoise extending to ten Yojanas. I 

was taken to the waters of the sea by you for the performance of 
Yajiia. 

41. You were a great performer of Yajllas and you took me 
ahead. Even as I remember it, I am afraid. My back has been 
burnt by you. See these wounds on any back. 

42. At that time, 0 Indradyumna, many Cayanas(i.e. keeping 
the sacred fires) were conducted by you on my back in accord• 
ance with the injunctions of the Kalpasutras (i.e. liturgical treatises 
in the form of aphorisms). 

43. 0 lord of the earth, on being scorched by the Yajlias, 
the earth exuded the essence of all the Ttrthas and that became 
the river Mahi. 

44-46. One is liberated from all sins by taking bath in it. 
Once, during a certain Naimlttika Pralaya ('periodical deluge'), 
0 king, I came to this Minasa Jake that was being flooded to the 
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extent of a hundred Yojanas. Fifty-six Ka/pas have elapsed. Four 
more remain. Thereafter, I will have liberation. Thus I obtained 
long Jife and due to a curse of lsvara, 0 king, I, the t,utrager of 
the modesty of chaste women, became a tortoise. 

47-49. TeU me what shalJ be done unto you who happen to 
be my enemy and now a guest in my house. My back was scorch
ed by you for a long time by fire formerly. Even now I perceive 
the back burning as it were due to the fire. (Hence due to 
the continuance of the memory of your reputation, you have 
been eligible for Svarga.) Why was that aerial chariot attended 
by messengers of gods that had come here rejected by you? 
Enjoy the pleasures earned and acquired by you. 

Jndradyumna said: 

50. I have been banished from heaven by the Four-faced 
Lord himself. Ashamed that I am, I will not go back (to heaven) 
which is defiled due to the great dangers of downfa11 etc. 

51--52. Hence I will practise discrimination and detachment 
which destroys ignorance and sin. I shall endeavour to obtain 
enlightenment for the sake of liberation (from Samsara). Just as 
you receive me with hospitality because 1 have come to your 
abode, in the same manner, kindly advise me as to who will be 
my preceptor and take me across the ocean ( of worldly existence) 
that is boundless. 

The Tortoise said: 

53. There is a great sage named Lomasa who has lived 
longer than I, 0 king. He has been seen by me in the village of 
Kalipa formerly somewhere. 

Indradyumna said: 

54--55. So come. We, all of us together, shall go to him 
(i.e. Lomasa) only. Learned men say that association with good 
people is 1nore sacred than visits to Tfrthas. 

On hearing these words of the king, all those six persons 
thought about that prominent sage and were delighted. 

Desirous of knowing the cause of his great longevity, they 
started immediately to meet that eminent Brihmal)a. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

Great Efficacy of the Worship of Siva: The Story of Sage Lomala 

Niirada said: 

1-2. Then they saw the great sage named Lomasa, 0 Partha. 
He had restrained all his senses, and had the power of Kriya-yoga. 
He was penance incarnate; matted hair on his head were turned 
tawny due to ablutions thrice a day. (He was so brilliant that) 
he appeared like fire with ghee poured in it. 

3. In his left hand he held a sheaf of straw for the sake of 
shade. The most excellent one among Brihma))aS held an 
A.k1amii/ii ('rosary of beads') in his right hand. He was a follower 
of the path known as Maitra. 

4. Without injuring or causing harm to any living being 
moving over the earth with harsh words if one attains spiritual 
perfection by Japya ('repetition of holy names') one is called a 
M aitra sage. 

5. The crane, the king, the Brihmaoa sage, the owl, the 
vulture and the tortoise saw that long-lived ascetic in the Kala.pa 
village and bowed down to him. 

6. They were warmly received by this (sage) by welcoming 
them, offering seats to them and according them all a very hospit
able treatment in a befitting manner. They became delighted and 
disclosed to him what they had in their heart. 

The Tortoise said: 

7. This is king Indradyumna who has been the leader of all 
who used to perform Yajiias. In view of the Joss of his renown, 
he has been banished from heaven by Brahma. 

8. Through Mirka:r.,.deya and others, he redeemed his reputa
tion, 0 excellent one. He does not desire Svarga (heaven) which 
(appears) terrible (to him) in view of his likely downfall once 
again and ( other similar risks). 

9. With your blessings he wishes to have Mal,odaya ('salva
tion') here itself. Hence this king needs to be enlightened by you. 
He is your disciple, 0 holy lord. He has been brought here to 
you by me. Tell him the good things that he desires. 
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10. Helping others is the vow adopted by good men, especial
ly in regard to those who are worthy of being enlightened and so 
have approached as disciple. • 

11-12. If a good advice is given to sinners who are not 
worthy of being enlightened, undoubtedly it causes (mutual) 
hatred or death to one of them. 

This sage who never errs in regard to those worthy of being 
enlightened gives the very same. Thus you (alone) understand 
virtue. Whence do we? 

Lomala said: 

13. 0 tortoise, everything that has been said by you to me 
today is proper. It is an ancient injunction laid down in 
Dharmaliistra. We have been reminded of it. 

14. Speak out, 0 king, confidently, the doubt that is lurking 
within your mind. Who said what to you? I shall undoubtedly 
tell you that which remains (yet to be told). 

Jndradyumna said: 

IS-16. 0 holy lord, this is my first question. Let this be 
explained to me. Even in this summer season, when the sun (is 
blazing) in the middle (of the sky), why don't you have an Alrama 
(hermitage)? Even a small hut (you don't have). You make a 
shade on the head through straws held in the hand. 

Lomaia said: 

17. This body shall fall down definitely as death is certainly 
inevitable. For whose sake is an abode (to be) made by persons 
in the middle of this transient world? 

18-19. In the case of a person whose friend happens to be 
Mrtyu ('god of Death') or who has imbibed excellent nectar, 
it is proper for him to say, "This will happen to me tomorrow 
or this day will come in thousands of Yugas." But even that has 
assumed the existence of today. Of what account are persons 
who have the termination of life in death! 

20. An effect has conformity with its cause. This physical 
body is produced out of the semen virile. How can it have purity 
Jike the burning coal when it is washed? Tell me. 

21. 0 excellent king, even for the sake of this body, people 
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who are vanquished by the (internal) six enemies (viz. lust, anger 
etc.) commit sins. How is it that they are not ashamed? 

22-23. (Man) is born of Brahma here. He is produced out 
of two sandgrains. How can one who reads and listens to what is 
said in the Nigamas continue to live? 

The Miiyii of Vi~JJ.U, however, deludes the person who lacks 
discrimination. Even persons Jiving for hundreds of years do 
not know Death lurking in the heart. 

24-25. The teeth are shaky. Fortune is fickle and inconstant. 
Youth, life, charitable gifts, house of people-everything is 
transitory and unsteady, 0 king. After knowing thus that the 
worldly existence (itself) is worthless and extremely unsteady, 
for whose sake, 0 king, are huts (forts, strongholds etc.) being 
constructed?, 

/ndradyumna said: 

26. Your HoJiness (•Bhagavan' 1) alone are reported to be the 
Jongest-lived one in the whole of the three worlds. It was for this 
purpose that I came here. So why should you speak thus? 

Loma.fa said: 

27. Once in every Ka/pa, a. hair faJJs off from my body. 
When all of them have fallen, my death will take place. 

28. Have a look at the spot around my knee. A patch of 
two A1igulas on my body has become devoid of hair. Therefore 
I am afraid: of what avail are houses, when there is certainty of 
death? 

Niirada said: 

29. On hearing his words thus the king was surprised much. 
He laughingly asked him the cause of such a longevity. 

1. The term Bhagav,in is applied to L<lmasa due to his omniscience. Cf. 
VP VI.5.78: 

utpattin, prn/ayarh t'aiva 
bhutiinam iigatim gatim/ 

vetti vidyam avidyiim ta 
:rn viil'yo bhagaviin iti/f 
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lndradyumna asked: 
30. I am asking you this, 0 Brahmaoa, whether it was the 

power of charitable gifts or penance that your life. has become 
so Jong like this. 

Lomasa said: 
31. Listen, 0 king, I shall recount the meritorious story of 

what happened in my previous birth. That is connected with the 
holy rites of the Siva cult and that dispels all sins. 

32. Formerly I was an excessively impoverished Siidra roam
ing over the earth very much afflicted with hunger. 

33-34. A great Linga was caught by me in the net. ln the 
midday a pool of water was seen not very far off. 

Thereafter 1 entered the waters thereof and had my bath. I 
drank the water and bathed the Linga of Sarilbhu. (Its) worship 
was performed by means of splendid lotuses. 

35. I was overpowered by hunger. After bowing down to 
Srik~!ha, I set off once again. I died on the way, 0 excellent 
king. 

36. Thereafter. I was born as a son in the house of a 
Brahmal)a. I could recollect (the events of) the previous birth, 
due to the bathing of the Sivalinga and adoring it once with 
lotus flowers. 

37. Being aware (of the fact) that this universe is the mani
festation of Ai•idya,1 that it is false and that it has only an appar
ent reality and after realizing that this universe is the outcome of 
A vidya I adopted silence. 

38. Since I had been obtained by him (as a son) in his old age 
after propitiating Mahesvara, the name given to me by him was 
lsana. 

39. That Brahma.t1a decided thu,: •I will remove (i.e. remedy) 
his dumbness.' After resolving thus that Brahma1i,1a brought 
many medicines endearingly and tried to cure me. 

40-43. (He tried) many magical formulae and spells and 
many physicians were engaged. He tried many other means as 
well. On seeing the foolishness of my parents whose minds had 
got deluded by the great Maya, I began to laugh mentally. 

l. Influence of the Advaita phil~ophy of Sankara i• conspicuous in the 
whole of this Section. 
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Similarly after attaining youth, every night I used to leave the 
house at night, worship Sarilbhu with lotuses and then go to bed. 
Afterwards when my father died I was forsaken by my kinsmen, 
thinking that I was stupid. I was glad at it. I remained (a devo
tee) having fruits alone for my food and I took delight in wor
shipping Isa with various kinds of lotuses. 

44. Thereupon, at the end of a hundred years, the Moon• 
crested Lord, the bestower of boons became directly visible. He 
was entreated to grant (me) the abolition of old age and death. 

isvara said: 

45. There is neither immortality nor freedom from old age 
to one who bears a name and a form. Even if it happens to be 
I myself. there is the destruction of the physical body. So make 
a limit for the period of your existence. 

46-47. On hearing these words of Sambhu, the following 
(boon) was chosen by me then: ''Let one hair (from my body) 
fall at the end of a Ka/pa. If all the hair fall off, let me die. 
Thereafter, I shall be your Ga))a. This is the boon wished for 
by me." 

Saying "So be it", lord Hara vanished. 
48--49. Ever since then I became who11y devoted to penance. 

One is liberated from the sin of Brahma1)a-slaughter by worship
ping Siva with solar lotuses or other varieties of lotuses. There 
is no doubt about this. Do this. 0 great king; you too will 
obtain what is desired by you. 

50-51. There is nothing difficult to be obtained in the three 
worlds by the people who are devotees of Hara (i.e. Siva). 

If one restrains external activities. and curbs the organs of 
sense and those of action and merges into Sadisiva perpetually, 
this is called Antaryoga ('Internal Yoga'). Since this Antaryoga 
is very difficult to be practised, Siva himself recommended 
Bahiryoga ('External Yoga'). 

52. The worship with the five Bhutas ('elements') is certainly 
conducive to special benefits. It is unaffected by hindrances, 
fruition of Karmas, latent impression etc. 

53. After propitiating lsana, if one repeats Prafta,a (i.e. 0ffl). 
one shall attain salvation. 
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Only when all the sins are destroyed, does one feel emotional• 
1y attached to Siva. 

54-56. Even the news of Siva will not reach lhose persons 
whose minds are afflicted with sins. Birth in the land of Bharata 
is very rare; worship of Siva is rare; ablution and holy dip 
in the river Ganga is rare. Devotion to Siva is still very rare; 
charitable gifts to a (gifts.worthy) Brahmaoa is very rare; 
the worship of fire is very rare. (The good fortune of) the wor
ship of Puru~ottama is very difficult to be attained by persons 
with little meritorious deeds. 

57. (Defective Verse) Yoga ( can be achieved) with a hund• 
red thousand bows (Dha11u1iim?); fire (can be attained) with half 
of it; one shall become a deserving person with a hundred thou
sand. Reva (i.e. Narmada) and Rudra (can be attained) with 
sixty hundred thousand(?). 

58. Thus everything concerning how my life got prolonged 
due to propitiation of Mahesvara, has been spoken to you, 0 
king. 

59. It is definite that in the entirt! three worlds there is noth
ing very difficult to get, or impossible to be achieved, or rarely 
to be accomplished by nobJe-souled persons who perform {rites 
of) devotion to Siva. 

60•61. 0 king, who will not bow down to Sankara after 
knowing that Nandisvara attained fulfilment through that self
same body after worshipping Siva? 

When Sveta, the king, worshipped Srikan!ha, even Kala (i.e. 
god of D.!ath) was annihilated. Who then will not worship 
that Isa? 

62. Who wiU not seek refuge in him by whose will this uni
verse is born (i.e. created), sustained and dissolved? 

63. The secret of the above is this that the most important 
duty of men is the worship of Siva, 0 king. The worlds of heaven 
etc. act as obstacles to the attainment of Siva. It is- a fact that 
a person who bows down to Siva, attains Siva instantaneously. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Satarudriya Lingas 

Niirada said: 

101 

I. The king heard these words of that great sage and said : 
"I will never abandon you and go to any other person. 

2. By being blessed by you only, I shall just today propiti
ate the Linga which bestows all the Siddhis on men. Let all these 
go the way they have come." 

3. On hearing those words of the king, the crane, the 
vulture, the tortoise and the owl also bowed down to sage 
Lomasa and told him the same. 

4. That Brahmat;1a who was the friend of everyone, told 
them, '"Let it be so." He blessed all of them who were worthy 
of being enlightened and who bowed down to him like disciples. 

5. The sage who was kind and compassionate towards those 
who bowed down to him and who was eager to bless them, 
instructed them by initiating them in the procedure of Linga
worship according to the injunctions of the sacred treatises of 
the Saiva cult. It is appropriately said that the association with 
good people is far superior to (a visit to) Tirthas ('sacred places'). 

6. The assembly of good men is like a wonderful unpre
cedented type of sunrise which causes immediate maturity and 
ripening of fruits and is an instantaneous dispeller of unhappi
ness and misery which is difficult to be wiped out. 

7~9. (It is extra-ordinary because) it dispels the darkness 
within (not without, as in the case of the sun) absolutely. 

The waves of the nectarine juice of the pleasure arising from 
contact with the assembly of good people are all excellent. 
They are like the real Ambrosia. They have all the six tastes. 
They are (sweet) like sugar and honey. 

Thereafter, all of them with (sage) Mirkao~eya and the king 
at their head, who attained the association of saintly people at 
the bidding of Siva, began their Kriyayoga (i.e. the performance 
of holy rites). Even as they were engaged in penance, once in the 
course of my pilgrimage to the holy spots, I went (to that place) 
eager to see Lomasa. 
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10. Pilgrimage includes visiting important persons as in
cidental to visiting holy places. The place frequented and g,sorted 
to by good persons alone, 0 king, is called so (i.e. holy). 

11. After due veneration and offering of hospitality was 
over and after I had finished taking rest, 0 Phalguna, they with 
Ni9ijangha as their head bowed down to me and asked me: 

They (NiuJljangha and others) said: 

12. 0 holy Brihmal).a, we, all the four of us, are fallen due 
to the curse(s) incurred by us on account of our own act(s). 
Direct us to some holy pJace for absolving ourselves from the 
curse(s). 

13-1 S. This (part of the) earth yields no fruit, 0 sage, and 
Bharata is full of fruits. There too mention one place where the 
benefit of all the Ttrthas ( can be had). 

On being asked thus by them I spoke to them: ., Ask 
Samvarta.1 He will tell you exactly where (you can find) that 
region of the earth which is conducive to the attainment of the 
benefit of all the Tlrthas." 

They asketl: 

16-19. Where is this Yogin? We never knew him (before). 
It is a blessing unto us that (we will attain) liberation 011 meeting 
Sarilvarta. If you know him, tell (it). Association with a friend 
will not be fruitless? 

After pondering deeply again and again, I spoke to them: 
"This Samvarta is in Varaoasi. He resorts to a hidden Linga. 

He is smeared with dirt. He does not wear clothes. He eats what 
he gets by begging after Kutapa (i.e. the eighth Muhurta of the 

1. Sarhvarta was the son of Angiras and the brother of Brhaspati. When 
Brbaspati refused to perform sacrifice for king Marotta, Saritvarta accepted 
the responsibility and performed the sacrifice as if to compete with Brhaspati 
(Mbh, Vana 129.13-17; Dro(IIJ 55.38; Santi 29.20-21). But inour textSamvarta 
is shown to be afraid of being drafted for the sacrifice by kins Marutta and 
hence living incognito in VlrAQasi. 
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day). He eats food out of his own hands (that serve the purpose 
of) vessels. He is in every respect ( devoid of possessions). He 
meditates on the supreme Brahman, the lord designated as 
Pra,:,a,a (i.e. O,r,). 

20. After taking his food, he goes to the fo1est in the even-
ing. This great Yogin is not known to (alJ) people. He is the 
Lord ofYogins. There are others having {an outward) form Jike 
him wearing the Linga.1 

21-23. I shaJI describe his characteristic features whereby 
you will be able to recognize the sage. A dead body should be 
placed on the main road at night without the knowledge of the 
public. But you must remain close at hand. He who comes to 
that spot and suddenly turns back is Sarhvarta. Undoubtedly 
he does not tread on a dead body. He should be approached 
humbly and asked what is desired. 

24. If he asks you, •By whom have l been mentioned (to 
you all)?'. you tell him about me. Immediately after that say, 
'After mentioning you, he entered fire.'" 

25. On hearing this, they all carried out my suggestion. 
They reached Varaoasi and on seeing Samvarta, they all did as 
instructed. 

26. On seeing the corpse placed by them Sarilvarta returned, 
although he was very hungry. On seeing him going quickly, 
they followed him. 

'17-29. "Stop for a moment, 0 Brahmaoa." Saying thus to 
him as he went along the highway (they followed him). As he 
went away, he rebuked them saying, "Return. You mustnotcome 
anywhere near me. It is not good for you." He then fted to a 
faraway lake and asked them all angrily, "By whom have I been 
mentioned? TeJI me quickly so that I can reduce him to ash by 
the ftre of my curse. Or (I shall burn) you if you do not tell me 
the truth." 

30--3 J. Tremblingly they told the sage, ''By Nirada." 

I. Weari111 of Li1igo is not the speciality of the Li,igiiyata community. 
Brahmins used to wear it as recorded here. K.annad epigraphs of pre-Basava 
period mention that Brahmin Acaryas used to wear it and founded Llnga
Temples in Karnatak (Rfoe, Epigraphica Carnatika). Also vide supra Ked4ra
khal)(la, p. 51 fnt 1. 
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Then he asked them again, "Where has that gossipmonger gone 
now? Where is he now among all the worlds? I shall reduce 
that (contemptible) nominal Brihmai:ia to ash." Tltey became 
frightened and told the sage again: 

They said: 

32. After mentioning you to us, 0 great Brahma.Qa, he 
entered fire immediately. We do not know the reason thereof. 

Samvarta replied: 

33. I too would have done to him what has been done by 
himself. So, tell me your business. I will not remain here long 
for your sake. 

Arjuna asked: 

34. If you had entered fire, 0 celestial sage N arada, how 
did you come to life again? Explain this miracle to me. 

Niirada explained: 

35.37_ Neither fire nor ocean, neither wind nor a tree, 
neither a mountain nor a weapon have power to destroy my body, 
0 descendant of Bharata. Further, what Sarhvarta thought 
has been performed by me. I have been honoured. Even after 
entering fire, I came out (unaffected). Just as someone, 0 
Phalguna, enters a flower•house, indeed so also I entered fire and 
came out. 

Now listen to what happened subsequently. 
38. Sarilvarta told them, i.e. to MarkaJJ,~eya and others, 

thus: "Let the path be made free from the corpse/bone. I am 
hungry. I wiIJ wander in the city for alms. Put the question to 
me.'a 

They said: 

39-40. We have fallen down due to a curse. We shall attain 
liberation by your blessings. 0 great sage, teJI the means to the 
same, to us who have bowed down (to you). 0 Sathvarta, tell 
(the name of that) Ttrtha where a man attains the benefit of all 
the Tirthas. There we shall stay. 
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Samvarta replied: 

41. After paying obeisance to Kumira and Durgis, 0 ex
ceUent ones, I shalJ tell you about the Trrtha called Mahisagara
Sali.gama ('the confluence of the river Mahi and the ocean'). 

42-44. By means of his sacrifices, this earth was lifted up 
by two Angulas, by this intelligent lion of a king, Indradyumna. 
Because of the burning of logs, the earth was scorched then. 
A stream of water exuded from it. It was bowed down to by all 
the Devas. It came to be known as the river Mahi. They know 
that its waters consist of aH the Tirthas on the earth. 

45. The river named Mahi rises in the country named 
Ma1avaka. It is an auspicious river, both the banks being highly 
meritorious. It falls into the sea in the South. 

46. The great river named Mahi has been (in its earlier stages) 
ful1 of alJ the Tirthas. What (doubt) then about (the sanctity of) 
its meeting place with the Lord of Rivers! 

47-50. It is stated that the waters of Mahi comprise (the 
essence of) waters of all the twenty thousand six hundred 
holy Tirthas and rivers,1 viz. Vara1,1asi, Kuruk~etra, Ganga, Reva, 
Sarasvati. Tapi, Payo~:r.ti, Nirvindhya, Candrabhiga, Iravati, 
Kaveri, Sarayfi, GaJJ.9aki, Naimi$a, Gaya, Godavari, AruQa, 
Varu1,1a-thcse and hundreds of other holy rivers on the earth. 

51. It is said that according to the words (i.e. opinion) of 
Kumara (i.e. Skanda), the fruit one obtains by taking baths in 
all the Tirthas on the earth is gained by taking a holy dip in (the 
confluence of) Mahi and the sea. 

J. Most of these sacred places and rivers are well known. The less known 
are noted here: 

Reva -Narmada 
Payo$1Ji -Pain-Ganga, a branch of Wardha in Mahara~htra 

(De 156) 
Nirvindhyi -A tributory of Chambal between the river Betwa 

(Vetravati) and Sindh in Malwa 
Candrabhigi -(Modern) Chinab (De 47) 
Irivati -Ravi or Rlpti (De 79) 
Aru'-14 -A branch of SarasvatI in Kurktetra; Cunningham identi-

fies it with MA.rkao(IA which joins Sarasvati at Pehoa 
(Haryan.a) (De 11) 

Varu1,1a -The river VAroA near Vir4,;1asi 
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52. If you wish to see the assemblage of all the Ttrthas in 
one place, go to the highly meritorious Mahisigarasangama. 

53. I too stayed there for many years formerly: but came 
here because I was afraid of Narada. 

54. He was there nearby. He is a great gossipmonger. My 
fear is this that he would mention about me to Marutta who is 
performing a Yajiia. 

55. As I am excessively afraid of Marotta, I am staying here 
wholly disguised in the middle of many naked (sages) as one of 
them. 

56. Further, even here, Narada will certainly mention about 
me. Activities of that sort of this slanderer are seen. 

57. This should not be mentioned by you all to anyone 
anywhere. King Marutta is endeavouring (to secure me in order) 
to accomplish his Yajiia. 

58. For another reason, he has been abandoned by my 
brother (Brhaspati), the preceptor of Deva.,. Knowing me to be 
the son of his (earlier) preceptor (Angiras), he wants me to be 
the 8,tvik in his Yajiia. 

59-61. I do not have any benefit through the (performance 
ot) sacrificial activities that involve injury and violence and that 
are included in A vidya. There is (some benefit) through the 
sacrifice performed by means of insentient artic1es1 such as twigs, 
flowers, Darbhas etc. as mentioned in the Vedas. If it is per
formed through insentient articles the benefit also will be so, 
since the effect is similar to the cause. 

Hence you all go there quickly following the king. The 
Brahma:oa Yajfiavalkya2 himself is Brahma (i.e. the presiding 
priest in the Yajna) there. 

62. Formerly he was staying in the city of Mithi(la) in his 
excellent hermitage. On seeing a Nakula ('mongoose') coming, 
he spoke these words to Gargi: 

63. "0 Gargi, take care of the miJk, 0 gentle lady, here 

I. Puri.oas abhor sacrifices involving Himsa as illustrated by the fall of 
Uparicara Vasu for agreeing with Indra about sacrifice involving Hithsii. 
They are not against Ya}ifa inl§titute provided the sacrifice is performed with 
insentient things. 

2. VV 62·100 describe why the great sage Yijflavalkya, the recipient of 
White Yajurveda, was born as the son of a base Brahmin in Mirwlr. 
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comes a Naku/a. Ward off that Nakula who is intent upon drink
ing the milk." 

64. On being told this, the Nakula became infuriated. He 
had been angry formerly and had been cursed by the ancestors of 
Jamadagni. He said to the sage: 

65. "Alas! Fie upon you both ! Fie! Fie! Shamelessness is 
seen in men who commit sins. 

66. How do they commit sins-those mean men who have 
to experience severe pain in hell after death? 

67. How can one commit sins-one in whose life the exis
tence even for a moment is not certain? 

68. 0 sage, you think thus: ·I am intelligent. I am of noble 
birth.' So you rebuke me, 0 foolish one, very proudly, 'This is a 
Nakula.' 

69. 0 Yajnavalkya, what has been learnt by you? What is 
your position as a great Yogin? You rebuke and revile at an 
innocent one. Fie upon that learning of yours! 

70. Tell me, in which Veda, in which Smrti has this been 
stated whereby you calJ me Nakulct (and rebuke me) with these 
harsh words? 

71-72. Don't you know this? If a person utters harsh words 
to others, the foUowers of Yama will place their feet on his throat 
and pierce his ears with as many iron darts as the harsh words 
used by that wicked man, even as he is crying loudly. 

73-74. Hypocritical, talkative people like you rob poor 
people through a thousand hands of Dharma. On account of 
your words which were equal to thunderbolt, a weapon smeared 
with poison or Kalaku/a itself, my condition became somewhat 
like that of death. 

75. 77. They can remove painful darts stuck in ears and nose, 
from the body but the dart of wounding words cannot be taken 
out because it remains sticking to the heart. It would be better 
if a man was killed after being afflicted and crushed by means of 
machines. But one should not at all cause injury to him by 
means of harsh words. 

How was it that I was struck and wounded by means of harsh 
words liket 'You are a Naku/a' ('one without a decent family') 
by you, 0 YijffavaJkya. a pedant who always fancies himself 
to be a learned person?" 
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Samvorta said: 

78. On hearing these words of his, Yajftavalkya was greatly 
• struck with wonder. With palms joined together (in reverence) 

he spoke: 
79. "Obeisance to the great Adharma1 (Evil?) whose origin 

we do not know. though we know even the minutest atom. 
Whence comes arrogance of learning in the case of good people? 

80. Viraiici (i.e. Brahma), Vi~l)U and others as well as Soma, 
lndra and others are omniscient. Even they err. What to say of 
(ordinary) people like us! 

81. If a pitiable wretch of a man fancies himself as a knower 
of Dharma out of delusion, the wretched feJJow then desires to 
restrain the wind within his fist. 

82. Some are doomed due to ignorance; some due to their 
pride of knowledge. Some base and mean men are doomed on 
account of their lethargy even after obtaining knowledge. 

83. It has been laid down in the Vedas, Smrtis, ltihasas 
and Pural)as that Dharma has four Piidas (feet). But the mean 
fellow, a brute, does not bring it in practice. 

84. It is clear that he will repent and regret after rea<.:hing 
the abode of the god of Death. Verily it has been stated thus 
by the compiler of the Grhya (Sutras) in the scripture: 

85. •One shall cal1 a Nakula Sakula (one with a family). 
One shall not touch anyone in his vulnerable point.' 

Although I have got it all by heart, y~t it is just parrot-like 
(i.e. blindly repeating what others say). . 

86-90. Whether it is due to lethargy or due to non-adher
ence to good conduct, it is futile-it is same. 

The man who is contented with the reading (i.e. learning by 
heart) alone and who professes to be a scholar. is considered to 
be a brute. There is no worse brute than he. 

The Vedas do not redeem a ~eceitful person from sin. He 
continues to go and return on account of Mayi. Just as the 
chicks with full-fledged wings abandon the nest, so also at- the 
time of death, the Vedas leave him off. 

If a Brahmal)a were to prepare himself to go to heaven by 

1. V.L. Dhcirmiiya in GM edition of SkP is better. It means 'obeisance 
to Dharma!' 
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reciting (the Veda) alone, he is like a child seated in the lap of 
his mother but desiring to seize the moon. 

Hence it behoves you to suffer my rude mis-demeanour 
(and pardon me for it). Everyone says like this. The same was 
repeated by me thus." 

The Nakula said: 

91. This is indeed a vain utterance on your part that you 
consider yourself like all (ordinary) people. This is not proper 
for noble souls to say so. 

92. The difference among horses, elephants and metals, 
logs of wood, stones and garments, women, men and waters is 
gr-eat (in extent). 

93. If other ordinary uncultured people commit many (kinds 
of) sins, should they be followed by important personages and 
perpetrate (similar sins)? 

94-97. The sacred literature has been composed for the 
sake of all; and mind and intelligence have been given to all by 
the creator. Still if there are sinners, it is not the fault of the 
creator. They alone are unfortunate ones. 

Should a BrahmaQ.a particularly be Jike ordinary people? 
Since, all people do whatever a great man docs (i.e. imitate) and 
since all the people follow whatever authority he lays down, 
the ref ore the duty (' Dharma') of good people should not be 
abandoned by great men at any time, even for their own sake 
as well as for the sake of others. Your learning is unbecoming 
and unjust. 

98-99. Since I have been afflicted by you, 0 sage. with 
terrible words, I will curse you immediately. You are considered 
worthy of a curse by me. 

You told me "You are a Naku/a." Hence you will be born as 
the basest in the family, out of delusion. You will be a Nakula, 
0 sage. 

Samvarta said: 

100. On hearing these words, Yijfiavalkya decided the 
future course. He was reborn as son of a Brahmao.a in the 
Maru Desa (? Desert or Mirwir). 

10 J • He became the son of a BrahmaQa of bad conduct and 
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was a sinner. He was a ruthless and garrulous one. He belonged 
to a vicious family. The son (previous Yijiiavalkya) could 
remember (the events of) the previous birth. 

" 102. His name was Bhartryaj.iia. Observing through the eye 
of know ledge, that Brahmaoa came to the secret sacred place 
Mahi-sagara-satigama. 

103. There he became a Pisupata (i.e. follower of the sect of 
Pasupati-Siva) and was devoted to the propitiation of Siva. He 
is there now worshipping Mahikila, born of the Self-born Lord. 

104. The man who perpetually worships Mahakala with 
great faith and devotion, becomes liberated from the blemish of 
being born in an ignoble family, like a serpent leaving off his 
slough. 

105. As and when he looks at that Lhiga with sincerity 
and faith, he gets liberated from the defects arising from a 
hundred births. 

106. Bhartryajfia performed the worship of the Linga there 
itself and became rid of the defects of the seed (i.e. heredity). 
That was the greatness of the Litiga. 

107. After getting rid of the ignoble birth he called Nakula 
(a mongoose) by the word Babhru (tawny-coloured). Hence this 
sacred Tirtha became famous as 'Babhru Tlrtha' .1 

108. Hence go there itself to the meeting place of Mahi and 
the ocean. Resorting to the five Tirthas there, you will surely 
attain salvation. 

109. After saying thus, the Brahma))a, Samvarta went away 
as he pleased. After approaching the sage Bhartryajfta, they 
stayed there. 

110-114. By means of his power of knowledge, he knew 
that they were the Ga))as of Sarhbhu. He said: 

"Indeed your merit is great and free from impurities be
cause you have come to this hidden holy spot where the river 
Mahi meets the ocean. 

Ablution, charitable gift, repetition of holy names, Homa 
and offering rice-balls (to Pitrs) in particular-all these become 
everlasting in their results (jf performed) at Mahi-sigara-san-

1. VV up to 107 explain the genesis of Babhru Tirtha. 
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gama. Holy dip, gifts and other holy rites performed here will 
yield never-ending benefits. 

When formerly the celestial sage Nirada established this 
holy place, boons had been granted by the Planets. This boon 
had been granted by Sani: 

When the New-Moon day coincides with Saturday, one 
should perform Sraddha there along with a holy dip, charitable 
gifts etc. 

115-116. lf on a Saturday in the month of Sravaoa the 
Kuhil (i.e. New Moon without the slightest visibility of the Moon) 
also falls and the Sun has his monthly transit, and if the Yoga 
called Vyatipata also happens to be there in the same Tithi 
('Lunar day') that holy combination is called Pu1kara. It is supe
rior to a hundred Par1•ans. 

117-122. It is with great difficulty that the combination of 
all good Yogus is obtained. 1 On that day, one should duly 
worship an iron image of Sani and a gold idol of the Sun at the 
meeting place of Mahi and the ocean. Sani should be meditated 
on with Mantras pertaining to Sani and the Sun with the Siirya 
Mantras. Arghya should be offered to the Sun for the destruction 
of all sins. The holy dip here is superior to that at Prayaga; 
charitable gift here is more beneficial than that at Kuruk~etr-a. 
Offering rice balls (to manes), 0 son of Pi1.19u, is superior to 
that offered at the holy place called Gaya. This holy Parvan is 
attained through great heaps of merit. It is definite that the 
Pitrs meet with everlasting satisfaction in the firmament. 

Just as Gayasiras is meritorious and excessively conducive 
to the gratification of Pitrs, so also and even more than that is 
the meritorious Mahi-sagara-sangama. 

(Mantra.for taking bath) 
123. "Agni is the Retas ('semen virile') in the body along 

with Mr(la ('graciousness'). Vi~J.lU is the discharger of the RetQs. 
He is the navel of Amrta ('nectar')." 

Repeating these truthful words (mentioned above in the 
Mantra) with great faith, one should take the plunge in the 
meeting place of Mahi and the ocean. 

l. For Yoga.f and Vyatlpdla vide supra Kedilra Khapqa, p. 283, ftn2; 
p. 284, ftn 1. But the li~t does not include Putkara noted here in vv 115-16. 
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( Mantra for giving Arghya) 

124. "The holy ocean is the mouth of all the rivers. The 
excellent Mahi is Aritba (Mother, goddess). It is il1' the form of 
all the Tirthas. To these two I offer the Arghya. I bow down, I 
salute them." 

125-127. The following eighteen names should be repeated 
at the time of the holy dip. The man (i.e. the devotee) should 
repeat them everywhere at the time of Sraddha. 

The names are: (1) Tamra, (2) Rasyi, (3) Payovaha, (4) 
Pitrpritiprada, {5) Subha, (6) Sasyamala, (7) Mahasindhu, (8) 
Datur-Ditri, (9) Prthustuta, (I 0) Kanyi (daughter) of Indra
dyumna, (11) K~itijanma, (12) Iravati, (13) Mahipar~a, (14) 
Mahisrnga, (15) Ganga, (16) Pascimavahini (17) Nadi and (18) 
Rajanadi. 

These names have been mentioned by Prthu. A person who 
repeats these names shall go to the region of Yajiiamiirti (i.e. 
Visr:iu in the form of Yajfia). 

128. This is the Mantra for the Arglzya: "0 queen of 
rivers, you were born at the time of the milking of the Earth 
which yielded great delight and which fascinated the whole uni
verse; you absolve me, 0 flow of Mahi(?)." 

129. One who bestows even a silver bangle here is reborn 
on the earth in a family abounding in wealth and foodgrains. 

(The Mantra/or offering a silver bangle) 

130. The bangle should be thrown (offered) repeating the 
following Mantra: "I worship Mahi and Sagara with the 
offering of a silver bangle. Let there be no poverty or loss of 
wealth unto me." 

131. By taking the holy dip and by offering charitable 
gifts at Mahi-sagara-saitgama, one gets the same benefit as one 
gets by visiting aJI the Tirthas (together) and by performing all 
Yajfias. 

l 32-136a. When a dispute arises1 (or when a crime is com
mitted) he, the suspected person, should be asked (to swear) with 

1. Tn describing the greatness of Mahi, itsjudicial capacity is described in 
vv l32-36a. 
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water in the cup of his folded palms at Mahi-sagara-sangama. 
He should be bathed, repeating the A.ghora Mantra. He must 
then be made to stand with the level of the water coming to his 
navel in the Mahi-sagara-saligama. He then must be told to 
repeat the following after raising his right hand : "If there is 
Dharma (virtue) here, if there is truth here, if this Sangama 
(i.e. meeting place ofMahi and the sea) is truthful, If the seers of 
the Kratus are truthful, my auspiciousness and inauspiciousness 
shall be true." After saying this he brings down the right hand 
and(forcibly) comes out. If heis a sinner he will get fever instan
taneously. Otherwise he is considered to be devoid of guilt, even 
if he gets fever after seven days. 

136b-139. By taking holy dips here, by repeating holy names 
and by performing penance here, very many persons have gone 
to Rudraloka through sacred and holy rites. 

He who takes his holy bath here particularly on a Monday 
with great devotion, and visits the five Tirthas is liberated from 
all sins. Thus the greatness of the Tirtha was narrated in various 
ways. 

After instructing them in the Pii:jiiyoga ('rite of worship') in 
accordance with the injunctions of the SiYiigamas (i.e. sacred 
scriptures of the Saiva cult), Bhartryajfia explained to them the 
procedure in the propitiation of Siva. 

140. The sage filled with the ocean of devotion to Siva 
spoke to them: ''There is no lord greater than Siva. This is true, 
0 devotees of Saiva holy rites." 

141. Indeed he who abandons Siva and worships anything 
else non existent and unreal, abandons the nectar within his 
hand and runs after a mirage. 

142. This universe that is directly perceived is identical with 
Siva and Sakti, being marked with Linga and Bhaga. Nowhere is 
it marked with any other Deva. 

143-144a. He who abandons Rudra, the father, and AJ'h .. 
bika, the mother, behaves like one who abandons his own father 
and off'ering of libation and rice balls to the Manes. 

If you wish to wash off all the sins, listen to the greatness of 
Rudra in the following excellent Satarudriya :1 

I. VV 144b-194 enumerate the names of eminent gods and persons who 
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[In the following verses (] 44b-194) the names of devotees 
and the Lili.gas they worship are given along with the names they 
repeat as Iopa.] .. 

l44b-145a. Brahma worshipped the Hafaka Linga of the 
Lord with matted hair. He fepeats the name Jagatpradhana (•the 
chief of the universe') and shines. 

145b-146a. There is Kr~:r.ia-Lhiga (Black Liilga) at Kn])a
mula. Its name is Arjito. Having worshipped that Liilga, Sanaka 
and others won over (attained) the goal of the universe. 

146b. The Seven Sages (worship the Linga) in the form of 
the shoots of the Darbha grass {and its name is) Visvayonika 
('the source of origin of the universe'). 

147a. (Worshipping it) in the firmament, Narada extols it 
as Jagad-blja ('seed of the universe'). 

147b. Indra worships an adamantine Linga and the name 
(he repeats) is Vilviitman ('the soul of the universe')· 

148. The Sun worships a copper Linga. The name for his 
Japa is Visvasrj ('the creator of the universe'). 

The Moon worships a pearl Linga repeating the name Jogat
pati ('Lord of the world')· 

149. The Fire-god worships a Linga of sapphire. The name 
he repeats is Visvelvara ('Controller or Master of the universe'). 

1 SO. Sukra worships a ruby Li.nga and the name he repeats 
is Vilvakarman {'the maker of the universe'). 

Dhanada (i.e. Kubera) worships a golden Linga and repeats 
the name lsvara. 

151. Visvedevas worship a silver Lhiga and the name (they 
repeat) is Jagatam Pati {'Protector of the world')· The Wind 
worship a Liilga of brass and the name is Sombhu ('Granter of 
prosperity'). 

152. Vasus worship a Liilga of bell-metal and the name 
(they repeat) is Svayambhi, {'the Self-born god'). 

worshipped a Lii,ga of a particular material etc. and Siva's particular name 
they used for Japa. Siva's name used for Japa describes a particular a.,pect 
or power of Siva, for example: Jagat-pradhiina ('the chief of the universe'), 
Visva-yonika ('the source of the universe') etc. Finally he concludes in 
v 19S that everything possessing magnificence and splendour is due to propi
tiation of Siva-a verse echoina BOX. 41. 
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The Mothers worship a Li:riga made of three metals and the 
name is Bhutela ('Lord of living beings or goblins')· 

153. The Li:riga of Rik$asas is made of iron. The· name 
(they repeat) is Bhiltabhavyabhavodbhava ('the Source of every
thing past, present and future')· 

Guhyakas worship a Litiga made of lead. They repeat the 
name Yoga. 

I 54. (Sage) Jaigi$avya worships a LiJiga in his Brahma
randhra (i.e. the aperture in the crown of the head). The name he 
repeats is Yogelrara ('Master of Yoga'). 

Nimi worships the Lingas in his two eyes and repeats the 
name Sarva. 

155. Ohan vantari worships a Liilga of Gomaya ('full of rays' 
or 'cow dung'?). The name (he repeats) is Sarvalokelvareivara 
('the Master of all the lords of the worlds')· 

Gandharvas worship a Litiga made of timber and the name 
is Sarvasre1tha ('the Greatest of all'). 

156. Raghava worships the Linga of /apis lazuli and the 
name (he repeats) is Jogajjye3/ha ('the Most Pre-eminent in the 
world'). 

Bao.a worships an emerald Linga and the name is V asi1tha 
('the Most Excellent)'. 

I 57. Varu:o.a worships a crystal Linga and the name (he 
repeats) is Paramelvara ('the Supreme Lord'). 

Na.gas (Serpents) worship a coral Linga and the name is 
Lokatrayamkara ('Creator of the three worlds'). 

1 S8- l 60a. Bharati (i.e. goddess of Speech) worships Taralinga 
(i.e. Lin.ga made of big beautiful pearls) and the name is Loka• 
trayalrita ('the Support of the three worlds'). 

Sani (i.e. the planet Saturn) worships the Litiga at the Sailga
mavarta (i.e. an eddy at the place where the river meets the 
ocean) and the name is Jagannatha ('Lord of the world')· 

In the region of Sani at Mahi-sagara-sangama, Riva:o.a 
(used to) worship a Liliga made of jasmine-plant at midnight 
repeating the name Sudurjaya ('Unvanquishable'). 

Siddhas worship Miinasa (mental) Liilga. The name they 
repeat is Kamamrtyujaratiga ('the Transcender of Kama, death 
and old age'}. 
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160b. Bali worships a Litiga of gleaned food-grains. The 
name he repeats is JRiinatman ('Knowledge-soul': 'the Soul of 
knowledge'). • 

161. Marccipas (•Imbibers of rays') worship a Linga form
ed of flowers. The name is Jiiiinagamya (•Approachable through 
knowledge') . 

Beings born of dung worship Sakrt-Liitga ('Linga made of 
dung') and the name is Jiiiinajneya ('Knowable through know
ledge'). 

162. Phenapiis ('lnbibers of foam') worship a Linga evolved 
from foams. The name (they repeat) is Sudurvida ('Extremely 
difficult to know'). 

Kapila worships Viilukalinga ('Linga made of sand') repeat
ing the name Varada ('Bestower of boons') of Hara. 

163. Sarasvata worships the LiJiga in the speech and the 
name is Vaglsvara ('the Controller of speech') 

Gaoas worship Liiiga in the form of a Murti ('idol') and the 
name they repeat is Rudra. 

164. Devas worship a Linga made of Jarhbunada (i.e. a 
particular variety of gold) and the name is Sitikati/ha ('Black
throated'). 

Budha (i.e. the planet Mercury) worships a Sankha Linga (i.e. 
Linga made of a conch). The name he repeats is Kani1fha. 

165. Asvins worship a Liiiga made of clay. The name (they 
repeat) is Suvedhasa ('the Excellent creator'). Vinayaka worships 
a Linga made of flour and the name is Kapardin ('God with mat
ted hair'). 

166. Kuja (i.e. Mars) worships a Linga made of butter. The 
name he repeats is Kara/aka ('the Formidable one'). 

Tark1ya (i.e. Garu9a) worships a LiiJ.ga made of cooked rice 
and the name he repeats is Haryak1a ('Ye11ow-eyed', 'a Lion'). 

167. Kama worships a Linga made of jaggery. The name 
(he repeats) is Ratida ('Giver of pleasure'). ~aci wor-ships a Linga 
made of salt. The name is Babhrukela ('the Brown-haired'). 

168. Visvakarman worships Prosada Llnga (•Palace-Linga'?) 
and the name is Yiimya. 

Vibhifao.a worships a Litiga made of dust particles. The name 
is Suhrttama ('the Best friend'). 
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Sagara worships a Lhiga made of bamboo shoots. The name 
is Sangata. 

169. Rihu worships a Linga made of Ramatha (Asafoetida). 
He repeats the name Gamya ('Approachable'). Lak$mi worships 
Lepya Linga (Plastering-Litiga) and the name is Harinetra 
('Vi$~U's eye'). 

170. Yogins worship the Linga stationed in all living beings. 
The name is Sthii('u ('Immovable'). 

Human beings worship different kinds (of Lingas). The 
name is Puru1amnaman. 

171. The Constellations worship Liftga of the nature of 
splendour. The name is Bhaga Bhasvara ('Brilliant Siva'). 

Kinnaras worship Dhatu Lingo ('Linga made of minerals')· 
The name is Sudtpta (' Extremely refulgent'). 

172. Brahmarik$asas worship the Liilga and the name is 
Devadeva ('God of gods'). 

Varar,as (i.e. Elephants) worship the Linga made of tusk 
(ivory). The name is Rarhhasa ('Force'). 

173. Sidhyas worship Linga of the nature of seven (v. 1 
all the) Lokas. The name is Bahuriipa ('Multi-formed')· 

Seasons (']J..tus') worship Linga of the nature of Durvi shoot. 
The name is Sarva. 

174. Celestial damsels worship a Linga made of saffron. 
The name is Sarhbhobpriya (•Favourite with Sambhu'). 

U rvasi worships a Liilga made of red lead. The name is 
Priyavasana ('Favourite perfume'?). 

175. The preceptor worships Brahmacari Linga {'Linga in 
the form of the religious student') and the name is u,,.,r,;n 
('Turbanwearer'). 

Yoginis worship a Linga of Alaktaka ('red lac') and the name 
is Subabhruka ('Excellently deep brownish'). 

176. Siddha Yoginis worship a Linga made of $rrkNJ(l(Ja 
('sandalwood') and the name is Sahasrak1a ('Thousand-eyed 
god')· 

.Qikinis worship Marhsalinga ('Linga made of flesh')· The 
name is Mtdhusa ('Most bountiful'). 

177. Manus worship a Liilga made of A.nna (food). The 
name is Girlla. Agastya worships a Liilga made of Vrlhi (i.e. of 
rice grains) and the name is Sulanta ('Extremely quiescent') . 
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178. Deva1a worships a Linga made of barley and the name 
is Pati ('the Protector'). 

Valmiki worships a Liilga made of Valmtka ('ant-hill') and 
the name is Ciraviisl ('Eternal dweller'). 

179. Pratardana worships Bav.a Lhiga (i.e. Liliga found in 
Narmada). The name is Hirac,yabhuja ('Golden-armed one')· 

Daityas worship a Linga made of black mustard. The name 
is glorified as Ugra ('the Terrible'). 

180. Danavas worship Ni1piivaja Linga ('Litiga made out of 
the wind caused by winnowing'). The name is Dikpati ('the Lord 
of cardinal points'). 

Clouds worship Liriga of the nature of Ntra (water) and the 
name is Parjanyapati ('the Lord of rains'). 

181. Yak~as worship a Liilga evolved from pulses. The 
name is remembered as Bhutapati ('the Protector of Bhiitas')· 

Pitrs worship a Linga made of cooked gingelly seeds. The 
name (of the Linga) is Vr1apati ('Lord of the bull'). 

182. Gautama worships Linga of the nature of Goraja 
(? 'dust raised by cows') (? Gorasa---curds, milk products). The 
name is Gopati ('Lord of cows'). 

Viinaprasthas ('Forest-dwellers') worship a Linga made of 
fruits. The name is Vrk~av{1:a ('One surrounded by trees')· 

183. Skanda worships Pii~lb)alinga (i.e. Linga made of stone). 
The name is Seniinya ('the Leader of the army')· 

The serpent Asvatara worships a Lhiga made of foodgrains 
and the name is Madhyama ('Central', 'Impartial'). 

184. Yajvan worships a Litiga made of Puro(iala (i.e. sacrifi
cial offering of ground rice) and the name is Sruvahasta ('One 
with a sacrificial ladle'). 

Yama worships a Liilga made of black iron. The name he 
repeats is Dhanvin ('Wielder of a bow')· 

18S. Jamadagnya Worships a Litiga made of barley shoot. 
The name is Bhargodaitya ('Lustrous Daitya'?) 

Jimadagnya worships a Li.tiga made of barley shoot. The 
name Bahurupa ('Many-formed')· 

186. Mandhiti worships a Liliga made of sugar. The name 
is Balzuyuga ('a Pair of arms'; 'Two-armed'). 

Cows worship the Linga in the form of milk. The name is 
Netrasahasraka ('Of thousand eyes'). 
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187. Sadhyas worship the Linga of the form of Bhartrs 
(lords). The name is remembered as Vilvapati ('the Lord of 
the universe'). (The twin Sages) Naray8\}a and Nara worship a 
Luiga made of Muiija grass and the name is Sahasralira 
('Thousand-headed'). 

188. Prthu worships Litiga in the form of Tdrk1ya (Garu\ia? 
also snake, horse, bird). The name is SahasracaraTJ,a ('Thousand• 
legged'). 

Birds worship Vyoma/inga ('sky-Liilga') and the name is 
Sarvatmaka ('the Immanent soul of all'). 

189. The Earth worships Merulinga ('Meru in the form of a 
Lhiga') and the name is Dvitanu ('twin-bodied': A.rdhanarllvara). 

Pasupati worships a Liilga made of sacred ash. The name is 
Mahesvara ('the Great lord'). 

190. Sages worship Lhiga of the form of knowledge and 
the name is Cirasthana ('the Eternal abode'). 

Brahmai;;1.as worship Brahmalinga. They know the name as 
Jye1/ha (•the Eldest'). 

191. Se~a worships a Litiga made of Gorocana (i.e. a yellow 
pigment made of cow's bile and urine). The name is remember
ed as Palupati ('the Lord of pasus'). 

Vasuki worships Vi1al4nga ('poison-Liilga') and the name is 
Sankara ('Happiness-giver'). 

192. Tak~aka worships KilakiitaJchya Liilga (•Linga of the 
poison named Kalakiita•) and the name is Bahurupa ('Multi-for
med'). 

Karkota worships a Linga made of the poison Halahala and 
the name is Ekak1a ('One-eyed'). 

193. Padma worships a Linga made of the poison named 
Spigi and the name is Dhurja/l ('With heavy matted hair') 

Putra worships Linga of the form of Pitr (•father'). The name 
is Visvarupa ('Of the form of the universe'). 

194. Goddess Siva worships a Linga made of Parada 
('mercury') and the name is Tryambaka (•Three-eyed god'). 

Matsya (fish) and others worship Sastralinga (•Liliga in the 
form of sacred literature') and the name is Vr1akapi. 

195. Of what avail is 1nuch talk in this vein? Whatever 
thing there is in the world possessing magnificence and splendour 
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has been made so by means of the holy rite of propitiating 
Siva. 

196. If ash can turn out to be a tree by being •drenched in 
water, one devoid of devotion to Siva can be said to be success
full (in his efforts). 

197. If you have an inclination towards the attainment of 
the Puriqiirthas-aims of human life, viz. virtue, wealth, love 
and liberation, Hara should be propitiated. He is considered to 
be the bestower of all the three worlds. 

198. If a person reads this Satarudrlya every morning, 
Lord Siva will be pleased with him and will grant him all the 
boons. 

199. There is nothing else more meritorious than this and 
yielding greater benefit than this. It is the secret of (all) the 
Vedas. This has been mentioned to me by the Sun-god.1 

200. When Satarudriya is repeated, all the sins are destroy
ed-the sin that has been committed through words and the sin 
that has been perpetrated mentally. 

201. If he repeatedly reads Satarudriya, he who is distressed 
with sickness becomes liberated from ailment, he who is bound 
become liberated from bondage and he who is under some fear 
becomes liberated from fear. 

202. If a person recites these hundred names and (pours) 
hundred potfuls ( of water on the Linga) and puts hundred flow
ers on it and bows down to Siva a hundred times, he is liberated 
from all sins. 

203. These hundred Liligas {mentioned above), the hundred 
devotees and the hundred names ( of Rudra)-alJ these are des
tructive of all defects. 

204. Particularly, he who recites (verses of) (at least) five 
Lingas out of these (hundred) Lingas, is liberated from the 
faults arising from the objects of the five sense organs.• 

I. This sage was YAji\avalkya in his previous birth and the Sun-god was 
the preceptor of Yljftavalkya as he gave him the White Yajurveda. 

2. VV 198-204 are usual Pia/a-irutl verses (describina the fruits of 
reciting Satarudrlya). 
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Narada said: 
205. On hearing this, they {lndradyumna and others) be

came joyous. They prayed, worshipped the five Li.tigas and be
came devoted to the meditation of Siva. 

206. A long time after that Lord Sankara rejoiced at their 
excellent devotion. He became personally visible and told them 
(thus): 

Siva said: 
207. 0 crane, owl, vulture, tortoise and King lndradyumna, 

You will attain the Siirilpya (i.e. having the same form as that of 
the Lord Siva) form of salvation and will stay in my world. 

208. Lomasa and Marka.J).~eya will become Jlvanmuktas 
('liberated while living'). 

When this was spoken by the lord of Devas, the king installed 
the LiJiga. 

209-211. The name of that Linga is Indradyumna or Maha
kala.1 

After understanding the good qualities of the Tirtha and 
desirous of permanent reputation, the king instalJed the matchless 
Linga of threefold beauty and said: 

"Let this Indradyumnesvara Li.tiga be delighted (and flourish
ing) for many long years-as long as the Moon, the Sun and the 
Earth last." Thereupon Lord Siva said, "So be it" and said 
further: 

212. "He who regularly worships this Aindradyumna Litiga 
(installed by lndradyumna) here, will certainly become a Gq.a 
and live in my world." 

213. After saying thus the Moon-crested Lord went to the 
world ofRudra, along with those five who became Gaoas. 

214. King lndradyumna, the overlord of the earth, was a 
king of such a power. When that heroic king performed Yajfias 
this river Mahi was created by him. 

215. It is in this manner that Mahl-sagara-sangama became 
meritorious. It has been succinctly recounted to you, 0 Pirtha 
(Arjona). 

1. VV 209-218 describe t~ importance of the Lli,ga Indradyumnetvara 
and of the Tfrtha, Mahi-slpra-saitpma, 
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216. A man who takes his holy dip in this Sailgama and 
worships Indradyumnesvara, will permanently dwell there where 
the Lord, the consort of Parvati, dwells. • 

217. Since this 1.inga had been installed by him after casting 
off all bondages and attachments, this Li.tiga is destructive of all 
bondages. It bestows the lordship of GaJ)as, 0 Philguna. 

218. Thus, the meritorious greatness of this excellent San
gama has been recounted to you. The greatness and the miracu
lous merits of the lord Indradyumnesvara also has been recounted 
to you. It is conducive to sanctity. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

The Legend of Vajriinga 

Arjuna said: 
I. 0 great sage, I wish to hear about the greatness of 

Kumaranitha, which was mentioned by you in another context. 
I wish to hear about it in detail. 

Niirada narrated: 

2. It was after slaying Tiraka, the son of Vajririga, that 
lord Guha installed this Linga, 0 Philguna (Arjuna). 

3. 0 son of Prtha, there is no doubt about this that Kuma
resa dispels all the sins through direct visits, listening to the 
stories, meditations and worship and salutation through the Vedic 
Mantras. 

Arjuna said: 

4. This story is very miraculous. It is destructive of sins. 
Relate this in detail and truthfully, 0 Nirada. 

5. Who was this Daitya Vajri.tiga? Of what power and effi
cacy was Tiraka? How was he killed? How was Guba born? 

6. How did the Linga named Kumaresvara come to be in
stalled? What is the benefit from this LiJiga? Speak this in detail 
to me. 
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Narada said: 
7. After bowing down to Komara, the commander-in.chief, 

and to lsvara, listen with concentration, 0 son of Pfthi, to the 
great story of Komara. 

8. The Prajapati named Dak~a was a mind-born son of 
Brahma. He begot of Virioi sixty daughters, 0 Phalguna. 

9-lla. He gave ten daughters to Dharma, thirteen to Kas
yapa, twenty-seven to Soma (the Moon-god), four to Ari~tanemi 
and two each to Bhiita1 ( ?), A.ngiras and Krsasva. 

Listen to the names of these (sisters as well as) co-wives 
from me. The three worlds are filled with their progeny. 

llb-14. Bhinu, Larbbi, Kakut, Bhiimi, Visvi, Sidhyi, 
Marutvati, Vasu, Muhilrti and Sa.rikalpa were the wives of 
Dharma. Listen to their sons. 

Indrasena, a bull among Devas (i.e. prominent Deva) was the 
son of Bhinu. Vidyota was born of Lamba. From him were born 
Stanayitnus. 

~akata was the son of Kakut fro1n whom the son Kikafa was 
born. 

From Bhil (Bhiimi), Durga, Svarga and Nanda were born. 
Visvedevas were born of Visva. They call them (i.e. Visve

devas) progenyless. 
15-17. The twelve Sadhyas were born of Sadhya. Arthasiddhi 

was theiy son. 
Marutvan and Sujayanta were born of Marutvati. People 

with perfect knowledge call these two (by the names) Nara and 
NarayaQ.a. 

The eight Vasus were the sons of Vasu. 
The Muhiirtakas were born of Muhiirta. To aJl living beings, 

they (the Muhurtas) bestow the respective benefits of acts done 
during their own periods. 

Sa.tikalpa was the son of Sankalpi. Kama was born as the 
son to Satikalpa. 

18-19. Surilpa gave birth to eleven Rudras. 2 They were: 

1. Bahuputra in VP. 
2. Here only ten Rudras are enumerated in the text instead of eleven. 

The omitted name is Candra (Vide l,ura I.ii.21 .19-20. We do not find 
consenus on the specific names of these Rudras. For example MtP S.29-30 
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Kapili, Pingala, Bhima, Virupik$a, Vilohita, Ajaka, Sisana, 
Sisti, Sambha and Bhava the last one (? ten only). Other 
attendants of Rudra are remembered as the sons of Niriipa. 

20. Svadhi, the wife of the Prajipati Aligiras, gave birth 
to the Pitrs. Sani (?Saci) gave birth to the holy lord, the son 
Atharvingirasa. 

21. Arcis and Dhi$aoa were the two wives of Krsasva, 
whose sons were the groups of missiles and their Samhira 
(withdrawal). 

22-23a. Patangi, Yamini, Tamra and Timi were the wives 
of Ari$tanemi. Patangi gave birth to Patangas (birds), Yimini 
to Salabhas (locusts etc.). 

Herons, vultures etc. were the sons of Tamra. The aquatic 
anima]s were the sons of Timi. 

23b-25. Now listen to the names of the wives of Kaiyapa. 
They are the mothers of the worlds. It was from them that this 
universe was born. Their names are conducive to welfare: 

Aditi, Diti, Danu, Silhhi, Danayus, Surabhi, Ari$!i, Vinati, 
Grava, Daya, Krodhavasi, Ira and the two named Kadru and 
Muni. The Mothers have been glorified. 

26. Adityas were the sons of Aditi. Daityas are glorified 
as the sons of Diti. Dinavas are said to be the sons of Danu. 
Rahu, the planet, is the son of Sirilhi. 

27. The powerful group called Daniyu was born of 
Danayus. The cows were born of Surabhi. The Yugandharas 
(Bulls? 'Pole of a carriage to which the yoke is fixed') were the 
sons of Ari~ta· 

28-29. Vinati gave birth to Arur.,ia and the excessively 
powerful Garu9a. 

The beasts of prey were the sons of Grava. 
The group (called) Krodhavasa was born of (the lady) 

Krodhavasa. The trees are remembered as the sons of lri. 
The serpents are remembered as the sons of Kadru and the 

groups of the celestial damsels were born of Muni. 

give a different list of eleven Rudras as follows: (1) Ajaikapit, (2) Ahirbud• 
hnya, (3) Vit1lpik$&, (4) Raivata, (5) Hara, (6) BahurOpa, (7) Tryam
baka, (8) Slvitra, (9) Jayanta, (10) Pinlki, (11) Aparijita. 
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30. The heroic Hirao.yakasipu and the other (son) Hiral)
yik~a, the two sons of Diti, were killed by Vi,uu, 

31-35a. Diti whose sons had been killed propitiated Kas
yapa. The gentle lady requested for the boon of another son of 
great strength who would kill Salera in battle. 

The holy lord granted her the boon (saying), ''Observe 
restraint and perform holy rites for a thousand years." 

On being told thus she did so, staying at Puijkara with great 
purity and concentration. While she was practising these holy 
observances, the Thousand-eyed Lord (lndra) came there and 
devoutly served her. She permitted him (to render these 
services). When ten years yet remained for the completion of 
the thousand years, Diti who was satisfied with the devotion of 
Sakra, joyously spoke to Salera: 

Diti said: 

35b. 0 most excellent one among Devas, know that I have 
more or less completed the holy rite and observances. 

36. A brother will be born to you. You will enjoy glory 
along with him. You will enjoy the kingdom of the three worlds 
without any obstacle or nuisance. 

37. After saying this the gentle lady Diti slept during the 
day with her feet touching her tresses. It was the power of the 
inevitable destiny that urged her to sleep. 

38. On seeing that opportune moment and the loophole 
(lndra) assumed a Yogic form and entered her body. With his 
thunderbolt, he cut the foetus in the belly of Diti into seven 
pieces. 

39-40. Maghavan (Indra) cut each of them further into 
seven pieces furiously. Diti woke up on hearing the cries of (the 
pieces) that were being cut by his Vajra. She said to Sakra, 
"It should not be killed. It should not be killed." 

41-43. Sakra told them, "md rodtb" (Do not cry). He came 
out of the belly and stood in front of his mother (i.e. mother's 
sister). Being frightened, he joined his palms in reverence. He 
spoke these words to his mother who was very angry with him: 

"You slept during the day, Mother, with your feet trampling 
on your tresses. In the open air, you slept for a long time. Your 
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foetus was cut by me. Fortynine pieces have been made of 
your (foetus) by means ofmy Vajra; they are (your) sons. 

44. Let your words be true. I shall enjoy tfte glory and 
fortune along with them. I shall give them abodes in the 
firmament as long as I am (there). 

45. Since they were told 'mii rodth' (by me), they shall be
come well-known as Maruts. " 1 

On being told thus, Diti became ashamed. She could not 
reply at all. 

46. Indra went along with them. They are remembered as 
the winds at the extremities of the quarters. Then the sad and 
dejected Diti said to her husband once again : 

47. "0 holy lord, give unto me a son who will be the 
powerful slayer of Sakra and who cannot be killed with the 
missiles and weapons of the heaven-dwellers. 

48. If you do not give me a (favourable) reply, 0 Prajapati, 
know that 1 am dead." 

On being told thus, he said to his unhappy and dejected 
wife: 

49-50. "Be engaged in severe austerities and perfor1n 
penance for ten thousand years. Then a son named Vajranga 
will be born to you. His limbs wiII be adamantine. They cannot 
be cut even with steel. They will be so hard. He will be a 
righteous man." 

On getting the boon that gentle lady went to the forest for 
practising penance. 

51-52. She performed a terribly severe penance. At the 
end of the penance, the noble lady gave birth to a son who was 
unconquerable, irresistible, unvanquishable and who could not 
be cut even with Vajra. As soon as he was born, he became the 
master of all scriptural texts and topics. 

53-54. He said to his mother with devotion, "Mother, 
what shall 1 do?" Thereupon, Diti who was delighted said, ' 1O 
dear son, many of my sons were killed by the Thousand-eyed 
one (Indra). 1 wish to get adequate compensation for them by 
getting Sakra slain." 

1. The story is obviously in support of the popular etymology of 
Maruts. 
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55. "Of course", said he. After saying so, the powerful 
Daitya went to heaven along with his army. With his arms 
alone as his weapons, he conquered Sakra in the battle. 

56. Just as a lion drags a small and insignificant animal, 
he dragged Devendra by bis leg and brought him near his 
mother even as he was, with great fear, pleading (for release). 

57. In the mean time, Brahma and Kasyapa of great power 
of penance came there excessively frightened. Brahma said to 
him: 

58. "He is pleading (for release). Release him, dear son. 
Of what avail is he? It is said that insulting an honourable man 
is tantamount to slaying him. 

59. He who is released at our instance, is indeed dead, 
though he may be breathing (i.e. living). Those who kiU an enemy 
in the battle are not glorified as heroes. 

60-61a. Those who release enemies after causing humili
ation to their honour and prestige, are indeed better. Just as 
you carried out the words (i.e. behest) of your mother regarding it 
to be the most honourable, so also you must carry out the words 
of your father. Release Vasava, dear son." 

6l b-64. On hearing this, Vajraii.ga bowed down and spoke 
these words: "I have nothing to do with him. Mother's behest 
has been executed by me. You are the lord or Suras and Asuras 
and my great-grandfather. I shall carry out your directives, 0 
Lord. Here, Satakratu is released. l do not crave for the ruler
ship of the three worlds already enjoyed by Sakra, which is 
like a woman enjoyed by another or like a garland enjoyed by 
another. 

What is the essence or what is it that has some intrinsic 
worth in the three worlds?Let that be spoken to me." 

Brahma said: 

65. There is nothing greater than Tapas (•penance'). Tapas 
is the asset of great men. Everything is attained through penance. 
You are worthy of (performing) a penance, 0 dear son. 

Vajranga said: 
66. There will be great pleasure to me by (performing) Tapa.r. 

Let there be no obstacle in it through your favour, 0 Lord. 
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He stopped after saying this. 

Brahma said: • 
67. If after abandoning a ruthless attitude, you wish to 

perform penance, 0 son, with this mind and intellect, the benefit 
of the whole Jife has been obtained by you. 

68. After saying this, the Lotus-born Lord created (a 
woman of wide eyes. The Lotus-born Lord gave her to him as 
his wife. 

69. The grandfather (Brahma) gave her the name Varingi 
('one of beautiful limbs'). Thereafter Brahma went to heaven 
along with Kasyapa. 

70-71. Vajriliga went along with her to the forest for 
penance. With his hands lifted up, that great Daitya stood 
(steady) for a period of a thousand years. His eyes were like the 
petals of a lotus. He bad pure intellect and he performed great 
penance. He spent an equal period with face bent down and the 
same period as an aspirant, performing penance amidst five 
fires. 

72. He did not take any food. He performed a terrible 
penance. He shone as a mass of penance. Then he spent a 
period of a thousand years under water performing (penance). 

73-74. When he went under water, his wife, an extremely 
chaste woman, stayed on the bank of the same lake meditating 
about him. She observed the vow of silence without taking any 
food, thinking that her husband also was without food. Thus 
the chaste woman performed the penance. While she was per
forming the penance Indra scared and terrorized her. 

75. He took the form of a monkey and came near her. After 
piercing her eyes, he urinated and emptied the bowels (there). 

76. Desirous of causing hindrance to her penance, he 
tugged at her clothes, shook her face and made her tresses dis
hevelled. 

77. Then he caused her great pain in the form of a ram. 
Then in the form of a serpent, he coiled round her feet. 

78. Indra, the ruler of Devas, dragged her far oft" from that 
place. Due to the power of her penance, she could not be killed 
by him. 
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79. On account of her forbearance, the exalted noble lady 
did not become angry even very slightly. Then in the form of a 
jackal, he defiled the hermitage. 

80--81. In the form of fire he burned her great hermitage. Tn 
the form of an extremely terrible gust of wind, he pulled and 
dragged that auspicious lady. Thus when he continued his teas
ing and scaring tactics in the forms of a lion, a wolf, etc., and 
never desisted from them, the wife of Vajrailga thought that it 
was the wickedness of the Mountain and got ready to curse him. 

82. On observing that she was about to curse, the Mountain 
hurriedly assumed the form of a man and spoke to that excellent 
lady of beautiful eyes: 

Sai/a (the Mountain) said: 

83. 0 lady of great holy rites, I am not vicious. 1 am a 
person worthy of being resorted to by all living beings. It is the 
slayer of Vrtra who is angry with you and who inflicts great pain 
on you. 

84-85. In the mean time, the period of a thousand years had 
elapsed. When the time had passed, the Lotus-born Lord be
came delighted. Coming to the lake, he spoke to Vajrailga: 

Brahma said: 

86. I shall grant you all that you desire, 0 son of Diti. Get 
up. 

On being told thus, the great Daitya, the storehouse of the 
(power of) penance, got up and spoke to the grandfather of all 
the worlds, these words with palms joined in reverence: 

Vajr,inga said: 

87. Let there be no demoniac feeling or emotion in me. 
Let there be no desire for Sakra's kingdom. Let there be the 
ardour for penance, piety and virtue (in me). 

88. "Let it be so", said Brahma with great surprise in 
his mind. 'He treats Sakra with indifference. Who can resist 
the (inevitable) future? 

89-9la. Sages. men and Devas beginning with giva and 
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Brahma do not (i.e. cannot) transgress the future event, like the 
great ocean, the boundary of the foreshore.' Thinking thus, god 
Brahma vanished there itself. • 

When the penance had been concluded, Vajranga of steady 
restraint wanted to take food, but could not see his wife in his 
own hermitage. 

91 b-93. 'One who is without a wife lives in vain.' Thinking 
thus, he looked for his wife here and there. He was desirous of 
performing the daily rituals and looking for his associate in 
this world and in the world hereafter, saw her crying. 

He saw his beloved wife in a wretched plight hiding her face 
behind a tree and lamenting. On seeing her the Daitya said 
consoling her: 

Vajrdnga said: 

94-95. 0 timid lady, who has harmed you? Who has offend
ed you even as you were performing penance in your own way? 
Why do you cry, 0 lass, when I, your husband, am alive? What 
desire of yours shall I fulfil? 0 beautiful lady, tell me quickly. 

If a man does not show affection caressing the goddess of 
his own house, the lady of auspiciousness, adorned with all 
good qualities, the lady who has come to collaborate with him 
as in the case of a lame man closely cooperating with a blind 
man, if he docs not fulfil her desires, is he a man? I think, he is 
not a (reaJ) man. 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

The Birth of the Asura Tiiraka 

Variingl said: 

I. I have been ruined, thrown off and injured, terrorized, 
and afflicted by the terrible lord of Devas many times, as though 
I were lordless and helpless. 
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2. Unable to see the,other shore of the ocean of misery, I 
even prepared myself to forsake my vital airs. lf you have any 
mercy for me, give me a son who wjll be my saviour from the 
terrible misery. 

3-6. On being told thus, the great Daitya who was very sad 
and unhappy, thought thus in his heart: 'Although I have no 
desire for demoniac emotions, I do agree, on the basis of the 
sacred scriptures, that one's wife is worthy of one's sympathy. 
For, one who has a wife (i.e. the householder) upholds all the 
other Asramas ('stages in life') by his (own) Asramn1 and crosses 
the ocean of·distress and sorrow in the same way as one crosses 
the sea with boats. 

It is with the support and help of the wife that householders 
conquer easily the enemies in the form of sense-organs, the 
enemies who cannot be conquered by those who rely on others, 
like the master of a fort who subdues and puts down thieves and 
robbers. No one is competent to emulate the goddess of the 
house (i.e. wife). 

7. (No one can render as much service as a wife) even if he 
devotes the entire life-time to pious activities. 

The wife is called Jiiyii. because the self is reborn in hcr.2 

8. She is remembered as Bhiiryii because she has to be sustai
ned and nourished. She herself only is said to be Grha ('House'); 
she alone is, therefore, remembered as Grhi,:.,I. 

9. She is called Kalatra because she is the saviour from the 
sins of the worldly existence. Who is not entitled to be compas
sionate towards such a beloved person? 

10. Dcvala has remarked that a man (must have) three 
lights. The three are wife, holy rites and learning and they should 
be achieved with great cff ort. 

11. I am her husband. In this capacity, if I do not protect 
her from affliction and pain, I shall undoubtedly fall into hell as 
declared by the Siistros. 

1. Cf. the eulogy of the tisrama of houo;eholder in Ma 11u III. 77-78; Mbh. 
Siinti 270.6-7 and 296.39. 

2. A<t in Bra.nma,:ta.'i, Pura.Qas are a(sl, fond of such popular etymo
logies. 
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12-15. I too can conquer Indra. Thus let me be free of the 
debt (of revenge). Afterwards I will fulfil her desire. I will give 
her a son of great strength.' • 

Thinking thus, Vajra.nga whose eyes became excited due to 
anger. began a penance once again with a view to take revenge 
on Mahendra. 

On coming to know of his cruel resolve, Brahma came 
hurriedly once again to the place where the son of Diti was 
present. 

That venerable lord (Brahma) spoke to him in sweet voice: 

Brahma said: 

16-18. What for do you practise this ruthless restraint, 
0 Daitya, (though) you are face to face with food. Speak it 
out to me, 0 (Daitya) of great holy rites. For a thousand years 
you did not take food. You abandoned the benefit thereof. The 
food that you got was only for a moment. The renunciation of 
desires for what has not been obtained is not remembered as 
much as the abandonment of what has been obtained, 0 lotus
eyed one. 

On hearing these words of Brahma, the Daitya spoke with 
palms joined in reverence : 

The Daitya said: 

19-20. 0 grandfather, I will perform a severe penance for 
the sake of my wife. I am earnest in the endeavour for a son 
who will subdue the pride of Dcvas. 

On hearing these words, the Four.faced Lotus-born Lord 
was pleased and he said: 

Brahma said: 

21-23. Enough of your penance, 0 dear one; do not get 
yourself involved in an extensive painful (task). A son of great 
strength named Taraka will be born to you. He will make the 
wives of Devas untie their braided and ornamented tresses (i.e. 
destroy Devas and make them widows). 
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On being told thus the king of Daityas bowed down to 
Brahma and bade farewell to him. He then went to his wife and 
joyously made her delighted. The couple, having achieved their 
object, became satisfied and returned to their hermitage then. 

24. Varatigi of excellent complexion, became pregnant and 
retained the foetus within herself for a full period of a thousand 
years. 

25-27. Then at the end of a thousand years Vara.Jigi gave 
birth (to a son). 

When that great Daitya who (subsequently) terrified all the 
worlds, was being born, the entire Earth shook. The great 
oceans surged and rolled and the mountains quaked. Terrible 
gusts of wind blew. The excellent sages (were frightened) like a 
deer struck and wounded by a hunter. They repeated holy 
names (for the removal of the fear). The sun and other (lumina
ries) lost their splendour. Mists and fogs enveloped the quarters. 

28. When that great Asura was born, all the ( other) great 
Asuras as well as their women became delighted and came there. 

29-30a. The Asura maidens who were filled with great delight 
sang and danced. Then, 0 son of Prtha, as the great festive 
celebrations of Danavas went on, Devas including Mahendra 
became dejected in their minds. 

30b-3 l. Immediately after he was born, the great Daitya 
of very fierce exploit, was crowned by Kuratiga, Mahi~a and 
other Daityas in the great empire of all the Asuras. In this they 
were accompanied by all the other great Asuras. 

32. On acquiring the great kingdom, 0 most excellent one 
among the sons of Pao4u, Taraka spoke these cogent, well
argued words to the excellent Dana vas: 

33-34. "0 Asuras of great strength, all of you listen to my 
words. After hearing let your intellect (determination) he made 
firm (in carrying out) my suggestions. 

An everlasting enmity (with Devas) has become deeply 
rooted on account of our own birth and parentage. I will make 
that enmity conducive to the victory over them. 

3S. But I think that such a (confrontation) with Suras can 
be successful only through penance. Hence, 0 sons of Danu, i 
shall, at the outset, perform a severe penance. 
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36-38. Thereafter we shall conquer Suras and ~njoy the 
three worlds. Indeed, a person with a suitable means attains 
stable success. One not endowed thus is fickle. He is incom
petent to safeguard even that which has been acquired." 

On hearing those words of that Asura, all the Danavas 
became struck with wonder. They hailed him with the shouts 
'Bravo! Bravo!'. 

He went to an excellent cave of the mountain Pariyatra 1 

39-43. There flowers of all the seasons lay scattered. 
Different kinds of medicinal herbs illuminated it. It had different 
kinds of shelters where exudations from various minerals 
spread. It had many shapes. It was full of birds of different 
species. It had various springs and fountains and lakes of 
various sorts. 

After reaching that cave, the Daitya practised a severe 
penance. He got initiated in the cult of Pasupati with special 
modes of worship. He repeated the (famous) five Mantras. He 
did not talce food. He perf armed Paiicatapas ('penance in the 
middle of five fires'). Thus ten thousand years elapsed. Then he 
began to cut off one Kar1a (i.e. a weight of sixteen Ma~as) of flesh 
from his body everyday and put it in the fire by way of Homa. 
Thereby he became devoid of flesh. With his body devoid of 
flesh, he became a mass of penance. 

44. All the living beings around blazed with his splendour. 
All the Suras became very anxious. They were scared of his 
penance. 

45. In the meantime, Brahma who became excessively plea-
sed, went to the peak of that mountain in order to grant boons 
unto Taraka. 

46. Seated in his chariot drawn by Swans, he reached the 
king of mountains. The Lord then spoke to Taraka in a sweet 
voice: 

Brahma said: 
47-48. Get up from your penance, 0 son. There is nothing 

which is impossible for you now. Choose a boon in accordance 
with your desire, whatever may be in your mind. 

!tl 

J. Pariyltra--Western part of the Vindhya region e11tendin1 from the 
source of Chambal to the gulf of Cambay (De 149). 
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On being told thus, Tiraka, the Daitya, spoke to the Lord 
with palms joined in reverence: 

Tiiraka said: 

49-51. 0 Lord, we have contracted (hereditary) enmity 
with the Amaras. It has become the duty of our tribe. Daityas 
have been exterminated by them mercilessly. My idea is that I 
should be the redeemer of those (Daityas). Let me be the person 
who cannot be killed by any living being or any missile of great 
potentiality. I shall not be killed by Devas too. This is the boon 
that is in my mind. Grant this boon unto me, 0 Lord of Devas. 
I do not desire any other boon. 

52-53. Thereupon, Viraiica, the leader of the immortals 
spoke to that Daitya: "Possession of a physical body by an 
embodied being is not seen without death. To one who is born, 
death is inevitable. This truth has been noted in the Vedas. 
Thinking thus choose your boon so that you need not fear.'' 
Then the great Daitya (thought that death could very well be) 
from an infant of seven days. 

Tiiraka said: 

54-55. Excepting a boy of seven days, I shall not be killed 
by any of the Devas. Let me be the person who cannot be killed 
otherwise. 

The great Asura who was requested (to modify his boon) by 
him and who had been deluded by false prestige, chose from 
Brahma (this mode of) death. 

Brahma then told him, HSo be it" in accordance with the 
directions of Hara. 

56-58. The lord went to heaven and the Daitya to his own 
abode. The chief Daityas surrounded that Daitya like birds 
crowding round a tree laden with fruits. 

When Tiraka, the descendant of Diti, became established in 
that great kingdom, in a place stated by Brahma, on the northern 
shore of the peat ocean, the trees there, 0 son of P(1:ha, became 
very splendid and auspicious (blossoming and bearing fruits) in 
all the seasons. 
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59. All excellences, viz. beauty, splendour, fortitude, 
intelligence and uninterrupted glory-every excellence without 
any flaw or defect, attended the Dina va. • 

60. He smeared his limbs with black aloe. He was adorned 
with a great crown. Beautiful armlets were tied (round his arms). 
He was seated on a great throne. 

61. Celestial damsels danced before him. Excellent 
Gandharvas sang (to delight) him. The Moon and the Sun 
were kept on the path for the purpose of light, and the Wind
god (had to serve) for fanning (him). The Planets which loudly 
proclaimed the command for long life went ahead of him(?). 

62. Thus that Daitya enjoyed, after getting the kingdom 
through the power of his arms. He became haughty because he 
had an army with all component parts raised and increased. He 
addressed his ministers once and said as follows: 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

Taraka and Devendra Prepare for War 

Tiiraka said: 

1-2. Deluded by the kingdom that resembles a water bubble, 
by women, by dice and by drinks, a man abandons (i.e. wastes) his 
manliness even after taking birth here. There is no doubt about 
this that his life is useless to the end of the Kalpa. 

3. A man who does not fulfil the desire of his mother and 
father, who does not make his kinsmen free from grief or who 
does not earn exceJlent fame and honour, is (no better than) a 
dead man in this world, though he might have been born (i.e. 
thongh he is alive). 

4. Hence, r or the conquest of the chiefs of immortal ones 
(Devas) and for taking away the royal glory of the three worlds 
immediately, let my chariot of eight wheels be yoked and my 
army consisting of multitudes of invincible Daityas be got ready. 
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S-6. Let my banner with golden staff and silken cloth (be 
made ready). Let my umbrella fitted with clusters of pearls be 
kept ready. Today I shall untie the braided and ornamented 
tresses of the celestial women in the same manner as a monkey 
(i.e. Devendra in the form of a monkey) who did the same to 
my mother. I shall be a Tiiraka ('Saviour') unto her truly (i.e. in 
the real sense of the term). 

Narada said: 

7. On hearing the words of Tiraka, a Danava named 
Grasana, who was the Commander-in-chief of the king of Daityas, 
did so without any delay. 

8. Sounding the war-drum majestically, he hurriedly 
summoned all the Daityas together and got ready the chariot 
of the intelligent king of Daityas. 

9. He got the chariot yoked with a thousand Garu~as who 
were comparable to the Garu~a in lustre. They were indeed the 
sons of SupanJ.a (i.e. Garu9a), who were stationed in the caves 
of Meru. 

10. The king of Daityas conquered them and made them 
his vehicles. That chariot had eight times eight (i.e. sixty-four) 
wheels. It extended to four Yojanas. 

11. It had been equipped with many sports-apartments. It 
was very charming due to vocal and instrumental music. When 
it was (finally) fitted, it appeared to be like a Gandharva city. 

12. Ten Daityas of fierce exploits came there, each accom
panied by a crore of followers. There were many others too 
(ready) for war. 

13-lSa. Their leader was Jambha. Kujarilbha was next to 
him. The others were Mahi~a, Kuii.jara, Meta~ Kalanemi, Nimi, 
Mathana, Jambhaka and Sumbha. Thus there were ten great 
Daityas as their chiefs. AU the leading Daityas had huge moun
tain-like bodies and were very fierce in exploits. They had 
different kinds of weapons. They were masters of various kinds 
of weapons and missiles. 

15b-16. The flagstaff of Tiraka was highly terrifying with 
its many forms. Sometimes it appeared like a terrible Rik,asa; 
in some places like Pisaca, crow and vulture. Thus that flagstaff 
was seen as one of various forms. 
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17-18. Grasana. the Commander-in-chief, shone with the 
emblem of a crocodile on his flag. 

The face of Pisaca was the emblem of Jambha. It was made 
of iron. There was the symbol of donkey shaking its tail on the 
flag of Kujambha. 

A lustrous golden figure of jackal shone as the emblem of 
Mahi~a. 

19-20. Vulture was the emblem of Kuiijara, that of Me~a 
was Rak~asa. Mahakala was the emblem of Kalanemi; big whale 
was the emblem of Nimi; that of Mathana Rik$aSi and that of 
Jambhaka was crow. Big wolf was the symbol of Suihbha. Such 
were the flags that shone. 

21-23. The emblems (on the flag~) of others were of various 
sizes and designs. 

The chariot of Grasana was fitted with a hundred swift-footed 
tigers with gold necklaces and it shone. It had the loud sound 
of great clouds. A hundred lions were yoked to the chariot of 
Jarhbha. 

The chariot of Kuja.rhbha was fitted with donkeys having the 
faces of Pisacas; that of Mahi~a with as many camels and that 
of Gaja was fitted with as many horses. 

24-26. The chariot of Me~a was fitted with terrible panthers; 
that of Kalanerni with elephants. 

Nimi was seated on a 1nountain supported by four elephants 
which resembled huge clouds, which had the fragrance ( of 
ichor) and each of which had four curved teeth. 

The great Daitya named Mathana shone on a black horse 
a hundred Hastas long, which had golden ornaments, which had 
been rendered splendid by a cluster of white chowrie s and which 
had a flower garland (round its neck). He had a noose in his 
hand. 

27. Jambhaka had mounted a camel that had a necklace of 
tinkling bells. The Dinava named Suritbha was riding on a 
great cloud named Kilamuiica ( 'showering at the proper time'). 

28-30. Other Dinava warriors had different kinds of vehi
cles and weapons. They had fierce armours of variegated (colours 
and shapes). They were adorned with ear-rings and turbans. 
They had different kinds of upper garments, garlands and orna
ments. They had smeared different kinds of unguents and sweet 
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scents. They were being eulogized by hundreds of bards and 
panegyrists. Great and powerful warriors went ahead with 
different retinues to the accompaniment of different kinds of 
musical instruments. In that army there were many warriors and 
soldiers engrossed in (listening to) various kinds of heroic stories. 

31. That army of the lion among Daityas was seen to be 
terrible in its form. The dust particles of the ground embraced 
(i.e. covered) the horses, the chariots and the foot soldiers. 

32. The infuriated lord of Daityas seated in his great chariot 
with his ten (assistant) Daityas, shone like the great Lord with 
ten arms actively inclined to destroy the univer~e. He marched 
towards the Suras. 

33. In the meantime, on seeing that army of the Danavas, 
the Wind-god, the messenger of Devas. went to the heavenly 
abode of Suras in order to report (it) to lndra. 

34. After going to the divine assembly of the noblc-souled 
Mahendra, he report~d the matter on hand in the presence of 
the Dcvas. 

35. On hearing that, the highly intelligent king of Devas 
shut eyes (to consider the gravity of the report) and at the proper 
time spoke these words to Brhaspati: 

lndra said: 

36. A great clash of Devas with Danavas is imminent. In 
this context tcJl me what should be done. Advise the means 
based and developed on good policy. 

37. On hearing these words of Mahendra, the lord of words, 
the liberal-minded Brhaspati of exalted magnificence replied: 

Brhaspati said: 

38. 0 most excellent 011e among Suras, in the case of those 
who wish to secure victory over the army consisting of four 
units, it is declared (by Sistras) that the policy of great prudence 
begins with Sliman ('peace'). This is the eternal position. 

39. Soman ('peaceful negotiations'), Dana ('gift or bribe'), 
Bheda ('sowing dissensions in the enemy's party') and the fourth 
one Da(l(ia ('punishment, actual attack,)-these expedients as a 
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wies policy are to be employed one by one at the proper time 
and place. 

40. The decisive conclusion (in this matter) is tl1at Saman 
should be employed in regard to noble persons of good quality; 
Dana should be employed in regard to greedy persons and Bheda 
in regard to persons who are frightened and those who doubt 
and hesitate. 

41. Da,;,,Ja should be used always in the case of vicious 
persons. Sama11 has no place in regard to the vicious Daityas 
because they are devoid of good qualities. 

42. What have they to do with wealth and glory, since they 
are in affluent condition? They are considered to be Abhedyas 
(i.e. above sowing of dissension) even by god Brahma on account 
of their class character (i .c. generic affinity or sense of community}. 

43-44. The only expedient, if you please, to use in this case 
is Dal){la. A wicked man is never capable of becoming a good man. 

Whether he is fondled or protected well, he never leaves off 
his natural characteristics. It is thus that my intellect thinks. 
You can do whatever you decide. 

45. On being told thus, the Thousand-eyed Lord said: "It is 
like this alone0 • After pondering over what should be done, he 
addressed the assembly of the immortal ones: 

46-48. "0 dwellers of heaven, listen to my words with 
respect. All of you are partakers of your share in the sacrifices. 
You are the persons liked by good people, and are of the 
Sattvika type. You abide by your own respective positions and 
are always engaged in protecting the universe. For some reason 
the lords of Dinavas harass you. Sliman and other expedients 
are not applicable in their case. Let Da(l<la alone be employed. 

49. Let the mind and the intellect be directed towards war. 
Let the army be gathered together. Let the weapons be invoked. 
Let the deities of the weapons be worshipped." 

50-52. On being thus addressed, those who were prominent 
among Devas got themselves accoutred and decorating them
selves with gold, (they became) ready with ten thousand horses. 
"Let my Amaras (Devas) equip and deploy their vehicles and 
aerial cars. 0 Devas, start (march) immediately after appointing 
Yama as the Commander-in-chief. You all possess many wonder-
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ful qualities and are unvanquishabJe to Devas and Danavas." 
The chariot of Mahendra, got properly yoked by Matali, was 
also seen. 

53. Mounted on a buffaJo, Yama occupied a place in the 
front line of the army. He was surrounded on all sides by groups 
having fierce tinkling bells. 

54. Hutiisa (the Fire-god) was seated on a ram with a 
javelin in his hand. He had filled the whole sky with bright 
flames, as at the time of the Kalpa period (i.e. end of the world). 

55. Pavana (the Wind-god) was seated on a great bear with 
a goad in his hand. His terrific speed then was extremely enhan
ced. He was (also) seen in the front line of the army. 

56. The Lord of waters himself was seated on a big serpent. 
The hero holding a great noose was present in the army. 

57. Dhanadhyak~a (Kubera) moved about in a divine 
chariot to which men had been yoked. He had an iron club in 
his hand in the battlefield. He roared like a great lion. 

58. Nirrti. the lord of Rak~asas, was seen in a chariot 
fitted with horses having the faces of Rak~asas. He had a bow 
(in his hand). He was seen surrounded by groups of Rak~asas. 
He had a loud sound. 

59. The Moon-god, the Sun-god, Asvins, Vasus, the deities 
called Sadhyas, Visvedevas and Rudras-all stood ready for the 
battle. 

60. Gandharvas were seen with Visvavasu at the head. 
They had golden stools and gold-embroidered upper garments. 
Their armours, weapons and emblems were of various colours 
and sizes. 

61. Similarly, the Rak~asas of red hair were seen with 
vulture as their emblem on their flags. They had red upper 
garments and iron ornaments witho11t any impurities. 

62. Crores of Yaksas beginning with Mal)ibhadra were seen 
clad in b1ack garments. They were great warriors with terrible 
Alanis (·thunderbolts') in their hands. 

63. Terrible Pisacas (ghosts) shone there with copper 
(covered) flagstaffs with owl as the emblem. Panther skin con
stituted their garments. They had great impetuClsity and energy. 

64. Sin1ilarly Kinnaras stood there (ready for) battle with 
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white garments and white silk banner. Most of them had 
elephants in rut for their vehicles. 

65. The gentle flag of the Lord of the Ocean shone with a 
swan for its emblem. It was beautified with clusters" of pearls 
and had the lustre of a (pearl) necklace. 

66. The lofty flagstaff of Dhanada (Kubera) with its 
pinnacle made of the great precious stone, ruby, appeared as 
though it was desirous of going into the sky. 

67. The great flagstaff of Yama was made of black iron. 
Crow was its emblem. On the flag of the Lord of Rak$asas (i.e. 
Nirrti) was the face of a ghost. 

68. The Moon-god and the Sun-god of unmeasured 
splendour had respectively gold and lion for their emblems. 

The flag of Asvins had the emblem of pitcher of variegated 
colours. 

69. Elephant in golden (lines) adorned with precious gems 
was the emblem on the flag of Indra. tt was fixed along with 
white chowries. 

70-74. The ftags of others too of various forms shone in 
the battle. That army of the king of Dcvas including Serpents, 
Yak~as, Gandharvas, Nagas and the Night-walkers appeared 
very invincible. The groups of different Devas numbered thirty
three crores. The enemy of Paka (i.e. Indra) was seated on his 
elephant Airavata. It had the lustre (and the height) of the 
Himalaya mountain. It had white chowries on its ears. It had a 
beautiful and pure ga ,.land of golden lotu,es. There was 
fascinating and brilliant saffron mark. lt sportingly trumpeted 
from the cheek(?) Indra was seated on it. The extremely power
ful Lord had garments of exceptional beauty and very many 
varieties of colours. He was adorned with a vast canopy above 
with diamonds studded (therein). 

He had armlets fitted on either arm. He had a thousand 
eyes. He was panegyrized by thousand of bards and panegyrists. 
Thus Indra appeared splendid in heaven. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

The Fight between Yama and Grasana 

Niirada said: 

143 

1. Then, these two armies met together like two tem
pestuous oceans at the close of the Yuga. 

2-4. That extremely terrible clash of the two armies of 
Suras and Asuras became excessively tumultuous as though (it 
was) the termination of a Yuga, due to the sound of conchs and 
war drums, of the roaring Devas and Daityas, the loud sound 
of the musical instruments. the trumpeting sound of the 
elephants, the neighing sound of the groups of horses and the 
noise of the rims of chariots. 

5. With the desire for life eschewed and with fury enve
loping all their limbs, they clang to one another and became 
excessively red due to their march against each other. 

6. Chariots met chariots {in great clash), elephants with 
huge elephants, foot soldiers with (the rival) foot soldiers and 
horses with other great horses. 

7-9. All sorts of weapons and missiles (flew everywhere) in 
the sky-weapons such as lances, thunderbolts, iron clubs, 
Bhinf/ipiilas (i.e. sling-like instruments for hurling stones), axes, 
javelins, Pa{!isas (i.e. sharp-edged spears), spears, mallets, pointed 
lances made of iron, Gu,Jas (i.e. armours of elephants), discuses, 
Saktis (i.e. javelins). Tomaras (i.e. varieties of iron clubi,), goads, 
Karl)is(i.e. arrows furnished with knots), darts, iron-tipped arrows, 
Vatsadantas (a variety of arrows), arrows with crescent-shaped 
edges, Bha/las (i.e. missiles), Vetasapatral (i.e. arrows with the 
shape of leaves of reed). SukatulJflas (i.e. arrows shaped like the 
beaks of parrots) and others of wonderful nature. 

10. These missiles and weapons covered all the quarters. 
The sky became completely dark. They were not seen or known 
by one another in that confusing darkness. 

11-12. They cut and chopped off one another even as they 
were invisible in that darkness The whole earth was covered 
with ear-rings, elephants, horses, foot soldiers-falling and 
already fallen. It appeared as though lotuses fell from the lake 
of the sky and (got scattered everywhere). 
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13. Huge elephants resembling mountains fell down on the 
ground with blood flowing out. Their tusks were broken, the 
frontal globes on the foreheads of those elephants were pierced 
through. Their long trunks were chopped off. • 

14. Chariots fell shattered with their axle pole and shafts 
broken down. Crores of foot soldiers and thousands of horses 
fell down. 

15. Thousands of rivers of blood began to ftow giving 
great delight to flesh-eating goblins and Vetiilas ('vampires'). 

16. In that battle of such a nature, the Commander-in• 
chief Grasana, the slayer of foes, scattered the army of Devas 
with a great shower of arrows. 

17. Then, turning towards Grasana, Yama who had be
come over-infuriated, discharged a shower of arrows especially 
of the blazing lustre of fire. 

18-20. Pierced with many arrows, Grasana of great exploit, 
wanted to take revenge on him. He bent his terrible bow and 
struck him (i.e. Yama) with thousands, five hundred thousands of 
arrows. He (Yama) warded off the arrows discharged by 
Grasana. Yama inflicted injuries on Grasana with terrible 
showers of arrows. Grasana, the lord of Dinavas, cut and 
chopped off the oncoming volleys of arrows of K rtanta with 
the shower of his own arrows. 

21-25. On seeing that his own volley of arrows was in vain 
Yama hurled a blazing mallet at the chariot of Grasana. As 
the maliet approached him, Grasana, the slayer of foes, jumped 
down from his exceJlent chariot and caught it sportingly with 
his left hand. With the same mallet he furiously and forcibly 
struck the buffalo ofYama. It fell down on the ground. Yama 
jumped down from the falling buffalo. With a barbed dart he 
hit Grasana forcefully in his face. With the blow of the barbed 
dart, he fall down unconscious on the ground. 

26. On seeing Grasana fallen down, Jarilbha of terrible 
exploit, hit the chest ofYama with his javelin. 

27. On account of that blow much blood was vomited 
through the mouth by Yama. Distressed by the hard blow, 
Krtanta (Yama) became unconscious. 

28. On seeing that Yama was struck down and distressed, 
Dhanadhipa (Kodera) who wielded a mace in his hand and was 
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surrounded by groups of ten thousand YakiaS, furiously rushed 
against Jambha. 

29. Just as one welcomes the affectionate words of the 
king, so did Jambha who was surrounded by the Danava army 
receive (i.e. caught) him, though he had been rushing with fury. 

30. Regaining consciousness, Grasana hurled at Yama a 
heavy iron club adorned and beautified with jewels and gold 
(plates) and capable of destroying an barriers and hindrances. 

31-32. On seeing the iron club approaching, the Buffalo
vehicled (Lord) furiously discharged a baton as terrific as uni
versal fire, to thwart the attack of the iron club surrounded by 
dusters of flames. The baton came into clash with the iron 
club and roared tremendously like the thundering cloud. 

33-37. Their mutual clash was as unbearable as that of the 
co1lision of two mountains. The sound of their mutual friction and 
c1ash stunned the quarters. The whole universe became agitated 
and bewildered as though they suspected the advent of the 
deluge. Within a moment the loud report subsided. The blazing 
flames gathered and accumulated together like a meteor. Thus 
the clash in the sky was excessively terrible. After quelling the 
iron club, the baton fell on the head of Grasana in the same 
manner as pre-destined (blow of) fate befalls one destroying all 
manly efforts. 

On account of that blow Grasana (was so stunned that he) 
saw the quarters enveloped in darkness. He lost consciousness 
and feJI on the ground smeared with dust particles of the ground. 
A terrible cry of distress 'Alas! Alas!' arose in both the army 
camps. 

38. Within a short time ('Muhiirta' =48 minutes), Grasana 
regained consciousness and found his body shattered and the 
garments and the ornaments in great disarray. 

39-41. He then thought about the means of taking revenge: 
'Fie upon the manliness of mine f Am I the Commander-in-chief 
of the Lord? How can I be so? The armies were dependent 
upon me. If I was conquered they were also conquered(?) Only 
a good man who has no high esteem about himself (can) rejoice 
happily. If one who is esteemed, is weak, one has neither 
(friend) nor foe.' Thinking thus that (Daitya) of great strength 
got up quickly. 
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42-48. Grasana of terrible resolve bit his lips (in fury). He 
seized a hammer as brilliant as the baton of Kala and as huge 
as a mountain. He hurriedly went ahead in his chariot and 
approached Antaka (Yama) in the battlefield. After coming to 
Yama he whirled the terrible hammer with great force and 
hurled it on the head of Yama. On seeing the brilliant hammer, 
Yama's vision became dim and he was bewildered. The extremely 
powerful {Yama) dodged the unbearable Mudgara (hammer, 
mallet). When he slipped aside, the hammer pounded and 
pressed ten thousand Kinkaras {'servants') of Yama of fierce and 
terrible activities. 

On seeing the ten thousand Kirikaras (servants) killed, the 
army of the Kiilkaras numbering thousand millions angrily 
rushed at Grasana. 

On seeing that splendid army full of Kitikaras, Grasana 
thought that thousands of Yamas (were attacking him). The 
army of such a (formidable) form and nature got Grasana 
involved in showers of arrows. 

49. That great battle became a very terrible one like the 
time of world annihilation, at the end of a Kalpa. Some of them 
crushed and broke the enemies with mountains and some with 
the arrows going straight ahead. 

50. Some crushed and pounded with iron clubs; some with 
showers of maces and mallets. Some haughty (Kinkaras) struck 
with blows of barbed missiles and darts. 

51. Other Kiitkaras hung down from his arms. Others hurt 
and hit with rocks; still others with trees of great height. 

52. Others hit his limbs with their teeth. Other Kiitkaras 
hit and struck his back with their fists. 

53. On being assailed by them, Grasana became intensely 
angry. He shook them off from his body. He pounded and 
thrashed thousands of them on the ground. 

54. He stood up and killed some Kinkaras in the battle 
with his fists; some he killed by kicking them; and others he 
reduced to powder by running over {them). 

55. Within a moment, 0 descendant of Bharata, he led 
them all to the world of Yama (i.e. killed them). By this battle 
with the Kiilkaras, he became stronger like fire (fed) with fuel. 
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56. On seeing him unaffected by fatigue and on seeing his 
own men exhausted and killed, the buffaJo.vehicJed Yama came 
there raising his baton. 

57-60. As he approached, Grasana struck him on his chest 
with his mace. Antaka, the slayer off oes, did not mind at all 
that action of Grasana. With his baton, he kiJled the tigers. He 
(Grasana) fell down on the ground from the chariot. Thereafter 
the proud (Daitya) got up in a trice, thought about himself and 
rushed with the speed of the wind towards the chariot of Yama, 
on foot. He got into the chariot and fought with Yama with 
his hands and dragged him (with force). Yama, the most excellent 
one among powerful persons, threw his weapons away and enga
ged in a hand-to-hand fight. 

61. The valiant Grasana caught hold of Yama by his loin
cloth and whirled him with great speed till his mind became 
utterly bewildered. 

62. Yama freed himself with great difficulty and seized the 
Asura by the neck with both the hands and whirled him. He 
(Grasana) then released himself. 

63. Then both of them ruthlessly hit each other with their 
fists, but due to the superior vigour and virility of the Jeading 
Daitya, Yama became more exhausted and tired. 

64-65. He wished for some rest by placing his face over the 
shoulder of the Daitya. On seeing him tired, the Daitya shook 
him off with force, toppled him on the ground and thrashed him 
with his heals and hands. Thereat much blood flowed r rom the 
mouth of Yama. 

66-68. Finding him apparently lifeless, the Danava left 
him off. After gaining victory he shouted haughtily and frighten
ed Devas. He went hack to his own army and stood there im
movable like a mountain. 

On account of the loud shout (of victory) of Grasana in the 
battle, Suras became distressed. Their limbs were wounded by 
the great weapons and missiles. When Yama fell down on the 
ground lustreless, Suras became frightened and they trembled. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

The Battle Between the Armies of Tiiraka and tltl! Devas 

Narada said: 

1-5. With arrows that pierced through vital and vulnerable 
points, the quarters were obstructed by the infuriated Jarhbha 
and the army of Dhanadhipa Kubera was very much afflicted. 
On seeing that action of the Daitya, the valorous Kubera drew 
his bowstring as far as his ear and wounded the extremely power
ful Jambha in the chest. in the course of the battle by means of 
a thousand arrows with fire-like splendour. Then the heroic 
(Daitya) laughed and discharged in a trice thirty thousand, a 
hundred thousand, a crore and a thousand million arrows. 

On seeing his quickness, the infuriated Dhanadhyak$a seized 
a great mace and hurled it at him in the manner in which a 
person desirous of heaven throws off (i.e. lavishly donates) his 
wealth. When the mace was discharged, there was a loud noise 
like one at the destruction of the world. 

6. Many kinds of frightened cries of the living beings rose 
up in the sky. A great (violent) wind blew in the sky covered 
with clouds. 

7-1 la. Indeed that mace of VaisravaQa (Kubera) was adored 
and worshipped in all the three worlds. On seeing that mace 
approaching, the sight of which was as unbearable as the clusters 
of streaks of lightning, the Daitya discharged a shower of arrows 
for restraining the mace. The Daitya of matchless exploits and 
valour discharged various weapons such as discus, spears, barbed 
missiles, ~ataghnts ('killers of hundreds'), sharp-edged spears, 
clubs tipped with iron, iron clubs, trees and mountains. Crush
ing and disregarding all those weapons, that mace struck against 
the chest of the Daitya as though it was the dazzling sun at the 
close of the KaJpa. Vehemently shattered by it, Jarhbha vomited 
frothy blood. He lost consciousness and fell down from the 
chariot on the ground. 

11 b-13. On seeing J ambha fallen down, Kujambha of terri
ble resolve, became highly furious. Filling the quarters with 
loud shouts, he made a network of arrows around Kubera like a 
cage around a bird. 
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The powerful lord of Yak~as cut off' that network of arrows 
which was as powerful as the network of the illusions of Miya. 
Further he discharged other arrows at him. 

14. Like an angry man disregarding the wise advice of good 
people, the Daitya sportingly cut those arrows. 

On seeing those arrows devoid of any effect, Dhanadhipa 
became angry. 

15. He took up an unthwartable Sakti (Javelin) that pro
duced a loud noise of hundred bells (fixed on it). Discharged 
then by him, the Sakti pierced the heart (of the Daitya). 

16. Just as the misery arising from the worldly existence 
pierces the heart of a man deficient in enlightenment, so also the 
Sakti pierced the heart ( of the Daitya) and fell down on the 
ground. 

17-19. Within a moment, the Danava of terrible form 
steadied himself. The Daitya then seized a sharp-edged spear 
that could split even mountains. Just as a vicious man breaks 
the heart of a man of nobility and dignity through harsh words 
that rend all vital and vulnerable points, the Daitya pierced the 
chest of Dhanada in the course of that battle by means of that 
sharp-edged spear. On account of the stunning blow of that 
sharp-edged spear Dhanesa swooned. 

20-21. Just as a good man on hearing the vile words (of a 
wicked man breaks down), so Kubera dropped (i.e. sat) on the 
seat in the driving box of the chariot. 

On seeing him in that posture as though dead, Lord Niqti, 
the Rik$asa (Guardian of South-West), followed by the army of 
Niliicaras (Night-walkers) speedily rushed at Kujarilbha. of 
terrible exploits. 

22. On seeing the inviolable and unassailable Lord of 
Rak,asas, Kujathbha urged and mobilised Daityas against the 
chariot of the Lord of Rak'3sas. 

23-27a. On seeing the army that was excessively terrible and 
that had very powerful missiles, mobilised (against him) Niqti 
hurriedly jumped off from his chariot. With a keen-edged 
sword and a shield in his hands, he rushed at the chief of 
Riktasas(?). 

Just as an elephant enters a lotus pond and srirs it up, so 
also he entered the army of Dinavas and agitated it in many 
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ways. He pulled out thousands of them and chopped them off. 
With his excellent sword, he cut and pierced hundreds of others. 
He filled the ground with the faces of Daityas wher&in the lips 
had been kept bitten (by them with their teeth). 

Then, on seeing his own army almost annihilated, the Daitya 
Kujambha left off Dhanapati (Kubera) and rushed against 
Niqti. 

27b-29a. (In the meantime) Jambha regained consciousness. 
He captured the foJlowers of Dhanadhyak~a alive and bound 
them in a thousand ways with nooses and ropes. The jewels in 
embodied form as well as the treasures such as Padma and others, 
and all the divine vehicles and aerial chariots(were thus captured 
by him). 

29b-3la. On regaining consciousness, Dhanesa saw such a 
situation and he heaved a deep hot sigh. 

Due to fury his eyes turned copper-coloured. He meditated 
on the divine missile of Garu9a. Fixing an arrow on his bow, 
he discharged that arrow that could tear into the enemies, in the 
middle of the army of Danavas. 

Jlb-34. At the outset the bow was seen with flames of fire 
blazing from it. Then crores of sparks arose from the bow. Then 
the missile made the entire sky aU round filled with flames. 

On seeing that missile, Jathbha of terrible exploits, immedia
tely relca~ed the Samvarta missile. Then the Giiruda missile 
became queJled thereby. 

Thereafter the Danava, highly excited with wrath, looked at 
Kubera. He roared and rushed against Dhanada on foot. 

35. On seeing the Daitya coming towards him, Kubera 
became bewildered, and he was about to flee. 

36. As he was running away, his brilliant crown adorned 
with gems and jewels fell on the ground, like the disc of the sun 
falling from the sky. 

37-40. (His followers thought thus:) •The defeat and break
up of the Yak$as of great nobility, has begun in this battle. It is 
proper to die in the front line of the battle. It is an ornament 
for us.' Thus resolved the inviolable followers of Dhanada. 
Equipped with different kinds of weapons and missiles in their 
hands they were determined to fight. Those Yaktas who 
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valued their honour as the greatest wealth stood encircling the 
crown. 

Looking at them with great indignation the Danava, full of 
vehement heroism, took up a Bhusul)(il missile as weighty as a 
mountain and very terrific in shape and size. He then thrashed 
and pounded the Night-walkers who were protecting the 
crown. 

41-42. After crushing them down, who numbered a hundred 
thousand, and after defeating Dhanada in battle, the foe of 
immortal ones placed the crown, the treasures and the wealth 
(looted) in his own chariot. Taking all these (he went back to 
his camp) surrounded by his own army. With a loud shout he 
routed Devas everywhere. 

43. Kubera also who was deprived of all his wealth and had 
the hair on his scalp dishevelled was excessively frightened. He 
returned on foot alone and remained in a dejected mood like a 
wretched person. 

44-48. The deJighter of Rajanlcaras (i.e. Nirrti) clashed 
with Kujarhbha. 

Resorting to never-tailing Maya (i.e. illusion-creating power) 
of Tamas (Darkness) the lord of Rak~asas, the great Daitya(? i.e. 
Nirrti) made the universe filled with darkness and bewildered 
them (everyone). Thereupon, the armies of Dinavas lost the 
power of sight. They were unable to proceed ahead even from 
one step to another. Thereupon, Lord Nirrti killed the great 
armies of Danavas by showering different kinds of missiles. 
Those armies were very much covered with thick darkness. 

When the Daityas were being killed, when Kujambha was 
in a perplexed state of mind, Mahi~a, the leader of Danavas, 
who resembled the cloud at the close of the Kalpa, discharged 
the missile Siivitra (i. e. having Savitr, tbe Sun-god, as its deity) 
adorned with a mass of meteors. 

49. When the blazing supreme missile Siivitra manifested 
and spread everywhere the extremely terrible darkness was 
dispelled. 

SO. Marked by the sparks and flames of the missile, the 
darkness turned white, like a lake full of full-blown lotuses and 
devoid of impurities (turning white) in autwnm. 
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51. Then, when the darkness disappeared, the chief Daityas 
regained (the power of) their eyes. With ruthless vigour and 
speed, they wrought wonderful (havoc) in the army of Devas. 

52. Then, taking up his terrific bow and the arrow compar
able to a serpent, Kujambha rushed hurriedly towards the army 
of Rak$odeva (Nirrti). 

53. On seeing him approaching, the leader of Rak~asas 
(Nirrti) went close to him and pierced him with sharp arrows 
having the sound similar to that of Kala ('god of Death') and 
thunderbolt. 

54-56. Neither the taking up, nor the fixing, nor the release 
was visible in the case of those arrows. With terrible clusters of 
arrows he split and cut those arrows with great rapidity and 
facility. He broke the flagstaff of the foe of the immortal ones 
by means of a very sharp arrow. With (another) sharp-pointed 
arrow he removed the charioteer from the inner seat of the 
chariot. With (another) arrow resembling the god of Death he 
struck him in his chest. Afflicted much by that blow he trembled 
terribly. 

57-58. The great Daitya was afflicted much by the great 
Rik$asa (i.e. Niqti) like a mountain at the time of earthquake. 
Considering him invincible in battle the Daitya approached 
Nirrti's chariot on foot. With his left hand he caught hold of 
Nirrti and kept him pressed down with his knee. 

59. Extremely infuriated he then wished to cut off his head 
with his sword. On seeing that Nirrti was held under his control 
by Kujambha in the course of the battle a great tumultuous 
uproar was caused among Devas. 

60. In the meantime Lord Varul)a (came there) surrounded 
by noose-bearing followers. With a noose he fastened both the 
hands of the great Danava. 

61. The Noose-bearing (Lord Varul)a) ruthlessly struck with 
his iron club, the Daitya whose hands had been tied and whose 
prowess was (thus) rendered futile. 

62. Shedding blood through the tubular vessel on account 
ofthat blow, he assumed the form of a black cloud having 
streaks of lightning. 

63-65. On seeing Kuja.thbha in such a plight the demon 
Mahita wished to swallow both the Suras, viz. Nirrti and 
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Varu]Ja, The keen curved teeth made his mouth powerful. 
Without making any noise he opened his mouth. Both of them 
observed the evil intention of that Daitya and became frighten
ed. Abandoning the chariot, they quickly fled from the place 
on foot. Afraid of Mahi~a, both of them sought refuge in the 
Chastiser of Paka (i.e. Indra). 

66-69. The infuriated Daitya, Mahi,a rushed at VaruQ.a, 
On seeing him about to fall into the jaws of Death, the Moon
god discharged a weapon in the form of a thick boulder of ice. 
The Moon-god sent a second 1natchless missile presided over by 
the Wind-god. The limbs of the armies of Asuras burned alJ 
round because of the dry fierce wind, the cold and huge boulder 
of ice and the weapons wielded by the Moon-god. All the 
Danavas were distressed much because their manliness and 
courage was chilled (and frozen). 

70-7 I. They were unable to take up any weapon. They 
were unable to move too. With his mouth quaking with 
chillness, Mahisa remained inactive. He sat with his face turned 
downwards and the hands clasping the shoulders. All those 
Daityas who could not take any counter-move were conquered 
by the Moon-god. 

72. They abandoned altogether all their desire for battle. 
They stood there eagerly trying to save their lives. Thereupon 
Kalancmi who blazed with anger, spoke to the Daityas: 

73. "0 impassioned ones, you have mastered all missiles 
and weapons; you are cruel. Each of you is competent to ho1d 
aloft the entire universe by means of your arms. 

74. Each of you is competent to swallow the entire uni
verse consisting of the mobile and immobile beings. The entire 
horde of heaven-dwellers is no match unto each of you severaHy. 

75. Why are you then frightened with your eyes indicating 
the excess of fear you have? Why have you been defeated in the 
battle? This is not proper on the part of heroes especially of 
those born as (i.e. in the family of) Daityas. 

76. What face will you show to our king Taraka? With his 
fury aroused, he will do away with your lives as you have 
desisted from fighting." 

77-81. Though addressed thus, those great Asuras did not 
say anything. On account of chillness, they had lost the power 
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of hearing and the ability to utter words. The Daityas had 
become dumb and almost dead in the course of the great battle. 
On seeing those Daityas absent-minded and utterly a.fllicted with 
chillness, and thinking about his duty befitting the occasion, 
Kalanemi, the great Asura, resorted to Miinavl Miiyii. He 
expanded his huge body and filled the sky, the quarters and the 
intervening spaces. The great Danava created ten thousand suns 
in his body. He filled the quarters and the intermediate spaces 
with fires. Then within a moment the entire region of the three 
worlds became filled with flames. 

82. On account of that cluster of flames, the Snow-rayed 
Lord (Moon) went away quickly. Then gradualJy the chilly, bad 
(climate of the) day vanished. It shone brightly. 

83. Thanks to the Miiyii of Kilamemi, that army of the 
great Danavas, shone brightly and splendidly. 

On seeing that the army of the Danavas had regained con
sciousness, the Sun-god was so furious that the extremities of 
his eyes became excessively red. He spoke to AruQ_a: 

The Sun-god said: 

84-87. Take the chariot quickly to the place where Kalanemi 
has his chariot. In the fierce conflict there, all the living beings 
will be destroyed. The Moon has been defoated-the Moon 
whose strength we had relied upon. 

On being told thus, the eJder brother of GaruQa, though 
seated within the chariot itself, drove the horses that had white 
Camaras (i.e. streamers adorning the heads) over their heads. 

The Lord of the light of the universe, seized a well-strung 
bow, 0 son of Pil)9u. The groups of arrows had immediately a 
lustre like that of poison. 

88. He fixed a missile presided over by Sathbara (the 
demon juggler) and discharged an arrow. He discharged a second 
arrow too combined with Indraja/a (Magic). 

89. The Sarilbara missile created an interchange in their 
forms within a moment. Devas were given the form of Danavas 
and Danavas were given the form of Devas. 

90. Overwhelmed by anger like Krtanta ('god of Death') at 
the time of the annihilation of the world, Kalanemi killed his 
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own people, the 'Rik~asas(?), through the awful dexterity in the 
use of missiles, because he thought them to be Suras. 

91. He kiIJed some of them with the sword with a very 
keen edge; some with showers of iron-tipped arrows; some with 
terrible iron clubs; and some with terrific axes. 

92. He made the heads of some, the arms of some and the 
charioteers of great energy ( of others) fall down from the chariot. 
Some he pounded by the speed of the chariot. Some he thrashed 
by the fierce blows of his fists. 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

The Battle between V#1.1u and Kalanemi 

Niirada said: 

J-2. The infuriated Ka.lanemi did not recognize their (real) 
forms. He thought Nimi, the great Daitya to be a Deva. Hence 
with great dexterity and rapidity he cau_ght hold of that hero by 
the hair and dragged him and roared. Thereupon Nimi said 
thus to the extremely powerful Kilancmi. 

3-4. ''1 an1 Nimi, 0 Kalanemi, do not kill me thinking me 
to be a Sura. Know that deluded as you are in the course of 
this battle, ten crores of Asuras, your own people, who were 
unvanquishable to Suras, have been killed by you mistaking 
them to be Devas. Hence hurry up. Discharge the Brahmiistra 
that foils all other missiles.'' 

5. On being enlightened by him, that Daitya became agit
ated and let him off. Hurriedly he duly discharged an arrow 
charged with Brahmiistra. 

6. Thereupon, that Brahmiistra blazed in the sky in an 
extremely miraculous manner. The entire army of Devas became 
frightened and excited. 

7. Counteracted by the Brahmiistra, the Sarilbara missile 
became ineffective. When his missile was repulsed, the Sun-god 
became angry. 
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8. He resorted to a great Indrajala (Magic) and made his 
body extremely terrible. He occupied the whole of the three 
worlds by means of his exploding, dazzling, mass of rays. 

9. The Lord scorched the army of Danavas whose marrows, 
bones and blood began to melt away. He made the eyes of the 
great Danavas blind. 

I 0-12. The fat of the elephants trickled down; chariots fell 
on the ground. The horses and the charioteers who were dis
tressed by the scorching heat, heaved deep sighs. Suffering from 
thirst they went about here and there in search of water. They 
roamed over valleys and chasms between mountains, the ridges 
of mountains and the forests. Even as they sought water hover
ing round one another, an extremely fierce forest-fire raged there 
burning down all the trees (around). 

13-14. The seekers of water saw in front of them waves of 
water. Though it was in front of them, they could not reach it 
or get at it. Here and there the great Daityas were seen lying 
down dead on the ground, without getting water quickly very 
near them, on the ground. 

15. Chariots and elephants fell down. Horses became 
excessively tired. They ran about here and there. They vomited 
(blood). Fats got melted. Blood trickled down. 

16-18. Crores and crores of Danavas were seen dead. When 
such a huge destruction of the Danavas occurred, Kalanemi 
became afflicted with fury. Excessive anger made his eyes copper
coloured. He assumed the form of a black cloud. Hundreds of 
his shining hair were like streaks of lightening. The majestic 
sound that he produced by striking his arms was like the thunder 
clap through which he made the hearts in the universe tremble. 
Covering the entire sky he destroyed the lustre of the Sun 
completely. 

19. He showered cool water over the army of the great 
Danavas. Getting that shower, Daityas gained relief gradually. 

20-22. Just like the seedlings and sprouts that had got 
withered (due to heat) and became (fresh) on getting a good 
shower on the earth (the Daityas became refreshed). 

Thereafter, in the form of a cloud, Kalanemi, the great 
Asura, who could not be defeated, made a terrible shower of 
weapons on the armies of Devas. On being afflicted through 
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that shower by Daityas and others, Devas could not see any 
way out like the cows afflicted by chillness. Extremely frightened, 
they took shelter under one another, among the elephants, 
horses and the chariots. They concealed themselves in various 
places. 

23-25. While they were trying to hide themselves, they were 
killed by Kalanemi. Devas were seen falling down with the 
joints of their limbs broken by the weapons. Their heads were 
torn asunder; their heads were shattered; their thighs and knees 
were broken. The chariot wheels were turned upside down. 
Strong flagstaff's feJJ down. Thousands of horses and ten 
thousands of elephants (were killed). On account of the terrible 
flow of their blood the whole ground became impassable. 

26-28. Thus in the course of that battle, Kalanemi, the 
great Daitya of immense power, killed within a short period a 
hundred thousand Gandharvas, five hundred thousand Yak~as, 
five hundred thousand Kinnaras and seven hundred thousand 
leading Pisacas (ghosts). There is no count of the other species 
of Suras. Infuriated KaJanemi who had become excessively 
haughty and furious killed crores of them fearlessly. 

29-33. In that great terrible holocaust of Devas, the heroic 
Asvins became excessively enraged. They shone brilliantly with 
their various missiles and armours of variegated shapes. They 
struck everyone of the Daityas in the battle with sixty arrows. 
All those arrows pierced through (the bodies of) the great 
Daityas and entered the earth along with the feathers fixed to 
their extremities. 

(Kalanemi) somehow came to his senses on account of their 
hitting with the arrows. He took up a discus with a hundred 
thousand spokes that had been smeared with oil and that (was 
considered) a superior weapon in battle. With that discus he 
cut off the shaft of the chariot of Asvins. Then the Daitya took 
up a bow and arrows comparable to serpents. 

He showered (volleys of arrows) on the head ofthePhysicians 
(i.e. Asvins), covering the sky above (with the arrows). They 
too cut off all the arrows of the Daitya by means of missiles 
invoked by them. 

34. On seeing this feat of those two, (the Daitya) was 
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surprised and got enraged. He took up a mallet as terrible as 
the baton of Kala ('god of Death'). 

35-39. He whirled it with great force and hurle~ it against 
his(?) chariot. On seeing that mallet approaching, even while it 
was in the sky, both the Asvins left off their chariots with 
great speed. That mallet resembling a mountain pounded and 
thrashed both the chariots. That mallet adorned with a number 
of gold (plates) tore off the ground (beneath). 

On seeing that action of his, the Physicians with wonderful 
ways of fighting, fought with the great Danava assaulting him 
with the adamantine missile(' Vajrostra'). On account of terrible 
strokes from the thunderbolt, the Danava was wounded. Even 
as the entire army was watching it, the chariot, the flagstaff, the 
bow, the umbrella and the armour got split into a hundred 
pieces in a moment. 

40. On seeing that marvellous (i.e. difficult to be performed) 
deed of the Asvins, the Daitya of terrible exploits and great 
strength discharged the NarayaJ).a missile in the course of that 
battle. 

41. Thereupon the Vajrastra (the adamantine missile, 
thunderbolt) became quiescent. Kalanerni then angrily attempted 
to catch hold of Asvins alive. 

42. On getting his intention both of them abandoned the 
battlefield. With all their limbs trembling. they fled on foot to 
the place where Vasava (Indra) was present. 

43-45. Kalanemi, the Daitya, closely pursued them roaring 
frequently. The cruel Daitya followed by his entire army 
entered the army of lndra. When he rushed at lndra like the 
god of Death at the close of a Kalpa, all the living beings became 
agitated on seeing him. Giving out loud cries of distress, Devas 
thought that it was a defeat of Mahendra leading to the 
destruction of all the worlds. 

46. All the big mountains quaked. Meteors fell down 
from the sky. The clouds roared and rumbled. There was a loud 
sound in all the quarters. 

47. On seeing the ominous happenings of all the Bhutas 
(elements, living beings) Devas including lndra became frighten
ed. They mentally sought refuge in Vasudeva, the Lord of the 
universe. 
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48-49. 'Obeisance to Brahma1.1yadeva, to the Lord helpful 
to the welfare of cows and Brahma).laS; obeisance to Kr~1.1a, the 
benefactor of the universe. Repeated obeisance to Govinda. 
May that Govinda save us.' Thus the Suras who were overwhelm
ed by fright, prayed repeatedly. 

S0-52a. Knowing what they were thinking of the Garu9a
e1nblemed Lord woke up. Shaking off his Yogic slumber, the 
Lord got up from his bedstead-the Lord whose Jotus-like feet 
were gently pressed and caressed by the lotus-like pair of hands 
of Lak~mi, the brilliant complexion of whose body was akin to 
the lustre of the autumnal sky and the blue lotus, whose chest 
shone with the jewel Kaustubha, whose beautiful armlets were as 
brilliant as the Sun. And he pondered over the agitation of 
Suras and sent for Vainateya (Garu9a). 

52b-54. On being called, Garu9a who had been very deject
ed, came and stood (ready). The Lord who had the powerful 
brilliance of various kinds of divine missiles, mounted (Garu9a) 
and went to the battlefield of Suras. There he saw Devendra 
who was frightened and attacked by great Danavas whose 
colour was like that of fresh clouds and who were excessively 
furious. And he (Devendra) was like a man who had been 
(mobbed) by unfortunate wretches seeking some monetary help. 

55. On being frequently eulogized by Suras. Vi!)JJ.U went 
there for protecting them like a pure meritorious deed for pro
tecting (one) from misfortune. 

56. Then the chief Daitya saw an orb of lustre in the sky 
like that of a hundred suns rising simultaneously. 

57. Danavas wished to know the source of that refulgence. 
Then they saw Garmja as terrible as the fire at the close of the 
Kalpa. 

58. They saw four-armed Hari of matchless splendour 
seated thereon. On seeing him the chief Asuras became highly 
delighted in their minds. 

59. '"This is that lord Kesava, the slayer of enemies, the 
refuge unto all. If this (Lord) is defeated an the Devas are also 
defeated. There is no doubt about it. 

60-61. It is by depending upon hiln that Guardians of the 
Quarters and the immortal ones partake of their shares in the 
Yajiias". Saying thus the ten great warriors of Daityas, Kalanemi 
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and others, gathered together from various places, encircled him 
from all sides, and hit him with various weapons. 

62. Kilanemi pierced Janardana with sixty arrows; Nimi 
hit him with a hundred arrows and Mathana with eighty arrows. 

63. Jambhaka struck him with seventy arrows and Sumbha 
with ten arrows. The remaining Daitya leaders hit Vi$J)U with 
an arrow each. 

64-67. They hit Garu9a with ten darts each in the battle. 
Unable to brook that action of theirs Vi$1,l.U, the slayer of 
Danavas, killed (i.e. struck) each of the Danavas with six arrows 
discharged straight. 

Kalanemi once again pierced the chest of Vi~Q.U by three 
arrows (each) drawn as far as the ear. Due to anger Kalanemi's 
eyes had become red. 

Those three arrows resembling heated gold, on his (Vi~Q.u's) 
chest shone like the brilliant rays of Kaustubha of sparkling 
lustre. Pained a little on account of those arrows Hari seized a 
mallet. 

68•69. Raising it he discharged it withgreat velocitytowards 
the Danava. Even before it reached him, the great Danava who 
had become infuriated split it into small pieces like gingelly 
seeds, with hundred arrows, even as it was still in the space. 
Thereby he exhibited his dexterity and rapidity of action. 

Thereupon Vi~J)U who became infuriated seized a terrible 
barbed missile. 

70-71. With that he speedily struck the heart of the Daitya. 
Regaining consciousness in a moment, Kalanemi, the great 
Asura, seized a Sakti, the tip of which was very sharp and which 
produced a loud sound like that of a boisterous laughter, with 
the golden bells (attached to it). The delighter of Diti pierced 
the left arm of V ifJJU by means of that Sakti. 

72. As blood trickled from it, his arm that had been pierced 
by the Sakti, shone like a blue cloud from which lightning 
streak flickers frequently. 

73-15. Then the infuriated ViJJ)U took up a huge bow and 
seventeen arrows that had sharp tips which could pierce vital 
parts. With six and three arrows he pierced the heart of the 
Daitya with four the charioteer and the flagstaff with a single 
arrow. He cut the bowstring and the bow with two arrows and 
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the arm with one arrow. Like a man deluded by defects, he was 
deeply hurt in the heart. 

76. He became red (all over the body) on account of the 
blood that had flowed down. He was tall and his mind was 
agitated by pain. Like a Kirhsuka ('Butea frondosa') tree shaken 
by the wind, he trembled much. 

77. On observing him trembling, Kesava seized a mace. 
With great force (i.e. velocity) he hurled it at Kalanemi for 
killing him. 

78-79. That terrible (mace) immediately fell on Kalanemi's 
head. The Asura's crown was shattered and his head was shatter
ed to pieces. From all the pores (in his body) blood oozed out. 
He appeared like a mountain from which the minerals flowed 
out. Broken down, devoid of consciousness, he fc11 down in his 
own chariot with the life still clinging to him. 

80. As the Danava fell within the chariot, Acyuta, the 
slayer of enemies, the Lord with the discus as his weapon, spoke 
these words with a smile: 

81-82. "0 Asura, you are left off. Go. You can have some 
relief now. Be alive. Within a short while I alone shall be your 
annihilator.,, 

On hearing these words of Vi$D.U, the Lord of all, the chario
teer who was afraid of the Lord of all the worlds, took away the 
chariot of Kalanemi very fa.r away within a moment. 

CHAPTER TWENTY 

Vi$1JU Fights with Daityas 

Norada said: 

1. On seeing him, all the Danavas became infuriated. Like 
bees hovering around wine distilled from grapes all of them were 
surrounded by their own rc.aspective armies. They obstructed 
(the path) from aIJ sides. 

2-3. Nimi was seated on a terrible elephant resembling a 
mountain. With ichor oozing (from its temples) it was irrepressi-
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ble. There were white banners of various sizes over it. Its 
cheeks were slightly broken. It had a golden coloor and so the 
elephant appeared like a mountain covered by forest fire. The 
strong Daitya, Nimi, mounted that elephant in the course of the 
battle and marched against Hari. 

4. Twenty-seven crores of terrible Danavas, shining with 
crowns and coats of mail were the protectors of that elephant. 

5. Mathana rode on a horse resembling a mountain and 
attacked Hari. Jambhaka was seated on a camel with a neck 
five Yojanas long(?) 

6-7. Surilbha marched riding on a ram twelve Yojanas long. 
The other leading Diinavas too got ready with various weapons 
in their hands. They were enraged against Vi~ou who was un
wearied (i.e. indefatiguable) in action. 

Daitya Nimi came with a Parigha ('iron bar'); Mathana 
came with a Mudgara ('mallet'). 

8. In the course of that great battle, Sw:bbha, came with a 
spear of sharp point; Grasana with a barbed missile; Krathana 
with a discus; and the infuriated Jam.bha with a Sakti ('javelin'). 

9-lla. Th-!y hit NarayaJJ,a with aH these weapons. The 
remaining ones hit him with arrows that could split vital parts. 
Those missiles discharged (by them) entered Puru~ottama like 
the instructions of a preceptor repeated many times entering 
a good disciple. 

Then the infuriated Hari took up his bow and excellent 
arrows. He suppressed the Daitya army in the same manner as 
Arthavacas ('talk about Artha'-wealth etc.), suppresses Dharma. 

l lb-14. He pierced Nimi with twenty arrows having fiery 
splendour; Mathana with ten; Sumbha with five. The infuriat
ed Madhava pierced Mahi~a in the chest with a hundred arrows; 
Jambha with twelve sharp arrows; and all the others with eight 
arrows each. 

On seeing his agiJity and dexterity, the Danavas became 
-excessively infuriated. They exerted themselves much, covering 
Hari with arrows. Danava Nimi cut . off his bowstring with a 
Bhalla ('crescent-shaped arrow'). 

15. With great excitement Mahifisura cut o.ffthe bow from 
his hand. Jambha infficted injury on (i.e. wounded) Garu4a by 
means of thirty thousand arrows. 
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16. Suri:J.bha pierced his arms with ten thousand arrows. 
Thereupon, Madhava, surprised in mind, seized a mace. 

17-18. He despatched it with great velocitytowards Mathana 
in the course of the great battle. Even before it reached him, 
Nimi struck it with thousands of arrows resembJing a thresh
ing rod. He caused it to fall down and roared like a black cloud. 
Thereupon, the Bhutas ('Spirits') began to shout "HA, HA 
(Alas)". 

19-20. Obviously never was such power manifested whereby 
that mace was shattered to smithereens. On seeing it fallen down 
like a prayer to a wrong person, 1 Hari seized a mallet of very 
terrible nature, adorned with divine gems and jewels. With great 
force he hurled it aiming it at Danava Nimi. 

21-23. As it was coming, three Daityas warded it off in 
the firmament itself. Daitya Jambha curbed it with an iron 
club, Grasana with a sharp-edged spear and Daitya Mahi~a 
with a javelin. All of them roared very loudly. On seeing it 
destroyed completely like a good man by wicked persons, he 
took up a very fierce Sakti having the loud sound of a hundred 
bells. In the course of the terrific battle, he discharged it aiming 
it at Jambha. 

24-25. On seeing it coming, Jambha hurriedly jumped 
from his chariot and sportingly caught hold of it in the same 
manner as a Jover catching hold of his beloved. That powerful 
Daitya laughed and struck Garu~a on his head with the same 
($akti). Then he went back to his chariot, took up a bow and 
began to engage himself ( in fighting). 

26-28. On being hurt and pained by the Sakti in the course 
.of the battle, Garu~a became unconscious. Then, 0 descendant 
of Bharata, Vi~ou laughed and said: "Well-done! \Yell-done!" 
With a stroke of his hand he revived the son of Vinata from his 
state of unconsciousness and consoled him with (gentle) words. 
Just as everything planned by a man who has a wicked and vile 
wife, becomes futile, so also the Sakti became futile. Thereupon, 
he fixed another great bowstring of high durability (to his bow). 

29. After making a twanging sound by slapping his palms, 
he released a Raudra missile (with Rudra as its presiding deity). 
On account of the refulgence of the missile, the entire firmament 
became invisible. 
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30-31. The earth, the cardinal points and the intervening 
spaces shone as though they were full of arrows. • 

On seeing the great power of that missile, Asura Grasana,. 
the Commander-in-chief, immediately discharged a Brahma
missile that could oust and ward off (and quell) all the other 
missiles. On account of that, the Rudra-missile that had been 
terrible unto all the worlds became subsided. 

32. When that missile had been repelJed, Vi~:r.tu, the slayer 
of Danavas, discharged Kalada '(l(iastra that terrified all the 
worlds. 

33. When that missile was being fixed (invoked) and dis• 
charged, a tempestuous wind began to blow. Goddess Earth 
quaked and the oceans were split asunder. 

34. On seeing the fierceness of that missile, Danavas became 
very ferocious in the battle. They made use of various kinds of 
divine missiles in the course of the battle. 

35. Grasana made use of Niiraya'f)O missile. Nimi discharg
ed the excellent missile of Tva~tr• Jaritbha made use of Ai~vika 
missile for the purpose of fighting and repelling the Da1){/a 
missile (i.e. KaladaJJ.<Ja). 

36. By the time the missiles of Naraya:t}.a etc. were being 
fixed and were ready to be discharged for the purpose of repelling 
(that missile), the Kaladao~a had killed in a moment, a crore of 
leading Daityas. 

37-38. Afterwards on account of the clash with the missiles 
of Daityas, the missile of Kalada,;,{la had its fearful nature sub
sided. On seeing his own missile subdued, Hari out of anger, 
assumed a form of the deadly fire ( at end of world). He took 
up his discus which had the lustre of ten thousand blazing suns. 
Its spokes were very fierce. It appeared like his second self. It 
was ablaze (with fiery flames). The Four-armed Lord gripped it 
well and hurled it against the Commander-in-chief in the course 
of the fight. 

39. On seeing that discus advancing, the excellent Daityas 
tried to ward off that extremely terrific discus completely in 
every respect by means of their own prowess, but they could not 
(do so) in the same manner as the fierce destiny due to the 
accumulation of past Karmas cannot be dispelled. 

40. That discus which was like the fresh blazing rays of the 
sun and the movement of which could not be comprehended., 
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fell on the neck of Grasana. Its terrible nave became red by the 
flowing stream of blood of that (Daitya). Then once again it 
returned to the hand of the enemy of Mura. 

41. In the course of that battle, the Danava was struck 
down by the discus. He fell on the ground and died. The remain
ing Daityas became excessively sad and angry. Some of them 
struck (their arms) and wrung their hands. 

42. Thereupon, when Grasana, the Daitya-Chief of the army, 
was killed the ( other) Danavas fought with Hari without any 
check or restraint. 

43. They fought with sharp-edged spears, threshing rods, 
barbed missiles. maces and iron lances and bars. They fought 
with arrows of very sharp points, discuses and javelins. 

44. With arrows comparable to the flames of fire, Janardana 
who took perfect aim split into a hundred pieces each one of 
those volleys of missiles discharged by them. 

45. The infuriated Janardana killed crores and crores of 
them. Thereupon (they all gathered together) suddenly and fell 
upon Kesava. 

46. Some of them seized Garu9a by both the feet. Hundreds 
of Asuras hung suspended from his wings. Others hung down 
from his beak. 

47. The great Daityas roared frequently and hung down 
from the bow of Kesava, his two arms and his head. 

48. On seeing that great wonderful feat Siddhas, Carai;ias 
and the emissaries (of Devas) cried loudly "HA, /IA" (Alas). 
They eulogized Hari. 

49. Hari shook them off and caused them to fall on the 
ground, like an enlightened man shaking off all the blemishes 
arising from the worldly existence. 

50. Vi~J).u drew out his excellent sword Nandaka from its 
scabbard and took up the stainless shining shield as well. He 
rushed after them on foot. 

51. Within a Muhiirta ( = 48 minutes) Kesava cut off on the 
way, one thousand billions of excellent Daityas after moving 
about many times (on the battlefield). 

52. Then the excellent Asuras Nimi and others roared. Those 
areat warriors rushed at Kesava who was coming on foot. 
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53-54. Garu9a too came there quickly. Hari climbed on to 
its back. In that tumultuous battle he said to Garu9a: "0 
Tark~ya, if you are not tired, proceed towards Mathana. If you 
are tired go away from the battlefield for a short while." 

Tark$ya said: 

55-59. 0 Lord of the worlds, I am not at all fatigued because 
I remember (with regret) something, viz. the fact that Taraka 
has made my sons his vehicle. 

Saying this he went towards Daitya Mathana. 
On seeing the Lord holding the conch, discus and the iron 

club, face to face, he struck him on his chest with a Bhil)dipiila 
(i.e. a smaJJ javelin hurled from a sling) that had very sharp edges. 

Without minding that blow at all in the course of that great 
battle, Vi~i:iu struck him with five arrows that could pierce 
through even lordly mountains. 

On being hit in the chest with ten arrows drawn as far as the 
ear he swooned. But Mathana regained consciousness within a 
short while. He took up a Parigha ('iron bar') and hit Janardana 
on his head. 

60. On account of that blow Vi~JJU reeled a bit. There
upon, rolling his eyes in anger, Madhava seized the iron club. 

61. With that he hit Mathana forcefully on the chest. With 
his limbs shattered to pieces, he fell on the ground and died. 

62. When Mathana fell on the ground after being utterly 
thrashed, all those Daityas became utterly tired, exhausted and 
dejected on the battlefield. 

63. When those Danavas of great honour and prestige 
becan1e spiritless and despondent, Mahi~a, the Lord of the 
Danavas, became angry with his eyes turned red. 

64. That terrible Mahi~a who rushed at Hari depending 
solely on the strength of his arms attacked Hari with a keen
edged lance. 

65-70. The hero forcefully struck Garu(fa on the chest with 
his Sakti. Thereupon the Daitya opened his mouth which 
resembled a cave in a big mountain. In the course of that battle 
he wished to swallow Acyuta along with Garu4a. 

On coming to know the intention of the Dinava, the highly 
powerful lord filled his mouth with divine weapons. On being 
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injured and struck by those (missile-charged) arrows, Mahi,a 
who resembled a mountain, fell down and died. Half of his 
body rolled down. 

On seeing Mahi$a fallen down, Hari resuscitated his life and 
said to Mahi~a: "0 Danava, you do not deserve death from me. 
You are to be kiHed by a woman as mentioned by the Lotus
born Lord himself. Get up. You have been released by me. Go 
quickly from this great battle." On being told thus by Hari, the 
Asura went away from that spot. 

71-72. When Daitya Mahi~a was turned away, Danava 
Sumbha bit his lips sternly and knitted his eyebrows making 
the whole face (appear) crooked. He thrashed one of the 
hands with the other and took up a terrible bow. Stringing 
tbe bow (and drawing) he released hundreds of very terrible 
arrows. 

73-76. He fought in a wonderfully diverse manner. He hit 
hard with his fists. Then the Daitya hit Vi~i:iu and Garu9a with 
many arrows resembling the flames of blazing fires, discharged 
without any abstacle. 

On being afflicted much by the arrows of the leading Daitya~ 
Vi~~u took up a BlzuJulJ{li missile resembling the Lord of Death. 
With that he pounded to powder the shoulder bone of Sumbha 
in the course of the battle, the collar bone that shone like a 
mountain. He smashed his face also. 

With arrows drawn as far as the ear and having the colour 
and refulgence of fire and the sun, he hit them. With three 
arrows, he hit Sumbha's arm, the head of the charioteer with 
sixty-two arrows and with ten arrows he hit the flagstaff of the 
Daitya. 

On being hit by them and frustrated by them, the leading 
Daitya was smeared with the blood that flowed (from his body). 
He appeared to be losing his courage. Then the Lord with a 
conch, lotus and Sarnga bow in his hands spoke to him: 

77. uo inauspicious Surhbha, you are destined to be easily 
killed in a very few days by a woman. You do not deserve to be 
killed by me, 0 deluded one. It is futile." 

Thereupon that Danava Sumbha went away. 
78. On hearing those words from Vi$Q.U's mouth Jathbha 

roared loudly like a lion. 
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Shaking the world with his loud boisterous laughter in the 
course of the battle, he spoke the (following) words sportively: 

79-81. "0 resider in waters, what have yo,.. to do with 
these Daityas deficient in exploits. Come to me in the course of 
this battle, if you have (any) manliness left anywhere. It was 
because Jambha was not present then that Hira)Jya.k~a and other 
Daityas could be killed by you formerly. See me standing ready 
now. 0 Hari, have a look at these arms of mine resembling 
paln1 trees or the excessively hard chest resembling the thunder
bolt. Strike me; that will be a pleasure." 

82. On being told thus by him Kesava licked the corners 
of his mouth angrily and hurled a terrible iron bar that could 
split even mountains. 

83. Then, immediately thereafter Vi~JJ.U hurled a hard 
mallet which was made of iron and which appeared like a second 
mountain. 

84. On seeing those two weapons, Jarhbha placed his bow 
on the chariot. He jumped down and seized the (coming) iron 
bar. With that he hit Garu~a. 

85. After that he took up a second weapon, a maJiet. Roar
ing in the course of the battle and using a11 his vital airs and 
force he hit Govinda on the head. 

86. On account of those two severe blows, both of them, 
Garu9a and Kesava, fell into a swoon. They were unconscious 
and were almost like dead. 

87. On seeing that great wonderful feat, the excellent 
Daityas roared. This universe did not brook them as they 
were swayed with delight and pride. 

88. They encouraged Jarilbha with leonine roars, sounds of 
the slapping and clapping of the hands, the twangs of the bow
strings and the sounds of the arrows. They waved their clothes. 

89-90. They filled the conchs (with blowing sounds) and 
hurled the Devatas. 

Hari regained consciousness in the course of the great battle. 
Along with Vainateya, he embraced Jambha. Then he turned 
his face away from the unavoidable fight and rapidly fled. 
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CHAPTER TWENTYONE 

Taraka' s Victory in the Battle 

Harada said: 

169 

I . On seeing him fleeing with his flag and bow smashed and 
destroyed and the Daityas rejoicing, Indra (was in a dilemma) 
not knowing what he should do. 

2. The Lord of Suras came near Vi~i:iu in a great hurry. He 
then spoke to him (Vi,J)u) sweet words instiJling enthusiasm. 

3. "0 Lord, why do you play with these Danavas of vicious 
minds? How can that man whose vital and vulnerable points 
have been found (controlled) by wicked men, pursue his 
activities? 

4. A base man treated indifferently by a powerful person 
thinks that it is due to his strength. Hence an intelligent man 
should never neglect a mean-minded one. 

5. If you think that a warrior on a chariot becomes 
victorious by the excellent fighting performance of a good 
warrior going ahead, 0 Lord, who was your friend (and assistant) 
formerly at the time of slaying H iraQyak~a? 

6. Daitya HiraJ).yakasipu was very powerf u1 and a1Togant. 
But coming into contact with you, he was destroyed like a blade 
of grass (in fire). Who was your forerunner (i.e. going in front 
of you) (then)? 

7. Formerly, the very powerful Daityas who were equal to 
Madhu and Kaitabha went to the jaws of Death after coming 
into dash with you, like fireflies entering a fire. 

8. In every Yuga, 0 Hari, Daityas met with death at your 
hands. Similarly, 0 Vi~J;,1.U, you are the support now of Suras 
here. who arc terrified." 

9. On being urged thus, Vi~J;,1.U of great powerful arms, 
increased in size, strength. splendour and prosperity. The slayer 
of enemies had been the support of all Ii ving beings. 

10-15. Then Kesava said to the Thousand-eyed one (i.e. 
Indra) laughingly: "What you said is true. It is the same as the 
words within me (i.e. what I feel about it). I am able to burn all 
the Dinavas in the three worlds within a moment. But Taraka 
cannot be killed by anyone excepting a seven-day old infant. 
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Mahi~a and Surltbha-these two are destined to be killed by a 
woman. Jambha has been cursed by Durvasas that he will be 
killed by you. Hence you kill Jarhbha who has been txcessively 
haughty. That Danava cannot be killed by any other living being 
except you. Protected by me in battle, you do annihilate 
Jambha, a thorn unto the universe, with your divine valour. 

On hearing these words of Vi$1}.U, the slayer of the enemies 
of the immortal ones, the Thousand-eyed Lord (lndra) ordered 
the presiding (i.e. Commanding) officers of Suras to arrange the 
army. Then requested by Devas, Vi~JJ.U arranged the army 
(strategically). 

16. Hari made the eleven Rudras occupy the frontline 
going ahead as they possessed the essence of the heroism and 
power of penance of all the worlds. 

I 7-24. They assumed the A.lijha1 posture. Those great gods 
were very powerful. Their necks were blue. They applied 
Tripur;u}ra ('three parallel lines of sacred ash') on their foreheads 
and the crescent moon on their crests. They were tawny-eyed 
and wielded spears in their hands. Their lofty matted hair was 
tawny-coloured. They wore lion's hide (as dress). Those (gods} 
with terrible arms, besmeared their bodies with sacred ash. 

Those Rudras beginning with Kapalisa had routed great 
Asuras (formerly in battles). They were: Kapa.Ii, Piilgala, Bhima, 
Viriipak$a, Vilohita, Ajaka, Sasana, Sasta, Sarhbhu, Cai:tQa and 
Bhava. 

These eleven Rudras of infinite strength and superhuman 
power protected Devas roaring like rumbling clouds. 

Satakratu (lndra) was seated on the Airavata who was very· 
huge and had the lustre of Himalaya. He wore a golden lotus
garland and was adorned with a series of great golden beUs that 
were moving to and fro. He had four tusks. He could assume 
any form as he pleased. lchor was ft.owing from his cheeks. On 
this intoxicated elephant Indra was seated. He sat on it like the 
refulgent sun on the peak of Himagiri. Ma.rota ('Wind-god') of 
unmeasured exploit protected the region to his left. Agni ('Fire
god') who filled all cardinal points with flames protected the other 

1. In this posture, while shooting an arrow, the right knee is advanced: 
and the left leg is retracted. 
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one. Vi$J)U, the Jord of battles, was the protector of Indra at the 
rear. 

25-27. A.dityas, Vasus, Visvedevas, Maruts, Asvins, Gandh
arvas, Rcik$asas, Yak$as, Kinnaras and the great serpents-
crores and crores of these-made their (separate) groups marked 
by their respective emblems. They proclaimed their reputation 
through groups of bards and panegyrists going ahead. They 
moved ahead proud of (their ability) to slay Daityas. They had 
weapons and banners of different colours. 

28. The army of Indra was guarded and defended by groups 
of immortal beings. With the sound of the vehicles reverberating 
and adorned with crorcs of banner-cloths white and (fluttering) 
far above it increased the sorrow of the sons of Diti. 

29-30. Gajasura, a Daitya in the form of a bull-elephant, saw 
the army of Suras coming. He was a great performer in the ocean 
of wholesale killing. He had an axe for his weapon and made a 
cup of teeth and lips {teeth firmly cutting the lips). He stamped 
and crushed Devas under his feet and hurled the others with his 
trunk. 

31. He kiJied the others with his battle-axe. The great 
Daitya had terrific power. Even as he was killing (them), Devas, 
Gandharvas and Kinnaras became furious. 

32-33. All of them jointly discharged a mass of miraculous 
weapons and missiles such as battle-axes, discuses, small javelins, 
mallets, lances, barbed missiles, sharp {pointed) arrows and un
bearable mallets. The Daitya swallowed all of them like the 
Jeader of a herd (of elephants) swallowing mouthfuls of his food. 

34. With the tips of (his) curved fangs throbbing with 
anger, he made a roaring sound slapping his palms. Killing 
Suras in the battle, he moved {so quickly) everywhere, that the 
Dinava could not be seen (in one place for a long time). 

35. A loud noise of "HA, HA" (Alas f) arose from aJI those 
groups of Suras whereon Gajasura fell. 

36. On seeing that army fleeing all round, the Rudras with 
egotism rising up like flames of fire, spoke to one another: 

37. "0, catch hold of the Jeading Daitya, 0 powerful ones 
split him; drag bim. Break (pierce) him with sharp spears 
through, at the vital points.'' 

38-39. On hearing those words, Kapa.Ii took up his spear, 
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sharp and shining at the tip, and wiped it with his left hand. In 
his excitement his eyes were gaping. It appeared as though he 
had (scattered) red and blue lotuses in all the quartea. Then he 
went towards the great Daitya, knitting his eyebrows. 

40. He held the spear with a firm grip of his fist. Kapali, 
devoid of impurities, struck the Danava in the elephant form, on 
the frontal globe of his forehead. 

41. Thereupon all the other ten Rudras struck the great 
Daitya whose body resembled a huge mountain, by means of 
spears made of iron without impurities (? steel). 

42-43. From all the tubular vessels and pores ( of the Daitya) 
blood began to flow. With the flow of blood caused by the 
spears of the Rudras, the Danava Gaja shone like a pure lake in 
the autumn, full of full-blown blue lotuses without any impurities 
and surrounded by swans whose bodies had white splendour 
like R udras. 

44. In the course of fighting Daitya Gajasura with his 
sprout-like ears moving to and fro, pierced the infuriated Kapali 
and Bhava in the navel region by means of his tusks. 

45. On seeing him engaged with two Rudras, the (other) 
nine Rudras immediately pierced the body of the enemy of the 
immortal ones by means of arrows and spears. 

46-47. Then the great Asura left off Kapali and Bhava. 
With great speed, the infuriated Daitya rushed towards the nine 
Rudras. He pressed them with the kicks of his feet and trunk 
as well. Then, when he became exhausted by the spear fight, 
Kapali caught hold of the trunk of the enemy of the immortal 
ones (i.e. Devas). 

48-50. With great velocity he whirled Gajasura. On seeing 
that the Daitya was sick with fatigue and that the life had slip
ped a little and that he was not enthusiastic to fight, he himself 
Jost enthusiasm in the battle. Even as he (i.e. Gajasura) was being 
whirled, his terrible hide was scraped off. In spite of blood 
dripping from every part of it he made it his robe. Then Devas 
eulogized him in various ways by means of many hymns. 

51-53. And they said to him: ''He who kills him will die". 
On seeing the form of Kapa.Jin covered by the elephant-hide, 
they were frightened and fled. They hit and they fell down in 
thousands. 
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Thus, when that leading Danava of great strength was shaken 
and tossed about, Nimi rushed quickly riding on an inebriated 
elephant with sounds raised by a hundred Dundublzis. He agitated 
the armies of Suras. 

54. To whatever directions the elephant of Nimi went, 
Devas fled from them (i.e. cardinal points) along with their 
vehicles and trembling frequently th~ough fear cried loudly. 

55-58. Even at the smell of his (i.e. Nimi's) elephant, the 
elephants of Suras fled. While the armies of Suras were running 
away, the Chastiser of Paka (i.e. Indra) stayed there along with 
the eight defenders of the cardinal points and Kesava. 

When his (i.e. Nimi's) elephant came near the elephant of 
Sakra, the latter became frightened. He trumpeted terribly. 
Though he was held with great effort, he stood like the Cakora 
bird (i.e. frightened). 

When (his) elephant fled, Indra who was riding on him took 
an aboutturn and fought with the great Danava. 

59. Satakratu hit Nimi on his chest with his spear, and with 
his iron club he struck with great force the elephant on his 
cheek. 

60. Without minding that blow, Nimi of fearless manliness 
struck Aira vata in the region of the hip by means of a hammer. 

61-62. On being hit by the mallet in the course of the fight, 
the elephant of Sakra, 1nountain-like in form, went down (i.e. sat) 
to the earth on his hind legs. With agility that great elephant of 
Devas got up quickly. On being threatened by the elephant of 
Nimi, he fled from the battlefield. 

63. Then a harsh and strong wind blew raising much gravel 
and dust in the face of Nimi's elephant. He did not tremble but 
stood like a mountain shedding blood from his body. Thereby 
he appeared like a mountain full of lakes of minerals (in its body). 

64. Dhanesa hurled a heavy iron club forcefully towards 
the elephant of the Danava and the iron club fell and hit his 
head. 

65. On account of that stroke of the iron club the elephant 
fell into a swoon. With a great force he hit the earth with his 
tusks, and fell down like a mountain. 

66-68. When the elephant fell down, there was a great 
leonine roar everywhere among the armies of Suras. It became 
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intense by the trumpeting sound of the elephants, neighing sound 
of the horses and the sounds of slapping of the hands by the 
archers in the army. On seeing the elephant killed and Nimi 
turned away (from the battlefield), and also on hearing the 
leonine roar of Suras reverberating in the cardinal points, Jambha, 
blazed with anger like a fire that is enkindled. 

69. Thereafter, with his eyes turned red with anger and 
fixing an arrow to the bow, he said in a shrill voice, "Stop, 
stand." He also encouraged his charioteer. 

70. On seeing him coming with the arrow fixed to the bow, 
Satakratu who never got frightened, grasped his bow tightly. 

71-74. He took up an arrow with a crescent-moon-like tip, 
cleaned with oil and capable of flying in a straight line. With 
that, the slayer of Bala and Vrtra, cut off his bow along with the 
arrows. 

After casting aside that bow which had been broken, Jambha, 
the delighter of Danavas, took up another heavy bow and with 
it he discharged oil-cleaned, straight-flying arrows which had 
the shape of a serpent. 

He pierced Sakra in the region of the collar bone with ten 
arrows, in the region of the heart with three arrows and in the 
shoulders with two arrows. 

75-78a. Sakra discharged a volley of arrows towards the 
great Danava. Even before the arrows discharged by the arm of 
Sakra reached him, whiJe they were in the sky itself, the great 
Danava cut them into a hundred pieces by means of arrows com
parable to flames of fire. Thereupon, Devendra covered the Lord 
of Danavas carefully by means of a volley of arrows, like the 
sky with clouds during the rainy season. 

The Daitya too pierced {Sakra) by means of sharp arrows, 
just as the Wind scatters away the cluster of clouds which could 
not be stopped at the cardinal points. 

78b-81. When Sakra could not excel the great Danava on 
account of his fury and agitation, he discharged an extremely 
miraculous Gandharva missile. Thereupon, the whole of the sky 
was pervaded by its refulgence. {It created) Gandharva cities of 
miraculously wonderful shapes having different kinds of ram
parts and arched gateways, discharging showers of arrows all 
round. 
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The great army of Daityas which was being killed by that 
1hower of arrows sought refuge in Ja.mbha saying "Save us, save 
us", 0 descendant of Bharata. 

82. Then Ja.mbha of great virility, roared and laughed 
frequently. Remembering the good behaviour of good people, 
he assured them freedom from fear. 

83. Then he discharged a very excessively frightful missile 
named Mausala. Thereupon, the entire universe became filled 
with terrible threshing rods. 

84-85. All the Gandharva cities were shattered by them. 
Then with a single fierce blow, he smashed to smithereens the 
Sura, his chariot, horse and elephant. They fell into hundreds 
and thousands of pieces. 

Thereafter the lord of Suras, Sakra, discharged a Tva~/ra 
missile. 

86. When that missile was being fixed (to the bow), sparks 
of fire came out. Then thousands of mechanical arts and lores(?) 
manifested themselves. 

87. (Now) the fight (was carried on) by those machines (in 
the sky). The firmament became devoid of stars. The Maulala 
missile was broken by those machines. Asuras were killed then. 

88. Jalhbha then released a Saila missile that could reduce 
the collection of machines to powder. Thereupon showers of 
stones of the Vyiima (i.e. the measure equal to the distance bet
ween the tips of fingers when the arms are stretched on either 
side) length began. 

89. Whatever machines had been made by the Tva1/ra 
missile, 0 descendant of Bharata, were reduced to very small 
pieces like gingelly seeds, on account of the fall of those stones. 

90. Falling with great speed, those stones then fell with great 
force and hitting the heads of Dev as, tore up the ground and 
the army consisting of the four units. 

91. Thereupon, the thousand-eyed Purandara despatched 
the Vajra missile whereat the great shower of stones and rocky 
'Slabs was shattered all round. 

92. With the Saila missile subdued, Jambha who resembled 
a mountain (in steadiness) despatched an Ai1ika missile. He 
(thus) smashed the valour of the enemy. 
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93-95. When the great missile Ai1ika, the extremely terrible 
missile, prevailed, the armies of Devas were burned tlong with 
the chariots and elephants. The Vajra missile that had split even 
mountains was destroyed by the Ai~ika missile. While the armies 
were being burned all round by the refulgence of the missile, the 
Slayer of Bala, the Chastiser of Paka, despatched an Agncya ('of 
Fire-god'} missile. On account of this missile, the Ai#ka missile 
was destroyed. 

96. When that missile was repe1led, the Pii.vaka (i.e. Agneya) 
missile gained the upper hand. The army of Jambha, his 
chariots and the charioteer were burned. 

97. When his missile had been repulsed the great Daitya 
who had presence of mind and brightness of conception dischar
ged a Varuva (i.e. presided over by Varuoa, the god of rain) 
missile that could subdue the flames of fire. 

98. Thereupon, the sky was filled with clouds shining with 
lightning streaks. The earth was covered with hailstones as big 
as elephants. 

99-101. The universe was filled with torrents (of rain) equal 
in size to the trunks of elephants. 

On seeing the Agneya missile subdued and repulsed, Indra 
despatched a matchless Vayavya (i.e. presided over by the Wind
god) missile. Thereby the clouds wiere dispelled. 

As the cluster of clouds was dispelled by the power of the 
Vayavya missile, the sky became devoid of turbidness. It assum
ed the lustre of the petals of the blue lotus. On account of the 
excessively (violent) gust of wind, all Danavas began to shiver. 

102-103. Even those who were the most powerful among 
them could not stand there in the battle(field). Thereupon, 
Jambha became a mountain extending to ten Yojanas for the 
curbing of the violent wind. The Commander of the army of 
Danavas (in the form of a mountain) was covered with various 
kinds of trees and creepers and endowed with different kinds of 
miraculous features. 

104. When the violent gusts of wind subsided with the great 
Daitya's assumption of the form of a mountain, Satakratu dis
charged the great Asani (i.e. thunderbolt) of adamantive features. 

105. When that Asani fell upon it, the caves and the streams 
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all round upon the Daitya in the form of a mountain became 
shattered and scattered. 

106-107. Thereupon the magical power of transforming into 
a mountain, of the great Danava receded. With the deceptive 
power of transforming into a mountain thus repulsed, the exces
sively proud Lord of Danavas transformed himself into a terrible 
elephant of the huge size of a mountain. He trampled and crus
hed the army ofDevas. With his tusks he killed Suras. 

108-110. The Danava seized some with his trunk and 
thrashed them on his back. While he was destroying the armies 
of Suras, the slayer of Vrtra (Indra) discharged a Narasirhha 
missile that was unassailable. Thereupon, thousands of lions 
came out, thanks to the power of the Mantra. They had claws 
resembling a saw. Out of delight they made loud sounds of bois
terous laughter and displayed their curved teeth. When the body 
(of the Danava) was split and torn by them, he gave up the 
deceptive Miiyii of being an elephant. 

111. Thereupon he became a terrible serpent with a number 
of hoods. The great warriors in the army of Suras were burned 
by his poisonous breath. 

112. Striking (enemies) in the course of the battle, Sakra 
discharged a Garut}a missile. Thereupon thousands of Garuclas 
emerged from it. 

113. Those Garu(ias came upon Jambha who had assumed 
the form of a serpent. The Daitya was split into pieces and his 
Mayii {'magical power of deception') was destroyed. 

114. When his Mayii was frustrated, Jarilbha, the great 
Asura, assumed a matchless form reaching up to the region of 
the Moon and the Sun. 

115-117. Rolling his eyes, he wished to swaUow the leading 
Suras. The army of Suras along with the elephants and the 
great warriors entered his mouth that was terrible and of which 
the palate was very formidable descending up to Pitala. When 
the armies were being swallowed by the powerful Dinava, 
Sakra became dejected and distressed, driving his vehicle (i.e. 
Airavata) who had already become tired. He did not know what 
to do then. He spoke thus to Janirdana: 

118-120. "Command what it is that has to be particularly 
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done by us subsequently (in this situation). We shall do that 
unto this Danava who is desirous of fighting." 

Thereupon the liberal-minded Hari spoke this .. to the Lord 
with the thunderbolt r or his weapon (i.e. Indra) : 

''0 cowardly one afraid of the enemies, the battle should 
not be abandoned now (though) it is terrible. Do not go. Do 
not be confused and deluded. 0 Lord, remember quickly the 
missile pertaining to Narayat;ta with great purity of mind." 

On hearing it he discharged it (i.e. the Niiriiyar,astra). 
121. Jn the meantime the Daitya with his open mouth had 

swallowed \\lithin a short while three hundred thousands each 
of the Kinnaras, Serpents, and RAk$asas. 

122. Thereupon, the Narayai:ia missile struck his chest. 
With his heart pierced by the great missile, he shed much blood. 

123. Thereupon, along with his refulgence the form of that 
Daitya too was destroyed. Thereat, the Daitya vanished after 
making a laughter of a loud report. 

124-128. Stationed in the firmament in an invisible form 
that Jeading Daitya discharged Sastrosani ('weapon of thunder
bolt') that was a great destroyer of the armies of Suras. 

Similarly the Danava showered axes, discuses, adamantine 
arrows, mallets, lances, swords, javelins (having iron-tipped 
ends), Gut/as (elephant armours) etc. out of anger. They were 
indestructible as weJl as inexhaustible. The ground was filled 
with those terrible missiles discharged by the Danava on the 
armies of Devas. It was also filled with arms, hea<.ls with ear
rings, thighs resembling the trunks of elephants, lordly elephants 
comparable to mountains, chariots with their shafts, poles, rods, 
wheels and axles broken and the charioteers as well. The earth 
became impassable as flesh and blood formed a massive bog. 

129. The great army of Suras flowed like a stream where 
blood constituted eddies and whirlpools, the huge bodies of 
elephants formed rocky boulders and (wherein) headless trunks 
danced. 

130-138a. It caused great delight to jackals, vultures and 
-crows. After drinking the blood the flesh dripping blood 
was scattered (here and there) by Pisaca species (ghosts). They 
were dancing along with their wives who had no (undue) excite
ment. A certain haughty wife was infuriated when the Pisaca 
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-collected the hoofs of the horses along with the pearls found 
within the frontal globes of elephants. Some of them rejoice in 
their ear-rings. Others look at it with anger. Great experts in 
the matter (of ornaments) of the ears pacify them in many ways. 
Some say, "0 Devas, 0 Daityas, we pray to you, you must fight 
like this till the end of the Ka/pa for the sake of satisfying us." 
Some said, "This is a Daitya (plump with flesh). This is Deva 
who has great quantity of flesh. If he were to die in the battle 
we shall give the Creator (many offerings) without being request
•ed." While the heroes were fighting some (Pisicas) began to 
lick the sides of their mouths. 

Some said, "From this (frothy) water we know whether the 
fellow is wicked or good.,. Some who had inclinations towards 
religion performed the Tarpa'(la rites (libations etc.) to the Pitrs 
.and the Devas, by means of the auspicious blood and flesh on 
the banks of the river of blood. 

Some of them were seated on heaps of flesh, but seeing a 
piece of flesh in the hand of another, they began to shout loudly, 
"Give me, give me" in the same manner as miserly rich men. 

138b-142a. Some of them were satiated themselves but 
when they saw others eating they angrily bit their lips and look
ed at them with extreme malice and jealousy. Some furiously 
struck their bellies and censured them because they wished for 
everything edible, like persons who are themselves satisfied (yet) 
wish for other's wealth. Some said, "Only today has the crea
tion of Brahma become praiseworthy. Previously the good dawn 
and the excellent stars were futile". 

Thus here and there, in the midst of various gossips and 
dialogues of the meat-eating Pisacas in the course of the battle, 
Jambha who was invisible reduced Devas to powder by means 
of his weapons. 

142b-143. Then Sakra, Dhanesa, Varut;1a, Pavana (the 
Wind-god), Anala (the Fire-god), Yama and Nirrt:i, all of great 
power, collectively discharged divine missiles in the sky aiming 
.at the Danava. 

144. The missiles of the Devas discharged towards the 
Dinava became futile like the hundred actions of excessively 
.cruel-minded people done to harm a noble-minded person. 
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145-146. The tired Daityas and the Devas did not know 
where he had gone. (Devas) had aU their limbs pierced and split 
by the missile of the Daitya. Like cows oppressed 1'y chillness. 
they got merged into one another expressing "Alas! what will be
the future?,, 

On seeing that situation Hari spoke to Indra and the Devas: 
147. "0 king of Devas, remember the Aghora Mantra. The

missile thereof has the power and potentiality of I the Piiiupata. 
It had been granted to you by Rudra who was delighted. It has 
never been repulsed and it hits and strikes excellent heroes." 

148-IS0a. On being enlightened and urged by Hari thus. 
~akra bowed down to the Bull-emblemed Lord Siva. He then 
took up the arrow with crescent-shaped tip which is weJI-honour
ed in divine battle and was destructive of enemies. The intelli
gent (Lord Indra) fixed it to his invincible bow and charged it 
with Aghora Mantra. He then drew the bowstring as far as his 
ear (along with the arrow) whose rays were infallible and releas
ed it quickly for slaying him. 

150b-153. On seeing the great missile coming on, the Asura 
shed his Maya suddenly. His face began to tremble. His body 
became stiff. He became excited. Then the arrow with crescent
like tip charged with the Mantra of the excellent missile and 
suddenly discharged from the bow of Purandara in the course of 
the great battle, emulated the mid-day Sun by means of its 
(dazzling) body. It caused the head of Jarhbha to fall down along 
with the ear-rings-the head that had the lustre of a prominently 
projecting crown, that had been rendered fragrant by many 
sweet smelling flowers and the hair on which had the lustre of 
the fire that diffuses smoke all round. 

154. When Jarhbha was killed by Indra Suras praised him 
much. Lord Vasudeva too said, ''Well-done! Well-done!" 

155. On seeing Jarhbha slain, the leading Danavas turned 
their faces back with their hopes and ambitions shattered; all or 
them fled to Taraka. 

156. On seeing them frightened and on hearing that four or 
them (leading Danavas) had been slain, he urged the charioteer, 
''Rush quickly towards Indra for the battle.'' 

157-160a. He said, "So be it", and when Taraka was seated 
in the chariot, he proceeded ahead. The Lord of Danavas went 
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forth with haughtiness, anger, pride, exhibition of valour as well 
.as disrespect and contempt (for others). He got into his chariot 
fitted with a thousand Garu9as. All the weapons had been neatly 
arranged therein. It was well-guarded by means of all kinds of 
missiles. It was richly endowed with all the prosperity of the 
three worlds. It produced a rumbling sound like the roar of the 
Annihilator at the close of a Ka/pa. 

He was accompanied by a great army. He caused the cardinal 
points and the intervening directions to reverberate. 

160b-164. On seeing him, the Thousand-eyed one (i.e. Indra) 
abandoned his vehicle, the elephant. and occupied the chariot 
got ready by Matali. It was well-adorned with heated gold. It 
extended to four Yojanas. Groups of Siddhas rendered it beauti
ful. Gandharvas and Kinnaras sang songs therein. Celestial 
damsels made it tumultuous with their dances. It was capable of 
offering resistance (to others) by means of all kinds of weapons. 
It was well-studded with great gems and jewels. 

The Guardians of the Quarters in their coats of mail surroun
ded that chariot from all sides. They stood all round the chariot 
along with Garuga-embJemed Lord. Thereat the earth quaked. 
A rough wind along with the groups of Maruts blew. 

165-167. The seven oceans agitated and surged. The luc,tre 
of the sun was dimmed and destroyed. Then the missiles blazed 
and the vehicles shook. Then everything was raised and elevat
ed. Then Taraka was seen. On one side was Taraka. On (the 
other) side were the groups of Suras. 

The ruin of all the worlds was on one side, the uplift of the 
world was on the (other) side. All the living beings, mobile and 
immobile ones, became afraid and dismayed. 

168-169. In that encounter, 0 son of Prtha, Suras praised 
thus: "The missiles, the refulgence, the wealth, the warriors, the 
glory, the strength, the heroic deeds, the inherent power, the 
puissance-all these are the result of our penance, the penance of 
Devas and Asuras. 

170. With excellent arrows resembling fire and having bent 
joints Devas pierced Taraka who was approaching them. 

171. Without minding those wounds in his chest made by 
the arrows of Devas, the great Daitya filled the sky, the quarters 
and the earth with arrows. 
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172- l 76a. The Daitya pierced Naraya))a with seventy arrows; 
H utasana (Fire-god) with ninety; Maruta (Wind-god) on the 

• head with ten; Yama with ten; Dhanada with seventy; Varuo.a 
with eight and Niqti with twentyeight arrows. The Daitya then 
hit and injured each of them with ten arrows that tore the vital 
points. The Daitya then pierced Matali with three arrows. He
hit Garu9a with ten arrows and the buffalo with nine arrows. 
Thereafter the Daitya split the coats of mail of the Devas into• 
small pieces like gingelly seeds with arrows having bent joints. 
He split their bows too. 

l 76b- l 80. Thereafter, the Devas devoid of coats of mail 
and bows became afflicted much. By the time they could take 
up other bows and release arrows, (the Danava) fitted an arrow 
having a lustre similar to that of deadly fire and hit Sakra in the 
chest. He too released arrows. Then (the Danava) looked up in 
the sky and saw Garucja and Vi~o.u having the shapes and features. 
of a hundred Suns. He hit them with two arrows and they fell 
into a swoon. 

With sharp arrows he made the bodies of Yama, Vahni (the
Fire-god), Varuoa and Nirrti terror-stricken and unconscious. 
He gathered arrows together and made Vayu breathless through 
them. 

181. Hari regained consciousness and encouraged the Lords. 
of the Quarters. With an arrow he removed the head of the 
charioteer from his body along with the ear-rings. 

182. Blazing with anger against that comet (i.e. harbinger 
of evil) Vasava caused his banner to fall down after cutting his. 
:flagstaff. He split the crown of the king of Daityas. 

183. Dhanesa (Kubera) who was infuriated, split his bow 
into many pieces by means of his arrows. 

Vayu reduced his chariot with the Earth as theshaft (? 'k~ol)i
kii baram') to small pieces like gingelly seeds. 

184-187. In the course of the battle, Nirrti with his arrows 
reduced his coat of mail to small pieces like gingeJly seeds. 

After performing this matchless deed, Dev as beginning with 
Vasudeva licking the sides of their mouths shouted "Stop t 
Stop!" 

On seeing this activity of Devas, Taraka of matchless valour., 
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discharged a terrible mallet in the course of the battle towards 
the Thousand-eyed god. 

On seeing the mallet approaching in the course of the battle, 
the mallet that could not be warded off, the Chastiser of Paka 
jumped off from the chariot and came down to the earth. The 
mallet of very harsh sound fell in the interior part of the chariot. 

188. It smashed the chariot to smithereens, but Matali did 
not die. 

The Daitya took up a sharp-edged spear and hit Kesava in 
his chest. 

189-190. He hit Garu9a in the shoulder, who sat down and 
became senseless. He split Ra~asendra (i.e. Nirrti) with a sword 
and made him fall on the ground. 

He made Yama also fall to the ground after hitting his 
face. He struck Vahni with a javelin and made him unconscious. 

19 I. With his foot he dragged Vayu and made him fall on 
the ground. He knocked and hit Dhanesa furiously wjth the tip 
of his bow. 

192. Within a short while he killed each of the groups of 
Devas with their own respective weapons like a Guru dispelling 
the ignorance of boys with their own respective arguments(?) 

193. Regaining consciousness, Vi~J)u seized his irresistible 
discus which was painted by the blood, suet and fat of leading 
Danavas. 

194. Kesava vehemently discharged it on the chest of the 
leading Danava. That discus with the lustre of the sun fell on 
the Daitya. 

195. Like a blue lotus (hurled) on a rock, it got shattered 
on his body. 

Thereupon Mahendra too discharged his Vajra that was. 
being adored for a long time. 

196-198a. In his fight with the leading Danava, it was on 
this that Sakra had pinned his hope of victory. Reaching the 
person of Taraka who was heroic, it split into a hundred pieces 
and its rays were scattered. 

Then Vayu who was never dejected in his mind roared with 
great energy. He discharged his goad that had the splendour of 
blazing fire. 

198b-200. On seeing it shattered on his body, Vayu became 
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extremely infuriated. He uprooted a prominently huge mountain 
with fuily blossomed trees in its caves. He hurled )he mountain 
extending to ten Yojanas at the leading Danava. 

Just as a boy plays with a ball, the leading Daitya caught 
with his left hand smilingly that mountain which was approach
ing him. 

201-202. Striking with the same (mountain), he made 
Antaka (Yama) fall down. 

Then, Krtanta (Yama) who was beside himself with fury, 
lifted up his invincible baton. He whirled it with all his might 
and hurled it at the head of the leading Daitya and it fell on the 
head of the Asura. The Daitya caught hold of it smilingly. 

203. Fire-god who could burn up the worlds at the close of 
the Ka/pa, blazed with anger and hurled a Sakti towards the 
leading Danava in the course of the battJe. 

204-205. That shone on his chest like a garland of Siri~a 
flowers. 

Thereafter, drawing from its scabbard the sword as pure as 
the sky, brightening the three worlds with its lustre, Nirrti, the 
Guardian of a Quarter, hurled it at the leading Danava. It fell 
on his head. 

206-209. Even as it fell, the sword immediately broke into 
a hundred pieces. 

Thereupon, the infuriated Lord of Waters (Varuoa) who 
desired to bind the arms of the Lord of Daityas, discharged the 
noose that had an excessively terrible form. Reaching the arm 
of the Daitya, that noose suddenly broke up (in the form) of a 
lordly serpent with an awful row of teeth like a saw. 

Thereupon, the Asvins, Moon-god and Sun-god, Sadhyas, 
V asus, Yak~as, Rik~asas, Gandharvas and Serpents-all these 
mighty ones, once again struck the Lord of Daityas severally with 
different kinds of missiles. 

210-214. The missiles did not have any adverse effect on 
his body that was comparable to an adamantine mountain. Then, 
Tiraka, the Lord of Danavas, jumped out furiously and killed 
crores of the Devas with his fists and kicks. 

On seeing such a vigour of the Daitya, Lord Hari said, "Flee, 
0 Devas" and saying thus he vanished. Devas beginning with 
Sakra became eager to flee but they were held back, being drag-
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ged by the hair, and with blows of fist and kicks struck by the 
excessively haughty Daityas, the chief of whom was K.ilanemi. 
They joyously caught hold of their hair and dragged. They were 
taken across the dry river and bitten on the divine paths(?) Thus 
the Guardians of the Quarters were pulJed and tossed in many 
ways by the great Asuras. 

215. Then a tumultuous sound rose amidst the powerful 
Daityas, 0 descendant of Bharata, shaking the earth, heaven 
and the nether worlds. 

216. The joyous Daityas then eulogized Tiraka, shouting 
i;'Be victorious". They filled and blew loudly the conches having 
the lustre of jasmine and the moon. 

217. They made terrible twanging sounds with the hows 
and the arrows and cJapped their hands. The extremely delight
ed Daityas shouted and danced repeatedly. 

218. Like a cowherd driving herds of cattle in front of him, 
the Lord of Daityas kept the Devas in front. Seated in his 
chariot he went ahead accompanied by Asuras. 

219-221. The powerful Taraka went to his city (Mod. 
Kham bhat or Cambay) situated on the shore of the sea (near 
the confluence of the river) Mahi with the sea. It extended over 
twelve Yojanas. It was rendered beautiful by a rampart wall 
made of copper. It contained many palaces and mansions. It 
was rendered splendid by many miraculous features. In that 
city three (types of) sounds never died out-the sound of music, 
the twanging sound of the bowstring and the sound of ''Let the 
worldly pleasures be enjoyed". After entering the city the king 
went to his palace. 

222•225. With great festivity and celebration, he was 
received and honoured by his sons and wives. There, the king 
went to his brilliant assemb1y-11a1l and occupied the throne. He 
was eulogized by the sons of Diti and gratified and amused by 
<:elestial damsels. The Lord was surrounded by leading Daityas 
seated on brilliant thrones, as if by lions. 

In the meantime a divine lady appeared in that city. In 
beauty she was unequalled, 0 son of Prtha. She was adorned 
with different kinds of ornaments. On seeing her, king Taraka 
was very much surprised. Surprised thus amidst those Daityas, 
he addressed them with these words smilingly: 
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226. "Who are you, gentle lady? Tell me, 0 lady fascinat
ingly beautiful in form, what have you to do with me? •Formerly 
we have never seen a woman like you." 

The woman replied: 

227-230. Know me, 0 excellent Daitya, who am the 
goddess of splendour and glory of the three worlds. 0 Lord, I 
have been acquired by you by means of your penance and 
heroism. 

I adhere to and serve that man who has heroism, is never 
idle or lethargic, is endued with austerity and is never cowardly, 
who is a liberal donor and reasonable enjoyer. 

I abandon at once, 0 delighter of Diti, a coward, a person 
who is extremely morose and dejected, one who harasses chaste 
ladies and one who fears and suspects everyone. 

Mahendra had been almost abandoned by me when your 
mother had been insulted by him. Now he is under your 
control. 

231. Taraka then said to her, "Surely, so be it". That gentle 
lady, Lak~mi, honoured in the three worlds, permeated him. 

232. Then the women who were very well adorned joyously 
received him with due honour, taking up the Virakari1.sya1 ('a_ 
bell-metal pot or plate used to wave lights before victorious. 
heroes on their return') and felicitated him. 

233. The Devas who had been bound by the Daityas were
highly dejected. They stood at the gate, and were made the 
laughing stock of women, the Daitya and other citizens. 

234. In the meantime, Vi~:t;iu, the intelligent one adopted· 
the form of a Daitya. Standing in the midst of those who were 
laughing in derision, he recited these two verses: 

235-236. uwhat is seen of them is very small and insignifi
cant. What is it that the king will not do, recollecting the anger
of his mother? There is no one who does not bow down after 

1. When warriors return home victoriously, it was the custom to welcome 
them by waving lights around their faces. The bell-metal or brass dish-like
plate was used to keep the lights on it in the ceremony of light-waving. That 
plate being associated with reception of heroes is calJed Yfra-karhsya • ... 
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approaching a very powerful person. 0 Suras, stay here by 
adopting the way of white cranes like Markas (? monkeys)." 

237. On hearing this advice directly from Hari, the advice 
which had been intended to be a sarcasm, the Devas stayed 
there in the form of monkeys. 

238. They began to dance in many ways. The Daityas and 
the womenfolk of the Asuras urged and incited them and 
joyously fed them. 

239. Thereupon Vi$f.1U, the intelligent one, spoke to the 
gatekeeper of the Daitya, "Announce (to the king) these 
monkeys for the sake of amusement and diversion of the great 
king." 

240-242. The delighted gatekeeper entered the assembly. 
He knelt on the ground and joined his palms in reverence. Then 
he spoke clearly and concisely (lit. in a very few words) without 
any quibble whatsoever, "0 Lord of Daityas, groups of 
monkeys are standing at the entrance. They are cJ.pable of 
amusing you very well. If you have a desire, it behoves you to 
see." 

On hearing this the king said, "Why do you then delay?" 
243-244. On hearing these words the gatekeeper said to 

Kalanemi, "The great king wishes to see these monkeys im
mediately, 0 Chief of bodyguards. Along with these please 
entertain our Lord." 

Thereupon, Kalanemi took them to the king. 
245. Among the Markas, the Vi$(1U Marka also went after 

abandoniag the form of a Daitya. Then they danced well in front 
of Daitya Tiraka. 

246•247. All the Markas were cheered and applauded by 
the Daityas. Being amused, they shouted with joy and delight. 
The king was excessively delighted by their dance. He said, "0 
Marka•devas, I am delighted and so am granting you freedom 
from fear. Be pleased to stay in my abode. No fear need be 
entertained in the heart." 

248. On hearing this, Vi~o.umarka danced and spoke thus, 
"0 king, we wish to know the limit and boundary of you~ 
abode." 

249. On being asked thus, Tiraka, the excellent Daitya 
laughed and said, "My abode is three-storeyed. This is the group
of the three worlds." 
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250. Harimarka then said, "If it is so, remember your own 
words. 0 king, let these Markas roam about in. all the three 
worlds without any sort of fear. 

<lSI. 0 king, adherence to truth is far superior even to a 
hundred horse-sacrifices. Remembering this virtue, 0 Lord of 
Daityas, make your words truthful." 

252. Then the Daitya who was excessively surprised, spoke 
these words, "Well, 0 monkey, you are highly enlightened. Tell 
me the truth. Who are you?" 

The Lord replied: 

253-254. If it has reached your ears, I am NarayaIJ.a by 
name. It is to protect the Devas that I have adopted the form of 
a M arka. If that is an honourable virtue, keep up your own 
words. Let these Suras roam about your abode. 

255. 0 leading king, haughtiness should never find a place 
in your heart, thinking yourself to be a hero if you see the power 
of Kiila (Time or Death). 

256. If people die successively, there is no slayer as such. 
It is sheer foolishness, if the hater thinks that he is the perpet
rator also. 

257. Who are they whom mishaps do not beset at due time? 
They (i.e. mishaps) afflict sages, Devas, great Asuras, people who 
are old and learned in the three Vidyiis (or Vedas) and ascetics 
in the forest. It is the power of Kala and not that of any doer 
-0r agent. 

258. Neither by the power of Mantras nor by intelligence 
nor by manliness does one get what he is not destined to get. 
At the due time even one who is asleep does get it. 

259. None of these is conducive to the happiness of a per
son : service rendered to parents, worship of deities or other 
good behaviour and conduct. 

260. Neither learning nor penance, neither charitable gifts 
nor friends and kinsmen are competent to save a man afflicted 
·by Kala. 

261. Without the power of Kala, men cannot avert (the 
-destiny). Hundreds of obstacles cannot prevent that which is 
bound to happen from happening and that which is bound to 
go from going. ,. 
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262. Meritorious deeds are like the physical body. Kala is 
like the individual soul. It is when these two join together that 
effects are achieved, 0 Daitya. 

263. Alas! 0 Daitya, crores of Daityas far superior to you, 
have, in the days gone by, suffered miserable plights and have 
been tossed and wafted by the wind of Kala like cotton from the 
silk-cotton tree. 

264. After getting this position you are ,itinking too much 
of yourself. You consider yourself as eternal as Lord Brahma, 
the source of all living beings. 

265. This is not an unshakable position. Nor can it be 
said that it is an unending post of anyone in particular. On 
account of your childish intellect you think, 'This is mine.' 

266. You believe in what should not be believed. You con
sider the unstable, stable. Under the delusion of 'This is mine' 
you wish to possess and retain the glory of the three worlds. 

267. This (position) cannot be a steady and permanent 
possession of yours, of ours or of others. It is after passing 
through many others that it has come to you and is stationed in 
you for the time being. 

268. 0 Taraka, she (i.e. Trailokya-lak$mi) is fickle. She will 
stay with you for some time and like an extremely restless. 
harlot she will pass on to others. 

269. I do not see now those persons by whom the three 
worlds have been enjoyed richly endued with gems and jewels as 
well as medicinal herbs along with rivers, mountains and mines. 

270-272. There have been many leading Danavas of great 
might, viz. Hiraoyakasipu the hero, the invincible Hiraoyak~a, 
Prahlada, Namuci the hero, Vipracitti, Virocana, Kirti, Sura, 
Va.ta.pi the warrior, Ilvala, Asvagriva, Sambara, Puloman, 
Madho, Kaitabha and the others, the chief of whom was Visvajit. 
All of them have been killed by Kala. Indeed Kala is mightier 
than (all) others. 

273. Austerity extending over ten thousand years has been 
performed by all of them. It is not correct that you alone have 
practised a great penance. All of them were engaged in holy and 
truthful rites. All of them possessed very great learning. 

274. All of them were donors, giving plenty to the deserving. 
All of them were sons of the daughters of Dak$a- Refulgent and 
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victorious though they were, they were slain and annihilated by 
KaJa. • 

275. Give up your desire for sensual enjoyments and lustful 
•experiences. Give up this pride arising from affluence and pros
perity. When this affluence vanishes, grief will afflict you. 

276. Do not grieve at the time of sorrow. Do not be exces
sively delighted at the time of happiness. Abandoning (i.e. ignor
ing) the past and the future, maintain your activity in the present. 

277. lndra was always alert and engaged in Yogic practice. 
Still Kala has beset him. Pardon me, 0 Daitya, ere Jong he will 
beset you too. 

278. Who is competent to stand before me in battle if I 
am angry? But Kala, the powerful factor, has intervened. Hence 
I stand waiting, 0 Taraka. 

279~281. You alone know me, 0 Daitya, who I am and of 
what nature is my prowess. In the different Ka/pas, crores and 
thousand billions of great Daityas have been killed (by me). Of 
them, 0 Taraka, you cannot equal even a thousand-millionth 
part. In every Ka/pa, it is I who create the entire universe begin
ning with Brahma. If I wish, I keep it (ever)alive. If I do not 
wish, I destroy it in a moment. It is not that I do not dare to 
kill you in the company of all the other Daityas. 

282-285. But I do not violate Dharma even to the slightest 
extent with the tip of the finger. In spite of being the most pro
minent one, if I infringe upon Dharma which is of the nature of 
the excellent Brahman, in whom will Dharma seek refuge? 

Do not think that I am the agent; the lord who is the perma
nent supreme authority is Kala. It brings to perfection the uni
verse as in the case when fruit appears in the tree. Misery as well 
as happiness arise from the same type of Karmans and Puru~a 
(person) undergoes it, 0 Daitya. See the wonderful nature of 
KaJa. It should be noted by all intelligent men that everything 
happens due to the influence of Kala. 

286. Learned men know that when one's own Karman 
becomes ripe, it yields the fruit. Hence one should perform 
auspicious rites which will be of a meritorious nature. 

287. There shall be happiness, thanks to meritorious deeds. 
lt is certain that misery will result from sins. Thinking about 
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1his, 0 leading Daitya keep your promise if you can honour 
my words wholly. 

Taraka replied: 

288-289. On seeing me stationed here accompanied by 
Kalanemi and others, whose intellect will not become pained? 
Even that of Mrtyu who is desirous of killing others (will become 
pained). But your intellect is steady. It is not pained. It 
visualizes the reality. 

290-291. Whatever you say is true. There is no doubt about 
it. After seeing the universe leading (towards destruction) which 
embodied being will be eager to believe in the body or in riches 
in the world? I too know this world as non-eternal in this way. 

292.1295. The world is thrown into the fire of Kala which 
is terrible and which goes on perpetually. It is a secret thing 
(known to a few alone). Even as a man says, "I shall do this 
today. I shall do this tomorrow", Kala dispels everything, 
like the flood in a river that sweeps away everything on its way. 
Only now have I seen this. It has not been forgotten. The 
prattle of men who are being taken away by Kala is heard. But 
the people who are attached to jealousy, false prestige, covetous
ness, lust, anger, fear, desire, delusion and arguments do not 
understand it. 0 Kesava, they cannot discriminate between 
what is weighty (i.e. important} and what is not weighty, what 
should be done and what should not be done, 0 Kesava. 

296. I know you, 0 Vi~(lu, as the Lord, the most excellent 
one among all living beings. What shall we do? On account of 
our powerful natural traits, we do not meditate on you. 

297. Some worship you with devotion, some with enmity, 
some with frivolous sport. All of them are worthy of your com
passion. You are the immanent soul of all embodied beings. 

298. The ancient and eternal Dharma is the same unto all 
living beings. Let all the heaven-dwellers who, being seized 
depend on me, are released by me, now go away. 

299. Again, in the form of monkeys, they must roam about 
in all the three worlds. They must not desire a share in · the 
Yajnas. This is the stipulated condition. 

300. When this was said by Taraka, the Devas were 
delighted. 
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If a ram, even after being shorn, be released alive from a 
butcher, it is (definitely) a gain. 

The Lord advised: 

301-303. 0 Lord of Daityas, be a knower of reality. Be 
endowed with learning, wisdom and power of penance. You are 
able to see Kala clearly like a myrobalan on the palm. 

0 highly intelligent devotee of Siva, who are conversant 
with the behaviour of Ka.Ja, 0 son of Vajraliga, you are blessed. 
You are one worthy of being loved by intelligent ones. 

Enjoy the three worlds as long as the power (potency) of 
your penance lasts. These Suras will roam over the universe 
under this condition. 

304. After saying this, lord Narayai;ta, surrounded by the 
herd of Markas, went away from that region and came to the 
mountain Meru. 

305-307. After reaching Meru,' Hari spoke these words, 
"All of you go to Brahma. He will do what is conducive to your 
welfare. You must never violate the conditions. They should be 
maintained." Saying this, lord Vi$J.lU vanished there itself, after 
being bowed to and eulogized by the Devas. The Suras went to 
Brahma. 

308. The excellent ones from heaven who went there 
eulogized him. His brilliance shone in all the three worlds. 
Attaining great prosperity by the grace of Siva, the heroic son 
of Vajranga too rejoiced. 

309-310. He himself became Indra: Nimi was appointed in 
the place of Vahni; Kilanemi became Yama; Sta:rilbha was 
appointed in the place of Nirrti. Mahi~a officiated as Varui:ia; 
Me,a took charge from the Wind-god; Kujambha became the 
officer in the place of Dhanada. Tiraka gave the posts of others 
to other Daityas. 
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Niirada said: 

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO 

The Birth of Parvatl 

193 

1. Having assumed the form of Markas Devas who had 
been humiliated thus, accompanied by Mahendra, went to 
the abode of the Self-born Lord. 

2. Thereupon, Brahma who was surprised, spoke to those 
leading Suras, "Stay here in your own forms. There is no fear 
from Taraka here.'' 

3. Thereupon, Devas who resumed their own forms and 
whose lotus-like faces had become faded, bowed down to him 
like sons bowing down to their father. All of them eulogized 
him then: 

4. "Obeisance to you, the source of the universe, the cause, 
the protector and the annihilator of the universe. Obeisance to 
you. 0 lord, these are the three states of yours: 

S. At the outset, you created the waters and cast semen 
virile therein. It became the Golden Egg in which the worlds 
including mobile and immobile beings (took shape). 

6. In the Vedas they call you one with the Cosmic Form 
( Vira(l-rupa) .1 Your single form is like this: Patala is the root 
(i.e. sole) of the foot. The heel and the foot are Rasatala. 

7-8. Mahatala is the ankle; Talatala is the calf; Sutala is 
the knee; Vitala and Atala are the thighs; the surface of the 
earth is the hip; the sky-surface is the navel; tbe region of the 
luminaries is the region of the chest and the heavenly world is 
called the arms. 

9. The world of Maha\t is the neck; Janaloka is glorified as 
the face; Tapoloka is the forehead and Satya Loka is cited as 
the head. 

10. The sun and the moon are the eyes; the cardinal points 
are the ears and the Asvins the nose. The expounders of the 
Vedas say that you are the Atman abiding in the Brahmarandhra 
('the aperture on the crown of the head'). 

1. VV. 6-10 describe the Cosmic Form (Vira,J-rupo) of god Brahmi. 
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11. Those who remember this Virii{l Riipa and worship it 
become rid of the bondage of births and attain you, the 
Supreme region. • 

12. Thus they praise: You are gross as stationed in the 
middle of Jiving beings; your subtle form is meditated upon in 
imagination. Therefore, the Vedas say that you are omnipresent. 
0 Lotus-born, to you we offer worship assuredly (id)." 

13. On being eulogized thus, Viraiici became extremely 
compassionate. Though he knew (everything), he spoke thus in 
order to pacify them : 

14. '"All of you are extremely miserable and wretched; 
your lotus-like faces have become faded. Your weapons have 
been snatched away from you. Suddenly your ornaments and 
garments have been lost. 

15. 0 Devas, the vexation and mortification to which you 
are subjected affect me too, because in my Vairiija body you are 
termed as the arms. 

16-11. (Defective) Whatever is dignified and exalted; what
ever possessed intrinsic strength; whatever is virtuous and 
powerful (is my body). Jn it you are in the place of my arms. 
These my arms have been destroyed. Indeed my arms were 
·cut off by that wicked-minded one. It behoves you to say, 0 
Devas, what he has done unto you." 

Devas said: 

18. We have been insulted and injured very much by the 
son of Vajranga, 0 Lord, to whom you had granted boons. That 
you do know exactly. 

19. The shore of the ocean near the mouth of the river 
Mahi, the holy spot Sarvika has been forcibly occupied by 
him, 0 Lord. It has been turned into a desert. 

20. All the supernatural powers of all Devas have been 
taken away by him. In the form of a great Bhuta (spirit) he 
.alone is the lord of the universe. 

21. The Moon, the Sun, the Planets, the Stars and others 
belonging to the Deva-side have been dismissed by him and 
those belonging to the Daitya-side have been appointed by him 
(in their place). 

22. We were held captive by him and derided very much. 
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'By the favour of Vitl}.U we somehow extricated ourselves from 
the difficult situation. 

23. We have sought refuge {in you). We are afflicted. We 
are distressed due to hunger and thirst. Considering that we 
have been the preservers of Dharma (virtue and piety), it be
hoves you to protect {us). 

24. On being told thus by Suras about the misdemeanour 
of the Daitya, the Self-born Lord pondered over it truthfully 
and then said to Suras: 

25. "Taraka, the Daitya, cannot be killed by anyone 
whether Sura or Asura. The Lord by whom he will be killed is 
not yet born. 

26·28. By means of his penance he became so refulgent that 
he was capable to burn the three worlds. He was then prevented 
by me by making him choose the boons he liked. That Daitya 
chose the boon that his death should be from a seven•day old 
infant. That seven-day old infant who will be born to Sankara 
will be the slayer of Taraka, the hero. 

29. The auspicious goddess named Sati who immolated 
herself as a result of the insult and disrespect from Dak~a, will 
be born as the daughter of Himacala. 

30. Effort should be made for the union of that goddess 
and Sankara. Undoubtedly, I shall do whatever remains to be 
done in this task." 

31. Devas, on being told thus directly by the Lotus-born 
Lord, bowed down to him and went to Meru in the form of 
Markas. 

32. When Devas had gone, Lord Brahma, the grandfather of 
the worlds, remembered Nisa ('Night'), his own body born 
formerly. 

33. Then the goddess Night approached and stood near 
Brahma. On seeing her the Lord told her (i.e. Night) in a lonely 
place: 

34. "0 (goddess) Night, a great task of the Devas has 
come up. That has to be carried out by you, 0 gentle lady. 
Listen to the exact nature of the task. 

3S-39.. There is a Lord of Daityas named Tiraka. He is a 
-comet unto the Suras. He has never been conquered. In order 
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to liquidate him, Lord Siva will procreate a son. He will bring 
about the destruction of that Daitya Taraka. . " At the outset, when I was born I saw lord Ardhanirisvara 
standing in front. He was standing pervading the entire universe. 
On seeing him, I told him 'Worship the Lord with devotion ... 
Thereupon the female became separate from the male. AU the 
women in the three worlds are proclaimed as born of the female. 
The eleven Rudras and male ones are born of the male part. On 
seeing the female, I told my son Dak~a: 

40. 'Accept this daughter. The universe is mine as well as 
yours. This will be your daughter saving you from the miserable 
hell named Pum.' 

41. On being told thus by me, Dak$a adopted her as his. 
daughter. After giving her the name Sati, he devoutly gave her 
to Rudra. 

42. On a certain occasion, the father insulted her. He was a 
person of sinful resolve, a stigma on the family, a person of 
suicidal activities, a wicked soul. 

43. Those who do not honour Rudra are clearly blots on 
the family. They are Pisacas ('Ghosts'). They become wicked 
souls and Brahma-Rak,asas. 

44. On account of insult from him (Dak~a), the goddess 
cast off her body. The Yajna was destroyed by Bhava. These 
and (subsequent things) are known to you. 

45. Now she will be born as the daughter of Himalaya. 
Certainly, she will attain Mahesvara as her husband. 

46. Therefore, this is the j oh to be carried out by you. 
Enter the womb of Mena and turn her complexion black so that 
she will be Kali ('dark-complexioned'). 

47-49. On being laughed at by Rudra, she will perform a 
great penance. After concluding her holy observances the god
dess herself will become fierce and formidable. Then she will 
herself regain the extremely fair complexion. Being separated 
from her, he will consider the entire space of the three worlds a 
void. 

He will perform a severe penance waiting for the goddess, in 
a cave of the same (Himilaya) mountain which is frequented by 
Siddhas. 
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50. The great son born to them who have performed great 
penances, will be the annihilator of Daitya Tiraka. 

51. 0 splendid lady, without penance there can never be 
any achievement anywhere. Penance is called the root of all 
Siddhis ('miraculous powers'). 

52. 0 goddess, the Danavas whose leaders will be Cw;i9a 
and Mu1.1~a and who cannot be vanquished by the whole world 
should be killed by you after coming out of the body ( of Parvati). 

53. 0 goddess, since you will kill CaJJ,~a and MuJ).~a, you 
wiJI become famous by the name Ciimu7Jqa1 in the world. 

54. Thereupon, 0 goddess, 0 bestower of boons. the world 
will worship you in different forms and ways. You who can go 
wherever you like, will accomplish their desires. 

55-56. Excellent Brahma)J.as worship you as Giiyatrr with 
Omkara as her face. Kings of very great power (will worship 
you) as Orjitii ('having great power and potentiality') and 
bestower of strength. Vaisyas worship (you) as Bhiiti ('pros
perity'). Similarly, 0 splendid one, Siidras worship as ~ivii. 

You are K$iinti ('forbearance') of the sages, which cannot be 
agitated. You are Daya (mercy) of those who have holy obser
vances and restraints. 

57-59. You are Nlti ('policy') of those who make strat
egic movements. You have the great collection of Upii.yas ('ex
pedients'). You are the environment of wealth and riches. 
You are considered as the vital air. You are the Yukti ('device') 
of all the living beings. You are the Gati ('goal') of all embodied 
ones. You are Rati ('pleasure') of those who are inclined towards 
pleasure. You are Prtti ('affection') of those who see things dear 
to the heart. You are Kiinti ('lustre') of those who have splendid 
forms. You are Siinti ('peace') of those who perform auspicious 
holy rites. You are Bhriinti (·delusion') of those who have deJud
ed minds. You are the fruit (i.e. merit) of those who perform 
Kratus ('sacrifices'). 

60. You are the great foreshore of the oceans. You are 
Lila ('dalliance') of those who lead graceful romantic lives. You 

J. Apart from the popular et~·moJogy of CAmuoc;li from Ca(ujla and 
Mu94a, god Brahma praises (in vv. 54-63), NisA, his former body as if sho 
is the h!ghest deity. The subordinate position of Nisl becomes obvious in 
v. 64. 
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are Samhhuti ('origin and existence') of the objects. You are the
Sthil i ('preservation'} protecting the worlds. • 61. You are the night of destruction (at the end of the 
world), the destroyer of all the groups of the worlds. You are 
Vibhavarl ('night'), the bestower of the pleasure of the beloved's 
embrace. 

62. Be pleased with us. We have bowed down. Look at us 
with gracious eyes. 

63. Those who eulogize you, 0 auspicious one, in thi!I 
manner and worship you, will invariably attain all their desires. 
There is no doubt about this." 

64. On being told thus the goddess Nisa joined her palms in 
reverence. Saying "So be it" she hurriedly went, at the outset,. 
to the great abode of Himalaya. 

65. There in a great mansion with gem-studded walls, she 
saw Mena with pale yellowish white complexion and lotus-like 
face. 

66. She was seated with a slight bend to one side where the
breasts protruded with the nipples somewhat dark in colour. 
Medicinal herbs had been tied to her limbs after being charged 
with excellent Mantras. 

67-68. When the pair of lotus-like eyes of Mena closed 
slightly, the goddess of Night, at the instance of Brahma, entered 
the mouth of the mother of the mother of the universe and 
gradually entered her stomach. The goddess Vibhavari ('Night') 
coloured the complexion of the goddess, mother of Guha. 

69. Thereafter, in the excellent Brahma Muhurta (i.e. early 
dawn), Mena, the bestower of auspiciousness on the universe, 
the beloved wjfe of Himagiri, gave birth (to a daughter) of 
splendid face. 

70. When she was born, all the living beings, the mobile as 
well as the immobile ones, became happy. All the residents of all 
the worlds were joyful. 

71. The minds of cruel animals and embodied beings became 
calm. The refulgence of all the luminaries was enhanced. 

72. The plants and the medicinal herbs of the forest yielded 
tasty fruits and fragrant flowers. The sky became devoid of 
cloudiness and dear. 
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73. The wind was very pleasing to the touch. The quarters 
were very charming. All the scriptures that had been forgotten 
became manifest. 

74-76. At that time the power of important holy spots 
became highly meritorious. Everyone had faith_ in truth, virtue, 
study of the Vedas, Yajiia, charitable gifts and penance at the 
time of the birth of Guha's mother. 

In the firmament, the immortal ones with their eyes bloom
ing with delight, showered flowers. Devas, the chiefs of whom 
were Hari, Brahma, Mahendra, the Sun, the Wind and the Fire 
gods released showers of flowers over the splendid abode of 
Mena. 

77-80. The great mountains beginning with Meru assumed 
physical forms and took part in that great festival. They were 
rendered splendid by means of Vlrakiimsyas (i.e. bell metal 
plates to hold Nlriijana lamps during waving ceremony). Oceans. 
and Rivers also came from all sides. At that time Himavan 
became worthy of being served, worshipped and approached by 
all the mobile and immobile beings in the world, 0 descen
dant ofBharata. After enjoying the great festival all of them 
went back to their respective abodes. 

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE 

Himavlin Consoled 

Harada said: 

1. Thereafter the goddess born of the Mountain played and 
sported. That goddess of good fortune and exalted magnificence, 
the splendid lady, played along with the girls of Devas and 
Gandharvas, the ladies of Mountains and of Kinnara families 
and the daughters of acetics. 

2. Once, 0 son of Pao9u, Vasava (i.e. Indra) who was. 
staying on Meru, remembered me. On being remembered I went 
to Vasava. 
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3. On seeing me the Thousand-eyed Lord became extremely 
delighted. He got up and worshipped me. After receiving his 
adoration I said : 

4. "0 deadly fire of annihilation destroying the intensively 
mad arrogance of great Asuras, I hope you are hale and hearty 
and are delighted {too)." 

5-8. On being asked by me thus, Sakra smilingly spoke 
these words: "The sprout of welfare of the three worlds has 
come out. With regard to the outcome of its fruit, you have 
been remembered, 0 Sage. You know everything thought by 
everyone. Still I (act as) one who reminds and urges. If one 
confides matters to a friend, one attains great pleasure. There
fore, you (meet) the Lord of Mountains, the beloved wife of the 
Mountain and the goddess born of the Mountain and make them 
take Hara as the bridegroom. (See) that they do not approve of 
anyone else." 

9. Thereafter, on hearing his words I went to the excellent 
Mountain whose abode was in O~adhiprastha ('land of medicinal 
herbs'). He (shone) like the lord of the heavenly world himself. 

10. I was honoured by him. A golden seat was offered to 
me with great devotion by himself. I sat on it with great pleasure. 

11. As I accepted his respectful reception (arghya) the 
Mountain with his face beaming like a full-blown lotus slowly 
enquired about my happiness and the progress of penance in 
sweet smooth words. 

12-1 Sa. I too enquired about his well-being and then replied 
to the Lord of the Mountains: ''0 Lord of the Mountains, you 
occupy the eastern and the western cardinal points and protect 
the living beings. Oh, you are blessed indeed, 0 Mountain I 
With your assistance, leading Brahma1.1as achieve everything 
they require through penance, holy rites and sacred ablutions. 
You support some Brahmai:ias through the materials required 
for Yajiias and some, by offering them fruits, bulbous roots etc. 
What then need be said about you? 0 Mountain, other living 
beings too resort to you in various ways and rejoice in the same 
manner as the living beings resorting to a householder. You 
suffer the rigours of chillness, sunshine and heavy downpour. 
You bear patiently different kinds of sufferings and help other 
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-creatures. Good people are like this. What then need be said 
more than this about you? You are blessed, 0 Mountain, 
because Mahesvara himself occupies a cave in you.'' 

18b-21. 0 Phalguna, when I spoke these truthful words, 
the queen of Himalaya, Mena, came there desirous of seeing 
me. She was foil owed by her daughter. A few servant-maids 
too followed. She entered the great assembly with her face bent 
down and all the limbs (covered decently). Thereafter, the 
queen of the Mountain bowed down to me and saluted me with 
her face covered with a cloth (veil) and with palms of the lotus
like hands joined in reverence. With truthful blessinlS I offered 
my benedictions to her. 

22. "0 splendid lady, always be chaste, well-behaved, for
tunate mother of heroes and attended by heroes, 0 lady, the 
bestower of the progress of the family." 

23. Then I spoke in sweet gentle words to the daughter of 
Himalaya Mountain, whose surprise was evident in her eyes: 
'~Come, girl, near me." 

24. Then the goddess, the mother of the universe, exhibiting 
her childhood to me clasped her father's neck and slipped down 
in his lap. 

25-26. The father gently spoke these words to her, "0 
daughter, salute the sage. Thanks to the grace of the sage, you 
will certainly get a well-approved husband." 

On being told thus, the lass covered her face with the e,id of 
her garment. With a slight quiver and a muffled hum, she 
whispered something and thereafter did not say anything. 

27-32. I was surprised then. Being the most excellent one 
among those who are conversant with courteous behaviour, I 
said to the goddess once again, "0 splendid girl, come. I shall 
give you a gem-set toy kept by me for long." 

On being told thus, she got up from her father's lap speedily 
and saluted my feet. She was taken in my lap by me. Consider
ing that she would be worthy of being worshipped by the uni
verse I said, "0 lass, I do not see anything befitting you. I do 
not know what blessing should I offer. What is the blessing 
suitable unto you?" 

When this was spoken by me, the queen of the Lord of 
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Mountains, out of motherly affection, became afraid that I would 
not bless her. She urged me slowly: • 

"0 Holy Lord, you know everything, the past and the future. 
Therefore, I wish to know of what nature will her husband be." 

On hearing this my face was covered with smiles. Witty and 
humorous that I am, I said thus: 

33-34. ''0 gentle lady, her husband is one who is not born. 
He is one with evil characteristics. He is naked. He is absolutely 
devoid of wealth. He is furious (by nature). He is alwayssurroun• 
ded by cruel persons. " 1 

On hearing this, Himacala became extremely excited and 
bewildered as well as bereft of all energy. With his throat 
choked with tears, the great Mountain spoke to me: 

35. "Oh I this world is extremely mysterious. It is incom
prehensible even to great men. He who is the most excellent one 
due to his efficiency, does not show mercy to men. 

36. It is with very great effort, by means of many kinds of 
meritorious deeds that people attain the rare state of being a 
human being. 

37-39a. Though it is unstable, somehow with very great 
difficulty it is considered to be stable. There too, rare indeed is a 
chaste wife who follows (her husband in) similar holy rites, who 
is born of a great family and who will adhere to her husband. 

There again, it is rare to be able to practise pious rites along 
with her, as laid down in the Vedas, in a manner conducive to 
the welfare of the three worlds. 

39b-40. Again it is very rare that one is born to her. That 
child is for the sake of its child (continuation of the race?) in the 
world, 0 Narada. It is the meritorious one who gets something 
from among these rare things. 

41. Someone may or may not desire all these things. The 
worldly existence (Sorhsiira) makes a man deficient and wanting 
in something or the other. 

42. It is a defect in the worldly existence that one has to 
experience the fruit of one's own (past) actions. 

All the Vedas praise the stage of a householder. 

1. The reaJ meaning of these apparently disparaging epithets is given in1 
VY. 52-59. 
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43. Some say that it is not so. How can they (survive) if 
there is no householder? Therefore, the acquisition of a son is 
praised by Brahma in the scriptures. 

44. That is for the sake of further increase in the creation 
and to save ( one) from hell. There, the creation is not possible 
without the birth of women. 

45. That species is by nature wretched and victim of ill-luck 
and dejection. Lest there should be disrespect to them, the 
following statement of great effect has been distinctly made by 
Brahma in the scriptures: · 

46. 'A daughter is equal to ten sons. The merit that one 
derives by bringing up ten sons is obtainable by bringing up one 
daughter.' 

47-50. Hence a daughter becomes deplorable to the father. 
She increases his misery always even if she happens to be wholly 
endowed with all objects, even if she possesses sons, a husband 
and ample wealth. The statement that has been made by you in 
regard to this (daughter of mine) causes me grief. For what 
fault was my daughter considered not worthy of benediction? 
How is it that her husband is one who is not born? How is he 
one with evil characteristics? How is he devoid of wealth, 0 
sage? How is it that he is the bestower of all on all? This im
possible statement of yours bewilders my mind as it were." 

51. As he was overwhelmed by sorrow along with his wife 
owing to the affection for his daughter, 0 son of Pa(lQU, I con
soled him with truthful words: 

52. ''Do not be sad, 0 king of Mountains, on this occasion 
of delight. You are highly meritorious. Listen to my statement 
which is meaningful. 

53. This girl, your daughter, is the mother of this universe, 
the bestower of all Siddhis. In her former birth she had been 
the wife ofBhava under the name Sati. 

54. 'What shall I give her-an insignificant feJlow giving a 
lamp to the Sun?' It was thinking thus that I did not offer any 
benediction to the great goddess. 

55. Her husband is one who is not born, because Bhava is 
(always) present. That great Lord, the source of all the creatures 
past, present and future, is one who is not born. 
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56-57. Sankara, the supreme Isvara is the refuge, is eternal, 
and the chastiser. • 

All the deities meditate upon him as the goal. He is not 
obtained even through all the Vedas. 0 Mountain, the entire 
universe beginning with Brahma, they say, is like a toy in the 
hand of a boy. 

58. Though his activities may not be auspicious, Hara is an 
abode of all auspiciousness. Though he is devoid of wealth, he 
is the bestower of all. He alone knows himself. 

59. That Lord is permanent, steady, the great Lord, the 
unageing Hara. He will become her husband. Then why do you 
feel sorry?" 

CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR 

Klima is Burned 

Niirada said: 

1-2. On hearing this along with his wife, he became highly 
delighted in his mind. After bowing down to me he said, "If it 
is so, I am (really) meritorious. I will tell you something more. 
The right hand of my daughter is spread out (as in offering a 
thing and thus) faces upwards. What is the reason thereof? 0 
Narada, I wish to hear about it." 

3-6. On being asked thus by the Mountain, I told the reason 
then : "Her hand is always in the position of offering freedom 
from fear to all the living beings. Therefore, the hand faces 
upwards. 0 Mountain, she is the wife of the Bull-emblemed 
Lord of the universe. She is the future mother of all the worlds. 
She is the sanctifier of all living beings. Hence steps should be 
du]y taken by you, 0 most excellent one among the leading 
Mountains, so that she can be immediate]y united with the 
Pinika-bearing Lord quickly. In this, 0 Himalaya, a great task 
of Devas is involved." 

7-8. After saying this to Himilaya I took leave of him and 
informed V asava too: "Greater part of my duly has been 
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accomplished by me. But the Five-arrowed one (i.e. Madana, the 
god of Love) should be induced {and sent) for the remaining 
part ofthe task." After directing him thus, O Phalguna, I went 
to Taraka. 

9-11. I am fond of quarrels and hence I went to him for 
intimating this matter to him clearly. Urged by my suggestion, 
Himadri directed Parvati along with her friends to propitiate 
Bhava (i.e. Siva). She served that Lord. On seeing her good 
conduct, Parvati was employed (by god Siva) (to fetch) flowers, 
water, fruits etc. She duly carried out (the task assigned to her). 
At my instance, Mahendra remembered Smara (god of Love), 
0 descendant of Bharata. 

12. On coming to know that he was being remembered, 
(the mind-born god of Love) whose missile was the sprout of 
Mango tree, appeared immediately in the company of Rati and 
V asanta (i.e. the spring season). 

13-16. The intelligent one (i.e. Indra) touched him (gently) 
smiJingly and spoke to him these words: "0 lover of Rati, of 
what avail is much advice to you? You live in the mind. Hence 
you know what is in the mind of all living beings. Still, I will 
teJI you (something) remembering my eagerness for my own 
task. It behoves you, 0 Manmatha, to carry out a great task of 
mine. Mahesvara, the lord of compassion, is separated from his 
wife Sati. Unite him with the goddess born in the house of 
Himadri. When the goddess and the Lord are satisfied, they will 
carry out whatever you wish.'' 

M adana said: 

17-20. This is not true, 0 Lord of Devas. Indeed that Lord 
has taken pleasure in penance. As Manu has said, magnificence 
and refulgence cannot be attained by other means (than penance). 
In the Vedantas, the Brahma.r,as censure and insult me every 
now and then: "This Kama (Lust) is a great .fire of great 
appetite, a great sinner. Spiritual knowledge is enveloped by 
this eternal enemy of wise men. Hence this Kaina should be 
abandoned always by excellent men, as though it is a serpent." 
How will Mahesvar.a be delighted with me of such a nature? 
Just as Vasudeva, the preceptor of the universe, is not pleased 
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with a sinner addicted to drinking liquor, (so is Mahesvara not 
delighted with me). • 

lndra said: 

21-25. Do not say so, 0 highly fortunate one. Without 
you, which man on the earth is competent to attain (the four 
aims in life, viz.) Dharma, Artha, Klima and Mok1a? Whatever is 
achieved in the world has Kiimanii (Desire) at its root. How is 
it then that those who aspire after salvation censure Kama? 
True indeed is the statement in the Veda that your form is three
fold, 0 Manmatha, viz. Tamasa, Rajasa and Sattvika. If the 
desire is not for liberation(?) it is your Tamasa form. A mere 
desire for something, with the intention of having some pleasure, 
is your Rajasa form. The desire of a simple nature for some 
object is your Sattvika form. Who is it, tell me, who does not 
resort to one of these three forms? 

26-27. You are the Great Being itself worthy of being 
worshipped. Carry out this task of ours. On seeing even 
ordinary persons afflicted learned men save them even at the 
cost of their own lives, while this (task) is great and has great 
outcome. Thinking thus, you make that task clearly manifest 
in every respect. 

28. On hearing this and saying "So be it", Smara (i.e. 
Marlana) went to Himadri. He was accompanied by Rati and 
Vasanta. He was richly (endowed) (supplied) with cuckoo and 
other parts of his army. 

29. There he saw the holy region of the hermitage of 
Sarhbhu. It was full of many kinds of trees and was teeming 
with animals which were quiescent therein. 

30. There he saw the gatekeeper of the Three-eyed Lord, 
named Viraka as if Lord Mahesina incarnate, and ten thousands 
of his Gal).as. 

31-32. He saw Mahesana with the eyes fixed on the tip of 
the nose. He was seated in the middle of an altar under the 
shade of a Devadiru tree. His body was straight and erect. He 
was seated motionless, comfortably engaged in meditation. 
Mahesvara had controlled all the sense organs aad had entered 
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1he Supreme Atman through (his) Atman. He was a storehouse 
-of penance. 

33. On seeing him in that posture, Madana tried to enter 
within him. Under the pretext of the humming (of the) bee, he 
·entered the mind ( of Siva). 

34. In the meantime the Lord with the eyes opened and .the 
mind affected with love, remembered the daughter of the king 
of Mountains. 

35. (Ushered in and) announced by Viraka, the daughter 
of the Mountain entered. At that time the highly fortunate girl 
·entered in the same manner as she used to do usually. 

36. The Lord found that his mind had become enamoured 
of her. He sportingly curbed (the feeling) and looked behind. 
There he saw the Lover of Rati (Madana) with the bow fully 
bent. 

37. With the compassionate feeling of destroying (that 
feeling of love), the Lord went to various places.1 Everywhere 
he saw Madana standing behind with the arrow fuUy drawn 
on the bow. 

38. Mahadeva wandered over rivers, mountains, hermitages 
and Jakes. But he saw him always behind hiin. 

39. After wandering over all the three worlds, he came 
back to his hermitage once again. On seeing him still stationed 
behind, Hara released a deep breath. 

40. Thereafter, 0 son of Pa(l~u, Kama was reduced to ash 
by the fire emanating from the third eye even as the heaven
<iweJlers were lamenting. 

41. After reducing him to ash, the fire that arose from the 
eyes of Hara increased in size in order to burn the entire uni
verse. It filled the faces of all cardinal points with its flames. 

42-43. Thereafter, for the sake of the people of the universe 
Bhava divided that fire of Smara among proud people, the moon, 
flowers, songs, bees, the beaks of the cuckoo and sporting 
grounds. Indeed when one is near them, the heart of lovers 
becomes more affectionate. 

1. Sankara's tleeiq away from Madana and Madana"s pursuit of &u\kara 
is a special feature of this episode in this (Kaumarika) Kha'f)i4. 
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44-45a. That fire gets enkindled eternally. It is very difficult 
to be cured and is conducive to unhappiness. • 

On seeing Smara reduced to ash by the flames of the fiery 
breaths of Hara, pitiable Rati cried and lamented along with 
(her) friend Madhu ('Spring'). 

45b. She who was thus crying was consoled by Madhu in 
various ways: 

46. On hearing the lamentations of Rati, the Bull-emblem
ed Lord of Devas looked at Ka.ma's wife with great compassion 
and said: 

47. "0 gentle lass, though he has no body, your husband 
will do everything necessary at the time of amorous dalliance. 
There is no doubt about this. 

48. When Lord Vi~i,.u incarnates as the son of Vasudeva, 
he who will be born as his son, will be your husband." 

49. On being told thus, Rati bowed down to Rudra and 
went away as she pleased in the company of Vasanta and others. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE 

Mahadeva Meets Piirvatl: Eagerness/or Marriage with Piirvatl 

A.rjuna said: 
1-3. 0 celestial sage, the story that is being narrated (by 

you) is (life-giving) just like Nectar. 0 sage tell me further. 
Lord Mahesvara knows Sati as his own wife and the task of the 
slaying of Tiraka. He was performing the penance due to the 
bereavement of Sati. (In spite of all these) why did he burn 
Smara (Kama)? You bad also said that he performed penance 
due to the separation from Sati and that the Lord occupied 
Himadri because of his desire to have union with her. 

Narada narrated: 

4-9. It is true, 0 son of Prtha, that this was the desire of. 
Bhava at the outset: "I must not be united with her before 
performing the penance. Without a penance, one does not 
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become pure in body. Bodily contact with one of impure 
body is not (proper). Penance is the root cause of all great acts. 
The achievement of those who have not performed penance does 
not reach (the level of) great men's deeds. It is for this reason 
that the Lord burned that arrogant one (i.e. Kama). 

When Smara was burned, the Lord left off Parvati (standing) 
there bashfully. Accompanied by the Ga:Qas, the Lord reached 
Kailasa. 

The goddess got very much dejected and faltered at every 
step. Cursing her own life, she wandered here and there. 

Himadri asked Rati who was lamenting on his peak: 
10. "Who are you, 0 auspicious lady? To whom do you 

belong? Why do you cry?" On being asked, Rati recounted 
everything as it happened. 

11. When it was reported thus by Rati, the Mountain be
came agitated in his mind. He reached the place ( of Parvati), 
took his daughter by hand and went to his own city. 

t 2. Through the mouth of her friends, she informed her 
parents thus: ''Of what use is this wretched unfortunate body? 

13. I will either get the husband desired (by me) or cast off 
this body. If the desired object is impossible to be achieved, how 
can it be obtained without penance? 

14. Hence I will dry up my physical body by means of 
different kinds of restraints. If you both have kindness towards 
me, permit me for this." 

I 5. On hearing these words, the mother and father said to 
that auspicious (girl), "U-MA ('Oh, do not')! 0 e.xcessively 
frail daughter, your body is not capable of enduring the pain and 
rigour of penance. 

16-17. 0 girl of gentle appearance, the future events and 
objects cannot be avoided at any time. Even if a man does not 
wish for them, the future events do take place. Hence O girl, no 
purpose will be served by 1neans of penance." 

Srldevl replied: 
18. My opinion is that this statement of yours is not correct. 

It is not through destiny alone that objects are achieved. 
19. A man acquires fruit partly by means of fate, partly by 
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means of force (efforts) and partly as a natural sequence. There 
is no fourth means (for acquisition of fruit). • 

20. It is said that Brahmahood was acquired by Brahma 
by the power of penance. I do not wish to count what has been 
acquired by others. 

21. If the desired thing is not accomplished through the 
body which is unstable (i.e. perishable), a foolish fellow will 
regret later when the body falls off (i.e. passes away). 

22. This is the nature of this body. It is born in some place 
and it dies in another p]ace. In some cases, it dies in the womb 
and in some cases it dies as soon as it is born. 

23. It perishes in childhood, in youth or in old age. Of 
what use is this fickle body, if one's own purpose is not 
achieved? 

24. After saying this, she went to the peak of Himalaya, the 
holy peak of many miracles and mysteries. She was accompanied 
by her friends and was tearfully looked at by her parents. 

25. There, the daughter of the Mountain cast off her (costly) 
robes and ornaments. She wore divine bark garments and 
performed penance with great restraint. 

26. InstalJing I svara in the heart and enthusiastically recit
ing Pra,:,ava (i.e. Omkora), Parvati became one worthy of being 
honoured even by sages and was then so honoured (even by 
them), 0 son of Prtha. 

27-31. She used to take hoJy baths thrice a day. For a 
hundred years she used to eat only a leaf of Patala (trumpet 
flower-tree). For another hundred years, she ate only a withered 
Bilva leaf. For another hundred years, she drank water only 
and for still another hundred years she lived on air only. 
Thereafter practising restraints she stood on the big toes of her 
feet. Then she remained without any food. On account of her 
penance, peopJe became scorched. Then on seeing the universe 
energized (scorched 7) by her penance, Hara personally came 
there in the guise of a Brahmacarin ('religious student'). He wore 
divine bark garments and covered himself with the hide of 
Ruru deer. He held a staff having the requisite good character-
istics. He had presence of mind and decent behaviour. There-
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upon, with great respect her friends received him and adored 
him. 

32-36. When he expressed his desire to speak to the 
daughter of the Mountain, he was urged (to wait) thus by (her) 
friends: 

"0 holy Brahma:\}a, this splendid girl of great fortune has 
taken up ho)y observances and restraints. In another five 
Muhurtas (i.e. four hours) her holy observances will be conclud
ed. Therefore, wait till that time. Thereafter, 0 BriihmaQ.a, you 
will carry on a dialogue with our friend on various topics 
relating to virtue, piety and devotion." 

After saying this, those friends, Vijaya and others, spent their 
time in front of the Brahma:r;ta describing the activities of the 
goddess with tears on their faces (eyes). 

A little before the close of the stipulated period, the highly 
intelligent Brahmacarin, under the pretext of a gen~ral survey 
(of the premises) went to a deep pool of water situated near her 
hermitage. He fell down into it and therefore cried extremely 
aloud.1 

37-39. "I am drowning here. One of you, kindly lift me 
up." On hearing him cry aloud in a shrill voice thus, Vijaya 
and others came there and offered him their hands. Thereupon 
he sank deeper and deeper and went farther and fart her crying 
louder and louder. "I would rather die than touch a girl without 
spiritual achievement. This is not a lie." Thereupon, Parvati 
herself came there after concluding her holy observances. 

40-41. She offered him her left hand but he did not approve 
of it. "0 gentle lady, one shall not accept what is not at all 
clean, what has been done contemptuously and what has been 
performed by one with some defects. Your left hand is unclean 
and I will never hold it.'' 

42-43. On being told thus, Parvati said : "I will not offer 
my right hand to anyone, 0 Brahmal).a, as it has been allotted 
to the Lord of the Devas. Lord Bhava alone will hold my right 

1. This ruse of drowning in a pool by gankara to catch hold of the right 
hand of Parvati and her determination to end her life as she got polluted by 
helping the disguised Siva out of the pool by her right hand, is an innovation 
not aiven in K.edtJrakhalJ(/a Ch. 22, vv 42 ff'. 
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hand, even if it were to be shattered by severe penance. What 
has been said by me is true." 

The Bralimatia said: 

44-48. If your pride is of this sortt by whom can (my) 
departure be prevented? Just like your vow, my vow too is un
shakable. We (BrahmaIJ.as) are worthy of respect of even Rudra. 
Of what nature is your penance, tell me, whereby you neglect 
a distressed Brahn1aJJ,a who is on the point of death. If you 
disrespect Brahmal).as go away from (the path of) my vision. If 
you consider them worthy of being worshipped, lift me up. 
Otherwise not. 

Thereupon, after pondering upon the pros and cons in various 
ways, the splendid lady considered the uplift of the Brahmal).a 
superior to all the other Dharmas. Then she offered him her 
right hand and lifted l1im up. It was to demonstrate that a woman 
redeems a man drowning in the ocean of worldly existence, that 
the Lord, the source of the world of existence, did so. 

49. After lifting him up she took her bath and seated herself 
in a yogic posture. 

50. The religious student then said laughingly: "0 splendid 
lady, what is it that you wish to do that you have adopted a 
firm yogic posture? 0 lady of slender limbs!" 

51. The goddess replied: "With the Yogic fire I shall burn 
this body, since I have become Ucch1,1a (i.e. left over, spoilt) 
though my mind was fixed in Mahadeva.0 

52. The Brahmacarin then said: "0 Parvati ! After speak
ing a few words (on some topic} as desired by a Brahmat1a you 
may do as you please. 

53. A desire of a Brahma.Q.a should never be disregarded 
by good people. If you accept this as Dharma, 0 Parvati, speak 
(with me) for a short while." 

54. The goddess said, "0 Brahma.oa, speak, I shall wait for 
a Muhiirta (i.e. 48 minutes)." 

Then the holy observer of rites himself said to the goddess 
accompanied by her friends: 

55. "What for, 0 beautiful lady, is this penance begun in the 
fresh bloom of your youth? It does not appear to meto be befitting. 
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56. You have obtained the rare birth as a human being in 
the abode of the king of Mountains. Why do you, 0 gentle 
lady, forsake all worldly pleasures of very rare nature and subject 
your body to torture? 

57. I am much pained on seeing you-a girl of excessively 
delicate frame-having become extremely afflicted like a lotus 
plant smitten by frost. 

58. 0 splendid lady, this is another thing concerning you 
that gives me a great headache that you are desirous of giving 
up your body. 0 girl, you are not enlightened. 

59. The statement that the god of Love is vile and crooked 
in regard to human beings is indeed true. because although you 
are lovable to all, you are subjecting your body to pains this 
way. 

60. (The one whom you desire) is naked. His antecedents 
and family background are unknown. He is a bearer of a trident. 
He is the Lord of the groups of goblins. His abode is cremation 
ground. His vehicle is a bull. He smears his body with ash. 

61. He covers himself with the hide of an elephant. His 
limbs are adorned with serpents etc. He wears matted locks of 
hair. He is deformed in the eyes. He is devoid of Gu!taS ('quali
ties"). How can he be suitable unto you? 

62. Nobility of birth, good conduct and other qualities have 
been spoken by learned men as the qua)ities in a bridegroom. 
Not even one among them finds a place in him. Hence he is not 
suitable unto you. 

63. Formerly the moon-light (the moon's digit) was worthy 
of being pitied on account of its desire to be in contact with him, 
0 Parvati. Now you have become a second one wishing his 
company. 

64. Although we ascetics view everyone equally, 0 Parvati, 
this enterprise on your part pains me. It is like having Su/a (i.e. 
stake for impaling criminals) for consecration as Yiipa (i.e. 
sacrificial post). 

65. How can you have (i.e. endure) all these things, viz. 
riding on a bull, residence -in cremation ground, being hand 
in hand with one who has serpents round his ·arms and silken 
cloth tied with elephant hide? 
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66. Everything provoking the derisive laughter of the 
common people, and everything irrelevant has been begun by 
you. Being a woman, how was a contact wjth. Bhuti (ash, 
riches) desired by you? 

67. Hence retract your mind from this (i.e. Siva), the enemy 
of Madana, the antagonist of everyone. 0 fawn-eyed one, desist 
from wooing the monkey-eyed one." 

68. On hearing the Brahmacarin who was lsvara himself 
and who was speaking against lsvara, the goddess became infuria
ted and said in words fa.ltering (due to emotion): 

69. "0 BrahmaJJ,a, do not, do not speak against Sankara 
thus. A man enters dense darkness through the contemptuous. 
insult of the Lord of Devas. 

70. You do not understand the activities of the Lord pro
perly. Listen, 0 Brahma]J.a, so that you shall be absolved of 
this sin.I 

71. He is the primordial cause of all the worlds. Therefore, 
who can know his family? He is glorified as Digvasas (i.e. having 
the cardinal points for his garments) because the entire universe 
is his form. 

72. He is called Sulin because I1e bears the Sii/a-the trident 
in the form of the three Gu1_1as. The Bhutas are those who arc 
not in bondage, those who are liberated in every respect. He is. 
the Lord of those Bhiitas. 

73. The cremation ground (is symbolic of) the whole world~ 
He stays there because he is compassionate towards the suppliants. 
Bhuti ('prosperity') constitutes riches and he bears it. Hence he 
is called Bhutihhrt. 

14. Dharma is called by the name Vr1a (bull). He rides on 
it. Therefore he is called Vr11. Serpents are the defects beginn
ing with anger. The Lord identical with the universe holds them 
(under control). 

75-78. Different kinds of holy rites (Karmayogas) are the
matted locks of hair he wears. The three Vedas are the three 
eyes. The three Puras means the physical body having the three 
Gu1_1as. The Lord reduces it to ash. Therefore, he is remembered 

1. VV 70-78 explain the underlying meaning of Siva's epithets. 
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as Tripuraghna. How can those people with subtle vision who 
understood Mahadeva of such a nature remain without worship• 
ping Hara. Or, 0 BrahmaQa, since all people are afraid of 
worldly existence, they do everything after thinking and ponder• 
ing upon everything. This has been done by me too after thinking 
deeply. Whether he is auspicious or inauspicious, you too do 
worship him." 

79. When she said thus, the lips of the BrahmaJJ.a quivered 
slightly. On coming to know of it, she said to the friend: "He is 
desirous of saying something. 

80. Let this BrahmaQ.a be prevented. He speaks disparagingly 
about great men. It is not only he who speaks thus but he who 
hears the same also will be a sharer in the sin. 

81. Or what have we to do with an argument with the 
Brahmaoa? We shall close our ears and go away. "Let him be 
whatever h~ is." 

82. When, after saying thus she got up, closed her ears and 
was about to go, Hara assumed his real form and caught hold of 
her garment. 

83. On seeing the Lord, the great goddess became agitated. 
U ma bowed down to Mahesana with bent (head) and eulogized 
(him). 

84. Mahadeva spoke to her: "0 splendid lady, I am your 
slave. I have been bought by you with the wealth in the form of 
penance. Command me as you please." 

The goddes$ said: 
85. 0 Sa.mbhu, you are the Lord of my mind. That has been 

already given to you by me. My parents are the lords of my 
body. It behoves you to honour them. 

Mahadeva said: 
86-87. On seeing you endowed with beauty, your father 

took a vow: "I will give my daughter only in a Svayamvara and 
not otherwise." Hence let his words be so. 0 lady with excel1ent 
buttocks, you urge Himicala to conduct a Svayamvara. I shall 
accept you therein. 

88. After saying this to her, Lord Mahideva, the pure one 
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seated among the pure ones, went to the place he wished to go. 
She went back to her city. 

89-94. On seeing the goddess, the Mountain •along with 
Mena was delighted. After embracing her and sniffing at her 
head, he asked and she said everything. Himacala announced the 
Svaya,iivara of his daughter as commanded by the Lord of Devas.1 

He announced it with great deJight in all the worlds. The two 
Asvins, the twelve Adityas, Gandharvas, Garuga, Serpents, 
Yak~as, Siddhas, Sadhyas, Daityas, Kirhpuru~as, Mountains, 
Oceans etc., nay all those who were the most excellent ones in 
the three worlds, all the thirtythree crore, thirtythree thousand, 
thirtythree hundred and thirtythree Devas, went to the excellent 
Svayarhvara of the daughter of Lord of Mountains. On being 
invited, Vi~IJ.U laughingly said to Meru: 

95-97. "Dear one, she is our goddess. Go. I shall bow 
down to her." 

The daughter of the Mountain, the goddess, got into a 
splendid aerial chariot made of gold and beautified by all gems. 
It was guarded from all sides. She was bedecked in all orna
ments. She was eulogized by the dancing celestial damsels, 
different groups of Gandharvas, splendid Kinnaras and bards. 
She stood there holding the Virakiimsya (i.e. bell-metal vessel 
for the hero). . 

98. (A maid) of Parvati named Salini, with face resembling 
the fuU disc of the moon at dusk held the white umbrella, radia
ting rays of precious stones mixed (studded) in it. 

99. She was surrounded by the divine ladies with chowries 
in their hands. She had a garland (in her hand) made of flowers 
coming from the celestial tree. 

100-101. While she was standing thus, while all the three 
worlds were present there, the bull-cmblemed Mahadeva, for the 
sake of sport, became a small child. Lord Bhava was then held 
and guarded in the lap of a certain person named Jaya. To him 
of course he was the Lord of the truthful meaning(?) 

J. The Svaya,i111ara of Uma and the subsequent fight with gods is not 
mentioned in Kedarakha(u.t,, chs. 23-27. But there is only the description of 
marriage of Uma and Siva. 
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102. On seeing that child in his lap, gods enquired one 
another, "Who is this?" Infuriated much they shouted loudly. 

I 03. The slayer of V rtra raised his hand and lifted up the 
thunderbolt (to strike him). That hand of his so lifted up ramain
ed in that position. 

I 04. It was paralysed sportingly by the Lord of Devas in 
the form of a child. He not only could not discharge the thunder
bolt but also could not move his hand. 

105. Towards that child Vahni ('Fire-god') could not hurl 
his Sakti, though he stood up (for the same). Yama could 
not discharge his baton. Nirrti could not send the sword against 
the child. 

106. King Varui:ia could not send his noose. Nor was 
SamiraJJ.a ('Wind-god') able to hurl his flag-staff. Soma could not 
discharge Gu,Ja (i.e. elephant's armour) nor could Dhanesa hurJ 
his great and strong iron club. 

I 07. The A.dityas could not hurl different weapons nor could 
the Vasos discharge the threshing rod (i.e. pestle). Danavas begin
ning with Taraka could not discharge their extremely terrible 
weapons. 

108-11 I. These as well as others in the worlds were render
ed motionless by the Lord of Devas. Pu~an gnashed his teeth. 
In his deluded state, he looked at the child. Immediately after 
being seen by Sambhu, his teeth fell down. Bhaga made his eyes 
deformed (i.e. he viewed with a distorted vision). His eyes split. 
The Lord took away the strength, the splendour and the Y ogic 
power of everyone. 

Even as those Suras stood thus with great fury Brahma medi• 
tat~d on it and understood the act of Hara. Hence Vidhi 
(i.e. Brahma) approached Mahadeva and eulogized him with 
great purity. 

112-114. :Brahma eulogized through the secret names from 
Purfu;ias, Saman-songs, and tl'ie Vedas: 

"Obeisance to you, 0 Mahadeva, obeisance, obeisance to the 
great goddess. It is by your grace that Buddhi etc. and the entire 
universe function.' All the Devas are dull and stupid; they have 
not recognised Sankara, the great Lord who is saluted by all the 
Devas and who has come here. 0 Devas, seek refuge in him 
immediately, if you wish to Jive." 
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115-118. Then the Suras who were highly excited bowed 
down and eulogized the Lord : 

"Obeisance, obeisance, 0 great Lord. Save us,• save us, 0 
Lord of the universe, (though) we are of bad conduct and we have 
engaged ourselves in self-injury. Oh! See our stupidity. Though 
we know that Uma, the great goddess, will be your wife, we 
have gathered here. It is proper if our kingdom is taken away 
by Asuras because our intellect (has gone astray) thus. What has 
been done f Ort his is not our fault since we are Pa.fus (brutes 
or Jivas). 

119. 0 Lord, we do everything on being impelled by you, 
the Pati ('Lord'). You are lsvara, the Lord of all living beings, 
the Supreme Lord. 

120. You whirl the entire universe as though it has been 
placed on a machine. You whirl it through your Maya. We have 
been deluded thereby and it was so that we have come to the 
Svayamvara. 

121. Obeisance to that Lord of the Pasus; obeisance to you. 
'Be pleased with us." Thereupon, the three-eyed Lord of Devas 
became pleased with them. 

122. On being eulogized by Brahma, the Lord made all of 
them as before (by removing their paralysed state). 

Thereupon, Daityas, the chief of whom was Taraka, became 
infuriated and spoke thus : 

123. "Who is this Mahadcva ?1 We do not worship or 
honour him". Thereupon the boy laughed and sportingly made 
a Hurhkiira (i.e. loud humming sound). 

124. Merely because of that Hurhkiira those Daityas went 
(i.e. were thrown back) to their own city. Everything connected 
with that Svayamvara celebration was forgotten by them. 

125-129. It was due to the power of Mahadeva that the
Daityas of terrible activities became so. 

J. This is strange. Tiraka is a devotee of Siva. Skanda refuses to kill him 
saying "My arm does not discharge the Sakti to kill a devotee of Rudra"' 
(Infra Ch. 32 v. 92). Even after killing Tiraka, Skanda laments for TAraka 
(infra Ch. 33. v 8) and established three LingM lot him (ibid, Ch. 33 vv. 49-66) 
as expiation. 
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0 Phalguna, such is the power of giva over Devas and 
Daityas. How then can the meaning of the word lsvara be 
applied to anyone other than he (Siva). Undoubtedly, those 
who do not worship the Three-eyed Lord of this universe, are 
deluded and stupid. Their regret later on will be great. 

Thereafter, on being eulogized by the Suras beginning with 
the Lotus-born Lord, the Three-eyed Lord of Devas assumed 
an excessively wonderful body. All the Devas became dazzled 
by his refulgence. Therefore, all the Dev as including lndra, the 
Moon and the Sun, Brahma, Sadhyas, Vasus, Visvedevas, Yama 
and Rudra requested the "Lord for (a divinely powerful) vision. 

130. Sarva, the husband of Amba, granted them as well as 
to Bhavani and the Mountain the most excellent vision in order 
to sec his own excellent physical body. 

131. After obtaining the divine and the 1nost excellent 
vision by the favour of Rudra, the Devas including Brahma saw 
Mahesvara. 

132. Thereupon the sages sang, the sky-walkers showered 
flowers and the divine Dundubhi drums were sounded loudly. 

133. The chiefs of Gandharvas sang; the groups of the 
celestial damsels danced; all the lords of the Gal}.as rejoiced. 
Parvati, Arhba too rejoiced. 

134-136. Brahma and others considered Bhavani and lsvara 
compJete (on their being united). In the presence of the heaven• 
dwellers, the delighted goddess placed the divine fragrant garland 
at his feet. They said, "Well done! Well done!" With their heads 
touching the ground they bowed down to him worshipped by and 
accompanied by the goddess. All the Devas including Brahma 
joyously sang, "Be victorious". 
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CHAPTER TWENTYSIX 

The Marriage of Hara and Gaurl Celebrate'1 

Niirada said: 

1. Brahma then saluted Mahadeva. With palms joined in 
reverence, he said to Mahesvara, "0 Lord, let the marriage 
be celebrated.'' 

2-4 On hearing his words, Lord Hara said thus: "0 Brahma, 
we are dependent upon you and Himadri. Whatever is proper 
and relevant may be done. We are under your control now." 
Thereupon, for the sake of the marriage of Mahesa, Brahma 
instantaneously himself created a divine city, splendidly set with 
gems and jewels. It extended to a hundred Yojanas and it was 
rendered beautiful with hundreds of mansions. 

5-8. Mahadeva himself stayed in that city. The Lord thought 
of the Seven Sages. When they arrived, he sent them to offer the 
Jetter of confirmation regarding Arilbika. Accompanied by 
Arundhati, they went to Himacala and delighted him and his 
wife by mentioning the good qualities of the Lord. They gave 
him the letter of confirmation. They were duly honoured and 
entertained by him. They returned from the Mountain and 
intimated everything to the Three-eyed Lord. He congratulated 
them. Thereafter, the Lord invited the entire universe for the 
marriage. 

9-12. Excepting Daityas of wicked nature, all of them 
came, the entire universe consisting of the mobile and immobile 
beings. The universe with Vi~Qu as the leader and including 
Brahma, proclaimed the greatness of the enemy of the Puras. 
Brahma said to him stationed in front on the Gandhamadana,1 

"0 Deva, it is time for the marriage ceremony." 
Thereafter, the grandfather, with his eyes distended on 

account of excessive love, tied the Crescent Moon to his matted 
locks of hair.2 With great delight, Vi~1.1u himself made his matted 
hair splendid. 

1. The author ha~ a vague idea about Mt. Gandhamadana. It seems, he 
believes it to be a portable mountain for Siva's convenience. 

2. An interesting ornamentation of Siva as a bridegroom with a garland 
of skulls etc. 
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13-19. Camuo.4a, tied to his head a large garland of skulls 
and said to Girisa, "Beget a son, 0 Sankara, who will kill the 
family of the leading Daitya and offer libations unto me with 
blood." 

The Sun himself with great delight fixed a red jewel with 
blazing fiery sparks and illuminating the three worlds with its 
refulgence, to the tuft of the Lord of Devas. The chief (Serpents) 
Se$a, Vasuki etc., the splendid ones, sparkling with their 
splendour, offered themselves to lsvara in the place of ornaments. 
With different kinds of jewel-fittings, the Vayus (i.e. Wind-gods) 
decorated the bull that had sharp pointed horns and also the 
lustre of the Himalaya mountain. Sakra held the elephant's hide 
himself and stood in front. 

Pretanatha saluted and offered a garland of human bones 
without ash of silver lustre on the skull. Vahni (i.e. Fire-god) 
gave a refulgent divine hide of deer. The Lord who was adorned 
thus by all the attendants shone well. 

20. Then the officials of Himadri spoke these words to 
Viraka, ''Let there not be delay. Let Bhava be informed of this." 

21. With his hands joined together in reverence, Viraka 
bowed down to the Lord and said : "These officials of Himadri 
want Mahesana to hurry up." 

22. On hearing these words, the Lord said, "Yes, soon." 
The Seven Oceans showed him the mirror. 

23. There, the great Lord saw his own form identical with 
the universe. Then, with palms joined in reverence, the intelligent 
Kesava spoke to Stha1.1u (i.e. Siva): 

24-26. "0 Mahadeva, Lord of Devas, 0 Sankara, slayer of 
Tripura, you shine with this form that delights the universe, 0 
Mahesvara, like another Mahesvara ('1..ord of festivals')." Then 
the smiling Mahadeva was hailed saying, "Be victorious in all 
the worlds". Taking hold of Vi~J)u's hand, he slowly mounted 
the Bull. Thereafter, Vasos and Devas handed him the trident. 

27. Dhanada . accompanied by all the treasures stood near
by. Then Hara, the immanent soul of the universe, moved ahead 
with the trident in his hand. 

28-29. With the sounds of the divine Dundubhi drums, 
showers of flowers, music, the dances of the celestial damsels and 
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others, and the Loud shouts of "Victory", the Lord went ahead. 
Brahma and Vi,ou of great lustre rode on the Swan and Garu9a 
and went ahead keeping to the Jeft and right sides of.the Lord. 

30-37a. The following persons then went behind the Lord: 
Aditi, Diti, Danu, Kadru, Suparuaja, Paulomi, Surasa, Si:mhika, 
Surabhi, Muni, Siddhi, Maya, K$ama, the goddess, Durga, 
Svaha, Svadha, Sudha, Savitri, Gayatri, Lak~mi, Dak,i:t:ia, Dyuti, 
Sprha, Mati, Dhrti, Buddhi, Manthi(?), ~ddhi, Sarasvati, Raka, 
Kuhii, Sinivali, Devi Bhanumati, Dhara:o.i, Dharaoi, Vela, the 
queen Rohi:Q.i etc. The mothers and wives of other Devas went 
to the marriage of the Lord of Devas. All of them rejoiced. 
Serpents, Garu9as, Yak~as, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Naras(human 
beings), Oceans, Mountains, Cloud, Months, Years, the Vedas, 
Mantras, Yajiias, all the Vedic Dharmas, Humkaras, PraJJ,avas, 
the thousands of Itihasas, crores of the Devas beginning with 
Mahendra and their vehicles too folJowed Mahadeva. There 
were crores and thousand billions of these. 

37b. Innumerable lords of Gal)as came there. BiJiions and 
trillions of Ga:Q.as foUowcd behind (the Lord). GaQas having the 
colour of conch-shell were crores in number. 

38.39. GaQas called Kekaras numbered ten crore; Vidyuts 
eight crore; Visakhas sixtyfour crore; Pariyitrikas nine crore; 
glorious Sarvintaka and Vikrtanana went with six crores; Jvala-
kesa went surrounded by twelve crores. 

40. The glorious Samada with seven crores; Dundubha with 
eight crores; Kapalisa with five crores; the splendid Samhladaka 
with six crores. 

41. Kundaka and Kumbhaka each with a crore. Vi~tambha, 
the chief of the Ga:t;tas, the most excellent of all, went with eight 
crores. 

42. Pippala with a thousand; the powerful Sanniida too 
like that; A vesana with eight; Candratipana with seven crores. 

43. Mahakesa with a thousand; Nandi with twelve crores; 
Niga, Kala, Kara.la and Mahakala (each) with a hundred. 

44. Agnika with a hundred crores. Agnimukha with a 
crore. Adityamiirdhi and Dhanivaha each with a crore. 

45. Sanniga with a hundred; Kumuda with three crores. 
Amogha, Kokila and Sumantraka each with a crore. 
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46. Kakapida with six crores; the Gai;ta called Santanaka 
with six crores; Mahabala, Madhupbiga and Pin.gala (each) 
with nine crores. 

47. Nila with ninety; Caturvaktra and Purvapat each with 
seventy; Virabhadra, Kara:r.,ta and Balaka each with sixty-four. 

48. Paiicak~a, Satamanyu and Meghamanyu each with 
twenty crores; Ka~thakoti, Sukesa and Vnabha each with 
sixty-four. 

49-50. Vis variipa, Talaketu and Sitanana each with fifty; 
I sana, V rddhade va, Diptatma, Mftyuha, Vi~ada, Yamaha and 
Bhf.Iigiriti, Asani and Hasaka as well as Sahasrapat each with 
sixty-four. 

51. These and other leaders of the GaQas fallowed. They 
were innumerable and all of them were very powerful. All of 
the111 had a thousand hands. They wore matted locks of hair 
and crowns. 

52. They had the crescent moon for an ornament. They 
were blue-throated and three-eyed. They were adorned with 
necklaces, ear-rings, armlets, crowns and other ornaments. 

53. They were endowed with A(lima and other qualities 
(Siddhis). They were competent to curse as well as to bless. 
Leading chiefs of GaJ).as resembling crores of Suns came there. 

54-55. The GaJ)aS stationed in the nether worlds, sky and 
the earth (came there); the residents of all the worlds too came 
there. 

Tumburu, Narada, Haha, Hfihii and the Samagas took up 
stringed instruments and played on them in the festival of 
Sankara. All the sages and ascetics sang Verlie songs of great 
sacred nature. 

56-57. They were delighted in their minds and repeated the 
sacred Mantras pertaining to marriage rites. Thus started Girisa. 
He was fanned by Ganga and Yamuna, while the Lord of the 
Waters held the umbrella. He was cheered and humoured by 
the different groups of women showering fried grains and 
holding various kinds of talks. 

58-59. With great festivity, the Lord of Devas entered the 
abode of the Mountain, where golden domes shone. It was 
fitted with hundreds of arched gateways; there all the floors had 
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been paved with lapis lazuli. It had a number of houses built of 
gems and jewels. While entering he was being eulogized. 

60. Then Himacala was seen there extremely eJtCited. When 
Mahadeva approached he began giving orders to his servants. 

61. Then the Mountain requested Brahma to accept the 
office of the preceptor. The intelligent (Mountain) entrusted 
Visudeva (Vi~l).u) with the entire burden of all the duties. 

62-63. He said to him, "In this marriage, 0 Vi~l).U, how 
can the rites of liijahoma ('offerings of the fried grain') etc. take 
place, without the brother of the bride? Indeed my son Mainaka 
is inside the sea.,, Vi$1).U of great intellect spoke to him as he 
was in a predicament due to worry : 

64. "In this matter, 0 Lord of Mountains, you need not 
worry at all. I am the brother of the mother of the universe. 
It is so and not otherwise." 

65. Then the Mountain was delighted. He brought the 
well-adorned Parvati to the assembly-hall surrounded by crores 
of friends. 

66-67. Surrounded by his attendants, Sarva entered the 
marriage Pandal, the columns of which were made of sapphire, 
the shining ground of which had been paved with gold. It had 
been beautified with clusters of pearls and was illuminated with 
blazing medicinal herbs; it contained thousands of gem-set seats 
and was extended to a hundred Yojanas. 

68. Then, the Mountain accompanied by his wife, became 
delighted while washing the feet of Bhava. He sprinkled the 
water on himself and on all the people (present there). 

69. After giving Padya, A.camana, Madhuparka and a cow 
(as gift) the Brihma:Q.as began to ponder upon the procedure of 
Pradona ('giving the daughter in marriage'). 

70. "I am giving you my daughter, the granddaughter of 
Kavyavahas (Pitrs).,, After saying this the Mountain stood 
(silent). He did not know the particulars of Hara.1 

71-73. Then he asked everyone about the family (of Siva). 
No one knew that. Then Vi~ou said this: "Why are the others 
being asked? He is of unknown family and parentage. Let him 

J. A tricky position. Vi$.r:tU took a philosophical stand and resolved the 
dilemma. 
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alone be asked. It is only the serpent that knows the feet of 
serpents, 0 Himacala. If he does not mention his Gotra (' Lineage'), 
my sister should not be given." Thereat all of them laughed 
loudly. 

74-75. Within a moment all the laughter subsided. Every
one awaited what Hara would say. Then Hara pondered in 
various ways. He appeared to be a bit afraid-'they may not 
give Pirvati in marriage if I (Siva) do not tel1 them my Gotra.' 
He remained dumb, speechless due to bashfulness. 0 son of 
Prtha, he smiled. Then the leading persons said, "Be quick. The 
time is up." 

76. Hari spoke to Mahesana who was afraid, "I shall name 
your grandfather and father." "Listen, 0 mountain, to the 
procedure." 

77. ''O Sambhu, to you the son of Atman, tq. the grandson 
of Atman". 

When this was said by Vi~.Q.U, all of them said, "Well-done! 
Wel1-done!'' 

78-79. The Lord too exhibited an intelligence more excellent 
than that of all others. Then the Mountain mentioned it and 
gave the goddess along with the formal libation of water. He 
dedicated himself to the Lord. The Mountain offered himself 
with water to the Lord. Then all of them were surprised. They 
praised the marriage rite. 

80. The giver is the Lord of all Mountains. The presiding 
priest is the Four-faced Lord. The bridegroom is Pasupati him
self and the bride is the Mother of the universe. 

81. When the sages eulogized, when the great shower of 
flowers was being scattered and while the celestial musical instru
ments were being played, the Three-eyed Lord (formally) grasped 
the hand (of the goddess). 

82. On glancing at the bashful goddess, the daughter of the 
Himalaya Mountain, the Lord was not satiated. Nor did she 
delight the Bull-bannered Lord to satiation. 

83. The sages beginning with Brahma gazed at the goddess 
of wonderful form and mentally sought refuge in Paramesvara 
(Siva). 

84. "Let us not lose sense over Parvati, like Narada and 
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Parvata1 (over Srimati)." Thereupon, he carried out the desire 
of everyone. 

85. Then, Paramesvara was eulogized by the Devas and 
sages. He entered the auspicious altar containing the Fire-god 
in an embodied form. 

86--89. By means of the Mantras prescribed in the Vedas, 
who were bodily present (there), he performed the Homa in the 
Agni of an embodied form. Hara circumambulated the fire three 
times and performed Laja Homa (i.e. offering of the fried grains 
in the fire). Harl, the brother of Umi, smilingly said to him, "0 
Isvara, many people have gathered. The pressure of the crowd 
of people is great. 0 Hara, all the ornaments should be guarded 
well with careful attention by you." Then Hara said to him, "Do 
not over-guard it even from your own people. Request for some
thing. I shall pve you." Then Vi~1;tu said, "It is good. 1..et my 
devotion to you be firm." He granted that rare (boon). 

90. Then both of them, Hara and Janardana, who were 
pleased, gave as Dak1i,:,ii to Brahma the protection of the creation; 
to Agni they gave shares in the Yajnas. 

91-94. To Bhrgu and others, he gave as Dak1ic,a, the pro
tection of the Vedas. Then there was a wonderfully pleasant 
time with songs, dances and feastings as they pleased and many 
kinds of festivities. After giving them gifts as they desired, he 
bade fareweJI to the whole world. Bhava then consoled the 
parents of the goddess who had been miserable. He consoled 
them with sweet words. He took )eave of Himacala, Brahma and 
Kesava and went to Mandara mountain. He was duly worshipped 
along with his followers by the Mountain. 

95-96. When Lord Nilaiohita had gone along with U ma 
to his pure mountain, the Mountain Himavan began to cry. 
Who is that father of a girl whose mind is not agitated and 
excited? 

1. Both Parvata and Nilrada were rivals for the hand of king Sriijaya•s 
daughter. When she preferred Nirada, Parvata quarrelled with him and 
cursed him (Mbh, Dro'l}tl 55.9-14). The sages did not want to quarrel over 
Plrvati who was already married to Sankara. 
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The man who listens to, and studies this (description of the) 
marriage of the daughter of the King of Mountains with great 
purity, especially in the course of a marriage festival, attains 
auspiciousness and perpetual prosperity. 

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN 

Parvatl Enraged: The Origin of Ga'IJ,eJa 

Narada said: 

1. Then along with the goddess the Lord entered the abode 
that had been directly built by lsa.na and was matchlessly divine. 
It was splendid and was set with all sorts of gems and jewels. 

2. There, the destroyer of the vision ofBhaga1 sported with 
the goddess on the Mandara mountain, in the palace and in the 
park. He was delighted in his mind. 

3. In the meantime Devas had been excessively harassed 
by Taraka, urged to a great extent by me who was desirous of 
bringing about a quarrel. ' 

4-6. They came to Lord Bhava and eulogized him with many 
hymns. In the meantime the goddess cleansed her person and 
applied perfumes and unguents over her body. With the dirt of 
the cleansing therefrom she created a human body with 
elephantine face. 2 On being moved with compassion by the holy 
eulogies of Devas the goddess spoke to him addressing ''0 son" 
with delighted mind. In the meantime Sarva came there and 
spoke these words: 

1. Vide Mbh, Sauptika 18.22. KP (I.IS.62-63) states that Virabhadra 
plucked out Bhaga's eye but the exploit is attributed to Siva here. 

2. VV 4-22 recount the origin of the elephant-headed god Gaoesa. But 
according to other Purloas the elephant-head of this god is a substitution 
for the original head which fell down due to the evil eye of Sani (BsP). God 
Siva is said to have beheaded him when he did not allow him to see his 
mother (PArvatl) in the bathroom (SP). For other explanatory legends vide 
Chitriv's PCK. p. 303. 
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7-10. "0 daughter of the Mountain, listen; of what nature 
would he be? By means of his exploits, prowess and compassion 
he will be on a par with me. Your son will be jusa like me in 
qualities. Those sinners of evil conduct who hate the Vedas and 
Virtue (Dharma) will be harassed by him with obstacles through-
out their lives till death. Those who do not honour me or Vi~:tiu, 
the preceptor of the universe, will be hind<tred by Vighnaraja 
(Gaoapati). They will enter great darkness. There will be 
perpetual quarrel in their houses. It will never subside. 

11-14. By the obstacles caused by your son. everything 
connected with them will perish to the very root. 

He will cause obstacles to those by whom persons worthy of 
adoration are not respected duly, those who are excessively 
prone to anger and untruth and those who are terribly venture
some. 

He will remove the obstacles of those persons who abide by 
the Dharma of Srutis (i.e. holy rites laid down in the Srutis) and 
those who keep up the customs and conventions of their kinsmen 
and society, those who are merciful and those who are devoid of 
anger. 

0 splendid lady, without his worship all pious deeds and 
holy rites of various kinds will be hindered and obstructed." 

On hearing this Urna said to Sankara, "Let it be so." 
15. His body increased in size and he brightened the 

quarters. Thereupon, Sarva gave him to Suras along with Ga:oas 
(saying), "This is your Lord till the advent of the slayer of 
Taraka." 

16. Since then, Vighnapati ('Lord of obstacles'), the destroyer 
of the agony of those who bow down, was eulogized by Devas .. 
He made their activities obstacle-free and put obstacles in the 
activities of Daityas. 

17. Afterwards goddess Parvati adopted a sapling of Asoka 
as her own son and nurtured it with waters brought by herself. 

18. She invited the Seven Sages and made them perform the 
auspicious and consecratory rites of the tree. Then the Sages. 
spoke to that lady of slender body: 

19. "0 goddess, it behoves you to fix a rule for the path 
pointed out by you alone. What will be the benefit in adopting 
trees as sons?" 
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The goddess said: 

20•23. If a learned man digs a well in a vilJage without 
water, he will rejoice in heaven as long as there is water in that 
well. 

A tank is on a par with ten wells. A lake is on a par with 
ten tanks. A girl is on a par with ten lakes. A sacrifice is on a 
par with ten girls (daughters). A son is on a par with ten sacrifi
ces and a tree is on a par with ten sons. This is my rule. It is 
invariable and it sanctifies the worlds. When the ruins are re
paired the benefit is considered to be twofold. 

Thus the origin of Gaijesa (has been recounted). 
24-27. Thereafter, once, the Lord was sporting with Umi 

on the Mandara mountain. In a splendid silver mansion that 
delighted (everyone) both of them sported and had pleasant and 
meritorious talks. Flowers had been scattered here and there. 
Hence bees were humming and hovering round in great numbers 
for the sake of the fragrance of those flowers. The middle portion 
(of the mansion) reverberated with the loud songs of Kinnaras. 
There was also the pleasant sound of peacocks kept as pets for 
the sake of sports. as well as of swans. The windows were made 
and beautified with different kinds of pearls and gems and jewels. 
WhiJe they were thus engaged, a loud sound was heard. It filled 
the entire sky. 

28. On hearing it the goddess became curious. The goddess 
of splendid body asked Sankara with great surprise, "What is 
this?" 

29. Girisa spoke to the goddess, "They have already been 
seen by you. These are my Gaoas, O splendid lady. They play 
about on this mountain. They are fond of you. 

30. They had been excellent men on the earth and I had 
been propitiated by them by means of penance, vow of celibacy, 
various kinds of physical sufferings in visiting holy spots etc. 

31. They have come near me in my world, 0 lady of excel
lent face. They are capable of creating and annihilating the 
universe consisting of mobile and immobile beings. 

32. Without them I am not at all happy. I do not feel joy 
without these. I am they and they are me. 0 Parvati, see them." 

33. On being told thus, the goddess became surprised. The 
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goddess with her eyes resembling lotus petals and addressed 
thus by Mahadeva, saw them through the window . .. 

34. Some of them were lean, some short, some tall. Some 
of them were very stout with large beJlies. They had the faces of 
tiger, elephant, sheep and goat. They had the faces of different 
kinds of living beings. 

35. Some wore the hides of tigers. Others were naked. 
Others had faces with flames coming out of their mouths. Some 
had the ears of cows and some (had those) of elephants. They 
had many feet, faces and eyes. 

36. Some had very strange vehicles. They wielded various 
kinds of weapons. Some were conversant with the principles of 
vocal music and instrumental music. They were fond of sweet 
songs of all living beings. 

37. On seeing them Parvati said, "How many are these and 
what are their names?" 

Sri Sankara said: 

38. 0 gentle lady, these are innumerable. They have 
innwnerable names as well. The entire universe is filled with 
these terrible beings of great strength. 

39-40. These enter Siddha-k~etras (i.e. holy places of Siddha.s), 
streets, dilapidated parks, houses, the bodies of Danavas, children, 
maddened persons etc. They rejoice with different kinds of food 
and sports. Some are heat-imbibers, some foam-imbibers, some 
smoke-imbibers and some honey-imbibers. The diet of some is 
ichor. Others eat everything and some eat no food at all. 

41. They engage themselves in singing and dancing and 
other simple activities. They are fond of ,the sound of different 
kinds of musical instruments. They are infinite in number. Their 
qualities cannot be described. 

The goddess ( Sri Devi) said: 

42. Who is this one who has coated his face with powdered 
red arsenic, who has the form of the Sun in refulgence and who 
resembles you in features. 

43. On hearing your great qualities sung about by the 
Gaoas, 0 Lord, he repeatedly dances and makes humorous 
gestures. 
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44. In great excitement, he repeats 'Sadasiva', 'Siva'. 
Blessed indeed is he because he has so much devotion to you, 0 
Mahesvara. 

45a. I wish to know him. What is the name of this Gaoa 
of yours? 

Sri Sankara replied: 

45b-47. 0 gentle 1ady, daughter of the Mountain, he is 
Viraka, a permanent favourite of mine. He has many mysterious 
features and good qualities. 0 Ambika, he is considered to be 
my gatekeeper. 

Devi said: 

0 Slayer of the Puras, I have great yearning and craving for 
a son like him. When will I get a son like him, the bestower of 
delight? 

Sarva said: 

Let him alone be your son till there is another one like him. 

48. On being told thus, she told Vijaya, "Bring Viraka 
quickly.•' Vijaya went to Viraka and spoke these words: 

49. "Come on, Viraka, the splendid goddess is pleased 
with you. That goddess calls you with the permission of Bhava 
himself." 

50. On being told thus, he became greatly agitated. He 
wiped his face with his hand. Slowly he came near the goddess 
followed by Vijaya. 

51. On seeing him, the daughter of the Mountain said in 
a sweet voice, "Come, Come, dear Son. You are given to me by 
Bhava as my son." 

52. On being told thus, he prostrated before the goddess 
falling down like a staff. Then he stood up as before. The mother 
then embraced him and placed Viraka in her lap. 

53. She kissed him in the cheek and stroked his limbs. She 
herself adorned him with different kinds of ornaments. 

54. After considering him as her son and after fondling him 
for a long time, Umi said, "So, go and play along with the 
0Qas." 
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55. Thereupon, that son of Pirvati played amidst the Ga:o,as 
eulogizing the devotion to Sankara repeatedly in his mind. 

56. 'I bow down unto aJJ living beings and reqbest them to 
do something very difficult to do. Worship lsana with devotion. 
This is the benefit of that devotion.' 

57. When Viraka went out to pJay, goddess Parvati sported 
with (the Lord) wearing matted locks of hair, recounting various 
kinds of stories. 

58. Then Mahesvara placed his arms round the neck of the 
daughter of the Mountain. In order to make her perform a 
special penance, he made the following witty remarks to the 
goddess: 

59. Indeed Sarva had a w bite-complexioned body. He shone 
particularly like the moon. The goddess had the complexion of 
blue lotus, coloured (as it were) by the night. 

Sarva said: 

60. On my white body, 0 slender-bodied lady, you with 
your black colour shine like a black serpent maiden coiling 
round a fair sandalwood tree. 

61. You are like the dark night mixed with the moonlight. 
You give n1e the defect of vision like the night in the dark 
half ( of the lunar month). 

62. On being addressed thus, the daughter of the Mountain 
got her neck released from (the grip of) Sarva. With the eyes 
reddened due to anger and with the face deformed by the knitt
ing of the eyebrows she said: 

63. "0 Crescent-bearing one, that all the people are assailed 
by other people is because of their own deeds. A suppliant of 
necessity meets with frustration? 

64. I sought you with various kinds of severe austerities and 
brilliant activities. (Unfortunately) at every step that holy obser
vance of mine is being insulted. 

65. 0 Sarva, I am not crooked nor am I adverse and odd 
and deformed, 0 Dhiirjati• You have attained forbearance, 
because of your own faults as well as of the faults of the splend
our of Do1akara (i.e. the Moon,also one whoisamine of defects). 

66. I do not deprive (others) of eyes. You alone are a 
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destroyer of eyes (eye-sight). Bhaga knows this (aspect) of yours. 
So also the entire three worlds. 

67. You create a headache in me reviling me with your 
own defects. For you called me Kr1r.,a (black) but you are called 
Mahiikiila ('extremely black or a great annihilator'). 

68. I am going to the mountain in order to abandon myself 
by means of penance. I have nothing to do with my being con
tinuously alive because I have been insulted by a rogue." 

69. On hearing her words which had been \lery sharp on 
account of anger, Bhava, Hara whose conduct was inscrutable 
said in great excitement : 

70. "0 daughter of the Mountain, you are not conversant 
with the reality. I am not censuring or reviling you. With the 
intention of uttering some coaxing words I engaged myself in 
this diversion of amusing words. 

71. It was a mistake on my part (to have thought) that the 
daughter of the Mountain had a clean mind about her being my 
beloved. Generally the way of thinking of persons in great pros
perity is peculiar (i.e. other than the ordinary). 

72. 0 lady of dark limbs, the words of people like us act 
(i.e. imply) otherwise. If you are angry, 0 timid lady, I will not 
say like this again to you. 

73. I shall be a sycophant-a flatterer saying amusing words. 
0 lady of pure smiles, give up your anger; I bow down my head 
before you. I pray to you with the palms joined in reverence. 

74. I do not undergo any perturbation even though I am 
censured with mean insult. It is better that I am extremely 
humble. Still, 0 goddess, you do not thereby become endowed 
with good qualities." 

75. Although she was advised and urged by means of many 
words of flattery and good words by the Lord, the chaste lady did 
not give up her intense anger, because she had been wounded in 
.a vulnerable spot. 

76. She shook off her feet held by the hands of Sankara. With 
her forelocks thrown back, the daughter of the Mountain wished 
to go away in a hurry. 

77. As she went off in fury, the Slayer of the Puras {Siva) 
said, "It is true that the daughter is on a par with her father in 
her limbs. 
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78. Your mind is like the peak of Himacala encircled and 
obscured by the clusters of clouds. Your mind is very difficult to 
be fathomed. 

., 

79. You have acquired hardness from the forests of Hima
cala, crookedness from the rivers and impossibiiity of being 
resorted to from the snow. 

80. All these things, 0 goddess have come over to you from 
Himacala." 

On being told thus, the daughter of the Mountain said to 
Girisa once again : 

81. With her face fuming and shaking with anger and the· 
lips throbbing she said: "0 Sarva, do not censure people with 
good qualities. You are viewing everyone in comparison with. 
you. 

82. Because of your contact with the wicked ones, every
thing has come over to you: The state of b!ing :many-tongued 
from the serpents. the lack of Sneha (affection, glossiness) from. 
the ash (which you apply to your person). 

83. (You have got) turbidness of the heart from the moon; 
Durbodhatva (inability to understand) from the bull. Or enough 
of speaking too much. Why should I talk and strain myself? 

84. You were a resident of cremation ground. You have 
no sense of shame because of your nudity. You are devoid or 
mercy because you are a skull-bearer. Who can (enumerate 
your faults)?" 

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT 

Piirvatl Goes to the Mountain for Penance 

Norada said: 

1. After saying thus, the daughter of Himadri went out 
of the mansion. As she proceeded ahead, the Gatias made a hue 
and cry. 

2. "Where are you going, mother?'', saying this and crying 
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loudly, they ran forward. Viraka grasped the feet of the goddess. 
and said in a faltering voice choked with tears: 

3-4. "0 Mother, what is this? Where are you going in great 
fury? Why are you hurrying away? 1 will follow you, my mother, 
very affectionate towards me. If I am forsaken by you, I will not 
be able to bear the harshness of Girisa. A son will always be the 
victim of the harshness of his father if he has no mother." 

5-10. With her right hand, the mother lifted up his face and 
said to Viraka: uo son, do not feel sorry. (If bereaved of the 
mother) It is not proper to fall down from the top of the 
mountain. It is not justifiable for you to go with me. I shall tell 
you, my son, a befitting job; listen. I have been called KrRJd 
('Black') by Hara and censured. I was treated with contempt. I 
shall therefore perform a penance and acquire white complexion. 
This (Lord) is enamoured of women of white complexion. After 
I have gone, you must guard the entrance continuously looking. 
for even the smallest aperture. See that no women enters and 
approaches Hara. If you happen to see any other woman here,. 
tell me, dear son. Thereupon I shall do what is suitable." Viraka, 
the son devoid of ailments and delighted in every limb said,. 
"Let it be so" (i.e. your order is proper, I shall abide by it). 

11. He had his person dipped in the pond of nectar in the 
form of the mother's order. His fever (i.e. heated feelings) got 
subsided. After paying obeisance to his mother, he went to see 
the Three-eyed god. 

12-14. When the Elephant-faced One bowed down and 
stood there with the throat choked with tears requesting, "0 
Pirvati, take me too," she said, "0 boy, since you are elephant
faced, he will laugh at you as at me. Hence come along with me. 
Let my state or fate be that of yours too. Death is better than 
discomfiture at the hands of knaves, dear son". Saying thus and 
taking (the Elephant-faced One) with her, she went to the moun
tain Himidri. 
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CHAPTER TWENTYNINE 

Kumiira Becomes Commander-in-chief of the Deya Army 
( i) Legend of Arbuda 

Narada said: 

1. As she was going ahead, the daughter of the Mountain 
saw a friend of her mother. She had great refulgence. She was 
the deity of the Mountain. Her name was Kusumamodini. 

2. That deity looked at the daughter of the Mountain with 
her mind agitated and overcome with affection. After embracing 
her, she asked her loudly, "Where are you going?" 

3. She told her everything regarding the cause of her anger 
with Sankara. Thereafter the daughter of the Mountain mention
ed this to that deity honoured by her mother: 

4-6. "0 uncensored (i.e. praise-worthy) one, you are the presi
ding deity of the Lord of the Mountains. You have always been 
present here and you have been greatly affectionate to me. 
Therefore, I shall tell you what should be done now. If any 
other lady were to enter the premises of the Pinaka-bearing Lord, 
0 splendid lady. you must mention it to me. I shall later on do 
what is befitting in that respect." When that deity said, ''So be 
it". the goddess went towards the Mountain (her father). 

7-Sa. Renouncing her ornaments and other things, the 
daughter of the Mountain put on bark-garments. There on the 
great beautiful peak which was rendered extremely splendid with 
various mysterious features, she performed penance while her 
son protected her. 

Sb-I I. During summer, she scorched herself in the midst of 
the Five Fires. During rainy season, she spent the time in water. 
During Hemanta (i.e. early winter) she sat (and slept) on 
bare ground. She performed the penance without any intake of 
food. 

In the meantime, a powerful Daitya, son of Andhaka named 
A~i, the brother of Baka, performed an extensive penance, be
cause he wished to defeat Hara.1 He did not forget the old 

-1~-VV 8-32 narrate the story of demon A,.ti's attempt on Sankara"s life 
by assuming Parvati"s form (cf. MtP 1SS). A,.ti-Baka war was between 
Vasi,tha and Visvamitta. It has noth~ng to do with this legend. 
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enmity, because Daitya Andhaka, the enemy of the immortal 
beings, had been defeated by Girisa. He was on the lookout for 
an opportunity (to take revenge) in secret. He knew that the 
daughter of the Mountain had gone away. 

12. Brahma who was delighted with bis penance came to 
him and said, "0 excellent one among Asuras, tell me, what you 
wish to acquire by means of penance?" 

13-14. The Daitya said to Brahma, "I choose exemption 
from death." 

Brahma said: 

0 Asura, there is no living creature without death. 0 lord 
of Daityas, an embodied being has to meet with his death from 
one cause or other. 

On being told thus, the lion-like Daitya spoke thus to the 
Lotus-born Lord: 

15. ''When my form is changed, 0 Lotus-born Lord, let my 
death take place. Otherwise, I should be immortal." 

16. On being told thus, the delighted Lotus-born Lord said, 
"So be it". On being told thus, the Asura, established in the 
kingdom of Daityas, considered it to be immortality itse]f. 

17. He came to the abode of the Slayer of the Tripuras. On 
arrival, he saw Viraka stationed at the entrance. 

18. A~i assumed the form of a serpent and deceived him. 
Unhindered by Viraka, he entered the place near Hara. 

19. He forsook the form of the serpent. Deluded in his 
mind, the great Asura, in the guise of Uma, wanted to deceive 
Girisa. 

20-21. He assumed the form of Uma, very exquisite and 
unbelievably beautiful. It was perfect in every limb and it 
contained many signs and symbols of recognition (of being 
Uma). On account of the delusion of his inteJJect, he attempted 
to kill Girisa. For that purpose the Daitya had kept within the 
vaginal passage some bard adamantine teeth with sharp points. 

22-25. After assumingthe form of Umi thus, the Daitya 
stationed himself near Hara. On seeing that great Asura, Girisa 
was delighted and he embraced him thinking him to be the 
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daughter of the Mountain (due to similarity) in every limb. He 
asked him (her), "Oh, your feelings are perfectly genuine. You 
are not a fake (i.e. impersonation of the) daughter dfthe Moun
tain. 0 lady of excellent complexion, you have understood my 
desire and come here. Separated from you, I feel all the three 
worlds a void. You have come back to me in a delighted (mood). 
This is but proper." 

On being told thus, the Asura in the guise ofUmi concealed 
his activities and spoke : 

26. "I went away to perform penance at your calling me 
'Kiili' (black). But I did not have any pleasure in the same. 
Therefore, I have come near you." 

27-32. On being told thus, gankara had some doubt and 
he thought thus: 'The lady of slender body became angry with 
me directly. She is steadfast in holy observances. But without 
realizing her desired object, she has came back. What is this? 
I am doubtful about it.' He thought this in secret. Then he 
thought about the various signs of recognition. He did not see 
the scar in the shape of a lotus on the left side, nor the curly 
hair over the folded skin. Thereupon the Pinaka-bearing 
Lord understood that it was the magical deception of the 
Danava. With a s1ight smile on his face, he fixed the terrible 
Rudra missile in his penis and did everything to fulfil the desire 
of the Daitya. The Asura cried alou1 making (piteous and) 
terrible shrieks. He became utterly dead. 

Viraka did not know about this killing of the leading Asura. 
When the Daitya was killed, the deity of the Mountain was 
informed of the fact by the Wind-god, that went there quickly. 
She intimated this to the daughter of the Mountain. 

33. The goddess heard the same from the Wind-god. Due 
to anger, her eyes became excessively red. She saw her son 
Viraka with an afflicted heart. 

34-35. "You have abandoned me, your mother, agitated 
due to affection. Thereby you provided an opportunity for 
women lto go in) for Sankara's secret activities. Hence your(?) 
mother will be rough, hard, insentient, devoid of heart, a rock 
and similar to the syllables Ga,;,.esa (Ga,;,.esak,arasadrsa'?) 

36. When the daughter of the Mountain uttered this curse, 
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(her) anger came out of her mouth in the form of a lion of great 
strength. 

37-40. Afterwards the goddess regretted and let off the lion 
of terrible jaw with great mane round the neck. He continued 
to shake his strong tail. His mouth was fierce like a cave with 
terrible curved teeth. T1e tongue was lolling from the gaping 
mouth. His belly was thin (in size}. He was desirous of eating. 

Then the chaste gentle lady endeavoured to be stationed (i.e. 
-enter) in its mouth. 

After realizing the mental inclination of the goddess, the 
Four-faced Lord came to the hermitage that was an abode of 
riches. After coming, Brahma spoke to Giriji in polished 
speech: 

41. "0 goddess, what are you desirous of obtaining? What 
rare thing can I give you?" 

On hearing it, the daughter of the Mountain said with due 
reverence to elders: 

42-43. "Sankara has been obtained by me through the 
extremely difficult process of penance, as my husband. Bhava 
called me many times 'black-complexioned one'. I shall be 
golden-complexioned with his love secured. I must be able to be 
on one side of the Lord of goblins, my husband, without any 
hesitation, whatsoever." 

44. On hearing her words, the Lotus-seated Lord spoke: 
"Let it be so. Further you will be the occupant of half of the 
body of your husband."1 

45-46. There upon a lady of the bright lustre of a blue lotus 
came out of her body. She was very terrible. She had three eyes. 
She had a bell in her hand. There were many kinds of ornaments 
covering (i.e. decorating) (her) limbs. She had put on a yellow 
silken robe. Thereupon, Brahma spoke to the goddess of the 
lustre of the blue lotus: 

47-50. "At my bidding and through the contact of the body 
of this daughter of the Mountain, you have attained blessedness 
of satisfaction. Ypu are single (entire) without parts(?} You 
have the previous form(?). 

Let this lion that has con1e out of the anger of the goddess, 
O lady of excellent face, be your powerful vehicle as well as the 

1. This explains ArdhanarlJvara ( •Half man-half woman•) form of Siva. 
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emblem in your flag. Go to the Vindhya mountain. There you 
will perform the task of Devas, after killing Sumbha and 
Nisuritbha, the commanders of the army of Taraka. lfhis Yak$a, 
named Paiicala, has been given to you, 0 goddess, as your 
servant. He has a hundred thousand Yak,as as his followers and 
attendants. He has hundreds of great Mayas." 

51-59. On being told thus, the goddess Kausiki said to 
Brahma, "Let it be so." After Kausiki had gone, all the good 
qualities that she had acquired in her previous birth, came to 
her by themselves. They resorted to her. 

After realizing her ambitious desire, Uma regretted the same. 
Censuring herself, she went near Girisa. As she was going in, 
Viraka who held a gold (-topped) staff, stopped her with great 
care. He said to her angrily, "Stop. Stop. Where are you going? 
You have no business here. Go away, lest I should rebuke you. 
A Daitya who had assumed the form of the goddess, entered 
(this abode) in order to deceive the Lord. He was not seen (by 
me). He was killed by the Lord. After he had been killed, I was 
rebuked by the intelligent Nilaka,;;itha. I have been commanded 
earnestly: 'Dear son, nobody should be allowed to go in by you.' 
Hence, even if you were to be standing at the entrance for many 
years, you will not gain entry. Go away, only one shall enter 
(this abode) (i.e.) my mother who is very affectionate towards 
me. She is the daughter of the Lord of Mountains, Parvati, the 
beloved of Rudra." 

On being told thus, the goddess thought in her mind: 

60-62. 'Oh, that was not a woman! It had been a Daitya ! The 
Wind-god did not see him clearly. In vain was Viraka cursed by 
me, overwhelmed by anger. What should not be done is being 
done generally by the deluded (stupid) persons overwhelmed by 
anger. Reputation is destroyed by anger. Anger destroys stable 
prosperity and glory. Without understanding all the facts I curs
ed my son. Mishaps easily befall those who misunderstand 
facts.' 

63. After thinking thus, the daughter of the Mountain had 
her face lowered due to shame, her face that had the lustre of 
lotus. She spoke to Viraka thus: 

64. "0 Viraka, I am your mother. Let not your mind be 
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confused. I am the beloved wife of ~ankara, the daughter of 
Himalaya mountain. 

65. 0 son, do not entertain any doubt because of your error 
in noting the present state of my body. This whiteness of my 
complexion has been granted to me by the Lotus-born Lord who 
had been propitiated. 

66. You have been cursed by me because the events brought 
about by the Daitya had not been known. It was thought that 
a woman entered (the place) while gankara was seated there 
alone. 

67. It is impossible to revoke the curse, but I shall tell you 
this. You will be born of Silada in a rock of human shape. 

68-73. In the holy forest of ArbudaraQ.ya1 which yields 
heavenly pleasures and liberation unto men, 0 Viraka, there is 
the Linga called Aca/elvaralinga. It yields the same benefit unto 
men as the Visvanatha litiga at Varaoasi. Its benefit is equivalent 
to that of ten pilgrimages to Prabhasa. It is said that by taking 
one trip to the great mountain Arbuda, the same can be acquired. 
By performing penance in this place and by casting off the essential 
ingredients of the body (i.e. by dying) in this place, men will never 
become Samsiirin (i.e. subjected to births and deaths), as Mahe
svara himself has uttered. If (a pilgrimage to) Arbuda could be 
(performed) by persons who are miserable due to frequent births 
and they can resort to it, why should they remember Varaoasi 
and Kedara? It is not necessary. There you shall propitiate 
Lord Bhava. Bearing the name Nandin, you will come here 
quickly and will attain the status of gatekeeper." 

On being told thus, Viraka experienced the greatest pleasure. 
His hair stood on end. He bowed down to her, eulogized his 
mother with various words and spoke to her: 

74• 75. "I am blessed, 0 Goddess, because I will get the rare 
(blessing of) human birth. This curse is in the form of a hies.sing, 
particularly in the Arbuda Mountain, because very near it is ·the 
holy meeting place of Mahi and the ocean. 

1. Arbuda is Mount Abu in th.e Aravali range in Rajasthan. Vasi$Jha's 
hennitage was here. It is a sacred hill to Jains also. 
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76-77. (Ifthe earth had the form of a cow) this region 
would constitute the udder of the earth. It is between the 
mountain and the sea. I shaU go there and attatn great merit, 
thanks to the devotion to Bhava. Then, 0 mother, I shall return." 
After saying this, he became the son of a rock. 

The goddess entered the abode of the Moon-crested Lord. 

The end of the narrative of Arbuda 

78-81. On seeing her, the Three-eyed Lord said to her, ''Fie 
upon women!' She bowed down to him and said, "This is true. 
Not fa1se. Women who constitute the insentient part of Prakrti 
surely deserve censure. It is by the favour of Puru~as (men, souls) 
that they are liberated from the ocean of worldly existence." 

Thereupon, the delighted Hara said to her, ,"0 splendid lady, 
you are a befitting one now. I shall confer upon you a son, 0 
splendid one, whereby you will attain fame." 

Thereupon Hara, the abode of many mysterious features, 
sported with the goddess.1 

82. Thousands of years (passed by). Devas who were 
impatient-minded urged Fire-god to know about the activities of 

Sankara. 
83. In the form of a pigeon, Fire-god deceived the gate

keeper stationed at the entrance and entered the place near Hara. 
84-85. The Lord of Devas saw him. Observing that Parvati 

had bent down, he said to Fire-god, "What has been done by you 
is not proper. 0 "icious one, my excellent semen virile has been 
emitted from its source. Take it or I will burn you down with 
my fury." 

86. He (Fire-god) became frightened and imbibed it up. 
Since he was the mouth of all Devas, those Suras were made 
bewildered and excited along with Fire-god. 

87. Breaking open the beJlies of these (Suras) the semen 
virile of Mahesvara came out and that became a lake of mercury 
extending to a hundred Yojanas. 

1. The following story of the birth of Skanda, the parental claim of Siva, 
Pirvati, Agni, Svaha, the river GansA and six Mothers forming Krttikl 
(Pleiades) in the sky is repeated twice in Mbh, Yana 225, 226, 231; 
..4nusasana SS, 86. 
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88. Vahni (Fire-god) too became excited. He discharged it 
{i.e. Siva's semen) into Gangi. Burning within herself that 
goddess cast it off by means of her waves. 

89-90. Thereby it became the Sveta (white) mountain 
famous in the three worlds. 

In the meantime, Vahni was called to Himalaya by the 
Seven Sages who were performing Homas.. They invoked him 
through the power of Mantras. After coming there, Vahni 
accepted his share of what was offered as Homa. 

91. On another day (still) stationed there, he saw their 
wives who were on a par with the trunk of the golden plantain 
tree (in complexion). They were like the digit of the moon (in 
beauty). 

92-95. Looking at them with full-blown eyes, Vahni was 
overcome by sexual desire. He thought again, 'It is not justi
fiable (i.e. proper) that I should be excited too much (at the sight 
of these ladies). I am loving the chaste wives of the BrihmaQ.as. 
Those ladies do not entertain love for me in return. This is a 
very serious sinful crime. It is clear that I will perish like a blade 
of grass. By committing this, my fame will be destroyed. The 
ignominy will last as long as the moon and the stars stay.' 

After thinking thus in various ways, he went into a deep 
fore st. He was unable to restrain his mind even through 
numerous means. Thereupon that love-lorn one became 
unconscious. 

96. Then his wife named Svaha understood his misdemean
our. On understanding it, she thought in her mind; she was 
greatly delighted. 

97-98. 'Since I am with him for a long time he is treating 
me with indifference and contempt. He has abandoned me, his 
own wife, and has begun to desire carnal gratification from the 
wives of the noble-souled Seven Sages. The ref ore, I shall assume 
·the form of these ladies and sport about with him.' 

There was an exceedingly splendid lady named Siva. She 
was the wife of Angiras. · 

99-101. (Svihi) assumed her form and approaching Fire
god, she said: 0 Agni, I have been scorched by the god of Love. 
It behoves you to love me in return. If you don't do so, 0 Lord, 
consider me (no better than) dead. 0 Hutisana, I am the wife 
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of Angiras and my name is Siva. I came here along with all ot 
them. They too will come here in due order. You are our per
petual Jover and our mind is constantly fixed in you." 

102. Already afflicted with love, he had his sexual inter
course with her. When he was delighted, that gentle lady too 
became delighted. She came out of the middle of the forest. 

103-107. She thought thus, 'If they see this form of mine 
in the forest, they will falsely attribute to the Brahmaoa ladies. 
the fault coming from Fire-god. Hence, I shall protect this 
and become a GaruqJ.' Assuming the form of Supar,:zii, she saw 
the Sveta mountain abounding in stems of reeds (Sara) and 
guarded by Rak~asas and Pisacas. She soared suddenly to the 
top of the mountain and deposited the semen virile in a golden 
pot because she was unable to bear it. She assumed the f orrns or 
the remaining wives of the nobJe-souled Seven Sages and had 
amorous dalliance with Fire-god. But she could not assume the 
divine form of Arundhati. 

108-109. It was on account of the power of penance (of 
Arundhati) as well as the regular services rendered by her to her 
husband that Svahi could not assume her form. 

0 leading scion of the family of Kuru, Agni's semen virile 
was deposited by her like that six times in that pot. It was deposi
ted by Svaha on the first day in the dark half of the lunar month 
of Caitra. Thereupon Fire-god bewailed and swooned on account 
of his misery. 

110-113. 'Alas, sin has been committed by me.' Thinking 
thus, he resolved to cast off his physical body. Thereupon an 
ethereal voice said, "Do not die. This is the inevitable future. 
0 Fire-god, who is free from (the shackles of) future destiny. It 
was due to the inevitability of the future events that _other men's 
wives were resorted to by you, though mentally. In the great 
sacrifice of Svetaketu you will suffer from indigestion brought 
about by continuous (pouring in of) offerings of ghee. But give 
up your sorrow. These were not they (i.e. the wives of the Seven 
Sages). It was your own wife Sviha. It behoves you to see your 
son in the pitcher on the Svetaparvata." Thereupon, Fire-god 
went there and saw his son, the Holy Lord. 
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Arjuna asked: 
114-11 S. Why did Svahi assume the forms of those six 

(ladies), 0 great sage? They are all devoted to their husbands. 
They are chaste ascetic women (refulgent) like fire; Svihi was 
guilty. Was she not afraid of those six (ladies)? For, 0 sage, 
they are competent to burn the entire universe through their 
devotion to their husbands. 

Niirada replied: 
116-120. This is true, 0 most excellent one among the 

descendants of Kuru. Listen to that reason also why they did 
not curse her (though) their forms had been assumed by her. Due 
to their ignorance, those six wives took their baths in Gangi at 
the place where formerly the semen virile of Rudra had been 
cast off by Fire-god. Therefore, they got excited with passion and 
they were deluded by that brilliance (of semen virile). Bashful 
(to ccme in the presence) of their husbands, they remained in 
secret on the banks of Ganga. 

On observing this opportunity, Svaha wanted to fulfil her 
desire. She entered their bodies and took away their refulgence 
(semen virile). The wife of Vahni sported with him as has already 
been mentioned by me. 

121. It was because they remembered this service, 0 descen
dant of Bharata, that she was not cursed by them. For curse 
should not be given to a person who has helped. 

122. On coming to know by means of their (spiritual) know
ledge that they had become impure, the great sages abandoned 
the six of them except (the seventh) the gentle lady Arundhati. 

123. The holy lord Visvamitra sought refuge in Kumara. 
He composed a divine hymn to Mahasena. 

124. It consists of one hundred and eight names. By repeat
ing them, sins are destroyed and one shall attain perfect know
ledge. 

· Hymn to Mahasena1 

125. You are Brahmaviidl (expounder of the Vedas); you 
are Brahma and Brahman, Briihmm:,a-vatsa/a (one who loves 

1. Although Skanda is hailed here as the highest and the most prominent 
deity in this hymn, in Vedic literature he has little prominence. 
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BrahmaJ}.as), Brahmavya (one friendly to Brihmaoas), Brahma
deva (Lord of Brahma), Brahmada (bestower of the Vedas), 
Brahmasangraha (epitome of the Vedas), 

126. Pararh Paramam Tejas (the supreme and the greatest 
refulgence), Mangalaniim ea Mango/am (auspiciousness in the 
auspicious things), Aprameyagu,:,a (one of immeasurable good 
qualities). You are Mantrii{liim Mantraga (i.e. you are present in 
the Mantras). 

127. 0 Lord, you are Siivitrimaya (identical with the Savitri 
Mantra). You are Aparajita (unvanquished) everywhere. You 
are the Mantra identical with Lord Sarva. You are the most 
excellent one among those deities of six syllables. 

128. You are Miili (having a garland), Maull (wearer of a 
crown), Patiikl (having a banner), Ja/f (having matted hair) 
Mu!l(II (having a shaven head), Sikhal}ji (having a tuft), Ku,:,~ll 
(decorated with ear-rings), Limgall (having a ploughshare), Bala 
(boy}, Kumara (infant), Pravara (perfect one), Vara (the most 
excellent one). 

129. You are Gaviirhputra (son of Gaus i.e. cows or rays etc.). 
Suriirighna (destroyer of the enemy of the Suras), Sambhava 
(birth), Bhavabhiivana (sanctifier of worldly existence), Piniikin 
(holding the Pinaka bow), Satruhan (slayer of foes}, Sveta (white 
one), Gilq,ha (hidden one), Skanda, Kariigra'l)f (leader of makers 
and creators), 

130. Dviidasa (twelfth one), Bhil, Bhuva, Bhiivl (one who 
will be born), Bhuval;, Putra (son of Bhii), Namaskrtab (one 
who is saluted or bowed to}, Niigariija (identical with the king 
of serpents), Sudharmiitmii (excessively righteous-souled), Naka
Pli/ha (vault of the Heaven), Saniitana (the eternal one). 

131. You are Bhartr (lord, the supporter), Sarvabhutatma 
(the immanent soul of living beings); you are Triitii (saviour); 
you are Sukhiivaha (conducive to happiness); you are Saradak1a 
(clever in discharging arrowa), Sikhr (having tresses) Jetii (con
queror), $aq,vaktra (six-faced}, Bhayanalana (destroyer of fear), 

132. Hemagarb/za (golden-wombed one), Mahiigarbha (large
wombed), Jaya (victory), VijayeJvara (lord of victory). You arc 
the Kartii (maker). You are Vidhiitii (creator), Nitya (permanent 
one), Nityiirimardana (ever-suppressor of foes)~ 
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133. Mahiisena (having a great army), Mahatejas (having 
dazzling refulgence), Vlrasena (having heroic army), Bhupati 
(king), Siddhiisana (i. one occupying the posture called siddha or 
ii. one who has perfected the postures), Suradliyak1a (presiding 
deity of Suras), Bhtmasena (one who has a terrible army), Nira
maya (devoid of ailments), 

134. Sauri (identical with Knoa), Yadu (identical with 
Yadu), Mahatejas (one who has excessive brilliance), Vtryaviin 
(endowed with heroism), Satyavikrama (of truthful exploit), 
Tejogarbha (having refulgence within), Asuraripu (enemy of 
Asuras), Suramurti (having the forrn of Suras), Surorjita (having 
the prowess of Suras), 

135. Krtajna (? grateful or one who is conversant with 
what is done), Varada (bestower of boons), Satya (truthful), 
$ara1Jya (one worthy of being a refuge), Sadhuvatsala (one who 
is affectionate to good men), Suvrata (one of good holy rites), 
Siiryasankasa (resembling the sun), V ahnigarbha (having fire 
within), Bhuvabkar.,a (identical with even a bit of earth), 

136. Pippalr (Pro b. a Silman of that name, ace to MW 628, 
bestower of sensual enjoyments), Stghraga ( one who goes 
quickly), Raudrt (terrible one), Gangeya (son of Ganga), Ripuda
raq.a (terror of enemies), Kiirttikeya (son of the Krttikiis), Prabhu 
(lord), K1anta ( one who forgives), N1Iadam1/ra ( one with blue 
curved teeth), Mahiimanas (lofty-minded), 

137. Nigraha (one who curbs), Nigraha(liim Neta (leader 
of those who curb and restrain). You are Suranandana ( delighter 
of Suras), Pragraha (hospitable), Paramananda (having supreme 
bliss), Krodhaglzna (destroyer of anger), Tara (one with a high 
tone), Ucchrita (lofty one), 

138. Kukkutt (having cock as emblem), Bahu/1 (identical 
with pleiades), Divya (divine), Kamada (bestower of desired 
objects), Bhurivardhana (of the abundant increase), Amogha 
(infallible) Amrtada (the bestower of nectar), Agni (identical 
with Fire-god), Satrughna (slayer of enemies), Sarvamodana 
(delighter of all), 

139. A~vaya (immutable), Amara (immortal), Srtman (endo
wed with glory), Unnata (lofty one), .Agnisarnbhava (born of 
Agni), Piliiearaja (king of ghosts), Suryiibha (having the lustre 
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of the sun), Siviilma (identical with Siva), Sipfll1lllllklna (son or 
delighter of Siva), • 

140. Apiiropiira (one like tlie boundless vast expanse), 
.Durjlie;·,1 (incomprehensible), Sarvahhutahiterata (one who is 
engaged in the welfare of all Jiving beings), Agriihya (one who 
cannot be comprehended), Kiira,am (cause), Karta (agent, doer), 
Parame1fhl (stationed in the supreme excellence), Parampada 
(the highest region), 

141-142. Acintya (one who cannot be thought of), Sarvabhu
tama (the immanent soul in all living beings), Sarvatma (one 
who is the soul of all). You are eternal. 

Thus that Lord of all living beings was eulogized by Visvami
tra, the great sage, by enumerating these one hundred and eight 
names. The Lord was delighted and appeared in front of him. 
He spoke thus to the leading sage: "Let (the boon) be chosen. 

143. 0 excellent 'Brihmaoa, my eulogy has been composed 
by you (well). This will be conducive to the achievement of the 
desires of living beings on the earth. 

144-147. Fortune will flourish in the family of that person 
who reads this regularly. Neither Rak~asas nor Pisacas, neither 
goblins nor mishaps cause obstacles in that house where they 
eulogize me thus. He will not have evil dreams. · The person who 
is bound will be liberated from bondage. By the power of this 
hymn (prayer) the man .will attain a divine status. It behoves 
you to consecrate me by means of those consecratory rites men
tioned in the Vedas, since a life without consecratory rites is 
said to be like that of a brute. You too, by the boon granted by 
me, will become a Brahmar#." 

148. Then the sage performed his post-natal holy rites. 
Further at the bidding of Lord Skanda, he took up the work of 
his priest. 

149-152. Thereupon, Vabni came there and saw his son 
Guha who had six heads, ears twice as many and twelve eyes, 
arms and feet. He had only one neck and one body. He looked 
at Kumara who was a mere lump of flesh on the first day. On the 
second day it had the form of an individual. On the third day 
he became an infant. On the fourth day he became a complete 
(i.e. full grown) one. He was consecrated on the fifth day. He saw 
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Fire-god. Thereupon, 0 son of Prthi, Pivaka (Fire-god) embrac
ed him and kissed him. He addressed him as "0 son" and 
granted him the Sakti missile himself. 

153-157. He received the Sakti and bowed down to 
Fire-god. He then climbed on to Svetaspiga, seeing and survey
ing all the ten directions with his faces. He shouted terribly 
striking terror into the whole universe including the Asuras. 
Then, with his Sakti he split the peak of Sveta mountain 
that extended to a hundred Yojanas and that was surrounded by 
ten thousand billions of Rak,asas. With a single stroke it fell 
down on the earth in smithereens. Those Rak~asas who were the 
perpetual enemies of Dharma (virtue, piety) were smashed. Then 
the ground all round was agitated (i.e. quaked heavily) and was 
shattered completely. All the mountains became frightened. 
Everyone cried aloud as though at the time of ultimate deluge. 
All the living beings shouted loudJy, "Save, save (us)." 

158-163. On hearing this, Devas spoke to Indra collectively: 
"He by whom the three worlds have been agitated by means of 
a single blow, 0 Vasava, will instantaneously destroy the entire 
universe if infuriated. But we have been created by Brahma for 
the purpose of protection. That task of protection should be 
carried on always even if (our) vital airs be on the point of 
departure. If the universe is being agitated even as we watch and 
observe, fie upon the birth of heroes (like us) ! Indeed, immediate 
death is more praiseworthy. Therefore, 0 Visava, it behoves you 
to resist him along with us." On being told thus Sakra said "So 
be it", and went to him along with Devas in order to make his 
vigour more impetuous. That fierce, impetuous and unssailable 
army of Devas began to bellow and roar. On seeing it Guba 
roared like ocean. 

164. On account of that loud sound, the army of Devas ran 
here and there irrationally, resembling the ocean excited and 
thrown up. 

165. On seeing Devas arrived (there) desirous of killing him, 
the son of Fire.:god discharged from his mouth increasing 
flames of fire. 

166-167. He burned the armies of Devas rolling on the 
ground. With their heads and bodies blazing, with their weapons 
and vehicles burning brilliantly, they appeared like the clusters 
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of stars dropping down suddenly from the firmament. While
being burned thus, they sought refuge in the son of Fire-god. 

168. Devas said to the wielder of the thunderbolt, "0 
Satakratu, discharge the thunderbolt." Sakra who was told thus 
by Devas, hurled the thunderbolt against Skanda. 

169-173. (The thunderbolt) discharged by him, 0 excellent 
one among the descendants of Kuru, hit the right side of Skanda. 
On account of the blow from the thunderbolt the right side or 
the noble-souled Skanda split and another person was born. He 
was youthful. He had golden armour and other equipments. He 
held a Sakti. He had divine ear-rings. He became well-known as 
Sakha. He too roared in a mysteriously wonderful manner. Then 

once again the infuriated lndra pierced (i.e. wounded) the chest 
of Skanda. There also a person like him was born. He became 
well-known as Naigameya. The four persons beginning with 
Skanda roared and rushed at him. Thereupon lndra abandoned 
the thunderbolt. With palms joined in reverence, he sought refuge 
in him. Skanda, the most excellent one, granted freedom from 
fear to him as well as to his army. 

174. Thereupon the delighted gods played upon the musical· 
instruments. On account of the blow from the thunderbolt. 
excessively powerful daughters (girls) were also born to him. 

175-l 79. These terrible ones carry away the infants still in 
the wombs or immediately after being born. These Sisumatrs
('lnfant Mothers') are seven, viz. Ka.lei, Hilima, Rudra, Vnabha, 
Aya, Pala.la and Mitra. The infant (Lord Kumara) enriched by 
the vigour and vitality of these (mothers) became excessively 
terrific. The son born as a result of the blessings of Skanda was 
the fearful Lohitik~a. Thus the mysterious group of Skanda
matrs (named) Vira~taka ('eight heroic ones') has been recounted. 
This group has to be devoutly worshipped always. It bestows. 
peace and calmness after subduing all types of Apasmiiras 
(•epileptic fits'). Sri ('glory and prosperity') assumed a body and 
approached and served Skanda who had golden armour and 
necklace, who was clad in red robes and had youthful lustre, 
the most excellent one in all the three worlds. Sri resorted to, 
him herself and bowed down to him. 

180-181. AU the Devas bowed down to him when Sri 
conjoined him and said, "0 Lord of golden complexion, be the-
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benefactor of all the worlds. May you be our Indra, 0 Lord, for 
the sake of the welfare of the three worlds." 

Skanda enquired: 

182. 0 excellent Suras, what does lndrado to all the worlds? 
How does Suresvara (Indra) always protect the groups of Devas .. 

Devas said: 

183. lndra bestows upon all living beings, strength, splend
our, progeny and happiness. Suresvara grants intelligence and 
everything they inherit. 

184. He takes away (everything) from those who are vicious. 
in their activities. He grants ( everything) to those who adhere to 
good activities. Very powerful in his own activities, he instructs 
and commands all Jiving beings. 

185-186. He becomes the sun where there was no sun 
(before); there shall be moon where there was no moon (before); 
there shall be fire and wind, the cause (and sustenance) of life 
on the earth. This should be done by Indra. lndra has vast 
power and potentiality. 0 hero! be our lndra; kill Tiraka. 

Obeisance to you. 

Jndra said: 

187. 0 mighty one, of powerful arms, you be Indra, causing 
happiness to aJI of us. 0 Skanda, I bow down to you and 
pray. Kill Taralca and protect us. 

Skanda said: 

188-189. You alone rule over the three worlds. May you 
alone be Indra forever. I shall perform the tasks of lndra but the 
status of lndra is not desired by me. You alone are the Lord. 
Welfare unto you. You are the king of the three worlds as well 
as my king. 0 Saha, what bidding of yours shall I carry out? 
Tell me. 

Jndra said· : 

190. If this statement is true, if it has been decisively uttered 
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by you, 0 excessively powerful one, be invested with the powen 
of the Commander-in-chief of Devas. • 

Skanda said: 

191. For the destruction of Dinavas, for the sake of the 
achievement of the objectives ofDevas and for the sake of cows 
and Brihmal)as, let your words be so. 

192-194. When this was uttered, there arose a very loud 
shout of the Suras as well as of all the living beings. It caused a 
quiver in all the three worlds. They eulogized him saying, "Be 
victorious.,, They played on the musical instruments. They danc
ed. They eulogized him and made applauses. On account of that 
noise, the daughter of the Mountain became surprised. She said 
to gatikara, "0 Lord, what is this overpowering noise?" 

Rudraaaid: 

195-196. It is the different kinds of words and utterances of 
the delighted Suras that are heard now, 0 gentle lady, since a 
son has been born to you. 0 meritorious lady, your son will wipe 
off the tears of the heaven-dwellers, of chaste ladies, of cows and 
ofBrihmaoas. 

197-198. While he said thus, the goddess became very eager 
to see him. Since ~alilcara of great splendour had a great deal of 
affection for his son. Bhava along with his Gw,.as rode on his 
bull together with the goddess. Eager to see his son, he came 
there with great enthusiasm. 

199-203. Then Brahma, the Prajipati ('Lord of created 
beings') said to Mahisena: "Go ahead to meet your father 
Mahadeva and your mother, 0 Lord. Your birth at the outset 
was due to the mingling of the semen virile of these two.0 

After saying "So be it'\ Mahisena of immeasurable soul 
adored his father Mahesvara, and his mother. Parvati and 
Paramesvara embraced their son for a long time and blessed him. 
They were extremely delighted. The delighted Sati.kara handed 
over to him the essential principle of Siddhasara(?) The goddess 
who was pleased and delighted extremely, granted.~him liberation 
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from Prakrti. In the meantime, the six goddesses (i.e. wives of the 
Sages) came there. 

204-206. They had been abandoned by the sages. They 
addressed him "0 son". Parvati then said, "This is my son and 
not yours". s·vahi said, "Mine." Fire-god also said, "Mine.0 

Rudra said, "Mine. 0 The divine river (Gangi) too said, "Mine." 
They argued and quarrelled with one another terribly. Indeed, 
0 son of Prtha, the love for one's son is very powerful. What 
is it that it does not cause one to do? 

207. Then (the Lord) laughingly told them, "Argument is 
not proper. Guba is son unto all of you. Let the boon be chosen 
from me." 

208. Then the six goddesses said, "Let heaven be everlasting 
unto us." Guba said to them, "So be it". gakra said there
after: 

209-211. "The rival Devi ('shining star') Abhijit who is 
{really) the younger sister of Ro hi Qi is vying {with her), 0 Skanda, 
because she is desirous of getting the status of the elder and a 
separate identity. Ever since then I am confused. Therefore fix 
(her) in her proper place." 

When he said "So be it," then Kp:tikis went to heaven. 
That star (Abhijit) shines as though it has seven heads. It is the 
star with Vahni (Fire-god) as the deity. 

Then Svahi said to him, "I am not a favourite with Agni or 
great flames. Therefore, grant me his favour and love as we JI as 
perpetual stay with him.,. 

Skanda said: 

212-215. Whatever Brihma~as offer into the sacred fire such 
as Havya and Kavya, they will off'er them with your name. Your 
residence shall be along with him forever. 

Fire-god prayed for shares in the sacrifices and also for 
sons. 

He (the 1.ord) said, "From today do obtain the shares in 
sacrifice." The others requested, "You, be our reputed son." 

''It shall be so", said Skanda to them. Indeed it was a rare 
(privilege). Then all the Yogins, Sanaka and others, joined 
together and crowned him on that mountain as the overlord of 
all Yogins. 
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216. Thereupon, the Yogins called him Yogllvara. 
The Devas were delighted and they played on different kinds 

-0f musical instruments. • 
217. With him (Skanda) crowned (thus) the Sveta mountain 

shone like the very beautiful Udaya (rising) mountain with the 
sun radiant with (many) rays. 

218-219. Then Devas, Gandharvas and celestial damsels 
began to dance. The loud sound of all the delighted living beings 
was heard. Thus the entire universe along with Indra stationed 
-0n the Sveta mountain never reached satiety by looking at the 
delighted Skanda. 

CHAPTER THIRTY 

Skanda Installed as the Commander-in-Chief 

Narada said: 
1. Then, along with Suras, Skanda descended from the top 

of the Sveta1 mountain. In order to slay Taraka, he went to the 
southern direction. 

2-3. Thereupon, the son of Pavaka (i.e. Skanda) was crown
ed and invested with the power of the overlord of all the spirits 
and goblins on the banks of the river Sarasvati, 0 son of Pao~u. 
He was made the 1ord2 of Grohos (i.e. evil demons harassing 
people), Upagrahas (i.e. minor demons), Veta/as {vampires), 
Sakinis (ogresses), Unmadas (i.e. evil spirits of madness), 
Apasmiiras (epileptic fits) and the Pisacas (ghosts eating ff.esh) 
by Devas. 

4-6. It was for the purpose of preventing those spirits etc. 
of wicked intentions from transgressing the limits. Hence he 
who is attacked by these, shall seek refuge in the son of Pavaka. 
Grahas etc. avoid a person whose senses are controlled; none of 

1. The portion ofHimalaya to the east of Tibet (De 200). 
2. Skanda"s association with evil spirits etc. is a legacy of pre-Epic period. 

For example, In Paroskara Gr. S. a demon Cough is called KumA.ra and 
Mahlsena is a disease.demon. 
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whose sense-organs are loose and disordered; who is always pure 
and is never lethargic or idle; who is godly and a devotee of 
Skanda. They are destroyed even when seen from far by those 
who are devoted to Mahesvara or to Naray~a. 

7-9a. Then, along with all the Suras, Guba went to the 
banks of Mahi.1 There be listened to the excellent greatness of 
Mahi, recounted by the Devas. Skanda was surprised and he 
bowed down to the river; thereafter, the Devas, the chief of 
whom was Sakra, bowed down to Guba who had resorted to the 
southern bank and established himself there and spoke these 
words: 

9b-16. ''0 Skanda, no army obtains pleasure and happineu 
without a sinless Commander-in-chief duly installed as such. 
Hence allow us to consecrate you as such, with the holy and 
-auspicious waters of Mahi and the ocean. We shall sprinkle 
those waters over you and it behoves you to glance at us at that 
place. 

Just as the footprints of others get (i.e. are included) in the 
footprint of an elephant, so also all other holy spots and centres 
of pilgrimage get merged in the waters of the ocean and Mahi. 
Just as the Three-eyed Lord is glorified as comprising all the 
living beings, so also the place of meeting of Mahi and the 
ocean comprises all the holy spots. 

Just as the semi-female form of Rudra bestows everything, 
so also the holy bath in Mahi and the ocean bestows all benefits. 
If a person, 0 Skanda, offers libations to the manes with the 
feelings of devotion in this holy spot, there is no doubt in this 
that it is as good as offering the libations in all holy spots. The 
fact that the water herein is saltish should not be minded much, 
for just as various grasses etc. of astringent or bitter taste when 
taken in by a cow, yield sweet milk, so also the water herein 
bestows delight and satisfaction to Pitrs." 

17-18. While the Devas were speaking thus, Kapila,1 the 

1. The march of Guha's army appears to be as follows: Western 
Himalayas to Sarasvati, thence to Mahi-sAgara-sangama. Tiraka's capital 
was near Cambay. Skanda's route being unexpected, Taraka was taken by 
surprise (vide infra 31.42-46 and his rebuke of Kalanemi, his commander
in-chief infra 32.3-4). 

2. Kapila's presence was natural as his hermitage (now known as 
Mitraayi) was in that area. · 
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sage proclaimed, 0 This is true. 0 son of Uma. Mahi comprises 
all holy waters. Kardama (my father) and I have understood the 
great qualities of this Ttrtha. I have abandoned all (the other 
parts of) the earthandlstay hereafterputting up my hermitage." 

19-22. Then Mahesvara said "What has been said by the 
Suras is true." Brahma and others also told him, "Here you 
shall be our leader once again. 0 hero, we shall perform your 
sacred ablution here. Command us." Thereupon, the noble
minded Skanda who was surprised, took his bath there and spoke 
these words to them. "Let Devas perform the. rite of sprinkling 
the water over me.,. 

Thereupon, they collected all the requisites for the consecra
tive ablution in accordance with {the injunctions of) the So.stras.1 

Four principal }.ltviks, viz. Brahma, Kapila, Brhaspati and the 
fourth one Visvamitra performed the Homa-rite in the fire sancti
fied by Mantras. 

23. There were hundreds of other sages too who had master
ed the Vedas. There, 0 descendant of Bharata, Mahadeva per
formed a miracle. 

24-2S. He was seen in the form of a Ling a stationed in the 
middle of the sacred fire-pit. The Lord had assumed the form of 
the Linga in order to impress that "It is I myself, stationed in 
the fire, that always receive the Havi1 offerings." The Devas 
bowed down with great joy to that matchless Linga. 

26-28a. It is destructive of all sins, 0 son of Prtha, and it 
bestows all desired benefits. 

At the end of the rite of Homa, an excellent seat studded with 
divine gems and jewels was offered by Himalaya. Skanda sat 
there in that auspicious seat. 

Thereafter, the Devas poured the sacred water to the accom
paniment of holy Mantras, in accordance with the injunctions, 
over Kumara, the son of Sankara. All the auspicious materials 
required for the same had been duly collected together. 

Then the (foUowing) gods sprinkled water over Komara, 
the son of Sa.Jikara (for installing him as the Commander-in .. chief). 

28b-37a. Indra, VitJ}.U of great valour, Brahma, Rudra, all 
the Planets beginning with Sun-god, the two gods, Fire and 

1. VV 22•37 give the Purloic procedure or installing a commander. 
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Wind, A.dityas, Vasus, Rudras, Sidhyas., the two Asvins, Vitve
devas, Maruts, Gandharvas, celestial damsels, divine sages, 
Brahmal).ical sages, Valakhilyas, Maricipas, Vidyadharas, Siddhas 
with yogic power, sages Pulastya, Pulaha and others, Manes, 
Kasyapa, Atri, Marici, Bhrgu, Atigiras, Dalc~a, Manus, Lumi
naries, Seasons, Rivers in embodied forms such as Mahi and 
others, Oceans beginning with Saltish Ocean, Holy Spots 
beginning with Prabhasa, Earth, Firmament, Quarters, Trees, 
Mountains, Mothers beginning with Aditi who personally per
formed special auspicious rites for Guha, Serpents, chief of 
whom was Vasuki, Garucja and Aru:oa (the two brothers), 
Varu:o.a, Dhanada, Yama with his attendants, Rak~asa Nirrti, 
Goblins, Flesh-eaters, Dharma, Brhaspati, Kapila, Visvamitra 
and various other groups of Devas too numerous to be men
tioned. AU these performed the rite of ablution by sprinkling 
the holy water over Guba joyously on the bank of Mahi. 

37b-38. Thereafter Pasupati gave unto him the great army 
of all the Bhiitas (Goblins) that was very terrible. It made a 
loud rumbling sound and was capable of subduing the haughti
ness of Devas, Daityas and others. Vi~:o.u gave him the Vaijayantf 
garland that increased strength. 

39. Umi whose lustre was like that of the Sun gave him 
two dustless clothes. Gangi gave him an excellent divine 
Kama,walu (water-pot) originating from nectar (or producing 
nectar). 

40. Along with the Ocean Mahi, the great river, gave him 
the necklace of rosary beads with great joy. Brhaspati gave 
Kumira a staff. 

41. Garu~a gave his beloved son Mayiira ('Peacock') hav ... 
ing a cluster of feathers of various colours as tail. Aru:r,.a gave 
him a cock Timracii~ ('having copper-coloured crest'). 

42-44. Lord Varu:v,a gave him a goat fully possessed of 
strength and vigour. Brahma gave him a deerhide that was (con
ducive to) victory and the acquisition of sacred knowledge. He 
gave him tour attendants also who had great vigour and prowess. 
They were his mental sons named Nandisena, Lohitikta, 
Gha~tikaroa and the fourth one who was well-known as 
Kusumamalin and had excessive strength. Then Lord Stha])u 
(Siva) gave him his great Pi!lada (named) Kratu. 
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45. Indeed in the course of the war between Devas and 
Asuras this infuriated attendant had killed with his hands 
fourteen million Daityas of terrible deeds. 

46. Yama then gave him two attendants coihparable to 
Yama and Kala. They were Unmatha and Pramatha. They had 
excessive vigour and great lustre. 

47. The joyous Sun-god gave unto Karttikeya, 0 son of 
P{tha, his two constant followers, the Subhrat5. 

48. Soma (the Moon) gave his attendants Ma))i and SumaJ.U 
who resembled Kailasa peak and had white garlands and (scent
ed) unguents. 

49-52. Agni gave him (two attendants) of great strength, 
viz. Jvalajihva and Jyoti~. 

Vi$QU of long strides gave Skanda three attendants, viz. 
Parigha, Bala and Bhima of very great strength. 

Vasava, the slayer of the warriors of enemies, gave the son 
of Mahesa two attendants Utkrosa and Paficaja who wielded 
thunderbolt and baton (respectively). Indeed those two had 
slain in battle many enemies of Mahendra. 

0 foremost one among the descendants of Bharata, the 
delighted Asvins gave Skanda (two attendants) Vardhana and 
'Bandhana who were great experts in Ayurveda. 

53. Vayu gave Karttikeya two attendants Bala and Atibala 
who had big mouths and were very powerful. 

54-56. Lord VaruJ)a gave the warriors Ghasa and Atigbasa. 
0 son of Prtha, Himavan gave his daughter's son (two atten
dants) Suvarcas of noble soul and Ativarcas. 

Meru gave Kaiicana and Meghamalin. The delighted 
Vindhya gave the son of Svahi the two splendid attendants 
Ucchrita and Atisrliga who were great fighters with stones. 

57. Accompanied by river Mahi the Ocean gave the two 
heroic attendants Samgraha and Vigraha who wielded iron clubs. 

58. Parvati of beautiful and auspicious appearance gave 
the son of Agni Unmada, Put padanta and Salik:ukaroa. 

59. SuparJ)a gave the son of Jvalana (Fire-god) two 
attendants Jaya and Mahijaya, two serpents who were the moat 
-excellent ones among mighty warriors. 

60. Thus Sidhyas, Rudras, Vasus, Pitrs and all others who 
are the foremost in the world gave attendants to Slcanda. 
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61. They were exceedingly powerful, of varying grades of 
·strength and potentiality. They had different kinds of weapons 
and ornaments. They are too numerous, 0 Phalguna, to be 
reckoned. 

62. The Mothers gave the Lord groups of Mothers who 
were very auspicious and by whom the three worlds including 

. mobile and immobile beings have been pervaded. 
63-69. The Mothers are as follows: Prabhavati, Visa.1ik$i, 

Gopala, Gonasa, Apsujata, BrhaddatJ.c.ii, Kalika, Bahuputraka, 
Bhayankari, Cakrangi, Tirthanemi, Madhavi, Gitapriya, 
Alatak~i, Catula, Salabhamukhi, Vidyujjihva, Rudrakali, 
Satoliikhalamekhala, Satagha:r,.taki.tikioika, Cakrak$i, Catvara
laya, Piitana, Rodana, Ama, Kotara, Meghavahini, UrdhvaveJJ,i
dhara, Jarayus, Jarjaranana, KhaQ.Jakheti, Dahadaha, Dhama
dhama, Jaya, Bahuveui, Bahusira, Bahupada, Bahustani, 
Satoliikamukhi, Kr~J).a, KaroapravaraJJ,a, Sunyalaya, Dhanya
vasa, Pasuda, Dhanyada, Sada. These and many other Mothers 
,(were given unto him). 0 leading scion of the family of Bharata, 
since they (those Mothers) are innumerable, 1 am not able to 
reckon them. 

70-71. They dwelt on trees and quadrangles; they had their 
abodes in the places where four roads meet; they lived in caves 
and cremation grounds and they had mountains, cascades and 
cataracts as their regular dwelling places. They had different 
kinds of dress and ornaments. They assumed different kinds of 
forms. They spoke different languages and they wielded different 
kinds of weapons. They surrounded Guba there. 

72-73. Then the glorious Guba shone like another Guba 
<i.e. He was matchless). He was crowned and invested with the 
office of the Commander-in-chief by the different Devas and 
great sages. 

Then the son of Fire-god bowed down severally to all of 
them, the leaders among whom were Bhava and Brahma, and 
said to them. 

"Let the boon be chosen." 
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CHAPTER TIURTYONE 

Kumiira's March against the City o/Tdrakiisura • 
Niirada said: 

1. After granting blessings unto him they requested Guba 
for the boon: "This alone is our boon: Kill Tar aka, the sinner." 

2. After saying "Let it be so" to them, the enemy of Taraka 
possessing great splendour mounted his peacock saying "Yoga~ 
Yoga". 

3-4. With the Sakti in his hand Guba roared and then 
announced to the Devas, "0 excellent Suras, if I do not kill 
Taraka the sinner today, I shall clearly attain the state of those 
who slight and disrespect cows and Brahma.J}.as." 

When this was solemnly promised by him there arose a loud 
sound. 

5-6. At the behest of Sarajanman {Komara, born in the 
forest of reeds) they said, "Yoga, Yoga". 

Clad in two dust-free red clothes the son of Parvati station• 
ed at the head of all the Dcvas joyously moved (ahead). 
His banner shone well being rendered splendid by the emblem of 
a cock. 

7-8. Even with his feet he was able to split mountains in 
the course of a battle. In his hand the Guhasakti (Guha's weapon 
Sakti) shone splendidly. It was loved by all living beings and it 
was full of quiescent lustre and excessive strength. Its hardness (was 
famous) in all the worlds and the armour too was full of that. 

9-10. From the body of (the Lord) of great heroism, who was 
about to fight, the following qualities manifested themselves: 
Virtue (Dharma}, Truthfulness, Absence of delusion, Splendour, 
Refulgence, Unimpairedness, Power, Prowess and Mercy. Joining 
the pair of hands (in reverence) they all stood in front of the 
noble-souled Lord, ready to carry out his commands. 

11. As he went ahead, Lord Hara along with Pirvati closely 
followed him in a chariot having the coJour of the sun. 

12. The chariot had been playfully made by Lord Hara him
self. A thousand lions had been yoked to that excellent chariot. 

13-16. 0 tiger among men, Brahma himself held the reins. 
The lions of that chariot had beautiful manes. As they moved 
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ahead they roared loudly. They appeared ready to drink up the 
sky. They frightened the mt>bile and immobile beings. 

Seated in that chariot along with Umi Pasupati shone like 
the sun accompanied by clouds and rainbow and embellished by 
the streak of lightning. 

In front of him went Lord Dhanesa Kubera, Naravihana 
('whose vehicle is drawn by men') along with the Guhyakas. He 
had occupied the beautiful Pu~paka (aerial chariot). 

Riding on AiravaJ}.a Salera along with the suras closely 
followed the Bull-emblemed Lord, the bestower of boons. 

l 7-22a. To his right Devas and Maruts, the fighters in 
diverse ways, went along with Vasus and accompanied by 
Rudras. Accompanied by M{tyu and surrounded on all sides 
by terrible Ailments in hundreds infuriated Yama went on his 
left side. Behind Yama went the terrible white trident of Rudra 
named Vijaya. It had three spikes and had been made by Rudra 
himself. Behind him went Lord Varu:oa, the lord of waters, 
with a terrible noose. He was surrounded by hundreds of 
different kinds of aquatic animals. Rudra's sharp-edged spear 
went behind Vijaya surrounded by the excellent weapons begin
ning with maces, iron clubs, Saktis etc. 

22b-28. The great missile Pasupata followed the sharp-edged 
spear, 0 son of Prtha. It had only a single foot, but it was 
extremely terrible with many head and bellies. Behind it went 
his Kama:09alu ewater-pot') that was served by groups of great 
sages. To its right shone the staff that went ahead encircled by 
glory and splendour. It was accompanied by Bhrgu and Angiras 
and was adored by Devas. 

Rak$asas, the other Devas, Gandharvas, Serpents, Rivers 
great and small, Oceans, sages, groups of celestial damsels, Con
ste11ations, Planets, the n1obile and immobile beings and the 
Mothers followed the great Lord, and they were hungry. Behind 
everyone was the intelligent Bari seated on Tark$ya (Garuga). 
He guarded the entire army surrounded by his own retinue. 

Thus, accompanied by the army the son of the Three-eyed 
Lord came to the northern shore. He resorted to the copper 
rampart and stood there. 

29. Seeing the prosperity and excellent glory of the city 
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of Taraka Mahasena was surprised. He praised his (i.e. the 
Demon's) power of penance. • 

30. Seated on his peacock and surveying (everything), with 
the umbrella held over him, shone Guba who was on a par with 
the moon in his lustre. 

31. The Lord of great lustre was fanned by Vayu and Agni 
with chowrics. He was surrounded by his own retinue and groups 
of attendants given to him by the Mothers and Suras. 

32-36. Thereafter, amidst Devas gakra bowed down to him 
and spoke these words: "0 Mahasena. see, see (the army) or 
the extremely powerful Daityas who do not fully comprehend 
you, their annihilator, like men engrossed in (the activities of) 
the household. Let a messenger be sent to their abode. Let him 
mention about you to Taraka. This is customary among heroes. 
It is the bestower of fame on great people." 

With the permission ( of the Lord), O Dhanaiijaya, Sakra 
directed me, a devotee of Skanda, and sent me to the leader or 
Asuras. He considered me fit for the job of a messenger. I was 
myself desirous of going and was sent by Sakra. 

In his palace in the midst of thousands of women I spoke 
(to him) thus: "0 base Asura, 0 demon of wicked mind, Sakra 
says this to you. Listen: 

37-38. '0 Danava, much sin has been committed by you by 
torturing and harassing the universe. I shall destroy that sin of 
yours today. If you are a man, 0 excessively sinful one, come 
out. lf you do not come out, I will cast your city into the ocean 
within a moment for the sake of its purification.'" 

39. On hearing these harsh words the demon who had been 
surrounded by the groups of women became infuriated. He rais
ed his closed fist and rushed at me. I was frightened and so I 
ran away (from that place). 

40. Being excited and bewildered, I reported the incident to 
Kumara. When I came back, the Daitya began to think in his 
mind, 

41. 'Without getting a support gakra does not dare to say 
like this. The terribly awful omens produce fear in me.' 

42-45. After thinking thus he got up and climbed on to the 
window-sill. Seated on the window-sill of the topmost storey of 
his abode consisting of a thousand storeys be saw .Che army of 
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Devas that had covered up the earth and the firmament. The ten 
quarters reverberated with the sounds of chariots, elephants and 
horses, aerial chariots of wonderful shapes and sizes, the loud 
songs of Kinnaras, of Dundubhi drums, horns of cows, cymbals 
and conchs. On seeing that army that could not be stirred up or 
agitated he thought thus, 'These had already been defeated by 
me. Why have they come again?' 

46. The Daitya who was thinking thus, heard the harsh and 
terrible words proclaimed by the divine bards. They were heart
rending to Taraka: 

47. "0 Lord, be victorious; the entire army of Devas has 
been illuminated by your arms that have became red by means 
of the lustre of the rays of your matchless Sakti. 0 Lord Kumara 
who causes bloom in the face of the Destroyer of the Puras like 
the moon amongst the cluster of lilies, be victorious. You are 
like the submarine fire to the ocean of the race of Daityas, 
0 Lord having the peacock with sweet voice for your vehicle. 
With the sprout-like nail of the feet you have pounded the crowns 
of Asuras; 0 Mahasena, you are like the forest-fire unto the 
dry grass (in the form) of the family of Taraka; 0 Lord of 
Yogins, 0 Skanda, be victorious. Your lotus-like feet have been 
rendered brilliant by the rows of nails resembling the sun that 
dispels the darkness of the worrying thoughts spreading in the 
sky of the heart of Yo gins, 0 seven-day old boy-god, the burner 
of the grief of all the worlds. 

48. Hail, HaiJ to you, the charming one. Obeisance to you, 
the dispeller of the fear of good people. Salute to you, 0 infant
Lord, having the mountain (for your abode); obeisance, obeis
ance, destroy the enemies of Devas." 
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CHAPTER THIRlYIWO 

Tiiraka is Slain 

Niirada said: 

Skanda PurQfl(l 

1. On hearing this eulogy loudly proclaimed by the celestial 
bards the Daitya remembered the words of Brahma that he 
would be killed by an infant. 

2. On hearing it all his limbs became wet (with sweat). The 
king then spoke to the gatekeeper, "I wish to see the Ministers. 
Bring them quickly. Do not delay." 

3-4. Then, at the instance of the king, those (Ministers), 
the chief of whom was Kalanemi, came. 

Taraka, the Daitya, said: "What is it that you have done? 
You have never given me any news regarding the enemies. You 
are intoxicated with wine and lecherous pursuits. Hence you are 
not worthy of being Ministers (Advisers). One who gives advice 
to the king conducive to his welfare is called a Mantrt. 

The Ministers replied: 

5. Who cares to know (more) about the miserable Devas? 
We the Daityas need not know. This was our opinion. 

6. Do not be anxious, 0 great king. We wiJI defeat the 
Suras. What fear can we have from an infant? This anxious 
thought itself is shameful. 

7-11. All this can be easily managed. Let the Bhert (drum) 
be sounded firmly and loudly. 

Thereupon at the instance of the Lord of Daityas Bherl 
(drum) was beaten intensely and repeatedly which made (the 
Daitya soldiers) equip themselves suitably and get ready for war. 
It shook the entire universe. 

On being remembered by the king of the Daityas crores and 
thousands of crores and tens of hundreds of Parardhas of great 
Asuras came there immediately from the mountains, rivers, 
oceans, nether worlds and firmament. They had the lustre of the 
fire at the close of the yugas. The commander Kilanemi 
immediately advanced against Devas. Tiraka was seated in a 
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chariot that extended to four Yojanas and had many wonderful 
features. He appeared to be somewhat dejected and miserable. 

12. In the meantime, 0 son of Prtha, the entire rampart was 
pulled down by the infuriated attendants of Skanda. The parks 
and gardens were destroyed. 

13. Then the goddess Earth along with parks and forests 
quaked. The sky was ablaze with the stars. The universe became 
-extremely confused. 

14-17. The entire universe was plunged in darkness. The 
-sky was pervaded by vultures. Thereupon, the great army, the 
chief of which was Kalanemi, was seen there, 0 son of Prthi. lt 
was equipped with many weapons. It resembled the clouds at the 
time of deluge. It was terrible and unlimited in number. It roar
ed and uttered different kinds of words. The army rushed against 
the Devas in battle. It attacked Lord Sankara. By means of 
mountains, $ataghnts (cHundred-kiIIers') and iron bolts the army 
of the Devas was driven away by the Daityas who had great 
weapons and were roaring. Within a moment the army became 
averse to fighting. 

18. When they were being struck and hit by the Asuras like 
a forest by fires (the army of the Devas) fell down like great 
forests of trees at the site off orest fires. 

19. The heaven-dwellers fled here and there with their bones, 
heads and bodies shattered. On being killed by the great Asuras, 
they did not find any leader, help or guide. 

20. On seeing the army fleeing Lord Purandara consoled 
that army that had been extremely afflicted by the Danavas. He 
spoke thus to them : 

21-22. "0 heroes, welfare unto you. Give up your fear. 
Take up your weapons. Turn your attention to :fighting. Entertain 
no pain or fear at all. This Mahasena who has the brilliance of 
deadly fire and is seated on his peacock is your protector. Why 
are you afraid in spite of this?" 

23. On hearing the words of Sakra the heaven-dwellers 
were pacified and cheered up. Taking Sakra as their resort they 
fought with the Danavas. 

24. In that battle Kalanemi confronted Mahendra. 
Jambhaka accompanied by a thousand Ak1auhi'l:,ts fought with 
Sankara. 
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25-29. Kujambha who too had as many Ak1auhi1)fs fought 
with Vi$J)U. All the other Devas, Maruts of great strength, 
Sidhyas and Vasus fought with the leading Daityas. 

After fighting in various ways, 0 son of Prtha, Kalanemi 
jumped up suddenly on to the head of Airaval)a. He hit the 
elephant with a kick and Sakra with his fist roaring loudly. Both 
of them fell on the ground. Thereupon Kalanemi lifted up the 
unconscious Sakra, put him in the chariot and went towards 
Tiraka. Then the Devas beginning with Antaka began to cry 
loudly: 

30-31. "The king is being taken away. He is being removed. 
There is no one to protect him." 

In the meantime by means of arrows discharged from the 
Pinaka bow Sarva had slain Jarltbhaka along with his army and 
given great delight to vultures (by offering a feast of dead bodies). 
He approached Kalanemi and seated in the chariot spoke to him 
these words : 

32-34. "Of what avail is Mahendra? Fight with me, 0 
Danava of extremely vicious intellect professing to be a hero. 
Thereupon you will know what is heroism." 

Kalanemi replied: 

Who will fight with a naked man? Even if he is killed and 
the same were to be mentioned in the assemblies of Daitya 
warriors, there will be a general laughter. 0 wicked-minded one, 
look for someone like you. 

On hearing those contemptuous words Sarva was surprised. 
35•37. Then Kumara seated on his peacock suddenly rushed 

there. Vasudeva too rushed there after killing Kujarilbha with 
his followers. 

Then Hari said to Skanda: "Of what avail is this sinful base 
Daitya to you, 0 Lord? See my prowess for a short while." 

After saying this Kesava who was seated on Garu9a res
trained him. He showered him (i.e. Kalanemi) with arrows dis
charged from his bow Sarftga. 

38. On being hit by those arrows as if by thunderbolts the 
infuriated great Asura left Visava and split those arrows by 
means of his own arrows. 
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39. The Daitya laughingly and playfully restrained and 
curbed every arrow and miraculous missile pf divine power that 
Hari discharged. 

40. Janardana who was quick in taking action, seized his 
(iron club) Kaumodaki and hurled it at the leader of the army. 
It smashed the charioteer. 

41. Then the demon jumped down from the chariot and 
opened his great mouth widely. He seized Garu9a by his beak 
along with Vi~QU and put them both into his mouth. 

42. Then all the Devas and all the worlds fainted. The earth 
quaked. The seven mountains and the seven oceans trembled. 

43-51. In that great battle Kalanemi roared and danced. 
When the time for hurrying up approached, Vi~gu became steady 
and composed. With his discus he tore open the beJly ( of the 
Daitya). Coming out he shone like the rising sun. By means of 
his Maya power Hari deluded him and thereafter took him to 
the nether worlds. There he lay like a log of wood. Afterwards 
ten crores of Daityas were killed with the discus. 

The delighted Dev as became free from stupefaction instantly. 
Then Sarva embraced him and said: 

"0 Janardana, well done! well done! There is no one else to 
do what has been done by you. This Daitya is stronger and far 
more powerful than the demons, very difficult to be conquered, 
beginning with Mahi~a and others-those demons who were 
struck down by the Goddess. He has been defeated by you. 0 
Janardana, this demon ought to have been killed by you in the 
Tarakamaya1 battle. Again in the form of Kamsa he should be 
killed by you in your eighth incarnation.•• 

Thus Devas praised Vasudeva, the sire of the universe. 
When the army of Daityas regained consciousness, they killed 
and destroyed them by means of volleys of arrows. Shattered 
by the great weapons those bodies of Daityas fell on the 
ground, 0 son of Prtha, like the scattered clouds falling all 
round. Thereupon the army became leaderless and helpless. 

52. By means of their weapons they were turned away by 

l. A war that was waged between Devas and Asuras fighting on behalr 
of Brhaspati and Soma (candra) respectively, the cause being Tari, Brhas
pati's adulterous wife living with Soma who refused to return her to her 
lawful spouse. 
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Devas who followed Skanda. Thereupon, all the joyous and 
delighted Devas shouted Joudly in glee. • 

53-57. They played on all the musical instruments jointly. 
On seeing his army broken and shattered with all the heroes 
killed in the great battle and on observing the great joy of Devas, 
Taraka said to his charioteer: 

"0 charioteer, see my armies routed by Suras. They had 
been looked upon by us like blades of grass! See the wonderful 
way in which Kala (works). Hence, take my chariot quickly to 
Devas. Let the base Suras see the power of my arms and run 
away.'' 

Saying this to the charioteer and shaking his very huge bow 
the king whose eyes became red with anger entered the army of 
Devas. On seeing the demon coming Hari spoke to Skanda: 

S8-61. "0 Kumira, see the Lord of Daityas, who is like 
Kala (god of Death) at the close of a Yuga. This is that same 
( demon) by whom Siva had been propitiated by means of terrible 
penance. It is he by whom Salera and others had been trans
formed into monkeys for one hundred million years. It is he 
who could not be defeated by us despite our pile of all (superior) 
weapons in the course of the battle. This great Asura should 
not be viewed with contemptuous disregard. He is Taraka. 
This is your seventh day. Now it is mid-day. Slay him before 
sunset. Otherwise he cannot be killed." 

AftersayingthusKesava hurriedly spoke to Salera andothers: 
62-63. "Make the leading Daitya get exhausted so that he 

can be easily slain." 
Thereupon at the instance of Vi~J,.tu the dwellers of heaven 

roared and approached (i.e. attacked).him (i.e. Tiraka) with great 
joy and showered him with volleys of arrows. Laughingly Taraka 
routed all the Devas. 

64-67. He routed Devas like an atheist of evil conduct who 
drives away (i.e. disregards) the instructors in different scriptures. 
They were unable to bear that hero who was occupying the 
great chariot like a person overpowered by epileptic fits and 
uttering displeasing words. Driving away all the Devas within 
a moment Taraka came towards Kumara shaking his great bow. 
On seeing him coming Skanda proceeded against him; Bhava 
guarded his left side and Hari the right one. The attendants 
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who were thousands of millions in number guarded him from 
the rear. 

68. Then in that great battle of Devas and Daityas both of 
them came into contact with each other like Dharma and 
Adharma in their ascendancy. They caused great miracles and 
surprise in the universe. 

69-71. Then approaching Kumara playfully Tarak:a spoke: 
"0 boy, you are indeed a very small infant. Why do you, at the 
instance of Dev as, come to me for fighting like a moth falling 
into fire? What do I gain by killing you? 0 boy, you have been 
released by me. Go and drink milk. Take this ball. Play with 
it." On being told thus, the preceptor of the Yogins laughed 
and said to Taraka: 

72-74. "Do not disregard contemptuously the state of being 
a smaU infant. Even an infant serpent causes distress and strain. 
Even the young (rising) sun is very difficult to look at directly. 
Even a small fire is very difficult to be touched. A Mantra 
consists of very few letters. But is it not found effective and 
fruitful, 0 Daitya ?" 

After saying this he seized the ball hurled by the Daitya. 
He charged it with the Sakti missile and discharged it against 
the Daitya. On being hit with it his chariot was reduced to 
powder. 

75-76. It was a chariot four Yojanas in extent and was 
equipped with many wonderful features. When the excellent 
chariot was shattered, the sons of Garucja became free. They flew 
up with great difficulty and entered another ocean. Thereupon 
the infuriated Taraka hurled a mallet at Guba. 

77-79. It appeared like the Vindhya mountain. Skanda 
caught hold of it and struck it against his broad chest. The 
mallet was then smashed to a hundred pieces. The Daitya 
thought that the Six-faced Lord was invincible in battle. He then 
recollected the words of Brahma. On seeing him as though 
frightened, crores ofDaitya heroes roared loudly and showered 
Mahisena with various kinds of weapons. 

80-85. Then infuriated Skanda hurled the terrible Sakti on 
them. When the miraculous Sakti missile was thrown by Skanda 
of unmeasured splendour, excessively terrible clusters of meteors 
fell on the earth. The extremely teuible Sakti was hurled by the 
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son of Bhava. A crore of Saktis felJ out from it, 0 leader of the 
descendants of Bharata. 

Then the powerful Lord struck with the Sakti misiile held in 
his hand. Eight thousand billions and a thousand crores of the 
Daityas were struck down. Thousand million and a crore of 
vehicles were struck down. He made the leading Daitya (so 
deformed that) his belly appeared like a deep eddy. The Daitya 
had been surrounded by ten nikharvas ('billions') ( of his soldiers). 

When the enemies were being killed, 0 son of Prtha, the 
followers of Kumara made a tumultuous sound filling all the 
ten quarters. Some were killed by the Saktis that had come out 
from the sparks of the Sakti missile. 

86. Thousands of Daityas were tossed, shaken and ki1led by 
the flag. Some were frightened by the sounds of bells. They felJ 
down with broken hearts. 

87. Some were killed by the wings of the peacock. Some by 
his feet. Crores of them were pierced by the cock and swa1lowed. 

88-90. Others numbering thousands of billions were killed 
by the attendants (of Skanda) and the Mothers. Thus, when the 
Danavas were being killed by Guha and others, Taraka came to 
Skanda along with the misfortunes of the worlds as it were. He 
took up his shining iron club having a hundred thousand bells. 
It was unthwartable too. With it he struck the peacock and the 
peacock turned his face. On seeing Skanda with his face averted 
(from fighting) Vasudeva spoke in a hurry: 

9 I. "0 Lord of Devasena ('the army of Devas'), discharge 
the Sakti quickly against the great Asura. Keep your own pro
mise. Look the sun is about to set." 

Skanda said: 

92. It was by you, 0 Janirdana, that this (Daitya) was 
mentioned to me as a devotee of Rudra. My arm does not dis
charge the Sakti to kiJl a devotee of Rudra.1 

1. This shows Skanda's reluctance to kill a devotee of Siva (Tiraka) 
despite bis having brought about a havoc and being a terror to the universe. 
He was persuaded by the Ethereal Voice to kill Tlraka and establish- a 
Li,iga as an act of expiation (vv. 142-144). 
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93. One who is not Rudra himself will not worship Rudra. 
Hara himself (appears) in the form of the devotee. What will be 
the nature of our life after killing this (Daitya) who is of the 
form of Rudra? 

94. If they are insulted and abused, reviled, neglected and 
disregarded, pained and tormented, the devotees of Rudra burn 
down the entire family. What then, if they are killed? 

95. If he were to kill me in the battle, let him kill me. That 
would be better. But, 0 Vi~.Qu, I am not prepared to take up 
arms against a devotee of R udra. 

Sri Bhagavan (Vi1(lu) said: 
96-97. This is not befitting you, 0 Skanda. Listen as to 

who is a genuine devotee of Rudra. Sages conversant with the 
Vedas know that there are two bodies of Siva, the Lord of the 
daughter of the Mountain. One is that consisting of the beings. 
The other is the visible one. One who hates and harasses all living 
beings is not said to be a genuine devotee of Rudra. 

98-100. A person who is devoted to Rudra must be merciful 
towards all living creatures. Hence slay this (false devotee) of the 
Pinaka-bearing Lord, because he is the hater and harasser of all 
living beings, especially of human beings. 0 Lord, in this matter 
I do not, find any fault for you. 

Even after hearing these words of truthful meaning from 
Govinda, 0 descendant of Bharata, (Komara) was not inclined to 
kill him because he remembered him as a devotee of Rudra. 
Thereupon the infuriated Taraka rushed at Kesava. 

101. He said thus, "0 extremely wicked-minded one, I will 
kill you. See my power. I shall destroy the root of aJI Devas, 
pious rites and intelligent ones. After killing you today I shall 
·chop off all of them. See my power." 

Vi1,:,u said: 
102-107. 0 Lord of Daityas, why should there be (a fight) 

between you and me? Listen to the truth. Here is Sarva in his 
-chariot. If he is killed, everything is killed. 

On hearing this, the infuriated Tiraka immediately proceed
ed towards the chariot of Rudra. 
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Approaching the chariot of Rudra he caught hold of its pole. 
When the infuriated Tiraka caught hold of the pole suddenly the 
heaven and the earth cried loudly and the great sa_ges fainted. 
The Daityas of very huge size resembling (large) clouds roared. 
They were sure that they would conquer. 

Surmising the idea and intention of Taraka, Lord Sankara 
abandoned the chariot along with Uma and mounted his 
bull. Repeating the Mantra "Orn,, Brahma resorted to the sky 
suddenly. 

108. Then Taraka lifted up the chariot that had been made 
by Rudra and had a hundred lions (yoked to it), dashed it against 
the ground and smashed it to powder. 

109-110. The trident, the Pasupata and other weapons 
approached suddenly. But Bhava, Girisa, stopped them saying, 
"He can be managed." Thereupon realizing his self-deception 
as well as that by Rudra, the Daitya maliciously roared and 
rushed suddenly against Mahesvara who was riding his bull. 

111-llSa. Thereupon various Devas rushed (against the 
Daitya) in the following manner: Janardana lifted up his discus 
and rushed speedily. Indra lifted up his thunderbolt. Y ama 
raised his staff roaring loudly. The infuriated Dhanesvara roar
ed raising his iron club. Varuoa roared with his noose held aloft. 
Vayu raised his terrible great goad. The Fire-god (Vahni) lifted 
up his Sakti of great refulgence. Nirrti raised his sharp sword. The 
infuriated Rudras lifted up their tridents. Sadhya-devas raised 
their bows. Vasus lifted up iron bolts. Visvedevas raised pestles 
and thrashing rods. The Moon and the Sun their refulgence, 
the Asvinidevas the medicinal herbs, the serpents the blazing 
poison and Himadri and other important ones lifted up the 
mountains. 

1 lSb-117. On seeing the Devas roaring and rushing (against 
him), 0 son of Prtha, Taraka turned suddenly trumpeting like a 
great elephant. With hi, adamantine fist he hit Sakra in his arm 
and made him fall down. He seized the staff from Y ama, struck 
him with it on his head and made him fall down. With his ( own) 
chest he hit Dhanada and his iron club and made him fall on the 
ground. 

118. He seized the noose from Varu.oa and bound him with 
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it and toppled him down. With his great goad he went on strik
ing Vayu for a long time on his head. 

119. With Phfitkaras ('blowing out wind from his mouth') 
Taraka subdued the blazing fire. He seized Nirrti's sword, struck 
him with it and made him fall down. 

120. Rudras were tortured with (theirown)tridents, Sadhyas 
with their bows, Vasus with their own iron bolts and Visvedevas 
with their own pestles. 

121-122. He covered the Moon and the Sun with dust parti
cles. They appeared as though they were stationed in an anthill. 
He smashed the terrible and great medicinal herbs of Asvini
devas by means of palms. By trampling and treading on them 
he made the poisonous serpents rid of their poisons. The moun
tains were choked and suffocated much by means of {other) 
mountains. 

123. Thus within a muhurta he made the army of Devas 
unconscious. It cried out "Ha, Hii" (Alas!) in distress Then he 
rushed at the Discus-wielding Lord (i.e. Vi~i:iu) roaring. 

124. Then Kesa va laughed and s uddtmly vanished like the 
Lord (Svami), the most excellent one among the intelligent, who 
always becomes invisible to Ku_vogins ('a bad yogin'). 

125. Not being able to see Vi~n.u, the infuriated Daitya 
Taraka rushed against the Bull-vehicled Lord with great speed 
lifting up his closed fist. 

126. Like a streak of lightning, Lord Hari became (partly) 
visible an<l invisible. Lifting up his arm he loudly proclaimed to 
Devas: 

127. "Alas, 0 Devas, run away, if you have sufficient 
strength to flee. All of us who came here at the instance of an 
infant have been deluded. 

128. Has this verse not been heard-the verse that was for-
1nerly sung by the son of the Self-born Lord? 'Whatever is deposi
ted and placed on trust in infants, women, bad scholars, and 
epileptic patients ( or forgetful persons) is no better than fallen 
in peril (or being lost).' 

129-130. All that is (i.e. the truth of that is) borne out by 
direct experience now. If we had previously known that he 
would not kill a devotee ofRudra, if he had not taken that vow 
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also, we would not have had this great sorrowful plight and 
destruction. • 

131. Or, if this evil•minded one docs not kill the Lord of 
Daityas, do not be afraid, 0 highly fortunate ones. I shall kill 
your enemies. 

132. See now, 0 Devas, the unlimited power of my arms. 
Look (now), with a single (blow of my) fist I shall destroy the 
base Daitya. 

133. My right arm is permanently offered to you by me. I 
shall kill your enemies. 1 shaJI keep up this promise. 

134. Just as a violent gust of wind dispels clouds, 1 shall in 
a moment destroy all those great Asuras who are in the sky, on 
the earth and in the nether worldli." 

I 35. After saying this, Jagannatha raised his closed right 
fist. Without any weapon, he jumped down from the back of 
Tark~ya (Garu9a) and dashed (against the Daitya). 

136. While Govinda was running, all the three worlds shook. 
The entire universe swooned. Devas became excessively afraid. 

137. He was on a par with Rudra at the close of the Kalpa. 
While he was running flames came out from his mouth. By them, 
a hundred Kharvas (i.e. I followed by ten zeroes) of Daityas were 
killed. 

138. Thereupon Siddhas in the firmament directly spoke 
these words: "'0 Vasudeva, eschew your anger. Tf you are 
furious, where will be the universe?" 

139. He did not pay heed to that statement. He said, "I 
shaH not do anything else." The infuriated Hari called and 
challenged the great Daitya and rushed at him. 

140. He spoke these words : 

"Let me acquire that merit which those who strenuously 
protect good men acquire. Let me acquire that merit which 
those who kill the vicious ones get." 

141. Then Mahasena saw Taraka proceeding towards Rudra 
and also Hari the ancient Puru~a (Being) pursuing Taraka. 

142-144. He saw the universe extremely agitated. He re
collected his own promise made earlier. He noticed the red disc 
of the sun suspended in the western horizon. He heard an 
ethereal voice as follows: "OSkanda, why are you exhausted and 
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dispirited? If after killing a Brihmal)a you repent and install a 
Liilga of Isa, you will be liberated from the sins of hundreds of 
slaughters." On hearing this (ethereal speech) Skanda became 
extremely infuriated so much so that he appeared desirous of 
burning the earth. 

145. Then the son of Bhava jumped down from his peacock, 
laughingly embraced Kesava with his arms and spoke: 

146. "1 know you, 0 Vi$I}.U, as one endowed with great 
inte1lect and exploit. You can kill all the Daityas of the past, 
present and future by means of Hurhkiiras (i.e. humming and 
hissing sound in anger). 

147. You alone are the slayer of Daityas, the protector of 
Devas. You are the person who establishes Dharma (virtue and 
piety). Here I have joined my palms in reverence to you. 

148. Within half a moment, see my prowess. The sun is 
becoming ruddier and ruddier." 

Thus Vasudeva was pleased and delighted by Skanda who 
(duly) bowed down to him. 

149. Kesava became rid of anger. He embraced Skanda and 
spoke these words: "Now Dharma has acquired a patron in 
you. Suras have a leader in you, 0 Guba. 

l 50. RecoIJect yourself what for you have been born from 
Mahesvara. lt is for the sake of protecting good men and annihi
lating the vicious ones. The birth and the whole life of noble
souled persons is for the sake of Suras and Brahm~as. 

151-152. You are born fron1 the splendour of Rudra, the 
goddess (Parvati), Ganga, Krttikas, Svaha and Vahni. Make that 
splendour fruitful (effective). If one makes use of one's wealth, 
vigour and assets for the sake of good peop1e, all those things are 
really fruitful. Not otherwise, 0 son of Rudra. 

153. Let virtue, Devas, cows, Sadhyas and Brihmal}.as 
become delighted today by your vigour and prowess. Exhibit 
your power and potentiality." 

Skanda said: 

154-155. Ifl do not kill Taraka immediately, let me get the 
same state (of life) as one gets if one abandons you and Siva, 0 
Kesava. Let me get that state that one gets by abandoning 
Srutis (Vedas), by tormenting and harassing one's own chaste 
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wife, by keeping aloof from good people, by leading the life 
aimlessly and fruitlessly and by being ruthless. Let me get that 
state, 0 Kesava. • 

I 56. When this was averred (by Skanda) a loud sound (of 
applause) arose from the ranks of Heaven-dwcJlers. Some of 
them praised Guha and some praised Lord Naraya1,1a. 

157. Then, in the course of that great battle, Hari mounted 
on his Tirk~ya and Mahasena on his cock and both of them 
rushed at Taraka. 

158-159. Lord Mahasena was clad in red clothes. His gar
land and ornaments were red. He was red-eyed with large power
ful arms. He had golden armour. He lifted the Salcti with his 
arm and made all the living beings tremble. Approaching Taraka 
he said to him laughingly: 

160. "Stop, stop, 0 excessively wicked one. Your life is 
held by me (within my power). Let the wor1d be made wcJl pleas
ed and yielder of all rare Siddhis. 

161. I am striking at your ruthlessness towards Dharma, 
Devas and cows. Remen1ber the weapon in which you have had 
sound training." 

162-163. When this was spoken by Guba and when Taraka 
turned a certain woman came out of his head. With her reful
gence, she ilJuminated him. up and down and all the quarters. On 
seeing the woman Guha said: "Who are you? Why have you 
come out?" 

The woman replied: 

164. I am called Sakti, 0 Guha. I am always stationed on 
the earth. I have been acquired by this king of Daityas by means 
of great penance. 

165. I stay in all Suras. I stay in Brahmal)as devoted to the 
subjects mentioned in scriptural texts. I stay in chaste women. 
But I never stay in a place devoid of good qualities. 

166. 0 Guba, the collection (balance) of the meritorious 
deeds of this (Daitya) got exhausted now. Therefore, I am going 
away forsaking him. Kill him for the good of the universe. 

167. When she went away, the head of the Daitya shivered. 
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His body also quivered and trembled.1 Then it lost all its vigour 
and prowess within a moment. 

168-170. In the meantime the son of the daughter of the 
Mountain hurled the Sakti which emitted meteor .. Jike sparks, 
and surpassed the sun and fire by its lustre. It made a loud terri
ble sound like the roaring of the ocean at the time of the close of 
the Kalpa. It seemed to be desirous of burning the universe. 
It appeared to be the special unfortunate position of Planets 
marking the time of death of the unfortunate Taraka. It 
(the Sakti) could tear up n1ountains and surpassed a.JI beings in 
its strength. The infuriated Guha lifted it up, roared loudly and 
discharged it. 

171. While discharging it he proclaimed thus: "lf Dharma 
prevails in the wor1d, if Dharma is ever victorious, then let this 
Daitya be destroyed by virtue of this truth." 

172. Discharged by the arms of Kumara that unassailable 
Sakti which could not be curbed, pierced his (i.e. Taraka's) heart. 
After piercing it, it fell on the earth. 

173. With a wavelike movement of water it came back to 
Skanda. The Asura had been struck with the Sakti. His heart 
had been split and he made the entire earth vibrate by his loud 
roar. Then he fell down with his face down and died. 

174. Thus, 0 son of Prtha, Taraka who had scorched the 
three worlds and who had defeated Suras many times, was killed 
by Kumara in the great battle. 

175-176. When this Daitya was kiJled, the entire universe 
became delighted. Pleasant gentle breezes blew. The sun shone 
with good lustre. Fires blazed quietly. The (terrific) sounds pro
duced in various quarters quietened down. 

177-178. Then the delighted Kesava, the slayer of enemies, 
said to Skanda once again: "0 Skanda, 0 Skanda of powerful 
anns, the son of Bala named Ba.Qa, is harassing Devas by wield
ing the Krauiica mountain. 0 hero, since he is afraid of you 
now, he has fled to the mountain. Kill with the force of your 
sakti that demon of evil design who is stationed on the Krauiica 
mountain." 

1. It will be seen that Taraka was deeply demoralized after the desertion 
of Lak$111i. He was too nervous to put up a fight. He fell down dead at the 
stroke of Kumara's Salcti. 
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179. The Lord of great refulgence pierced with his §akti the 
mountain Krauiica where many tigers roamed about roaring, 
and which was full of many trees and animals. 

180. The sakti of loud sound pierced the mountain and 
burned thousands of tigers and ten thousand crores of Daityas 
and Bal)a as well. 

18 l• 182. Even today, 0 son of Prtha, that hole through the 
Kraufica exists.1 It is through it that swans and Kraunca (crane) 
birds go to the Manasa lake. After killing BaJ)a, the great sakti 
came back to Skanda in the same manner as the mind of a good 
man directed elsewhere is brought back to the original state. 

183. Then Hari, lndra and others eulogized; Rarilbha and 
other excellent women danced. They played on various musical 
instruments. The Immortals exclaimed loudly, "Well done! Well 
done!" 

CHAPTER THIRTYTHREE 

The Greatness of the Liligas Installed by Kumiira 

Niirada said: 

1-4. With his body as huge as a mountain fallen on the 
ground, it appeared as though he was embraced by the Earth 
like a man of good qualities by a woman of good qualities. 

On seeing him so, Devas were surprised. They sang the songs 
of victory repeatedly. Some of the Heaven-dwellers were afraid 
to go near him, thinking that perhaps Taraka, the Daitya, might 
get up and kill them. 

On seeing him fallen on the ground, Guba became dejected 
in mind, 0 son of Prtha. The highly intelligent Lord bewailed. 
He forbade the eulogy of Devas and spoke these words: 

S-6. "0 Suras, how do you eulogize me, the sinner who 
ought to be pitied. This ( demon) who had been the lord of all the 

1. Now called the Nlti Pass. Kumaun Division, Uttara Pradesha. It is a 
passage between Tibet and India (De 104). 
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five (elements) cannot be called a creature of Prakrti (i.e. he is 
divine). He is stated as born of a part of Rudra. One who is 
inimical to him is not like Rudra. 

A (the following) verse (is) sung by the son of the Self-born 
Lord: 

7. 'After killing a heroic person, one is liberated from that 
sin by (giving} one thousand cows as a religious gift. Therefore, 
no person should be kiHed by learned men. Somehow they must 
avoid killing him.' 

8. Though there is no blemish in kiIJing a person of sinful 
conduct, still I bemoan as he was a devotee of Rudra. 

9. Therefore, I wish to know some expiation, since, even 
great sins acquired (committed) by one, arc dispelled by means 
of expiations." 

10. When the intelligent son of Siva was bewailing thus, 
Vasudcva, the sire of men, spoke these words from amongst 
Dcvas: 

11. "0 son of Siva, if the Vedas, Smrtis, ltihasas and 
Pural)as are authoritative. there is no sin in slaying a vicious 
person. 

12. If a merciless man nourishes his own life by taking 
other people's lives, his slaughter is conducive to his own welfare, 
otherwise that man will meet with downfall. 

13. A person who kills a foetus in womb wipes off his sin 
by transferring it to a person who eats his food. A wife of 
wanton conduct transfers her sin to her husband. A disciple and 
a person on whose behalf the preceptor performs sacrifices 
dispel their sin by transferring it to the preceptor. and a thief 
does so by transferring it to the king. 

14. If a capable person does not k1l1 or curb a sinful person, 
he incurs half of the other man's sins. 

15. If sinners are not killed by the persons who stand by 
for the sake of protection, 0 Guba, to whom will the helpless 
world turn for refuge? 

16. How can Yajiias and the Vedas by which the universe 
is held up and sustained, continue? Hence, merit has been 
acquired by you and no sin at all (in any sense). 

17. Or, 0 Lord, if you have any special regard fo1· the 
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devotees of Rudra, I shall speak about the great and excellent 
atonement in regard to them. 

18. (Through those atonements) a person is libetated fro1n 
the sins accruing ever since bis birth. He rejoices in the world 
of R udra till the end of the Ka/pa. 

19. If a person repents after committing a sin, 0 Skanda, 
there is no atonement for him except the propitiation of Rudra. 

20.1 What e]se can be greater than (that Rudra) whose 
greatness even Brahma is not competent to describe and about 
whom even the Vedas speak with great fear? 

21. Who can be greater than Srikai;itha who retained in 
his throat (the great poison) Ha.lahala which was about to 
destroy the entire Cosmic Egg all of a sudden? 

22. Who can be a greater Deva than he who became dis
tressed in mind due to the distress of the Cosmic Egg and hence 
performed the Tii,:,(lava dance of misery? Who can be greater 
than the god who is the slayer of Mara? 

23. Who can be a greater person than that Lord on whose 
head the flow of the Celestial River that extended throughout 
the firmament, appeared just like the size of a drop of water? 

24. All the holy rites beginning with Yajna are futile with
out the worship of Rudra. In this n1atter Dak$a is a true and 
concrete example. Who can be a greater Lord than Rudra? 

25-26. In the course of his battle with Tripura, the Earth 
was the chariot; Brahma was the charioteer; I was the arrow; the 
Mandara mountain was the bow; and the Moon and the Sun 

were the two wheels of the chariot. 2 

Some propitiate him by means of the Y ogic path. It is very 
difficult to be achieved for those who perpetually worship the 
void (sunya). 

27-34a. Hence he who wishes for worldly pleasures and 
liberation, should worship the Linga. 

At the beginning of the creation, the Lord remained in the 
form of a Liizga. In trying to find its magnitude there was a 
dispute between me and Brahma. But we were not successful in 
that attempt. 

l. The influence of the Siva-Mahimna-Stotra is obvious on this and some 
of the following verses. 

2. Cf. Mbh Kar1.1a 34.16-57. 
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Since the entire universe consisting of mobile and immobile 
beings always becomes merged into the Linga, this is called the 
Li1iga of the intelligent Rudra by Devas. 

If a person faithfully bathes the Linga with pure water, the 
entire universe beginning with Brahma and ending with a blade 
of grass is propitiated. 

If an intelligent man bathes that Li1iga with Paiicamrta, the 
entire universe along with Pitrs is bathed and propitiated by 
nectar. 

If a person worships the Linga with flowers of seasonal 
occurrence, there is no doubt about this that the entire universe 
is worshipped by him. 

If a clever man offers Naivedya (food offerings) in front of 
the Linga, the whole universe shall be fed by him. Such i~ the 
great benefit of the Linga. 

Of what avail is much talk? Whakver is done unto the Lingo, 
be it very little or be it much, it gives pleasure to a11. 

34b-38a. He who installs that Linga in a clean place with 
great devotion, shall be rid of all sins. He rejoices in the world 
of Rudra. He who installs a Siva-Liliga of splendid characteristics 
obtains the benefit which one gets by performing Yajiias every
day-so the learned men have said. 

0 Skanda, just as Agni is glorified as the mouth of all Devas. 
so also the Li1iga is the mouth of aH the worlds. There is no 
doubt about it. 

(Even) by starting (the installation of the Linga) one is libera
ted from all the sins co1nmitted in the course of all the births. 
He shall redeem a hundred generations of his family both past 
and future. 

38b-42. If a person builds a temple (for the Litiga) made of 
clay, wood, baked bricks or stones, he derives the benefit 
successively increasing by a hundred titnes (per each type of con
struction). 

If he puts up a rounded pinnacle on the top he rejoices in 
the world of Rudra till the end of a Ka/pa in the company of 
twentyone generations in his fdmily. He will be as happy as 
Rudra. 

Linga has such benefits. Hence it is superior to everything 
else. It is not inferior to anything. 
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Hence, 0 Mahasena, it behoves you to install a Linga here. 
If anything that I have said is ugly, unpleasant or irrelevant, 0 
Mahascna, let Mahcsvara himself who is the witness:the Supreme 
Being, speak out." 

When Govinda said thus, there was a loud shout of approba
tion, '"WeJl done! Well done!'' 

43-47. Mahadeva then embraced Skanda and spoke these 
words: "Since you show great kindness towards my devotees I 
am extremely delighted with you. But what Lord Vasudeva, the 
sire of the universe, has said is so and not otherwise. What has 
been said by Vi~IJ.U cannot be altered. It should be known that 
I am Hari and Hari is me. 0 (Lord) of holy rites, there is no 
difference between us a~ in the case of two laiups. He who hates 
him, hates me. He who follows hirn is my follower. He who 
knows this, 0 Skanda, is my devotee. Not otherwise.'' 

Skanda said: 

48-51. I know thus (the fact) about you and Vi~Q.U, 0 
Sankara. The ethereal voice at the time of slaying Taraka said 
the very same thing that H ari who is devoted to virtue, said to 
me in regard to the Linga. I shall therefore, install the Linga that 
dispels all sins. One shall be in the place where the vow for slay
ing him was taken by me. The second shall be in the place where 
the Asura had been abandoned by Sakti and therefore he had 
become devoid of intrintic strength. The third one shall be in 
the place where he had been killed. It shall quell the sin of 
murder. 

52. On saying this, the son of Pavaka (i.e. Skanda) called 
Visvakarman and said; "lt behoves you to make three pure 
L ingas immediately." 

53. At the instance of Bahuleya (i.e. Kumara), the Celestial 
Carpenter made three pure Lingas and delivered them to Kumara. 

54-56. Then, along with Vi~Q.U, Sankara, Brahma and others, 
he installed at the outset in the west, very nearby the extremely 
splendid Linga called Pratijiiesvara. 1 

1. The location of the three Liligas described in this chapter may be 
indicated as follows: 
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On the eighth day in the dark half of the month of Caitra a 
devotee should perform all the rites, viz. holy bath, fast, worship 
and keeping awake at night. He will then be liberated ft:om the 
sin of Paru1ya (i.e. violence, cruelty, etc.). So said Mahesvara 
himself there for the sake of the pleasure of Skanda. 

57. Then to the south-east of the lake where Sakti had 
come out (from Taraka) he installed the second Linga. 

58. That splendid Linga, the dispeller of sins. (was called) 
Kapii/esi•ara. He eulogized that Sakti too and installed her then.·. 

59. Very near Kapalesvara, he installed the goddess Kapii
likrsvarl in the northern quarter. They call this Sakticc/zidra. 

60-62. Patalagatiga (river Ganga of the nether worlds) is 
very auspicious and it dispels all sins. After taking his holy dip 
there. Skanda who was extremely kind and compassionate, 
otfored Jibations to Taraka. He was then accompanied by all 
Devas. He offered the Jibation saying, "Let this water libation 
along with gingelly seeds be of everlasting benefit to the noble
souled devotee of Rudra, the son of Vajrailga, grandson of 
Kasyapa." 

63-64. Then the delighted Mahesvara said even as Skanda 
was ]istening to it, ~•Jf a man takes his holy dip, ob~erves fast and 
worships Kapalcsvara and the goddess on the fourteenth day in 
the dark half of the month of Caitra, he is liberated from the 
sin arising from destruction of brilliance (tejovadlia?). 

65. On this same lunar day, when the Yoga (i.e. conjunction 
of stars) is auspicious, if the day of the week happens to be 
Monday and the Kora,:,a (astronomical period) ic, Taiti/a (name 
of the fourth KaralJ(l), there shall be a combination of six 
auspicious things. If the devotee takes his holy dip and repeats 
the Rudra Mantra both during the day time as well as during the 
night, he shall go to the world of Rudra along with his physical 
body. 

66. Very near Kapalesa, the place is glorified as Sakticchidra. 

Pratij iiesvara 

NORTH 
TANK 

WEST or EAST 
LAKE 
SOtrrH 

Sakticchidra alia~ 
Kapalesvari 

Kapale~vara 
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On the whole of tlte earth, there is no other holy spot equal to 
this." • 

67. On hearing these words of Rudra, Skanda became 
extremely delighted. All the Dcvas too rejoiced and exclaimed 
"Well done! Well done!" 

CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR 

The Greatness of Kwnaresa 

Niiroda said: 

1-2. Then, as Guha was desirous of installing the third 
Linga, Brahma said thus for his (Guha's) satisfaction: hWe 
shall ourselves make another (Linga). Although this one also is 
a splendid Linga devoid of all defects, I shall make another 
(Linga) which shall be the 1nost excellent of all." 

3. Then Brahma himself made an excellent Linga devoid of 
all defects. It was pleasing to the eyes and the mind. Its benefits 
were attractive. 

4-6. There, for the gratification of Skanda, a very beautiful 
lake was constructed by all the Devas. The Heaven-dwellers plac
ed the holy waterways beginning with Ganga then~ and they 
spoke to them, '" As long as this lake exists, b~ pleased to stay 
here, all of you." For gratifying "Sara(reed)-born Lord (i.e. 
Skanda), all the holy waterways said, uso be it." 

Then, accompanied by Brahma{las, beginning with the son of 
Gadhi, Brahma himself propitiated Hutasana ('Fire-god') by 
means of the Mantras pertaining to Rudra. 

7. Then, on the auspicious fourteenth day of the month of 
Vaisakha, those important BrihmaJ)as installed the Linga per
manently. 

8-10. The chiefs of Gandharvas sang songs. Groups of 
celestial damsels danced. 

Then the delighted Skanda took his holy dip in the splendid 
lake. With great devotion, he bathed that Liriga with the waters 
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of all the holy waterways. He worshipped it with different kinds 
of flowers repeating the Mantras. At the time of the worship, 
Hara was present within the Linga along with mobile and immo
bile beings. He himself accepted the worship. 

11. Adoring him with great feelings of devotion, Skanda 
asked, "What are the offerings to be made unto you? What are 
the benefits of the different kinds of offerings?"1 

Sri Mahadeva said: 

12. If anyone installs my Linga and makes a splendid abode 
(temple), he wilJ reside in my world as long as the moon and the 
sun last. 

13. He wiJI shine with fame for as many lives as the number 
of times he makes my abode clean and white-washed. 

14. By offering a flagstaff, one becomes a distinguished and 
eminent person. By offering a banner, one becomes free from 
sins. By inscribing pictures, he rejoices with Gandharvas. 

15. By sweeping dust particles, a man becomes liberated 
from ailments. By painting the abode of the Lord, one attains a 
beautiful body. 

16. By offering flowers, milk and other things, by giving 
gingelly seeds, water, raw rice-grains and Darbha grass and by 
giving Arghya on the head of Sarhbhu one shall stay in heaven 
for ten thousand years. 

17. If one bathes the Liliga with ghee, one shall destroy all 
sins. If one bathes the Linga with honey, one shall become lovely 
and pretty as well as fortunate and prosperous. If he bathes it 
with curds or milk he shall become free from ailments. 

18. The merit ( of bathing the Linga) with water, curds, milk 
etc. gradually increases ten times. After bathing it devoutly for 
a month, one should make it dry and shining by rubbing with 
flour etc. 

19. By bathing me with the five products of the milk of a 
Kapila (i.e. brown-coloured) cow or by the waters of the Celestial 
River (Ganga) and by worshipping me, one attains my world. 

1. VV 12-35 describe the fruit obtained from different kinds of service 
rendered to Kumlresa. 
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20. Scented water is better than water sprinkled with Darbha 
grass. Water from holy rivers etc. is better than that 
(scented water). Water taken from the meeting plaee of Mahi 
and the ocean is better than that of holy rivers. 

21. By taking water separately in a pot (for bathing Lord 
Siva) one derives the same benefit as is obtained by giving a 
Kapila cow in charity. If the pot is made of clay, copper, silver 
or gold the benefit increases hundred-fold gradually. 

22. Sandalwood, aloe~ saffron and camphor arc serially 
superior (to the previous one). By applying the same over me 
(i.e. Linga), one shall become glorious, lovely and happy. 

23. Incense with fragrant gum-resin is good. Camphor 
is better. Agallochum is still superior. By offering these incenses, 
a man can easily attain heavenly pleasures. 

24. One who offers a lamp obtains fame and excellent vision. 
By offering Naivedya (i.e. food offerings) one gets welJ-cooked 
savory food. 

25. If a flower of llemakan:,a (Carltpaka?) is offered, the 
person obtains twice the benefit. He becomes truthful too. 

26. After filling (i. c. covering) up the Linga by means of 
unbroken Bilva leaves or ddferent kinds of flowers. one shall 
stay in heaven for a hundred thousand years. 

27. A man who makes a flower-grotto shall become pure 
in heart. He shall sport about in heaven for a long time in the 
Pu~paka aerial chariots. 

28. By offering ornaments and robes, a man becomes an 
cnjoyer of worldly pleasures. By offering good chowries the man 
becomes a king. 

29. He who offers beautiful canopy is never assailed by 
enemies. By means of vocal and instrumental music as well as 
dances, the devotee becomes pure and attains me. 

30. By offering conchs and bells, the devotee becomes learn
ed and well-reputed. By performing the Rathayiitra {i.e. solemn 
procession with the Linga or idol placed in a chariot) festival, 
one shall be Jiberated from sorrows tor a long time. 

31. By performing prostrations and obeisance, the devotee 
shall be born in a great family. By reading scriptural texts in 
front of me, the devotee becomes wise and learned. 
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32. By eulogizing me with devotion, a man is liberated fron1 
the delusions of mind. By taking affectionately and wearing 
devoutly the remnants of worship. one obtains the benefit of the 
charitable gift of a cow. 

33. By waving lights ceremoniously, one becomes devoid of 
agony and grief. By offering cooling devices, one becomes libera
ted from the torments arising from (the disturbance of) the 
humours. 

34. After bowing down and offering charitable gifts accord
ing to one's capacity in the presence of the Linga, the devotee 
obtains hundred-fold benefits. He rejoices here and hereafter. 

35. If the rites are performed in accordance with the injunc
tions, I forgive fifteen offences when obeisances are made, twenty 
when ablutious are pcrf ormed and a hundred offences when 
worship is performed. 

36-39. 0 Kumara, a.JI this will take pJacc here as indicated 
in the case of those who worship me stationed here in Kumares
vara (shrine). 

Odear one, just as I stay in Vara~asi in the form of Visvana
tha, so also I wiH stay in this secret holy spot ( or well protected 
holy spot) in the middle of Kumaresvara. 

On hearing these words from Rudra within the hearing of 
the Devas, Guha became surprised. He bowed down to and 
eulogized the consort of the daughter of the Mountain. 

Prayer 

40. "Obeisance to Siva devoid of ailments. I salute Siva 
identical with the mind. Obeisance to Siva worshipped by Suras. 
Obeisance to you always, you who are merciful to devotees. 

41. Obeisance to Bhava, the source of the world. Hail to you 
who have killed Manobhava (i.e. god of Love). Obeisance to you 
whose great holy rites are mysterious. I salute the support of the 
inexplicable Miya. 

42. Obeisance to Sarva, to Siva, to the Siddha, the ancient 
one. Obeisance to Kala (god of Death). I salute Kala (the sweet
toned one): obeisance to you, the Lord who are beyond Kala 
(Time) and Kali (Arts). 
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43. Obeisance to one with natural prosperity. I salute the 
one who scatters unmeasured great prosperity; I bow to the one 
worthy of being a refuge. Obeisance to the one devoid of Guqas. 
Obeisance to you, the follower (i.e. possessor) of dreadful 
qualities. 

44. Hail to the creator of different kinds of worlds; 
obeisance to the bestower of everything on the devotees. Saluta
tion to the creator, the source of all holy rites. Obeisance always 
to you, 0 Lord, to the exce1lent maker. 

45. Obeisance to you always, to the 'Lord with infinite 
forms. Salute to you always, to the one whose fury is unbearable. 
Obeisance lo you whose measurement is impossible. I bow to 
you whose vehicle is the great bull. 

46. Obeisance to the highly famous one, the great panacea. 
Obeisance to you, the dispcller of the groups of ailments. I 
salute the mobile and immoble one, to the bestower of thoughts. 
Obeisance to Siva, the Lord of Kumara. 

47. 0 my Lord, 0 Lord of the living beings, you are the 
great Lord, 0 Lord of (god of) love, Lord of Speech, Lord of 
strength, Lord of intellect, 0 Lord of anger, 0 Lord of fascin
ation. 0 Lord of the superior and the inferior. Hail to you, 0 
Lord of salvation. 0 Lord lying in the cavity (of the heart)." 

48. After eulogizing the trident-bearing husband of Uma, 
the bestower of boons and after bowing down to him, the son of 
Uma said, "Obeisance, obeisance (to you)." 

49. For a long time Siva commended this hymn that was 
befitting unto him and that was full of devotion, and spoke these 
words: 

50. ''The miserable circumstance of the slaughter of one of 
my devotees should not cause worry to you, 0 dear son. 
You are worthy of being praised even by sages, by this act (of 
yours). 

51. Listen to the benefit acquired by those people who wi11 
be eulogizing me with great devotion by 1neans of the hymn 
composed by you, both in the mornings as well as in the 
evenings. 

52. They will have neither sickness nor poverty nor will 
they be separated from their beloved ones. After enjoying rare 
worldly pleasures, they will go over to my abode. 
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53. Further I shall grant other boons too that are excessive
ly difficult to get. I have been extremely delighted by your 
devotion. 0 dear son, for the sake of your gratification (I shall 
bestow them). 

54. If people worship me on the Vaisikhi day, offer charit
able gifts and eulogize me along with the worship on the shores 
of Mahi and the ocean, all their holy rites wiU have everJasting 
benefits. 

55. Those men who take their holy dip in the Jake here on 
the Vaisikhi day, will obtain the benefit of all holy spots. 

56. He who takes his bath in the meeting place of Mahi 
and the ocean and perpetually worships me, Kumaresa. with 
devotion, will have the power of recollecting (the incidents of) 
the previous birth. 

57. This recollection of the previous birth, 0 son, makes 
him remember all those rare duties conducive to spiritual 
welfare, whatever may be the Jiiti (species/caste) in which he is 
born. 

58. At the time when there is drought, 0 son of Krttikas, 
one should duly bathe me with various auspicious Ka/alas 
('water pots'). 

59. A devotee should bathe me with scented water one, 
three, five or seven nights and then apply saffron. 

60. The devotee should wear red clothes and worship with 
oleander flowers, china rose flowers (or any other) red flowers 
or with flower garlands. 

61. He shouJd feed BrahmaJ].as and ascetics of well-praised 
holy rites. He shall perform Lak1ahoma (i.e. offerings of ghee 
etc. into the fire a hundred thousand times), Sivahoma and 
Grahahoma etc. 

62. Thereafter a land-gift should be made. Then Gaviihnika 
(i.e. daily fodder to a cow) sb ould be offered. The words '•Siva, 
Siva, Orn Sinti" should be pronounced. Then the Rudra Mantra 
should be got repeated. 

63. By means of these holy rites performed in accordance 
with this injunction by excellent Brahmaoas, even those clouds 
that are not filled will shower rain. There is no doubt about it. 

64. The earth will be filled with various kinds of grains and 
grassy meadows. PeopJe and cowherds wilt enjoy good health. 
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65-70a. The king shall be virtuous. He will not be afflicted 
by the troops and hosts of enemies. • 

One who bathes my Liriga with ghee during the transit of the 
sun (from one zodiac to another) gets the merit of gifting away 
a virgin (in marriage). There is no doubt about this. 

He who bathes the Lord with milk or Pancamrta (i.e. mixture 
of milk, sugar, ghee, curds and honey) obtains the merit of 
(performing an) Agni1/oma sacrifice. 

He who dies at the holy spot of Kumaresvara shall stay in 
the world of Rudra till the time of the annihilation of all living 
beings. 

Listen to the merit earned by a person who takes his ho1y 
bath in the place .where Mahi meets the ocean. during the transit 
of the sun, during the equinoxes, during the solar or lunar eclipse, 
during the full-moon or new-moon day, during the movement of 
the sun from one zodiac to another or during the Vaidhrta period 
(of ste11ar position) and worships me, Kumaresa, with great 
devotion. 

70b-72a. Whatever be the cumulative merit of taking holy 
dip in all the Tlrtltas an over the earth. or of worshipping all the 
Lingos--that merit is acquired by one who worships Lord 
Kumaresa. By serving Kumaresvara a man certainly obtains 
freedom from sickness. acquisition of sons and wealth, happi
ness and issues. 

72b-78. (Partially defective text) If an ascetic stays here with 
great cleanliness and vow of celibacy, he attains the great 
Piisupata Yoga and gets merged in me. 

I show the result at once to the mortals of sinful souls by eight 
types of Divya1 ('ordeals through which guilt is proved or 
denied'). Kola (i.e. vessel for holding the water intended for tlte 
ordeal) is the usual one. The Lingo should be bathed by ( repeat
ing) the five Mantras beginning with Aghora. The Linga should 
be made shining and brilliant. For the sake of the Divya ord~al 
that water should be offered with the Agliora Mantra itself. The 
man (i.e.suspect) shaJJ drink three handfuls of this water repeating 
as follows: 'If there is virtue, truth and fsvara in the three worlds, 
1 shall immediately find out the auspiciousness or inauspiciousness 

I. Ordeals were popular in those days. 
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by drinking the (water from the) Kosa. If the good point is seen; 
there is auspiciousness; if it is false, it shall kill his body! The 
results are experienced by one having an excessive degree of 
merit or sin within three days, three fortnights, three months or 
three years. 

79. These boons have been granted by me to the Linga 
installed by you here. (What shaU I do) for the sake of increas
ing your gratification, 0 son of Umi? Tell me. 

Skanda said: 

80. I am contented and blessed, 0 Mahesvara, thanks to 
these boons granted by you. Obeisance. obeisance, obeisance 
to you. This place should never be abandoned by you, 0 Lord. 

81-82. After bowing down to the Lord thus, he bowed down 
to his mother and said, "This place should not be abandoned by 
you too, dear mother, for the sake of my love. I shall install you 
too here, 0 Parvati; be the bestower of boons." 

Sridevi said: 

83-86. 0 son, I too stay there where Sarva abides in his 
form. Particularly on account of your devotion I shall remain 
her~ as the bestower of boons on women. Observing your activi
ties during the battles as well as your mercifulness towards 
devotees of Rudra, I have been excessively delighted by you. I 
have become the most important one among those endowed with 
sons. I think that the ordeal of child-bearing undergone by 
women becomes fruitful when the son is gladly announced by 
good men as a devotee of Rudra, 0 son of six faces. Hence I 
shall stay here for the sake of your gratification. 

87-91. On being propitiated by women, I will grant good 
fortune, good husband and sons. If they worship me with flowers, 
incense and unguents after bathing in cold water on the third day 
in the month of Caitra, I will grant them eight types of Saubhjjgya 
('conjugal felicity, blessedness' etc.). They will enjoy all fortunes 
and riches (along with) parents, parents-in-law, sons and 
husbands. 

A woman of great devotion should get herself weighed against 
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a collection of the following eight things: saffron, :flowers, 
sandal, betel leaves, collyrium, sugarcane, salt (i.e.) the seventh of 
the lot, and the eighth is mentioned to be good :,,,aka (cumin 
seeds). (These should be given away as gifts.) She may weigh 
herself severally against gold, scents or auspicious fruits (which 
also may be gifted away). After that she may eat (some) salt. She 
wiU never be a widow. 

92. If a woman takes the holy dip and worships me in the 
months of Magha, Karttika or Caitra, she will never experience 
ill-luck, misery and poverty. 

93. On hearing these words of the daughter of the Mountain, 
the delighted son of Parvati installed (the idol of) the daughter 
of the Mountain and spoke to Kapardin1 ('one having matted hair'): 

94-96. "OLord, be the dispeller of the obstacles of those 
who, at the outset, worship you with flowers, incense and sweet
meats and then worship Kumaresa. " 

Kapardl said: 

0 brother, there will never be obstacles (in the activities of) 
those men who are devotees of this Linga installed by you. My 
word follows (my decision). 

When this was spoken (i.e. promised) by Vighnaraja (Ga:r;ta
pati), the delighted (Kumara) installed him too. Hence he should 
be worshipped always particularly on the Caturthi (fourth Tithi). 

97. After installing Kumaresa thus and after getting these 
boons from Siva, the Six-faced Lord was pleased in his mind. 
He considered himself blessed. 

98-102a. He stayed there itself partially in the presence of 
Kumiresvara. 

Those who go on pilgrimage called Svamiyiitrii shall visit 
Kumira stationed here. Their pilgrimage then becomes fruitful, 
0 descendant ofBharata. The devotee should worshipKirttikeya 
particularly on the full-moon day in the month of Karttika. He 
shall obtain the same benefit as in Svimiyitra. Such is the 
efficacy of the meeting place of Mahi and the ocean. Taking 

•The context shows that god Gai;iesa is meant here. 
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(that holy spot) as the basis, the Liilga is worshipped for the 
sake of the welfare of the soul. He who is attacked by ailments, 
shall be liberated from them by repeating the hundred and eight 
names. With purity (of mind and body) and vow of celibacy he 
should repeat them for a month. He will be liberated from sins. 

I02b-105. Raji,1 Rama and others propitiated this formerly 
(and became famous). They attained a kingdom hundred times 
powerful and also the world of Rudra. 

Jamadagni's son propitiated the Linga for ten thousand years 
and obtained an axe by which he chopped off the arms of Arjuna 
in the course of a battle. In front of the Lord of Devas, after 
realizing the great qualities of the Tirtha, the excellent Linga 
well-known as Ramesvara was installed. He who worships it 
with devotion goes to the world of Rudra. 

106. 0 Phalguna, Rama and Kumaresa shall be pleased 
with him. Thus the description of Kumiresa has been made 
succinctly. 

107-110. He who glorifies Kumaresa in his presence and 
those who listen to it everyday, dwell in the world of Rudra. 

If a person reads the greatness of this Linga at the time of 
~riiddha, the Sraddha of Pitrs becomes one of everlasting benefit. 
There is no doubt about this. 

If one repeats the greatness of this £;;,ga to a pregnant 
woman, the son born shall have all good qualities and the 
daughter born shall be chaste. 

This (narrative) is meritorious, virtuous, dispeller of sins and 
the cause of delight. It bestows all the desired benefits on those 
who read and listen. 

J. Raji -a valiant son of Ayu of Puroravas's race. He helped lndra to 
defeat the Asuras on condition of getting lndra-hood. He was ultimately 
deceived by Indra by assuming mock-modesty. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE 

Greatlless of Stambhelvara1 

Niirada said: 

Skanda Pural)a 

1. Kumaresa was installed here by Kumara. Thereupon, 
Suras bowed down to Guha and said with palms joined together 
(in reverence): 

2. "We shall submit something to you. Listen to it accurately. 
The practice well-known among victorious persons, is being 
recounted. 

3-5. A pillar should be erected as a memorial of victory by 
those who vanquish enemies in the course of a battle. Hence for 
the sake of commemorating your victory, let us erect an excellent 
pillar. It behoves you to accord permission. There is the third 
excellent Liriga made by Visvakarman; fix it on the top of the 
pillar, 0 son of ~iva." 

When this was requested by Suras, the noble-minded Skanda 
said, "So be it." 

6. Thereupon the delighted Suras beginning with Sakra, 
fixed on the battJe ground, a brilliant and excellent pillar made 
of gold. 

7. They paved the space all round it with gems and jewels. 
There, the splendid celestial damsels danced in ten (different) 
ways. 

8. The delighted Mothers of Skanda sang auspicious songs. 
There Indra and others danced. Vi$1).U himself played musical 
instruments. 

9-1 la. Showers of flowers fell from the sky. Divine 1nusical 
instruments were played. After fixing the pillar named Jaya thus, 
the deity Stambhesvara that delights the entire universe, was 
installed by the son of the Three-eyed Lord in the presence of 
all the delighted Devas. the chief of whom was Brahma and who 
were joined by Hari, Hara etc. along with lndra and groups of 
sages. 

1. Name of the Linga installed on the victory-pillar erected on the around 
where the battle between Tiraklsura and Skanda was fou1ht. 
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11 b-13. To the western side of the same a weJl was made 
by the noble-souled Guba with the tip of his Sakti, Gangi 
flowing through the bottom (of the well). On the fourteenth day 
in the dark half of the month of Magha, 0 son of Pio4u, a 
devotee should take bath in the well and offer water libations to 
Pitrs with devotion. That man clearly obtains the benefit that 
one obtains by performing Gayii-lraddha. 

14. Thereafter the devotee should worship Lord Stambhes
vara with sweet-smelling flowers. He shall attain the benefit of 
Viijapeya (sacrifice). He then rejoices in the abode of Rudra. 

15• l 6. If any sinless person worships Stambhesvara after 
performing the Sriiddha rite in the place of meeting of Mahi and 
the ocean on the full-moon day or the new-moon day, his Pitrs 
become satisfied, and being gratified they grant blessings. After 
dispelling all sins, he goes to the world of Rudra where he is 
honoured. 

17-18. So said Lord Rudra formerly for the gratification of 
Skanda. Thus the fourth excellent Li,iga was installed. All the 
Devas bowed down to it and exclaimed loudly, "Well-done! 
Well-done!" 

CHAPTER THIRTYSIX 

Description of the Five Lingas Concluded 

Nii.rada said: 

1. On seeing those Lingas (installed) on the earth by the 
son of Hara, Devas, the chief of whom were Hari, Brahma 
and Indra spoke to one another: 

2. "Oh f blessed indeed is this Kumira by whom four 
Lingas have been installed on this rare (holy spot oO M ahisigara
Sangama. 

3. We too shall install a series of Lingas for (our own) 
purification, for the sake of the gratification of Skanda and 
Rudra, for the sake of the good people and for our own benefit. 
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4-6. Or (Another Alternative) Devas are crores in numbers. 
There is no limit to the number of the sages. If all of us were to 
install Lingas here on the banks of Mahi, how • can there be 
(proper and regular) worship thereof, in view of their number
lessness. 

It is said (in the Smrtis), 'If in any country the Linga of 
Rudra is not worshipped in accordance with (the people's) capa
city, that country becomes ruined and ravaged by famine, 
pestilence and robbers.' Therefore, we shall collectively install 
one Linga that shall be auspicious." 

7. After coming to this decision, all those Suras, the chief 
of whom were Hari and Brahma as well as Guba, obtained 
permission from Mahesvara and they were delighted. 

8. They (searched and) found out a splendid region of 
land in a secluded place and installed an excellent Linga made 
by Brahma himself. 

9. Guba called that Liilga by the name Siddhesvara, 1 be
cause it had been installed by the Devas beginning with Brahma 
after they had achieved their objects. 

10. There (near) that Linga an excellent tank was dug by 
all the Devas. It was filled by those noble-souled ones with the 
excellent holy waters of all of the Tlrtnas. 

I I. In the meantime, 0 son of Prtha, the son of Se~a, 
named Kumuda, came from Patala and said to the remaining 
snakes and serpents: 

12. "In the course of this war with Taraka, a Danava 
named Pralamba2 fled out of fight for fear of Skanda and the 
sinful one has entered Pita.la. 

13. 0 leading serpents, he is destroying your riches, sons, 
wives, daughters and abodes. Hurry up, run immediately." 

1. The major shrines of Siva mentioned in this Khao(jla are within an 
area of about ten acres around the present area of the chowk of Cam bay. 

Pratijftesvara (Ch. 33), KumAresa (Ch. 34), Stadlbhesvara (Ch. 35) men
tioned previously and Siddhdvara mentioned herc--all are situated within 
this small area. 

2. Probably a namesake of Ptalamba mentioned in Mbh, Adi. 65.29, as 
other Purli;ias are silent about this feat of Skanda. 
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14. On hearing those words of Kumuda, the son of sc,a, 
the leading serpents became eager and anxious saying "Let us 
go, let us go." 

15. Thereupon, Skanda prevented them. With great anger 
he took up his Sakti and hurled it towards Patila directing 
''Let the Daitya be killed." 

16. Thereupon, the Sakti hurled by Skanda's arm, pierced 
the earth and with great velocity entered (Pitila) as fate enters 
(i.e. befalls) a man all of a sudden. 

17. It killed Pralathba who had been surrounded by a crore 
( of Daityas). It delighted the serpents and went back preceded 
by waves of waters. 

18. The hole made in the ground by the Sakti, 0 son of 
Prtha, was filled with the waters of PataJaganga that dispels sins. 

19-20. Skanda gave it a name. It is remembered as 
Siddhakiipa. If a man takes his holy bath in the well on the 
eighth and fourteenth days of the dark fortnights. observes fast 
and worships Lord Siddhesvara without diverting his mind 
towards anything else, a great number of his sins arising from 
worldly existence becomes dissolved. 

2 J. A clever devotee who takes his holy bath in the 
Siddhakuo.9a and performs the Sraddlia rite, shall be liberated 
from aJI sins. In every birth, he shall be deservedly endowed 
with devotion. 

22. The delighted Rudra granted this boon that the Va/a 
(banyan tree) shall be of everlasting benefit to him. It will be 
like the Va/a at Prayaga. This is true. There is no doubt about 
it at all. 

23. A highly fortunate one should come here and perform 
the Sriiddha rite with great devotion. That offering of rice balls 
shall be of everlasting gratification unto all the Pitrs. 

24. Thereupon, the Devas beginning with Brahma 
accompanied by Skanda, prayed to goddess Siddharilbika, the 
great Sakti. 

25. "It was on being permeated by you that Lord 
Janirdana, in the form of a fish, performed various feats for the 
sake of uplifting the universe .. , 

26-27. They requested her thus: "0 auspicious one, this 
place should never be abandoned by you. All these powerful 
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K1etrapiilas (i.e. watch and ward of all the holy shrines) (should 
be blessed by you). 0 auspicious one, those who worship you on 
the eighth and fourteenth day by means of oblation Ind flowers, 
should always be protected by you in the course of all mishaps." 

28. On being told thus, the Siddhamiti (Goddess) accept
ed it saying, ''So be it." They installed her to the north of the 
Liilga. 

29. Then the Devas themselves placed sixty-four K1etrapiilas 
and Mahesvara named Siddheya for the protection of the holy 
spot. 

30-3 la. If people worship you at the beginning of their 
enterprises every year with the oblation of Rajami$a (a kind of 
puls~), you should protect them like a delighted father who pro
tects bis own people. 

31 b-32a. Thereafter the Devas who bestow spiritual achieve
ments requested Siddhivinayaka, the son of Kapardin, and 
joyously installed him. 

32b-35. The powerful god Vighnarai (i.e. Gaocsa) grants 
Siddhi ('success') to those who always worship him here when 
beginning new undertakings. 

If a person worships the seven Siddhas, visits them or 
remembers them, he is liberated from all the sins and blemishes. 
The seven Siddhas arc: Siddhesvara, Siddhavaia, Siddhimbika, 
Siddhavinayaka, Siddheya-K~etradhipati (see verse 29), Siddha
saras and Siddhakupa.1 

36-39a. The delighted Rudra granted rare boons to the 
Suras here: 

"He who takes his bath in the Siddhakiipaka on the eighth 
day in the dark half of the month of Vaisakha, offers rice~balls 
at the (root of the) Banyan tree and worships me, attains Siddhis. 

He who always worships me with the vow of celibacy and 
control over the senses, will achieve all the eight Siddhis. The 
eight Siddhis will be conducive to the attainment of what is 
wished for by him. 

A man who, with mental concentration and purity, repeats 

1. This is the general set found in important nrthas. The word Siddha is 
in association with all, as it is the aroup of god Siddhdvara. 
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the Mantras and performs Homos and offerings of oblations 
shalJ attain the Siddhi wished for. 

39b-42a. He who visits Siddhesa with great mental concen
tration definitely attains Siddhi. Even if there are obstacles, he 
is not affected by them. The great goddess Sjddhambika who is 
present here is the bestower of Siddhi on the leading Sadhakas 
(spiritual aspirants) who repeat Mahavidyii1 tthe great Mantra'). 

As a result of the repetition of the Mantras, she grants all 
the Siddhis desired, to the devotees who are steadfast, self-posses
sed, truthful in their minds and strictly adhering to the vow of 
celibacy. 

42b-46. By the favour of Siddhambika, Vighnesvara, K~etra
pati as well as mine, many miracles and wondt:rful incidents will 
happen in this place where a great cavity has been made (lead
ing to) Patala by the Sakti of Guha. 0 Suras. crores of men will 
attain Sakti here. The Siidhakas will attain the states of Dcvas, 
Vidyadharas. Gandharvas, Nagas (S~rpents) and Yak~as. They 
will be immortal. There is a Stha(l(iila (altar, picc..! of ground) 
here named Vijaya. Thanks to its power, one will obtain rare 
Siddhi by propitiating Siddharhbika. He who visits me stationed 
here, he who worships me or he who propagates my cult shall 
acquire merit." 

Niirada said: 

47-49. When these boons were granted by the Three-eyed 
Lord, the excellent Suras became excessively delighted. They sang 
this lyric: '' All of us. 0 Devas, have been gratified by him (i.e. 
the devotee) through Yajnas, repetition of holy names, hymns 
and austerities, by the man who worships the Siddhi Lingo. 'He 
will acquire all desired benefits.' So quoth Sankara." 

50-52. After saying this, the Devas who had become victori
ous in the company of Skanda, who had caused beautiful 
palaces of big pearls to be made, granted the facility of obtaining 
the fourfold aim in life (i.e. Virtue, Wealth, Love and Salvation) 
to the holy shrine, went away. 

Some of then1 praised Skanda; others the holy spot; others 
Hari. Some of them praised the five Lirigas and some the battle. 

1. Vide infra chapter 62 v 60. 
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Thus they went to heaven. 
Then in the firmament (itself) Hara embraced Mahiscna and 

spoke: • 
53-54. "Dear Son, they stay permanently in the seventh 

layer of winds.1 Whenever there is anything to be done, 0 Son, 
I should be always consulted. By visiting me and through devo
tion unto me, you will attain the greatest welfare. I shall stay in 
Stambhatirtha. I will never forsake it." 

55. After saying this, Mahesvara embraced him and bade 
him farewell. He bade farewell to the others too, the chiefs of 
whom were Brahma and Vi~J)u. He was hailed and applauded 
by them with devotion. 

56. The Suras who had been sent off went to their respective 
abodes. Sarva went to Kailasa and Guha to the seventh Skandha 
(layer) ( of winds). 

57•60a. Thus the origin of the five Lingas has been recount
ed, 0 Son of Prtha . . 

A man of great intellect who reads the story connected with 
Skanda or he who listens to it or proclaims it to others, shall 
become famous, long-lived, lovely, pretty, glorious, brilliant and 
splendid to look at. He shall be free from fear of all living beings 
and devoid of miseries of all kinds. 

A man who remains pure and listens to the story of Skanda 
in the presence of Kumaresvara shall become a great owner of 
wealth. 

60b-62. This (story) dispels all diseases of children afflicted 
with ailments as well as those persons who resort to the palace 
gates. It is conducive to wealth to a great extent. After death 
the man shall attain SayUjya (i.e. perfect identity) with the Six
faced Lord. 

The Devas granted this boon to Skanda(?) and went to 
heaven. 

l. Tllis is Pravaha which causes the motion of the planets. 
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Naracla said: 

CHAPTER THIRlYSEVEN 

Bhuvanakosa1 

Evolution of the Universe: Descriptio11 
of Dvtpas or Continents 

301 

1-2. 0 Arjuna, I shall describe to you the greatness of 
Barbari Tirtha, how the princess Satasrnga well-known as 
Kumarika became Barbarika (i.e. a she-goat). It is after her name 
that this Kha,µJa (Section) is called Kaumiirikii-KhaJJ"6. It yields 
the four-fold aim of life. 

3. lt was by her that the different kinds of villages were 
constructed on the earth. It was by her that this Bharata Khar.i~a 
was rendered well-ordered and established. 

Dhananjaya (Arjuna) said: 

4-5. 0 sage, this extremely miraculous story must be heard 
by me. Narrate to me the story of Kumari in detail. How was 
this universe evolved through Karman (actions) and Jiiti (birth 
and parentage)? How was the sub-continent of Bharata (well
ordered)? This has always been my desire to hear. 

Niirada 11arrated2 : 

6. In this Unmanifest (principle) devoid of light, both 
Pradhiina and Puru1a, that are unborn came into contact as one 
unit. This much only we have heard. 

7. Then merely on being looked at by Prakrti and urged by 
its own nature and time that are its forms, the principle of Mahat 
came into being. 

l. Bhuvanakosa or •the description of the universe' is an important topic 
in Puri,;ias. Its importance lies not so much in the traditional Salikhya idea 
of the evolution of the universe or in the mythological description of the 
seven higher worlds and seven nether worlds, but in the light it sheds on the 
geographical information about the earth and its continents etc. There is 
similarity in the description of Bhuvanakosa recorded in different Purir;1as as 
in VIP 45.109-137, KP 1.47, MtP 114.34ft' and others. 

2. Purll)as in general accept the S1.nkhya theory of evolution of the 
universe. 
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8. When the principle called Mahar was being evolved, the 
principle called Aham (Cosmic Ego) was born. It is said by 
the sages as being of three-fold nature, viz. Sattvika, Rajasa and 
Tomasa. 

9. Learned men know that five subtle elements known as 
Tanmiitras were evolved out of the Cosmic Ego of the Tomasa 
type. Five different gross elements (Bhutas) were born of Tan
matras. 

10. Know that the (five) organs of actions and (five) sense
organs are born of Siittvika Ahamkara. They know that the 
eleventh Manas (mind) is Rajasa. 

1 l. Thus they know that the twenty-four principles were 
born formerly. 0 descendant of Bharata, they were seen by 
Sadasiva, the Puru,a (Primeval Person) 

12. They had the form of a bubble wherefrom was born the 
splendid A1}</a (Egg). This Rrahmar;,da (Cosmic Egg), it is said, 
extended to a hundred crores (of Yojanas in dimension). 

13-14. Brahma is said to be its soul. He divided this into 
three (parts). Dcvas were stationed (in the portion) above, 
human beings in the middle and Nagas and Daityas in the nether 
worlds. It was {divided and) arranged into three divisions. There
after, each of them was further divided into seven by him. 

15. Each of these, viz. the nether worlds, the continents 
(of the earth) and the heavenly worlds, consists of seven (parts). 
I shall describe the seven continents.1 Listen to their arrange
ment. 

16. It is proclaimed that the Jambii Dvipa extends to a 
hundred thousand Yojanas. It has the shape of the solar disc. It 
is surrounded by the briny ocean extending to as much (i.e. a 
hundred thousand Yojanas). 

l. Originally the earth was regarded as consisting of four continents 
(calurdvipi). Later on it came to be regarded as consistina of seven conti• 
nents (Saptadvtpl). Our text enumerates these continents in vv 16-22a. These 
Dvlpas were believed to be concentric, circular and each surrounded by an 
ocean of different contents such as water, milk, wine, sugarcane juice etc. It 
is interesting to note that ancient Greeks. Chinese, Arabs believed in seven 
divisions of the world on the basis of climate, habitat etc. Each of our 
Pura9ic continents (except Krauftca) has a special representative tree indi
cating the climatic conditions of that continent. 
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17. The Saka Dvipa is twice as much as Jambu Dvipa (in 
extent). Ii.is surrounded by the Milky Ocean extending as much 
( as the dimension of Saka Dvipa). 

18. Then there is the Pu~kara Dvipa twice (as much as 
Saka Dvipa). It is surrounded by the ocean of liquor extending 
to that much (i.e. Pu~kara Dvipa). It causes confusion and 
delusion to Daityas. 

19. Thereafter, it is said that there is the Kusa Dvipa which 
is twice (as much as Pu~kara Dvipa). It is surrounded on all 
sides by the Ocean of Curds extending to that much ( rpace). 

20-22a. Thereafter is the Dvipa called Krauftca which is 
twice (as much as the Kusa Dvipa). It is surrounded by the 
Ocean of Ghee. Then there is the Salmali Dvipa which is twice 
(as much as Krauilca Dvipa). It is surrounded by the Ocean of 
Sugarcane Juice extending to as much (as the Salmali Dvipa). 
Then there is the Gorneda (Plak~a elsewhere) Dvipa which is 
twice (as much as Salmali Dvipa). It is surrounded on all sides 
by the beautiful Ocean of Pure Tasty Water. 

22b-24. Thus the seven continents and the oceans together 
extend to twenty-five million three hundred and fifty thousand 
(Yojanas). 0 son of Prtha. In the two fortnights, viz. the dark 
and the bright, the ebb and the flow of the tide is observed to be 
five hundred and ten Angulas. 

Beyond these is the golden ground, 0 great scion of the 
family ofKurus. It extends to ten crores (of Yojanas). 

25-27. It is the place where Devas sport about. Beyond 
that is the mountain Loka.Joka which is circular in shape and 
which extends to ten thousand Yojanus. Beyond this is the 
terrible darkness difficult to be seen and devoid of living beings. 

From the seven oceans up to this, the distance is proclaimed 
as thirtyfive crore one million nine hundred and forty thousand 
( Yojanas ), 0 Phalguna. 

28-31. The Ka/aha (i.e. the se1ni-spheroidal shell) of the Cosmic 
Egg extends to a crore of Yojanas. The Cosmic Egg is united 
to this Ka/aha at the middle of Meru. The distance from this 
spot in all the ten directions should be known as fifty crores (of 
Yojanas). There is a mountain named Meru1 in the middle of 

1. This mountain is now identified with the Pamir~ (vide AGP. pp. 47-
52). 
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Jambii Dvipa. Its total extent fron1 top to bottom should be 
known as one hundred thousand Yojanas. Its extent underneath 
(the earth) is sixteen thousand Yojanas and the hetght (above 
the ground) is eighty-four thousand Yojanas. Its extent on the 
top is thirtytwo thousand Yojanas. Its top is like a shallow tray. 
It has three peaks. 

32- 33. Brahma's residence is on the middle peak: that of 
the Three-eyed Lord is on the north-cast (peak) and that of 
Vasudeva (i.e. Vi~u) on the south-west (peak). The peak of 
Brahma is golden; that of Sankara is of gems and jewels and 
that of Kesava is of silver. On the four sides of Mcru there are 
supporting pillar-like mountains. 

34. Mandara mountain is in the east; Gandhamadana is in 
the south; Vipula is in the west and Suparsva in the north. 

35. Kadamba (Nauclea Cadamba) should be known (as the 
chief tree) on Mandara; Jarhbu(wood apple tree) on Gandhanui.
dana, A§vattha (ficus religiosa) on Vipula and Va/a (banyan 
tree) on Suparsva. 

36. These chief mountains have the width of one thousand 
and one hundred (Yojanas) each. On the tops of these, there are 
four parks. 

37. The park on the east is Caitraratha by name; that in 
the south Gandhamadana; that in the west should be known as 
Vaibhraja and the park in the north is Citraratha. 

38-40. Know from me the four lakes in the four quarters. 
In the east is the Jake named Aruooda; Manasa is the lake in the 
south; in the west is the lake named Sitodaka and in the north 
Mahahrada. 

These pillar-like supporting mountains are twenty-five 
thousand Yojanas in height. The mass of each of them (i.e. width) 
is said to be a thousand Yojanas. 

There are many Kesara mountains also (i.e. mane-like moun
tain ranges). 

41. To the south of Meru there are three Marylida moun
tains (forming the boundary line). They are thethreemountains,1 

namely Ni,adha, Hemakiifa and Himavan. 

J. These are identified as follows: 
Ni1adha represents Hindukush Kunlun chain; 
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42-43. Thoy are a hundred thousand Yojanas in length and 
two thousand Yojanas in width. There are three mountains 
to the north of Meru, 1 viz. Nila, Sveta and Srngavin. Milyavin 
is to the east of Meru and the mountain named Gandha to the 
west.• Thus the mountains all round (Meru) in the Jambil Dvipa 
have been recounted. 

44. The fruits of the Jambii tree growing on Gandhamidana 
mountain have the size of great elephants. The continent is 
known as Jambii Dvipa after the name of the tree. 

45. There was a Manu named Svayarilbhuva (son of the 
Self-born Lord). He was the first Prajipati ('Patriarch'). There 
was a woman named Satariipi. Prajapati married her. He had 
two sons named Priyavrata and Uttanapida. 

46. Dhruva, the son of Uttinapada, was extremely righte
ous. He propitiated Vi$J)U with great devotion and obtained an 
everlasting abode. 

47-48. Ten sons were born to Priyavrata, the saintly king. 
Three of them took to renunciation and resorted to the Supreme 
Being. The remaining seven sons were installed (as rulers) by 
him in the seven continents. The eldest who was well-known 
as A.gnidhra became the overlord of Jambii DVipa. 

49. He had nine sons, 0 son of Prthi. They are known as 
the lords of the nine var,as8 (sub-continents). Those Var,as 
continua to be known after their names even today. 

Hemakiita is the Ladakh-Kailash-Trans-Himalayan chain; and 
Himavan represents the great Himalayan range (AGP p. 53). 

1. They are located thus: 
Nila represents Zarafshan-Trans-Alai-Tienshan chain; S11eta is the 

Nura-Tau-Turkistan-Atbashi chain; Srnga,an represents K.ara-Tau
Kirahiz-.Ketman chain of mountains {AGP p. 53). 

2. Although our text posits Mount MAlyavan to the east of Mert1 
{Parnin) and Oandha, i.e. Gandbamldana to the west of Meru, BhP, MtP 
differ regardina their location. Taking into account all evidence. Mllyavln 
represents the Sarikol range while Gandhamldana represents the northern 
ridge of the great Hindukush arch known as Khwaja Mohammad Ranae. 

3. The nine sub-continents or YarltU are delineated in vv 50-56. The early 
orisinal concept of f our-continented (Caturdvlpf) earth is now replaced by 
the Saptadvlpl concept. 
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50-51. Each of them is known as extending to nine thousand 

Yojanas. There are sub-continents in all the four directions of 
Mero. Between the two mountains Gandha and Malyavin the 
sub-continent is called Ilavrta of golden ground. The sub
continent between Milyavin and the ocean is called Bhadrasva. 

52-55. The sub-continent between Gandhavin and the 
ocean is known as Ketumala. The sub-continent between 
Srngavan and the ocean is known as KurukhaJJ.9a. The sub
continent between Srngavan and Sveta mountains is called 
Hirai;unaya. 

They say that the sub-continent between Sunila and Sveta 
mountains is Ramyaka. The sub-continent Harikhai;uja is 
between Ni~adha and Hemakfita (mountains). The sub
continent between Himavan and Hemakiita is known as 
Ki:mpuru~a Khao.4a. The sub-continent between Himalaya and 
the ocean is known as Nabhikha))~a. 

56. The sub-continents Nabhi and Kuru have the shapes 
of bows and Himavan and Srngavan are glorified (i.e. described 
as being) in the place of the bow-string. 

57. J.l,abha was Nabhi's son. Bharata was born of ~~abha. 
This sub-continent is glorified as Bharata also after his name. 1 

58. It is here that one acquires (the four objectives of) 
Virtue, Wealth, Love and Liberation.2 All the other sub
continents are places of experiencing pain, enjoyment of 
pleasures, 0 scion of the family of Kuru. 

59. In the continent Sakadvipa, 3 there is the tree Saka 
(teak) extending to a thousand Yojanas. It is after its name that 
the continent is known as SikadVipa. 

60. The overlord of that too is Priyavrata himself under the 
name Medhatithi. 

1. This is confirmed in BhP XI.2.15.17, VIP 33.51-52, MkP 53.39-40 and 
in Jaina tradition. But MtP 114.5-6 derives •Bhlrata' from \l'bhr and 
identifies him with Manu-a Gupta-period attempt at Brahminization. 

2. This importance of Bharatavarsa is endorsed in BhP V.17.11, BdP 
1.2.16-7, Va.P 1.45-77, MtP 114.6-7, MkP SS.21-22. It is also called Karma
bhumi. 

3. VV 59-63 describe Sikadvipa. 
Each dvlpa has its special characteristic tree (indicating the climatic 

region), founder-kins, castes with special names, presiding god and sub
continents. 
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61. It has seven sub-continents named after his seven sons, 
viz. Purojava, Manojava, Vepamina, Dhiimrinika, Citrarepha, 
Bahuriipa and Visvacira. 

62. In the continent of Sikadvipa the persons named 
].ltavrata, Satyavrata and Anuvrata mutter the names ofthe 
Lord of the nature of Viyu (i.e. Wind-god). 

63. The Japa is as foJiows: "May that immanent Lord 
protect us, the Lord who enters the living beings and divides 
them with his own bright rays, who controls (all the inner 
organs) and in whose control lies the entire universe." . 

64. In the continent Kusadvipa1 there is that stump of 
Kusa grass a thousand Yojanas (in height). Since the continent 
is distinguished with Kusa as its symbol, it is called Kusadvipa. 

65. The Lord of that continent is Hira,oyaromi, son of 
Priyavrata. There are seven sub-continents named after his sons, 
viz. Vasu, Vasudina, Dr4ha, Kavi, Nabhigupta, Satyavrata and 
Vimadeva. The four castes are called Kulila, Kovida, A.bhiyukta 
and Ku/aka. They eulogize the Fire-god. 

66. "0 Fire-god (the knower of all created things), you are 
the carrier of oblations directly to the Supreme Brahman (or 
you form a part of the body of the transcendental Barhman). 
Worship the Supreme Person by sacrifice (sacrificial oblations) 
offered to gods who are the limbs of the body of the Cosmic 
Person." 

67. [n the continent ofKraunca there is a mountain named 
Krauiica.1 It extends to ten thousand Yojanas. It was this 
mountain that was pierced by Guba. The symbol of the continent 
Krauiica is that mountain. 

68. The overlord there is the son of Priyavrata named 
Ghrtapu$fi. There are seven sub•continents named after his 
sons, viz. A.ma, Madhuruha, Meghapntha, Svadhama, itajva, 
LohitirJ.1.aVa and Vanaspati. 

69. The castes are called Guru, JJ,abha, Dravi,..a and Devaka. 
70. They eulogize the Lord in the form of water. 

1. Xutadvlpa is described in vv 64-66. 
2. VV 67-71 describe the Krauiicadvipa. But no special tree to indicate 

climatic zone is mentioned here. The mountain Kraufica is its special feature. 
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71. The Japa is: 0 Waters are endowed with the powers and 
vigour of the Supreme God. They purify the three worlds, viz . 

• the earth, the firmament (Bhr.l'varloka) and the heaven (Svarloka).: 
They are (naturally) the destroyers of all sins and afflictions. 
They touch the world of their own accord (for its purification)." 

72. The fragrance of the tree named Silmali ('silk-cotton') 
spreads to a thousand Yojanas. The continent marked by it is 
called Silmalidvipa.1 

73. The overlord is Yajftabahu, the son of Priyavrata. There 
are seven sub-continents named after his sons, viz. Surocana, 
Saumanasya, Rama.J)aka, Devaharhi, Paribhadra, A.pyiyana and 
Abhijfiana. 

74-7S. The castes are called Srutadhara, Vlrya, Vasundhara 
and J1andhara. They worship Lord Soma (the Moon-god). The 
Japa is as follows: ' 1May Soma be our shining Lord-Soma who 
during the bright fortnights and dark fortnights divides his own 
digits between Pitrs and Devas and also to all the subjects 
below." 

76. There is a Plak$a tree named Gomeda. It is very 
beautiful. Under its shade the (people of the) continent have 
attained increase in fat on account of their greed (for the fruits 
thereof). This continent is called Gomedadvipa. 2 

77. Idhmajihva, the son of Priyavrata is the ruler. There 
are seven sub-continents named after his sons, viz. Siva, Suramya, 
Subhadra, Santi, Asapta, Amrta and Abhaya. 

78. The four castes named Hamsa, Patanga, Ordhvimcana 
and Satyanga worship the Lord Sun-god. 

79. "We meditate on the Sun whose form is that of ViM1-u, 
who is the soul of the problem that arose there(?) as well as of 
the immortal Brahman and of Mrtyu." 

80. The continent (caJled Pu,Jcara) appears to be dazzling 
on account of one million gold leaves extending to a thousand 
Yojanas. That is the symbol of the continent called Pu1kara.8 

1. SAlmali (Silk-cotton)-dvipa is described in vv 72-75. 
2. GomedadvJpa desaibed in vv 76-79 is also called Plakp in other 

PurA,:aas as that tree, i.e Plakta, is its representative. 
3. Puf)taradvipa described in vv 80-87 appears to be a land of casteless 

saps. 
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81-83. The overlord of that continent is the son of Priya
vrata named Vitahotra. His sons are Ramaoalca and Dhitaka. 
There are two sub-continents called by their own names. In 
between them, there is a circular mountain named Manasicala 
in which Lord Sun revolves. 

84. There are no (different) castes. AU of them are equal 
and they meditate on Brahman. 

85. The japa is: "Whatever Linga constituted of rites 
(? karmamayam) people worship with a sense of difference (bet
ween God and the devotee) is the Brahma-Linga which is one 
and non-dual. Obeisance to that Lord." 

86-87. They entertain neither anger nor malice by acquisi
tion of merit or sin. Ten thousand and twice that is proclaimed 
as the life span respectively (in the two continents). Accompani
ed by their beloved ones, they performJapaand they sport about 
like the immortal ones. 

Henceforth I shall describe to you the position of the higher 
world. 

CHAPTER THl'RTYEIGHT 

The Position of the Higher World 

Narada said: 

1-6. O descendant of Kuru, the Sun's disc is a hundred 
thousand Yojanas from the earth.1 The (height) of the chariot 
of the Sun is nine thousand Yojanas. 

1. This chapter describes the crude Purloic astronomy. The description 
of the sun(vv 1-22) contaias some modem ideas, e.11. that the sun never sets 
(v 8), the transits (ayanas) of the sun and equinoxes (vv 10-16). The rest is 
poetry or traditional concepts. Similar ideas are found in other Purioas also 
(e.a. MtP 124-128). 

The smooth rhythmic motion of the sun is attributed to the seven musical 
Vedic metres as hones. A beautiful concept. 
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The shaft of the chariot is proclaimed as twice that (i.e. 
18,000 Yojanas). The axle (of the chariot) of the Sun is fifteen 
million seven hundred thousand Yojanas long. • 

It has one wheel (i.e. year) fixed to it. It is described to have 
three navels (i.e. three parts of four months each), six tyres (viz. 
six seasons) and five spokes1(?) 

There is a second large axle twenty-four thousand and five 
thousand five hundred (Yojanas) long(? 29,500), 0 son of Pag9u. 

The magnitude of the axle of the chariot is (equal to) the 
magnitude of the two half-yokes(?) The shorter axle and that 
half-yoke is fixed on the Polar Star. 

The second axle on the left is placed on the Manasottara 
mountain.• 

The horses are the seven chandas (Vedic metres). Listen to 
their names from me: 

7. Giyatri, Brhati, U~JJ.ik, Jagati, TriHup, Anu~iup and 
Pailkti; thus the metres, the horses of the Sun, have been re
counted. 

8. Since the Sun is always present, there is actually no 
rising or setting of the Sun. The appearance and disappearance 
of the Sun are called by the names 'rising' and 'setting'. 

9. Standing in the city of gakra and others, he touches the 
three cities. Therefore stationed on the side of the triangle it is 
diffused everywhere as the cities are stationed in the form of a 
triangle(?) 

10. In the beginning of the northern transit, the Sun goes 
to the zodiac of Makara (Capricorn). Thereafter he goes to 
Kumbha (Aquarius) and Mrna (Pisces) zodiacs as well as others 
too. 

11. When he has passed over three of these zodiacs, he has 
the equinoctial transit. Then the Sun makes the day and the 
night equal to each other (in duration). 

12. Then the night becomes shorter and the day longer. 
Then at the end of Mithuna (Gemini) he reaches his climax. 

13-16. After reaching the zodiac Katkafaka (Cancer) he 
begins the transit to the South. 

1. BhP 21.13 reads thlda.faram' •Twelve spokea' (viz. months). 
2. et. BhP 21.13. 
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Just as the external ring of the potter's wheel whirls quickly, 
so also in the course of the Southern transit the Sun moves 
quickly. On account of the excessive velocity, he moves with 
the support of the path of the wind. Hence, he passes over a 
great deal of ground in a short period. 

Just as the middle part of the potter's wheel moves slowly so 
also, during the Northern transit the Sun moves slowly. Hence 
he covers a smaller ground in the course of a greater period. 

17. During dusk and dawn, the (demons) Mandehas desire 
to swallow the Sun.1 0 Phalguna, this is a curse of Prajapati 
(Brahma) to the demons. 

18. (On account of the curse) they have never ending succes
sive bodies and death (thereof) everyday. Therefore, the battle 
between them and the Sun is extremely terrible. 

19. As the Brahma:Q.as perform the Sandhyii prayer always, 
those sinners are burnt by the waters sanctified by Gii.yatrl which 
they pour down. 

20-22. Those who do not perform the Sandhyii rites are 
ungrateful. They fall into the Raurava hell. 

Every month a separate Sun goes ahead with the horses, 
the sages, Gandha:rvas, Rik$asas, the celestial damsels, the 
Grima))is (leaders) and Serpents. 

The following are said to be the twelve Adityas: Dhitii, 
Aryami, Mitra, Varuoa, Vivasvan, lndra, Piifan, Savitr,2 Am.sa, 
Bhaga, Tva~tr and Vi~~u. They are the Suns in the months 
beginning from Caitra. 

23-27. Beyond the abode of the Sun3 is the disc of the 
Moon. It is stationed a hundred thousand Yojanas (from the 
Sun). It is said that his chariot has three wheels. There are ten 
horses having the lustre of jasmine flowers. They have been 
yoked both on the left and the right side. A hundred thousand 
Yojanas from the Moon high above shines the entire stellar zone. 
It is proclaimed that the constellations (stars) are fourteen 

1. VV 17-22 explain the necessity of performing the Sandhya (•twilight 
prayer'). 

2. Parjanya in KP L42.2. 
3. VV 23-32 record the crude a:itrooomicaJ ideas before the aae of 

Telescopes. The omission of the description of Mars shows the reliance of 
the editor on a defective MS. 
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.Arbudtu (1 A.rbuda = 108), eighty Jaladl,is (1 Jaladhl == 1018) and 
twenty crores. 

Budha (Mercury) is two hundred thousand Yo}anas above 
the stellar zone. 

The chariot of the son of the Moon (i.e. Budha) is evolved 
from Yiiyu and Agni. It is fitted with eight reddish brown 
horses having the velocity of wind. 

28. Usanas (Venus) is said to be stationed two hundred 
thousand Yojanas beyond Mercury. The chariot of ~ulcra is 
fitted with eight horses originating from the earth. 

29. It is proclaimed that two hundred thousand Yojanas 
above Mars (Bhauma) is stationed the preceptor of gods (Brhas
pati or Jupiter). To his golden chariot are yoked eight yellowish 
white horses.1 

30. ~auri (Saturn) is stationed two hundred thousand 
Yojanas above Brhaspati. To his chariot are yoked eight brindled 
and spotted horses. 

31. The horses of Svarbhinu (Rihu) are eight in number. 
They resemble bees and are grey-coloured. They are yoked only 
once and they draw the char-iot. They are always stationed 
beneath the Sun. 

32. It is said that the zone of the Seven Sages (the Great 
Bear) is a hundred thousand Yojanas above Saturn. Dhruva 
(the Pole Star) is stationed a hundred thousand Yojanas above 
the Great Bear. 

33. Dhruva is the pivot' (central point) round which the 
entire group of the luminaries moves. Dhruva is fixed at the tail 
of a collection of stars in the formation of Gangetic porpoise. 

34a. They say that this 1ilumiira (i.e. collection of stars in 
the form of the Gangetic porpoise) is the immutable form of 
Visudeva, the Atman. 

34b. 0 Philguna, all this is tied to Dhruva by aerial cords. 

3S. It is said that the extent of the disc of the Sun is nine 

I. The description of Mars appears to be omitted here. 
2. The Y&St epace contains stars which are arrupd like a Ganptic por

poise. This Is called $1111mlriletlkra. The eontrOJ pivot is Dhruva around 
which the stars move. 
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thousand Yojanas. It is proclaimed that the extent of the disc 
of the Moon is twice that of the disc of the Sun. 

36. Svarbhinu (Rihu) is equal to them and moves beneath. 
He assumes the form of a circle and lifts (casts) up a pure 
shadow of the earth(?). 

37-39. Venus has a mass that is one-sixteenth of that of the 
Moon. It should be known that Brhaspati (Jupiter) is one-fourth 
less than Venus. Mars, Saturn and Mercury are one-fourth less 
than Jupiter. 

There are stars with various widths such as five hundred 
Yojanas, four hundred, three hundred, two hundred, hundred, 
one Yojana and even half a Yojana but not smaller than that. 
The Bhiimiloka, i.e. Bhiirloka can be traversed on foot. 

40-42. The space between the earth and the Sun is pro
claimed as Bhuvarloka.1 The space between Dhruva and the Sun 
is fourteen Niyutas (Niyuta = ten thousand crores) of Yojanas. 
This is called Svarloka by those who ponder on the configuration 
and structure of the universe. The space above Dhruva, a crore 
of Yojonas away, is glorified as Maharloka. Two crore Yojanas 
away from it, is the Janaloka where the four Sanas (i.e. Sanaka, 
Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumara) live. 

Four crore Yojanas beyond it is what is called Tapas Loka. 
43-45a. It is in the Tapas Loka that Devas named Vairajas 

Jive. They are free from the fear of being burnt. 
Six times that distance away from Tapas Loka, shines Satya 

Loka where Apunarmarakas ('those who do not die again') live. It 
is called the world of Brahma. 

A matchless, auspicious and splendid abode shines eighteen 
crore eighty five lakh (Yojanas) above that. 

45b-46. The three worlds named Bhub, Bhuvab and Sval) are 
Krtaka ('created ones'). The three worlds Jana, Tapas and Satya 
are A.krtakas (uncreated). It is said that Maharloka is in between 
the Krtaka and the A.krtaka worlds. 

47-48, It becomes void at the close of the Ka/pa. It is not 
destroyed completely. These seven worlds that have been 

J. VV 40-48 live the locations etc. of the worlds (loka.r) above the earth 
(cf. BdP 3.4.2.8-46). 
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mentioned are attained by merits. They know that these worlds 
can be attained through performance of sacrifices, charitable 
gifts, Japas, Homas, pilgrimages to holy spots and multitudes 
of holy rites mentioned in the Vedas and other (scriptural texts). 

49. From the top of the Cosmic Egg, a holy current of 
water flowed down and flooded all the worlds. Gangi came to 
mount Meru. 

50-52. Then it :flowed over the whole of the earth and 
entered the nether worlds. 

The goddess stationed on the top of the Egg always stays at 
the entrance. She is surrounded by crores and crores of goddesses 
and Piligala (Siva). That splendid goddess stationed there 
protects the Egg always. She who has great strength and valour, 
kills multitudes of vicious people. 

(Now) Listen to the seven Skandhas1 (Layers) of the winds 
and how they are stationed : 

53-54. The first Vayu called Pravaha has, after enveloping 
the earth, been stationed in the zone of clouds. It is very power
ful and it carries (with it) the clouds. The clouds which are made 
of smoke and heat are filled with the waters of ocean. They 
become blue-coloured and they shower plenty of rain, 0 des
cendant of Bharata. 

55. The second one is Avaha by name. It is fixed to the 
disc of the Sun. The Solar disc tied with Dhruva by means of 
that (wind) is able to whirl. 

56. The third one named Udvaha is .fixed to the body of the 
Moon. Tied with Dhruva by means of that wind, the disc of the 
Moon whirls. 

57. The fourth one, Samvaha by name is stationed in the 
stellar zone. United with Dhruva by means of gaseous cords, the 
stellar zone whirls. 

58. The fifth wind named Vivaha is fixed with the Planets. 
United with Dhruva by means of this wind, the group of Planets 
(is able) to whirl. 

1. The seven Skandhas or Jayers of winds described in vv 53-61 are the 
bonds or gravitational forces which make the heavenly bodies move round 
Dhruva. 
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59. The sixth wind named Parivaha is stationed in the zone 
of the Seven Sages (the Great Bear). The Seven Sages wander 
in the firmament after being bound with Dhruva by means of 
this wind. 

60-61. The seventh wind named Paravaha is united with 
Dhruva. The Dhrauvya Cakra (i.e. the circle known after Dhruva) 
was established by this. 0 descendant of Bharata, others too 
have been established by this (wind). 

It is by resorting to this wind that the ten thousand sons of 
DakJa, the Prajapati, went to the end of the quarters quickly. 

62. Thus these fortynine (seven times seven) sons of Diti 
(known as Maruts) continuously blow on, going everywhere and 
carrying (i.e. bearing) everything. 

63-64. Above Dhruva is the place devoid of the Sun, stars 
and constellations. They are always sustained and established 
by their own splendour, by their own power. 

Thus the worlds above (the earth) have been recounted to 
you. ·tisten to the nether worlds from me. 

CHAPTER THIRTYNINE 

The Greatness of Barkareivara1 

Narada said: 

1-5. All the Pita.la worlds together come to a height of 
seventy thousand (Yojanas).1 They are Atala, Vita/a, Nita/a, 
Rasiitala, Taliitala, Suto/a and the seventh one Pata/a. 

The soils there, 0 descendant of Kuru, are (respectively) 
black, white, red, yellow, (brown like) sugar, (grey like) rock 
and golden. These are rendered splendid by excellent mansions. 

J. Barkara is a hyper-Sanskritization of bakrii ('a he-goat')· It was intr~ 
duced probably after the Muslim invasions of Sauril~tra (C.E. 739 and after) 
and assimilated in Sanskrit due to commercial and other contacts with 
Muslims in ancient ports like Nagari. 

The Li,iga called BarkareAvara is a natural boulder of rock. 
2. VV 1-9 describe the nether world as a happy place like Svarga. 
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There are thousands of Dinavas, Daityas and Serpents 
there. Many things, more beautiful than those in the heavenly 
world, have been seen by me. The Serpents the~ have many 
jewels of various kinds which cause delight (to perso~ns). 

It is full of young maidens of Daityas and Dinavas. They 
are endowed with great beauty. Who will not find Pita.la highly 
pleasant even if he be a liberated soul? 

6. There is neither heat nor cold there. There is neither 
rain nor the experience of any misery. There every kind of 
edible and foodstuff is found. Every time is the time of enjoy
ment of pleasures there. 

7. In the seventh nether world, i.e. Patila, there is the 
Linga Sri Hata,kesvara. lt had been installed by Brahma, 0 son 
of Pfthi. It is a thousand Yojanas in height. 

8. The mansion (or the shrine) of Hataka Linga is ten 
thousand Yojanas in height. It is divinely studded with all gems 
and jewels. It is embellished with many wonderful features. 

9. There the different groups of excellent and leading 
Serpents worship that Linga- Beneath it there is much water 
and beneath that there are the hells.1 

10. All sinners are cast into them. Listen to them, 0 highly 
intelligent one. They are fifty-five crores in number. There are 
twenty-one crores of kings (to look after them). 

11-14a. They (i.e. the hells) are as follows: 
Raurava, Siikara, Rodha, Ta.la, Visasana, Mahijvala, 

Taptakumbha, LavaJJ.a, Vimohaka, Rudhirandha, Vaitarao.i, 
Krmisa, Krmibhojana, Asipatravana, KnJJ.a, Lilabhaktya the 
terrible, Piiyavaha, Papa, Vahnijvala, Adha\lsiras, Sandamsa, 
Krt~asiitra, Tamas, Avici, Svabhojana, Visuci and another 
Avici. 

14b-17. A false witness falls into Raurava; a person who 
restrains cows and Bralunaoas falls into Rodha. A liquor-addict 
is cast into Siikara; a person who kills human beings on false 
pretexts falls into Ti.la; a defiler of preceptor's bed falls into 
Taptakwhbha; a slayer of a devotee falls into Taptaloha. 

1. VV 10-25 describe the hells for specific catqories of sinners-a sort 
of deterrent to raise public morals. 
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One who insults preceptors and elders is thrown into Mahi
jvala. A slayer (i.e. one who censures, opposes, corrupts etc.) 
of scriptural texts goes to LavaJ,)8; a person who transgresses 
the limits of decency falls into Vimohaka. 

One who hates Devas falls into Krmibhaqya; he who 
practises vicious worship falls into Krmisa. He who takes food 
without first offering it to Pitrs and Devas goes to Ulibhak,ya. 

18-20. One who harasses animals on false pretexts falls into 
Visasana; one who illegally makes weapons falls into Adhomukha. 
One who sides with and supports evil men and things and one 
who takes food in isolation, falls into Piiyavihak.a. 

One who keeps cats, cocks and hens, dogs and birds, one who 
sets fire to the houses of the deaf and the blind people as well as 
grasses and grains and other things in the fields and one who 
sustains himself by means of stagecraft and stellar calculations 
(astrology)-all these men go to Vaitarai;u. 

He who is intoxicated and arrogant on account of wealth and 
youth, he who destroys wealth, falls into the hell Knoa. 

21. One who cuts off trees without any purpose falls into 
Asipatravana. All those who maintain themselves by means of 
jugglery and cheating fall into Vahnijvala. 

22-24. Those who go after other men's wives, those who 
swallow other men's food fall into Sandamsa. Those who sleep 
by day, those who are guilty of omissions and commissions in 
observance of holy rites, and those who are proud of their 
(handsome) bodies-all these fall into Svabhojana. Those who 
do not accept or honour Siva and Hari go to the hell Avicin. 

On account of these and other sins as well as by resorting to 
1nany things not justified in the scriptural texts, thousands of 
people fall into extremely terrible hells. 

25. Hence, if any intelligent man wishes liberation from 
these, both the Lords Harl and Hara should be worshipped by 
him according to the Vedic path. 

26. Beneath the hells is stationed the fire named Kiligni. 
Beneath that is Ananta (Sefa). 

27. The entire universe is only like a Sar1apa (a mustard 
seed) on the top of Ananta•s head. Thus, in view of the fact that 
his power is unfathomable he is glorified as Ananta. 
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28. The elephants of (i.e. supporting) the quarters are: 
Padma, Kumuda, Anjana and Vamana. Beneath that is A(lda-

• ka/aha (•sheJl of the Cosmic Egg'). There is Ekavira(?) there 
too. 

29-30. It is said that there is water there extending to four 
hundred and ninety thousand (Yojanas). Beneath it there are 
crores ofNarakas (hells). Then there is the great fire extending 
to two crores (of Yojanas). Beneath that, it is said there is dark
ness extending to forty thousand (Yojanas). 

31. (AJl these together extend to) forty-four crore eight 
million nine hundred and eighty thousand (Yojanas). 

32. Beneath that is the Afl(laka/aha ('shell of the Cosmic 
Egg'). It is another one extending to a crore (of Yojanas). 

The goddess Kapalisa keeps a staff ( of chastisement) in her 
hand. 

33-34. She is the protectress there. She is surrounded by 
crores and crores of goddesses. At the end of the Kalpa, the 
burning fire produced by the breath of Sankar,8.JJ.a (i.e. Serpent 
Se~a) urges the Kalagni and the universe is burned. It is in this 
1nanner that the nether worlds have been built, 0 descendant of 
Bharata. 

35-39. Listen to the protectors in the semispheroidal lid in 
the middle layer. Vasudhima is stationed in the East and 
Sa.Jikhapala in the South. Tak,akesa is stationed in the West 
and Keturnan in the North. 

(The goddesses are) Harasiddhi, Suparoaqi, Bhaskara and 
Yoganandini. The (supreme) goddess accompanied by crores 
and crores of goddesses protects this. 

Forever do I bow down to Brahma, Vi~\lu and Mahesvara 
by whom this extremely mysterious Cosmic Egg has been 
established. 

Vi~ou's world and Rudra's world are glorified as exterior to 
this. Only Brahma is competent to describe it and not people 
like us. It is here that the liberated people performing holy rites 
of Hari and Hara always go. 

40. This Cosmic Egg is surrounded on all sides by the 
Ka/oha (shell) in the same manner as the fruit of the wood
apple tree is surrounded by rind. 
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41. It is surrounded by (a layer of) water having ten times its 
volume.1 That (layer of water) is surrounded by (the Jayer of) 
fire. The (layer of) fire is surrounded by Vayu. (The layer of) 
Viyu is surrounded by Ether and Ether by the Cosmic Ego. 

42 .. 44. A.hamkiira (Cosmic Ego)is enveloped by (the principle 
called) Mahat ~nd Mahat is surrounded by Prakrti (Primordial 
Matter). Each of these six layers is ten times (bigger than) the 
previous one. The seventh layer of Prakrti is said to be infinite
fold (than the previous one), 0 Son of Prthi. 

There are thousands and thousands, ten thousands, nay, 
hundreds of crores and crores of Cosmic Eggs like this. AU of 
them are of this type as recounted herein. 

45-46a. I bow down to that Sadasiva whose great magnifi
cence is such, 0 son of Prtha. He who does not resort to and wor
ship Siva, the redeemer from great delusion, is really dull-witted, 
of sinful soul. Who is more insensible and irrational than he? 

46b. Henceforth I shall narrate the measurements of Time. 
Understand it.2 

J. Cf. VIP 4.87, KP {.4.46. Purai:ias believe that the •Egg of the Universe' 
is externally enveloped by sheaths of Bhiitas (elements) and the principles 
up to Prakrti. 

2. VV 46b-64 give the measures of time: 

er. Brahmiiofila I.2.29. 5-21. 

I 5 Nime1as =, I Ka1f hii 
30 Kii1/has == I Kala 
30 Kalas = 1 Muhurta 
30 Muhurtas ==Day and night (24 hours) 
(Ahoratra-a complete day) 
15 Ahoratras =I PaklQ (Fortnight) 
2 Pak1as = 1 Month 
2 Month.,; -~= f!..tu (season) 
3 f!..tus = I Ayana (Transit of the Sun) 
~ Ayanas =1 Vatsara (Year). 

The day has five Kalas of three Muhurtas each viz. Prata(, (morning), 
SafiKava (Forenoon), Madhyahna (Mid-day), Aparah,:u, (Afternoon) and 
SayahflO (Evening). The years (Vat.rar111) are five, viz. Samvatsara, Pariva
tsara, Jd,at,ara, Anu,atsara, Yu,a. This is the early concept of a yuga. 

VV 54-64 give the comparison of human and super-human reckoning of 
Time. 
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47-50. Fifteen Nime1as makes one Ka11ha. Thirty Ka1/has 
make one Ka/a. Thirty Kalas make one Muhurta. Thirty Muhiirtas 
make one night and day. • 

In one day ( 12 hours) there are five periods each of three 
Muhurtas. Listen to them. They are: Prata/., (morning), Saligava 
(forenoon), Madhyahna (midday), Aparah(lll (afternoon), Sayahna 
(evening) the fifth. Thus all together there are .fifteen Muhurlas. 
Fifteen Ahoratras (days of24 hours) make what is called a Pak1a 
(fortnight). 

Two Pak1as make one 1nonth. Two solar months make one 
}J.tu (seasons). Three ]J.tus make one Ayana (transit of the Sun). 
Two Ayanas make what is called Var1a (year). 

51-53. They say that Masas (months) are of four different 
types1 and Vatsaras (years) of five different types. The first one 
is Samvatsara. The second one is Parivatsara; the third one is 
Jd1,atsara and the fourth one Anuvatsara. The fifth one is Yuga 
by name. This is the decision in reckoning. 

One human month is one day and one night for Pitrs- The 
dark half is said to be the day and the bright half the night ( of 
Pitrs). 

54. The human year is said to be one day of Devas. The 
Northern transit is the day and the Southern transit is the night 
(ofDevas). 

l Human month =One day of Pitrs 
1 Human year =One day of Devas (the Northern transit, the day 

and the Southern transit, the night, 
1 year of DePas = I day of Saptarsis 

Post-Vedic Yuga duration 
Human~ars 

Krta t 728,000 ) 
Trela 1296,000 ) 1 Yuga ofDevas 
Dvapara 864,000 ) (Dlvyayu1a) 
Kali 432,000 ) 
1 J Dlvyayugas = 1 Manvantara (Manu's life span) 
14 Manvantaras = 1 day of Brah ml 
Brahml's life is his hundred yean. 

There is a consensus in PuriifllU and Smrtil about this reckoning (vide I. 
BhP m.U.310, KP T. S.6-19, MtP 142.4, VIP 50.168-178). 

t. The four different type& or Mlaa., (months) are: (1) Sauro (Solar); (2) 
Saumya (Lunar); (3) Nlk,atra (Stellar); (4) S/i,ana (Sacriftcial). 

-VIP I.S0.188 
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55-59. The year of the Devas is considered to be a day of 
the Seven Sages (Ursa Major). A year of the Seven Sages is said 
to be one day of Dhruva. 

One million seven hundred and twenty-eight thousand 
human years make the Krta Yuga. One million two hundred and 
ninety-six thousand years make the Treta Yuga. Eight hundred 
and sixty-four thousand years make the Dvapara Yuga. Kali 
Yuga is spoken of as consisting of four hundred and thirty-two 
thousand years. These four Yugas together constitute one Yuga 
ofDevas. 

Seventy-one such Yugas and a little more constitute the 
life span of one Manu. The Jife spans of fourteen Manus con
stitute one day of Brahma. 

60-63. The same period is equivalent to a thousand Yugas. 
Listen, it is called Ka/pa. 

The thirty days in a month of Brahma are named as foUows: 
Bhavodbhava, Tapobhavya, itu, Vahni, Varihaka, Sivitra, 
Asika, Gindhara, Kusika, \l~abha, Kha9ga, Gindhariya, 
Madhyama, Vairaja, Ni~ada, Meghavahana, Paiicama, Citraka, 
Jiiana, Akr1ti, Mina, Damsa, Bflilhaka, Sveta, Lohita, Rakta, 
Pitavasas, Siva, Prabhu and Sarvariipa. The span of his life is a 
hundred years. 

64. It is divided into two halves, the earlier half and the 
later half. This is spoken of as Brahmamilna (• Reckoning accor
ding to Brahma'). I am not competent to describe the reckoning 
according to Vi~i:tu and Sankara. 

65-66. Where am I who am endowed with deficient intellect, 
0 son of Prtha? Where are the two others Hari and Tryambaka? 
(i.e. there is a lot of difference between I and the two great gods.) 

Recknoning ( of Time) in Patila is done by the units of 
measurement of Devas. This has been indicated to you. Listen 
intelligently to the Prakrta ('that of Pralqti') again. 

Thus is the arrangement of Brahma. 

Srtnorada said: 

67. There was one named i'8bha1 whose name, 0 son of 

1. g,abha is the first Tlrthankara of Jainas. But as contrasted with BhP 
(V.4, S, 6J, the author of this Xhal_U/a regards him a hctttic. 
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Prthi, will be associated with many heretic concepts and views 
in Kali Yuga. They will be contributory to the delusion of all 
the worlds. 

68. Bharata was his son. Satasrnga was his (i.e. Bharata's) 
son. Bight sons and a daughter were born to him. 

69-70. They were lndradvipa, Kaseru, Timradvipa, Gabha
stiman, Niga, Saumya, Gandharva and VaruJ.ta, The girl's name 
was Kumiriki. The face of the daughter, 0 son of Prtha, was of 
the shape of a goat.1 Listen to the cause thereof which is full of 
great mystery. 

71-72. Very near the river Mahi and the Ocean, in the 
vicinity of Stambhatirtha, in a place that shone with rows of 
trees and was scattered over with abundance (growth) of hedges 
and creepers, in a place very difficult to traverse, once a she
goat happened to come. It had strayed there from (its) flock. 

73. Wandering here and there amongst the network of 
hedges, it got entangled and could not come out. The splendid 
goat became excessively afflicted with hunger and thirst. 

74-75. Having got stuck up amongst the hedges and bushes 
it died therein. After some time that portion of its body beneath 
the head broke loose and fell into Mahisigara Sangama on a 
Saturday which happened to be a New-Moon day as well. It 
fell into that sacred spot which possessed the powers of all other 
holy spots and which was conducive to liberation from all sins. 

76. The entire head remained as before. Since it had got 
entangled in the network of bushes and hedges, it did not fall 
into the waters. 

77-78. As the remaining part of the body (the headless 
trunk) of the goat had fallen in the Mahi-Sagara Sailgama, O 
noble scion of the family of Kuru, that goat was reborn as the 
daughter of Satasrnga, the king of Simhala, thanks to the power 
of that holy spot. Her face become exactly like that of a goat. 

79-81. In the remaining part of her body, the splendid girl 
shone like a celestial damsel with auspicious features. That king 

1. Neither Jaina tradition nor other Brihma1;dcal Purloas are aware of 
a goat-headed descendant of Bharata. It is however true that shepherds from 
Kaccha, Saurashtra, and Gldarat migrate to this area annually and such 
traying and death of a goat aa describe here is not unusual. 
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had no issue before this. The daughter was born as one compar
able to a hundred sons. She increased the joy and delight of her 
kinsmen. But on seeing her face of the shape of a goat, all the 
officers of the king became surprised very much. The king and 
the members of the inner apartments became excessively sad and 
dejected. 

82. On seeing such a form, all the ministers and administra
tive officers too were sorry and miserable. All the amazed citizens 
expressed their surprise saying, "Oh! what is this?" 

83. Then she attained the age of youth and could be com
pared to the daughters of Devas themselves. On seeing her own 
face in the mirror, the previous birth was recollected by her. 

84-88. The recollection was due to the power of the Tirtha. 
She accordingly informed her parents, "You need not be deject
ed and sad on my account, 0 dear father. 0 mother, certainly 
you must not be grief-stricken. This is the fruit of the deeds of 
the previous birth." Then that princess recounted to them the 
details of her previous life. She submitted to her parents her 
desire to go to that place where the body of her previous life had 
fallen. 

"I shall, 0 dear father, go to Mahisigara-Saligama. 0 king, 
see to this that I reach that place." Then it was promised by 
Satasrnga, her father. By means of boats full of jewels, the king 
made arrangements for her transport. 

89. She reached Stambha Tirtha along with the boats and 
riches. She gave as religious gifts much of the wealth. She 
gifted away everything. 

90. She searched among the network ofhedges and creepers. 
Her head was seen there with the bare skin and bones alone 
remaining. She brought it with great efforts. 

91-92. She burned it near the Sangama (the meeting place 
of the river and the ocean). The bones were cast into the con
fluence (Sangama). Thereupon, by the power of the holy spot, 
her face became as lustrous as the moon. Neither the girls of 
Devas, nor the maidens of Nigas (Serpents), nor human beings 
had such a splendid face as she had. 

93. AU the Suras, Asuras and human beings were r ascinat
ed by her beauty. They wooed and entreated her in various 
ways, but she did not desire any bridegroom. 
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94-95. A strenuous penance very difficult to perform was 
joyously begun by her. When a year was complete, Mahesvara, 
the Lord of Devas, appeared before her and saia, "I am the 
bestower of boons. " Thereupon the virgin adored him and 
spoke these words : 

96. "If you are gratified, 0 Lord of Devas, if a boon is to 
be granted to me, 0 Sankara, may your presence be permanent 
here." 

97-100. "Let it be so." When this (boon) was uttered by 
Sarva, the virgin was delighted. Siva named Barkaresa was 
installed by her then, 0 most excellent one among the Kurus, at 
the place where the head of the goat had been burned. 

On hearing this extremely wonderful story from me a leading 
serpent named Svastika came from Talatala to see that virgin. 

Earth was dug up by his head as he was proceeding ahead. 
At a place there sprang up to the north-east of Barkaresa, the 
well named Svastika. It was filled up by the (waters of) Ganga, 
0 son of Prtha. It yields the benefit of all the holy spots. 

101-105. On seeing the Linga installed, Siva was delighted 
and granted the boons. "Those persons whose dead bodies are 
cast into the ocean, will have everlasting benefit. After staying 
in heaven for a long time, when they come back (to the earth), 
they will become valorous kings fully endowed with everything. 

If a man devoutly worships Barkaresa, after taking his bath 
in the waters of the ocean and Mahi, he will attain whatever 
he desires. 

If an extremely faithful man takes his bath at the well (called 
Svastika) on the fourteenth day in the dark half of the month 
of Kirttika, offers water libations to his ancestors and worships 
Barkaresa, he is liberated from all sins." 

106. After obtaining all these boons she went back to 
Sidlhala and reported what happened to her, to Satasrilga, her 
father. 

107. On hearing it, the king and all the people were surpris-
ed, 0 Philguna. They praised the holy river Mahi and came 
there with great reverence. 

108. They took their bath, offered charitable gifts of various 
kinds and were extremely delighted by the greatness of the holy 
spot. Then they went back to Simhala. 
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109. As his daughter Kumiri did not wish a bridegroom, 
wealth or anything else, the king gave her something with 
pleasure. Listen to what he gave. 

110. He divided this Bhirata sub-continent into nine 
regions. Eight of them he gave to his (eight) sons and the ninth 
one to Kumiri.1 

111. I shall describe the different regions rendered splendid 
by the mountains. Listen from me to the mountains and the sub
continents named after the sons. 

112. Mahendra, Malaya, Sahya, Suktiman, ij.k,aparvata, 
Vindhya and Pariyatra-these seven are the chief mountains.2 

113. 1ndradvipa3 is said to be beyond Mahendra. The 
sub-continent of Kumarika is said to be located on the lower 
slopes of Pariyatra. 

114. Each of these regions extends to a thousand (Yojanas). 
Listen to the succinct description of the origin of the rivers, 0 
Phalguna. 

llS. The rivers beginning with Vedasmrti' are considered 
to have originated from Pariyatra. The rivers beginning with 
Narmada and Sarasa have come out of Vindhya. 

116. Satadru, Candrabhagi and others have originated from 
ik,aparavata.5 Rivers beginning with ~~ikulya and Kumari• 
are born of Suktiman. 

1. VV 110-119 give an idea of the ancient map of India. 
2. Out of these Suktimin is close to Mahendra, the source of ,a,ikulyi 

or ~tiki of KP. But De regards it as a portion of Vindhya joining 
Piriyitra and J.U'8- mountains (p. 196), (t.k'8,parvata represents the modern 
Vindhyas from the source of Sonar up to the catchment area of the river 
Son (AGP 112). The Vindhya of the Purai:ias includes Satpura range 
(south of Nannada) and Mahadeo Hills and Hazaribagh Range (AGP 
112). Piriyitra or Plripatra corresponds to Aravallisand Western Vindhya. 
The rest arc known by the same names today. 

3. To the south of Mahendra according to this Puri1;1a and Abul Fazi 
(Ain-i-Akbari 111.31). Majumdar, Sircar identify it with Burma but that is 
not applicable here. 

4. Banas • by others' means probably Vcdavati, Vr-(Vra)taabni and 
others as given in this (identlcal) verse in VIP, BdP KP. and MkP. 

S. This shows that the author of Kaumltiklkhao(la is not aware that 
Candrabhlli (Chcnab) and Satadru (Sutlej) rise in the Himalayas and not 
in JJ.kta-parvata. 

6. Recorded as Sukumlri in VIP, MtP and BdP. It is now called Suktel. 
It joins Mahlnadi at Sonpur (Orissa). 
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117. The rivers Ti.pi, Payo$1)i, Nirvindhyi, Kiveri, river 
Mahi, Knoa, Ve:oi and Bhimarathi are said to have originated 
from Sahya1 mountain. • 

118. Krtamila,1 Tamrapar~ and other rivers originated 
from Malaya mountain. The rivers beginning with Trisami and 
i$yakulya3 are said as originated from Mahendra. 

119. After dividing the kingdom thus among his sons and 
the daughter Kumiri, the king Satasriiga went to the mountain 
in the north (i.e. Gandhamadana or Badarikasrama) and per
formed penance. 

120-123. After performing a severe penance there on the 
excellent mountain Satasrnga, that excellent king Satasrriga went 
to the world of Brahma. It was here, 0 son of Kunti, that you 
were born of PioQu along with your brothers. 

The magnificent virgin Kumari of exalted fortune stayed at 
Stambhatirtha. With the wealth coming from her sub-conti
nent, she performed the rites of giving in charity and austere 
penance. 

After some time, nine sons of great vigour, strength and 
zeal were born to each of those eight brothers. They gathered 
together, approached Kumari and spoke (thus)= 

124. "0 splendid lady, you are our family goddess. Be 
pleased with us. Divide these eight sub-continents into seventy-
two regions yourself and give them to us so that there will be 
no difference (discord) amongst us.'' 

12S. On being asked thus, she who was conversant with all 
righteous acts and pious duties and who was on a par with 
Brahma in wisdom and knowledge, divided the nine continents 
into seventy-two regions. 

• 
126. I shall truthfully tell you, 0 Philguna, their names. 

the villages, towns, shores and banks and their number.' 

1. Out or these only Kiveri, Krtol. Vei;u and Bhimarathi rise in the 
Sahya Mountain. Pay0$1)i and NirvindhyA (Newltj) rise in Vindhya as noted 
by VIP, MtP etc. The author of KK appears to be iii.informed. 

2. Now called Vaigai. KrtamlJA's other name KatamllA shows the 
K.ottai MaJai peak as its source. 

3. The closeness of Mahendra and guktimln mountains misleads the 
Purltla-writers to assign gtikulyl to both the mountains. 

4. VV 127-164 give the seventytwo sub-divisions of India at the time or 
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127. There were four crores of villages in the realm of 
Nivrda Mai,4ala.1 Bilika1 is said to be a country with two and 
half crores of villages. 

128. They know that there are twelve million five hundred 
thousand vilJages in Purasihai,aka. 3 It is said that there are 
four hundred thousand villages in Andhala.4 

129. It is said that there are one hundred thousand villages 
in Nepila. Three million six hundred thousand villages have 
been declared as included ir,. Kinyakubja.'i 

130. It is said that there are seven million two hundred 
thousand viJiages in Gajai,aka8 (Gazni). There are one million 
eight hundred thousand villages in Gau9a7 Desa. 

131. Nine hundred thousand villages are well-known in 
Kamariipa.8 There are nine hundred thousand villages in 

KK though the credit of division among all the brothers is given to Princess 
Kumiri. Probably a later interpolation. 

I. Nivrda or Nirvrta-Noth-West of Vanga (E. Bengal) [De 142; 
Sircar, Studies in the Geography of Ancient and Medieaval India (SGMI 
2S9)]. Nivrta as the name of a District is found in Junagarh Rock-Inscrip
tion of Rudradaman I. Awasthi's suggestion to locate this District in the 
valley of the river Nivrti (mentioned in SkP I AruQAcala Mihitmya 18.21) is 
worth considering. Ma.o4ala means a district. 

2. Bilika-According to Jiyasi's Padamiivata 26.4 the country was 
famous for horses like Tukhira (Upper Oxus Valley). Awasthi's identifica
tion of Blllka and Baluchistan is a bit far-fetched. Its identification with 
Balkha is out of the question as it is separately mentioned in this chapter. 

3. PurasihaQ.aka-Probably Slhaoapura near Najiblbld in Bijnor 
District, U.P. If the V. I. Khurast1.ha(laka is accepted, it is evidently Khura
slna (Awasthi pp. 30-31). 

4. Andhra? 
5. Klnyakubja=-K.anauj (U.P.) 
6. Gljaoaka is identified with Gazni. Jlyasi in Padamavata 35.3, 42.10 

mentions it as Oljanl. V.S. Asrawal holds that Ga}a,µ1 is the correct form 
forOazni. 

7. Gauda is generally taken as West Bengal. But here its association 
with Olja,;iaka (Gami) shows that it is probably Gau(la mentioned in Rlhan 
inscription, as beina ruled by Ri\11 Hammlra (IA xvm, p. 14). 

Mediaeval Hindi poets mention a principality called Gaud& in N.W. 
India alon1 with Kldlboja (RIJ}avll4'a I.122). 

We may accept Awasthi's s111gestion of identifying the Oauc;la in our text 
with the Gau4a (Ohol') in Afghanistan near Gazni. 

8. Klmaropa: "A country extended from Klleivara to Svetqirf and 
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pahala1 named after the Vedas (Cedis?). 
132. Nine hundred thousand villages are weJl-known in 

Kantipura.2 Similarly nine hundred thousand villages are well-
known in Macipura.3 • 

133. In the 099iyaJJ,a country' nine hundred thousand 
(villages) have been declared. Similarly nine hundred thousand 
(villages) have been declared in Jalandhara5 land. 

134. Nine hundred thousand (villages) have been mentioned 
in Lohapura6 land. Seven hundred thousand villages have been 
declared in Palhbipura. 7 

135. Seven hundred thousand villages are said to exist in 
Rafaraja.8 There are five hundred thousand villages in Hariala(?)9 

136. Three hundred and fifty thousand (villages) have been 
mentioned in the realm of Dra9a.10 Similarly three hundred and 
fifty thousand have been mentioned in Vambha:Q.avahaka.11 

137. There are twenty-one thousand villages in Nilapuraka.1:! 

from Tripuri to Nllaparvata" (Sakti-Sa,igama Tantra III. 7 10). Modern 
Guvahati region in Assam. 

I. J?ihala-~abhala of inscriptions, modern Baghelkhanda. 
2. Kantipura-Probably the same as Kinti in Mbh. Blr11nu, 9.40, the 

region round Kantit in Mirzapur District, U.P. 
3. Micipora (MA-Ti-Pu-Lo of Yuan chwang)-Madawar of Mundore, 

eight miles north of Bijnor (De 128). 
4. Ocjcjiyi-oa-The Swat Valley (Aw. 35). 
S. Jalandhara-Modern Jullunder, a District town in Panjab. The name 

is derived from its demon-founder. In ancient times it was also known as 
Trigarta and is a Mahdpl/ha. 

6. Lohapora-Lahore (now in Pakistan) (SGAMI 260). 
7. Pimbipura-Unidentified. 
8. RatarAja-Ranarijya (Maharashtra). 
9. HariAla-Hariyana (SGAMI 260). 

10. Dracja-The land ofDaradas near Kashmir (Awasthi, p. 37). 
Il. Vambha.oa V4haka-Vambbai,a is a Pkt form of Brihmaoa. The 

place is the same as BrAhma1.1aviha in Kavyamimarhsa. It is the country or 
BrA.bma(las-BrtJhmaqakanama janapadab in Pataiijali's Mahabha11a and 
Brachmanoi of the Greeks, in the middle Sindh. Identified with Brihmal,14-
bid in Sindh. 

12. Nilaporaka-Identification doubtful. 
(1) Land where the NIii joins the Sindhu-probably the valley of 

Kishenganga. 
(2) Nellore in Tamilnad. 
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Similarly, 0 son of Prtha, in the land of Amala1 there are a 
hundred thousand villages. 

138. In the land named Narendu, 11 there are one hundred 
and twenty-five thousand (villages). One hundred and twenty .. 
five thousand (villages) have been mentioned in the AtilangaJa3 

land also. 
139. In Maiava there are one hundred eighteen thousand 

one hundred and eighty (118,180) (villages). Similarly in the land 
of Sayathbhara,' one hundred twenty-five thousand (villages) 
have been mentioned. 

140. In Meva9a" one hundred twenty-five thousand (villages) 
have been mentioned. Vaguri6 is said as having eighty thousand 
(villages). 

141. Gurjaratra7 is said to have seventy thousand villages. 
Pai:i.9u's8 realm too has seventy thousand (villages). 

142. In the land called Jahiihuti 9 (Jejahuti or Jejabhukti) 
there are forty-two thousand (villages). Kasmira Mai;i9ala is 
said to have sixty-eight thousand (villages). 

143. They know that there are thirty-six thousand villages 
in Koiikana. Laghukonkana (Northern Konkana ?) has one 
thousand four hundred forty villages. 

I. Amala-Awasthi places it on the Western Ghats (p. 38). 
2. Narendu-Unidentifted. Sircar's identification with. Varendu (SGAMI 

260) is unacceptable as we have a separare desa called Varenduka in v 160. 
3. Atilailgala-Awasthi identifies it with North.en Circars (p. 39). Sircar 

prefers to read 'Jangala' for 'Langala' but 1Jangala' is separately mentioned 
in V 138. 

4. Sayarhbhara is a Pkt formation of SAkarhbhara and it corresponds 
to the country around Sarhbhir in Rajasthan. 

5. Meva(ja is a Pkt formation of Skt MedapAia. 
6. Vaguri-known in historical times as Bagari, a small State near 

Mewar. It roughly corresponds to Dungarpur region of Rajasthan. 
7. As LAfa is separately mentioned, GurjarAtra here corresponds to 

Northern Gujarat and Southern Marwar. 
8. Piodudeia according to Sakti Sangama Tantra 26, is to the west of 

Delhi, to the south of Kamboja, adjoining areas of Western Punjab. Ptolemy 
places the country Pandouoi (Pi1.1"1ava) about Bidaspes (Vatastl)-Jhelum
and includes Slilgala (Sialkot). Yoga Vcisi1tha {III.104.2) equates this Uttara 
PAr,(lava with Mathura. 

9. Jahihuti is Jejikabhukti, and represents the Khajuraho area of 
Bundelkhand. 
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144-14S. Twenty thousand villages have been declared in 
Sindhu. Kacchamai:i~ala1 has two thousand eight hundred 
twenty (villages) (2800+20). It is said that in Saura,tra, there 
are fifty-five thousand villages. • 

146. La~a2 land is said to have twenty-one thousand 
(villages). Atisindhu, it is said, has ten thousand villages. 
Similarly, 0 son of Prtha, Asvamukha8 has ten thousand 
(villages). 

147-148. Ekapida' is known as having ten thousand 
(villages). SimilarJy the land Suryamukha6 is said as having ten 
thousand (villages). Similarly the land Ekabihu8 is said to have 
ten thousand (villages). 

149-150. The land Saiijayu7 has ten thousand {villages). 
Similarly the land named Siva8 is known as having ten thousand 
(villages). Kilahayaiijaya9 is well-known as having ten thousand 
(villages). Li.ngodbhava10 Desa has ten thousand (villages). 

J. At the time of Yuan Chwang, Sindhu Desa was divided into four 
parts, of which Kaccha (modern Cutch) was one. The upper Sindha was 
called Atisindhu (as in v 146 below,. 

2. LA4a is a Pkt formation of Skt LIJa and consisted of the Nausari
Bharoch region of Gujarat (SOAMI 260). 

3. Atvamukha corresponds to Pratapprh and Rae Bareli districts of 
U.P. (Smith and Mirashi-Corpu.r Jnscriptionumlndicarum IV.385). 

4. Ekapida, the Ocypodes of Megasthenes. Brhatsarhhitii places these 
swift-footed people in the East. But Mbh, Sabha 30.69 associates these 
people with Banavisi (Northern Canara, Karnatak) and Kerala. Hence, the 
region must be to the south of Vindhya. 

S. According to Sircar, Soryamukha or Snrpanakha is a scribal error 
for S-Orplraka or Sopara in Thane District of Maharashtra. 

6. Ekablhu-Unidentified. 

7. Sailjiyu-Saftjayantl in Mbh, Sabha 10 is modern SanjAn in Thane 
District of Maharashtra. 

8. Siva de.ta-Sivas are a tribal people in RV. Their country Siboi 
corresponds to modern District of Jhang in Pakistan. 

9. Kllahayai\jaya-Kllahaya (ja) is probably modem Kahala or Kahal, 
some 28 miles from Gorakhpur on the Gorakhpur-Azamgarh road (Awasthi 
46). 

10. SkP, Nagarakhd,p/a states that ~iva appeared in the Lh\p rorm at 
Anarta. Hence, probably A.narta (Awasthi 46). 
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Bhadra1 and Devabhadra are known to have twenty thousand 
(villages) each. 

151. Cita and Virifaka1 are known to have thirty-six 
thousand (villages) (each). Yamakoti 3 is declared as having 
thirty-six thousand (villages). 

152-153. Ramaka' land is said to have eighteen crores (of 
villages). The three lands of Tomara, 6 Kar~ata and Yugala 
(Piligala)6 have one hundred twenty-five thousand villages 
each. The ]and Strirajya7 is known as having five hundred 
thousand villages. 

154. The realm of Pulastya8 is said to have one million 
(villages). The lands of Karitboja9 and Kosala have each a 
million (villages). 

155. Balhika10 is known as having four hundred thousand 
villages. Lailka.11 Desa is known as having thirty-six thousand 
villages. 

1. Bhadra and Devabhadra can be identified if Bha is regarded as a 
scribal error for Ma as both are quite similar in Devanagari script. Their 
identity is dubious. 

2. Out of the pair, Cita is difficult to locate. Virataka or Virata, the 
capital of Matsyadesa, modern Jaipur-Alwar-Bharatpurregion of Rajasthan. 

3. Yamakoti is identified by Dr. Motichandra with Aimlks of Central 
Afghanistan. Awasthi doubts this (p. 47). 

4. RAmaka-Mbh locates it in South India (Sabha 31.68) but our text 
gives no clue to its location. 

S. Tomaradesa is the land governed by Tomaras, i.e. the Delhi region. 
This indicates the time of this list (presumably a latet interpolation). 

6. YugaJa (Pungala) is POgala-part of Jaisalmer ruled by Bhattis. 
1Puqala' is mentioned in folklore ofHariyana. 

7. Strir~ya-mentioned in different PurlQas. It appears to be dominat
ed by women-Probably the valley of Nepal. Nepalese (Ncwars) believe that 
their country belongs to Kumiri-a Jiving form of Durp-a girl of the 
priest community with certain auspicious sign, who bas not reached the aae 
of menstruation. The Kina receives the mandate to rule from her. The 
KumAri is replaced by another before she approaches her first menstruation 
(G.S. Sinah's The Newars). 

8. Pulastya Deta-Unidentified. 
9. Klmboja is variously identified with a region near Kandhar (Awasthi), 

Pamir teaion, North of Dardistan (V.S. Agrawal), Rajauri in the Poonch 
and Jammu region (H.C. Ray Chaudhary), Kafiristan (AGP 143) 

10. Bllhika-Modern Balkha teaion. 
11. LaAkldea--diJl'erent from Ceylon or Simhala dvipa. R.B. Hiralal, 
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156. Kuru Desa 1 is known as having sixty-four thousand 
(villages). Jaya, the land of Kiratas, 2 is said to have one hund
red fifty thousand (villages) . 

• 157. They say that there are five hundred thousand villages 
in Vidarbha. It is proclaimed that Vardhamana has3 fourteen 
thousand (villages). 

158. It is said that the island of Sirhhala' has ten thousand 
(villages). The land Pa.{19udesaka6 has thirty-six thousand 
villages. 

159. Bhayanaka8 is said to have a hundred thousand 
villages. The land Magadha7 is said to have sixty-six thousand 
(villages). 

160. The land Pangudesaka8 has sixty thousand villages. It 
is said that Varenduka9 has thirty thousand villages. 

161. Miilasthana10 is declared as having twenty-five thousand 
villages. Yavana11 is known as having forty thousand villages. 

H.D. Sankalia locale it in Central India or Western India or upper part of 
the Deccan. It is still a moot point. 

I. Kuru is a well-known country in Mbh and Pura.Qas with its capital at 
Hastinipura. Its three constituent'> were Kuru-Jingala, Kuru and Kuru
ksetra. 

2. Kira.ta desa, Tippiri, included Sylhet and some part of Assam 
(De 100). 

3. Vardhamina-Modern Burdwan but variously located as between 
Allahabad and VirAl)asi, north of Vindhya, near Dacca, Malwa, Kathia
wad (De 2S). 

4. Sirilhala-As per our text, Sirilhala is different from Lanka which is 
mentioned as a different region in v 155. This Puraoa regards Simhala 
(Ceylon) as an integral part of Kumarikhao<.ta (India) and geographically it 
iscorrect. That Sata~rnga, father of Kumari, the King of Ceylon sends 
Kumiri to Starilbha-Tirtha (Cambay) to stay permanently shows amica
ble Indo-Ceylonese relations in those days. 

5. Paoc;luddaka or Pi,;tc;lya corresponds to Madurai and Tinnevelly dis
tricts of Tamil Nadu. Madura is called Southern Mathura. 

6. Bhayanaka-Prakrit formation of Skt BhadAnaka. It was probably a 
part of Matsyadesa (IHQ 26.3 p. 226). 

7. The ancient Magadha comprised modern Patna, Gaya, and Shahabad 
districts of Bihar. 

8. PAngudesa-unidentified. 
9. Varendu is Varendra-The Malda-Rajashahi-Bogra region. Narendu 

and Varendu are repetitions (in v 138). 
10. Molasthina-Multan. Formerly famous for the Swi-temple. 
11. Yavana Dria-Probably the Arab Kiqdom in Sindha as Rliasekhara 
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162. Pak,abahu1 is mentioned as having four thousand 
villages. These are the seventy-two2 lands (regions or territories). 
The numbers of villages have already been recounted. 

163. Thus in Bharatakha0,9a. ninety-six crore seven million 
two hundred thousand Pattanas (towns) have been proclaimed. 

164. 0 descendant of Bharata, there are thirty-six thousand 
seashores. Thus she divided the nine sub-continents and gave 
them to her nephews. 

165-166. (Partially defective text) The sister thought thus, 
'Usually brothers become furious against sisters (if they take 
away anything from the family assets).' 

After thinking thus, the splendid lady gave her own share 
also even when they were not willing to take that. After doing 
it and having got their consent, she came to Stambhatirtha. 

167-170a. At that time, in all those lands, the most excellent 
of all the means for the accomplishment of the fourfold aim of 
life was said to be Kumarisvara shrine.3 There, this Kumarika 
knew the secret shrine (Guptak1etra). She stayed in the Gupta
k,etra worshipping Kumaresa and performed great holy rites. 
She regularly bathed in the six deep pools at the Sangama. 

After lapse of some time, when the mansion erected by 
Skanda got ruined and dilapidated, she made a new golden 
1nansion there. 

170b-173. Then the Great Lord was delighted. He was 
much gratified by her devotion. He rose up from Kumaraliilga, 

mentions it in the western part along with the country of BrahmaQavAha 
(Brahmanabad in Sindha). See v 136 above. 

I. Pakpbihu-unidentified. 
2. Actually the Jist countains 75 countries, not 72 as stated in the text. 

The traditional number of villages assigned to some of these countries have 
epigraphic support (Sircar: SGAMI eh. V) 

3. This is an important temple in the temple complex around Chowk at 
Cambay. The deity said to be installed by Komara Skanda is a marble 
Liqa with its Brahmasotra clearly visible. The modern temple is five feet 
below the present land surface. When Kumariki went to stay there, it 
was in dilapidated condition and she reconstructed it (vv 163-173). This 
shows the antiquity of the shrine. The figure of a Darpar.iakanyi thereon and 
a portion of door lamb outside te\tify to its antiquity. The present temple 
seems to be a second reconstr.uction in the 17th century as noted by R.N. 
Mehta (ENP 172). 
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appeared before her and said to her: "0 gentle lady, I have been 
gratified by your devotion and wisdom. This mansion which had 
fallen in ruins, has been renovated. Hence I have become delight
ed. 0 Kumariki, I will become well-known after your name. 
The maker as well as the re-builder (of a shrine) are said as hav
ing equal benefits. The ref ore, people will call me Kumiresa and 
Kumirisa. 

174. The boons granted at Barkaresa to you have been 
granted permanently. 0 lady of excellent complexion, your time 
has come near. 

17S. A woman without a husband can have neither heaven 
nor liberation as in the case of Vrddhakanyi on the splendid 
banks of Sarasvati. 

176. Hence, 0 gentle lady of excellent complexion, choose 
as your husband a person who has achieved Siddhi in this holy 
spot and who is known as Mahakala." 

177. Then at the instance of Rudra, she chose him as her 
husband. Accompanied by Mahikila, she went to Rudraloka. 

178-179. There the delighted Parvati, embraced her and 
said: "Since, 0 splendid lady, the entire earth was drawn by you 
as if in a picture, you will be known by the name Citralekha. 
Hence be my friend." Thereupon, she became her splendid friend 
Citralekha.1 

180. It was by her that Aniruddha was suggested as the 
excellent husband to U~i. She was the most excellent among 
Yoginis. She was the beloved wife of Mahikila. · 

181. She had formerly performed a penance when, on com
pletion of every hundred years, she just drank a drop of rain 
water. Hence in the firmament she is called Apsara. 

182. That Kumari of this type, 0 Philguna, installed this 
Linga named Barkaresvara. 8 It gives happiness and welfare. 

183. Hence, 0 descendant of Bharata, the cremation (of 

1. VV 176-181-This new information is arafted on Citrarekhl of BhP 
X.62.14-23. But in BhP Citralekhl was Kwnbhloc;la's dau1hter. 

l. This Linp is a natural boulder. Barkan, is obviously a hyper-Sanskri
tization of •Bakrl' ( a he-goat). 
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dead bodies) here as well as the casting of the bones (into the 
ocean) are said to be superior to those at Prayaga, as the words 
of Mahesa have indicated. 

CHAPTER FORTY 

The Birth of Mahakala: The Arrangement of Four Yugas 

Arjuna asked: 

1-2. Who is this Mahikila1? How did he attain Siddhi, 0 
exceJlent sage, in this holy spot? I have been surprised very 
much. Narrate all this to me. I ask you in all sincerity and 
faith. 

Narada said: 

3. After bowing down to Mahakila, the immutable Sthi.ou, 
the bestower of boons, 0 scion of the family of Pio~u, I shall 
narrate his story in accordance with my capacity. 

4. Formerly in the city of Virao.asi, there was an excellent 
devotee of great fame named Mimti- He was the most excellent 
one among those who muttered the holy names; he regularly 
performed the Japa of Rudra and was highly fortunate. 

s. Being sonless, he used to perform the Japa of Rudra 
Mantras. When a hundred years elapsed, Sankara became pleas
ed with him and said: 

6. 0 0 Midlp, your son will be intelligent. He wiJJ have 
my power and valour. He will be the redeemer of your entire 
family." 

7-9. On hearing these words of Rudra, Marilti became 
highly delighted. After a lapse of some time Catika, the wife of 
the noble-souled Mimti, became pregnant. She appeared as . . 
though penance itself had taken a physical form. Four years 

1. Mbh, Sabha 10.34 merely mentions Mahlklla, an attendant of Siva, 
as bei.na a member of the assembly of Kubera. SkP supplies his history 
here. 
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passed and yet the foetus did not come out after leaving the 
belly of the mother. Thereupon Mirhti, addressed it in concilia-
tory words: • 

10-13. ·'Odear one, even an ordinary son gives perpetuaJ 
pleasure to his parents. You are born of me and of a pure 
mother. Why do you inflict excessive pain on me? Why is it that 
you have no desire for residence among human beings? The 
Jiving beings of various other species bewail thus, •When will we 
be born as human beings? It is the state where there is uninter
rupted continuity of (aJI the Puru1arthas, viz.) virtue, wealth, Jove 
and liberation. In that state the different holy rites pertaining 
to Pitrs and Devas are performed and worship yieldsgreatfruits.' 
The state of being born as human beings is matchless and worthy 
of being desired even by Heaven-dwellers. Why have you dis
regarded it? How is it that disregarding it you stay in the belly 
itself?,, 

Tlie Foetus replied: 

14. 0 dear father, I know that all these things are very 
rare; but I am all the while extremely afraid of the Kalamarga 
('the path of time', i.e. death). 

15. Two paths have been mentioned in the Vedas, viz. Kala 
and Arcis (flame, light). They go to salvation through (the Path 
of) Arcis and to (the world) of action through the path of Ka/a. 

16. One who goes by the path of Kala, whether he reaches 
Svarga or remains in Naraka, does not get happiness, like a deer 
hit and injured by a hunter. 

17. For the same reason, a learned man should, with con
centration, exert himself so as to ward off the misery on account 
of Kala who is of a very majestic and terrible form. 

J 8. Therefore, 0 dear father, if my mind had not been 
deluded and confounded through various kinds of defects, I 
would have had the rare human birth immediateJy. 

19-20. Thereupon, his extreme]y frightened father, 0 son 
of Prtha, sought refuge in Mahesvara, the Lord, saying "Save 
me, save me, 0 Mahesvara. 0 Lord, excepting you, who is 
the other person who can bestow on me what I desire? A son 
has been given by you. You do make (him) take birth." 
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21-22. Mahesvara who was deJighted by his great devotion, 
said to his Vibhutis ('super-human powers'), viz. Dharma(Virtue), 
Jiiana (Knowledge), Vairiigya (Detachment), Aisvarya (Exalted 
might) and their opposites, Adharma (Evil), Ajiiana (Ignorance), 
A.vairiigya (Absence of detachment) and Anaisvarya (Absence of 
exalted might): "Let the son of Mimti be enlightened quickly." 

Then those lustrous Vibhutis spoke to the foetus: 

23-24. "0 highly intelligent son of Mamti, no fear need be 
entertained by you in your heart. Four of us b~ginning with 
Dharma will not forsake your heart." 

Then the other four beginning with Adharma said, "We will 
not be like that. Your mind (wi11 not be influenced by us). From 
us you have no fear." 

25. On this assurance by the Vibh,itis, the infant came out 
immediately. He trembled and cried excessively. 

26-27. Then the Vibhutis said, "0 Mithµ, even now this son 
of yours is afraid of the path of Kala. He trembles and cries. 
Hence he will be well-known as Kiilabhui.'' After granting this 
boon, they went near Mahadcva. 

28-31. That boy grew up like the moon in the bright half 
of a month. He was duly consecrated by means of consecratory 
rites. 

The intelligent boy became observer of the holy vow (Path) 
of Pasupati. 

He began to mutter the five Mantras, viz. tat-puru,aya 
vidmahe etc.1 He remained pure. He was devoted to pilgrimage. 
0 descendant of Bharata, he took his holy dip in Rudraktetras 
(i.e. holy spots presided over by Rudra) muttering (all) these 
Mantras. 

On hearing the excellence of the secret (Gupta v. I. Subha
auspicious) shrine Kalabhiti went there. He took bath in the 

l . The complete Mantra is: 
1at-puru,aya vidmahe mahiideviiya dhlmahi / 
tan no r,ulral, praeodayat // 

It is in Taittiriya Araoyaka, Mahinlriyaoiya Up. 17.4. The 6ve 
Mantras _of this Up. 17.1-5 form the basic Palupata Sutras on which 
Kauo<;linya wrote a lucid Bha1ya. Bloomfield gives 3-ta, 2a, Ja, 4.15a, 
17.4a as the S Mantras. 
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waters of Mahi, repeated the Mantras crores of times and 
returned. 

Not far away (from it), he saw a Bilva tree. On seeing it, he 
• • repeated the Mantras a hundred thousand times underneath 1t. 

32. As the Brahmaoa performed the Japa of the Mantras, 
all the sense organs disappeared. Within a moment he attained 
the form of the great Bliss (i.e. was absorbed therein). 

33. There cannot be anything in heaven etc. comparable 
with his bliss. Just as the sacred water of Ganga can be compar
ed only with itself, so also (his bliss can be compared only with 
itself as nothing else is comparable with it).1 

34. He was merged therein for a short while. Again he 
regained his previous state (of consciousness). Thereupon, 0 
son of Prtha, KaJabhiti was surprised. He said : 

35. "I did not have such a great bliss in Vari)Jasi, or 
Naimi~a, or Prabhasa or Kedara or even in Amarakai:itaka. 

36. Neither in Sri-Parvata nor at any other place was there 
anything (blissful) like what is going on today. My sense-organs 
are devoid of aberrations. They are as clear and pure as the 
waters of Gangi. 

37. I have great love for all living beings. All the three 
worlds shine clearly (i.e. appear distinctly). My mind understands 
the one great Dlrarma. 

38-40. Oh, (what a great) influence of this place! It is 
clearly stated (as follows): 'lf the place (of stay) is devoid of 
defects, if it is pure and free from all types of troubles the 
Dlzarma and Artha of the person staying there shall increase in 
a thousand ways.' 

Hence, on account of this inftuence, I know this in my mind 
that this region is superior to the other holy spots, among which 
Kan is the chief one. Hence I shall stay here itself and perform 
excellent penance. 

41. •This is definitely the holy spot.' He who always says 
this and runs about in great thirst (covetousness) wiU never 
attain Siddhi. He shall die with great pain and strain." 

42. After thinking thus, he stationed himself underneath 
the Bilva tree. Standing on the tip of the big toe (for his support), 
he performed the Japa of the Mantras of Rudra. 

1. An example of Ananvaya alalikara. 
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43-44. He began to observe this rule and drank only a drop 
of water like fire (?) in the course of a hundred years. When a 
hundred years passed thus in his performing the Japa, O descen
dant of Bharata, a certain man came there holding a pot filled 
with water. • 

He bowed down to Kalabhiti and spoke thus to him with 
great delight: 

45. ''0 highly intelligent one, your holy observance and 
vows are complete today. Accept this water. It behoves you to 
make my exertion fruitful." 

Kalabhtti enquired: 

46. Who arc you by caste please? Tell me what is exactly 
your occupation and conduct? After knowing your caste and 
occupation and conduct, I shall accept it and not otherwise.1 

The man said: 

47-48. I do not know my parcnts.2 I do not know whether 
they are absolutely lost for me or not. I see this that I have 
always been thus, the same man. I have nothing to do with 
conducts and religious activities. Hence I will (can) not say this 
nor do I do according to this. 

Kalabh1ti said: 

49-51. If this is so, I will not take water at all from you. 
Listen in this context to the words recorded in the Vedas and 
expressed by my preceptor: 

••If the family background of anyone is not known, if it is 
without the purity of the seed (heredity), a good man taking 
food or drink from him, goes to ruin at that very instant. 

If a person does not know Rudra, if he is not a devotee of 
Rudra, one who takes food or drink from him shall be a sinner. 
There is no doubt about it. 

1. The whole episode shows how caste-system had become hardened at 
the time of SkP. 

2. Such double ent~ndre about Siva is used in Kedlrakhaoc;la 22.50-33, 
KIC, Supra 2S.S7-67. 
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52. He who takes food without knowing Siva, is called 
Brahmahii ('slayer of a Brahrnru,.a'). A murderer of a Brahmaoa 
wipes off (all the merits) of the person who takes his food. 
Hence one shall not take his food. 

53. Just as t'he water of Ganga kept in a pot (becomes) 
impure and defiled by even a drop of wine falling into it, so a 
person (though knowing Siva becomes defiled) if he takes food 
from a person who does not know Siva. 

54. He who is of a low caste is not a devotee of Siva. 
Hence good qualities must be accepted. The two persons must 
be observed (well) i.e. cautiously avoided in regard to the accep
tance of anything from them." 

The man $aid: 

55. My laughter is provoked by this statement of yours. Oh, 
you are silly and foolish! You are a Jier. You are stupid and 
devoid of the power ofreco11ection. 

56. Siva resides in all beings always. A statement may be 
true or false. But it docs not mean that Siva is censured thereby. 

57. If a person makes any difference between the Supreme 
Atman and Hara, he is a person with a vision of difference. 
Mrtyu (Death) causes great fear unto him. 

58. Or what is the impurity in water? TeJI me. This pot is 
made of clay. It has been baked in (purifying) fire too. 

59. It is .filled with water. In which of these is there 
impurity? Why? 

60-61. If due to my touch impurity is inferred, then I am 
stationed on this earth. TeU me, where do you stand? Why do 
you walk over the earth? Why don't you walk in the :firmament? 
If (everything) is pondered over in this manner, your utterance 
will be like that of a silly person. 

Kalabh tti said: 1 

62. If it is said that Siva exists in all living beings (equaUy), 
why do atheists not eat clay along with their food? 

63. For the sake of the purity of the universe, an arrange-

1. Much of what follows is obscure. 
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mcnt bas been established by him. It is sustained through the 
fruit (of the acts done). It is not otherwise. 'Listen to it(?) 

64. The creator created this universe consisting of forms 
and it is tied with a variety of names, like a cow with a rope (to 
the peg). 

65. The variety of names consists of four kinds. Dhvani 
(sound), VaT(ltlS (letters), Pada (word) and Vakya (sentence)
these are the four. 

66. Dhvani is of the nature of Nada (sound). Varl'as (letters 
of the alphabet) are those beginning with the letter A. Pada, 
is what is caJled Sabda (word); a Viikya (sentence) isanaggregate 
of words, for example Sivam bhajet ('One should worship Siva'). 

67. It is the opinion of the Vedas that a Viikya will be of 
three kinds. One is Prabhu$ammata ('an authoritarian utterance 
like that of a lord and master') and the other (is) Suhrtsammata 
('friendly utterance'). 

68-75. (The last one) is Kantasammata {'loving utterance 
like that of a wife')· Thus they know that sentence is of three 
types. 

Just as the lord and master commands (the servant saying 
"Do this" so also) do Sruti and Smrti. They call these two 
Prabhusammatam. 

(Statements in) Jtihiisa. Purii(la etc. are called Suhrtsammata. 
Like a friend these (texts) enlighten and advise him (i.e. the 
layman) truthfully. 

Kiivyaliipa (poetry and drama) is called Kantiisammatam. 

Prabhuviikya (words and utterances of the Sn1tis) and Smr1a 
(what is laid down in the Smrti texts) are pure externally and 
internally.. The utterance of a friend also which is pure, should 
be followed with a desire for obtaining heavenly pleasures. 

AU these should be followed by persons born on the earth. 
so says the Veda. 

If this is spoken by you in accordance with the utterances of 
the (school ot) atheism, do Srutls, scriptures and Pura,.,as be
come useless on account of this? Formerly Brihmaoas beginning 
with the Seven Sages, Ktatriyas and all those who had been 
silly before. became clever and perfect when they followed the 
Vedas-so is the statement in the Vedanta: those who adhere to 
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Sattva go up; those who are of Riijasa nature stay in the middle 
and those of Tomasa nature go down.1 

By taking in Sattvika food and by means of Siitt;ika activities 
and conduct one shall go to heaven. 

76. Not that we enviously grumble that Siva is not present 
in the living beings. Definitely he abides in all the livings beings. 
Listen to the analogy in this connection. 

77-79. There are many kinds of ornaments made of gold. 
Some of them are pure in form and some are base and low. 
There is gold in everyone of (those ornaments). Similarly, 
Sadasiva (is present in everyone). The base one on being purified 
becomes pure but not identical. Similarly this body on being 
purified becomes clean and clearly goes to heaven. Hence in 
eve-ry respect, nothing should be taken by an intelligent person 
from a base one, 

80-82a. Even if one purifies this body, it cannot be taken 
up (accepted) in every respect. One that is acceptable in every 
{other) respect is not so in the matter of evacuation (of the 
bowels) as well as that of taking in food. This stone shall be 
pure in few days. It becomes clear(?) Hence by all means it is 
clear that I shall not take the water. Whether right or not the 
great Sruti is our authority. 

82b-86. When this was said, that man laughingly scratched 
the ground with his right thumb. Thereby he made a great and 
excellent pit. There he poured that water whereby the pit was 
filled. There was some surplus water. He drew a line with his 
foot (toe). He filled up a lake with the surplus water. Even after 
seeing this great miracle, the Brahma.Qa did not wonder at it, 
since miracles of many kinds are possible in the case of those who 
perform special worship etc. of the Bhutas (spirits) etc. Hence 
merely on account of a miracle, one shall not abandon the eter
nal path of Srut i. 

The man said: 

87-88. 0 BrihmQa, you are a great fool. But you speak 
learned words. Was not this verse uttered by those who know the 

1. Cf. BG. XIV. l 8. 
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ancient tradition, heard by you? ''The well belongs to one. The 
pot belongs to another. The rope is also of another man, 0 
descendant of Bharata. Some people offer the drink and some 
others do drink. All of them have equal shares.,, Therefore, why 
do you not drink the water ( offered) by me, though you are one 
conversant with Dharma? 

Narada said: 

89-90. Thereupon, the verse about equal shares was ponder
ed over by him in various ways. Unable to come to a decision, 
he thought again (and decided). 

If (in a sea) many boats and ships are launched and much 
money defrayed, there may be equal sharing. Thus again and 
again if someone does the same thing, he may have share in the 
benefits. 

91-95. Remaining pure and meditating on Siva, Kalabhiti 
came to this decision: "In regard to the builder of the palace 
and digger of the well, there is no question of accepting water. 
Hence the benefit is similar in the case of one who drinks." 

After deciding thus he said to that man: "It is true; but in 
the case of filling the pit with the water from the pot, after hav
ing seen it directly, tell me, how can a person like me drink it? 
Whether it is right or not, I will not at all drink." 

Ou seeing his firm decision like this, 0 scion of the family of 
Kurus, that person laughed and vanished within an instant. 

Klilabhiti was exceedingly surprised. •What is (the meaning 
of) this incident?' He thought over this again and again. 

96. While he was pondering thus, a great and excellent 
Linga sprang up from the ground beneath the Bilva tree. It 
illuminated all the quarters. 

97-99. At the time of the manifestation of that great Linga, 
0 descendant of Bharata, groups of celestial damsels danced in 
the firmament. Gandharvas sang in sweet tones, agreeably and 
charmingly. Indra released a shower of Pirijita flowers. Devas 
and sages eulogized with different kinds of hymns and shouted, 
"Be victorious". 

When that great festive celebration was going on, 0 descen
dant of Kuru, Kilabhiti who was highly joyous, bowed down 
and uttered this prayer: 
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Prayer (by Kalabhltl)1 

' 
100. "I resort to Mahakala, the Dark-throated .Lord, the 

destroyer of sins, the dispeller of the dirt of worldly existence, 
full of Kala (the Sakti of consciousness evolving all thirty-six 
principles), the destroyer of the Kiilamiirga ('Path of Kala'), the 
Lord in the form of the annihilator of worldly existence. 

IOI. I bow down to your (first) face, 0 lsana. The Sruti 
eulogizes you. You are the Lord of Bhutas. You are the great
grandfather. Obeisance to you, the great Lord. 

102. I resort to that Lord whom the Veda eulogizes. I take 
refuse in that second one (face) named, Tatpuru1a- We know 
you, 0 Srirudra. Grant that unto us, 0 Lord of Devas, obeisance 
and salute to you. 

103. I resort to the third face Aghora. served and worship
ped by the Atharva Veda. Your forms are non-terrible as well as 
terrible. I always bow down to you as well as to the extremely 
terrible Bhutaa (goblins). 

104. I resort to the fourth face2 always. Obeisance to you, 
Sadyobhijiita. In every birth of mine in different places, 0 
Bhava, 0 Siva, you be my source of origin, you without beginn
ing, you without birth. 

105. Obeisance to you, to Vamadeva, the eldest Rudra, to 
Kala, to one who changes and modifies Kala, to you who cause 
Bala (strength) as well as who suppress Bala (i.e. the demon of 
that name), to the slayer of living beings, to the developer of 
mind. 

106. We worship yout the three-eyed one, who increases 
prosperity and welfare, through meritorious (sacrificial) scents. 
Just like the ripe Urvaruka (cucumber fruit) which is easily 
separated (from the stalk), save me from the terrible bondage, 0 
Tryambalca, save us from the path of Death.8 

107. You are pleased with those sages devoid of passionate 
attachment, who repeat your six-syllabled excellent Mantra (viz. 

1. The eulogy echoes RudrAdhyAya from Taitt. Sarhhita IV.v. 
2. It should be Vamadeva as per serial order in:sruti. Our text 1ives Ilana, 

Tatpuru,a. Aghora. Sadyo}dta and Vamadeva as the order of the Mantrtu 
desianatina the heads of Rudra. 

3.Cf. RV VII. 59.12, V~. Samhitl 3.60. Tait. Sarhhitl I.8.6.2. 
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Om namab liviiya), 0 Isa. We shall also repeat that Mantra, 
viz. Namab liviiya with the Omkara prefixed to it ('Orn obeisance 
to Siva')." 

108. On being eulogized thus, 0 descendant of Bharata, 
Mahadeva emanated from the Linga. Illuminating the three 
worlds by his brilliance, he appeared before the BrahmaJ)a and 
said to him: 

109. "0 Brahma1,1a, 0 dear son, since I have been very well 
worshipped by you, here in this great Tirtha, I am extremely 
delighted with you. Kala is not at all the lord. 

110. It was I who came to you i11 the form of a man. On 
seeing your adherence to Dharma, l am grati fled that the path of 
virtue is being maintained by people like you. 

111. With the holy waters of all the nrthas, the pit as well 
as the lake was filled by me. This highly meritorious water has 
been brought for your sake by me. 

112. The hymn that you sang in my eulogy has the esoteric 
teaching of seven(?) Mantras. If this is recited or repeated, one 
shall get the benefit of the seven Mantras. 

113. Choose from me the boon wished and thought of by 
you in your mind. I have been extremely delighted with you. 
There is nothing which cannot be given to you." 

Kalabhtti said: 

114. I am blessed. I am contented since, 0 Sankara, you 
are pleased. All the Dharmas become fruitful if you are satisfied. 
Otherwise, they are considered as involving exertion. 

11S. If you are satisfied, may you be pleased to be for ever 
present here in this Linga. Whatever is done at the shrine of this 
Linga-may it be of everlasting benefit. 

116. May the merit of men on visiting this Linga be the 
same, 0 Lord, as is obtained through ten thousand repetitions 
of the PaRca mantras (five mantras mentioned above). 

117. Since I have been liberated from the path of Kala, 0 
Mahesvara, let this Iinga be well-known as Mahakala.1 

t. The temple of MahAkila stands on the bank of the Lake MidaJA and 
the buildiq is like Kuml.reivara and Starilbhdvara temples. 
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118. If a man takes his holy bath in this well and offers 
water libations to Pitrs, let him get the benefit of all the Tlrthas. 
Let the Manes attain everlasting state. • 

119. On hearing his words thus, Sankara was delighted and 
said: ''I always reside where there is a Self-born Linga. 

120. There are different types of Lingas, viz Self-born 
Linga (that one found in Narmada and called) Ba1J,a; Linga made 
of gems and jewels, made of minerals. The former ones are ten 
times more efficacious than the latter ones. 

121. In the sky there is the Taraka Liliga (Linga made of 
constellations); in Patala there is Ha/akesvara and on the earth 
there is that Self-born Li,iga-all these three are on a par with 
one another. 

122-124. If anything is specially requested for, it will be 
wholly realised. In this holy spot (offering of) flowers, fruits, 
Naivedya (food offerings), eulogy, charitable gifts and everything 
else shall be of everlasting benefit. 

On the fourteenth day in the dark half of the month of Magha, 
while there is Siva Yoga, i.e. Vyatlpata, 0 dear son, if a devotee 
takes his holy bath in the well to the east of the Linga and offers 
water libations to Pitrs, he will attain the benefit of all the 
Tirthas. The Pitrs will have everlasting state. 

12S-126. He shall worship Mahakila in every Yiima (i.e. 
watch of 3 hours) on that night. He who throws (holy flowers) on 
all the Lingas, shall attain the merit of keeping a holy vigil. 

If a devotee conquers the sense-organs and always worships 
me in the Linga here, worldly enjoyment and liberation are not 
far from him, 0 excellent Brahma1;.1.a. 

127. He who takes his holy bath in the lake and worships 
this Linga on the eighth and fourteenth days in Migha, on 
Mondays and on Parvan days, shall go to (i.e. attain) Siva. 

128-131. Charitable gifts, repetition of Rudra Mantras and 
penance-everything will be everlasting (in benefit). You will be 
second to Nandin as my doorkeeper with the name Mahikala, 
0 dear one, because you have conquered the path of Kala. 

The saintly king Karandhama1 will come here ere long. You 
will preach Dharma unto him and then come to my world." 

1. K.arandhama-A king of Ik,vaku race. Son of .K.haninetra and father 
of Aviktit. His oriainal name was Suvarcas. But once 1when surrounded 
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After saying thus, Lord Rudra became merged in the middle 
of the Linga. Mahikila rejoiced and performed a great penance 
there. 

Thus ends (the section) of the appearance of Mahikila.1 

Narada said: 

132-133. Then, after a lapse of some time, 0 son of 
PJtha, king Karandhama who was desirous of understanding 
excellences in pious activities, heard about the great qualities of 
the Tirtha and Mahakala's story. Therefore, he came there, 
took his holy bath in the waters of Mahi and the ocean and 
worshipped the Lingas. 

134. After reaching Mahakala, he experienced great 
pleasure. The Lord of the people did not reach the point of 
satiety while looking at the excellent great Linga. 

135. On seeing Mahakila, he considered his Jife fruitful 
as in the case of a poor and wretched person after obtaining a 
pot full of valuable treasure. 

136-139a. By visiting the shrine of Mahakala one shall 
attain the merit of ten thousand Japas of the five Mantras. 
With great reverence and adoration, he worshipped, bowed 
down to and eulogized the excellent Linga and then approached 
Mahakila. 

Recollecting the words of Rudra, Mahakala smilingly wel
comed the king and offered due reverence and Argha (materials 
of worship). 

After the (due preliminary) enquiries about the welfare etc. 
and at the end of the dialogue, the king addressed Mahakala 
and spoke these words as he remained there with a calm ex
pression on his face. 

Karandhama said: 

139b-143. 0 Holy Lord, this doubt perpetually haunts my 
mind. The water libation called Tarpava is performed by men. 

alone by armie& of hostile kinas, b.o created an army by the clapping of his 
hands and defeated the enemy. Thenceforth, he became famous as Karan• 
dhama (Mbh, Aivamddhika 4.2-19). 

1. Some editions conclude the 40th chapter here. 
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The water (offered) goes into the water, but how do the ancestors 
become delighted and contented thereby? In this manner, the 
offering of rice balls etc. and the worship-everything Is observed 
only here. How can we presume {think) that it is enjoyed by 
Pitrs and others? Is it not that nothing reaches them(?) In 
dreams beggars are seen attacking a man. Direct visual experi
ences of Devas are always had. But how do they accept them? 
My mind is confused in this regard. 

Mahakala replied:1 

144. The form of existence of those Pitrs and the heaven• 
dwellers is of this nature. They can be talked to from afar; 
they can be worshipped also from afar and they can as well be 
eulogized from a distance. 

145.147. They know the past, the present and the future. 
They assume the form of subtle elements. Their physical body 
consists of nine principles, viz. the five Tonmatras (subtle 
elements of sound etc.), the mind, the intellect, the ego and the 
Ja,Ja (i.e. Prakrti); Puru1a is considered to be the tenth one. 
Therefore, they are satisfied with the subtle essence of smell, 
taste and sound. They take the essence of touch. They are 
contented on seeing a pure and clean thing. 0 king, there is 
nothing false in this. 

148-149. Just as grass unto animals and food-grains unto 
human beings, so also the subtle essence of foodstuff forms the 
diet of the species of deities. 

The powers of all living beings in regard to knowledge can
not be even thought of. Hence they take up the essences of the 
principles. The rest is seen here itself. 

Karandhama asked: 

150. Sraddha is offered to Pitp. They are under the control 
of their own Karmans, whether they are stationed in heaven or 
in hell. How is it enjoyed by them? 

151--152. (If you say) that they are statio11ed in heaven or 

1. VV 144-171 give a brilliant explanatory defence of the rites called 
Tarpa,µ, and SriJddha in the dialogue between Karandhama and MahlkAla. 
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in hell and are controlled by the Karmans, how are they com
petent to grant these boons? How i~ it that they are capable 
thereof? 

May the grandfathers (ancestors) delighted with men grant 
longevity, progeny, wealth, learning, heaven, salvation, 
pleasures and kingdom. 

M ahiikiila answered: 
153. It is true, 0 excellent king, that Pitrs have to abide by 

their Karmans, but Devas, Asuras, Yak~as and others are un
embodied. 

154. The embodied Pitrs of the four castes are remembered . 
as (i.e. said by scriptures to be) of seven kinds.1 They are com
petent to grant everything desired and they do grant it. 

155. Thirty-one groups of those Pitrs are very powerful, 0 
king. Srilddha performed shall propitiate those great Pitrs. 

156. Those propitiated ones propitiate his ancestors at the 
place where they are stationed. In this manner Sraddha shall be 
taken unto one's own people. They grant the boons. 

The king said: 

157. How is it that (oblation) is not given unto Suras and 
others, 0 Brahma:o.as, just as in the case of the Bhutas (spirits) 
etc. it is given by indicating their names? 

158. Why should there be elaborate offerings such as "This 
is to the Pitrs, this is to the Brahmaoas and this is to the fire"? 
This involves strain of the mind, body etc. 

Mahiikii/a replied: 
159-161. Specific respectful statement should be offered 

always in the case of everyone. Without this relevant mark of 
distinction, they never accept it. A dog standing at our very door 
may accept whatever is offered to it. But, 0 king, does a very 
important person accept things like a dog? In this manner, Devas 

1. Cf. RV VI.22.2. Probably the author folJows Manu (IH.195-197) and 
gives the following list of Pitrs: (I) Somasads (ofsidhyas), (2)Aanievattas (of 
Devas), (3) Barhi'8ds (of Gandharvas and demigods), (4) SomapAs (Of 
Bri.hma,.,as), (5) HavirbhlU (of Ktatriyas), (6) Ajyapas (of Vaisyas) and 
(7) Sukllins (of Sodras). SkP VI.216.9·10 adds (8) Rasmipas and (9) 
Upahotas. 
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never accept (the offerings) like the Bhutas. They are very well 
fond of the pure ones but they do not accept the Havis offerings 
from one who does not have faith. • 

162. Those beings bereft of impurities do not accept any
thing offered without Mantras. Even Sruti says this, 0 king, in 
the matter of the Mantras. 

163. Mantras are the deities. Whatever a learned man does 
with (uttering) the Mantras, does it with (i.e. through) the deities. 
(Whatever) he gives with Mantras gives it with deities. Whatever 
he accepts with Mantras, he accepts along with the deities. Hence 
one should not take up or accept what is (given) without 
Mantras. 

164. Hence everything should always be given along with 
Mantras from the Pura:o.as or the Vedas. Otherwise they will not 
accept it. It may go to the Bhutas (ghosts). 

The king asked: 

165. How is it that charitable gift is offered along with 
these things, viz. Darbhas, gingelly seeds, raw rice grains and 
water? I wish to know the reason thereof. 

Mahaka/a replied: 

166-168. Formerly plenty of land gifts were made (to Pitrs). 
But Daityas forcibly entered and seized them. Thereupon, Devas 
and Pitrs spoke to the Lotus-born (Lord): "0 Lord, even as we 
stand watching, everything is taken away by Daityas. Accord 
protection against them, lest we should perish.'' 

169-170. Then, after pondering over this, Brahma made the 
means of protection. In the case of Pitrs, it (the gift) is accom
panied by gingelly seeds; in the case of Devas it is accompanied 
by raw rice grains. Water and Darbhas are used in all the cases. 
(If it is done) like this, Asuras do not seize it. If they are given 
without these, the fruit thereof is appropriated by Daityas. 

171. Pitrs and Devas will heave a deep sigh (of grief) and 
go. The donor does not get any benefit (of the gift). Hence in 
all the Yugas the rite of charitable gift is performed in this 
manner. 
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Karandhama said: 

172. I wish to hear the arrangement of the four Yugas cor
rectly .1 I have been always entertaining this desire. 

Mahakiila narrated: 

173. Know that the first Yuga is Krta; thereafter Tretii Yuga 
is remembered. Then Dviipara and Kali. Thus in brief they are 
four. 

174. The Yuga-,rtta (i.e. the main characteristics of the 
Yugas) are as follows: Krta Yuga is Siittvika (i.e. people will be 
of Siitlvika nature). Tretii is Riijasika. Dviipara is a mix of Riijasa 
and Tomasa (i.e. people therein will have both types of nature), 
while Kali Yuga should be known as Tamasika. 

175. In Krtayuga, Dhyiina(Meditation) is the supreme thing; 
in the Tretii it is said to be Yajiia. Good, truthful conduct in 
Dviipara is supreme, while Diina ('charitable gift') alone is so in 
Kaliyuga. 

176. ln Krta Age, creation is mental and the conduct has 
pleasure as the aim. The subjects are brilliant and lustrous. 
They are contented and always delighted and keen in the enjoy
ment of pleasures. 

177. In Krta Age there was no such difference as low or 
high (status) among the subjects. They were all auspicious with
out any distinction. They have equal span of life, happiness and 
beauty. 

178. They have no Joss of happiness or affection. Nor have 
they any dispute or hatred or physical exhaustion. Devoted to 
compassion as they were, they lived on the mountains or in the 
sea (islands). 

179-180. At that time there was no caste distinction or the 
discipline of the different stages in life. There was no question 

1. The topic of Yugas, though not logically connected with Sriiddha is 
included here. Yugas--A description of their characteristics, the gradual 
deterioration of physical, mental capacities, and moral conducts of the 
people from Krta to Kali form an important topic in many Purioas e.g. 
VIP 32, SS, S9, MtP 142-145, BdP 27-34. Pora1.1ic description of the 
evolution of the present food-growing economy from the old food-gathering 
economy with equality of all men in the Krta age is interesting. 
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of mixed castes. They always meditate solely upon Siva, the 
great god, and not on others. In the fourth quarter of that Age 
joyous conduct disappeared. Thereafter there appeared trees, 
horses and abodes(?) 

181-182. (Those trees) yie1ded garments, ornaments and 
fruits. On the same trees was produced the excellent honey made 
by bees in every leafy cup. It had sweet smell, fine colour and 
exquisite taste. At the end of Krta Yuga, those subjects maintain
ed themselves with that (honey). 

183-185. The subjects grew up well-nourished and delighted. 
They were devoid of ailments. After a lapse of some time their 
sense of taste increased in intensity. In view of the nature of the 
Yuga, meditation on Siva became further reduced (in frequency 
and depth). They seized (to extort more products from) those 
trees forcibly. On account of this rnisdemeanour on their part, 
actuated by the defect of greediness, those Kalpa trees were 
destroyed in some places along with the product of honey. 

186. Even when that Sandhi (junction between the Krta 
and Treta Yugas) was almost over with only a short period yet 
remaining, rivalry and disputes arose. On account of chilJness 
and hot sunshine as well as due to mental miseries, they became 
extremely dejected. 

187. For the sake of protective covering (shades) they made 
houses and abodes here and there. Thereafter, in Tretiiyuga, 
Siddhis once again manifested to them. 

188. On account of rain, fourteen types of rural and sylvan 
medicinal herbs and (other vegetables) grew up. Since there was 
(plenty of) water on the earth (the products of agriculture) ripen
ed in unploughed land without the seeds being sown. 

189. Trees, creepers and hedges grew up along with the 
seasonal fruits and flowers. By means of them as well as with the 
grains, fruits and flowers, they (people) maintained themselves. 

190-191. Thereafter, lust and greediness were once again 
engendered in them in every respect. Taking possession of the 
rivers, fields and mountains and making their use with great 
vigour and power, they forcibly (appropriated the produots oO 
the trees, creepers and medicinal herbs. Thereby the fourteen 
types of medicinal herbs and other vegetation were ruined 
contrary (to their expectation). 
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192. After bowing (?bending) down, those medicinal herbs 
entered the earth. The subjects were afflicted. For the sake of 
the welfare of all living beings, Pythu. the son of Vena, milked 
the cow (in the form of the earth). 

193-198. Ever since then. medicinal herbs and other vege
tables are cultivated by means of ploughshares. The subjects 
sustained themselves by means of agricultural occupations and 
were protected by K!?atriyas. The organization of castes and 
stages of life and the institution of Yajiia characterize Tretii. Yuga. 
The senseless subjl!cts abandoned salvation in the form of medi
tation on Sadasiva and resorted to flowery speech. Through 
attachment they attained heaven. 

Thereafter. in Dviipara Yuga, different men begin to have 
different views and opinions mentally. verbally and physically. 
Agricultural and other pursuits are carried on with great 
difficulty. They have greediness and lack of fortitude. They 
abandon Siva. There is a mixture of Dharmas (religious rites). 
In Dviipara Yuga the discipline of castes and litages in life begins 
to be destroyed. The Vedas are divided into four by Vyasas. One 
Veda is divided into four sections for the sake of Brahmai.,.as. 
Itihasas and Purai,.as differ (or hecome many?) due to the im
portance of the people (lokagauraviit?) 

199-202. The eighteen Pura:ttas are Brahma, Piidma, 
Vai~,:,ava (i.e. Vi~1Ju), Saiva, Bhii.gavata, Niiradlya, Marka,:,tJeya 
the seventh. Agneya which is mentioned as the eighth. Bhavi~ya 
which is declared as the ninth, Brahmavaivarta which is remem
bered as the tenth, the Lainga which is the eleventh, Varaha which 
is the twelfth, Skiinda which is the thirteenth; Vamana the four
teenth, Kaurma which is remembered as the fifteenth, Matsya 
which is mentioned as the sixteenth, Giirw/a the next one and 
Brahmot.ttJa after this. 1 

203-208. Listen to the Vyasas m this Variihakalpa. 2 They 

l. Vayu Purai;ia is not included in this Jist. 
2. The beJicf that in every Dviipara, a Vyasa is born to arrange the float .. 

ing Vedic hymns in to four Sam/Jiras is found in other Purar:,1as such a4l VP 
III.3, BhP J. 4.24-25, KP I.52, Va.P 23.107 .. 20 where the 28 incarnations 
of Siva are co-ordinated with the Vyasas. The names of the Vyasas are also 
different in different Puril,lic lists. For example, in BdP we find Svayarh
bhO (Brahma), Prajapati, Usanas, Brhaspati, SanadvAja, Antariksa, Dharma, 
and J.tjiJa--which are not included in the SkP list. KP I.52 gives a'8bha, 
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are: l_ltu, Satyabhargavn, Angiras, Savitr, Mftyu, and the 
intelligent Satakratu. The further ones are Vasi$iha, Sarasvata, 
Tridhaman, Vedavit, sage Trivrta, Satatejas who is. remembered 
as Vi$JJ.U Narayal)a himself, Karaka the intelligent, Arut;ti, Lord 
~taiijaya, Krtaiijaya, Bharadvaja, Gautama, Kavisattama, sage 
Vajasravas, sage Yu$miyai:ia. Truabindu, ~k$a, Sakti, Parasara, 
Jatukaro.ya, sage Dvaipayana who is Vi$J:tU himself. All these, 
the chief of whom is Asvatthaman, have been indicated as the 
future ones. The Dhormasiistras (composed) for the sake of the 
world are different in Dviipara. 

209-210. The following are the Law-givers of Dharma
liistras1: Manu, Atri, Vi$J)U, Harita, Yajiiavalkya, Usanas, 
Atigiras, Yama, Apastarhba, Sarhvarta, Katyayana, Brhaspati, 
Parasara, Vyasa, Sankha, Likhita, Dak$a, Gautama, Satatapa 
and Vasi stha . . . 

21 l. After the twilight of Dviipara, when Ka/iyuga begins 
to function Saiva yoga becomes extinct and Yoganandanas2 were 
born. 

212-216. In the first, .'§vetakali, the propagator of the Saiva 
cult was Rudra himself. Thereafter, the following: Sutara. 
Tara.Q.a, Suhotra, KankaJ)a, the great sage named Loka, Jaigi
$avya, Lord Dadhivahana, Sage ~$abha, Dharma, Ugra, Atri, 
Saba)aka, Gautama, Vedasir:r;ia, GokarJJ.a, Sikhar,u;ii bhrt, Guha~ 
vasi, Jatarnali, Atfahasa the terrible, Langali, Sarilyami, Suli, 

Sutejas, Sucak,u, Narayaoa and Valmiki, who do not find a place in the 
SkP and BdP lists. The latter gives a list of 32 Vyasas, though avowedly 
it is of 28 Vyasas. 

1. The author has given an old list, a..~ Deva/a Smrti iii not included 
herein. This does not mean that Devala Smrti did not exist at the time of 
the author of SkP or the author did not know it. As the notes show, SkP 
quotes a number of verses from that Smrti which Apararka positively states 
to be quotations from Devala. 

2. This list of YoganandantU or Teachers of Saivism, though called 
"future", precede the SkP. Most of these are mythological persons except 
Lakulisa who was born at Kiyivarohai;aa or Kayaroha,;ia near Debhoi in 
Gujarat. He is the founder of the Pasupata sect. His Pasupata-siitras com
mented upon by Kaur,cjit;iya have been published at Trivendrum. A com
parison of this list with that in VIP l.23 shows that the lists, with the excep
tion ofBhrgu, Viii and Dlruka ofVAP are identical. 
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Di:a:uJi, Juo(lisvara himself. Sahif))U, Somasarmi, Lakulisa of 
KiyavarohaJ)a. 0 king, these and others are the future masters 
of Yoga (Yogesvaras)in order. In Kali Yuga these will summarize 
the Siva cult and expound it, 0 king. 

217. Thus is mentioned the summary of the Sastra (system 
of philosophy) in Kali age. Listen to the functioning of the Kali 
age which causes delight as well as anxiety. 

218. In Kali age1 men with their sense-organs overwhelm
ed by Tamas, begin to acquire deceit and jealousy and they 
will be envious of the ascetics and kill them. 

219. In Kali age attachment (to worldly objects) is 
tormentingly overpowering. There is perpetual fear of hunger 
and drought. The adversity in all the countries is very terrible. 

220. Sruti is not (considered) an authority, because people 
resort to unrighteous activities. They are impious, of improper 
behaviour, excessively hot-tempered and deficient in refulgence 
and splendour. 

221-222. Greedy persons utter lies, are evil and have pre
dominantly female progeny. On account of evil worships, 
wrong studies, misconducts, blasphemous scriptures and de
fective Karmans of the BrahmaQas. subjects begin to dwindle. 
K~atriyas and Vaisyas become extinct. Siidras and Brahm8.J)as, 
increase (in number). 

223. Siidras sit along with Brahmaoas and take their food. 
They lie on the same bed as they (i.e. Siidras). Siidras conduct 
themselves like Brahmao.as and BrahmaQ.as behave like Siidras. 

224. Thieves pursue the activities of kings and kings behave 
like thieves. Chaste wives become rare and Abhisarikas (i.e. 
women going to their paramours in rendezvous) increase in 
number. 

225. Then the earth (land) yields less fruit and other pro
ducts. In some places it yields excessive fruits. Kings do not 

1. Almost all Puril)as and Mbh depict a disconcerting picture of the 
Kall Age, e.g. Mbh, Yana Chs. 188, 190; Santi 69.80-97; BhP Xll.l, 2; VP 
VI. t; VAP I.58.30-70. There are many verses common in these descriptions 
of different Pur4oas. R.C. Hazra states that such was the actual condition 
of the Hindu Society after Asoka and before 200 C.E. ( Puranlc Records on 
Hindu Rites and Customs). But the description is applicable even today and 
a!i such is prophetic. 
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protect (the subjects). They plunder them because they arc 
fearless on account of their sinful nature. 

226. Persons not born as K$atriyas become rulers. Brah
mai:ias subsist on Siidras. AU the SOdras become persons who 
argue, dispute and expound. They are congratulated (v. l. bowed 
to) by Brahmaoas. 

227-230. On seeing Brahmal)as seated, persons of very 
deficient intellect do not begin to move (to give respect). 

With great humility Brahmaoas keep their hand over their 
mouths and whisper (various) words into the ears of even a base 
Sudra. Even when Brahmaoas are present Sudras occupy high 
seats, even while they are looking on. Although a king knows 
this, he does not punish them. See the power of the (changed) 
Times. 

BrahmaJ}.as of meagre learning but endowed with power 
and fortune, embellish Sudras with splendid white flowers and 
other decorations. BrahmaQas accept base monetary gifts from 
heretics. 

231-232. Thereby the vilest Brahmai:ias fall into the 
Raurava hell which cannot be crossed. Brahmai:ias begin to sell 
the fruits of their penances and Yajiiai. There will be crores of 
such yatis (ascetics) in Kali age. People (at that time) will have 
less of male progeny and abundance of female children. 

233. They censure Vedic statements and the subjects dealt 
with in the Vedas. The sacred texts composed by Siidras them
seJves (will) become authorities. 

234. There will be predominance of the beasts of prey and 
dwindling in the number of cows. There will be no purity in the 
holy rites of anyone, such as charitable gifts etc. 

235. There wiJI be destruction of good persons. Kings will 
not be adequate defenders. People wi11 sell foodstuffs in the 
country. Vedic texts wiJI be sold on the highways where four 
roads meet. 

236-237. Young women wiU seJI their hair in Kali age. 
Women wHI be the chief and important persons in households. 
They will be hard and rough as well as ill-clad in dirty garments. 

They will be arrogant and greedy, swallowing much food 
like the evil spirits called Krtyiis. The general public will be 
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merchants and interested in business deals. Vasava (lndra) will 
shower rain indiscriminately. 

238-240. People will be beggars of many things. They will 
be surrounded by persons of evil activity, conduct and habit as 
well as heretics in false and deceptive guises. They will be 
interdepend~nt. People will be undaunted in committing sinful 
acts. They will rob others of their gems and jewels and outrage 
the modesty of other men's wives. Towards the end of the Yuga, 
men aged less than sixteen will be get children and girls aged 
twelve will bear children. 

241-244. There will be thieves robbing other thieves. There 
will be other robbers taking away everything from these robbers. 
When pursuit of knowledge and holy rites cease to be in vogue, 
when the world becomes devoid of devout activities, worms, 
mice and serpents will harass and torment human beings. 

0 King. at that time there will be an increase in the number 
of those other heretics whose attitude is antagonistic to the 
system of castes and the discipline of the four stages in life. 

In Kali age, since people will be over~fond of sinful deeds, 
miseries on account of children, wives etc., ruin and decay of 
the body and sicknesc; wiU occur as a result of the Tamas 
qutt.lity. 

Though Kali age is thus a storehouse of defects, yet listen to 
its great good qualities. 

245-248. Persons belonging to the three Yugas, the blessed 
ones who perform holy rites say thus1 : "At that time (in Kali 
age) human beings attain Siddhi in the course of a very short 
time. Those human beings who perform holy rites mentioned 
in Srutis, Smrtis and Purii1)11s with faith and devotion in Kali 
age attain Siddhi in a short while. 

Holy rites (fructify) in a period of a year in Tretil, those 
performed in Dvii.partl require the course of a month. These 
benefits are attained in a day in Kali age, if an intelligent devotee 
performs the holy rites strenuously. 

1. Good points of Ka/iyuga, prompt results of good actions are describ
ed in vv 245-248. 
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OKing, in the age of Kali, persons performing the holy rites 
of Hari and Hara and attaining Siddhis are as many as those 
attaining Siddhis in the course of all the other three Yugas. 

You do understand from me what is going to happen in the 
twenty-eighth Kali Yuga. 

249-250. When three thousand two hundred ninety years 
elapse (pass) in Kali Yuga1 there will be born an overlord of 
heroes named Siidraka on this earth. He wiU be the remover 
of the burden of the earth. He will propitiate (the Linga) in the 
place discussed (by us) and will attain Siddhi. 

251. Thereafter in the year three thousand three hundred 
ten of the Kali era, the kingdom of the Nandas will come into 
being2 and Ca~akya will kill them. 

252-254. He will attain liberation from all the sins in the 
Suklatirtha. In the year three thousand twenty only(?) the 
kingdom of Vikramaditya will come into being. 3 Thanks to the 
grace of Durgas, he will attain Siddhis. He will redeem poor 
people. 

Thereafter in the year three thousand one hundred there will 
be (a ruler) named Saka who will remove the excessive poverty 
( of the people).' 

255-256. In the year three thousand six hundred, Lord 
Budha (Buddha?) himself a part of Vi~J)u and protector of virtue 

I. In C.E. 1986, Kali Era is 5087. Hence this Sudraka must have lived 
in C.E. 188-189 in the reign of Rudrasirhha I of K$atrapa dynasty. [n The 
.Age of Imperial Unity (BVB Vol. II, p. 264) he, i.e. Sodraka is rrgarded as a 
legendary figure and not a historical person. 

2. Inscriptional and other evidence c;hows 3101 B.C. as the beginning of 
Kali Age. The Author is ill-informed on this point. Kali Age 3310=C.E. 
209. But Nanda dynasty was founded in 364 B. C. (vide chronology in The 
Age of Imperial Untiy, pp. 31-35). If we accept that Megasthenes, the Greek 
Ambassador, was at the Court of Pitaliputra of Candragupta I of the Gupta 
dynasty and not Candragupta Maurya, the date of Nanda must be shifted 
back by centuries. 

3. Kali Age began in 3101 B.C. 3020 years after Kali means C.E. 81 
as the beginning of Vikrama Sathvat ! 

4. This means the Saka Era began in I B.C. (beginning of Kali Age 3101-
3100 Kali). If the Purina means SAlivAhana Saka it bepn in C.E. 78. 
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will be born in Magadha1 as the son of Hemasadana and Aiijani. 
The activities of that noble-souled person will be many. 

257-260. He will slay crores of fierce persons, the chief of 
whom will be Jyotirbindu. He will enjoy the seven continents 
for sixty-four years. He will leave behind him his reputation 
among his devotees and will go to heaven. Since he will be 
superior to all other incarnations on account of his good quali
ties, they will speak of him as Budha the dispe.ller of all sins. 

In the year four thousand four hundred ( of Kali Era) there 
will be a great king named Pramiti in the line of the Moon. 2 He 
will be a strong leader of many armies. 

26 I. He will slay crores of Mlecchas and all heretics. He 
will then revive the pure and excellent Vedic Dharma without 
any admixture. 

262-266. That king will pass away in the middle of Ganga 
and Yamuna. 

After some time the subjects will be extremely afflicted. They 
will resort to terrible holy rites with knavish tendency. They 
will be unbridled. They will be extremely greedy. They will 
join in groups and attack one another. They will be excited and 
afflicted with great strain. 

When the holy rites laid down in Srutis and Smrtis become 
extinct, they will be killed by one another. They will be unruly 
and transgressers of the norms of propriety. They will be devoid 
of mercy, affection and bashfulness. They wiU be short in stature. 
Even at the age of twenty-five, they will forsake their houses and 
wives. Grief-stricken and agitated in their sense organs, they will 
be moving crying aloud "Alas! Alas"! Struck and harassed by 
(repeated) absence of rain, they will become miserable and will 
abandon their cultivation and other activities. 

1. This Budha is not Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. The Purli;ia 
author puts Budha's birth in C.E. 499 (3600 after Kali, i.e. 3600-3101 B.C. 
=499) which is unhistorical. The names of his parents too are not the same 
as those of Gautama Buddha, the great promulgator of Ahimsa, and a 
recJuse is credited with slaying crores of people. 

2. The date of Pramati comes to C.E. 1299 (4400 after the Kali-3101 
B.C., the beginning of Kali age). History does not know such a king. Some 
scholars try to identify him with Candragupta It of Gupta dynasty, but the 
dates conflict. 
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267. Leaving off their own country-parts they wiJI resort to 
the borderlandf>, river-banks, seashores and mountains. 

268. They will be in wretched and dejected s"tates. They 
will sustain themselves by means of raw flesh, roots and fruits. 
They will be clad in bark garments or hides of deer. They will 
be devoid of possessions and devoid of holy rites. 

269. Salva, the Mlcccha will destroy all abodes of pious 
activities. He will be the perpetrator of terrible deeds without 
caring for the superior, middling and inferior statuses. 

270-272. In order to kill him, Vi~ou, the Lord of the universe. 
himself, 0 excellent king, will be born as the son of Vi~~uyasas1 

in (the village of) Sarnbhala. Surrounded by excellent Brah
maoas, he will slay Salva after slaying crores, billions and one 
hundred millions of sinners. 

He will protect that Dharma which keeping the Veda in 
front closely follows it. 

273. After carrying out many noble tasks Paramesvara (the 
Supreme Lord) wil1 make a boat intheform of Dharma on behalf 
of good people. He will then go to the other world. 

274-276. Then, 0 King, Krta Yuga will begin to function once 
again. The first Krta Yuga is superior to the others. 

The twenty-eighth Kali will begin to function from the other(?) 
Then in the Krta Yuga the solar race and the lunar race will 
function from the Maru king and Devapi. BrahmaIJ.as will 
originate from Srutadeva. 

Thus, 0 king, is the arrangement of the four Yugas. fn all 
the four Yugas those are blessed who worship Hara and Acyuta. 

J. This incarnation ofVi,1}u is mentionedi n Va.P, MtP and BdP. Some 
scholars identify him with King Vitouvardhana (Yasovarman) of Mand
sore and some with Candragupta II. But the dates of the Jncamation of 
Vi$t;1U and of these kings do not tally. 
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CHAPTER FORTYONE1 

Kinds of Sins; Procedure of Siva Worship; Rules of Good Conduct 

Karandhama asked: 

1. Some say that liberation can be attained by resorting 
to Siva. Some say, it is acquired by resorting to Vi~~u, while 
others (say it) by resorting to Vedhas (Brahma). From whom di) 
you consider (that it can be acquired)2 ? 

Mohiikiila replied: 

2. All these three Lords, 0 leader of men. have unlimited 
greatness. The minds of even great Yogins get confused in this 
matter. What then (of an ordinary person) like me? 

3. For1nerly, the sages residing in the Naimi$a forest, doubt• 
ed in their minds about the excellence (of Dcvas) and went to 
the world of Brahma. 

4-5. At that very moment, Brahma who was humble uttere<..1 
this verse: ·•Obeisance to that Ananta (Infinite one) whose end is 
not obtained as well as to Mahcsa. Let both of then1 always 
bestow favour on me (their) dcvotcc. 0 Thereupon considering 
him (i.e. Vi~i;iu) the most excellent one, the sages went to the 
Milk Ocean. 

6-7. There, the Lord of Yoga, on waking up spoke thus: 
'"I salute Brahm~l the greatest among all living beings and Sada
siva who has the form of Brahman. Let them both be for my 
welfare and auspiciousness." 

Thereafter, those BnihmaQas who were surprised, went away 
(from that place). 

1. This Chapter deals with the following topic.,: 
(1) Equality of the gods of Trinity (VV 2-14). 
(2) Sins, their classification and acts comprised in them (YV 16-79). 
(3) Procedure of the worship of Siva (VV 81-1 I 9). 
(4) Code of Conduct-Sadacara (VV 120• I 73). 
(5) Mahakala's attainment of Kailisa-Importance of Mahakala 

Linga (VY 174-190). 
2. The author attempts to synthesize the three religious cults of his time 

by asserting equality of the gods of Trinity-Brahma., Vi$QU and Siva, by 
showing one deity to be devoted to the other two. 
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8-9. At Kailasa, they saw Stha1.1u speaking to Girija, "On 
the Ekadasi day let me dance and keep awake in the abode of 
Vi$J)U, I am always performing penance for the sake of propitia
ting Hari and Brahma." 

On hearing this those sages went away dejected. They said: 

10-12. "Since the Lords themselves do not go beyond one 
another who cares for people like us who have been created by 
those created by those created by them. Those who speak of their 
status of being the most excellent, the middling and the mean 
one in regard to these (Lords) arc speakers of untruth and sin
ners. Certainly they will fall into hell." 

Thus decided those ascetics residing in the Naimi$a forest. 
0 leading king, this is true. This is my clear opinion too. 

13-14. Thousands of Japakas ('those who repeat the Mantras'), 
Vai$:t.tavas and Saivas have followed Brahma, Vi$Q.U and Stha1.1u. 
Hence one can worship that Lord for whom one's mind has attach
ment. He shall be free from sins. This is my excellent opinion. 

Karandhama asked: 

IS. What are those sins,1 0 leading Brahmai:,.a, through 
which the minds become confused and therefore it has no inclina
tion towards the Vedas and holy rites? 

M alziikiila said: 
' 

16. It should be known that there are crores of different 
sins-gross, subtle and not very subtle, due to differences in mental 
functioning. 

17. Among them, those groups of sins that are gross and 
that cause a fall into hell, are succinctly described. They are 
committed by means of mind, speech and body. 

J. For the guidance of ordinary people, th.e Purao.a has prescribed 
traditional rules of conduct. Manu's advice is to foUow one's ancestors' 
path and that is the Sadiicara. Kumarila regards only those usages 
which are not opposed to the Vedas as authoritative. 

It is noteworthy that violations of these rules by some great men is con
doned as they are like fire which though omnivorous, is a sanctifier (BhP 
X.33-30). 
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18. The fourfold sinful mental activity is as follows: Think
ing (carnally) about the wives of others; eagerly thinking (covet
ing) about the wealth of others; thinking ill of others mentally; 
indulgence in those activities that should not be pursued. 

19. Babbling irrelevant words, uttering displeasing and 
untrue words, reviling and abusing others, backbiting and 
slanderous utterances-these are the four sinful verbal activities. 

20. Eating forbidden food, violence, false and illegitimate 
pursuit of love and taking away other people's wealth-:..these 
are the four sinful physical activities. 

21. Thus twelve different kinds of sinful activities originating 
from the three, viz. mind, speech and body have been spoken. 
I shall describe the further sub-divisions thereof, the fruits of 
which are unending. 

22. Those who hate Mahadcva, the Lord who redeems us 
from the ocean ofworldly existence (i.e. he who enables us to 
cross this ocean), become burdened with very great sins and they 
fall into the fires of hell. 

23-26. They speak about six very great sins that yield un
ending (evil) results: (The corresponding sinners are:) (I) Those 
who do not rejoice or feel delighted and eulogize on seeing 
Sankara; (2) those who do not hesitate at all to do whatever they 
please without courteous and requisite activities of reverence in 
the presence of Siva and preceptor, those who stand thus and 
play; (3) those who do not accept the code of conduct of the 
followers of the Siva cult; ( 4) those who hate the six kinds of 
devotees of Siva; (5) the sinner who forsakes the preceptor who 
is in agony, who is infirm and feeble, who has gone to foreign 
lands or who is harassed by his enemies; and (6) he who despises 
or insults his wife, sons and friends. 

27-31 a. The f oIJowing should be known as great sins, as 
great as the censure of one's own preceptor: 

Murder of a Brahmal)a, the (act of an) imbiber of liquor, 
( one of) the thief and the de.filer of the bed of the preceptor
these are great sin(ner)s and the fifth among them is the (act of) 
one who associates with these. 

Those who speak words wounding the vital feelings of a 
Brahmal}.a out of anger, hatred, fear or greed are called 
Brahmaghnas ('slayers of Brihma.oas'). 
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He who invites a Brahma:t;1a who possesses nothing and who 
begs ( for something) and then afterwards says, ''I ~o not have 
anything", is known as a Brahmahii ('slayer of Brahmai:ias'). He 
who, out of arrogance for his learning, n1akes a good Brahma1.1a 
sitting quietly in asse1nbly, destitute of his lustre (influence of 
learning) and refulgence, is proclaimed a Brahmat1a-killer. 

3lb-36a. One who deliberately tries to attain the position of 
dignity by attributing to oneself false (non-existent) qualities, as 
against his preceptors, is proclaimed a Brahmaghna ("killer of a 
Brah1nai:ia'). 

They call him Brahmaghiitaka ('slayer of Brahmai:ia') who 
causes obstacles (in the path) of feeding BrahmaQ.as who desire 
to eat food as their bodies are harassed by hunger and thirst. 

A backbiter, a person who is very alert and enthusiastic in 
finding out faults (Weak points) in all the people, a cruel one 
causing anxiety and distress (to others) is declared a Brahmahii 
( · BrahmaQ.a-killer' ). 

They call him Brahmaghiitaka. who creates obstacles to cows 
overwhelmed by thirst, approaching (drinking) water. He who, 
learning the weak points or defects of another persons, whispers 
them in the royal ear-such a cruel sinful slanderer is called a 
murderer of a Brahma1,1.a. 

36b-40. If anyone takes away the legitimately earned wealth 
of Brahmal)as either by deceitful 1neans or by using force, that 
sin is considered to be like the sin of Brahmat1a-slaughter. 

A foolish-minded person who after learning scriptures 
abandons them, or he who learns scriptures for the sake of self
~ustenance, incurs a sin that is equal to that of drinking liquor-it 
should be known. The following are terrible si:11s similar to drink
ing of liquor: Discontinuing Agnihotra, subsidiary holy rites of 
the five Yajna!, forsaking parents, perjury, slaying friends, eating 
prohibited foods, kiUing wild animals for pleasure, setting fire to 
villages, forests and cowpens out of anger. 

41-42. The stealing of the entire possession of a poor man, 
abduction of men and women, taking away (illegally) horses and 
elephants, stealing of cows, misappropriation of land and of 
gems, jewels, gold, medicines, sweet juices, sandal-paste, aloe 
wood, camphor, woven silk, coloured clothes and the money 
deposited with oneself are known as equal to stealing gold. 
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43-44. Not giving one's daughter of marriageable age in 
marriage to a suitable bridegroom, carnally approaching the 
wives of one's own sons and friends as well as one's own sister, 
outraging the modesty of virgins which is a terrible (sin), cohabi
ting with a woman of low caste and having intercourse with a 
woman of the same caste-al] this is known as equal to defiling 
of one's own preceptor's bed. 

45. If a person promises to a Brahma~a some amount of 
money but docs not give it nor does he remind the Brahma~a
these two are minor sins of equal gravity. 

46-60. The following are Upapiitakas ('minor ~ins'): Arro
gancl!; exccssi vc anger; hypocrisy; ungratefulness; too much of in
dulgencc in worldly pleasures; miserliness; roguery; jealousy; dis
missal of servants; beating of pious men, kinsmen, ascetics, cows, 
K~atriyas, Vaisyas, women, Siidras; destruction of trees in the 
hermitages of (followers of) Siva; destruction of flower gardens; 
performance of Yojiia on behalf of those who arc unworthy of 
the same; begging of anything from the unworthy; selling of 
sacrificial (utensils?), gardens, lakes, wives, progeny etc.; (aban
donment) of pilgrimages, holy fa~ts, holy ob~ervances and the 
devout rites in a shrine; sustaining oneself with the money or 
earnings belonging to womenfolk; utter subservience to women
folk; neglecting the duty of protecting women; carnally approach
mg a woman addicted to drinking liquor; non--paymt:nt of debts; 
su~tenancc by means of fals~ and unrightcou"i usury; taking 
monetary gifts from censured persons; scandalizing chaste virgins; 
poisoning; killing by means of magic amulets; exorcising and 
making use of black magic; use of sorcery for attraction as well as 
extermination; activity solely for satisfying the sense of taste and 
sexual urge; learning and teaching of the Vedas against payment; 
acts of a Vrii.tya (i.e. nonperformerof consecatory rites); abandon
ment of holy observances; indiscriminate eating of all kinds of 
foods; resorting to heterodox doctrines; adopting dry argu~ 
mcnts and censuring Devas. Fire-god, preceptors and pious men 
as well as cows, Brihma~as, kings and emperors directly or 
indirectly. 

Those who have completely eschewed the worships of Pitrs 
and Devas, those who ·have abandoned their own holy rites, 
those of evil conduct, atheists of sinful habits, those who do not 
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always tell the truth, he who indulges in sexual intercourse on 
Parvan days or during day-time, those who discharge semen 
in water. those who practise intercourse with animalsor women 
in their monthly course or with a woman of a different caste or 
inanimate objects, those who disappoint and shatter the hopes 
of wives, sons, friends and acquaintances, those who speak dis
pleasing words to the common people, ruthless ones, those who 
break agreements, those who destroy lakes and wells and 
aqueducts of sweet juices (taste?) and he who serves different 
kinds of cooked food to the people sitting in the same row
perpetrators of such acts are known as Upapiitakins ('sinners of 
a minor gravity'). 

Know from me the sinners with sins of Jesser degrees. 

61. Those men who interrupt the activities of their masters, 
friends and ascetics, and those who create differences (i.e. difficul
ties) in the acts of cows, BrahmaJ)as and girls are known as 
sinners. 

62. Those who are distressed at the glory and prosperity 
of others; those who resort to and serve a base and vile woman; 
those who do not perform the holy rites of Yajiias, charitable 
gifts etc. for the sake of (sitting in) the row (of si1fas or respecta
ble persons?); 

63. those who discharge faeces etc. in cow-pens, fireplace, 
water, public street, shades of trees, mountains, in parks and 
shrines; 

64-65. those who are perpetually engaged in songs and 
playing on musical instruments; those who are inebriated; those 
who indulge in joyous shouts; those who adopt fraudulent guises 
and deceptive activities and conduct; those who transact illegal 
business dealings; those who make forged documents; those who 
carry on treacherous and unfair war; he who is extremely 
merciless towards servants; he who suppresses and maltreats 
animals; 

66. he who slowly (and patiently) hears the speech (of 
another) and falsely pretends to be pleased; he who is incons
tant, deceitful, knavish and feigns false humility; 

67. he who while enjoying food (himselO leaves the follow
ing persons starving and hungry: wife, sons, friends, boys (in-
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fants), old men~ lean, emaciated and the sick servants, guests 
and kinsmen; 

68. he who himself eats very good food to his heart's 
content but serves inferior types of foods to Brahma:Q.as, to be 
known as one who has cooked the food in vain and to be 
despised by the expounders of Brahman; 

69. those who voluntarily take up holy observances but 
give them up (in the-middle) because they have not conquered 
their sense organs; those who frequently belabour cows and 
oxen and make them bear burdens or draw (carts); 

70. those who do not nourish and nurture weak ones; 
those who hate others if they lose their wealth; those who 
inflict pain on (others) by means of witchcraft and sorcery; 
those who make (even) wounded persons bear (burden); 

71-75. those who take their food without giving them; those 
who do not treat the sick ones; he who keeps goats and sheep; 
he who brings up buffaloes; a seafarer; husband of a Siidra 
woman; he who follows the profession of the people of the 
inferior castes; a physician; a religious hypocrite; he who 
transgresses injunctions of scriptures and levies taxes as he 
pleases; the (king) who always takes interest in punishing; he 
who takes no interest in punishing at all-all these are minor 
sinners. If the subjects of a king are oppressed by the officials 
of a corrupt nature or by thieves that king is cooked in heUs. If 
an idle king indulging in vices sees a non-thief as thief or a thief 
as a non-thief, he will fall into a hell. 

These and many other sins have already been mentioned and 
understood by those who are conversant with ancient history. 

76. A man who steals other people's wealth, of whatever 
value it may be, of the size of even a mustard, becomes a sinner 
and worthy of being cast into a hell. 

77. After death, on account of these and other sins, the man 
shall obtain a physical body of a size and nature of the former, 
for the sake of undergoing torture. 

78. Hence a person endowed with excellent faith should 
avoid these three kinds of sins leading to faU into a hell. He 
should seek refuge in Sadasiva. 

79. Neither prostrations nor eulogy, neither worship nor 
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the repetition of holy names performed by him, shall be fruit
less due to contact, curiosity or greed. 

• 
Karandhama requested= 

80. It behoves you to recount succinctly the procedure of 
the worship of Siva, by performing which a man gets the merit 
of Siva's worship. 

M ahii.k ii/a said= 
81. One shall always worship Sankara early in the morning, 

at midday or in the evening. 
By visiting and touching (with reverence) (Lord Siva), a man 

shall surely become blessed. 
82. At the outset, he should perform the rite of holy bath 

or he shall perform Bhasma Snana (i.e. smear ash all over the 
body). One who is in difficulties shall perform only Ka,:,/ha 
Sndna (i.e. of the lower limbs alone beneath the neck). Or he 
may have Mantra Sniina (i.e. repetition of the Mantra instead of 
taking the actual bath). 

83. One shall wear woollen garment or a white garment or 
it may be as red as minerals (red chalk). It must be fresh. It 
should be neither dirty nor patched up. 

84. One shall wear an upper garment also. Without it, his 
worship will be fruitless. He must have the Tripu~1(lra mark with 
the holy ash (i.e. three parallel lines drawn with ash) on the 
forehead, chest and on the shoulders. 

85. He who worships Mahadeva with delight, Jooks at him 
again and again. After casting off all the defects outside (the 
temple), one should enter the shrine of Siva. 

86. After entering, he should bow down to the Lord. Then 
he must enter the sanctum sanctorum. After washing the hands, 
he must concentrate his attention on Siva and take away the 
remnants of the previous day's worship. 

87. The devotee performs the rite of Marjana (i.e. ceremo
nious wiping of the lingo with water), because on account of devo
tion he becomes Rudra. Hence this is mutual wiping out with 
Stha9u. 

88. One should abide by (i.e.live in) devotion to Rudra. There
by one shall wipe off the dirt (i.e. sins). In the case of one who 
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always wipes thu~. no dirt (sin) remains. Only the devotion to 
God abides in him. 

89. Thereafter the devotee should fill Gaf}ukas (metal 
water-pots) with pure water. AU the vases or water-pots should 
be of equal size. All of them should be of splendid appearance. 

90. All of them should be devoid of cracks and crevasses. 
Their forms should be auspicious (in appearance). All of them 
should be filled with water. They should be filled with water 
purified (i.e. filtered) with a cloth. They should be rendered 
fragrant by means of scents and incenses. 

91-93. When they are washed, filled or taken (fron1 one 
place to another) the six-&yllabled Mantra (viz. Om namab 
sivii.ya) should be repeated. One shall have one hundred and 
eight. twenty-eight or eighteen or four vases. The number should 
not be less than that. The following Dravyas (i.e. materials of 
worship): milk, curds, ghee, honey and sugarcane juice1 shall be 
placed to the left of Bhava. Thereafter. the devotee should come 
out and worship the Doorkeepers (deities). 

94-95. Henceforth the Mantras to be expressive of all these 
(Doorkeepers of the Lord) are mentioned in due order: (i) Om 
Gam obeisance to GaJJ.apati ('Lord of the GaQ.as'), (ii) 0th K$dffl 
obeisance to K$etrapala. (iii) Om Gam obeisance to the elders 
or preceptors (Gurus). This much in the firmament. (iv) Om 
Kaum obeisance to family goddess. (v) Orn obeisance to Nandin, 
(vi) Om obeisance to Mahakala. (vii) Orn obeisance to Dhatr 
and Vidhatr. 

Thereafter he should enter (the shrine) and sit facing the 
north, a little to the right side of the Liliga. He should sit straight
backed on a level seat. He shall be pure (in mind and body) and 
shall meditate for a short while. 

96. He should meditate upon the solar disc in the middle 
of the lotus, surrounded by Darbhas etc. He should meditate 
upun the circle of fire stationed in the middle of the lunar disc. 

97-98. The devotee should meditate upon Lord Siva as 
being in the middle-the Lord who has the cosmic form, who is 
accompanied by the eight primordial Saktis beginning with 
Vama, who has five faces, ten arms and three eyes, who is adorn .. 

1. These jngredients form Paiicdmrta (collection of tive nectars or sweet 
things). 
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cd by the (crescent) moon, and in whose left lap is seated the 
daughter of the Mountain and who is frequently eulogized by 
Siddhas. Then at the outset, 0 King, he (i.e. devot~e) should 
offer Piidya (water for washing the feet) and Arghya (materials 
of worship) to Sambhu. 

99. The Arghya consists of: Water, raw grains of rice, 
Darbha grass. sweet-smelling flowers, ghee, scents, milk, curds 
and honey. Arghya is declared to be of nine constituents. 

100. With the mind mellowed with faith, he should perform 
ablution of the Linga. At the outset a vase is taken and the 
devotee should perform the rite of Malasniina (i.e. washing away 
the dirt). ' 

JOI. With half (the quantity of water) he should bathe (the 
Linga). Then he should rub off the dirt. With all (the water) 
thereafter he shall bathe it. Then he shall worship and bathe it. 

102. Thereafter, he should bow down with devotion and 
bathe (the Linga) repeating the Mulamantra which consists of 
twelve sy1lables as follows: Om Hum visvamiirtaye liviiya namab 
('obeisance to the lord Siva with the Cosmic form'). 

103. Repeating the Mulamantra he should bathe (the Linga) 
with water, milk, curds, honey and sugarcane juice severally 
before worshipping and offering the incense and water. 

104-105. He should bathe (the Linga) with (the waters in 
all) the vases and after it has been washed he shall dry it (with a 
cloth) and smear it with sweet scents. After drying it and apply
ing scents, he shall bathe it (again) and apply sandal paste. 
Thereafter, he shall worship it with various kinds of flowers. 
Listen to the procedure by which it should be worshipped. 

106. On the Agneya Piida (at the bottom on the South-East 
side)-Om obeisance to Dharma. 

On the South-West-Orn obeisance to Jniina (Knowledge). 
On the North-West-Orn obeisance to Vairiigya (Detach

ment). 
On the North-East-Orn obeisance to Aisvarya (Master-

liness and prosperity). 
On the East (foot)-Om obeisance to Adharma (Evil). 
On the South-Orn obeisance to Ajniina (Ignorance). 
On the West-Orn obeisance to A,airagya (Non-detach

ment). 
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On the North-Om obeisance to Anailvarya (Non-pros-
perity). 

Om obeisance to the Infinite one. 
Om bow to the Padma (Lotus). 
Om salute to the solar disc. 
Om obeisance to the lunar disc. 
Om salute to the circle of fire. 
Orn obeisance to the five Mantras' Saktis ('Powers of 

Mantras') such as Va.ma, Jye~tha and others. 
0.m obeisance to the goddess, the supreme Prakrti. 
Orlt obeisance to the 'Lord with the five faces, viz. /siina, 

Tatpuru,va, Aghora, Vamadeva and Sadyojata? (Salute) to the 
Lord with the cosmic form, with the forms of Rudra, Sidhya, 
Vasu, Aditya, Visvedevas and other gods; (bow) to the great 
Lord with the forms of the immobile and the mobile beings such 
as AtJt}aja (born of eggs), Svedaja (born of sweat), Udbhijja 
(those that grow after piercing the earth-sprouts and shoots) 
and Jarayuja (viviparous); 0th Hum, obeisance to Siva of the 
cosmic form; obeisance to the trident, to the bow, to the sword, 
to the skull, to the staff and to the axe. 

107. Then at the entrance to the watershed: Orit obeisance 
to Ca:(l.Qisvara. 

After duly worshipping thus the devotee should offer the 
Arghya. 

108. (Mantra:) 0 Mahadeva, for the purpose of completing 
the worship accept this Arghya comprising water, raw rice grains, 
flower and excellent fruits. 

109. If one is competent, one should perform the Vasupiija 
after offering Arghya. Thereafter he should perform the rites of 
Dhiipa (incense waving), Dlpa (waving light) and Naivedya 
(food offering) in due order. 

110-111. The devotee should ring the bell there. Then the 
Ntrajana rite of waving the lights ceremoniously to the Lord of 
Devas to the accompaniment of the sounds of conch and musical 
instruments should be performed. He who witnesses the rite of 
Ntrajana of the Trident-bearing Lord of the Devas shall become 
liberated from all the sins. What to say of the man who actually 
pertorms the rite ! . 
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112. Even if a person pretends to perfor1n dance, vocal music 
and instrumental 1nusic, the Lord will be pleased with him, since 
the benefit of vocal music and instrumental music is ipfinite. 

113. After eulogizing by means of hymns, he should pro
strate on the ground like a staff. He should crave the pardon of 
the Lord of Devas saying, "(0 lord) forgive my misdeeds; (make 
them) good deeds." 

114-116. He who worships Rudra thus, particularly in this 
Linga, should redeem his father, grandfather and great-grand
father from all sins. He shall stay in the world of Rudra for a 
Jong time. He shall become a devotee of Mahesvara, abiding by 
the holy rite of noble conduct. If he worships with concentra
tion and single-minded devotion for the sake of liberation fron1 
the bondage of Pa.fu (individual SouJ), if he worships Rudra 
thus, this universe is propitiated by him. 

1 17. But, all this shall be fruitful, 0 king. only if he docs 
not transgress the discipline of good conduct. Dharma becomes 
fruitful on account of practising it. One attains heaven by the 
practice of the above Siva-dharma. 

118-119. One attains long life through good conduct. Good 
conduct destroys the inauspicious and the ill-omened things. 
Yajnas, charitable gifts and austerities of that person who 
transgresses the code of good conduct and do~s (as he pleases), 
are not conducive to prosperity. I shall give a general outline of 
lhat (co<le of good conduct). 0 King, listen: 

120. Effort should be made by a householder in achieving 
the three aims of life (Virtue, Love and Wealth). On the achieve .. 
ment of those, a householder realises Siddhi both here and 
hereafter. 

121-125. One shall wake up in the Brahma Muhurta (early 
dawn) and deliberate upon Dharma and Wealth. After getting 
up, he should perform the rite of A.camana (cere1nonious sipping 
of water) after finishing the brushing of the teeth. The learned 
devotee should be calm, pure in mind and body and then perform 
the rite of S,mdhya Prayer. In the case of the morning Sandhya. 
it shalJ be while the stars shine ( before they fade away) and in 
the case of the evening Sandhyli, it should be before the sun 
sets. He should avoid telling lies and speaking evil words as well 
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as harsh ones (rebukes). He should avoid serving evil persons, 
indulging in heretic doctrines, false Sastras etc., 0 King. 

Great sages have laid down that looking into the mirror, 
brushing the teeth, combing the hair and worshipping the deities 
should be performed in the forenoon. One should avoid a sitting 
plank of paliila wood, sandal and toothpicks made of Poliila. 
A learned man shall not drag the chair (sitting plank) by the 
foot. 

126-130. A clever man should not carry water and fire 
sirnultaneous)y. One should not stretch one's legs in the pre
sence of the preceptor, deity or fire. 

One should circumambulate the preceptor, old men, persons 
who are more learned, an ascetic, temples of gods, the tree in a 
monastery and at the crossroads. 

Taking food, evacuating the bowels, sporting, dalliance and 
sexual intercourse should be carried on in a secluded spot by one 
conversant with Dharma. Extraordinary power of speech and 
intellect, austerity, means of livelihood and age shou 1d be kept 
secret. 

During day time, one should evacuate the bowels or pass 
urine facing the north and during the night, facing the south. If 
this is done, longevity wil1 not be affected. 

131-133. Intellect is destroyed if one passes urine facing 
fire, the sun, a cow, a person who performs holy rites, the moon, 
waterway, and dusk. 

After taking food, sleeping, standing(?), passing urine and 
evacuating the bowels and after traversing the streets, one should 
always perform the Acamana rite and touch with water five 
limbs (viz. feet, hands, eyes, ears, shoulders). 

One should not pass urine in a river, in a cremation ground, 
in ash, in cowdung, in a ploughed field or in a meadow where 
grass has not been cut. 

134-135. A clever man should perform .~auca (cleansing) 
rite by means of water taken out. 

Five types of clay should be avoided, viz. that from within 
water, from temple, from ant-hill, from where mice Jive, from an 
accursed place and from the place devoid of purity and 
cleanliness. 
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The rite of cleansing must be done tiJI bad odour and sticki-
ness is removed. • 

136. One shaU not strike oneself nor should one give one
self up to sorrow. One shall not scratch one's own head with 
both the hands. 

131. (Defective Text) One should protect one's wife. A 
learned man shaU abandon groundless malicious attitude to
wards her. Without sunset(?) one should not perform any holy 
rite. 

138. One shall concentrate one's mind on Siva and earn 
wealth without injuring or harming any living being or with the 
least injury to Jiving beings. One should not be too miserly. 

139-140. One should not be malignant (towards anyone). 
One should not be ungrateful. Nor should one be inclined to 
injure others. One shall not be fickle with hands and feet (i.e. 
they should not be shaken without any reason frequently) nor 
with one's eyes (i.e. one should not wink too often). One should 
be straightforward. 

One should not be fickle with speech or limbs of the body. 
Nor should one do anything which is uncivil, rude or imprudent. 
One should not engage oneself in vain arguments or futile 
enmity. 

141. One should acquire wealth through different means 
(such as Siima, Dana etc.). The means of Dal)~a should be 
adopted where there is no other go. One should avoid (sharing 
of) food, bed and vessels with persons who have estranged 
from one. 

142. 0 excellent King, one should not go between or 
through two fires or Lingas or between fire and Linga or between 
two BrihmaJ}.as or between a husband and a wife. 

143. One should not go in between the Sun and the Temple 
of the Sun or Vittiu, nor between Hara and his buJJ; otherwise 
one would incur sin by going in between them. 

144. A learned person should not take food nor perform 
Homa rites in the fire, nor adore Brihmm;.ias, nor perform the 
worship of gods with a single cloth on (one's own body), i.e. 
without an upper garment also. 

145-147. While cutting, threshing, wiping, purifying water, 
sawing, taking food, beginning to sleep, . .getting up, going, 
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sneezing, beginning a new enterprise, concluding a work, after 
uttering a displeasing word, drinking, smeJiing, touching, hearing, 
while desiring to speak, after having sexual intercourse and after 
purifying oneself, one should utter the name of Sthiou twenty 
times. He who does so, shou1d be known as Maheivara 
('follower of Mahesvara'). AH the others are so only in name. 
They are mere name- bearers. 

148-150a. He shall become identical with Rudra and shall 
attain Siva in the end. One shou1d not speak direct1y to another 
man's wife. Or if it becomes inevitable to speak, a learned man 
should address her as mother, sister, daughter or noble lady. If 
one is Ucchi11a (i.e. has not washed the mouth after taking food) 
one should not touch anything nor should look at the sun, at the 
moon or at the stars. One should not make sounds on one's own 
head. 

150b-153. One should not sit in the same seat with one's 
own sister, daughter or mother in a secluded spot. For, the 
group of sense-organs is uncontroJf able. Even a learned man 
beco1nes confused and enchanted. 

If the teacher comes to one's own house as a guest, one 
should get up from one's seat and earnestly offer a seat unto him 
and prostrate at his feet. 

A learned man should never sleep with his head towards the 
north or towards the west. He should sleep with his head to
wards the Agastya Star (i.e. the South) and Indra (i.e. the East). 

One should avoid looking at, touching and talking to a 
woman in her monthly course. 

154-156. One should not pass urine, evacuate the bowels or 
discharge semen into water. If one does so, one should perform 
the rite of worshipping the deities, human beings, and sages 
according to one's ability. One should worship Pitrs as well. A 
follower of Mahesvara deserves to take food (only) thereafter. 

One should perform .Jcamana, be pure and observe silence 
and sit facing the East or the North. He should keep the hands 
between the knees. He shall keep his mind fixed to it. He should 
take food without blaming or finding fault with it, unless there 
is injury or insult. A learned man should not make critical 
remarks about it (food). 
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157. One should not take naked bath nor should lie down 
or move about naked. One should not announce rnisdeeds of 
the preceptor. If he is angry one should pacify him. 

158. One should not listen to scandals or slander of the 
preceptor even if others are giving vent to it. One should rather 
give up a hundred (other) works and ever listen to religion 
(i.e. religious discourses). 

159. It always cleanses off the dirt (i.e. evil thoughts in the 
mind) like that from a house or mirror. 

On the fourteentb day in the bright half of a month, one 
should take food only at night (and observe fast by day). 

160. If one is (physically) incapable (of observing fasts for) 
three nights, he (may take food and still) be a follower of Mahes
vara. But he should not prepare for himself (and eat) Samyiiva 
(i.e. cake of wheat flour), Krsira (i.e. sweetmeat made from 
gingelly seeds) or flesh. 

161. In the morning and in the evening, one should take 
food only after feeding one's guests. One should avoid sleeping. 
learning and taking food during Sandhyii (dawn and dusk). 

162-165. If out of delusion one takes food at dawn and at 
dusk, one should become (a resident of) the abode of Asuras. 
After taking bath, one should not shake off the tresses. 

When one sneezes or spits on the path one should touch the 
right ear and beg for forgiveness from all the living beings. 

One should not wear blue cloth(?) nor should one interchang~ 
the upper and the lower garments. 

A dirty cloth and a cloth devoid of a fringe i.e. with threads 
coming out at the sides should be avoided. 

One should wash the face, hands and feet and sit down (with 
hands) in between the knees. He should perform .,lcamana three 
times and wipe the face twice. One should touch the limbs with 
water and touch the head as well. 

166-168. One should perform a11 holy rites after performing 
the Acamana twice. When one sneezes or spits out, when some
thing sticks to the teeth (and one picks it out) and after talking to 
fallen people, one should perform the rite of Acamana. 

Three Vedas must be studied everyday. One should (try to) 
become a learned man. One should acquire wealth by righteous 
means. Worship should be performed scrupulo~Jy. 
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A learned man should never use the word "Thou" even in 
regard to a mean and low person. The appellation 'Thou' and 
the slaughter of the preceptors, both arc equal. 

169-170. Truth should be told (always). One shall be 
friendly (with everyone) at all times. AU wearisome and fatigu~ 
ing tasks should be avoided. 

As many days as one lives in this world, the soul should be 
joined to magnificent rites. 

The soul that has become sullied should be purified always 
by means of holy baths in Tirthas, fasts, holy rites and obser
vances, charitable gifts to deserving persons, Homas, Japas and 
Yajiias, adoration of Bhava (Siva) and special worship of Devas. 

J 7 J. 0 King, one should perform with detachment an act, 
by doing which anywhere one's self does not incur any slander, 
provided it is not to be kept secret from great persons. 

172. Thus a general outline has been given to you. The rest 
should be known by you from the SmrtLr: and Pura(Ul.r. 

173. To a person who practises pious rites thus and stays 
in the abode of Mahesa, everything is splendid both here and 
hereafter on attaining wealth, virtue and love. 

Niirada said: 

174. Thus while Mahakala was recounting different kinds 
of virtuous activities, 0 Phalguna, there was heard a loud sound 
in the sky. 

175-176. Listen, who came there even as they were watch
ing: Brahma, Vi~J)u, Rudra himself, the goddess (Parvati), the 
GaJ)as of Rudra, Devas beginning with Indra, prominent sages 
beginning with Vasi~fha and groups of Gandharvas and celestial 
damsels, the chief of whom were Tumburu and others. 

177. Filled with excessive devotion, the intelligent Maha
kala worshipped all of them, the chief of whom was Mahesa. He 
worshipped them in various ways. 

178-179. Thereafter, he was made to sit in an excellent seat 
made of gems and jewels, by Brahma and others. He was coro• 
nated in Mahi-Sagara-Sangama. Then he was joyously embrac
ed and placed in her lap by the goddess. 0 son of Prtha, the 
excessively intelligent Mahikila was adopted as her own son. 
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180. This was spoken by her: ''0 devotee of holy Siva
rites, do stay in the abode of Siva like Siva as long as-this Cosmic 
Egg lasts. Do stay thus on account of your devotion to Siva." 

181. This boon was granted by the Lord: '•He who conquers 
the sense organs and remains pure and worships your (i.e. 
Mahikala's) Linga will come up to my world. 

182. Visit, eulogy, adoration, prostration, Japa performed 
and charitable gifts given at this Linga here cause great pleasure 
unto me." 

183. When this was uttered, Devas were surprised. They 
shouted, "Excellent! Excellent!" Devas, chief of whom were 
Brahma and Vi$Q.U, eulogized Mahakala. 

184-186. Mahakala was eulogized by Suras and saluted by 
Cira:o.as. He was surrounded on all sides by the dancing celestial 
damsels along with the splendid songs of Gandharvas and crores 
and crores of GaJ.1.as who eulogized. With Bhava at the head, 
he went to the abode of Rudra. Thus, 0 descendant of Kuru, 
this great Linga had originated. 

187-188. The well and the lake of Mahakala is meritorious 
and it yields Siddhis. Mahikala embraces those men, 0 son of 
Prtha, who are engaged in propitiating the Linga here and 
recommend them to Siva. This wonderful Lin.ga· is well-known 
in the three worlds. 

189-190. If the Linga is visited, touched and worshipped, 
those men will go to the abode of Bhava. Thus, 0 Phalguna, 
these seven Lingas came into existence. Those who listen to 
this and praise these are excellent men. They are blessed. 

CHAPTER FORTYTWO 

The Story of Brahma1)(l Aitareya 

Narada said: 

I. Some time after having established the holy spot, I 
thought in mind once again, with a desire to bless Brihmaoas: 

2. ''This holy spot does not shine without yasudeva, in the 
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same manner as the universe does not without the sun, (for) 
Vasudeva indeed is an ornament of all ornaments. 

3. If Hari is not the leading deity in a holy spot, in a house, 
in the mind or in a scriptural treatise, all those things are impro
per and vile. Even a holy spot of swans turns out to be that of 
crows. 

4. Therefore, with a desire to bless the whole universe J 
shall propitiate the Lord, the bestower of boons, the most excel
lent person and bring him to this holy spot with (at least) one 
digit." 

5. After thinking thus, 0 descendant of Kuru, I stationed 
myself here and propitiated the great Yogin by means of Jfiana 
Yoga ('Path of Knowledge') for a hundred years. 

6. I used to repeat the eight-syllabled Mantra, viz. Otiz 
namo niiriiya,:,aya after restraining all the sense organs. Becom
ing identical with Vasudeva, I became engaged in being merciful 
towards all living beings. 

7. Being propitiated thus by me. Hari became visible to me. 
seated on Garu9a and surrounded by crores of Gal)as 
(attendants). 

8. With palms joined in reverence, I welcomed him. I offer
ed Arghya to Hari in accordance with the injunctions. I bowed 
down to him and having joined the palms together implored 
him: 

9. ''0 Lord Naraya.J}.a (Vi~i;iu), formerly your unborn, 
eternal form consisting of Nara and NarayaQa has been seen by 
me in the Sveta Dvipa continent. 

10. 0 Janardana, establish (at least) one of the Kalas 
( digits) of that form here. If you are pleased with me, let this be 
performed by you." 

11-18. On being requested thus by me, the Garu(;la-emblem
ed Lord said : "0 son of Brahma, let it be so in the manner you 
have desired within your heart. Whatever you have desired will 
always take place here." 

After saying this, Lord V i~i:;tu placed his Kala here and went 
away. With a desire to bless the world, Vi~1.1u was installed 
(here) by me. 

As Lord Hari himself, the resident of the continent Sveta-
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dvipa, is staying here, the oldest Lord of the world Vasudeva 
himself is remembered as Visva. • 

When the splendid Ekadasi (eleventh) day comes in the 
bright half of the month of Karttika, 1 a devotee should take his 
holy dip in the springs, fountains etc. and worship Acyuta 
devoutly by means of the Pctiicopaciira worship (i.e. offering five 
articles of worship, viz. gandha--sandal-wood or other fragrant 
paste. flowers, incense-burning, waving of light-dfpa, naivedya
offering of food to the deity). 

He should observe fast and then keep a vigil the whole of the 
night, singing and playing on musical instruments in front of 
Hari. Or he should have discourse on Vi~Q.U and his legend 
avoiding all the while hypocrisy and anger. 

He should offer charitable gifts according to his ability. With 
delighted mind he should observe holy rites and restrictions. He 
shall be released from all the sins committed in many births, 
even if he is slayer of a BrahmaQ.a. There is no doubt about 
it. He shall go to Vaiku1.1tha by 1neans of the aerial chariot of 
Garu9a. 

19-25. The man shall redeem one hundred and one genera
tions of his family, 0 son of Prtha. 

If a man performs the rite of Jiigara (i.e. keeping religious 
vigil at night) with the folJowing twenty-five features on the 
Ekadasi day, he is never reborn on the earth: It must be with 
full faith, great joy, enthusiasm and desire. It should be free 
from egotism. It must be accompanied by holy baths, offering of 
incense and application of unguents. Flowers should bC' offered 
and Naivedya (i. e. food offerings) should 'be dedicated. Arghyas 
are to be offered. At the end of every Yiima (i.e. watch of three 
hours), lights should be waved ceremoniously. Chowrit•s should 
(be shaken at the sides of the Lord) with great delight. Bheri 
drums should be sounded. There should be provision for hear
ing the Purar;ias. Devotional dances should be held without sleep 
or dozing. 0 descendant of Bharata, there should not be any 
desire to taste something in order to quench hunger and thirst. 
The sweet fragrance of the Lord's feet should be smelt. Songs 

t. The procedure of observing the EktidaJI Vrata. The details of Hari 
Jdgara are aiven in vv 19•25. 
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that Vi~Q.U is fond of, should be sung and worship should be 
performed. Pilgrimage to the holy places of Vi~i;a.u should be 
undertaken. The anus should be restricted (i.e. no evacuation 
of the bowels in the course of the holy rites). All the sense 
organs should be restrained and the vow of celibacy should be 
scrupulously observed. Hymns and prayers should be recited. 
Water to wash the feet must be offered. It must be accompanied 
by truthful Yogic practice and truthfulness as well as meritorious 
discussions. 

26. In thi~ excellent Tirtha, there was formerly a BrahmaJJ.a 
named Aitareya.1 He was very prosperous and by the favour of 
Vasu<lcva he had attained Siddhi. 

Arjuna enquired: 

27. Whose son was Aitareya, 0 sage? Where was his resi
dence? How did that intelligent man attain Siddhi by the grace 
of Vasudeva'? 

Niirada replied: 

28-30. In this very (holy) place established by me, in the 
family of Harita, there was a prominent Brahmai;ta named 
Mai;tQuki who was a master of the Vedas and the ancillaries to 
Vedas. He had a wife named Itara who was endowed with all thl! 
qualities of a chaste woman. A son was born to her and he is 
known as Aitareya. 

31. Ever since his childhood he muttered the twelve-sylla
bled Mantra (Orn namo bhagavate viisudeviiya) which he had 
learned and practised in the previous birth. 

32. He never heard anything else. He never spoke or 
thought in his mind about anything else. That son of the Brah
ma11a had such a power in boyhood then. 

33-35. Thereupon, he thought that he was dumb. The father 
tried various ways to enlighten him. When he was not inclin-

1. He is ditfcrent from Aitareya, the Vedic sagl', to whom Aitareya 
Rrtilima,;,a and Ara1,1yaka are attributed. His discourse is intended to create 
Vairdgyt1 about the body and Samsara-sarvam dul)klium. sarvam k1a~ikam 
('everything is full of rnh,ery and is momentary'). This teaching of the 
Buddha seems to have influenced the then Bn'ilunar:iism. 
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ed to speak, his father mentally decided, 0 descendant of 
Bharata, that he was an imbecile. The father married another 
woman and had sons by her. That wife was Piilga by aame and 
four sons were born to her. They were clever in performing 
holy rites. They became expounders of the Vedas and the 
Vedailgas (i.e. ancillaries to Vedas). 

36-41. They were adored everywhere by Brahmaoas in the 
course of Yajiias and Santi Homas. But Aitareya continued to 
repeat the great Mantra in the temple of Bari three times every
day. He did not exert himself in anything else. Thereupon, on 
seeing the sons of her co-wife. the heart of his mother was rent 
to pieces. She spoke these words to her son: "It is only for caus
ing distress unto me that you are born. Fie upon my birth and life! 
If the wife is insulted by the husband and if the son does not 
possess good qualities, it would have been better that the woman 
was not born at all. This is very clear. This Piilga is a meritorious 
woman because her sons have great good qualities. They are 
conversant with the principles of Vedas and Vedangas. On 
account of their good qualities, they are honoured everywhere. 
Therefore, 0 son, unfortunate that I am, I shall drown myself 
in the place where Mahi meets the ocean. Death is far better. 
Of what avail is life to me! You too, 0 son, are a great observer 
of silence and a long standing devotee of Hari. Be happy." 

Niirada said: 

42-46. On hearing these words of his mother, Aitareya 
meditated for a short while. Conversant with virtue, he laughingly 
told his mother, after bowing down to her: 

"0 mother, you have been overwhelmed by what is unreal 
and false. Though you are endowed with knowledge, you are 
(caught) within ignorance. 0 splendid lady, you bewail what 
need not be grieved, but you do not lament on what should be 
mourned. Why are you infatuated in this unreal world for this 
physical body? 

Indeed, this is foolishness. It is not proper for the mother of 
(a person) like me. What is essential in the worldly existence is 
different. Deluded persons see a different (i.e. non-essential) 
thing as essential, just as one sees a glow-worm as stationary like 
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a lamp at night. If you think that it is essential, listen to its 
worthlessness. 

47-50. Human birth is of such a nature that it gives pain 
ever since conception, 0 splendid lady, The householder named 
Jtva (Individual Soul) lives in a house, the skeletal framework of 
which constitutes its supporting beam. It is fastened and fitted 
with the sinews. It is smeared and plastered with blood, flesh 
and fat. It is a receptacle for faeces and urine. It is covered with 
hair as though with grass. It is spread over by a skin of good 
colour. The mouth is its only big entrance. It is embellished 
with six windows. The two lips are the panels of the doors. The 
teeth do the work of bolts. Perspiration flows out through the 
vessels of the body. It is stationed in the fire of the jaws of 
Death. 

51-52. Prakrti constituted by three qualities (gut,as) is his 
wife. His children are Bodha (awareness), egotism, love, anger, 
greed etc. Alas, in this manner the deluded fellow functions! 
What are his delusions? Know them correctly. 

53. Just as streams and currents flow continuously from a 
mountain, so also phlegm, urine and other secretions flow out 
of this body. It is for this body that the person feels a fascin
ation. 

54. There is not a single clean spot in the body which is 
the storehouse of all kinds of dirt. It appears as though it is a 
leather bag of faeces and urine. 

55. After touching the excretory organs and vessels of the 
outlet, the hand is cleansed with clay and water. StiU why does 
not man becoinc disgusted with this pot of dirt? 

56. Even after it is scrupulously and with great effort puri
fied with scented water and other things the physical body does 
not cast off its intrinsic (odorous) nature like the tail of a dog 
(which does not become straight even if it) is twisted and turned. 

57. If a man is not disgusted with the dirt and the bad 
odour of his own body, what else can cause his detachment? 

58. Sauca (cleansing the bodily parts) is proclaimed as a 
means of dispelling the bad odour and sliminess in the body. 
After these two have been removed, he becomes pure if the 
innate disposition is pure. 
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59. A man who is defiled in his innate disposition does not 
become pure even if he performs the rite of Souca tiJl his death, 
with all the waters of Ganga and with huge boulders or clay 
resembling mountains. • 

60-61. A wicked and vicious-souled 1nan does not be
come pure by means of holy baths in the Tirthas or by means of 
austerities. Does a perspiring man get purity on being washed 
in the Ttrtha? 

Even if a man, defiled in his mental disposition. enters fire, 
he does not attain heaven or salvation. The only thing he gets is 
the burning of his body. 

62-63. Purity of the mental disposition is the greatest 
Sauca (i.e. means of cleanliness). By this are to be judged all the 
holy rites as welJ as ordinary activities. The wife is embraced 
with a different emotionaJ feeling and the daughter with another 
emotion. The son views the breasts (of his mother) differently 
and the husband differently. Hence one should purify the mind. 
Of what avail are other external means? 

64-70a. One who is extremely pure in h.is mind, attains 
heavenly pleasures and salvation. The means of purification of 
the bad odour and sliminess due to the faeces and urine of 
A vidyii (ignorance) and Riiga (passionate attachment) is the pure 
water of knowledge and the clay of excellent detachment. 

Thus they know that this body is impure by nature. lt is as 
much devoid of essence as the hollow bamboo. It has (no) 
pith like the plantain tree. 

If an intelligent person thus knows that the body is defective 
and becomes unattached and severed (from it), he goes out 
(i.e. is liberated). The person who clings to it fast, remains in the 
world. 

Thus on account of various Karmans and defects not known, 
the life and birth of human beings is full of strain and pain. It is 
proclaimed as full of misery. 

Just as (a wayfarer) surrounded by huge mountains stands 
still and helpless, so also the embodied soul enveloped by the 
outer membrane of the embryo stays in a miserable condition. 

Just as a man fallen into the sea remains agitated and excited., 
so also the human being drenched in the secretions of the womb, 
remains agitated. 
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70b-73. Just as something placed within an iron cauldron is 
cooked by fire, so also (the foetus) placed within the pot of 
womb is cooked by the gastric fire. 

Misery is felt when one is continuously pricked by (red
hot) pins of fire. In womb one experiences eight times that 
misery and pain. Thus the misery of living beings within 
womb has been described. The 1nisery of all the beings both 
mobile and immobile is in accordance with their respective 
wombs. A Jiving being stationed there recollects all the (pre
vious) births. 

74-76. 'I had been dead and was born again. I was born 
and (later) I died. Thousands of different sources of origin have 
been seen by me. Now, as soon as I am born, I will get consecrat
ed. I shall perform great holy rites for the sake of prosperity, 
so that I will not be in a womb again. I shall learn and acquire 
the wisdom and knowledge of Hari that causes worldly existence 
to stop.' 

Thus (the soul in the womb) remains there pondering oyer 
the means of salvation.1 

77. As the child is being born, it experiences misery crorcs 
of times more than that within the womb. The recollection (of 
previous births) that it had during its stay in the womb, perishes 
as soon as it is born. 

78. When it is touched by the wind outside, it becomes 
deluded. The power of recollection (of previous births) is 
immediately lost, when it becomes deluded again. 

79. After the loss of the power of recollection, the creature 
becomes enamoured of that (new) life immediately on account of 
the previous Karman. 

80. Passionately attached (to worldly affairs) and deluded, 
people begin to be engaged in evil actions that should not be 
pursued. There they do dot know themselves nor others nor 
even deities. 

1. Our text describes the impure nature of the body with a view to 
create nan-attachment to it, and emphasizes the importance of mental 
purity which leads to Heaven and Mok1a. 
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81. He (the deluded man) never pays heed to what is con
ducive to his own welfare. He does not see even when he has 
eyes. Even when he goes along the level path along wr.th (people) 
of equal status, he appears to stumble at every step. 

82. Though he has intellect yet he does not understand even 
when he is urged and enlightened by learned men. So he under
goes strain and pain, becoming a slave unto passion and delusion. 

83. In view of the fact that there is no recoJlection ( of the 
experience within) the womb, scriptural texts have been expoun
ded by great sages for recounting the misery thereof. They 
are conducive to the attainment of heavenly pleasures and 
salvation. 

84. It is greatly surprising that even though there is the 
scriptural knowledge conducive to the attainment of all objects 
and performance of holy rites, there are persons who never aspire 
for the welfare of themselves. 

85. There is great misery during infancy because of the 
lack of development of the sense organs. Even if he wishes, he is 
unable to speak or do anything. 

86. There is great misery at the cutting of the teeth as well 
as on account of some congenital sickness. There is affliction due 
to various kinds of infantile diseases and the evil spirits harassing 
children. 

87. Overwhelmed by thirst and hunger, the infant remains 
in some place yelling and screaming. Out of delusion, the chiJd 
may take in even faeces and urine. 

88. In later childhood, there shall be misery on account of 
the piercing of the ears, blows and beating by the parents, the 
ordeal of learning the alphabet and chastisement by teachers. 

89. In youth the sense organs become (as if) maddened and 
get uncontrollable. Lust and passion inffict urgent pressure and 
torment on him. (Due to these) when can there be (real) happi
ness to one constantly overwhelmed by passionate attachment 
( during youth)? 

90. One who is attached to worldly pleasures out of delu
sion, experiences very great misery due to malice and jealousy. 
Passion is instrumental in producing all defects in a person, as 
attachment is in the case of an angry person. 
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91. He does not get (sufficient) sleep at night because he is 
tortured by the fire of lust. Whence does he get happiness even 
during the day-time, since he is anxious and worried about 
earning n1oney. 

92. The pleasure due to sexual intercourse with women who 
are enjoyed by him but who (i.e. women) are the receptacles of 
all defects, is declared as one similar to the discharge of faeces 
and urine. 

93. Honour and respect is overshadowed by dishonour and 
disrespect. Association with the near and dear is affected by 
separation and youth is swallowed by old age. Where is happi
ness without affliction and harassment ?1 

94. With his body wrinkled and hair turned grey and 
physique impaired and enfeebled, he becomes incapable of all 
activities and is (thus) worn out and infinn due to old age. 

95. Youth and personal beauty of men and women, which 
formerly were mutually attractive, become, when overwhelmed 
by old age, not pleasing to either of them. 

96. Due to his inability and infirmity, man overwhelmed by 
old age is assailed and insulted by his wife, sons and other kins .. 
men as well as servants of eviJ conduct. 

97. Since an old and disabled man is incapable of achieving 
virtue, wealth, love and salvation, a person must perform holy 
rites (even while he is young). 

98. A disturbance of the equilibrium of (the humours) of 
the body, e.g. wind, bile and phlegm etc. is called sickness. 
This physical body is proclaimed as a conglo1neration of wind 
etc. 

99-100. Hence this physical body of our own should be 
known as one full of sickness and ailments. Many miseries are 
caused by the different kinds of ailments in the body. If that is 
not to be known by oneself, what else shall I say? Hundred and 
one deaths lurk behind this physical body. 

101. Among them, one is associated with the god of Death. 
The remaining ones are known as adventitious. The diseases that 

1, An echo of Buddha's teachin1. Probably all ascetic sects of ancient 
India thought alike. Vidc Haripad Chakraborti's Ascelieism in Ancient 
India 
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are said to be adventitious or casual, get healed by means of 
medicine. 

l02-106a. Death in league with Kala is not quelled by 
1neans of Japas, Homas and charitable gifts. 'It is said that the 
following are the gateways of death unto the physical body: 
different kinds of ailments, living beings beginning with serpents, 
poisons and black magic. If the embodied being is overtaken 
by Kiila and if he is afflicted with serpent-bites, ailments etc., 
even Dhanvantari (the divine physician) cannot bring him back to 
normal health. 

Neither medicine, nor penance, neither Mantras, nor friends 
and kinsmen are capable of saving a n1an afflicted with Kala 
(Death). 

Death in league with Kala cannot be stopped by means of 
elixirs of life, austerities, Japas, noble-souled persons, by mastery 
in Yoga and even by inteJiigent men collectively. 

106b-l l la. There is no agony like death. There is nothing 
as fearful as death. There is no terror like death ut1to all living 
beings. 

Death cuts off and severs (association with) good wives, sons 
and friends, kingdoms, riches and pleasures all bound together 
by means of the bond of friendship and love. 

Don't you see, mother, that among a thousand persons there 
may or may not be five centenarians? 

Octogenarians die and some men (mere) septuagenarians 
too die. Sixty is (supposed to be) a long life but even that is not 
certain.1 

By the time the embodied soul reaches the fullest extent of 
the span of life, thanks to his previous Karmans, night in the 
f onn of death swallows half of it. 

lllb-116. Twenty years pass away without the pursuits of 
virtue, wealth and love in the period of infancy and in old age 
due to ignorance and slothfulness as well as senile incapacity. 

Half of the remaining period is taken away from the persons 
by adventitious frights and risks and many kinds of ailments and 
griefs. Life is what is left (after all these). 

l. V 1 JO shows that sixty years was the average span of life at the time 
of K.K. 
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At the end of life, one meets with the excessively terrible 
death. The rnau who dies is born again, thanks to his Karmans. 
He is born in crores and crores of species of life. 

By death, we mean the separation of the persons from the 
different types of physical bodies they have taken. That is due 
to their previous Karmans. The destruction is not in toto. 

There is nothing to compare with the misery of the death of 
a creature. It enters the great darkness even as the vital parts are 
being pricked and cut. 

Excessively miserabJe, he Jaments and screams thus: '0 
father, 0 mother, 0 beloved.' 

117-122a. People are swallowed by Death like a frog by a 
serpent. A person in death-bed is surrounded by his bP.loved 
ones and is abandoned by (distant) kinsmen. He heaves deep 
hot sighs with parched mouth. He rolls on to the four sides of 
the cot frequently. Having lost his sense, he forcibly (throws i.e.) 
raps and kicks with his hands and feet. While lying on the cot, 
he wishes to be taken down to the ground. From the ground he 
wants to come back to the cot and again to the ground. (Some
times) he is naked and shameless. He smears himself with urine 
and faeces. 

With the throat, lips and palate (parched and dried up). he 
begs for water. He thinks about his assets, 'To whom will these 
go, when I am dead?' 

On being dragged by the noose of Kala (god of Death), he 
digs (clutches) the five low depressions in his body. Even as all 
(the others) watch, he dies producing a Ghurghura (grumbling 
and gurgling sound) in his throat. 

J22b-125. Like a caterpillar, the Jiva enters a new body 
and abandons the old one slowly. It grasps the new one partially 
and then leaves the old one. 

To a person of discrimination requesting and entreating 
(others) gives more distress than death itself. The misery at 
death is momentary but that caused by solicitation is infinite. 
This is understood by me now, sincethedead man (is my) precep
tor. One should not entreat others. Greed is the cause of dis
respect and contempt. There is misery at the outset and in the 
middle. There is terrible agony at the end. 
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126. This succession of sorrows and misery is natural in the 
case of all living beings. • 

Hunger is proclaimed as the greatest ailment among all sick
nesses and disorders. 

127-131. By means of food as tonic, it is subdued for a 
short time. The agony of the ailment of hunger is very acute. It 
destroys aU strength. Overcome by it, a man dies as in the case 
of other ailments. 

What happiness does a king have? His is only a conceit such 
as ('such and such a thing) is in my house.' All his ornaments 
are mere burden. 'All the unguents are mine.' All the songs are 
mere prattling. All dances are the activities of the intoxicated 
ones. If we think deeply (we shall say) where is happiness in the 
enjoyment of a realm to the kings whose minds are worried and 
anxious on account of their desire for mutual conquest. 

Great kings beginning with Nahu~a have fallen down even 
after attaining heaven, their downfall being due to their pride 
and arrogance born of their prosperity and glory. Who derives 
happiness from prosperity? 

132-134. Devas stay above ( each other) excelling one 
another (in merit). The benefit of merit is enjoyed in heaven by 
men after cutting off the root, because they cannot perform any 
other holy rite there (in heaven). This is the terrible defect in 
this matter. (Just as) a tree naturally falls down on the ground 
when its roots are cut, so heaven-dwellers cause the people to go 
down when their merits are exhausted. 

Thus if we think ( deeply) on the matter, even in heaven 
Devas do not have (genuine) pleasure. 

135-138. The misery of hell-dwellers is well-known. Why 
should it be described? 

There are agonies to the immobile beings as welJ. They are 
burned by forest fires. They become withered due to frost. 
They experience the terrible ordeal of being cut by axes. Barks 
are peeled off for the purpose of making garments. Leaves, 
branches and fruits fall down due to fierce gusts of wind. They 
are continuously crushed and thrashed by elephants and other 
forest animals. 

Thirst and hunger of serpents as weJI as their fury and misery 
are terrible. 
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In the world the wicked are struckor bound with noose. Thus, 
0 mother, there is misery every now and then in the case of 
reptiJes. 

139. Germs, worms etc. are born and destroyed suddenly. 
Similarly animals and birds experience great distress and misery 
due to rain, chillness and scroching rays of the sun. 

140. The deer are always afflicted with and afraid of the 
great pain of hunger and thirst. Listen to the miseries of herds 
of animals and of elephants. 

141-146a. Hunger, thjrst, chillness etc. torment them. They 
are killed, bound and beaten. Their nostrils are pierced. They 
are tortured with hooks, whips and goads, they are beaten with 
barn boos, lances, wooden hammers and goads. They are 
fettered in chains. They have the misery of lifting and carrying 
loads. They are tormented when they are tamed and trained for 
warfare. They are separated from their herds. They are taken 
to the forests and similar (mjseries etc. befall them). 

f he world of mobile and immobile beings is pervaded by 
(i.e. full of) many kinds of miseries such as famine, bad luck, 
foolishness, poverty, the state of superiority and inferiority, 
death, political crises, revolutions etc. There is misery in mutual 
subjugation as well as in vying with one another for excellence. 
There is transitoriness of grandeur or regal power and the (sure) 
downfaU of the exalted. Such miseries pervade (i.e. affect) all the 
mobile and immobile beings beginning with the (denizens of) 
hell and ending with human beings. Hence a learned man 
should abandon everything. 

J46b-l49a. A man may place a load from one shoulder to 
another and consider that as rest. Every misery in the world is 
like this. One misery is (apparently) subdued by another. 

Thus, on knowing that the entire universe is distressed, 
people are trying to excel one another, one shall attain the great 
Nirveda (i.e. complete indifference to worldly affairs). Absence 
of attachment is attained through this indifference. There is a 
possibility of the dawning of knowledge through absence of 
attachment. Through knowledge one shall realize the Supreme 
Lord Vi~o.u and attain salvation. 

149b-153. 0 mother, I shall not find pleasure anywhere in 
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this world which is like this, like the pure royal swan which 
points out unclean spots of the crow. 

Listen, O mother, to the place where I shall remain calm 
and undisturbed. 

The abode (fort) of Avidya is extremely terrible. The differ
ent acts are large trees. Fanciful conceptions are biting flies and 
sharks. Grief is frost and delight is sunshine. It is full of the 
darkness of delusion. Greediness is like pythons and reptiles. 
Worldly pleasure is like the wrong path. It liberates lust and 
anger (i.e. gives them a free scope). 

I have crossed that fort and entered a great forest. After 
entering it, those who know it do not bewail; nor are they 
defiled. 

154-158. One is not afraid of anyone there nor anyone is 
afraid of him. 

In that forest there are seven great trees, seven rivers, seven 
fruits, seven hermitages, seven Samiidhis (meditations) and 
seven Dtk1iis (initiations). This is the form of the forest. 1 

The fruits and flowers are of different colours. Some of them 
are divine and have five colours. Some have four colours. some 
three, some two and some only one colour. 

The trees putting forth these flowers pervade that fore st. 
Seven chaste ladies stay there above the sun with their faces 
turned be]ow. They take up the juices from the subjects above. 
Some may know all of them really. 

159-162. There are seven mountains by which the three 
worlds are held and supported. There are seven rivers always 
flowing with the water of Brahman. 

The following should be known as the mountains: Tejas 
(splendour), Abhayadiinatva (offering freedom from fear as 
charitable gifts), Adroha (not harming anyone), Kausala (clever
ness), Acapalya (non-fickle-mindedness), Akrodha (absence of 
anger) and the seventh one Priyavada (speaking pleasant words). 

These mountains are stationed in that forest of Vidya. 
The Hradas (whirlpools) are as follows: Firm resolve, reful

gence, equality, se1f-control, absence of the sense of possession, 
penance and contentment is the seventh one. 

1. The author is fond of the number seven. The symbolism of the forest 
called 'Vidya' is explained in the following verses. 
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Devotion arising from realizing the good qualities of the 
Lord shall be the first river. 

163-166. Worship with flowers etc. is the second, the third 
one is circumambulation; the fourth is verbal in fonn compris
ing the eulogy (of the Lord); the fifth is dedication (of one's 
self) unto God; onc-ness with Brahman is said to be the sixth 
and the seventh one is Siddhi (achievement). These seven rivers 
have been mentioned here by Brahma the Parame~thin. 

Brahma, Dharma, Yama, Agni, Indra, Varu.r:ia and Kubera: 
these seven worship the seven ones, viz. Dhruva and others. The 
confluence of these rivers is in a place near VaikuJJ.tha. 

167. The quiescent, those who control their sense-organs, 
those who are contented within the soul go from there to the 
Supreme One, greater than the great. 

Some are trees, some are female ones and some others are the 
knowcrs of truth. 

168. Some call them rivers-all the seven arc the most excel
lent ones. conversant with perfect knowledge. 

Desirous of performing the holy rites :flawlessly, T am practis
ing the vow of celibacy (Brahmacarya).1 

169-170. There the sacrificial twig is Brahman itself. 
Brahman itself is the holy fire and Brahman is the bed of Kusa 
grass; waters are Brahman; the preceptor is Brahman. This is the 
Bralzmacarya of mine (i.e. the practice of the vow of celibacy). 
Learned n1en know this as the subtle form of the vow of celibacy. 
Listen to my preceptor, 0 mother, the person who imparted 
instruction unto me. 

171. (Defective Text) There is only one to admonish and 
guide. There is no second one to chastise. Staying within the 
heart itself, he governs the man. Urged by him like water, 
by the Pra{lava(?) I behave and act in the manner I am directed 
to do. 

I 72. There is only one Guru (preceptor). There is no second 
one like him. He is stationed in the heart. I repeat what he says . 

• 
It was because they disrespected him, i.e. Mukunda, the 

preceptor, that all the Danavas were defeated and degraded. 

1. Special nature of Aitareya's Brohmacarya is explained in vv 169-170. 
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173. There is only one kinsman. There is no second one. 
He is stationed in the heart and I repeat what he sa~. All the 
kinsmen and relatives have been taught and instructed by him. 
They, the Seven Sages shine in the firmament. 

174-177. The vow of celibacy must be resorted to. Listen 
what the life of a householder is like. My wife is in the form of 
Prakfti. I am never thinking about her at any time in my mind. 
But, 0 mother, she always thinks about me in everything on my 
behalf. The following seven fires blaze and shine on my behalf: 
nose, tongue, eye, skin, ear the fifth one, the mind and the 
intellect. 

These seven are my sacrificial twigs: smell, taste, colour, 
sound, touch the fifth one, Mantavya (the object of thought) and 
Boddha-,ya (the object of understanding). 

The performance of Homa is through 1neditation of Naraya))a. 
Naraya))a himself partakes of it. 

178-181. I am worshipping that Lord by a Yajiia like this. 
If one does not wilfully desire, all one's desires will be realized. 
All defects come unto one who attaches oneself to worldly 
affairs(?) 

Just as the leaves of lotus are not clung (i.e. do not get wet) 
with drops of water, similarly I am not besmeared (i.e. affected) 
with emotional outbursts. 

I am eternal. Hence there is nothing non-eternal in me. 
Since I scrutinize the natural reaction of many a practice(?), 

the class of worldly enjoyment does not cling to my activities 
like the cluster of rays of the sun in the firmament. 

O mother, do not be grieved, I shall take you to that region 
which one cannot attain by the performance of hundreds of 
secrifices. ,. 

182-186. On hearing these words of her son, Itari became 
surprised. She thought thus, 'If my son is a scholar like this, he 
will certainly become famous in the world. Thereby my reputa
tion also will enhance greatly.' 

While she was thinking thus at night, Lord Hari was delight
ed and surprised at his words. Holding the conch, the discus and 
the iron club, he himself came out from the idol and appeared 
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before him. The Lord had the lustre of crores of suns. He illumi
nated the universe with his refulgence. 

With his hair standing on end by the thrill of ecstatic delight 
and with his voice choked up with tears of joy, the intelligent 
son of Itara prostrated himself on the ground and (getting up) 
kept the palms of his hands joined in reverence on his head and 
eulogized the Lord as follows : 

187. "Obeisance to you, to Lord Vasudeva. We meditate 
on you. Obeisance to Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Sankar~a)J.a 
(i.e. the four Vyii.has in Paiicaratra system). 

188. Obeisance to the Lord solely constituted of perfect 
knowledge, whose form consists of the supreme bliss, who is 
quiescent and whose vision is free from dualism. 

189. With the experience alone of the bliss of the soul (you 
have) well-eschewed (the six) Ormis (viz. sorrow, delusion, 
hunger, thirst, old age and death). Obeisance to you. Hail to the 
great Hr$ikesa. Salute to you of infinite power and potentiality. 

190. May he who alone is attainable (comprehcnsib)e) to 
the mind when words cease to be (i.e. beyond the ken of words). 
who is essentialJy consciousness beyond name and form, and 
who is beyond Sat (existence) and Asat (non-existence) (for ever) 
protect us. 

191. Obeisance to you, the Brahman from which this (visible) 
world is born, wherein it abides and in which it (finally) gets 
merged Jike the various products of clay in clay. 

192. I bow down to (that power) which permeates within 
and without like the firmament and which the mind, the intellect, 
the sense organs and the vital airs (can) neither touch nor com
prehend. 

193. The physical body, the sense organs, the vital airs, the 
mind and the intellect are capable of performing their respective 
functions only when in contact with the Lord's (Supreme Soul's) 
parts and not on other occasions, in the same manner as red-hot 
particles of heated iron appear ·as fire (and not in their proper 
form). 

194. I bow down to that great Lord, the chastizer and 
governor, in the earlier, middle and later Yugas. I bow down 
by four (parts), three (parts), two (parts) and in one way. 
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195. We worship you who are that great and pure Truth 
whom all those desirous of salvation worship and who have the 
nature of the ten (different forms). They bow down ajter aban
douing (all other) goals. 

196. Orn, obeisance to you the Lord, the great Supreme 
Puru~a of exaJted power and magnificence, the Lord of Vibhutis 
(super-human powers), whose pair of lotus-like feet are fondled 
by the lotus-lilce pairs of hands of all the groups of leading 
Satvatas. Obeisance to you, 0 great Parame~thin. 

197. Agni is your 1nouth, earth pair of feet, sky the 
head, the sun and the moon the eyes, the entire set of worlds 
the belly and the four quarters the arms. 0 Lord, obeisance to 
you. 

198. Even if we collect together all the births of all times 
with great pain, 0 Lord, they are not as many as the living 
beings drunk by me here in the great ocean of worldly existence 
of extremely terrible form(?) 

199. 0 Lord, there is not that much wealth (quantity) of 
stones on (great mountains like) Himalaya, Mahendra, Kailasa, 
Meru and others as I have obtained (in the numbers) by assum
ing (i.e. being born into) innumerable bodies (i.e. births). 

200. There are no regions on the earth, 0 Lord, where I 
have not been born and I have not died; where, after being born, 
1 have not been eaten by creatures and groups of spirits. 

201. Even in hundred thousands of years according to divine 
reckoning, the clouds do not shower as much water, 0 Lord, as 
the tear-drops of mine that have fallen in the course of ( different) 
births, on being assailed and tormented by grief. 

202. I think that the calculation of the number of my 
parents does not approach the number of atoms on the earth (i.e. 
it supersedes them). I am unable, 0 "Lord of Devas, to calculate 
the number of my friends, foes, dependents and kinsmen. 

203. My mind is an enemy that cannot be controlled. It has 
been dedicated to you, but, with the he1l of his assistants begin
ning with Krodha (anger) Kama (Jove, attachment) snatches it 
away again and again and keeps it under his control. 0 Lord, 
what shall I do? 

204. I am afflicted and agonized much; you are compas-
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sionate and merciful, 0 Vi~ou, to a person who has fallen in the 
deep crevasse of worldly existence. 

Even a wretched person who has fallen in troubles but 
resorts to noble-souJed persons, never suffers nor perishes. 

205. The ultimate resort of an ailing person is the physi
cians; that of a man sinking down in the great ocean is a boat; 
that of a child is its parents; and O Hari, you alone arc the resort 
of a person distressed with the extremely terrible worldly 
existence. · 

206. Be pleased, 0 Lord of all, who has permeated all, 0 
cause of all, the essence of the highest truth. 

By your acceptance, redeem me from the deep pit of worldly 
existence which is a cluster of great calamities and miseries. 

207. Save this person (i.e. me) frequently tormented by 
hunger, thirst and the (disturbance of) three Dhdtus (i.e. the 
three humours of the body viz. wind, bile and phlegm), by 
chi11ness, heat, wind and water individually and coJJectively, by 
the fire of lust and by fury extremely unbearable, even as I watch 
and observe, even while I am perishing, 0 Acyuta, 0 Urukrama 
(i.e. one whose steps are very big). 

208. When the great Lord Vasudeva, the creator of the 
universe is eulogized by me with devotion, let there be all wel
fare unto the entire universe. Let all its defects be destroyed. 

209. When V asudcva, the creator of the universe is eulogi
zed by me today, let aU those groups of living beings who dwell 
on the earth, in heaven, in firmament and in the nether worlds 
(Rasatala), become endowed with Siddhi (spiritual achievement). 

210. When the infinite Vasudeva, the creator and sustainer 
of the universe, is eulogized by me let the ignorant persons 
become conversant with perfect knowledge; let those who are 
always fierce in their thoughts become endowed with quiescence. 

21 I. Those who listen to me even as I eulogize, others who 
see me uttering this, Devas, Asuras and others, human beings 
and lower animals--Jet all these become the partakers of the 
Yoga (i.e. union with) of Acyuta. 

212. Those who are dumb; those who (can) neither read 
nor see because of defects of the sense organs, animals etc., germs, 
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ants and other insects-let them become partakers of the Yoga 
of Acyuta. 

213. Let the miseries in the universe perish; let. the group 
of defects be removed from the subjects. 

Let every man have the same feeling towards the common 
people as he has towards himself, his brother or his son. 

214. When Vi~ou who is a physician unto everyone, who is 
clever in the annihilation of all defects, who is the cause of 
tranquility, satisfaction and emancipation, is stationed in the 
heart of all people, let all the bondages of worldly existence 
become untied and loosened. 

215. When Vasudeva, the creator of the universe, is remem
bered, Jct my sin be destroyed, whether it is mental, verbal or 
physical. 

216. Just as a sin is removed when the name 'Vasudeva' is 
uttered, when a devotee of Vi~ou glorifies (him) or when Hari is 
remembered, so also Jet my sin perish by means of that truth. 

217. This person (I) is foolish and deluded; he is of defici
ent intellect; he is capable of doing very little; even when it 
undergoes pain and torture, my mind is not influenced by world
ly pleasures. Thus, 0 Lord of all, be merciful towards me who 
have bowed down (to you). 0 Lord, even the "Lotus•born 1..ord 
is not competent enough to eulogize you (adequately). 

218. 0 Lord, be pleased. 0 Vif])U, take pity on me, helpless 
that I am. Indeed you are extremely merciful and compassion
ate. 0 Hari, it behoves you to uplift me who have sunk deep 
into the ocean of worldly existence and whose wretchedness is 
unlimited. You are Puru~ottama (i.e. the most excellent and 
Supreme Person)." 

219. On being eulogized by Aitareya thus, Lord Vasudeva 
of highly noble soul, spoke to him thus, with great delight: 

220. "0 dear one, 0 Aitareya, I am delighted by your 
devotion and by your eulogy. Choose your boon from me-what
ever is desired by you even if it be difficult to get." 

A itareya said: 
221. 0 Lord, this boon alone is desired by me. 0 Hari, be 

my helmsman as I am sinking down in the terrible ( ocean of) 
worldly existence. 
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Srt Bhagavan said: 

222. You are already liberated from the worldly existence, 
since you have such a devotion as this. You have no bondage 
due to the Grahas and the Mahagrahas. the two sets of thirteen.1 

223. He who always eulogizes me (i.e. Vasudeva), desired 
by persons in the well protected (esoteric) holy spots, by means 
of this eulogy, shall attain the destruction of sins. 

224. Since sins become annihilated on account of this 
eulogy (prayer), it will become well-known as AghanaJana 
('Destroyer of Sins'). 

225. He who observes fast on the Ekadasi day and recites 
this prayer in front of me, becomes a sanctified soul. He will 
attain my world. 

226. Just as Guptak1etra (the shrine of Vi~l).U near Mahi
Sagara-Sangama which is an esoteric holy spot) is loved by me 
more than all the other holy spots, so also this prayer is liked by 
me more than all other prayers. 

227. Those living beings on behalf of which this prayer is 
repeated by noble-souled persons, will attain peace, good fortune 
and intellect, due to my kindness. 

228. 0 dear one, duly perform all the Vedic rites with great 
faith. If they are dedicated to me and if they are performed 
without craving for particular benefits, you will never involve 
yourself in any bondage. 2 

229. Get yourself a wife and perform Yajnas. Delight your 
mother. Undoubtedly you will attain me by means of intense 
meditation on me. 

230-232a. The intellect, the n1ind. the elements, (the five, 
organs of sense and (the five) organs of action-these are the 
thirteen Grahas. Through these there shall be the thirteen 
Mahagrahas, viz. the objects of understanding, those of thought, 
egotism, sound, touch, colour, taste, smell. speech, taking up, 
moving about, evacuation and enjoyment. 

232b-235a. 0 son, take up pure Mahagrahas by means of 
your own pure Grahas and through the path of meditation on 

1. For the Jists of Grahas and Mahograhas see vv 230-232 below. 
2. This is the doctrine of Ni1klima Karman advocated in BG III .19, 30 , 

31; VI. 4; XVIIl. 23. 
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me. Thus you will attain salvation. Thus, 0 heroic one, through 
Karmans alone you will attain Nai1karmya (i.e. state in which 
no action creates binding). • 

A clever man gets gold from copper mixed with mercury. In 
the same manner you will get liberation. 

Salvation is not difficult to be obtained here by a person who 
abides by the discipline of castes and stages of life and keeps 
good conduct, who has dedicated (the fruit of) holy rites to me 
and who is endowed with meditation on me. 

235b-237. Therefore, 0 dear boy, remain thus engaged in 
holy rites. You will redeem seven members (i.e. generations) of 
your family and will get merged in me. Even the Vedas which you 
have not learned so far, will manifest themselves in you. Then 
you go to the Yajna of Harimedhas1 in the Kotitirtha. There the 
ambition of your mother will be realized thoroughly. 

238. After saying thus, Lord Vi~J.lU entered the idol (while) 
being watched winklessly by the mother and the son: 

239. Thereafter, the surprised Aitareya bowed down to the 
idol of Vasudeva and joyously spoke these words to his mother: 

240. "Formerly 1 was a Sudra.2 I was afraid of the defects 
of worldly existence. Hence 1 sought refuge in a Brahmaua who 
had attained perfection in holy activities. 

241. That kind-hearted one conveyed to me the Mantra of 
twelve syllables (Om namo bhagavate vasudevaya) saying 'Repeat 
this always'. I repeatedly performed the rite of Japa. 

242. It is the result of the power of that Japa that 1 was 
born of your womb. So also the power of recollecting previous 
birth, the devotion of Vi~:QU and permanent stay here. 

243. Now I am going to the sacrifice of Harimedhas. 1 bow 
down to your form for the propitiation of Vi~:QU and (thereby) 
propitiate you." 

244-248. Thereafter, he approached him (Harimedhas) as he 
was performing Yajna surrounded by crores of Brahma.I).as in 
Koptirtha in the city named Mahinagara. 

I . An ancient royal sage. His sacrificial performance was so ideal that 
Janamejaya's sacrifice was compared to it (Mbh, Adi 55.3). 

2. The story of the previous birth of Aitareya is introduced to emphasize 
the importance of tfte Japa of twelve-syllabled Mantra of ViJJ>U. 
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He requested his mother to go home. The Brihmaoa then 
uttered this Verse in the YajRa: 

"Obeisance to that Lord Vi~\lU of unimpeded intellect, delud
ed by whose Maya, we are wandering through the ocean of 
Karmas (actions)." 

Those Brahmal)as, the chief of who1n was Harimedhas, heard 
this verse of profound meaning. They worshipped him by offer
ing him seat etc. Thereafter, by means of his cleverness in 
(expounding) the meaning of the Vedic Texts those Brahmaoas· 
were delighted by him. They gave him monetary gifts. Harime
dhas gave his daughter also. He came back to his house taking the 
wealth and the girl. 

249-252. He saluted his n1other. He duly begot sons of 
great purity. Aitareya performed Yajnas. He was devoted to the 
holy rite of Dviida§I. 

Afterwards, by n1eans of the meditation on Vasudeva, he 
attained salvation. It is this holy Lord Vasudeva that dwells here, 
0 descendant of Bharata. 

They know that if anyone worships, adores and eulogizes 
him. he will have everything of everlasting benefit. 

A man obtains, thanks to the grace of Vasudeva, a benefit 
simiJar to what has been previously described to you by me 
while expounding Sivadharmas.1 

Sri Ndrada said: 

CHAPTER FORTYTHREE 

Establishment of Bha1tiiditya 

1. Then, 0 son of Pftha, once again I desired to bless the 
people and so wished to bring here the (directly) visible Lord 
MartaJ;1,Qa1 (the Sun-god). 

1. This Purir;ta takes every opportunity to equate (and to identify) Siva 
and Vitn,1u. 

2. The great AcArya Sankara is credited to have given impetus to amalga
mate the five main sects of the worshippers of §iva, Vi,Qu, Devl, Gaoda, 
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2. Since the Sun-god is a raft unto all living beings (for 
crossing the Sathsara), he is considered, 0 son of Kunti, the 
redeemer of all both here and hereafter. 

3. Those who remember the Sun-god devoutly: those men 
who glorify him and those who perpetually worship him, are 
undoubtedly blessed and have their objectives achieved. 

4. Those who are engrossed in the devotion to the Sun-god, 
those whose minds always dwe11 on him, those who always 
remember the Sun, do not become miserable at a11. 

5. The benefit of the due worship of the Sun is the acquisi
tion of beautiful houses, women decorated with different kinds 
of ornaments, and wealth never seen hitherto (by the devotee). 

6. Rare is the devotion to the Sun-god; rare is his worship; 
charitable gifts for him(?) are few; therefore Homa unto him is 
also rar~. 

7. If the two syllables Ra-vi together with obeisance etc. 
remain at the tip of the tongue (of a person) his life is fruitful. 

8. After thinking thus in my heart about the greatness of 
the Sun-god, 0 son of Prtha. [ devoutly propitiated the Sun-god 
for full hundred years. 

9-12. I prayed to him by means of extremely pure Japas of 
Chandas (Vedic Texts); subsisted on air only (during that period). 

Thereupon the Lord Sun assumed a second form through his 
Yogic power. He (came down) from the sky. It was very diffi
cult to look at him on account of his refulgence. Thus he 
appeared directly (before me). 

With palms joined in reverence I bowed down to Lord Ravi. 
I propitiated the Lord through different kinds of Sliman Mantras. 
The delighted Lord, the bestower of boons, said to me, ''O 

and Surya (the Sun-god). They ar~ brought together and their joint worship 
Pailcayatana-PiiJa is still prevalent. In response to that move, the author 
want, to bring in the Sun-god to enhance the sanctity and popularity of the 
Gupta K,etra. Moreover, it may be due to the influence of Maga Brahmins 
that the Sun worship became very popular in Saurashtra and that part of 
Gujarat, as is testified by the remains of Sun-temples. Some of them are 
converted. Jn Rajasthan, the Kali Temple in the fort of Chitor is famous, 
where Rajputs used to pay their last obeisance to the deity Kali before their 
final assault (Johar). The present appearance shows that the temple is of 
that deity, but while circumambulatin1 it one find, it to be a Sun-temple. 
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Celestial Sage, I have been propitiated by you for a long time by 
means of your penance." 

13-16. On being told thus, I spoke these words to the Lord 
of the world: "If your Lordship are pleased with me, if a boon 
has to be granted to me, it behoves you to stay here permanently, 
0 Bhanu, along with the Kalii (digit) of yours that functions in 
Kamariipa (modern Assam) and which had been formerly pro
pitiated by king Rajavardhana1 and the people (his subjects)." 

Thereupon it was said by the delighted Lord, 0 descendant 
of Bharata, "So be it." 

I then installed the Sun-god named Bhattaditya. Ravi him
self directed this, because it (the idol of Sun-god) had been 
instaJled by me, a Bhatta (a learned BrahmaJJ.a). 

17. After that, when Ravi made an entry (into that idoJ) I 
worshipped him with flowers. With feelings of devotion (as 
if) :flooding all my limbs, I repeated this prayer consisting of 
one hundred and eight names (containing) the secret (essence) 
of all the V cdas: 

(Praycr-108 names of the Sun-god) 
18-30 (1) Saptasapti (Having seven horses). (2) Acintyiitma 

(One whose soul cannot be comprehended properly), (3) 
Mahakiiru,.tikottama (Most excellent among the excessively 
1nerciful ones), (4) Sanjtvana (Enlivener to all), (5) Jaya (Victori
ous), (6) Jiva (Life-principle). (7) Jlvaniitha (Lord of the living 
beings), (8) Jagatpati (Lord of the universe). (9) Kiiliisraya 
(Support of Time). (10) Kiilakartr (Maker of Time), {I I) 
Afahiiyogin (Great Yogin), (12) Mahiimati (Extremely inteUigent), 
(13) Bhutiintakara1')a (One who causes the destruction of spirits), 
(14) Deva (Shining one), (15) Kamalananda-nandana (The deligh .. 
ter of lotuses), (16) Sahasrapiit (Thousand-footed (rayed) one), 
(17) Varada (Bestower of boons), {18) Divyakul')efalamar,,dita 
(Adorned with divine ear-rings), (19) Dharmapriya (One fond of 
virtue), (20) Arcitiitmii (One whose soul is worshipped), (21) 
Savitii (Progenitor of the world), (22) Vayu-viihana (Having 
Pravaha wind as the vehicle for movement), (23) .iditya (Son 
of Aditi)1 (24) Akrodhana (Non-furious), (25) Surya (One who 

l. King ofVaisali, a great devotee of the Sun-god. His subjects wanted 
him to rule over them for 10,000 years and so secured a boon from the 
Sun-god. 
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moves in the sky), (26) Raimimiih (Having a garland of rays), 
(27) Vihhavasu (Having light as wealth), (28) Dinakrt (Cause of 
the day by rising), (29) Dinabrt (One who takes awl!}' the day by 
setting), (30) Mauni (The silent one), (31) Sllratha (Having a 
good chariot), (32) Rathiniirhvara (The most excellent among 
chariot-warriors), (33) Riijnlpati1 (Lord of kings?), (34) 
Svar1.1aretas (Gold-semcned), (35) Pu1an (Sanctifier), (36) Tva1tr 
(Architect of gods), (37) Divakara (The maker of day), (38) 
Akasatiloka (Sacred mark on the forehead of the firmament), 
(39) Dbiitii (Creator). (40) Samvibhiigt (Divider of day and 
night), (41) Manohara (Enchanting the mind), (42) Priijna 
(Intelligent), (43) Prajlipoti (Lord of the subjects), (44) Dhanya 
(Blessed). (45) Vi$f'U (The pervader), (46) Srtla (Lord of glory). 
(41) Bhi1agvara (Most excellent among physicians), (48) Alokakrt 
(Cause of brilliance), (49) Lokaniitha (Lord of worlds), (50) 
Lokapiilanamaskrta (One who is bowed to by the Guardians of 
the Quarters), (51) Viditiisaya (One who has understood the ideas 
of others), (52) Sunaya (One whose policy is good). (53) Mahatma 
(NohJe-souled), (54) Bhakta-vatsala (One fond of his devotees), 
(55) Kfrti (Fame), (56) KfrtikarcL (Cause of fame), (57) Nitya 
(Permanent), (58) Roci1,:,u (Splendidly brilliant) (59) Kalma1a
paha (Remover of sins), (60) Jitiinanda (One who has kept pleas
ure), under control (61) Mahiivfrya (One who has great vigour 
and potentiality), (62) Hamsa (Swan in the sky), (63) Samhilra
kiiraka (Cause of annihilation), (64) Krtakrtya (One who has 
fulfilJcd obligations), (65) Susanga (Having good association), 
(66) Bahujna (One who is conversant with many things), (67) 
Vacasiimpati (Lord of words), (68) VisvapQjya (One worthy of 
being worshipped by all), (69) Mrtyuhiirf (Remover of death), (70) 
Ghrr.tt (Kind), (71) Dharmusya Kiirar,am (Cause of virtue), (72) 
Praq.atartihara (Remover of the agony of those who bow down 
to him), (73) Aroga (Immune from disease), (74) Ayu1man (Long
lived), (75) Sukbada (Bestower of happiness), (76) Sukhl (Happy), 
(11) Mangala (Auspicious), (78) Pu,:,(larlkiik1a (Lotus-eyed), (79) 
Vratl (Observer of holy rites), (80) Vrataphalaprada (Bestower 
of the fruit of holy rites), (81) Suci (Pure), (82) Pi1f1)a (Complete), 
(83) Mok1amiirgadiitii (Bestower i.e. guide of the path of 

1. 33 needs emendation as •Rijilam Patib.'. 
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salvation), (84) Bhoktii (Enjoyer), (85) Mahesvara (Great Lord), 
(86) Dhanvantari, (81) Priyiibhiifi (Eloquent in pleasing words), 
(88) Dhanurvedavit (One who is conversant with the science of 
archery), (89) Ekara/ (Sole Lord), (90) Jagatpitii (Father of the 
universe), (91) Dhumaketu (Having smoke as banner, i.e. Fire), 
(92) Vidhuta (One who is liberated), (93) Dhviintahii ( Remover of 
darkness), (94) Guru (Preceptor), (95) Gopati (Lord of rays), (96) 
Krtiitithya (One who extends hospitality), (97) Subhacara (One 
whose conduct is splendid), (98) Sucipriya (One fond of clean
liness), (99) Siimapriya (One fond of Soman Verses), (100) 
Lokabandhu (Kinsman of the world), (101) Naikarupa (Having 
many forms), (102) Yugiidikrt (Cause of the beginning of the 
Yugas), (103) Dharma-Setu (Protector of the limits of Dharma), 
(104) Lokasak1i (Witness unto the world), (105) Khe/aka (One 
who wanders in the sky), (106) Arka (Deserving worship), (107) 
Sarvada (Bestower of everything), (108) Prab'1u (Lord). 

31. Let lord Bhanu, thus eulogized by me with one hundrl!d 
and eight names and a f avouritc of all the worlds, be pleased 
with all the worlds. 

32. Delighted by this eulogy Bhaskara said to me: "0 
Celestial Sage, desirous of doing what is pleasing to you, I shall 
always stay here with the Kalii (Digit). 

33. He who worships Bhagaditya here will obtain the benefit 
of worshipping a thousand tiines that in Kamarupa. 

34. If a Brahmaoa gives anything in charity here, whether 
little or great in quantity, aiming at me, I will make it inexhausti
ble and accept it as produced by (my own) hands. 

35-36. On Sunday, seventh lunar day or the sixth lunar day, 
if a devotee will worship me with three hundred big lotus flowers 
of different varieties such as red, Ka/hara, Satapatra or Mah4-
padma or the flowers of Kesara and Karavlraka, he wilJ certainly 
obtain whatever he wishes. 

37. By visiting me with devotion, one shall have the destruc
tion of ailments and poverty. By bowing down, one attains 
heaven and by listening continuously (to my prayer) one shall 
attain salvation. 

38-41. He who does not show devotion unto me shall meet 
with destruction certainly. 
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Listen to the benefit if one repeats thrice or once a day the 
hundred and eight names uttered by you in front of me. He shall 
become famous, elegant, learned, excessively happy: pleasing to 
look at and a centenarian devoid of all kinds of ailments. If any
one listens to this or reads it with mental and physical purity, the 
food acquired by him shall become inexhaustible even if it was 
very little. He shall be victorious always. He shall be able to 
remember (his previous) birth. 

42. Hence, this Mantra should be repeated by you. It is the 
greatest means of securing prosperity. Similarly make an excel
lent pit (pond) in front of me for the sake of holy bath. 

43. The pit shall be in the park in the place where the Kala 
of Kamarupa is installed." 

After granting the boons thus, Bhanu vanished there itself. 
44. Thereafter, at the instance of Bhaskara, a pit was made 

by me by 1neans of a piece of Darbha grass in the middle of the 
park, to the left of Siddhesa. 

45. The pit is (the same as) that produced in Kamarupa, 0 
descendant of Bharata. The trees too are the very same ones. 
This created a great surprise in my mind. 

46-50. On the seventh day in the bright half of the month 
of Magha, a man or a woman should take holy bath in the Ku,µJa 
and visit Bhaitaditya. His merit shall be limitless. 

He who worships the Ratha (chariot of the Sun-god) shall 
also have limitless merit. All those people who visit and witness 
Rathayiitrii (holy procession of the idol in the chariot), whatever 
may be the path in which he celebrates it, are blessed. There 
is no doubt about it. 

Those people who celebrate or make all arrangements for the 
celebration of Rathayiitrii(Rathotsava)will be endowed with s011s, 
food grains and wealth. They will be devoid of ailments. They 
will possess great refulgence. 

The benefit of taking the holy bath in the KUl)(la of Bhatta
dit ya on the seventh day is the same as is glorified by learned 
men, as the benefit of taking it in all the Tirthas beginning with 
Ganga. . 

He who talces his holy bath in the Ku1J,9(1 and offers Arghya 
to the Sun-god, attains the benefit of the charitable gift of a 
hundred Kapilii (tawny) cows. 
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Arjuna said: 

51-52. 0 great sage, Vasudeva and all others say that with
out the Arghya offered to Bhaskara (the Sun-God) everything 
done in the fore noon is fruitless. 0 most excellent one among 
those conversant with the sacred injunctions, I wish to hear the 
procedure regarding it. 

Narada said: 

53. •Listen to the procedure, destructive of alJ sins, that 
Brahma and other Devas follow in offering Arghya to the noble
souled Bhaskara. 

54. At the outset, early in the morning, when the Sun rises, 
a devotee should be pure in body and mind. He should make 
a circle with red sandal-paste over the circle 1nade of cow-dung. 
Then he should take a copper vessel and fill it with red (paste) 
and other materials. Within it he should place gold, raw rice 
grains, Durvii grass, curds and ghce. He shall then place (the 
vessel) (in the mystic circle). 

55. He should touch his body with this ,\1antra: 
'O.tb obeisance to Khakholka' (The sky-meteor: The Sun) 
This Mantra should be repeated seven times and the devotee 

will remain steady. Thereby purity is obtained and the body 
becomes worthy of performing the worship. Thereafter he 
meditates on Lord Savitr as follow: 

''He is seated on his seat in the middle of the Ma))qala 
(Mystic Circle). He has twelve forms. He is being worshipped 
by Suras etc." After meditation, he places the aforesaid A.rghya 
vessel on his head and kneels on the ground facing the Sun. With 
mind concentrated on him {the Sun-god), he should repeat the 
Arghya 1\fantra. It is reported as having come out of the mouth 
of the Sun. 

56. On hearing the sound of the utterance of that (Mantra), 
Bhaskara stops his chariot, accepts the Arghya and grants the 
boon desired. 

57-62. "Orlt, I am invoking that maker of the worlds, the 
dispeller of darkness, in whose chariot, they say, the seven 
Chandases (Metres) are yoked as horses and whose charioteer is 
Aruoa who is seated in front, driving the chariot. He is surroun-
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ded by all these: Jaya, Vijaya, Jayanti, Papanisini, Ida, Pingali, 
the horses and others who carry, Dio.di, &,a serpep.t, Ga:v.esa. 
Skanda, Revanta, Tirk,ya, so also Kalma3a and Pak,in (bird), 
Rijfii (Empress) Nik$ubha, goddess Lalita, Samjftika, Devas 
who partake of the Yajiias and others who have been glorified. 
He is surrounded by those who stay above and below. 

Lord Bhanu is of the nature of water and makes this 
Yajiia function. Accept this Arghya and Piidya. Obeisance, 
Obeisance." 

Invocation 

63. 0 thousand-rayed one, 0 bestower of boons in the form 
of life, obeisance to you-thus the Siinnidhyakara'(lllm (causing the 
nearness or presence). He utters ''Orn Va1a/" and looks at the 
pair of the feet of the Sun and pours out (the cont~nts of) the 
vessel on the ground at his feet. This is called Piidya. 

After offering the Piidya thus, he should keep the palms 
joined together in reverence and utter Susviigata (grand welcome) 
thus: 

uwelcome. 0 Lord, Come. Grant me your favour and be 
seated. Here accept the adoration and mentally grant me your 
favour. Be (please seated) her-e as long as I perform the worship." 

64. Thus he shall offer Vijiiiipana (submission) and the lotus 
seat by means of this Mantra. 

"That is the lotus-seat, 0 delighter of lotuses, be seated." 
After he has been seated, the devotee should perform the 

remaining worship according to the following procedure: 

"0Iit, obeisance to Soma-murti, the Jord of the milky sea" -
thus the bathing with milk etc. 

"Om, obeisance to Bhaskara residing in water"-thus bath
ing with water. 

Thereafter he should offer a pair of white cloths with this 
Mantra: 

''0 Sun, accept this pair of cloths. Have mercy on me. One 
of them shall be an ornament unto your waist and the other 
shall be a covering for your limbs (upper part).,. 

65. Then he shall offer Yajilopavlta (sacred thread) with this 
Mantra: 
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"Accept this pure, excellent and holy Yajnopavita of spun 
thread, 0 Lord of Devas. Obeisance to you." 

66. Thereafter, he should. in accordance with his ability, 
offer ornaments such as white crown, ring etc. with this Mantra: 

"This crown is studded with jewels. Accept this ornament 
offered by me with devotion. Accept this ring and ornaments." 

67. After offering ornaments thus, he should offer unguent 
with red dye, saffron, camphor and red sandal paste in mixture: 

68. ''0 Lord of hot rays, this is the juice of thl! trees loved 
much by you. That is proper and meet unto you, 0 Lord, accept 
it with mercifulness towards me." 

69. Thereafter, he should perform the worship with (the 
flowers) Carhpaka, Japa (China rose), Karai•lra (oleander), Kar,:,a
ka, Kesara (Mesua ferrea), Kokanada (red water Lily) etc. 

70. "Orit, this juice of Vanaspati (vegetation) is divine and 
endowed with fragrance. It is excellent scent. It is the food 
(iihara)1 of all the Devas. Let this incense be accepted." 

71. This is the Mantra for .'~allakl incense: 
Thereafter he should offer Naivedya (food offering) made of 

milk-pudding etc. by means of this klantra: 
·'Accept this Naivedya offered by me in a full vessel. It is 

nectar. It increases the vital force of aU living beings. Be pleased 
with me." 

72. Thereafter, he should oifor water for cleaning, betel 
leaves, lights, Aratrika (waving of lights ccr\!moniously), Slttllikii 
(cooling devices) and worship once again. Then he should 
eulogize according to his ability. He should then utter, "Forgive 
our act, ill-done or well-done." He should then bid the cere
monious fareweJI. 

Then, he should bow down again and offer gold, garments, 
sacred thread and ornaments to a Brahmaiµ, gather the remnants 
of the worship and cast them into water. This is the procedure of 
offering Arghya. 

73. He who offers Arghya to Bhiskara thus, to his idol or in 
the mystic circle everyday in the morning shall beco1ne a seJf
like favourite of Ravi. 

1. iighreya ('scent') is the usual reading-Note 3 p. 171b of Veak. Edr. 
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74. 0 son of Prthi, Kan;ia gives Arghya to Bhiskara in 
accordance with this procedure. Therefore, he is co.nsidered to 
be a sincere lover (devotee) of Silrya. 

75-76. If he is unable he should give only one .Arghya 
everyday to the Sun. Then on the Ratliasaptaml day, it should be 
scrupulously performed in the Ku1J(la, He shall obtain the bene
fit of a horse-sacrifice and attain the world of the Sun. 

Therefore, 0 descendant of Bharata, Arghya should be offer
ed with all effort. 

77-78. Thus the Lord Bhattaditya of such power dwells here. 
Hence he is great and dispeller of many sins. He incr~ases piety. 
Here there is that Divya (divine ordeal) of eight types offering 
proofs immediately .1 It is just like the swallowing of Halahala 
poison by the sinners, 0 son of Pftha. 

CHAPTER FORTYFOUR 

Description of the Divyas2 ( Ordeals) 

Arjuna enquired: 

I. 0 great sage, I wish to hear the different kinds of Divya 
ordeals. How and which of them are to be carried out, so that 
merit and sin become dear thereby. 

1. See the next chapter. 
2. Divya or ordeal is ''that which decides what cannot be or is not to be 

decided by human means of proof" (,Divyatattva p. 574). It is an irrational 
judicial method used by ancients (including Europeans} and was resorted 
to only when none of the human means of proof or circumstantial evidence 
were possible. The earliest reference to Divyas is found in Chandogya Upa
ni1ad VI.16. l. Some kinds of ordeals arc stiJI reported from Caste Panchlyats 
of backward and nomadic tribes. The tenuous relation of this method of 
ancient judicial system with this Pw-i.Qa is its occurrence in the presence of 
Bhattlditya with a view to boost up its importance. 

There are some differences of details in the instructions regardins the 
procedure of the ordeals in this Pura(la and in Smrtis as given by Kane, HD 
III. Ch. XIV. 
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Niirada said: 

2. Learned men know that Divya ordeals are eight in 
number, viz. Sapathas (solemn oaths), Kosa (drinking holy 
water), Dhafaka (balance), Vi1a (poison), Agni (fire), Taptama
iaka (heated piece of coin or gold), Phiila (ploughshare) and 
Tar,{iula (rice grains). 

3-5. In those matters where there are no witnesses, when 
two persons argue n1utually, in a case of treason, in false accusa
tions, in rash activities etc. the unknown (guilty man) can be 
found out by means of oaths. For the sake of (pointing out the 
truth), solemn oaths have been taken by great sages and Devas. 

King Javana took a false oath before Vasi~tha. Within a 
year he became poor and miserable along with his family. 0 
descendant of Bharata. 

6. If a person takes false oaths, it is like a blind man going 
to the abode of his enemy. The foolish one opens the doors of 
the Raurava hell for himself. 

7-8. Sinners think thus, 'No one sees us.' Devas do see 
them. (Similarly) the inner Puru~as of thc1nseJvcs sec them. 

The Sun, the Moon, fire, wind, firman1cnt, the earth, water, 
heart, Yama, day, night, the two Sandhyiis (dusk and dawn) and 
Dharma-all these understand the activities of a man.1 

9. Realizing this (it is necessary) that one shall talce only 
truthful oaths. By taking false oaths one ruins oneself both here 
and hereafter. 

10. He shall be pure (in body and mind) and say thus: 
"This is the truth that I say, since you are the witness thereof. 
Grant me the benefit whether auspicious or otherwise." Saying 
thus, he shall touch the feet of the Sun-god (Bhattaditya). 

1 I-12. While taking the oath, a Brihma1,,1.a should touch a 
scriptural text, a K,atriya should touch a weapon, a Vaisya 
should touch MA2 (his professional goddess, Lak~mi's idol) and a 
Siidra his own preceptor. In the case of all the people this is 
genera11y applicable that they should touch their mother. father 
or any other person worthy of reverence. 

l. Cf. Mbh A.di 74.30 and Manu VIIl86. 
2. The editor of the Ven.kaldvara edition in a footnote explains mtJm 

sprsan 'touching me', i.e. swearing by Nirada'. The v.1. vrttlm sprlan 
•touching his profession or goods• is unambiauous. 
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The form of Kosa ordeal has already been (rather 1will be') 
explained to you, 0 son of PaQ9u. 

13-15. The king shall give Kola (pail of holy• water) to 
people of all the castes except Brahmaoas. The man shall be 
made to drink the water with which his favourite deity is bathed. 
If a man is equally (impartially) devoted to all the deities, he 
shall be made to drink the water with which the idol of the Sun
god is bathed. In the case of all fierce deities the arrow or other 
weapons should be bathed or taking a solemn vow, fresh water of 
the deities' bath be given to drink. The fruit (result) of the Kola 
ordeal must be revealed within twentyone days.1 

16-18. Henceforth listen to the procedure of Mahli. Divya 
ordeals. On account of the confidence(?), the Divya ordeal will 
remove all doubts. 

Brahma formerly said that the ordeal must be administered 
Sasiraska2 (and) in the case of heinous and fierce crimes 
Asiraska too shall be clearly administered. 

The king shall not administer it (Siraska) to the saintly men 
and bachelors among the four castes. The Dhata ordeal ( of the 
balance) should not be administered when there is violent blow
ing ( of wind). The ordeal of fire should not be administered 
during hot season. 

19-23. The ploughshare ordeal should not be administered 
in the case of religious students: nor the ordeal of rice in the 
case of those who have ulcers in the mouth; poison ordeal should 
not be administered to those who suffer from leprosy and 
biliousness as well as to Brahmaoas. 

The ordeal of heated coin is righteous and faultless. Everyone 
deserves to be administered it. 

In a country where people die due to sickness, one shall not 
administer the ordeals of solemn oaths and Kola (drinking sacred 
water). 

Some people withstand (obstruct) the power of Divya ordeals 
by means of Asura (demoniac) Mantras. In their case, one shall 

1. But 14 days according to Yajllava/kya It.113 and Harada IV.330. 
2. Siras (head) indicates the last stage of the Jaw suit indicating fine or 

corporal punishment (Mitiikp,ra on Yaj. II. 95). Making an offer to pay a 
fine or WJdergo corporal punishment is said to be Str1akastha or Slrastha 
in Smrtis (Yiijilavalkya II.9i, Niirada IV.257). 
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employ persons of devout and virtuous pursuits capable of resist
ing their effects. 

After finding out the obstructors of the Divya ordeal, the 
king should banish those sinners permanently from his realm. In
deed they are thorns to the people of aU the worlds. The king 
should endeavour always to find them out. 

24-27. Indeed they are of evil conduct and thieves of thieves. 
One should subject to lesser ordeals those persons whose 

defects have been observed before but who are conversant · with .. 
virtue and are engaged in righteous activities and not in big 
undertakings. 

0 descendant of Bharata, the king shall have faith in the 
words of those persons who have never uttered lies ever since 
their birth. 

Even after understanding the devout and pious habits of a 
person, if the king administers (the ordeals) out of greed or anger, 
he himself becomes defiled. 

Therefore a Divya ordeal shall be administered in the case 
of sinners. The ordeal of Dha/a (balance) is described at the 
outset. 

28-32. In the south-eastern part of level ground two posts of 
any Yajnlya (i.e. worthy of being used as posts in a sacrifice) tree 
shall be fixed. Each post shall be seven cubits (Hastas) long, of 
which two Hastas shall go beneath the ground leaving five above 
the ground. The distance between the posts shall be four Hastas. 
A transverse beam should be carefully fixed over the posts. The 
balance rod, the cross bar, shall be free from cuts and cracks. It 
shall be hard and firm. It should be taken from any of the follow
ing trees: Khadira (Acacia Catechu), Arjuna (Terminalia Arjuna), 
Slmsapa (Dalbergia Sissoo) and Siilu (Vatica Robusta). 

Two slings shall be suspended from the transverse beam. 
Thus the balance shall be made facing the east (i.e. the posts 

supporting the beam must be on the south and the north). It 
shall be steady. The place selected must be very clean. 

33-35. The balance may be on pillars of stones(?) Either a 
merchant or a goldsmith or a clever brazier shall be made the 
person holding the balance. He shaU be impartial towards 
enemy and friend. The clever judge shall announce to the 
person holding the balance thus: "'If a person holds the balance 
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falsely, he will go to the same worlds (hells) as are declared in 
the case of the slayer of a 13rahmai,a or in the case of the slayer 
of women and children." • 

36-37. ln one of the slings (pan of the balance) he shall 
place the known man(? the accused) who has observed fast. The 
learned man shall place in the second sling pure white clay. He 
shaU avoid, bricks, pebbles, ash, skulls(lids of broken pots) and 
bones. After weighing him (the umpire) shaJI make him get 
down. 

38-44. A Patra (a leaf on which something is written) shall 
be placed on his ( of the accused) head and he shall be placed on 
the sling) along with the Patra. On the Potra the following 
A.tantra should be written as has been enjoined by the Se1f-born 
Lord previously: 

"0 goddess named Tu/ii (Balance), you arc the daughter of 
Brahma. The syllable TU is said as having the sense "Weighty" 
and the syllable LA the sense "lightness". Therefore you are 
spoken of as "T11/a" 1 because you have both the weighty and the 
light joined together. 

0 splendid Jady, relieve this accused one from suspicion." 
The judge then places once again that man in the balance 

along with the Patra. If he goes up (decreases) in weight he 
shall be (considered) pure and devout.2 If he goes <lown (be
comes heavy in weight) those who arc conversant with Dharma 
know that he is not pure. If the sling snaps or the balance rod 
breaks, (the judge) shall make him sit in the balance once again. 
Thus the knowledge shall be free from doubts and justice shall 
not be given up. All this should be done on a Sunday after wor
shipping the Sun. 

Henceforth I shall expound the Vi1a (Poison) ordeal. Listen. 
45-49. It is said to be of two types. Gha/asarpa Vi1a (the 

poison of the Serpent kept in a pot) or anyone of the poisons, 
Sornga (derived from the Srnga plant) or Vatsonabho (aconite) 
or Hima Sailabhava or Haimavata3 (originating in the 
Himalayas). 

1. A popular etymoJogy. 
2. As per translation of Kane in HD Ill, p. 370. 
3. Cf. Yajnavalkya ll.112. 
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Poison weighing seven yavas (barley seeds) or six besmeared 
with ghee (should be given). 

The foJiowing should be written on a Patra : "0 Poison. Son 
of Brahma, you abide by and cling to truth and virtue. Save 
this man from sin. Be nectar on account of his truthfulness." 

The Patra is then placed on the head of the accused. 
Those conversant with Dharma know that if the poison 1s 

digested without any (adverse) effect such as vomiting, uncon
sciousness etc., (the judge) sha11 consider him pure. 

Second Type 

A hungry serpent is kept in a pot. The Mantra written on the 
Patra in the previous (case) is uttered. The accused is also kept 
hungry. Clapping seven tiines{?) the accused touches the serpent. 
If the serpent does not bite him he isconsidercd free from guilt.1 

50-52. Listen from me the Fire Ord~al as ordained by 
Viraiici (god Brahmi)2: 

Seven circles are to be drawn in front of the Sun-god. The 
decision is that the circle should be drawn consecutively (?) (from 
the west) to the cast. (The diameter of) each of the circle should 
be sixteen A,igulas and the distance between each circle should 
be the same (sixteen Angu/as). AU ordeals are to be performed 
in the presence of gods and Brahmauas. The accused should 
have observed a fast and clad in wet cloth. 

53. The ordeal shall be supervised by the king or an officer 
authorized by him. lt shall be conducted in the presence of 
learned Brahma'().as and ministers. 

54-59a. When it is evening, the accused in a pure condition 
should face the east folding both the palms of his hands. Making 
his hands even (unfolded?) in another quadrangular mystic 
circle (the judge and others) should announce the charge-sheet 
(lit. what has been don~ etc.). He should wear a garland. They 
should (firmly) tie seven leaves of A.lvattha tree to his hands with 
a newly spun cotton thread. 

1. Raita queen Candriki alia'i Candalidevi of Saundatti is recorded to 
have proved her chastity through thisghafa-sarpa ordeal in C.E. 1208 (I.A. 
Vo1. 19, p, 246). 

2. This procedure is different from the Fire-ordeal of Siti described by 
Vllmiki in VR Yuddha, Sargas 116-118. 
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An iron ball eight Angulas in width and fifty Palas in weight 
should be heated in fire. At the outset the Sun is worshipped 
and then the Fire-god with red flowers, red sandal powder and 
incense. A Patra (letter of the charge-sheet) shouft:I be tied to 
the head of the accused after writing the following Mantra there
on as Brahma utters it: 

59b-62a. "You are, 0 Fire-god, the set of the four Vedas. 
You are invoked in the Yajnas. Since you sanctify and dispel 
sins, you are called Piivaka ('the purifier'). You are the mouth of 
all the Devas. You are the 1nouth of the expounders of Brahman. 
You are stationed in the stomach of all living beings. So you 
know the good and the evil. Reveal yourself to the sinners, 0 
Pavaka. Be flaming and brilliant unto them. Or in the case of 
those who are pure in mind, 0 powerful one, be cool." 

62b-65. Then the accused should cross the circles slowly. 
After crossing them (all) slowly, he shall drop the iron ball on 
the ground. The leaves arc removed then from his hands and 
grains of rice are pressed on his palms. If the hands are seen 
without any injury, he is considered to be pure and virtuous. If 
he drops it (the iron ball) down out of fear or if it is seen 
below(?) he shall be made to handle the lump of iron once 
again. This is the procedure proclaimed. 

Henceforth I shall describe the procedure for Taptam~a 
(heated nugget of gold). Listen. 

66-69. A vessel made of iron, copper or clay, four Angu/as 
deep and sixteen Angulas square in the base shall be filled with 
ghee or oil twenty Palas1 in weight. When it is heated well, the 
replica of a pulse made of gold (a nugget of gold weighing one 
M~ct) shall be dropped into it. The Mantra mentioned in the 
case of ordeal by fire {shall be written on a Patra and) placed on 
the head of the accused. 

The accused must Jift the heated lump of gold by means of 
the thumb and another finger. If he lifts it up unhesitatingly and 
without boi1 or swelling it should be known that he is guiltless. 

1 shall describe the ordeal by Phala (ploughshare). You listen 
to it, 0 Dhanaiijaya. 

70-73. A :flat piece of iron eight Arigulas and not more long 
and four Angulas wide and weighing twelve Palas is called Phala 

J. 320 GuiljA or 1 Toll(?) in weight, (Kane, HD ([(, ftn SSS), 
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(ploughshare). The Mantra mentioned in the case of ordeal by 
fire should be (written on a Potra and) placed on the head of 
the accused. The accused shall lick thrice (once according to 
Smrti-Candrika 11.119) a six-A.,igula portion of this sheet (after 
being heated?) and take back his tongue. Cow"s milk is given as 
an excellent means of cleaning it. Then the tongue is examined. 
If it is burned, the accused is not let off. If it is clean, it should 
be understood that he is not guilty. 

Henceforth I shall mention the age-old procedure of the 
ordeal by Ta1Jdula (rice grains). 

74. The ordeal of rice grains should be administered in the 
case of theft and not at all in the other cases. Rice grains are 
kept soaked in water overnight. 

75-77. In the morning, they are undoubtedly to be given for 
chewing (eating?). With his face to the east, he should be charge
sheeted thrice on a leaf either of Pippala or Bhurja and not of any 
other tree. The rice-grains cleared of the husk should be purified. 
Placing them in an earthen pot, the accused should be seated 
before the Sun-god. The pure rice-grains should be sanctified 
religiously with the (following) Mantra: 

78. "You are administered by persons welJ-coversant with 
Dharma as a n1eans of purification (or test) of human beings. 
You are eulogized. It behoves you, 0 rice grain, to save (us) by 
means of truth and virtue." 

79. It is then given to the accused for chewing. He sits 
facing the east and spits out the rice. After they have been spit 
out (while the suspect is) facing the sun, if blood is seen therein 
the accused shall be pronounced guilty. 

80. Thus, there are held eight types of divine ordeals, 0 
scion of the family of Kuru, in front of BhaUaditya when the 
guilt of suspects is dispelled. 

81. Similarly those conversant with tradition mention two 
types of divine ordeals by water. One is known as Jalahasta and 
the other as Majjana. 

82-83. The time taken by a vigorous person discharging an 
arrow and then taking it back is noted. The accused is pressed 
down for so long under water. If he remains alive, he shall be 
pronounced guiltless. 
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Such is this spot of Bhattaditya, 0 descendant of Bharata. 
It has come to be on the earth by the kindness of Bhinu through 
(my efforts). 

CHAPTER FORTYFIVE 

The Story of Nandabhadra 

Narada said: 

1-5. Listen to the wonderful story about the holy spot 
Bahiidaka. 

This holy spot is called Bahiidaka because the Bahiidaka 
Kuo~a1 which is in Kamariipa has been transplanted here. 

After performing penance for many years here, a splendid 
Linga has been installed here by Kapila. It is named Kapilesvara. 
0 son of Prtha, a merchant known as Nandabhadra worshipped 
that Linga three times a day with great respect. He was conver
sant with the special features of all holy rites. He was like another 
Dharma (virtue) himself. Nothing whatsoever proclaimed as 
Dharma was unknown to him. He was a friend unto all for ever. 
He engaged in the welfare of everyone. 

6-8. Mentally, physically and verbally, he resorted to 
Dharma. He decided like this ''There never is, was or will be a 
Dharma which is free from defects in every respect." Dharma is 
Jike an ocean. It has increased and it spreads everywhere. It was 
(as if) churned by Nandabhadra and (the essence) was brought 
out by him. Listen to that. He considers Vm.,ijya (Trade, Mer
chant's Profession) as the most excellent for the sake of susten
ance. He resorted to it for that purpose. 

9-1 t. A shelter (abode) was made by him with wood and 
grass. He carried on trade with only a moderate profit and 
avoided liquor. He did not deceive anyone. He did not treat 
anyone with diff'erence and was impartial towards all living 
beings. 

I. 'A KuHQ of plentiful water'-so called, as the plentifulness of water is 
due to heavy rainfall in that reaioo. 
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Without any deception, he purchased articles of trade from 
others and sold them to everyone without (practising) deception. 
This was his holy vow. Some persons praise Yajiia, but Nanda
bhadra does not think so. 

12-18. It is because ofthe definitedecisionregardinginvolve
ment of the following defects in performing sacrifice. Listen to 
it, 0 son of Pa.J)~U. If a greedy, lying, hypocritical and boastful 
person performs a Yajiia, he destroys the universe and leads him
self to blinding darkness (hell). 

The .tf.huti duly oblated into the fire reaches the Sun-god. 
Rain originates front the Sun, foodgrains from rain and progeny 
therefrom. (Defective text) 

If and when the performer of a sacrifice (performs it at will?) 
the sacrificial priests and the material (get spoiled). If the sacri
ficer performs a sacrifice without (giving) the due monetary fees 
of the same or performs it contravening the injunctions, he will 
have a birth due to that sin like that of a thief(?) 

The sacrificial animals killed (during sacrifice) will strike the 
Yajamana (performer of the Yajiia) when dead by means of 
sticks(?). Hence it is ordained that the performance of Yajfia by 
means of pure barley seeds as the materials, is splendid.1 

He thought thus and came to the conclusion about the essence 
of Yajna. Worship of the Lord with sincerity and faith, obeisance, 
eulogy and offerings of Havis-all these are auspicious. This 
Yajila is devoid of sins. This alone is called (genuine) Yajna 
whereby deities become pleased. 

19-20. Some persons praise renunciation but Nandabhadra 
does not think so. If a person renounces worldly objects (physi
cally) but mentally grasps (covets) them, he is fallen from both 
(i.e. this world and the other one) and with the ground split 
(under him) he perishes. (What constitutes) the essence of 
renunciation-the excellence of it-has been suppressed (i.e. 
missed) by him. 

21. A true recluse should be Jike this : 
He does not censure or praise anyone's actions. Like the 

moon (merging all with its light) he merges (treats as equal?) 
people following different paths in the world. 

1. The Purioa recommends every now and then a sacrifice wherein no 
hlrh8li is involved. 
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22. He neither hates nor loves(anyone). He is not antagoni
stic (to anyone) nor does he follow and obey (anyone). He is 
self-possessed. He considers a piece of stone and a lump of gold 
alike. If anyone censures him or praises him, he views it in the 
same (indifferent) manner. 

23-25a. He grants freedom from fear to all living beings. 
He has the features of the blind and the deaf (not-seeing evil, 
not hearing evil). He does not yearn for the fruits of (religious) 
acts. That is the way of propitiating Siva. He seeks Dharma 
for this reason. He is not covetous. With great discernment 
and discrimination, Nandabhadra understood its essence in 
regard to salvation. 

25b-3 I. Some persons praise agriculture. Nandabhadra 
does not think so. In the course of their agricultural activities 
people castrate bulls and pierce their nostrils. They make them 
pull great weights and carry heavy loads. They bind and tame 
and repress them. They take the cattle through muddy marshy 
places full of flies and other biting insects in plenty. Other 
animals are afflicted by drawing vehicles. They think that the 
destruction of the foetus is not at all different from this act. In 
the Vedas the name of cows is Agnnyii ('that which should not 
be killed'). How can one afflict such (cows)? 

The ploughshare destroys the ground and those (creatures, 
worms etc.) that live in the clay. In the Jiving beings with five 
sense-organs reside all the deities like the Sun-god, the Moon-god 
and the Wind-god etc. What shall one think about that highly 
stupid fellow who sells them? Goat is the Fire-god; ram is 
Varu])a; the Earth is the Sun; cow is Virat (the Cosmic Being) 
and calf is Soma (the Moon). By selling these, one does not 
achieve siddni (salvation). 

32-33. (PartiaJly defective Text) Agriculture always involves 
thousands of defects like these. The plough shall have eight 
bullocks {four pairs) (yoked to it). One should give a thirtieth 
part of agricultural produce in charity. One must get rid of 
old animals. Whence shall such agriculture flourish? This 
essence was drawn (understood) about agricultural profession by 
that Nandabhadra. 

34. Food should be utilized (dedicated) for the sake of 
deities and manes, in accordance with one's ability. One should 
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consume it always after distributing it among Brihmal)as, com
mon people and other living beings. 

35-4la. Some persons praise plenty of wealth and pros
perity. Nandabhadra does not agree with it. Men use men as 
their slaves for their pleasure. Day and night they harass (other 
men) by killing (beating), binding or obstructing them. Whose 
property is this body? Creator's, mother's or father's? (Defective 
Text) Is it the property of mother or father, of a powerful 
buyer, of fire or of dog? Thinking thus, rich people behave like 
immortal beings. 

Sinners with arrogance due to prosperity and wealth (are 
like) persons intoxicated with strong liquor. A man haughty on 
account of his affluence. becomes maddened and falls. The rich 
who treats all servants like himself does not err. But where is 
such an embodied soul endowed with the knowledge of the soul 
in this manner? 

He extracted (thus) the essence of supremacy and affluence. 
Listen to it. The rich shall not be averse to any Jiving being. 
He (must help everyone) in accordance with his capacity. 

41 b-44a. Some persons praise Tirthas (holy places and 
waters). Nandabhadra does not think so for various reasons. It 
is tiresome (to go on a pilgrimage). There is (the possibility of) 
mixture of castes. Heat. chillness, winds, hunger and thirst as 
well as bad temper spoil the atmosphere(?) of a holy spot. Even 
the man (pilgrim) may face ruin. 

If there is faith, even a man with only a few cows as wealth, 
can have the enjoyment associated with wealth. He is capable of 
acquiring great merit. Where is that man who is always pure 
and who always worships deities? The essence of Ttrthas is in 
every house. 

44b-47. Neither waters, nor mountains nor great stress and 
strain sanctify (men) and dispel their sins. It is the soul (of one
self) that sanctifies and dispels sins if a man refrains from com
mitting sins further. Thus this intelligent Nandabhadra learnt 
the excellent conduct from different spheres and assimilated it. 
As this saintly man continued his (pious) activities thus, Devas, 
the chief of whom was Vasava, liked him much and they were 
even surprised much. 
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In the very same place, there was a Siidra neighbour of 
(Nandabhadra)too. • 

48-50. He envied the virtuous Nandabhadra frequently. 
He was an atheist of a very bad conduct and character but was 
known by the name Satyavrata. He was always on the lookout 
for (finding out) the weak and vulnerable points of Nandabhadra 
thinking, 'If I am able to find out his weakness, I shall make him 
deviate from piety.' 

This is the nature of the cruel and wicked-minded atheists. 
They cause not only their own downfaU, but they also make 
others fall. 

51. Nandabhadra, the intelligent one who continued to be 
like this, had (only) one son. Unfortunately, when Nandabhadra 
was old, the son died. 

52. The high1y intelligent (Nandabhadra) considered that 
as brought about by fate and so did not grieve over it. "Is there 
any god or man who can escape from fate?" 

53-55. Thereafter, his beloved wife whose name was 
Kanaka, who was endowed with all the good qualities of a 
chaste wjfe, who was the personified form {as it were) of the 
virtue of a householder and who was Arundhati herself, passed 
away, 0 son of Prtha. Thereupon, although he was one who had 
curbed all his sense-organs, he bewailed thus on account of the 
disruption in his domestic life: "Alas! I am a sinner.,, He be
wailed thus very frequently. On seeing this loophole after a long 
time, Satyavrata felt very happy. 

56-57. Like Dadhikaq1a (the proverbially deceitful cat in 
the Paiicatantra) he approached Nandabhadraka and said to 
him thus: 

"Alas! Nandabhadra, if you too have such a fate, then I 
think in my mind that this Dharma (righteousness) is futile.,, 

58. After saying these and similar words, Satyavrata (appar
ently) endowed with sympathy, said to Nandabhadra: 

S9-60. "Nandabhadra, I have been always desirous of 
saying something to you. Since there was no relevant context 
(occasion), it has not been said at any time. A person making 
any statement out of proper occasion, even if he be Brhaspati 
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(Guru of the Devas), meets with dishonour like a base man. His 
intellect will be disregarded. ' 1 

Nandabhadra said: 

61. Speak (out), speak. There is nothing good and exceed
ingly pleasing that should be, kept as a secret by me. Even 
salvation cannot be compared with the words of persons 
endowed with pure Sattva quality. 

Satyavrata said: 

62. I shall make a statement1 free from defects, devoid of 
the nine and nine (i.e. eighteen) defects of speech as well as the 
nine defects of intellect. 

63. That is called a statement which possesses the following 
five characteristics: Sauk1mya (subtlety), Sarhkhyii (reckoning, 
deliberation), Krama (order), Nir(taya (decision or conclusion) 
and Prayojana (purpose). 

64. The first characteristic of a statement which is called 
Prayojana (purpose) pertains to Dharma, Artha, Klima and 
Mok1a. 

65. After declaring solemnly the purpose (which is one) 
among Dharma, Artha, Kama and Mok,a, if the speaker says 
specifically "thus is that (purpose)", it is called Nirl)aya (decision). 

66. The order in which things are to be spoken such as 
"This is to be said first,', "This is to be said afterwards", is 
called Kramayoga by the knowers of the essence of statement. 

67. The proportion of defects and merits is specifically and 
separately noticed. Let this (notice) be understood as Sam/c/,yii. 

68. If there is apparent difference in the purport to be 
understood through statements but identity is a1so seen, the most 
excellent reason thereof is to be pointed out as Sauk1mya. 

l. There have been differences of opinion as to what constitutes a sen
tence or a statement. Mimlrhsi requires three elements to constitute a 
sentence, viz. Akank1a (expectancy). Yogyata (compatibility), and Sannidhi 
(proximitY) (See Tantravartika, p. 455). 8kt. Grammarians regard the follow• 
ina four elements 5sential: (1) Akank1a ('inter-dependance of the words 
uttered") 2. Asatti (proximity), 3. Tatparya (definite import or significance of 
words), 4. Yogyato (acceptability)-Paramala,hu-maiiju,a, Chowkhamba, 
Varanasi, 1946, p. 33. Our author has given an allied but different list of the 
five constituents of a statement herein, and explained them in vv 64-69. 
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69-72a. Thus the characteristics of Viikya (statement) (have 
been mentioned). Listen to the eighteen defects in words. They 
are: (1) Apetartha (meaning not clear in spite of the '1tterance) 

(2) Abhinniirtha ( difference of the meaning is not clearly 
understood) 

(3) Apravrtta (spoken in obsolete words which are not 
current) 

(4) Adhika (redundant) 
(5) Aslak~('a (unpolished) 
(6) Sandigdha ( doubtful) 
(7) Elongated pronunciation of the last syllable of a word 
(8) Parii1imukha (words conveying meaning contrary to 

the intended purport) 
(9) Untrue 

(10) Ungrammatical (with inaccurate forms) 
( 11) Contrary and antagonistic to Dharma, Art ha and Klima 
(12) Nyuna (deficient in words to convey the intended 

meaning) 
(13) Ka1/a (painful or difficult to express) 
(14) Exaggerated 
( 15) Words reversed or misarrangcd (as in spoonerism) 
( 16) Sase~a (message or purport remains incomplete 

despite the completion of the sentence) 
(17) Ahetuka (absence of proper reasoning to convince) 
(18) Ni~kiiral)a (unnecessary or irrelevant to the purpose) 
(Now) you listen to those defects caused by (defective) 

intelligence. 
72b-78. I will not speak anything out of lust, anger, fear, 

greed, wretchedness, crookedness (ignobility), baseness, pitiless
ness and pride. 

When the speaker, the hearer and the statement are not 
impaired or defective and they come to the same level in regard 
to the desire to speak or express themselves, the meaning is 
revealed clearly. When the speaker insults the listener or when 
the listener ignores the speaker, the statement does not get 
on, i.e. become understandable. 

Or, if the speaker abandons all truthfulness and speaks only 
what is pleasing to the listener, the latter begins to suspect him. 
(Hence) That statement is also defective. 
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Hence the speaker who abandons what is pleasingto hin1 and 
what is pleasing to the listener and utters nothing but the truth 
is genuine speaker and not any other person on the earth. I 
avoid false arguments not originating from the collections of 
scriptures. Since I adhere to the vow (observance) of speaking 
only the truth I am Satya vrata. I shall speak only the truth unto 
you. It behoves you to consider it like that. 

79-80. 0 gentle Sir, since the time you became engaged in 
worshipping a stone (an idol of god) I see that nothing auspici
ous has taken place. You had only one son who also passed 
away. Your noble virtuous wife too died. 0 good man, false 
acts bear fruit like this. 

81. Where are the Devas?1 This is utterly false. If they 
exist they could have been seen. All these fictitious ideals have 
been evolved by deceitful Brahmar:ias for the sake of money. 

82. They give food intending it for the ancestors and the 
manes. This provokes laughter in me. It would cause famine if 
dead men were to eat anything. 

83. Listen to the truth in regard to what these stupid and 
base Brahma:oas variously describe as the (process of the) crea
tion of the universe. 

84. The origin as well as the destruction of the universe
both these (concepts) are unreal and false, as this universe has 
(always) been in existence as it is (now). 

85. This entire universe exists (and functions) by its nature. 
All these (Planets), the chief of whom is the Sun. rotate and 
revolve due to their nature. The winds (continue to) blow for 
ever due to their nature and the cloud showers rain by nature. 

86. It is by nature that grains grow. Rain, chillness and 
bright sunshine, everything occurs by nature. The earth remains 
(stable like this) naturally. Rivers (too) flow by nature. 

87. It is by nature that mountains appear (like this) and 
this ocean remains (like this) by nature. A pregnant woman 
delivers a chiJd naturally. It is due to nature. These many living 
beings ( exist and function) by nature. 

88. Just as by (its inherent) nature, as a natural result of 
the change of season, the thorns in the jujube tree become crook-

J. VY 8 l-94 state the Lokiyata Philosophy. 
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ed, so also all these changes appear (become manifest) due to 
(their) nature. No (other) maker can be seen (herein). 

89-90. When things stand like this, a deluded person is like 
a mad and intoxicated man. Some knaves praise human birth 
as the most excellent one. Listen (to my opinion) in regard to 
this. There is no greater distress than human birth. Let it not 
befall even our enemies. There are thousands of causes of 
grief occurring every moment in a human life. 

91-94. Human birth is known as toll (Tax?). It is only the 
fortunate man who escapes from this. Animals, birds, worms 
and insects sport about as they pJease unbound. It is very difficult 
to attain their species. The immobile beings are carefree. Their 
happiness on the earth is very great. Of what use is much (talk)? 
AU the other species of living beings are far more blessed than 
human beings. 

Realize that all this is due to nature. The idea that some are 
(born as) immobile beings, some as insects, birds, human beings 
etc. due to (their) merit, demerit etc. is false. 

Hence, 0 Nandabhadra, forsake all unreal things. Drink 
happily. Play with toys. Enjoy the pleasures. This is the truth 
on the earth. 

Niirada said: 

95-96. By means of these unimpressive, improper and irrele
vant words of Satyavrata, the lofty-minded Nandabhadra was 
not moved. Like an ocean that cannot be agitated, he laughingly 
said: 

97. ''What you say that (only) virtuous men are always 
the victims of unhappiness is not true. We see a series of miseries 
befalling sinners too. 

98. The distresses of bondage and capital punishment or 
death, death of wives and children-these are seen even in the 
case of sinners. Hence Dharma (virtue) is considered to be 
weighty and important.· 

99. Great men say thus about a good man, 'This gentleman 
is very good. Oh! this distress of his is very great.' This is rarely 
said in the case of sinners. 

1. VV 97-118 give the PuriQic refutation of Loklyata view. 
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100. If a sinner were to enter your house greedy of getting 
your money, wife etc., you too will be afraid of him. You may 
hate him, and may get angry with him. That is futile. 

101. Your statement that there is no Mahesvara as the cause 
of the universe is a puerile utterance of yours. Can there be 
subjects without a king? 

102. You say that the stone idol and Linga are false and 
that my worship of the same is futile; that is because you do not 
know the greatness of Linga, like a blind man who does not 
know the Sun. 

103. All the Suras beginning with Brahma, kings of great 
prosperity, all men and sages worship the Linga. 

104. There are Lingas with their names and symbols. Are 
all these fools and you Satyavrata alone wise and learned? 

105. Formerly Lord Brahma installed god Nilalohita (Siva) 
at Pu$kara. Thereby, he attained great Siddhi. (Being thus 
competent) the ·Lord created these beings. 

106. After killing Rival)a in battle, the Ramesvara Liliga 
was installed on the seashore by Vi$J).U. Is this in vain? 

107. After killing Vp:ra formerly, Sakra installed Sankara 
on Mahendra. Freed of his sins ( of Brahmahatyii) he rejoices 
even now in heaven. 

108. By installing Siva in the Gailga-Sagara-Sangama, the 
Sun became free from illness. The Moon-god installed Siva at 
Prabhasa on the Western Ocean. 

109. Yama and Dhanada (Kubera) installed Liizga at Kasi, 
Garu9a and Kasyapa on Sahya and Vayu and Varu:r;ia in 
Naimita, They rejoice well. 

I 10. Did not Lord Guha install in this very same Stambha
tirtha, the Kumaresa Linga that dispels all sins 7 

111. I do not endeavour to enumerate the Liizgas installed 
thus by other Suras, kings and sages. 

112. All the residents of the earth. all the dwellers of 
heaven and all the residents of Pitala become satisfied by the 
worship of the Ling a. 

113. 1 am very much surprised at what you said, viz. •The 
Devas do not exist. If they exist, why are they not seen anywhere?' 

114-115. Are the Devas to beg horse-grams of you like 
wretched beggars? 0 highly intelligent one, indeed a Siidhaka 
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(one who is not a siddha) is your preceptor. But ifin your 
opinion all things are achieved by nature, tell me how cooked 
meal can be got without a maker (cook). • 

116. Are not thorns seen without jujube? Then whose is 
that creation which is already present there in that manner? 

117. You say that animals etc. are very happy and that they 
are blessed. Excepting you, no one has said or heard this. 

118. Those who are of Tamasa nature, those who are maim-
ed and mutilated, need not have any strain or pain. Let them be 
praised(?) Excellent men are endowed with all sense organs. How 
is it that they are not blessed? 

119-120. I think that your vow of abiding by truthfulness 
is only conducive to your fall into hell and it has been accepted 
by you for that purpose. (Jn this) You need not entertain any 
fear of a great calamity. This desire will be fulfilled ere long. 
(Defective Text) You were expounding with a great show of 
arrogance which was definitely ignorance. Thus the absence of 
anything substantial is clear from the very pompous show at the 
outset. 

121. The words of deceitful persons are always concluded 
in arrogance and show. They are extra-brilliant like a bad 
counterfeit coin. This is a perpetual test unto the good people. 

122. The words of good people are free from defects in the 
beginning, middle and the end. Just as gold becomes more and 
more lustrous on being heated or rubbed on a touchstone so also 
they will be splendid and auspicious (if tested). 

123. What was intended by you was different and the state
ment was different. This fault is not yours but of ours who listen 
to your words. 

124. This is the good point in the atheists, serpents and 
poison that it is not their fault that they delude or stupefy others 
but is the fault of the others. 

125. Water, cloth, gingelly seeds, oil or scent are rendered 
fragrant by the scent of :flowers. These qualities are produced by 
contact. 

126. Association with foolish ones is the cause of a series of 
stupefaction and ignorance. Association with good men is the 
cause of righteousness everyday. 
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127. Hence those who are intent on and devoted to peace 
and quiescence should always associate with the intelligent, 
elderly, saintly, pious persons and ascetics of pure feelings. 

128-130. They must not associate with the base and the 
mean-minded, the illiterate ones, particularly those who have 
not realized their souls. 

One should serve and specially associate with those persons 
who have the following three white things (i.e. things free from 
blemishes): family, ]earning and deeds and especially with those 
who have acquired scriptural knowledge. 

By visiting, touching, talking to, sitting alone and taking 
food with bad people, men deviate and fall off from the path of 
righteousness and good conduct. They do not achieve beatitude. 
On account of association with the base and the mean-minded, 
the intellect of men becomes vitiated. 

131-133. Association with the middling makes one a midd-
1 ing and one becomes very excellent by coming into contact with 
the most excellent ones. 

I remember this dharma and hence I am not seeking any 
association with you once again. You censure BrahmaQas by 
whom the ocean has been made unfit for drinking. 1 The Vedas 
are authoritative: the Smrtis are authoritative; words full of 
righteousness and meaning are authoritative. Who will look upon 
his words as authoritative, who does not consider the above 
mentioned three authoritative?" 

After speaking these word the noble-souled Nandabhadra 
suddenly went out of his house at that very time. He went to the 
KUJJ.Qa of Bhattaravi that was holy and was Bahiidaka itself. 

1. This refers to Agastya•s drinking up of the ocean. 
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CHAPTER FORTYSIX 

Events Connected with Ba/aditya1 

Niirada said: 

Skanda Purac,a 

1-2. After worshipping the excellent Kapi/esvara Linga situa
ted on the bank of Bahiidaka Ku(l{ia, Nandabhadra, the highly 
intelligent one, bowed down and stood in front of it with palms 
joined in reverence. He sang these verses because he was some
what miserable on account of the way of the world. 

3. "If I see Sadasiva, the creator of this universe, 0 Lord, I 
shall embarrass him by asking many questions. 

4. What deficiency would there have been without (in the 
absence of) creating the world? 0 desircless Lord, the universe 
was created in various ways like Bhargava (a potter). 

5. Why was something like yourself not created by you who 
are conscious, pure and devoid of attachment etc.? An insentient 
(world) has been created (by you). 

6. Why is this universe beginning with Brahma and ending 
with an insect being subjected to stress and strain due to (succes
sion of) birth and death as well as happiness and misery by you 
who are impartial and devoid of enmity? 

7. What benefit do you derive, 0 Sadasiva, by placing some 
persons in heaven and some in hell? Tell me, why do you do like 
this? 

8. These human beings separated from their beloved sons 
and others scream and howl, 0 KaruQ.asara (one whose essence 
is mercifulness). Won't you ever have mercy on them? 

9. This is highly improper in every respect that your own 
devotees too sink and submerge in the ocean of misery along 
with the sinners. 

10·1 I. Enchanted and confounded by the conduct of the 
world in this manner, I do not wish to go to any other place. I 
will not eat. I will not drink water. 1 will meet my death. I 
will stay here thinking about this." Pondering thus in his mind 
N andabhadra stayed there. 

1. BAIAditya is the name of the Sun•god instaJled in the name of the boy 
who enlightened Nandabhadra. The object of this chapter is to glorify the 
Barkarika Tirtha and Mahl-Slgara-Sangama. 
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12. On the fourth day thereafter, a certain boy of seven 
years who (appeared to be) afflicted with all sorts of pains came 
to that splendid bank of Bahiidak:a. 

13. He was extremely emaciated. He suffered from leprosy 
and the wounds were dripping and oozing pus. At every step he 
lost consciousness. But the boy controlled himself with great 
difficulty and said to Nandabhadra: 

14. "0 handsome man with fine features in every limb, 
why are you too miserable?" 

Thereupon, Nandabhadra told the cause (to him) completely. 

15. On hearing all of it the boy said with dejected mind: 
"Alas, this is indeed painfully terrible in case of learned men 
that they are not wise! 

16. (It is a pity) that persons with perfect sense organs 
desire to die in vain. Within a short while, Khatvaitga1 attained 
the path of salvation in this world. 

17. Who will abandon Bharata Khaij~a when he has his 
life still left? I am I think firm though I have been abandoned 
by my parents. 

18. I am unable to walk about, still I do not wish to die. 
The Vedic statement that all acquisitions are immeasurable is 
true. 

19-22a. Jn your case, as your body is strong and firm, 
contentment is proper and befitting. 

If somehow my body becomes free from ailments, I will do 
that (such) act every minute which can be enjoyed in Yuga after 
Yuga. 

If a person has all the sense organs under his control, if his 
body is firm and strong, but if he desires for something else 
(death), who else is more senseless than he? 

Thousands of occasions of grief and hundreds of occasions 
of pleasure come to a foolish fellow everyday, but not to a 
learned one. 

1. Khatvlnga-Son of Ila viii.; ataother name Dilipa, r amous for perform
ins sacrifices (Mbh, Dro1JO 61.l~J0). But as per BhP, he was the son of 
Vitvasaha (IX.9.41). When he learnt that he was to die after one Muhurta, 
he devoted it to Lord Hari and got liberation (BhP 111.1.12-13). 
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22b-26a. Learned men like you do not get involved in those 
activities which are contrary to wisdom and knowledge, the 
activities that arc beset with many dangers and• that destroy 
their very roots. 

They say that intellect has eight adjuncts. It destroys all 
calamities and woes. You pos5ess intellect which is pure and not 
opposed to the Vedas and the Smp:is. 

People like you do not become dejected and frustrated on 
account of physical and mental miseries caused by distresses, cala
mities and difficulties, by the mishaps of one's own kith and kin. 

Men of wisdom and intellect do not desire what is unattain
able. They do not bewail what is lost nor do they Jose their 
sense on account of 1nisfortune and adversity. 

26b-30a. The world is assailed by miseries arising from the 
physical body as well as from the mind. Listen to the means of 
a'lsuagiI~g them both in detail as well as brjefly. 

The physical and mental sufferings are caused mainly by 
four things. 1 (Again) mental suffering is due to gain of the 
undesirable and loss of the desirable. Thus mental suffering is 
of two types. The examples have been stated. The body is 
pained and afflicted with mental suffering in the same manner as 
water kept within a pot (becomes heated) by (association with) 
a heated ball of iron. 

30b-35. Vyadhi (physical illness) and Adhi (mental illness) 
are overcome in a two-fold way of applying im1nediate remedies 
and taking continuous preventive measures (avoidance). Hence, 
one shall subdue mental suffering by means of knowledge in the 
same manner as one subdues .fire by means of water. 

When mental suffering is subdued, physical suffering too 
becomc-s subdued. Affection is found to be the root cause of the 
suffering of mind. It is due to affection that a good person gets 
involved and experiences misery. Miseries have their roots in 
affection and fears too have their origin in affection. Sorrow, 
joy, fatigue and weariness-everything results from affection. It 
is from affection that sensual attachment as well as greed for 

1. viz. sickness, contact with the undesirable, weariness and giving up the 
desirable. 
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objects of pleasure take their origin. Both of them tend to pro
duce unhappiness. The former one is known as very serious. 

36. Hence a person who sacrifices and who has no enmity 
is not miserable. A person who does not sacrifice and who has no 
restraint (on himself) undergoes birth and death again. 

37. Hence one should not yearn for affection from friends 
or by hoarding money. One should counteract (suffering) that 
has come out of the body by knowledge. 

38. Like water that does not stick to the leaves of lotus, 
affection does not contaminate persons of spiritual achieve
ment, persons equipped with wisdom, those who are conversant 
with scriptural texts and those who have realized their souls. 

39. A person overcome by attachment is dragged by lust. 
Desire is kindled in him and thereafter his thirst increases. 

40. Thirst (greed) is indeed the most sinful of all. It is con
sidered to be the cause of perpetual suffering. It is full of evil and 
it results in terrible forms. 

41. One who eschews thirst (greed) attains happiness-
thirst that cannot be abandoned by vicious men, that does not 
diminish even when persons grow old and perish, that is a sickness 
that causes the end of vital airs (i.e. death). 

42. Thirst has neither beginning nor end; it penetrates the 
entire body of a man. On coming into existence, it destroys in 
the same manner as rust of iron destroys iron itself. 

43. Just as firewood perishes due to the fire originating from 
itself (by friction), so also a person who has not realized the soul 
perishes on account of greed originating from himself. 

44. Hence one should not be covetous on account of the 
body or kinsmen. One should not be unduly delighted on 
acquiring things nor shall one bewail on losing them." 

Nandabhadra said: 

45. O boy, I do not think that you are a boy (in reality). I 
bow down to you. I am extvemely satisfied with your utterances. 
I shall ask you something. 

46. Men censure lust, anger, arrogance and the sense-organs. 
In that connection arises this desire to speak: 

47. '1 am so and so. This is my task. I am a person of this 
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sorL' This and similar assertions (born) of self-consciousness are 
proclaimed Ahamkira (egotism). 

48-49. If this has to be avoided, one without it will be pro
claimed as insane. 

Kama is called desire. If that is eschewed by a man, how is 
heaven attained or the desire to get liberated (to take root in us) 
as in the case of a piece of rock? H anger is to be abandoned, 
how can enemies be eliminated? 

50-52. Without anger one cannot discriminate between 
external and internal enemies. People will be considered as in
significant as a blade of grass. If one suppresses the sense-organs 
after thinking them to be vicious and restraining them, how can 
one listen to pious discourses? How can one even live? In this 
matter my mind is, as though, pierced. 1 t is dejected due to the 
danger of ignorance. Similarly, why was this insentient universe 
created by the sentient or conscious Soul? It is afflicted in various 
ways. Alas, why is this? 

The boy replied: 

53. You have aptly put the question. This is where creatures 
lose sense and become deluded. Listen with attention to what I 
have understood from Dvaipayana. 1 

54. We have formerly heard that Prakrti and Puru1a are 
eternal, without a beginning. Before the creation (of the universe) 
these two that have neither death nor old age, remain with the 
sameness of nature. 

SS. Then, urged by time and nature, at the outset Prakrti 
desired a union with Puru1a. For want of it, it became agitated. 

56. That Prakrti which is of Tamasa nature was sportingly 
viewed by the Lord. The faulty one then became Rajasa ( of 
Rajas nature). Then it became Sattvika (of Sattva nature). 

57. Thus on account of the glances of the Lord, Prakrti 
became possessed of three qualities (Guc,as). Presiding over it, 
the Supreme Lord became Trimi1rti (i.e. having three forms). 

58. (The Lord) activized a part of his Self in order to stimu
late it (i.e. Prakrti). It produced the principle of Mahat. Learned 
men know that it has three qualities (Gur.,as). 

1. VV 54-76 onwards give an exposition of the Slnkbya school reaarding 
the evolution of the universe etc. 
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59. Aharhkiira ('Cosmic ego•) which is of Sattva, Rajas and 
Tamas nature was evolved from it. The quality of Tamaa turns 
into the quality of Rajas and Rajas may lead to the quality of 
Sattva. 

60-61. Learned men say that liberation takes place when it 
is of pure Satt,a nature. 

Hence for the purification of Tamas and Rajas in every 
respect, the Supreme Lord divided his own (self into) parts 
under the name Jlvatmans (Individual Souls). There are as many 
K1etrajnas (Individual Souls) as there are physical bodies. 

62-66. Just as sparks come out from a heated (piece of) iron, 
similar is the creation of subtle and gross elements from 
Ahamkara of the Tiimasa nature. The creation of sense-organs 
is from (the Ahamkara) of Sltttvika nature. They too possess 
three qualities. Through the glance of the Supreme Being (an 
embodiment of existence, consciousness and bliss) and (as if) 
with a perfect machine (samsidtlha-yantre,:,a) the qualities of 
Rajas and Tamas are purified with Sattva by seekers of liberation 
(from Samsllra). 

Hence one attains the Sattvikf Siddhi (achievement of Sattva 
nature) by properly regulating love, anger. activities of the sense
organs and Ahomkllra. Love and other things of the Rajasa and 
Tllmasa nature should be abandoned. But those of Sattva nature 
should always be resorted to by those who desire to conquer 
Somsiira (i.e. to attain liberation from the cycle of births and 
deaths). 

I shall succinctly state the characteristics of the three Gu,as 
unto you. 

67. The characteristic features of the Satl'va Gu1)a are: 
Regular study of scriptural texts, the knowledge (gained) there
by, purity, exercising restraint on the sense-organs, performance 
of pious and holy rites and meditation on the Soul. 

68. Acquiring wealth through unjust means, lethargy, 
atheism, cruelty, beggary etc. are the characteristic features of 
the Tamas Gutta. 

69. Hence, one should attain the status of a deity through 
these Sattvika characteristics beginning with intellect: through 
Riijasa characteristics he would attain the status of a human 
being and that of a stump through Tomasa characteristics. 
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70-75. Liberation shall bethroughintellect etc. and through 
these ( others) alone suffering etc. If these were not to be present, 
nothing wilJ be possible. Just as a goldsmith puri#es gold by 
means of his ingenuity etc., similarly the Rajas and Tamas 
qualities should be purified by the Siittvika qualities. 

It is through the beginningless congJomeration of Gu1.1as that 
Jiving beings (even though) seers (knowers) of Sastras, become 
happy or miserable. 

The Lord allotted two million eight hundred thousand 
species of creatures to each of these three Gul)as. Thus there are 
eight million four hundred thousand species of Jiving beings. 
They are evolved out of the mind as well as the Soul. All of them 
are parts of the Supreme Lord (but) arc deluded by the Gul)as of 
Prakrti. They suffer from distress and pain as destined by the 
Lord. 

76. For the sake of the good of f oodgrains, waters and 
living beings, the knowers of truth say that human nature is 
infused with devotion to Siva. 

Nandabhadra asked: 

77-79. It is so. But O highly intelligent one, I shall ask you 
once more. Gods are the bestowers of everything. Why do they 
not save the men who are their devotees, f rorn sorrow and 
misery? 

Some persons who are deeply devoted to gods are seen 
particularly immersed in miseries (despite their devotion to 
gods). On account of this, my intellect is deluded. 0 boy, what 
do you think? 

The boy replied: 

80. Devotees of a deity are declared to be of two types: 
Asuci (impure) and Suci (pure). A person who is devoted to the 
Lord physically, verbally and mentally is called a Bhakta (devotee). 

81. When an impure man worships deities, the spirits take 
possession of him. He loses sense at the very same moment. 

82 .. 84. Having lost sense and becoming deluded, he takes to 
different kinds of unworthy and sinful activities. Thereafter he 
perishes quickly. Therefore, one should not worship (when one 
is) unclean. 
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If a clean, pure man worships and if something inauspicious 
befalls him, obviously it is caused by one of his previous actions. 
Thus crores of Karmas become released (? they are wiped off). 

Even Mahesvara, since he was afraid of (the demon of) 
Brahma:oa-slaughter, had to run about here and there. He took 
holy dips in Tirthas. How can another escape (the effect of 
Karma) as in the case ofNarada after abducting the daughter of 
Ambari~a1 from Parvata? 

85. Even Rama had (to bear the insult of) the abduction of 
Sita. How can another escape? Even Brahma had to bear the 
cutting off of his head as he (illicitly) loved his daughter. 

86. Indra, Candra. Ravi (Sun•god), Vi~J)U had got the fruit 
of their acts (Karmas). Hence, what has been committed by them 
must always be experienced by men. 

87. It is the conclusion in the Vedas that no one can escape 
from what has been done by him. But, thanks to the grace of the 
Lord, one thing can be obtained by persons who undergo 
religious observances. 

88. What should be experienced in the course of many 
births can be experienced in a single birth. After experiencing 
it, one can attain one's objectives. This is the considered 
decision. 

89. Those who are pure and undergo religious observances, 
those who perform austerities with their sins dispelled, rejoice 
here along with their sons and grandsons and rejoice in the other 
world as well. 

90. Hence Devas should always be worshipped by pure per
sons endowed with faith and ( one's) nature should be purified by 
performing duties assigned to one's own caste. 

91-92. Without Siva, even a duty performed duly and per
fectly shall lead only to stress and strain in the case of one of 
evil conduct-so says Lord Hara. Hence the fruit of what has 
been done by oneself (i e. one's Karma) must be experienced. 
and Sadasiva should be worshipped. Undue attachment and 
(unnecessary) hatred should be eschewed by one with perfect 
conduct. This is the greatest thing. 

1. Accordi111 to Mbh, DrorJ,(J SS.9-14, it was King Sr~aya~s dauahter 
and not that of Ambari'8. 
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Nandabhadra said: 
93. 0 one endowed with pure intellect! What ;s this that 

even sinful men can be seen rejoicing along with their wives and 
possessing plenty of wealth? 

The boy said: 

94-96. It is obvious that charitable gifts had been offered by 
them in their previous births under (the influence of) Tamas 
(guJa) and Sambhu had been worshipped with Rajas (gu(la}. 
That fruit of their own action has been obtained by them. 

But due to the influence of what had been performed by them 
through Tamas, they will have no interest or zeal for pious acts, 
0 most excellent one among men of knowledge. 

There is no doubt about this that after enjoying the fruit of 
the merit, they go to hell. In this doubtful case, what has been 
said by MarkaJ}.9eya is cited here. 

97. "To one (enjoyment) is (had) only here, not hereafter 
{in the other world after death); to another (enjoyment) is (had) 
only hereafter and not here; to one there is enjoyment both here 
and hereafter; and to another there is no enjoyment either here 
or hereafter. 

98. {In the first case) there was merit acquired in his pre
vious (births) that has resulted in enjoyment (now). But he does 
not acquire any fresh merit. This is called Jhabhoga (-enjoyment 
here'). (It is the case) of an unfortunate fellow of very deficient 
intelJect. 

99. (In the second case) he has no merit acquired before
hand (in his previous birth). But by means of austerities, he does 
acquire merit (now). Obviously that sensible one will have en
joyment in the other world as a result of his pious acts. 

100. (In the fourth case) he has no merit acquired previ
ously. He does not acquire merit here too. Therefore, he gets 
no enjoyment either here or hereafter. Fie upon that base man I" 

101. After knowing this, 0 noble one of exalted dignity 
and good fortune, eschew all thorns and darts (i.e. sins). Wor
ship Rudra. Observe the special duties (scrupulously) of your 
caste. Indeed there is nothing greater than this. 

102. If anyone bewails when desired objects are lost or 
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becomes delighted when they are acquired, that certainly be
comes a bondage (and the cause) of another birth. 

Nandabhadra said: 

103. Obeisance to you, to the intelligent one in the form of 
a boy but who is learned (not an ignorant one in reality). Who 
are you? I wish to know you (your real self), you with pure 
smiles. 

104. Many old men have always been seen by me and 
worshipped. But such an intellect as this has neither been seen 
nor heard by me in them. 

105. Since my life-long doubts have been dispelled sport
ingly (by you), it is my opinion that you are certainly not an 
ordinary person. 

The boy said: 

106-111. A great deal has to be said. Listen to the story 
with attention and concentration. 

In my life, fourteen lives prior to this, in the city of Vidisa, 1 

I was a Brahma:o.a by the name Dharmajalika. I was conver
sant with the principles of Vedas and Vet/an.gas. I was the most 
excellent one among those conversant with the subject-matter 
of Smrtis and (other) scriptures. I was an expounder of 
Dharmalastras like Brhaspati himself. I expounded the differ
ent Dharmas to the people very well. But I myself was of ex
tremely bad conduct. I was a king (the worst) among sinners. I 
regularly ate meat and drank liquor. I hankered after the wives 
of others. I was a liar. I was an imposter. I was always 
roguish and a religious hypocrite. I was greedy and vicious. l 
spoke good things but never followed them in action. Just as a 
fisherman spreads the net, so also I threw the net of fraud 
against the people. Therefore the persons knowing the truth 
called me Dharmaja/ika. 

112. When my life came to an end, I died and went to the 
abode of Yama. I was thrown in Kiltasalmali hell on account . 
of my many accumulated sins. 

I. In Madhya Pradesh, 26 miles north-east of Bhopal. Formerly it was 
the capital ofDaAAr,;iadesa (Meghadiita 1.25). 
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113. I was dragged and reminded of my acts by the 
messengers of Yama. Cut and pierced by swords, I died and 
became alive again (to undergo the punishment). • 

114-118a. I remained in the hell for many many long years, 
censuring myself in various ways. Blessed is the man who has, 
albeit for a short while, the same good sense of piety and virtue 
as he has while undergoing the torture in the hell. 

I bow to the land of Karmans. The good or evil action one 
performs here for a short while does not perish even after many 
Yugas. Thereafter, my learned father liberated me from the hell. 
Along with them (other hell-dwellers) I was also liberated, but 
still I suffered pain and sorrow. I underwent the life of an immo
bile being too with its numerous stresses and strains. Afterwards 
I became a worm on the splendid banks of the river Sarasvati. 

118b-120. ( lay down and slept soundly on the pathway 
itsel£ By chance a chariot came that way and I heard its 
loud rumbling sound. On hearing that thunder-like sound 
suddenly I became afraid. I quickly left the pathway and fled far 
away from that path. In the mean time, Vyasa came there by 
chance. 

121-122. That sage saw me frightened and took pity on me. 
Since, during my life as a Brahmaoa, different kinds of holy rites 
had been expounded by me to the common people, I could meet 
Vyasa then as a result of that holy deed. Then the venerable one 
conversant with all sorts of cries (of animals etc.) spoke to me 
in the language of insects. 

123. "0 worm. why do you run away like this? Why are 
you afraid of death? WelJ, in thecase of a man the fear is proper. 
How is it so in your case?" 

124-126. On being told thus, I became wise, thanks to the 
previous merit. I told Vyisa thus : 

"0 (Sage) worthy of being saluted by the universe, I am not 
afraid of death in any respect. 0 venerable one, this alone is my 
feaP that I shall (have) to go to a stilJ lower species. There are 
crores and crores of lower species other than this despicable life 
(of a worm). I am afraid of the suffering to be had in the womb 
of those species and not of anything else." 
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Vyiisa said: 

127. Do not be afraid. I will liberate you from all these 
species even if it takes a long time. I will certainly make you 
attain the birth as a Brahma:Q.a. 

128. On being told thus by the son of Kali (i.e. Vyasa) I 
bowed down to that preceptor of the universe. I came to the 
pathway. Crushed by the wheel, I met my death. 

129. Thereafter I was born in different species of anima1s 
and birds such as crow, jackal etc. On all those occasions, Vyasa 
met me and reminded me of the same. 

130. Thereafter, I was thrown into various species of beings. 
Ultimately in the course of this life, I was born in the house of a 
BrahmaJJ.a. I am extremely miserable. 

131. Ever since my birth, I have been a voided and abandon
ed by my parents, since J undergo this great pain due to leprosy 
and the dripping wounds thereof. 

132-133. During my fifth year, Vyasacame to me and repea
ted the Sarasvata Mantra into my ears. Thereby T am able to 
remember the scriptural texts not learned (now) as weU as the 
whole of the Vedas and holy rites. This was told to me by Vyasa: 
"Go to the shrine of Guba. There you console the high1y intelli
gent Nandabhadra. 

134-135. Cast off your vital airs (body) in Bahiidaka. Make 
someone immerse your bones in the waters of Mahi. Thereafter, 
you will become the good sage Maitreya. Then you will attain 
salvation." 

So said Vyasa to me. Then I came here with great difficulty 
from the land of Viihikas.1 

136. Thus the whole of my story has been narrated by me 
to you Always avoid, 0 Nandabhadra, painful life of sin in this 
manner. 

Nandabhadra said: 

137. Oh! exceedingly wonderful is your life whereby my 

l. Vahikas-Vilhika, Bahlika-Baluchistan south of Quetta and the 
Bolan Pass, consists of the valleys of Bolon, Nari and Gokh rivers and not 
Bactria-AGP 142. 
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mind has become hundred times firmly established in the pursuit 
of virtue ( Dharma). 

I 38. But I wish to do something in return for the• righteous 
acts recounted by you. Remember Dharma and order me to do 
something specific. 

The boy said: 

139. I will remain at this Tlrtha without food for seven days. 
I will repeat the Mantras eulogizing the Sun-god. Then I will 
give up my life. 

140. Thereafter, I should be cremated by you at the holy 
Barkarika Tirtha. My bones should be cast into the ocean here. 

141. If your mind is fuJI of love for me, I shall direct you 
to do a greater task. Listen to it. 

142. In this Bahiidaka Tirtha where I shall cast off my life, 
Lord Sun should be installed by you with my name as its 
designation. 

143. Lord Bhaskara on being propitiated will bestow health, 
wealth, food grains, sons, wives and riches-these are the words 
of the Vedas. 

144. Savitr is the Supreme God. He is all in all unto the 
twice-born castes. He is eulogized by the Vedas and Vedatigas. 
You too should always worship him. 

I 45. This Bahiidaka Ku:09a should always be resorted to by 
you. I shall recount its greatness succinctly as indicated by Vyasa. 

I 46. If any man takes his holy bath in the excellent Ku:o4a 
of Bahfidaka in accordance with the injunctions, he wiU have 
health, wealth, food grains etc. in all his births. 

147. If anyone bathes in Bahiidaka on the seventh day in 
the month of Magha and offers rice balls to the Manes, they will 
attain everlasting satisfaction. 

148. If anyone remains pure and performs a sacrifice on the 
banks of Bahfidaka, it will have the benefit of a hundred sacri
fices. There is no doubt about it. 

149. He who abandons his life on the banks of Bahiidaka, 
rejoices in the world of the Sun. He shall be born as a son of 
virtuous people. 

I SO. If anyone practises Japa on the banks of Bahiidaka, it 
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is proclaimed that it yields one hundred thousand times more 
(fruits). Japa, Homa and worship are likewise (in merit). 

151. If anyone feeds one BrahmaQ.a on the banks of 
Bahiidalca with sweet food, it is as fruitful as feeding a crore of 
Brahma:oas. 

152. If a woman feeds auspicious Gaurika girls (each eight 
years of age) on the banks of Bahiidaka, U ma will welcome her 
splendidly. 

153. If anyone practises Y ogic exercises on the banks of 
Bahiidaka, he will achieve final beatitude within six months. 
There is no doubt about this. 

154. If anything is given on the banks of Bahiidaka with the 
dead ones in view, it shall reach them and yield everlasting 
benefits. 

155. HoJy bath, charitable gifts, Japa, Homa, study of the 
Vedas, libations to the Manes-all these performed on the banks 
of Bahudaka shall yield very great results. 

156. 0 Nandabhadra, this benefit spoken by Vyasa with 
regard to Bahiidaka Kul)~a should be retained in your mind, 0 
highly intelligent one. 

157. After saying this he became silent. After taking his 
bath in the Ku1,19a, the pure one resorted to a rocky slab on the 
banks and began to repeat the Mantras. 

Sri Niirada said: 

158. Thereafter, at the end of seven days, the boy cast off 
his life. He was cremated by Nandabhadra and the Brahmaoas 
in the manner indicated (by the boy). 

159. He installed the Lord well-known as Biladitya at the 
place where the boy cast off his vital airs eagerly engaged in the 
repetition of the Mantras. 

160. If anyone takes his bath in Bahiidalca and worships 
Biliditya, Lord Bhiskara will be pleased with him. He will 
obtain the means of liberation. 

161-162. Nandabhadra begot other sons of another wife 
exactly like him. The intelligent one engaged in meditation on 
Siva and Sllrya (Sun), entered Rudra's body, from where it is 
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very unlikely that people would return, 0 son of Prtha. Such is 
the great Kut;.1~a known as Bahiidaka. • 

163. Vallinatha will release a part of himself on its bank. 
He will be a Yogin, an incarnation of Dattatreya. 

164-168. By worshipping that Lord, one shall attain Yogic 
powers. He wHl have prosperity in cattles. This Lord is a refuge 
unto cows. 

0 descendant of Bharata, King Pururavas, the son of Budha, 
installed a shrine to the west, dedicated to the Sun-god. This 
Sun-god is on a par with Bhattad itya. He bestows all desired 
things. His holy spot is on a par with Bahiidaka, 0 descendant 
of Bharata. 

The greatness of this holy spot should be whispered into the 
ears of a son or a disciple, but not to an atheist at any cost. 

If anyone listens to this with faith, Bhaskara will be pleased 
with him. If this is held in the heart he is liberated from the 
ocean of worldly existence. 

CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN 

Installation of Goddesses at Bahudaka Tlrtha 

Narada said: 

I. 0 Jaya (Arjuna), listen how Devis have been installed 
by me after (due) propitiation, for the defence of this holy spot. 

2. Just as the Atman, Supreme Lord, pervades al1 living 
beings, so also the eternal Prakrti, Supreme Goddess, permeates 
( everything). 

3-5. One attains vigour and all excellences by the grace of 
the goddess Sakti. 0 son of Prtha, she is stationed in all living 
beings as Budd.hi (intellect), Hrl (modesty), Pu1/i (nourishment), 
Lajja (shyness), Tu1/i (satisfaction), Santi (peace), K1ama (for
giveness), Sprhii (desire), Sraddhii (faith) and Cetana (conscious
ness). Sakti originates from Utsaha (zeal), Mantra (counsel) and 
Prabhu (the Lord). 
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This alone is always the cause of bondage and salvation. 
Indra and others attained magnificence and prosperity by pro
pitiating her. 

6-8. The base and the lowly who do not honour Sakti and 
who slight her, meet with downfall even if they be leading Yogins. 
It is clear. They fall Hke those (Yogins) belonging to Kasi. 

Formerly there were some leading masters of Yoga (Siddha
yogin.v) at Varal}.asi. By slighting and insulting Sakti they met 
with a steep downfall. 

Hence Sakti should always be worshipped by an embodied 
soul. On being delighted, she grants all desires. On being angry, 
she ann ihilatcs in a moment. 

9. That Supreme Prakrti exists in many different forms. 
Among them some great goddesses have been installed here. 
Listen to them. 

10-11. Four great Saktis arc established in the four quarters 
(ofthis Tirtha). Siddharilbika was installed by Guha in the 
East. It is proclaimed that shi.! was created from the primordial 
Prakrti at the beginning (of the creation) of the universe. Since 
she was propitiated by Siddhas, she is (known as) Siddharit
bika. 

12-15. Tara was instalJed by me in the South, for the sake 
of the redemption of the Devas, as she has resorted to Kurma 
(VifQU, the Tortoise). Permeated by her, Kurma, the sire of the 
universe, lifted up the Vedas. With his body possessed by her, 
Budha1 wiU ki1l the Bauddhas (Buddhists) in crores, the sinners 
who destroyed the Vedic path. She is the daughter of the 
Mountain. She has been brought by me after due propitiation. 

She is surrounded by crores of very fierce goddesses. With 
due deference to me, she has resorted to the southern quarter 
and stationed herself. 

16-18. In the West is installed the splendid goddess Bhaskara 
permeated by whom the discs of all the stars, the chief of whom 
is Bhaskara (the Sun), shine. They come and go quickly. This 
refulgent Sakti is of great power, 0 scion of the family of Kuru. 
She has been brought by me from Katiha1 after due propitiation 

1. Vide supra 40.255-259. As noted there this King is untraced in 
history. 

2. Ka/iiha is the (uppermost) protective crust of theuniverse (Brahmii')la). 
This goddess was posted for the protection of Brahma,µ/a. 
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and stationed here. She is always surrounded by crores and 
crores (of goddesse5). She protects the western quarter. 

19.21. In the northern quarter is installed tke goddess 
Yoganandini. She has come out from the body of the greatest 
Prakrti formerly. 

The four Sanas (Sanaka, Sanandana etc.) attained (perfection 
in) Yoga on being viewed through the pure vision of that Sakti 
(i.e: by the grace of that goddess). That goddess Yogisvari was 
weU propitiated by Sanaka and others. She has been brought 
here after due propitiation from the AJclaka/iiha (semispheroidal 
pan of the Cosmic Egg). She is surrounded by Yoginis and is 
established in the northern quarter. 

22. Thus these four great Saktis arc stationed perpetually. 
On being worshipped, they always bestow desired things; if 
angry they are capable of destruction. 

23-26. Thereafter, nine Durgas have been brought by me. 
Listen to them. The greatest goddess is Tripura by name. It was 
on being possessed by her that ~va, the Lord of the universe, 
reduced the Tripuras (•three cities') to ash. Thereafter Lord 
Hara proclaimed her (by the designation) Tripura. He himself 
eulogized her. Hence she is worthy of being worshipped by all the 
worlds. 

After due propitiation, she was brought by me from the 
Amaresvara mountain. She is the bestower of desired things unto 
her devotees. She is near Bhattiditya. 

27-33. Another great Sakti is the eternal Kola.mba. Kesava 
in the form of a Boar ('Kola') was entered into by her and he 
lifted up the Earth. Hence she was calJed Kolamba by Vi,J)u 
and then eulogized and adored. 0 son of Prtha, that goddess 
was pleased by me by the Yoga of devotion. She who was on 
the mountain V araha Girl was brought by me. She said to me: 
0 There must be a KQpa ('well') presided over by .RudriJ)i in the 
place where I stay, due to the kindness towards the suppliants. 
Without that weJI, I do not find any pleasure anywhere. Hence, 
0 BnihmQa, dig an excellent well yourself here.'' 

On being told thus by the goddess, I dug the well by means 
of the root of a Darbha grass. Rudri1.1,i herself shone therein. 
Thereafter, I took my holy bath there, repeated the Mantras and 
propitiated the Devas. Thereafter, goddess Kolarilba, goddess 
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of the universe, was adored. The delighted goddess thereupon 
spoke to me when I bowed down: 

34-36. ''I will always stay here. I have been delighted by 
you. I will destroy the evil of those men who take their holy 
bath in the well here, particularly on the eighth day in the 
month of Magha, and worship me. · 

Near Meru there is a well of RudraJ).i. It consists of a11 holy 
Tirthas. It is stationed in a park where (flowers and vegitation) 
of all the seasons are (ever) present. This is that well itself. 

37. 0 Narada, the holy bath in this well is superior to that 
in Prayaga, Ganga and Gaya in particular. It has been pro
claimed so by me. 

38-39. Therefore, at your instance, 0 ascetic. I have settled 
here accompanied by Guha. With (perpetual) alertness, I will 
protect this sacred lake. Jf the people worship me after wor
shipping Kumaresa along with sixty crores of the goddesses etc. 
I will be the bestower of desired objects on them." 

Naradti said: 

40. On being told thus then by the delighted goddess, 0 
son of Prtha, I became rejoiced and replied thus to Kolamba, 
the mother of the universe: 

41. "Here, 0 goddess, you are the mother and cause of 
this well-protected holy spot. They who do not worship you, 
will have their pilgrimage rendered futile. 

42. This holy sacred lake will become well-known by your 
name. You will be the goddess of this lake; you will be the 
goddess of this Tirtha also." 

43. Thus, after performing a penance of long duration, this 
splendid great Durga has been installed by me. Hence she is 
worthy of being always worshipped by wise and learned men. 

44-46. ln the same direction (i.e. east), a third (Durga.) has 
also been installed by me. The power of this Kapalesi has been 
formerly recounted by Guha. 

Blessed are those excellent men who visit her always. After 
worshipping Kapilesvara, it is this Vihalakti who (should be 
worshipped). 

Thus these three Durgis are instaJled and stationed in the 
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eastern quarter. I shall 1nention the highly excellent three 
Durgas in the west. 

47. The goddess who protects the whole of tile Cosmic 
Egg, the goddess Suvaroak~i has been propitiated and installed 
in this Tirtha. 

48. If people bow down and worship this goddess with 
devotion, it is the same as though she has been worshipped along 
with thirty-three crores of goddesses. 

49. Another great Durga stationed there (named) Carcita 
had been brought here with great devotion from the bottom of 
Rasatala by me. 

50. This goddess is worshipped and meditated upon by 
many Devas and Daityas who wish to gain valour. She granted 
them heroism. 

51. This great Durga herself, later in Kali Yuga, will 
liberate valorously Sudraka, the excellent hero who will be 
bound by thieves. 

52. Thereafter, by propitiating her he will attain the leader
ship of heroes. He will attack the enemies, the chief of whom will 
be Kalasena, and kill them. 

53. Hence she has to be propitiated always by men who 
desire to perform heroic deeds. Carcita who is a great Durga is 
stationed in the western quarter. 

54. Similarly the third (Durga) (named) Trailokyavijaya is 
also stationed in this quarter. It was by propitiating her that 
Rohil)ipati (the Moon-god) attained victory in all the three 
worlds. She has been brought by me from the world of the 
Moon. On being worshipped she always bestows victory. 

55. Thus these are (stationed) in the western quarter. 
Listen (to the goddesses) in the northern quarter. In the northern 
quarter are stationed three goddesses, the chief among whom is 
Ekavira. 

56. The goddess named Ekavira is directly worshipped by 
Siva. Being permeated by her, this Bhiitarat ('King of goblins', 
i.e. Siva) destroys the entire universe. 

57. By means of the prowess of Ekavira he reduced the 
worlds to ash. When eleven Yugas become complete, he be
comes distinguished by the ash (of the universe). 
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58. Ekaviri is of this nature. She is the eternal Sakti. On 
being worshipped and propitiated she bestows everything desired 
by men. 

59. She has been brought by me, 0 descendant of Bharata, 
from the world of Brahma to this place after due propitiation. 
They know that even the very utterance of her name is destructive 
of wicked people. 

60. The second goddess Durga of great strength is Hara
siddhi by name. 0 son of Pa.1;;u;lu, she was brought here by me 
from Sikottara after due propitiation. 

61-65. While staying at Sikottara, when Rudra was being 
solicited by Parvati, the J?akinl Mantra was told (communicated) 
to the goddess by merciful Siva. The chaste daughter of the 
Mountain became deluded as a result of the power of the 
Mantra. She attacked Bhava (Siva), ate his flesh and drank his 
blood. Thereupon, Harasiddhi, th~ great Durga, the dispellcr 
of anguish, came out from the body of Rudra. She was a great 
expert in Mantras. That goddess with a thousand arms attacked 
and assailed (Girija). She liberated Girisa and scolded and 
reviled her (?Girija). Thenceforth, she is glorified in the world 
as Harasiddhi. Surrounded by sixty crores of goddesses she is 
worshipped by Suras. 

66. By propitiating this goddess who destroys all defects, 
Sugriva and others became exceedingly powerful and capable of 
annihilating groups of Qakinis. 

67. Hence one shall worship her mentally, verbally and 
physically. J?akini and others will not approach (attack) (the1n). 

68-70. After Harasiddhi Ca1:u;lika, the ninth Durgi, 1 the 

1. The following is the list of nine Durgas: 
t. Tripura 
2. Kolarltbl 
3. Kapaldi 
4. Suvaroakfi 
s. CarcitA 
6. Trailokya-viiayi 
7. Ekaviri 
8. Harasiddhi 
9. Caoc;liki 
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third one (in the northern quarter) is stationed in the north
east corner. Even the Lord of Speech cannot adequately describe 
~~ . 

It was she who formerly came out of the body of Pirvati, 
killed Ca])9a and MuJ)4a, the great Asuras, and ate them 
furiously. 

There were a hundred Aktauhiois ( of Asuras) and the Asuras 
CaJ)~a and MuJ)4a, still a 1nouthful of the goddess was not 
complete. Imagine how terribly powerful she can be. 

71. It was she herself who became thirsty and drank the 
blood of (the followers of) Andhaka. Thereafter, Lord Bhava 
killed Andhaka. 

72-73. She drank the blood of the demons Raktab.ijas. 
After Camu~44, had drunk the blood of thousand millions and 
crores of Daityas of sinful activities, she placed Raktaja at the 
disposal of the goddess. 

0 descendant of Bharata, she becomes contented by the 
salutations of devotees. 

74. A holy Kuo~a of this goddess was got ready by me. It 
is splendid and auspicious. One will attain the benefit of all the 
Tlrthas merely by touching this. 

75. Different kinds of Siddhis such as Harasiddhi, Devasiddhi 
and Dharmasiddhi, are obtained in this Tlrtha by persons engag .. 
ed (in the worship of Ca~9ika). 

76. If a person worships the goddess, whether with a little 
quantity of materials or with a large quantity, Katyiyani sur .. 
rounded by hundred of crores (of followers) bestows prosperity 
on him. 

77. Thus these nine great Durgis are stationed in this Ttrtha 
here. The four Digdevrs (Goddesses of the Quarters) should 
always be worshipped by persons desirous of auspiciousness. 

78-80. During the Navaritra (festival of nine days) of the 
month of A.,vina in particular, a devotee shall observe fast or 
take food once a day1 and worship these goddesses by means of 

1. "eat (articles of) a single type of arain." 
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oblations, offerings of sweet cakes etc., libations, incenses and 
scents. These (goddesses) protect him in the streets and the 
cross-roads where three or four roads meet together. Ghosts, 
spirits, vampires etc. will not afflict him. Adversities and calami
ties flee from him and the Yoginis please him. 

81. One who seeks sons will get sons; one who seeks wealth 
will get wealth; one who is distressed due to sickness will be rid 
of it; and one who is in bondage will be liberated therefrom. 

82-83. Whether a man or a woman, whoever acts devoutly 
and faithfully, shall attain all desired objects, whatever he or she 
thinks in his or her mind. 

These goddesses are wish-yielding cows; they arc on a par 
with the philosopher's stone; they are like wish-yielding Kalpa 
creepers unto devotees. There is no substitute1 for them. 

84. Similarly there is Bhiitamiitii (' Mother of ghosts') to the 
south of Harasiddhi. Her greatness is unparalleled. l shall 
recount it to you succinctly. 

85. Formerly, it is said that, the learned Guha was crowned 
as the overlord of goblins, ghosts and van1pires on the banks of 
the river Sara.svati. 

86. Lord Guba mercifully assigned the diet as fo1Jows unto 
them and kept all those ghosts within bounds (of decency): 

87. "Whatever is offered unto the fire without Mantras, 
whatever is perfor1ned without Vedic sanction, whatever is done 
with anger without faith sha11 be for your consumption." 

88-89. Thereupon all those beings became delighted by con
suming these. But after a lapse of some titne, those ghosts and 
other beings began to attack Devas and swallow everything holy 
or unholy, offered faithfully or otherwise (indiscriminately). 
Thereupon those Devas, distressed with hunger, reported this to 
Guba. 

90-91. On hearing it, Guba became furious like Kala (i.e. 
god of death). As he became angry, a certain twelve~eyed female, 
too dazzling to be seen properly like a blazing cluster of fires, 
came out from the middle of his eyebrows. She bowed down to 
him and said, "0 Lord, I am your Sakti. Quickly direct me on 
to a task of yours. What desire of yours should I carry out?" 

1. •doubt' Venk. Edt. 
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Skanda said: 
92-93a. Transgressing my behest, everything offered by 

human beings is being consumed by these base, sip.fut groups of 
ghosts. as they please. Hence bring them round quickly within 
the bounds (of decency). 0 splendid one, hundred crores of these 
goddesses will follow you. 

93b-9S. Saying "So be it," the Sakti of Guba rode on a 
peacock and came to Saro}avana (Lotus-park) surrounded by the 
Devis. There she saw the groups of ghosts. 

96-98. After approaching them, the goddess struck the1n 
with different kinds of weapons. On being struck and hit in the 
course of the great battle, the spirits, the vampires and others 
began to propitiate that goddess in a piteous manner, in different 
guises. Some of them began to dance in the guise of BrahmaJ}.as 
uttering the words of ascetics. They repeatedly said "0 goddess, 
0 lotus-eyed one, be pleased." Then the delighted goddess spoke 
to them, ••Let anything be chosen as you please." 

99-100. They said to her, "Save us, 0 goddess, be the mother 
of the Bhutas (ghosts). We will never transgress the bounds laid 
down by Skanda. Alway grant boon to those who propitiate 
you thus." 

Srtdevi said: 

101. Hpeople propitiate me thus on the New-Moon day in the 
month of Vaisakha by means of ornaments of good luck, flowers, 
rice mixed with curd and adorations (articles ofworship) alJ their 
adversities will completely vanish. 

102-104. After granting this boon, the goddess surrounded by 
the ghosts began to rejoice. It was the goddess of such power that 
was brought here by me, 0 descendant of Bharata. One who 
bows down to her becomes Ii berated from all adversities. 

The goddesses of such prowess here in this excellent holy 
spot, have been succinctly glorified by me. 0 Arjuna, they are 
fourteen in number and they are worshipped by leading men in 
fourteen excellent places. 
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CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT 

The Description of Somaniitha1 

Niirada said: 

453 

I. Henceforth, I shalJ relate comprehensively and clearly 
the greatness of Somanatha. He who listens to what I recount, 
shall be rid of sins. 

2. Formerly, in Tretii Yuga, there were two exceedingly 
briJliant BrahmaJ;>.as (named) Orjayanta and Praleya, hailing 
from CaucJa Desa,2 0 son of Prtha. 

3 .. 5. Once they came across a meaningful stanza in a 
Pural)a. On seeing it, those two who were conversant with all 
schools of philosophy and scriptural texts, were thrilled. ''The 
Lotus-born (Lord) recounted the Tirthas beginning with Prabhasa 
to Pulastya. What pilgrimage they have resorted to (i.e. their 
undertaking the pilgrimage is fruitless) if they have not taken 
their holy bath in Prabhasa !"3 

On reading this verse (they repeated it frequently), those two 
excellent Brahma1.1as started immediately to take their bath in 
Prabhasa. 

6. After crossing and passing through rivers and forests 
gradually (in due order) they crossed the auspicious river 
Narmada crowded with multitudes of great sages. 

7. They (heard of) the greatness of the Guptak~etra (the 
secret shrine) at Mahi-Sagara--Sangama. After taking their bath 
there, they started for Prabhasa through that (region). 

8. As the path was desolate' they were exceedingly afflicted 
with hunger and thirst. Those two Brahmao.as became uncons
cious near Siddhaliilga. 

1. This chapter describes the glory of the two Lirigas called SomanAtha 
near Siddhesvara at the Guptak~tra and also of the Linga HAfakesvara 
there. 

2. Coladesa-The region ofCoromandal coast south of Pennar. 
3. PrabhAsa-Somanitha near VerawaJ in Saurasbtra. lt is a famous 

Jyotir-/ii,ga and the scene of the fratricidal clash of Yidavas and that of the 
death of Knoa and Balarlma. 

4. They seemed to have travelled through what is caJled 'the Desert of 
cambay'. 
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9-10. They boldly started after bowing down to Siddha
natha. They were scorched by the midday sun. 'Jltey were tor
mented with excessive hunger and thirst. Their legs became 
stiff like pillars. Suddenly they fell senseless on the ground. 
After a short while, Praleya spoke to Orjayanta. 

11-14. He spoke with confidence and courage: "Dear friend, 
was this not heard by you? As a person becomes pale (and weak) 
in limbs due to pilgrimage, so Hara, the Lord of Soma, becomes 
more distressed (and welJ-disposed) on account of charitable 
gifts (in the form of physical suffering by pilgrims)." 

When this was said and heard, they began to limp. Praleya 
walked a short while lamely. Suddenly a Linga very difficult 
to be seen (due to its bri1liance) split the ground and came up. 
An ethereal voice rose with a shower of flowers preceding the 
same, "0 Praleya, it is for your sake that this Liilga has come up 
on the seashore. It yields the same benefit as Somanatha. 0 
(Brahmaoa) of holy rites, stay here." 

Prii.leya said: 

15-16a. If it be like this, if this be true, I have resolved in 
my mind that before death l must go to Prabhasa. This is 
definite. 

16b-19a. Thereupon, Orjayanta too regaining consciousness 
came a-limping and saw the Linga that had emerged. He too 
took up the same stand. 

Thereafter Bhava who manifested himself, made their bodies 
strong and sturdy by means of his sight. Thereafter, they went 
to Prabhasa and to the abode of Siva. Thus there happened to be 
two Somanathas near Siddhesvara. Orjayanta in the west and 
the other one Praleyesvara. 

19b-21. H anyone takes his holy bath slowly in the waters 
of SomakuQ,9a and in the waters of the ocean and Mahi and then 
visits both the Somamithas, he is rid of the sins of the entire 
Jife. 

Brahma installed here in Mahinagaraka, a Lingo named 
Hatakesvara far more beautiful titan (the deity in) Pita.la. With 
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great purity (in mind and body), he eulogized the Lord. Listen to 
it, 0 son of Pii:t9u. 

(Prayer) Hymn to Ha/akelvara 

22-25. Obeisance to you, 0 Lord Rudra, 0 Bhaskara 
(Refulgent one), to the (Lord) of unmeasured refulgence. Salute 
to Bhava, to Rudra, to Rasa (Juice, Essence), to you identical 
with water, to Sarva in the form of the Earth. Obeisance to the 
Lord perpetually full of scents ;1 to Isa. Repeated obeisance to 
you, Vayu of good touch. Hail to the Lord of Pasus (individual 
souls), to Pavaka (fire, thesanctifying one)of extreme splendour; 
to the terrible one; to the Lord in the form of Vyoman (firmament). 
Obeisance to you, solely of the form of sound. Bow to you, the 
great Lord, to Soma; obeisance to you, the immortal deathless 
one; to U gra (fierce one); to the worshipping one; obeisance to 
you, the Karmayogin. 

26-29. Thus the hymn was uttered in the form of the divine 
names. A man who, with purity~ recites or Jistens to this prayer 
composed by Brahma unto Hi~kesvara Liliga daily attains 
merger with Afta,miirti (i.e. Siva). There is no doubt about it. 

He who remembers with purity the Linga of Hatakesvara 
shall be granted all boons by Brahma by whom this was installed. 

0 Jaya, thus there are many holy Tlrthas of this sort in the 
meeting place of Mahi and the ocean. They have been succinctly 
described by me. 

1. Cf 1111llllllhim pu,/ivardhanam in Rudrldhyiya. 
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CHAPTER FORTYNINE 

Dialogue between Kama/ha and the Sun-God 
(Pura!lic Embryology) • 

Arjuna said: 
l. The Tfrthas and the Lingas are very wonderful, 0 great 

sage. On hearing about them from your lotus-like mouth my 
mind is delighted very much. 

2. 0 holy Lord, describe unto me those important holy spots 
installed by you at Mahinagaraka. 

Narada said: 

3. 0 Phalguna, I shall recount to you the holy spots and 
shrines that are in the glorious Mahinagaraka. It is there that 
the holy Lord Sun-god Jayaditya abides. 

4. One who glorifies the name of Jayaditya shall be rid of 
all ai1ments. He shall obtain whatever is desired in his mind. 

5. Merely by visiting that (Lord), 0 son of Prtha, a man 
with great faith will be endowed to the full with all auspicious 
things and will be Jiberated from everything inauspicious. 

6. 0 son of Prtha, listen to the origin of that Lord. I shall 
recount it to you. By listening to it or glorifying it one shall 
attain the grace of Bhaskara. 

7. After establishing this holy place, I went to the world of 
the Sun-god some time later by chance, seeking a meeting with 
the Lord. 

8. After bowing down to him, when I took my seat, 
Bhaskara greeted me with Arghya. The Lord then (slightly) 
laughingly said to me in sweet voice: 

9. ''0 sage Nirada, 0 Brahma:Qa, whence are you coming? 
Where are you going? Where have you been roaming all this 
while?" 

Narada said: 

10. On being asked thus by Bhaskara, I spoke to him these 
words: "I was roaming in the sub-continent of Bharata. 0 Lord 
Bhaskara, I am coming from Mahinagaraka with a view to see 
you." 
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The Sun-god said: 

11. Tell me about the good qualities of those Brahmaoas 
who reside in the holy spot that has been established by you. 
What are the special characteristics of those Brahma]).as? 

Niirada said: 

12-15. On being asked thus by the Lord, I spoke these words 
again : "Oh ! If I were to praise them, I shall be blamed thus, 
'This man praises his own people.' How can I censure them 
because they do not deserve it? It is a painful job either way. 

Or, while the greatness of those noble-souled ones is vast, if 
it is described minirnisingly it will be a great defect and default 
of mine. 

If you have the desire to hear (about the good qualities) of 
those leading BrahmaQ.as honoured by me, better go there your
self. They should be seen by yourself directly. This is my opinion, 
0 Sun-god." 

16. On hearing these words of mine, Ravi became surprised 
1nuch. The Lord of the day said repeated]y, "I shall see them 
myself." 

J 7-18. After bidding farewell to me, Bhaskara assumed the 
form of a BrahmaQ.a. The Lord who blazes in the firmament went 
to the seashore by his Yogic power. 

Thereafter, an old Brahmal}.a of great splendour was seen by 
my BrahmaQ.as. He was wearing matted hair that had become 
tawny in colour on account of the holy baths thrice a day. 

19. Thereupon, those Brahmal}.as, the chief of whom was 
Harita, became excessively delighted. Their eyes beamed like 
full-blown lotuses. They rose up from their Vedic sacrificial hall 
and rushed towards that BrahmaJJ,a. 

20-23. After bowing down to the excellent Brahma))a, they 
joyfully spoke thus, "This day of ours is auspicious. This holy 
spot has become exceedingly excellent, since, 0 excellent 
Brahmai,a, you have come here of your own accord. Undoubted• 
ly, it is because of their kindness towards blessed householders 
that excellent Brahmatias come to them in the guise of guests, in 
order to sanctify them. Hence, sanctify our houses by stepping 
therein, meeting us and taking food and sitting along with us." 
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The guest said: 

24. Food is of two types, 0 Brahm8.\1,as, viz. Prakrta (per
taining to Prakrti, natural) and Parama1 (the Supreme One). 
Therefore, I wish that Parama type of meal be given unto me 
in a proper manner. 

25. On hearing this from the guest, Harita spoke to his 
eight year old son Kamajha, ''Do you understand, dear son, 
what is spoken of by this Brahma:t;1.a? 

Kama/ha said: 

26. 0 dear father, after bowing down to you, I shall tell 
what Paramo meal is like. I shall propitiate the Brahmaoa by 
offering him Parama meal. 

27. It is said that a father beco1nes free from indebtedness 
(to Pitrs) by the birth of a son. I shall make that statement true 
by propitiating the excellent guest. 

28. Meal is of two types. Their division is thus. One is 
called Prakrta and the other one is Parama. 

29-30. The first one, Priikrta, is said to be the propitiation 
of the group of the twenty-four Principles, the chief of whom 
is Prakrti. They say that it is the (common) meal of six different 
tastes (such as sweet, salt, pungent, sour, astringent and bitter) and 
of five different kinds (such as eatable, drinkable, Iickable etc.). 
When this is consumed, the K,etra characterized as the physical 
body, shall become contented. 

31-32. The other one is called Parama Bhojana. It is the 
meal unto the Parama, i.e. the soul. It is listening to the dis
course on piety and virtue of different types. That is called A.nna 
(food). The person who enjoys the food is K1etrajna (the indivi
dual soul). The ears (do the work of) the mouth (in this case). 

33. That I shall give to this excellent Brihma0,a. "0 
Brahmaoa, ask (me) what you wish. I shall propitiate you in 
accordance with my ability, in the midst of the assembly of these 
Brahmao.as." 

1. This classification of food is explained vv 28-32. 
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Narada said: 

34-35. On hearing these weighty words of Kamatha, that 
guest mentally praised him and put this question: ''How is the 
living being, the creature, born? How does it die? After being 
reduced to ash where does it go?" 

Kama/ha said: 

36. After bowing down to the preceptor at the outset and to 
Dharma thereafter, 0 Brahma1,.1.a, I shall reply your question 
sung about in the Chandas (Vedas). 

37-39. It is reported that three types of Karmas are the 
cause of the birth of a creature, viz. merit, demerit and a mixture 
of the two. They (Karmas) are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas (types). 
The creature of Sattva nature passes on to heaven. After some 
time he falls down from heaven but shall be wealthy, virtuous 
and happy. 

The creature of Tamas nature falls into helJ. After undergoing 
many tortures, he becomes an immobile being. 

40. After meeting with and getting into touch with great 
men, after enjoying in their company, after sharing seats with 
then1 in the course of a Jong time, he undergoes great many 
transmigrations and ultitnately becomes a human being. 

41. While a 1nan, he will undergo miseries of poverty etc. 
or he will be deficient in limbs or sense-organs. This is manifest]y 
clear to all the people as the characteristic sign of sin. 

42-43. A creature of mixed Karma becomes an animal. 
Undergoing transmigrations and due to the contact with great 
men, he shall become a man. He who has greater merit and Jess 
demerit, becomes miserable in the (first earlier) part of life and 
afterwards becomes endowed with happiness. 

44. He who has greater sins and less merits becomes 
happy in the earlier part of life and miserab]e later. This is the 
characteristic feature of the mixed Karma. 

45-47. Listen to the birth of a huinan being.I When the 
male semen virile and the female blood come into contact, the 
soul that is free from all defects, transmigrates (therein) clearly. 

1. A crude PurAr;iic Embryology is given in vv 4S-61. 
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Equipped and endowed with the GUl)as, the mind, the intellect, 
auspiciousness and inauspiciousness, the soul enters the womb 
and remains as an embryo. It being stupefied remains in that 
state of embryo for a month. 

48. In the second month it becomes solidified. Different 
Umbs are developed in the third month. 

49. Bones are formed in the fourth month (the Fetus stage). 
The growth of skin is in the fifth month and hair grows in the 
sixth month. 

50. The fetus is endowed with the f acuity of understanding 
in the seventh month. In the seventh month itself it takes in the 
food and drink of its mother. 

51-52. It undergoes great anguish in the eighth and ninth 
months with the fingers covering its face and the Jarayu (outer 
skin of the embryo) enveloping its limbs. If the child is a eunuch, 
it lies in the middle; if it is a female, it lies on the left side; and 
if it is a male, it lies on the right side. It lies in the middle of the 
back facing the (gastric) fire. 

53. Undoubtedly it knows the species in which it is to be 
born. It remembers the details of many (previous) births. 

54. It is not able to see anything in the blinding darkness. 
It may become fascinated by smell. It feels chillness when cold 
water is drunk by the mother. It is conscious of heat when hot 
water is drunk by her. 

55-56. It undergoes great distress when the mother takes 
exercise (moves about etc.) and acute pain on account of her 
sickness. Other ailments too occur unobserved by the mother or 
father. Those ailments cause acute pain and distress to the child 
(in the womb) due to the tenderness (of the body). It finds even 
a short period as long as a hundred years. 

57. It undergoes great torture within the womb on account 
of the previous Karmas. Every now and then it indulges in 
wishful thinking about (perfonning) merits and good actions (in 
future). 

58. (It thinks thus) •If I were to take birth and live among 
human beings, I will do all those things whereby I will certainly 
get salvation.' 
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59-61. After the S1manton11aya11e1. ceremony, 1 the fetus 
begins to think thus. It undergoes great pain and distress and 
these two months pass on as though they were three Yugas. 
When the period of gestation is complete, pressed and moved by 
the wind of delivery, the creature remains with its face turned 
downwards. It experiences great pain. The child with its face 
down comes out through the vaginal passage with great diffi
culty. It feels as though its skin is being cut and pared. 

62. For the period of a month (after birth) the child just 
feels the touch of the hands (of others) as though it is being 
sawn with a saw. It remains so deluded. 

63. Corning under the control of the previous Karmas, it 
loses the experience that it had while in the womb. Thereafter, 
it begins to do all sorts of actions white, red and black (i.e. of 
the nature of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas). 

64-69. The physical body is like an abode 2 unto the man. 
The bones and the skeleton act like the sloping beam or timber 
in the roof. The sinews and the nerves are the tying cords. 
Blood and flesh are the plaster of clay for smearing. Faeces and 
urine are held in this vessel. It is weJI-fitted with seven walls 
(the seven Dhiitus or constituents of the body). It is covered with 
hair as though with grass. The mouth is the single main door. 
It is decorated with eight windows (the eight pores). The two 
lips are the panels of the door; the teeth act as the bolts with 
which they are closed and sealed. The vessel of sweat is the 
drain. Phlegm and bile flow in it. It is overwhelmed with old 
age and sorrow. It is stationed in the fire of the jaws of death. 
It is destroyed by attachment, hatred etc. ft is born with six 
sheaths. It is thus, 0 Brahmaoa. that this house of a body is 
produced. The individual soul is the householder who dwells 
here. InteHect is his wife. He achieves salvation, heaven and 
hell. 

l. One of the purificatory cere.nonies observed by women in the 4th. 6th 
or 8th month of their pregnancy; it appears to be of the 8th month here. 

2. The author seems to like the analoSY between the body and a house. 
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CHAPTER FIFTY 

Human Body-A Miniature Cosmos: Departure 
of the Soul to the Next World 

The guest said: 
I. 0 boy Kamatha of no immature intellect, the exact thing 

is mentioned by you. I wish to hear about the characteristics of 
the body. Describe the same. 

Kama/ha said: 

2. Understand that the physicaJ body is like the Cosmic 
Egg. Listen how it is so. The soJe of the feet is Patala. The 
forepart of the foot is Rasatala. 

3. The pair of ankles is (i.e. corresponds to) Talatala; the 
caJves, Mahatala; the knees, Sutala; the thighs, VitaJa. The hip 
is Atala. 

4. They call the navel (the surface of) the earth; the belly 
Bhuvarloka; the region of the chest the heavenly world; the 
neck the Maharloka; and the face Janaloka. 

5-6. They caU the eyes Tapas Loka and the region of the 
head, SatyaJoka. Just as there are seven continents situated on 
the earth, so also there are seven Dhatus (i.e. essential ingredients 
of the body). Understand them from me by their names. Skin, 
blood, flesh, suet, bones, marrow and semen virile-these are the 
Dhiitus. 

7-8. There are three hundred and sixty bones ;1 three million 
fifty-six thousand nine tubular vessels. They take liquid 
secretions of the body (to the different parts) like the rivers on 
the earth carrying water. 

9. The body is covered by three and a haJf crores of hair, 
gross and fine. They are said to be visible and invisible. 

10. Six limbs are important. Listen as they are being men
tioned by me, viz. two arms, two thighs, the head and the 
stomach. 

11. The intestines arc three and their length is three and a 
half Vyamas (i.e. the distance between the middle fingers when 

I. VV 7-16 give crude ideas about human anatomy. 
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both the hands are extended). Brahmauas conversant with the 
Vedas say that they are three Vylbnas in length in the case of 
women. 

I 2. The lotus in the heart is glorified as having the stalk 
above and face downwards. To the left of the lotus of the heart 
is the spleen and to the right is the liver. 

13-14. 0 Brahma:r.ia, the cavities of marrow, suet, fat, urine, 
bile, phlegm, faeces and the last one the blood are said to be two 
Aiijalis (cavity formed when the open hands are joined together). 
Functioning therefrom they sustain the body. 

15. There are seven needle-like vessels of which five are in 
the head, 0 Brahmat;1.a. One is in the penis and one is in the 
tongue. 

16. All the tubular vessels issue from the navel-lotus. The 
most important among them are Su~umnii, Irlii and Pingala. 

17. Coming to the door of the nostrils, they contribute to 
the growth of the body(?) Vayu, Agni and Candramas (the 
Moon-god) arc stationed in the body, each of them being of five 
types. 

18. Praf)a, Apana, Samiina, Udana and Vylina are said to be 
the five types of Viiyu. 1 They say that their functions (are as 
follows). 

19. The function of Prii,:,a is proclaimed as follows: Inhala
tion, exhalation and the ingression of food and drink. It is situa
ted from the neck (throat) to the head. 

20. The discharge of faeces, urine and semen virile as well 
as the delivery of the child in the womb is said to be the function 
of Apana. Its situation is above the anus. 

21. Samiina handles food and disseminates it. It moves 
about unchecked through the hips and buttocks. 2 It enables 
tasting. 

22. Udana makes the organs of speech function. Eructation, 
vomiting and the main endeavour in all physical activities
these too are the functions of Udana. Its situation is the portion 
up to the throat. 

1. VV 18-23 enumerate the functions of vital airs. 
2. The reading is probably Sarvaarotaavavdrita, •unchecked in all the 

vessels'? 
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23. Vyiina is stationed in the heart. It n1oves continuously 
throughout the body. It causes the increase of the essential 
ingredients of the body. It causes the production of sweat and 
saliva and the opening and closing of the eyes. • 

24. The Pii.vaka (fire) is stationed in the body in the follow
ing five forms: 1 Pii.caka, Raiijaka, Siidhaka, Alocaka and 
Bhrajaka. 

25. Piicaka is always present in the chamber of digestion. 
It digests food. Ranjaka, stationed in the Amaiaya (i.e. the 
receptacle of undigested food), prepares the juice and converts it 
into blood. 

26. Siidhaka, stationed in the heart, instills enthusiasm in the 
intelJect etc. Alocaka is stationed in the eye. It gives the person 
the ability to see forms and colours. 

27-28. Bhriijaka is stationed in the skin. On being purified, 
it makes the body glisten. 

It is said that Soma is stationed in the body in five forms, 2 

viz. Kledaka, Bodhaka, Tarpa(za, Sle$mO!'a and Jliarhbaka. 
Kledaka abidt:s in the abdomen permanently. It moistens 

(?liquefies) the food. 
29. Bodhoka resides in the tongue. It enables (persons) to 

cognize (the different tastes). Tarpal)ll is stationed in the head. 
It is called so because it propitiates the eyes etc. 

30. Sle~ma(la is present in all the joints. It produces phleg
matic secretion. Alarhba abides in the chest and moves through
out the body. 

31. Thus the body is sustained by Vayu, Agni and Soma. 
The vessels (carrying blood) and the empty cavity of the belly 
are born of Aka§a (ether). 

32-33. Know the following as Piirthiva ('evolved from the 
earth'): nose, hair, nails, bones, courage(?), weightiness, skin, 
flesh, heart, anus, navel, suet, liver, marrow, intestines, receptacle 
of undigested food, tubular vessels of the body, sinews and abdo
men. Brahma~as conversant with Vedas say thus. 

1. The •fire element' in the body and its varieties and their functions arc 
aiven in vv 24-28. 

2. VV 27b-30 enumerate the functions of the five varieties of Soma in the 
body. 
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34. The white area of the eyes (cornea) is so on account of 
phlegm. It is inherited from the father. The black circular area 
is so on account of gaseousness. It is inherited from the mother. 

35-36. (The eye has five areas.1) The first one is that of the 
eyelashes. The second one is that of the skin, the white area 
(cornea) is mentioned as the third and the fourth one is the 
black area (iris). The fifth one is Drnma1J,(iala (circular pupil). 
There are two other portions of the eyes, viz. Upiinga and Apanga. 

31. Upiinga is the border area of the eyes and Apiinga (the 
outer corner of the eye) is at the root of the nose. 

The scrotum and testicles are said to consist of suet, blood, 
phlegm and flesh. 

38. The tongue consists of blood and flesh in the case of all 
embodied souls. There are six bundles of nerves in the two hands, 
two lips, penis and neck. 

39. In this way, in this body of seven times seven (fortynine) 
parts abides Jrva, the twenty-fifth principle, pervading it. Its 
residence is in the head. 

40. The three ingredients, viz. skin, blood And flesh arc 
inherited from the mother and suet, marrow and bones are said 
to originate from the father. These six are called Kauiika. 

41. Thus the body is evolved out of the (five) e]e1nents. I 
shall describe to you how this body develops by means of the 
foodstuffs originating from the five elements. 

42-45. That food is eaten by embodied beil1gs in morsels 
(consisting) of lumps of food. 2 At first Viiyu that is Prib,,a 
divides into two the undigested food in the stomach. It excites by 
blowing the fire slowly. The fire, being blown thus, makes the 
water very hot. With the hot water all round it the food is cook• 
ed once again. On being cooked, it becomes separated into two, 
viz. the sedimentary excretion as well as the juicy part. 

46-48. The sedimentary excretion is discharged from the 
body in the forn1 of twelve different impurities. The twelve seats 
of impurity are two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, tongue, teeth, 
penis, anus, nails and hair-pores. 

l. It is only the front portion of the eye that is described here. The 
growth of the body from the elements ends with v 40. 

2. The ideas about the digestive system are given in vv 42-51. 
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All the tubular vessels are connected to the lotus of the heart 
on all sides. Vytina places the subtle juicy essence at the mouths 
(i.e. openings of those vessels). Then Samiina fills.those vessels 
with that juicy essence. 

49-51. Being full, they extend throughout the body. The 
juicy essence within the vessels is cooked by the fire Ralfjaka. 
Being cooked, it is converted into blood. Thereafter the foJiow
ing things are produced successively: skin, hair, tresses, flesh, 
sinews, nerves, bones, nails, marrow, purity of the sense organs 
and increase in semen virile. 

Thus the resultant products of the food taken in are pro
c)aimed of twelve types. 

52. This body which is produced thus is intended to be the 
instrument or means of merit, just as a splendid chariot is the 
means of transportation of burden (and passengers). 

53. If it is not kept in good condition by means of various 
efforts such as smearing the body with oil etc. what can it do? 
Ifit does not carry burden, what function is carried out by it? 

54. In tlie same manner, if meritorious deeds are not per
formed, what is the use of this body developed and nurtured by 
means of excellent meals? In that case it is like that of brutes. 

55-57. The following verses are worth noting in this context: 

•Good and bad results are experienced by a person in accor
dance with what he has done, the time and the place of doing, 
the age and the manner in which he has done it. 

Hence good deeds must always be performed by those who 
seek uninterrupted happiness. Otherwise enjoyment of pleasures 
is disrupted like the smaU streams (drying up) during the 
summer. 

Since many acute pains and miseries originate from sins, they 
are not to be committed. Indeed it causes distress and affliction 
to the soul.' 

58. Thus, 0 good Sir, your question has been clarified by 
me in accordance with my ability as to how a living being is 
born. Listen to the manner in which it dies.1 

J • VV 59-12. Ideas about death-the Ll,iga Sarlra and after-death 
conditions. 
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59. When the Karma that is conducive to the length of life 
becomes exhausted and the time of death arrives, the em
bodied soul, subject to the control of his own Karma, is dragged 
by the servants of Yama. 

60. The individual soul, bound by the nooses of merits and 
sins and accompanied by the five Tanmiitras, the mind, the 
intellect and Ahamkara (Ego) abandons the body. 

61. The sou.I of the doers of meritorious deeds goes out 
through the seven apertures of the head. The soul of sinners 
goes through the lower ones and that of Yogins goes through 
the Brahmarandhra (i.e. an aperture in the crown of the head)-

62. At that very same moment, he takes up another body 
called Ativiihika or Linga-sartra ('the subtle, body')· It is of the 
size of the thumb up to its joint. It is created by his own vital . 
airs. 

63. The soldiers of Yama then tie the soul stationed in that 
body and then take him along the path belonging to Yama, us
ing excessive force. 

64-65. It is like a heated frying pan or a burning iron ball or 
scorched sands or like a copper vessel. The sinner is dragged by 
the soldiers over a distance of eighty-six thousand Yo}anas from 
the earth and taken to the city of Yama. 

66-69. In some places it is very chill. It is exceedingly 
impassable. In some places there is great darkness. The dead 
one is eaten and bitten by crows, ravens and jackals with beaks 
and snouts of fiery touch, as well as by bees, flies and mosquitoes, 
serpents and scorpions. While being bitten the creature screams 
and cries but does not die. In some places it is eaten by terrible 
Rik~asas. It is dragged and thrown off. It is burned and taken 
along the path of very terrible sand. 

It passes that impassable path within ten Muhurtas. But the 
Puru1a (i.e. the dead man) thinks it to be very long as though it 
is a year. 

70. He is taken across the terrible river named Vaitara1)l in 
which putrid matter and blood flows and hair and tresses float 
about, like moss and grass. 

71-72. Thereafter, he is placed in front of Yama by his ser
vants. A sinner sees him to be exceedingly frightful and sure 
rounded by K.ila, Antaka and others. A man of meritorious 
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deeds sees him as Dharmaraja of very gentle form then. Only 
human beings go to the world of Yama and not others. 

73-74. It is after death that the creatures are allotted their 
different species of birth(?) Only men are heard (spoken of) as 
ghosts and not other creatures. A virtuous man is honoured there 
and a sinner is tied with a noose round his neck. Listen to the 
path by which a virtuous man goes. I shall describe it to you. 

75. Men who endow (for charitable purposes) trees and 
parks, go through a path abounding in fruits and flowers. Men 
who gift away umbrellas go through shade in great happiness. 

76-77. Those who give footwear go by means of vehicles. 
Those who had endowed wells, tanks etc. do not feel thirst. 
Those who give as charitable gifts vehicles, beds and seats go 
ahead by means of aerial chariots. Those who had offered 
foodstuffs, go after taking food to their satisfaction. Those who 
give lights, go through the bright (path) and those who give cows 
as religious gift, easily cross that river (Vaitaraoi). 

78. The devotees of the Sun-god, Mahadeva and Puru~otta
ma ever since their birth go along (that path) duly honoured by 
the folJowers of Yama. 

79. The man who has gifted plots of land, a cow, gold, 
metals, gingelly seeds, cotton, salt and the seven kinds of cereals 
goes in a happy manner. 

80. Citragupta reviews the case of sinners and persons of 
meritorious deeds who go there and submits the report to the 
Lord of the Dead, i.e. Yama. 

81-82. Thereafter, that man stays in the world of the depart .. 
ed souls for a year in the course of which a body of his gets 
developed. Day after day, he consumes the food etc. that is given 
by his kinsmen along with the pitcher of water and attains growth 
and improvement thereby. 

83-84. He himself gets the food etc. offered by him (to 
Brahm~as and the needy) earlier (i.e. while alive on the earth). 
There is no giver (of food etc. to him) if nothing was given by 
himself. 

If he has offered water, he is not afflicted 1nuch with hunger 
and thirst. The water offered by the kinsmen becomes a river 
and comes over to him. 
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85. If the monthly Sraddha with the sixteen Sr/Jddhas prece• 
ding it is not performed on his behalf, he is not liberated from 
the state of ghosthood. 

86. It is said that the day is reckoned in the world of depar• 
ted souls in accordance with the human reckoning. Hence food 
should be given to the ghost everyday for a year. 

87-90. The terrible followers of Yama, the groups named 
Smiisiinikas protect the sinner (suffering from) cold, wind and 
heat in the same manner as a (prisoner) is guarded in a jail by 
rough and rugged men. 

If the Preta-pi!l(las (i.e. rice balls meant for the departed) are 
not given along with the sixteen Sriiddhas, the dead man is not 
liberated from the state of ghosthood even in the course of 
Yugas. When the rite of Sapi{l{itkara1)a1 is performed duly by 
kinsmen and the year is completed, he gets a perfect and full 
body. A sinner gets a body of very hideous form and a righteous 
one a divine and excellent body. 

91-93. Thereafter, he goes to heaven or hell according to 
his Karma. The hells beginning with Raurava arc situated 
beneath PAtala. The worlds beginning with Svar and ending with 
Satya are situated above the world of heaven. Svarga is attained 
by n1erit as laid down in the Itihiisas, Puriir.,as, Vedas and Smrtis. 
Naraka (hell) is obtained by what is contrary to it. This too is in 
conformity with time, place and Karma. 

94. The Sapi!f(ilkaral)a, if it is performed before or in the 
course of a year of ghost hood is said to continue for a year 
certainly. 

95. If anyone has performed three Medhas ('sacrifices') or 
worshipped the three Suras (i.e. Brahma, Vit)}.U and Siva) or is 
killed in battle, he does not go to the world of ghosts. 

1. Sapi1;,/lkara{IQ is a rite to be performed within one year after the death 
of a person. Four Pi'(ll/as or rice-balls are prepared, one for the Preta (i.e. 
ghost of the deceased person) and three for his deceased paternal ancestors. 
The Preta-Pirµ/a (i.e. rice-ball meant for the deceased person) is divided 
into three and each third of this PirµJa is put into each of the three Piq.4as 
meant for the three generations of his paternal ancestry. On completion of 
Sapi1),(Jlkaraqa the Preta ceases to be so and becomes one with the Pltra, 
else it continues to be a ahost. For the procedure of this Sriiddha vide 
Kane's HD, Vol. IV, pp. 521 ff. 
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96. One goes to the excellent heaven by (as a result of) pure 
merit; to the blinding darkness by unmixed (i.e. utter) sin; and 
to both by mixed sin and merit. He has a body also in conformity 
with it. • 

97. Thus your three questions regarding birth, death and 
departure to the other world and stay therein have been clarified 
in the manner in which my preceptor has explained to me. What 
do you wish to hear further? I shall explain to you. 

CHAPTER FIFTYONE 

The Greatness of Jayiiditya 

The guest said: 

1-3. The f orin of the other world that has been recounted 
by you on the basis of the scriptures, is undoubtedly like that. 
But in this connection, atheists, sinners of very little intelli
gence express their doubts. In order to dispel the doubts, recount 
the fruit of Kt1rmas that is experienced here itself. If it is there, 
0 Kamatha, describe how one will be born as a result of his 
sinful deeds. What will be the evil action as a consequence 
of which he is born so? 

Kama/ha said: 

4. I shall tell everything. Be steady and listen to it. I shall 
tell as my preceptor has recounted it and as it has been retained 
in my mind.1 

5-6a. A murderer of a Brihmao.a will become a consump
tive patient. A person habitually drinking liquor shall become 
one with dark-brown teeth. A stealer of gold becomes one 
with decaying nails. A defiler of the preceptor's bed will be bad
skinned (i.e. will have skin-disease). One who associates with the 

1. VV 5.33 give the PurAoic ideas of sins leading to particul•r types of 
birth. 
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sinners mentioned above shall have all ailments. These five are 
great sinners. 

6b. One who listens to the slander of good men becomes 
deaf. 

7. A boastful sinner censuring the good one, becomes dumb. 
A person who disobeys elders and preceptors shall be an epileptic 
patient. 

8. One who insults them becomes a worm. If a man is in
different towards a noble man worthy of adoration, he will be
come evil-minded. 

9. A base man who steals the property of good men shall 
become lame for as many years as the number of steps he takes 
for that crime. 

1 O. A person who takes back a thing after gifting it away, 
becomes a chameleon. If a person does not pacify those persons 
worthy of respect who have become angry, he will suffer from 
ailments of the head. 

11. A person who carnally approaches a woman in her 
menses is reborn as a Cal)~ala. A person who steals clothes shall 
be affected with white leprosy. A person committing arson shall 
suffer from black leprosy. 

12. A thief of silver becomes a frog. A man guilty of 
perjury will suffer from ulcer in the mouth. A man who looks at 
another man's wife with lust, shall suffer from the diseases of 
eyes. 

13. A person who promises something but does not give the 
same, becomes short-lived. A base man who deprives a Brah
man.a of his means of Jivelihood, shall always suffer from indi
gestion. 

14. A person who takes a life-long vow of not taking rice 
etc. and retracts the same, shall always be a chronic patient. A 
person who, in spite of having (married) many wives (neglects 
them) and emits semen only in (i.e. enjoys) one wife shall become 
a consumptive patient. 

l 5. If a person who is engaged by his master to perform 
holy rites acts unjustly, or if he himself were to consume the 
materials got ready, that foolish fellow shall suffer from dropsy. 

16. If a strong man neglects (to protect) a weak man who 
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is being harassed, he shall become devoid of limbs. A person 
who steals food shall be starved. 

17a. A man who acts partially in administratiop of justice 
shall suffer from diseases of the tongue. 

17b-19. A person who compels another to perform a holy 
rite thereby causing separation from wife and others, and a 
person who partakes first what he has cooked(?) shall suffer front 
ailments of the throat. 

One who talces food without perfonning (daily) five Yajnas 
(Panca-mahii-yajiias) shall become a hog in a viJlage. 

One who indulges in sexual intercourse during Parvan days 
shall suffer from urinary disease. A foolish man who abandons 
his wife and becomes attached to prostitutes etc., is born as a 
bald-headed person. 

20. A person who insultingly disregards friends, relatives, 
(his) master, and close followers and keeps himself aloof from 
them, shall always be in troubles about his means of livelihood. 

21. If a person serves his parents, master or elders fraudu
lently, he will find it very difficult to acquire wealth or he will 
lose the wealth acquired. 

22. If a person robs one who has put faith and confidence 
in him, he shaU become a victim of miseries. A man who corn• 
mits base and vile acts towards a virtuous man, shall become 
dwarfish. 

23-24. A person who keeps a very feeble bullock as a vehicle, 
shall become crippled in limbs. One who kills cows shall be 
born blind. One who causes suffering to cows shall be devoid 
of cattle. One who is cruel to cows and torments them with 
blows etc., shall always find travel along the paths troublesome. 

25. He who is .dulJ in assembly is born with goitre. One 
who is always angry becomes a CaQQala. A slanderer has offensive 
breath. 

26. One who sells goats shall become a hunter. A pimp 
shall become a hired servant. An atheist becomes one with 
gingeJJy seeds for food. A man without faith will become a 
singer by profession.1 

1. It appears that the rofession of singers was looked upon contemptu
ously during that period. 
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27. One who eats forbidden food will have inflammation of 
the glands of the neck. A person who distils liquor shall become 
a widower (lit. 'one who eats his ,wife'). A man who acquires 
knowledge through injustice shall become a fool. 

28. One who steals scriptures shall become squint-eyed. He 
who hates holy legends will become evil-minded. Falling from 
the hell, he drops down into the mouth of a. worm. 

29. One who deprives deities, Brahmaoas and cows of their 
(means of) sustenance will have vomiting sensation and nausea 
whenever he takes food. He who breaks tanks and parks will 
have maimed hands. 

30. A man who adopts fraudulent means in the course of 
a trial shall be exploited or harassed by his servants. A man who 
is devoted to other men's wives shall always suffer from male 
diseases. 

31. A quack or a bad physician shall become a rheumatic 
patient. One who defiles the bed of the preceptor shall become 
evil-skinned (i.e. having skin disease). 

He who indulges in sexual intercourse with a she.ass shall 
become a diabetic patient. One who has sexual intercourse with 
a woman of his own Gotra will be issueless. 

32. He who carnally approaches his sister, mother or 
daughter-in-law shall become seedless (i.e. impotent). One who 
is ungrateful shall be unsuccessful in all enterprises. 

33. Thus a general idea of the characteristics of sinners has 
been given. Even Citragupta will be bewildered in describing 
(them) completely. 

34. These sinners, after falling off from bell und~rgo births 
and deaths in thousands of species. Those are born with these 
characteristics (as mentioned above). 

35. Those who disregard Dharma as well as those who are 
overpowered by vices or calamities should inferentially be known 
as persons whose sins have not been exhausted. 

36. Those whose sins have come to an end, those who have 
come back from heaven shall be rid of all vices. They wilJ resort 
solely to virtue. 

37-39. The following verses are noteworthy in this regard: 
'Excellent happiness results from virtue; sorrow and misery 
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originate from vice. Hence one should perform virtuous deeds 
for the sake of happiness and should avoid sin and vice. 

Since it is declared that happiness in both the worl9s is attain
ed only through virtue, one should solely perform virtuous deeds 
for the achievement of everything. 

A man should live even for a Muhurta with (performing) 
auspicious deeds but not live even for a Ka/pa performing acts 
which are adverse to both the worlds.' 

40. Thus, 0 Brahmaoa, what has been asked by you has 
been said by me. Whether it is ill-said or well--said it should be 
forgiven. What else shall I say? 

Niirada said: 

41. On hearing this statement of Kamatha who was only 
eight years old, Lord Bhaskara (the Sun-god) became delighted 
and extremely surprised. 

42-45. He praised those Brahmaoas, the chief of whom was 
Harita: "Oh, the earth itself is blessed on account of the excellent 
Brahmaoas of this sort! God Brahma is blessed since the bounds 
of decency laid down by him are being maintained by these great 
Brahmaoas. The Vedas too are blessed now. What (How great) 
must be the intellect of Hirita and others among whom even this 
boy's intellect is so clear as this? Undoubtedly there is nothing 
in the three worlds not known to these. These are far superior to 
what Narada had sai<l." 

46-51. After praising those Brihma~as thus, the delighted 
Sun .. god spoke: "I am the Sun-god, 0 leading Brahmaoas. It is 
for the purpose of seeing you all that I have come from the solar 
world. The fruit of having eyes ha~ been obtained by me. 

Even the low-horns are sanctified by conversing or sitting 
(i.e. associating) with leading Brihmaoas like you, 0 Brahmaoas. 
Then what of persons like me! 

In every respect, Nirada who is conversant with the reality of 
the three worlds, is blessed. You who have shaken off all your 
sins, increase his welfare. I bow down to all of you menta1ly and 
intellectually and with great concentration since you are great 
due to penance, learning and conduct. Choose any boon that 
you wish even if you think that it is rare and difficult to be acquir
ed. Indeed you yourselves are bestowers of boons. But let not 
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my contact (with you) be fruitless. Indeed the association with 
deities never becomes fruitless. Hence choose some boon from 
me. I shall grant it to you." 

Srt Harada said: 

S2-53. On hearing these words of the Sun, those exceJlent 
Brihma:oas became delighted. They adored him with great devo
tion by means of Padyas, Arghyas, eulogies and salutations. 
Repeating great mantra.r1 such as Ma,µlala etc.(?) they spoke to 
the Sun: 

54-57. "Be victorious, 0 Aditya; be victorious, 0 Lord; 
be victorious, 0 Bhanu; be victorious, 0 Lord free from impuri
ties. Be victorious, 0 Lord of the Vedas. 0 Lord of the day, 
save us for ever. You are the greatest Lord unto the Brih
ma:oas. The entire creation of Brihma:o.as is identical with you. 
This abode of ours, 0 Lord, glanced at by you is very much 
sanctified by you. Today our Vedas (i.e. Vedic learning) have 
become fruitful. Today our holy rites have become fruitful. 0 
Lord of rays, today our abode has become fruitful by coming into 
contact with you. If you wish to grant us any boon we will 
choose this. This spot of ours should never be forsaken (by you)." 

The Sun-god replied: 

58-61. Since at the outset the word Jayiiditya has been utter
ed by you, I will be well-known as Jayaditya. 1 So I shall always 
abide here. As long as the earth, the oceans, the mountains and 
the cities exist, 0 BrahrnaQ.as, I will not abandon this. Stationed 
here, I shall destroy poverty, ailments, ringworm, leprosy etc. of 
those whose worship (me). Ha man worships me (who am) instal
led here, I will accept his worship as though it had been perform
ed by him after corning to the solar world. 

Sri Narada said: 

62-63. When this was said by the Lord, the excellent Brih
ma:o.as beginning with Harita, installed the idol in accordance 
with the injunctions laid down in the Vedas. Then the Brahma1)8s 
said thus: ''0 Kamatha, it is for your sake that Lord Ravi is 
stationed here. Hence you eulogize in the beginning." 

1. Hence the title of the chapter. 
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64. On being told thus by al] the Brahmat;ias, Kamatha, the 
most excellent one among eloquent persons, bowed down to 
Jayaditya and sang this great eulogy Jayadityii1/aka (•Eight 
stanzas in praise of Jayaditya '): 

65•73. "0 A.di•deva1 (First god), you are not accomplished 
(i.e. visualized). You are only heard of in the Yajurveda. (The 
knower) speaks of it to be such. The four-fold speech (viz. Para, 
Pa§yantl, Madhyamii and Vaikharl) stays very far away from you 
(i.e. you are far beyond the ken of speech). Being audacious, I 
(dare to) praise you with a selfish desire. Please forgive this. 

You are of twelve forms-Marta{l~a, Siirya, Amsu, Ravi, 
Indra, Bhanu, Bhaga, Aryama, Svar.Qaretas, Divakara, Mitra 
and Vig1u. You are well-known. Obeisance to you. 

Salutation to you, the firmamental Linga with the three 
worlds and entire sky as your Sanctum Sanctorum. You are 
spoken of as being the support of waters and having the clusters 
of stars as a garland of flowers. 

You are the Lord of Lords. You are the refuge of the helpless. 
You are the protector of those who seek asylum in you. You 
are merciful towards the miserable ones. You are the eye of 
eyes. You are the intellect of intellect of people. You are 
the illuminator of the sky. Be victorious, you are the vital princi
ple of lives. 

You are the one bringing poverty to poverty (i.e. the remover 
of poverty), 0 abode of treasures. You are the one who brings 
inauspiciousness to inauspiciousness. You are the one bringing 
welfare unto welfare. You are famous as causing powerful sick
ness to sickness (itself) in the world. 0 Jayaditya, the incom
prehensible one, be victorious for a long time. 

Even mother, father and kinsmen forsake one who is ailing, 
overpowered by leprosy, whose nose is broken, body is shat
tered, who is senseless. You protect a person who is aban
doned by all. Who else is like that except you? 

You are my father. You alone are my mother. You are my 
preceptor. You alone are my kith and kin. You are my Dharma. 

1. This designation is used for gods Brahma., Vitou, Siva, Gaoda and 
S1lrya (the Sun)-MW 136A. 
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You are the path of my salvation. I am your slave, 0 Lord (it is 
up to you to) abandon or save me. 

I am a sinner. I am deluded. I am of exceedingly evil activi• 
ties. I am not a receptacle of good conduct. I am hideous, still 
I fall at your feet (and request thus). 0 Srijayarka, bring victory 
to your devotees." 

Narada said: 

74. On being eulogized thus by the noble-souled Kamatha 
Jayaditya smilingly said to him in words -of tenderness and 
gravity: 

75. "Nothing is inaccessible on the earth to him who 
eulogizes me with this J ayaditya~taka ('eight-versed prayer to 
Jayaditya') which has been recited by you. 

76. If, particularly on a Sunday, a person recites this after 
worshipping 1ne, neither diseases nor poverty affect him. There 
is no doubt about it. 

77. I have been propitiated by you, 0 dear one, I grant this 
boon unto you. You will become omniscient on the earth. 
Thereafter you will attain salvation. 

78. Your father will become an author of a Smrti text (viz. 
Hiirlta-Smrti). He will be adored by BrahmaJ)as. This spot will 
never perish. 

79-80. 0 dear one, I will not at all forsake this spot." 
After saying this. after being eulogized and adored, that 

Lord took permission of the leading Brahmaoas and vanished 
there itself. Thus, 0 son of PJ1:ha, Jayaditya arose (i.e. came to be 
installed) on the earth. 

81-85. 0 (hero) of holy rites, (the deity was installed) on a 
Sunday after the advent of the month of {Asvina). 

He who worships Jayaditya, on (any) Sunday in the month of 
Asvina after taking his holy bath in Kotitirtha, dispels the sin 
of Brahmin-slaughter. 

By worshipping with red garlands, red sandal paste and 
saffron, by smearing unguents, by offering scents, incense etc. by 
offering f oodstufl's made of ghee and puddings, a murderer of a 
BrahmaQa, a drink-addict, a thief and a defiler of the preceptor's 
bed are liberated from all the sins. They go to the world of the 
Sun. 
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They obtain all worldly pleasures, sons, wives and wealth. 
They will be endowed with all desired objects. They will stay in 
the world of the Sun-god for a Jong time. ,, 

86. Visiting Jayiditya on any Sunday, glorifying and remem
bering him, causes cessation of all ailments. 

87. Those who are devotees of the unmanifest Lord, having 
no beginning or end, who is the receptacle of refulgence, get 
merged in the Solar region, free from aiJments. 

88-89. During the Solar Eclipse, 0 son of Prthi, a devotee 
should take his ho1y bath in the Ravikiipa ('Well of the Sun') 
with great concentration and mental purity. He should perform 
Homa with great care. He should offer charitable gift in accor
dance with his ability, stationed in front of Jayaditya. 0 Jaya, 
listen to the greatness of his merit with single-minded attention. 

90. By the favour of Jayaditya, that man will obtain the 
same merit as in the case of (pilgrimage to) the folJowing holy 
s.pots: Kuruk~etra, Prabhasa, Pu~kara, Virii,asi, Prayaga and 
Naimisa. 

Arjuna said: 

CHAPTER FIFTYTWO 

The Story of Ko/itirtha1 

1. How did Koptirtha originate, 0 sage? By whon1 was it 
made? How is it that the merit of a crore of nrthas is obtained 
here, 0 sage? 

Narada said: 

2. When this spot was established by me, Lord Brahma, the 
grandfather (of the worlds), was propitiated and brought from 
his world (Brahmaloka). 

1. Though the heading of the chapter mentions the Kotitirtha, it includes 
the installation of Kotisvara, Atrisvara. Bharadv~esvara and Gautamesvara 
Lingas also. 
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3-4. Then, at midday, Lord Vidhi (Brahma) remembered a 
crore of Ttrtlzas for the sake of his bath. On being remembered, 
they all came here-one million from Svarga, seven million from 
the earth and two million from Patala. All of these came on 
being remembered. 

5. When Pitamaha began his worship, 0 leading scion of 
the family of Kuru, Lingas too came in the same number. 

6-11. After performing the ablution and worshipping the 
Litigas and after concluding the midday rites, the Lotus .. born 
Lord lovingly granted me boons. 

Thereafter, a lake was mentally created by the Lord. Lord 
Prajapati was adored by those Tlrthas and was asked: 

"0 Lord Dhabi, what shall we do? Command us.'' 
On hearing those words of the Tlrthas, Brahma, the Prajapati 

spoke: "All the Ttrthas should stay here in this lake. Since I 
worshipped aJl the Lingas, all the Litigas should stay in a single 
Litiga. The devotees shall get the benefit of the holy bath in all 
the crores of Ttrthas as well as that of the worship of a crore of 
Lingas. They shall get the benefit of charitable gifts too in the 
same manner, if my words are true. 

If anyone performs Sraddha here and offers rice balls in 
accordance with the injunctions, the Pitrs will be propitiated 
everlastingly. There is no doubt about it. 

12. If anyone takes his holy bath and worships Lord Kotis
vara without thinking about anything else, he will obviously 
obtain the benefit of worshipping a crorc of Lingas. 

13. By taking his bath in Koptirtha, one gets the benefit of 
(baths in) all the Ttrthas in the three worlds and in all the rivers 
beginning with Ganga." 

14. After granting the boon thus, Lord Brahma went to his 
region (Brahmaloka). Ever since then, Kotitirtha became weJI
renowned. 

15. Formerly the excellent Devas beginning with Brahma 
performed many Yajiias on its banks. Thereafter, they attained 
great Siddhi. 

16. Formerly, 0 sinles:s one, penance was performed by the 
excellent sages beginning with Vasittha. Other ascetics too 
obtained everything they desired in their minds. 
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17-18. Formerly, penance was performed, 0 son of Prthi, 
here in this Tlrtha by Atri. An excellent Linga was installed to 
the south of Kotitirtha (by him). It is called AtrlsvalfQ Linga. It 
is destructive of great sins. After installing that Linga, he made 
an exceJlent lake in front of it. 

19. After taking his holy dip there and worshipping Atris
vara, if any man performs Sraddha carefully, he shall dwell in 
the world of Rudra for a long time. 

20. It is reported, 0 mighty-armed one, that penance was 
performed and Yajlfas were performed by sage Bharadvaja in the 
excellent lake Kotitirtha. 

21. The exceedingly charming Linga Bharadvajcsvara was 
installed. After making a very beautiful lake there, be obtained 
a great pleasure. 

22. After taking his bath there, a man should perform 
Srilddlia with great devotion and in accordance with the injunc
tions. Arter worshipping Bharadvajesvara, he is honoured in the 
world of Siva. 

23. Further, the holy Lord, sage Gautama performed a very 
severe penance at this Kotitirtha with the hope of a re-union with 
Ahalya.1 

24. The intelligent (sage) realized union with Ahalya, thanks 
to the power of this Tlrtha. He derived a great pleasure (thereby). 

25. The holy Lord installed a great Linga at this holy spot. 
It is named Gautamesvara. It is on the banks of the lake 
Ahalyasaras.2 

Arjuna said: 

26. 0 Brahmal}a, when was this great lake dug by Ahalya? 
Tell me the cause of this Ahalyasaras in its entirety. 

Naroda told: 

27. It is reported that in ancient' times, Ahalya, due to her 

t. VR. is not aware of Gautama's coming to the Mahi-SAgara-Sangama 
or this Kotitirtha for penance. VR states that after cursing Indra and 
Ahalya. Gautama went to Himilaya for penance. (VR 1.48.34) 

2. This story of creating Ahalyisaras described in vv 27-30 below is un
known toVR. 
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union with lndra, was cursed by Gautama. She then felt extre
mely sorry for it, 0 Phalguna. 

28. Thereafter, the sage who was very much depressed and 
miserable, performed a penance at Kotitirtha. As a result of 
that penance, 0 son of Prtha, he was re-united with Ahalya. 

29. Then the chaste lady became extremely delighted. She 
created an exceedingly meritorious lake in this excellent spot, 
filled with the water of (all) Tlrthas. 

30. A devotee should perform holy ablution in the Ahalya
saras and then offer rice-balls (to Pitrs). By properly worship
ping Gautamesa he goes to the world of Brahma. 

31. Many sages who were free from impurities have perform
ed severe penances, 0 excellent one among men, at Kotitirtha 
and have attained the greatest Siddhi (i.e. liberation). 

32. Formerly, austerities. charitable gifts and sacrifices were 
performed by many kings at this holy spot. They have attained 
the greatest Siddhi (thereby). 

33. If anyone propitiates a single BrahmaJJ,a with sumptuous 
food on the banks of this holy Tirtha, due to that faith, it is as 
good ac; a crore (Brahmai:ias) propitiated. 

34-36. If any man, 0 son of Prtha, gives different kinds of 
jewels, cows, plots of lands, gingelly seeds, cereals and different 
kinds of clothes to Brahma:r;1.as with great sincerity and faith, it 
has merits a hundred crores of times, thanks to the power of 
Ko!itirtha. If anyone promises anything to Brahmal}.as at 
Kotitirtha but does not give it, he causes a hundred and one 
generations of his family to fall into the exceedingly terrible hell 
Raurava. Afterwards he himself falls into it. 

37. At the advent of the month of Magha (January-February) 
early in the fine morning, when the Sun is in the zodiac Capri
corn, a devotee should take his holy bath here. Listen from me 
to his merit. 

38-41a. The merit that is acquired in all the Tlrthas, the 
benefit derived from an Yajiias, all charitable gifts and holy rites 
-all this can be obtained by a man in Kotitirtha everyday. 
There is no doubt ahout it. 

If a man performs Sraddha here, when the Sun is in the zodiac 
Kanya (•Virgo'), the Pitrs get that satisfaction which they do not 
derive even from Gaya Sriiddha. 
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At the advent of the month of Kirttika (October-November) 
if anyone performs holy ablution etc. it will have everlasting 
benefit in accordance with the words ofBrahmi. • 

4lb-43. By performing a single Yajlla here, one attains the 
benefit of a crore of Yojnas. By giving a virgin in marriage 
according to Brahma rite, the benefit derived is a crore of times, 
since all charitable gifts in Koptirtha have a crore of times more 
benefit. 

One shall gives up one's life at Kotitirtha, thinking of 
Midhava in the heart. 0 son of Prthi, he will have heavenly 
pleasures for a long time. He will attain everlasting goal (of 
Mok~a). 

44. Groups of Devas beginning with Brahma worship 
the person who casts off his mortal body in the excellent sacred 
place Kofitirtha. 

45-47. If the body of anyone is cremated on the banks of 
this Tirtha, if the bones are cast into the Mahi-Sigara-Sailgama, 
0 son of Prthi, even the Lord of Speech is not capable of expres
sing his benefit. It is after knowing thus, 0 son of Prtha, that one 
resorts to the great holy spot Koµtirtha everyday. Its benefit is 
on a par with that of the gift of a thousand tawny cows everyday. 
Hence this is the rarest (holy spot) in heaven, earth and the 
nether worlds. 

CHAPTER FIFI'YTHRBE 

Greatness of Tripun11alolo and the Glory of Narada' a Lake 

Naroda said: 
1. I shall describe another thing, the excellent greatness of 

the Salil ('chamber'). When the holy spot was established by me 
formerly, I was told (thus) by the leading Brihm~as. 

2. ••O (sage) of holy rites, make some arrangement for the 
protection of the holy spot." Thereupon I promised thus: "I 
shall accord protection to the holy spot.'' 

J .. 6. Afterwards Brahma, Vi,ou and Mahesvara were pr()4 
pitiated by me with concentration of mind. All the three excellent 
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gods were delighted thereby. They came to me and said, '•0 
Nirada, Jet a boon be chosen." After worshipping them I said, 
uLet the holy spot be protected. This boon alone should be gran
ted to me by the well•propitiated Devas, so that the holy spot 
is neither damaged nor ruined and my fame is spread." Then this 
was promised by the Lords of the Devas: "0 sage, let it be so. 
We shall accord protection to your Brahmaoas through our 
parts (amias)." 

7. After saying this, their (respective) digits were released, 
bestowed by the three gods themselves. Thereafter all the (three) 
exce11ent Suras vanished. 

8-13. Then along with the Bralunaoas, the three Lords of the 
there worlds (viz. Brahma, Vitl].U and Mahesvara) were severally 
instaJled in front of the cham her as the defenders of the holy 
spot. 

Whenever Brahmaoas are harassed by anyone (the procedure 
is as follows). In the forenoon the JJ.gveda Mantras are recited, 
in the midday the Yajur Mantras and in the third Yiima (i.e. 
afternoon) the Saman Mantras are recited in loud tone. Then the 
infuriated Brahma1,.1as will pronounce the curses on them. Who
ever it be shall be reduced to ash within seven days, in the course 
of a year or within three years. The Mantra for the course is as 
fo11ows: 

"If the protection of the holy spot has been promised by you 
all in front of Narada, may our enemy be reduced to ash instan
taneously by the truthfulness of that vow." 

It is certain that (the trouble-maker) becomes reduced to ash 
on account of this Mantra. 

He who visits the chamber of three Puru,as (i.e. Deities) 
everyday, worships them and makes them pleased, is honoured 
in the heavenly world. 

[The greatness of the chamber of the three Puru,as (is con
cluded).] 

The glory of the N/Jrada Lake 

Niirada said: 

14-l 7a. I shall describe another thing, 0 son of Prtha. The 
greatness of my lake is vast, unparalleled and very difficult to be 
obtained by Devas. 
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Formerly this Jake was dug by me by means of a blade of 
Darbha grass. The clay was taken out by means of a copper 
vessel. The excellent waters were brought from aU the Ttrthas 
and poured into that lake. Thereby the lake was filled up. 

I 7b-2 l. At the advent of the month of Asvina, on any 
Sunday, if a man performs Sraddha with (mental and physical) 
purity after taking his holy bath there (in the Narada Lake) and 
giving charitable gifts in particular, his Manes become contented 
until all the living beings are annihilated (i.e. to the end of the 
world). 

This is well-known as Naradiya Saras ('Lake belonging to 
Narada') throughout the earth. It is attained even by Devas 
only by means of great deal of merit. 

Whatever is given as charitable gifts here, the Homa offerings 
made in the fire-all these should be known as everlasting on 
account of the regular practice of Japas and fasts. One who takes 
his bath in the excellent lake of Narada and faithfully worships 
Naradesvara is liberated from all sins. 

22. It was in this Ttrtha, 0 son of Prtha, that penance was 
performed formerly by all the Serpents for the sake of redemp
tion from the curse of Kadrii1 as weU as with a desire for their 
own welfare. 

23-25. Thereupon they attained great Sidd/1i on account of 
the efficacy of this holy Tfrtha. 

Thereafter, all the delighted Serpents installed the powerful 
Linga (named) Nagesvara on the northern side of (the lake of) 
Narada. 

Infinite is the n1erit of those persons who take their bath in 
the excellent lake of Narada and worship Hara named Nagesvara 
with great devotion. They need not be afraid of serpents in 
accordance with the utterance (promise) of the serpents. 

[The description of the greatness of the lake belonging to 
Narada (is over).] 

1. This refers to KadrD's cursing her own children (i.e. Serpents) for 
their disobedience to stick to the tail of the divine horse Uccail)jravas and 
make it appear black and thus enable her to make her co-wife Vinati her 
servant (Mbh, Adi 20-8). 
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Harada said: 

26-29a. There is a goddess here, 0 son of Pio~u, named 
Aparadvaraka. She is (the goddess) with her abode always fixed 
at the entrance to the Cosmic Egg. She is guarded by twenty-four 
crores of goddesses. After performing a penance of long dura
tion, she was propitiated and brought here by me from that 
place. The great goddess was installed at the western entrance. 
Dvaravasini had been installed at the eastern entrance to the city. 

29b-31. On the ninth day in the dark half of the month of 
Caitra, a man should take his bath in the Kul)(ia and worship that 
goddess by means of oblations, Bakula flowers (Mimusops 
Elengi), food offerings, scents, incense etc. His sin committed in 
the course of seven births perishes instantaneously. Whatever 
the man desires, he will acquire. 

32-33. A barren woman obtains a son merely through a holy 
dip there on the ninth day in the month of Caitra and by worship 
with flowers, incense and Arghya. The goddess destroys all 
obstacles and grants alI Siddhis to the devotes instantaneously. 
This is undoubtedly true. 

34-35. The man shall worship Uttaradvaraka too in accor-
dance with the injunctions in this manner. That excellent man 
also wiU get this same benefit. By worshipping goddess Dvara
vasini who is installed at the eastern entrance, one shall obtain 
the desired benefit. 

36-38. At the advent of the month of Asvina, particularly 
during Navariitra (i.e. the first nine days), the devotee should 
observe fast on all the nine nights and take bath in the KU(J(la 
with purity. He should worship the deity with devotion with 
flowers, incense and food offerings as well as libations. A sonless 
person will get sons; a poor man will get wealth. 0 son of Prtha, 
a barren woman gives birth (to children). There is no doubt 
about this. 
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CHAPTER FIFrYFOUR 

The Glory of Narada Idol 

Narada said: 

Skanda PuriJ(lll 

1. 0 son of Prtha, there is my idol too there (installed) due 
to the desire of the Brahmal}.as. I never abandon it which is 
adorned with umbrella and staff. 

2. By worshipping me on the splendid eleventh day in the 
bright half of the month of Karttika, one is liberated from the 
blemishes of Kali. 

Arjuna said: 

3. Ever since my boyhood there has been a doubt in n1y 
mind. If I (openly declare it and) ask you about it, 0 Brahma))a, 
it does not behove you to be angry. 

4. You have always been well-acquainted with the duties 
pertaining to salvation. You are impartial to all living beings. 
You have complete control over the sense-organs. You are 
devoid of excessive attachment and hatred. 

5. You have equally eschewed censure and praise. You 
observe the vow of silence. You are glorified as ever liberated. 
(But) 0 Narada, 0 sage, you are as quick (i.e. fast moving) as 
the wind in the world. 

6. You are seen moving about like lightning. You are 
honoured by the intelligent ones (but) you always provoke 
quarrels in the world. You are devoid of kindness towards all 
living beings. 

7. Many thousands of Devas, Gandharvas, Rak~asas, kings, 
leading sages and Daityas have been ruined on account of the 
quarrels provoked by you. 

8. Why do you have this type of activity? Dispel this doubt 
of mine, 0 Brahmal}.a, On account of this doubt, one is unable 
to sleep happily like the deer pierced with an arrow. 

Suta said: 

9-10. On hearing these words from Philguna, 0 Saunaka. 
sage Narada laughingly glanced at the face of Bibhravya. This 
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Brahmai,.a named Bibhravya was a scion of the family of Hirita. 
He always remains near sage Narada. 

11. Highly intelligent that he was, be understood the desire 
of Nirada. He said laughingly to Philguna in friendly words: 

Babhravya said: 

12. What you say about Narada is true, 0 son of Pio~u. In 
this matter all men have the same doubt. 

13. Therefore, I shall report everything to you as it had 
been heard a short time ago from Knoa, the scion of the Yadava 
family. 

14-18a. In the course of his pilgrimage to Mahisagara, Lord 
Knl).a came there accompanied by U grasena, Vasudeva, Babhru, 
Rama, son of Rukmi:Q.i. Yuyudhana and others. After going to 
Mahi-sagara-sangama along with bis kinsmen, he performed 
Pif)t/a Dana1 (offering rice baUs) etc. and made many charitable 
offerings. With great care, he worshipped Guhesvara and other 
Lingas. He took his bath in Kotitirtha and worshipped Jayaditya. 
Thereafter, Kr~tJ.a of lofty mind and yogic power worshipped 
sage Narada. He was accompanied by an earlier born (i.e. senior 
by birth) one who had matted hair. 

18b. Even as many-leading Brahmai:J,as including me were 
within hearing, Ugrasena, the great king, spoke to Knoa in the 
assembly: 

Ugrasena asked: 

19-20. 0 Knua, I shall ask you to clarify a doubt of mine. 
This N arada is highly intelligent and honoured by the whole 
universe. Why is he exceedingly fickle? Like the wind he wanders 
over the universe. Why is he fond of quarrels? Why is he exceed
ingly fond of you? 

I. Kno.a's parents were alive. Still he is shown to have performed 
Pi,µJadana. The author of the Purlr.ia holds that one whose father is alive 
can perform Pi,µJadana. This is a disputed point in Dharma Sastra (vide 
Kane, HD Vol. IV pp Sll-SJ3). Those, in Maharashtra follow Nirl)Qya
aindhu which regards ajlvatpitrka ('one whose fat her is alive') as ineligible 
to perform Pir,,4adana. 
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Srtkr1pa said: 

21-26. What has been asked by you is true. 0 king, I shall 
speak everything to you. Narada, the excellent sage, was formerly 
cursed by Dak~a on seeing that his sons were led astray from the 
path of creation (i.e. natural path) by Narada. Since he led 
astray his (Dak$a's) sons on two occasions, Dak~ pronounced 
two curses: ''You will nowhere stay while wandering over all the 
worlds. Incited by others, you will become a tale-bearer."1 

Although he (Narada) was capable of countering the curses 
the sage accepted them. He deserves praise for it since he him
self is capable (of countering the curses). 

It is after f oresecing the time of (imminent) ruin that he 
instigates {and increases) a quarrel. As he tells the truth, he is 
not defiled by a sin. Although he wanders everywhere, he is not 
affected by the defects of wandering since his mind never deviates 
from the (supreme) being who ought to be meditated upon (i.e. 
God). Listen as to why he entertains such an exceedingly deep 
love for me. 

27. Indeed I always eulogize Narada of divine vision by 
means of the hymn pronounced by Mahendra. Listen to it, 0 
king: 

Hymn to Nii.rada 

28. I bow down to that Narada who has no arrogance due 
to learning or good conduct but whose learning and good con
duct are well-known. 

29. I bow down to that Narada who has none of these 
(defects): Absence of interest, anger, fickleness and fear. He is 
composed and free from (habitual) procrastination. 

30. I salute that Narada who does not change his word 
(once uttered) either due to lust or to covetousness and who is 
worthy of being adored by all creatures (i.e. living beings). 

31. I pay obeisance to that Narada who is conversant with 
the principles and goal of spiritual endeavour, who is forbearing, 
powerful and straightforward, who has conquered his sense
organs and who speaks the truth. 

1. Yule BhPVI. 5.5-43.; VPI.IS.91-102 
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32. I bow down to that Ni11ada who is full-grown and 
venerable in respect of splendourJ fame, inteUectJ prudence,• 
humility, birth and penance. 

33. I salute that Narada whose conduct and dress are 
pleasing and whose diet, behaviour, eyes and utterances are good 
and who is splendid. 

34. I pay obeisance to Narada who causes excessive happi
ness, who has no sin and who never takes delight in other people's 
misfortune. 

35. I bow down to that Narada who always abides by the 
duties enjoined in the Vedas, Smrtis and PuraJ,1as and who is free 
from (i.e. is above) either pleasure or displeasure. 

36. I salute Niirada who is uninterested in foodstuffs and 
other things, who is learned, who is never idle, who is a Brah
maoa of vast learning and whose narratives are charming. 

37. I bow down to that Narada who has never erred before 
in respect of wealth, anger and love and by whom these defects 
have been eliminated. 

38. 1 pay obeisance to Narada who is devoid of the defect 
of infatuation and fascination, who has great devotion to welfare 
and who has prudence and modesty. 

39. I bow down to that Narada who is never contaminated 
by contacts (but) whose soul appears to be attached, who is 
eloquent and who has no prolonged doubts. 

40. I bow down to that Narada who never abandons scrip
tural texts, who never subsists on his penance and whose 1nind is 
productive at all times. 

41. 1 salute that Narada who puts in great efforts, who exerts 
his intelligence, who is never satiated with concentration and 
meditation and who never errs in his efforts. 

42. I bow down to Narada who does not become elated by 
the acquisition of wealth, who does not become dejected on 
account of non-acquisition, whose intellect is steady and whose 
soul is not excessively attached. 

43. I seek refuge in Narada who is richly endowed with all 
good qualities, who is efficient, pure and unafraid, who knows 
the proper occasions and is conversant with good policies. 

(The Hymn ends here.) 
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44. Everyday I recite this hymn of Narada, 0 king. There
' fore, the excellent sage bas great love for me. 

45. If any other person too remains pure and repeats this 
prayer everyday, he will ere long attract great favour of the 
Celestial Sage. 

46. 0 king, after listening to these good qualities ofNarada,. 
repeat this meritorious prayer. The sage will be pleased with 
you. 

Biibhravya said: 

47. On hearing the good qualities of Narada from Kr~Qa 
orally, in this manner, the king became extremely pleased and 
acted according to his suggestion. 

48. After giving plenty of excellent gifts to the excellent 
leading BrahmaQas (admirers or worshippers) of Narada, saying_ 
"Let Narada be pleased", he worshipped Narada. 

49. After concluding this pilgrimage duly, KnQa the excel
lent Puru~a, went to Dvaravati along with his brother, kinsmen 
and relatives. 

50. Similarly you too, 0 descendant of Kuru, after listening 
to the good qualities ofNarada entertain faith and listen to the 
duty in this connection. 

51. On the Prabodhini Dviidasl (twelfth day) in the bright 
half of the month of Karttika, this sage always wakes up from 
his trance and meditates on Vi~J).u.1 

52. On that day, with great concentration and purity, a 
devotee should take his holy bath here itself in the well dug up 
by Narada and perform Sraddha with great care. 

53-57. The p~nance, charitable gift, and Japa done here in 
the well, become everlasting. Then the devotee shall waken up. 
Vi~l)U by (reciting) the Mantra beginning with "Jdarh Vi~~o" 2• 

Afterwards, 0 son of PciQ.Q.ll, h~ sh J.1 ld waken up sage 
Narada by means of the following Mantra: 

"0 excellent sage, just as the yogic slumber was abandoned 
by Hari so you too abandon it for rendering help to the worlds."· 

After wakening him by this Mantra, he should worship 

t. That NA.rada's s]umber is like Vi$QU~s is a new information in the SkP. 
2. Probably some Pura.nic verse as it is not traced in Bloomfield's Vedic 

Concordance. 
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Narada by means of the hymn pronounced by Kn~a and also by 
offering umbrella, garments1 and splendid adorations. 

Uttering "Let Nirada be pleased", he should bow down to 
the Brahmaoas devoutly. Umbrella, garments and pot of water 
should be given to Brahma.t;1.as in accordance with his capacity. 

58. If it is done like this, he is liberated from sins by the 
grace of the sage. He will never meet with quarrels. He will 
never have misery·or sorrow. 

CHAPTER FIFTYFIVE 

The Characteristics of Yoga 

Suta said: 

1. On hearing these words of Babhravya, the scion of the 
family of Kuru became surprised. His hair stood on end. He 
bowed down to Narada with great devotion. 

2•3. After praising him for a long time, he spoke to Narada: 
"0 sage, hearing the greatness of the Guptak1etra ('well-guarded 
holy spot') from you, I am not fully contented. It behoves you 
to recount it again. 

Narada said: 

4•6. I shall describe the greatness of Gautamesvara, the 
great Linga, 0 leading member of the Kurus. Listen to it with 
attention. 

Ak~pada, the great Yogin, became the great sage named 
Gautama. The holy Lord brought GodavarI (to the Deccan). He 
was the husband of Ahalya.1 

I. Ak~apada Gautam:i and Gautama (the husband of Ahalya) are two 
different persons. VR knows the latter and does not even hint at his being 
the author of Nyaya Sutra. 
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On coming to know about the greatness of the Guptak1etra, 
he performed a great penance1 here practising Yoga. 

7. After attaining perfection (and consequent •powers) in 
Yoga, a Linga named Gautamesvara was installed here by the 
noble-souled Gautama. 

8. A devotee should bathe this great Linga and smear it with 
sandal paste. After worshipping it with various kinds of flowers, 
he should burn in front of it the aromatic gum~resin. He shall 
be liberated from all sins and he will be honoured in the world 
of Rudra. 

Arjuna said: 

9. I wish to knowcorrectlyan outline of the general features 
of Yoga, 0 Narada. All people praise Yoga since it is better 
than even the most excellent (paths to liberation). 

Ntirada said: 

10. I shall explain (to you) the truth about Yoga succinctly, 
0 leading scion of the family of Kuru. One becomes free from 
impurities even by (merely) listening to it. What to say when it 
is practised ! 

11. The essence of Yoga is proclaimed (to consist in) the 
restraint of the fluctuations of the mind.3 Yo gins achieve it by 
the practice of eight limbs. 

12-13. The limbs (of Yoga) are abstention (yama), obser
vance (niyama), restriction (regulation) of breath (priil,'lii.yii.ma) 
the third, withdrawal of the senses (pratyii.hiira), fixed attention 
(dhiiral,'lii), the object of meditation (dhyeya), contemplation 
(dhyiina) the eventh and perfect concentration(samadlzi)-(Thus) 
Yoga is glorified as having eight limbs.3 

Listen, 0 son of Pa.ocJu, to the characteristic features of those 
eight severally. 

1. As noted previously VR does not mention Gautama having ever 
visited the Mahi-Sagara-Sangama. 

2. Yogascitla-vrtti-nirodhab/YS 1.2. 
3. Our text omits posture (asana) mentioned in the lists of limbs 

(Yoga-Sutra n. 29) and adds dhyeya instead (not mentioned in YS) to make 
the number eight. 
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J 4-20. By practising these in due order a man attains Yoga. 
Non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, the vow of celibacy 

and non-acceptance of gifts-these five are called Yamas (' Abs
tentions') .1 Listen to their characteristics too. 

He who endeavours for the welfare of all living beings as in 
his own case (practises the first Yama). It is called Ahiliisii ('non
violence') and it is enjoined in the Vedas. 

Giving a correct statement of what has been seen, heard, 
inferred and experienced by oneself, without causing pain to 
others,2 is called Satya ('truthfulness'). 

Abstinence from taking possession of other people's proper
ties, even in cases of emergency, whether it be mental, physical 
or verbal, is called Asteya ('non-stealing'). 

Abstinence from sexual intercourse mentally, verbally and 
physically in the case of ascetics is called Brahmacarya ('vow of 
celibacy'). In the case of householders, having sexual intercourse 
during the period after the four days of rnenses is (not opposed 
to) the 'vow of celibacy'. 

This (the following) is said to be Aparigrttha ('non-acceptance 
of gifts'): Renunciation of everything mentally, verbally and 
physicaJly is Aparigraha in the case of ascetics. Jn the case of 
householders mental renunciation is Aparigraha. Thus the Yamas 
have been recounted to you. Listen to the five Niyamas ('obser
vances'). 

21. Cleanliness, contentment, penance, japa and devotion 
to Guru {Preceptor3)-these are the observances. Listen to the 
characteristics of these five separately. 

22. Sauca ('cleanliness') is said to be of two kinds-the 
external and the internal. Cleansing with clay and water is said 
to be the external one and the purification of the mind is the 
internal one. 

23. Perpetual mental satisfaction with the means of subsis
tence one has (adopted) legitimately, or by alms, or by agricuJ .. 
tural and other occupations is called Tu1/i ('contentment'). 

l. Vide YS 11.30. 
2. Vyiisa-bhii1ya on YS IL30 ec.Jioes the same in similar words. 
3. Cf YS 11,32. For Sviidhyaya (Vedic study) and lsvara-Prar.ridhana 

(Devotion to God) our text substitutes Japa and Guru-bhakti (Devotion to 
Guru). 
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24. If a person engaged in reducing his diet, observes the 
prescribed expiatory penances like Ciindrayo'(IQ1 it is called Tapas 
(penance). • 

25. Svadhyilya is called J apa. It is the repeated utterance of 
OM etc. Devotion to Siva, to knowledge and to the preceptor 
is said to be Gurubhakti. 

26. Only after practising and mastering these observances 
and abstentions should the clever (devotee) endeavour to get 
ready for controlling the breath. The aspirant of Yogic practice 
should not do it otherwise. 

27-28. Since wind (Vayu) will get irritated (resulting in 
gastric disorders) in an unclean body and since one contracts 
leprosy(?), sluggishness etc. on account of the disorder of wind, 
a clever aspirant for Yogic achievement shall first make the body 
pure and then endeavour for the next (step, viz. breath-control). 
0 son of Pa:Q.~U, listen, I shall describe the characteristics of the 
control of breath. 

29-30. The regulation of Pral)a and the ApiJna (inhalation 
and exhalation while breathing) is called Pra'(lilyiima.• It is men
tioned by Dhlras (the wise persons who have realized the soul) 
thatPril~iiyama is of three types: Laghu (short), Madhya(medium) 
and Uttartya (or Uttama) (superior). That which has twelve 
M~trils (measures of time) is Laghu. The time required for open
ing and closing the eyes once is called a Miltrii. The Madhya 
(type of prac,iiyama) has twice that (i.e. 24 Matrl.f) and Uttama 
is said to be having (measures) three times (of Laghu) (i.e. 36 
Matras). 

31. One shall overcome defects gradually thus: By the first 
one (i.e. Laghu), one shall overcome sweating; by the middle 

1. Candrayalla-The expiation based on the waxina and wanio, of the 
moon. Therein on the first day of the dark half of the month, 15 morsels 
are to be eaten and one morsel less is taken on succeeding days (tithis) so 
that on the New Moon (AmivAsyA. ) only one morsel is taken. Then on the 
first day of the bright half two morsels are taken and one is added on each 
day; thus on the 14th day 15 morsels are taken and a complete fast is 
observed on the Full-Moon day. 

There are 5 varieties of Candraya(la. It is an expiation for all lapses of a 
a eneral nature. But it is also a penance as well as a way to accumulate merit. 

Here it is treated as Penance (Tapa.r). 
2. VV 29-40 deal with Pra1}4yama or breath control. 
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one shall eliminate tremor. He shall conquer sorrow and fatigue 
by means of the third. 

32. One should sit in the lotus-postures comfortably and 
practise the three modes of Prol)iiyoma, viz. Recaka (exhaling), 
Puraka (inhaling) and Kumbhaka (suspending breathing). 

33-3S. It is proclaimed as Prii'(layama because there is a 
restraint on the PraJas (vital airs). Just as the impurities in the 
minerals and metals brought from mountains are burnt when 
they are put in fire, so also the defect of sense-organs is burnt 
by means of Priil)ayama. 

Hence a knower of Yoga should always restrain the vital 
airs. The divine (powers) $anti etc. are gradually achieved by 
means of Pr~iiyama. 

36-39. (Divine faculties e.g.) Santi, Prasiinti, Dipti and 
Prasiida are obtained in the due order. The first good thing (i.e. 
result) is the subduing of the impulse to indulge in sins, con
genital or acquired. After completely dispelling the defects of 
greediness and delusion power of penance is obtained. Thus what 
is called Viisana Santi ('cessation of impulsiveness') comes first. 

The clarity of all the sense-organs (is called Prasiinti), that of 
the intellect (is called Dtpti) and that of the winds (respiration) 
is called Prasada. Thus the four good things should be attained. 
A Yogin should always practise Pra'(liiyoma that has such a 
benefit. 

40. On being served (regularly), lions, tigers and elephants 
become gentle. So also Prar_,a when restrained, regulated by prac
tice becomes controlled. 

41-42. Prar,ayama has been recounted; listen to Pratyahara 
(•withdrawal of the senses'). The withdrawal of the mind pursu
ing objects of sensual pleasures is pointed out as Pratyahiira. It 
is its complete restraint. 

Pratyahara has been explained. Now listen to the characteri-
s tic features of Dharatlii ('retention'). 

43-45. Just as those who seek water drink it through leaves 
or hollow tubes etc. slowly, so also the Yogi takes and leads the 
wind which he has controlled. 
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The wind enters through the nostrils at the outset and comes 
to the heart, then to the palate and then to the region between 
the eyebrows. By means of compression, the practitioner of Yogic 
exercises takes the (vital) wind up slowly to the four-petalled 
and six-petalled (lotuses?) as well as to the twelve-petalled and 
thirty-two petalled. Then he successfully retains the Priif)a in the 
Brahmarandhra (•the aperture at the crown of the head'). 

46. Twelve Praf)iiyamas make what is glorified as Dhiira1Jii 
('Retention'). After establishing ten of these Dhiirac,iis the Yogin 
attains equality with the imperishable being. 

47. Listen to the characteristics of what should be the 
Dhyeya ('object of meditation') of one who maintains Dhiira~ii, 
0 son of Prtha. Dhyeya is of many kinds. Its end is not seen. 
(It is unlimited.) 

48. Some meditate on Siva; some on Hari; some on the 
Sun-god; others on Brahma; and some meditate on the Goddess, 
the greatest being. 

49. One gets merged with what one meditates upon. Hence 
one should always rememberLord Siva, Hara of five faces. 

50-53. Hara should be meditated upon as follows: He is 
seated in the lotus posture; He is white in complexion; He has a 
pomegranate in his hand; He remains in a stat~ of meditation; 
He has ten hands; His face beams with spiritual delight. The 
object of meditation has been recounted to you. Hence one 
should perform Dhyiina (meditation). The characteristic feature 
of meditation is this: He who has resorted to Dhiiraftii does not 
become separate from the object of meditation even for half a 
moment. After coming to this stage that is very difficult to climb 
(attain), the devotee conversant with Yoga does not think about 
anything else. This is proclaimed as Samiidhi (concentration). 
Listen even as I clearly explain the characteristics of Samiidhi. 

54. One who has attained the supreme Puru$3, devoid of 
(objects of sense such as) sound, touch, taste, smell and colour, 
is glorified as one abiding in Samiidhi. 

55. After attaining is (the Samadhi stage) a man is not at all 
assailed by distractions. One who adheres to Samadhi is never 
shaken even by a great pain. 
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S6. He will never hear any external sound even if hundreds 
of conchs were blown or Bherl drums were beaten near his ears. 

57. He will never experience any external touch even if he 
be struck with a whip. if his body be burnt or if he be pla~d in 
a terrible place that is extremely chill. 

58 .. 60. What to say of such objects of senses as colour, smell 
and taste in regard to such a man! 

Again, neither thirst nor hunger harass that person at all 
who sees the Atman through the Atman and obtains the state of 
Samiidhi. 

It is neither in heaven nor in the nether worlds nor in the 
mortal world that that (supreme) happiness is seen which a man 
obtains after reaching the state of steady Samiidhi. 

61. To a person who has achieved the Yogic power thus, 
O scion of the family of Kuru, there are five very terrible obstac
les.1 Listen to them: 

62. Priitibha (intellectual), Jrava!la (auditional), Daiva 
(divine), Bhrama (whirling) and the terrible Avarta (revolving). 
When his intellect has grasped all scriptural texts, the Priitibha 
defect occurs. It is of Sattva nature. 

63-65a. Thereby the Yogin quickly becomes highly conceit
ed in his mind. 

Sravatta is the ability to hear (sounds) thousands of Yojanas 
away. This is the second Sattvika defect. One who is haughty 
on account of this, perishes. The next one, Daiva, is the ability to 
see eight species or Devas, viz. Vidyadharas, Apsaras (celestial 
damsels), Yak~as, Rakisasas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Guhyakas, 
Siddhas, Bhiitas. This also is a Siittvika defect. He perishes on 
account of this conceit. 

65b-69. He will become agitated in the surging mass of 
people, as though in a whirlpool of water. This is the defect call
ed A varta. It is of Rajasa nature causing great terror. If the mind 
of the Yogin whirls and whirls without any basis, because all 
supports have been taken away, it is the defect called Bhrama. 
It is a quality of Tomasa nature. 

All the Deva species have had their Yogic power destroyed 
on account of these obstacles that are extremely terrible. They 

1. VV 61-n deal with obstacles of Samadhi. 
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revolve again and again. Hence a Yogin must cover himself with 
the pure mental blanket and contemplate on the Supreme 
Brahman. He must direct his mind towards Brahman. Foodstuffs 
of Sattva nature should be resorted to by one who aspires for 
Siddhi. 

70-72. A Yo gin will not at all achieve anything through 
.Rajas a and Tomasa (types off ood). 

Alms should be begged and taken by the Yogin from noble
souled learned BrahmaJ)as who have faith and control over 
sense-organs. The alms should be: cooked barley, rice, butter
milk, milk, gruel, fully ripened fruits and roots, grains, oil-cake 
and flour. These are the items of food weU-known as the causes 
of the achievement of Siddhis by Yogins. 

73. A devotee who practises Yogic exercises should know 
the time of death by omens. He should then take Yogic exercises 
with mental purity and concentration in order to elude the god 
of Death. 

74-78. I shall mention the omens whereby one conversant 
with Yogic knowledge knows (the impending) death.1 

If a chaste woman wearing red or black garments and singing 
leads a person to the southern quarter in the course of a dream, 
he will not live (long). 

If anyone sees in dream a naked Jaina mendicant laughing 
and leaping. he should know that death has arrived in his form. 

If a person sees himself in a dream as stationed in a vehic1e 
with bears or monkeys yoked to it, goes south singing and gets 
immersed in a well, marshy place or cow-dung, he will not live 
(long thereafter). 

If one sees in a dream a dry river filled with one of these, viz. 
hair, coal, ash or serpents, one shall not live (long). 

If in a dream a man is hit or struck with stones by dreadful, 
hideous, coarse and rough men with weapons uplifted, that man 
shall die immediately. 

79-81. If at sunrise a howling vixen rushes in front of a man, 
or in the opposite direction or all round him, he meets death 
immediately. 

I. VV 74-89a enumerate different omens and sips indicatina impen
dina death. Similar ideas are found in Jaina works like Mara(IIJ-ka,µ/ikli, 
RJ1/a-M111111ccoya ofDurpdeva and the like. 
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If a person does not cognisc smell after the light (of the oil
lamp) has been put out, if a person spits out fire at night, if a 
person does not see his reflection in another man's eyes, he will 
not live for long. 

On seeing the weapon of Indra (? rainbow) at mid-night or 
eclipse during day time, one shall know that one has approa
ched the decline of one's own life. 

82-87a. If any person's nose becomes crooked, if the ears 
are (partially) depressed and (partially) lifted up, if water oozes 
out from the left eye, his life is (as good as) extinct. 

When the face gets a reddish tinge, the tongue becomes black, 
an intelligent man should know that his own death is imminent. 

If a person goes to the south in a vehicle drawn by a camel 
or a donkey, in the course of a dream, if he does not hear any 
(inner) sound even after closing the ears, he does not live long. 

If a person sees in a dream that he falls down and the door 
is closed against him, that bright vision has become red, if a 
person in the course of a dream enters fire but docs not come 
out again, or docs not come out after entering water, his life is 
only thus far. 

87b-92a. If at night or during day time, a person is hit or 
struck by wicked spirits simple or distorted, Yama and Death 
have approached him. 

If a person (ordinarily) after being devoted to them, censures 
or insults deities, elders, parents or others or learned persons, he 
does not live long. 

On seeing such adverse omens, the person conversant with 
Yoga should resort to Dhiira'(ld perfectly and remain motionless 
in concentration. 

If he does not want death, he does not meet it. If he desires 
salvation, he should let off the vital airs through Brahmarandhra 
at the crown of the head. There are obstacles assailing the Yogin 
even when the body is being liberated.1 1..isten to them also, 0 
son of PiJ)~U. 

92b-96. 2 In the city of lsina, in that of RikfaS&s, in the 
region of Yaktas, of Gandharvas, of lndra, of Soma, of Praja-

1. VV 92-114. The siddhh workin1 as obstacles to liberation are detailed. 
2. What follows is mostly obscure. 
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pati and of Brahma-in these eight regions, there are eight 
Siddhis each. Listen to them. 

They may be those belonging to the Earth, to Tejas, to Vdyu, 
to Ether, mind, or the intellect born of the ego. Each of them is 
of eight types, having each double of the previous one(?) and in 
due order. At the outset there are eight and in the end there are 
sixty-four. Listen how it is so. 

There are eight Siddhis pertaining to the Earth, viz. stoutness, 
shortness, childhood, old age, youth, 1 the forms of the different 
castes and ability to assume bodies with the help of four (ele
ments) excluding the part of the Earth. 

97-99. When the principle of Earth is conquered, these eight 
Siddhis occur in Aisiinya (north-east, the city of lsana). 

There are sixteen Siddhis known in the city of Rak~asas, eight 
mentioned before and further eight as follows: ability to stay in 
water as on the ground~ not being sick; he will be able to drink 
up the ocean; ability to get water everywhere-even dry (things) 
become liquid ; the ability to assume body by means of the three 
(elements); he will be able to place rivers in his hand; absence of 
wounds and the splendour of the body. These are the eight 
(Siddhis) mentioned. 

100-102a. In the abode of Yak~s. there are twenty-four 
Siddhis, the sixteen mentioned before and the eight Siddliis of 
Tejas, viz. ability to create fire from the body; elimination of the 
fear of being scorched by it ; ability to offer power to the worlds 
(people); ability to make fire burn in the middle of water; picking 
fire by hand ; sanctifying by means of mere recollection ; recreat
ing what is reduced to ash and ability to assume body of two 
(elements). 

102b-105. Speed and velocity of the mind; ability to pene
trate other living beings; ability to bear heavy weights sportingly 
even of mountains etc.; lightness; weightiness; prevention (stopp
ing) of the wind with the pair of hands; making all parts of the 
earth quake by touching down with the tip of fingers and ability 
to assume a body of a single element-these are the special 
Siddhis in the world of Oandharvas. There are altogether thirty-

J. The stage of life calJed Kaumara from birth to the age of five appears 
to be left out. The following are further stages: S"u •under eight', Pogall(la 
•up to the l6thyear'-MW p. 728 C. 
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two Srddhis in the world of Gandharvas, the twenty-four men
tioned before and these eight. 

Listen further. 
106-108a. In the world of Indra (eastern quarter) there are 

forty Siddhis, thirty-two mentioned before and eight Siddhis of 
the nature of wind, viz. production without shadow; non-percep
tion (invisibility?) of the sense organs; ability to go through the 
sky; perpetual subdual of the senses etc.; perception of sound 
from afar; ability to understand all sounds; understanding 
Tanmatra symbolism; and insight into all living beings-these 
are the eight Siddhis. 

108b-110a. Ability to acquire (everything) as desired; ability 
to go to any desired place; predominance everywhere; viewing 
of all hidden things; seeing all the world-these are the eight(?) 
mental Siddhis. (These are in addition to) the forty Siddhis 
mentioned before. These are known (as the Siddhis) in the world 
of Soma. 

II Ob-11 I. Ability to cut: ability to heat; ability to bind; 
(ability of) changing the world; delighting aU living beings and 
the victory over Death and over Time-these are the eight 
Siddhis(?) origi11ati11g from Ahamkiira (Ego) in the world of 
Prajapati. The Siddhis mentioned before (should also be 
included). 

112-114. Ability to create the universe by one's facial expres
sion; (ability of) blessing it; power of annihilating it; the varie
gated functioning of the world; the explicit dissimilarity(?); ex
tinction one by one of what is other than auspicious and the state 
of being the maker-these are the eight (Siddhis) originating 
from Buddhi ('Intellect'). Along with the previous fifty-six 
Siddhis there are altogether sixty-four Gu,.,as (Siddhis). These 
function in the region of Brahma. 

It is a secret that has been spoken to you. 
115. These Siddhia can be achieved by Yogins even when 

they are alive or when the bodies change. 
He should not have any contact (i.e. attachment to them) 

because of the possibility of downfall. 
116. In the case of a Y ogin who practises Yogic feats after 

dispelling these qualities (i.e. powers mentioned above), all the 
eight Siddhis that bring about Yogic achievement function. 
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117-120. They are Al)imii, Laghimii, Mahimil, Proptl, 
Priikiimya, llitva, Vasitva and Kiimiivasiiyitii. These Siddhis are 
stationed (expressed) in the world of Mahesvara . .Apimo ('ato
matization') is minuteness of all minute things. Laghima ('light
ness') is remembered because of its quickness; Mahimii ('great
ness') because of the state of being venerable to the remaining 
(people); Priipti ('ability to get') because there is nothing inacces
sible to him; Priikamya ('pervading') because he can pervade 
(everything); lsitva (masterliness) because he is a master of every
thing; Vasitva ('ability to win over') because he is able to con
quer and win others. It is the excellent seventh Siddhi. Kiimil
vasayitii is the ability to stay wherever one wishes to remain.1 

121. These Siddhis occur in one who attains the status of 
lsvara (Lord). Thereafter, he is not reborn nor does he grow or 
perish. 

122-123. He who attains salvation in this manner is said to 
be liberated. 

Just as water poured into water gets merged with it, so also 
the soul of the Yogin becomes identified with the Supreme Soul. 

After realizing the benefit thus, the Yogin should always 
practise Yoga. 

124-13la. In this context of Yogic merging, Yogins free 
from impurities cite this simile. The solar stone, when in con
tact with the rays of the moon, does not become one with it, nor 
does it emit sparks of fire. Kapifijala bird, mouse and mongoose 
stay in a house like its masters. When it is destroyed, they go 
elsewhere. They have no sorrow (for its destruction). This is an 
example for the ascetic (to emulate). 

With its very small mouth, the earthworm gathers heaps of 
clay. This is instructive unto the Yogin. 

Realizing that a tree equipped with leaves, flowers and fruits 
can be destroyed by animals, birdst human beings etc. Yogins 
achieve Siddhi( 'l) 

1. Vylsa in YS m.45 explains these Siddhis (9supernatural powers') 
differentJy. Thus: 

Prapti-Extension, seen when the Yoain touches the moon with a mere 
finger's tip. 

Kamavasayitva-The capacity to will actual facts so that the elements 
which are the evolving causes remain as he wills. 
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If a Yogi observing the tip of the horn in the body of the 
Ruru deer of the shape of the religious mark on the forehead, 
should grow along with it, he attains Siddhi. 

A person walks up a lofty gradient with a vessel full of (liquid) 
materials. Do not the Yogins understand the deep concentration 
required on seeing this? 

That is his abode where he stays. That is his food whereby 
he lives. That is his wealth whereby his Yogic achievement is 
realized. 

13 J b .. J 34a. The Yo gin should take up only that knowledge 
which is conducive to his work on hand (i.e. Yoga). The multi
plicity of knowledge (i.e. objects that should be known) causes 
obstacles in the achievement of Yogic power. 

If a person were to run after things thirsting for knowledge 
like "This is to be known; this is to be known", he will never 
realize his object of knowledge even if he were to Jive for a 
thousand Ka/pas. 

He shall abandon all attachment. He shall conquer anger. 
He shall take in only small quantity of food (light food). He 
shall subdue all sense organs. After closing all doors (sources of 
perception) by means of the inteUect, he should engage his mind 
in meditation. 

134b•l37. He shall resort to a diet of Sattva nature. He 
shall never take in that whereby he will become senseless. Con .. 
suming that, he shall become a favourite guest of the Raurava 
hell. 

The ascetic is proclaimed Trida,µJt ('having three 1taffs') 
because he has Vagdafllla (i. e. control over speech), Karmada.,_;a 
('control of physical action') and Manoda(l,ja ('control of mind')· 

The general public loves him. Even in his absence his quaij ... 
ties are glorified. Even the animals are not afraid of him. 

The characteristic feature of Siddhi is told here: 
138. Absence of lustfulness, good health, non-harshness, 

auspicious smell of fa~es and urine, splendour, vividness and 
gentleness in tone-this is the first indication of the Yogic func
tioning. 

139. One who has concentration and mental purity, one 
who is devoted to Brahman, one who does not err, one who is 
pure, one who takes interest in solitude and who has conquered 
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the sense-organs is the lofty-minded one who attains the Yogic 
power. Thereafter, by means of Yogic practice, he attains 
salvation. • 

140. On account of him, the family becomes sanctified. The 
mother becomes blessed and contented and the Earth fortunate. 
His mind is immersed in the ocean of happiness and engaged in 
the great Brahman of no external path(?). 

141. The ascetic whose intellect is pure, who considers a 
lump of clay and a block of gold as equal, who views all living 
beings alike, goes to the eternal region that never perishes. He 
is not born again. 

142. Thus the secret of Yoga has been explained by me. 
Gautama attained Yoga of this type. It was by him, 0 son of 
Prtha, that this Linga was installed. It destroys sins on being 
visited and worshipped. 

143-144. A devotee should worship this Lingo on the 
night of the fourteenth day in the dark half of the month of 
Asvina after taking bath in the most important lake Ahalyasaras. 
He should perform all the rites with sincerity, faith and devotion. 
On account of this great rite, he shall be freed from alJ sins. He 
goes to the place where Gautama the sage dwells. 

145-146. Thus the greatness of the Guptak~etra has been 
succinctly recounted by me. He who listens to this completely 
becomes pure. What more shall I say? 

He who devoutly listens to this excellent narrative of Gautama 
obtains sons, grandsons and everything desired. He goes to the 
everlasting region. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYSIX 

Bral,mesvara, Mok1elvara and Garbhesvara 

Niirada said: 

SOS 

I. Henceforth I shall recount (the glory of) the excellent 
Brahmesa Linga, merely by remembering which one shall obtain 
the benefit of Viijapeya sacrifice. 

2. Once, in the days of yore, 0 son of Prtha, a very severe 
penance was performed by Brahma who was desirous of creating 
(the universe). He performed the penance for a thousand and 
five hundred years. 

3. Sankara, the Lord of Pirvati, was completely satisfied by 
that penance. He granted to the maker of the worlds the boon 
that he had desired. 

4. The grandfather (i.e. Brahma) who was contented in 
having fulfilled his mission, became delighted and joyous. After 
knowing the greatness of the holy spot, he himself made a 
Linga. 

5. He dug a meritorious Jake named Brahmasaras. It was 
located to the east of Mahinagara. It was very splendid and 
destructive of great sins. 

6. The Lord installed the great Linga on its bank. It is said 
that Lord Sankara himself is present there. 

7. The holy spot named Brahmesa is superior to Pu~kara, 
0 Phalguna. One should take his holy bath there and offer 
rice-balls (to Pitrs) devoutly. 

8. He should offer charitable gifts in accordance with his 
capacity, especially in the month of Karttika. He should devoutly 
worship Lord Brahmesa with a delighted heart. 

9-10. His Pitrs become satisfied till the annihilation of all 
living beings. By plunging into this holy Tlrtha, the devotee 
obtains that benefit which is obtained in the holy Ttrthas includ
ing Gangi by men, as well as the merit obtained in Pu~kara and 
Kuruk$etra during solar eclipse. 

11-12. Listen to the extremely wonderful greatness of 
Mok1a-Linga, 0 son of Prtha. For the sake of the welfare of the 
holy region, I propitiated Mahesvara and installed the excellent 
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Linga or Hara named Mok1esvara. Thereafter, 0 son of Prthi, 
I dug up a well by means of the tip of a blade of Darhha grass. 

13. After propitiating Brahma, Parame~thin, the .maker of 
the worlds, Sarasvati was brought from the KamaJ(ja/u ('water 
pot') of Brahma. 

14-15. For the liberation of the ghosts of people, a man 
should take bath in the well of MokJanatha on the fourteenth 
day of the bright half of the month of Kirttika and (after bath) 
offer therein balls of gingelly seeds intended for the ghosts of the 
dead persons. It will certainly result in (the attainment of) the fruit 
of (visiting) the l\tlok~a Tirtha (i.e. liberation from ghosthood). 

16. There will never be a ghost in his family, 0 son of 
Prthi. There is no doubt about it. By the power of this holy spot 
all the ghosts obtain liberation. 

17. A~er scrupulously taking his holy ablution in the excellent 
well of Jayaditya and bowing down to Garbhesvara no devotee 
has to enter into wombs (i.e. has to be reborn). 

18. Thus, 0 son of Prthi, the greatness of the Guptaktetra 
has been succinctly recounted to you by me. He who listens to 
this wholly shall become pure. What shall I tell you further? 

CHAPTER FIFTYSEVEN 

The Glory of Ntlaka(lfha 

Narada said: 

I. Thereafter, the Brahmao.as and Nirada propitiated 
Mahesvara and installed Sankara in the holy city Mahinagaraka. 

2. For the welfare of the worlds (they instalJed) the excel
lent Linga Kedara to the north of Atrisa. It is destructive of great . 
sins. 

3-6a. A man who takes his holy bath in Atrikuo.4a and per
forms the Sraddha rite in accordance with the injunctions and 
bowing down to Atrisa visits Kedira, will never suck the breasts 
of a mother again. He shall be liberated. 
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Then Rudra himself gave Nilak&J)tha to the noble-souled 
Nirada and himself stayed in the splendid Mahinagaraka. 

A man who takes his holy bath in Kotitirtha and visits 
Nilaka])fha as well as bows down to Jaylditya shall attain Rudra
loka. 

6b-8. Those excellent men who take their holy bath in the 
well and worship Jayaditya will by the grace of Jayiditya never 
face the extinction of their family. 

Thus, 0 son of Prtha, the narrative of Mahinagaraka has 
been recounted to you. On listening to it completely one is 
liberated from alJ sins. 

CHAPTER FIFTYEIGHT 

End of Arjuna's Pilgrimage1 

Arjuna enquired: 

I. Why is this holy spot a Guptak,etra ('a secret well-guard
ed holy spot')? Why is it a secret, 0 Narada? Its great power has 
never been to]d to anyone (else). 

Niirada replied: 

2. Listen, 0 son of Pa.o4u, to the old story about the name 
Guptak1etra, and how this (spot) became concealed and secret 
due to a curse. 

3. FormerJy, for some reason, the presiding deities of all the 
Ttrthas coJJectiveJy went to the assembly--chamber of Brahma in 
order to pay obeisance to the god. 

I. This chapter explains why the holy place Mahi-Sigara-Sailgama was 
not famous as other sacred places like K.Ui, Praylga etc. It appears that 
even at the time of writing this Purioa by the anonymous writer of KK, 
this place was neglected and temple-buildinss were in a dilapidated condition 
and were shown to have been repaired or restructured by Princess Kumlri 
(Barkaresvarl). The story of the curse to this holy place is invented to 
explain its obscurity and nealiaence by the public. 
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4-7. There were the (presiding) deities of Putkara, Prabhisa, 
Nimi~a, Arbuda, Kuruk~etra and the holy Dharmira,;:,.ya. There 
were the deities of Vastrapatha, Sveta and Phalautirtha, of 
Kedara and crores of other Tlrthas as well. There were the 
presiding deities of the confluence of Sindhu and the sea, of 
Mahi-Sagara and Ganga and Sagara. There were the deities of 
Sukara (i.e. Varahak,etra) and the rivers, the chief of whom 
were Ganga and Reva. There were the deities of alJ the whirl
pools, the chief of whom was Sooa Hrada. 

8. They came in groups in order to know their(comparative) 
excellence. Those deities who were free from impurities came to 
the great assembly of Brahma. 

9. On seeing that all the Tirthas had come, Pitarnaha stood 
up along with all the members of the assembly. 

10. After bowing down to all the Tirthus, the Lord (Brahma) 
with his eyes glistening due to surprise and beaming like full 
bJown (lotus), addressed them with palms joined in reverence: 

I I. "Today our entire abode has been highly sanctified by 
you aU. We too have been purified by meeting you all. 

12. Seeing the Tirthas is conducive to welfare. So also their 
touch, holy bath in them. Their glorification and recollection 
cannot take place without great n1erit. 

13. Even those who are very ruthless, terrible and contami
nated by great sins are sanctified by th.e Tlrthas. All the more so 
in the case of those who are established in Dharma (i.e. abide by 
all sorts of pious and devout activities)." 

14. After saying this, he commanded his son PuJastya, 
"Bring Arghya quickly for the sake of these Tlrthas so that J 
shall honour them." 

Pulast ya said: 

15--17. 0 Lotus-born Lord, innumerable Tlrthas are seen 
here (yet) as you order me, 0 dear father, I shall bring only one 
Arghya. For in the Texts on Dharma, this verse occurs: "If 
there be innumerable persons worthy of being offered Arghya 
and adored, it should be offered to only one who is the most 
distinguished and excellent among them." 
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Brahma said: 

18. 0 dear son, the words uttered by you are very significant 
and well said. Do so. Bring only a single Arghya very quickly. 

Narada said: 

19. Thereupon Pulastya quickly brought the cxceUJnt 
Arghya. Brahma took it up in his hands and spoke these words 
to the Tlrthas: 

20. "Let one chief among you be declared jointly by you all. 
I shall offer Arghya to him. Thus (the fault of) unfairness will 
not accrue to me." 

The Tirthas said: 

21. We do not know at all our relative superiority. That 
was why we have come here. You understand it yourself and 
hence may decide the same . 

.Brahma said: 

22-24. I do not know in any way the superiority among 
you. Obeisance to you all. It behoves you all to let me know 
your own respective boundless superiority. How can we judge in 
the presence of such great ones as Ganga, Gaya, Kasi, Pu~kara, 
Naimi$a. Kuruk$etra, Reva, Mahi-sagara-saitgama and hund
reds of Tfrthas 1ike Prabhasa etc.? 

Narada said: 

25. When this was stated by the Lotus-born Lord, no one 
said anything. After a long time Mahi-sagara•sangama said: 

26. "0 Four.faced Lord, quickly offer the Arghya unto me, 
since no one can (compete) even with one croreth ofmy portion. 

27. When the earth was being scorched by king Indra
dyumna, the river named Mahi took its origin with all the Tfrthas 
melted into it. 

28. That river is the collective form of all the Tlrthas. They 
are united with me. Hence I too am identical with all the Tlrthas 
and we11-known in the three worlds as such. 

29. Guha (i.e. Skanda) installed the great Liliga of Isvara 
named Kumarejvara. I have been given the status of the chief 
among the Tlrthas by the noble-souled Guba himself. 
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30. Nirada established the splendid sacred place on my 
banks. Formerly I have been given the status of being the 1nost 
excellent among all the holy spots by Nirada himself. 

31. Thus for three excellent reasons, let the Arghya be given 
to me. No other Ttrtha is on a par with even a part of (my) 
quality (sanctity)." 

32. When this was spoken by the king of Tirthas, 0 son 
of Prtha, 0 descendant of Bharata, no one said anything as they 
waited for what Brahma might say. 

33. Thereupon Dharma, the eldest son of Brahma, smeared 
with white unguents and wearing white garlands, lifted his right 
hand and spoke these words: 

34. ·•Alas! This is painful and ill-said by the king of Tirthas 
out of delusion, since one's own good qualities should not be 
spoken of by oneself even if they be real. They should never be 
mentioned by good people. 

35. If during the state of affluence, anyone disdains others 
and proclaims his own good qualities, this is egotism of Rajas 
nature. It is reprehensible. 

36. Hence despite the existence of good qualities, this Ttrtha 
will remain unknown and in a ruined condition on account of 
this egotism. 

37. It may be known as Stalhbhatirtha, since it has become 
boastful. Even Brahma obtained the (evil) consequence of boast
fulness immediately. What to say of others?" 

38. When this was uttered by Lord Dharma, a loud excJa .. 
mation "Ha! Ha!" (Alas! Alas!) was heard. Thereupon the Lord 
of Yogins (i.e. Guha) and I came to the spot. 0 son of Pao.~u. 

39-40. Approaching Lord Dharma, Guba spoke these 
words: "It is highly improper, 0 Dharma, to give this curse out 
of impudence and rudeness. Let anyone among the Tlrthas say 
whether this Mahi-sagara-sangama docs or does not deserve this 
exalted magnificence. 

41. It is true, that his own good quality was proclaimed by 
the king of Ttrthas. But what is the fault here? For otherwise 
making a false statement becomes a good quality I 

42. It is not proper on the part of the protectors (of people) 
to take such actions without proper reflection. If they do so, to 
whom can the subjects resort?" 
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43-44. When this was spoken by Guha, Dharma spoke these 
words: ' 1This is true that Mahi-sigara-saligama is a worthy one 
deserving the honour of being the chief among all the nrthas 
and the A.rghya {worship) from Pitamaha (i.e. Brahma). But one's 
own good qualities should not be proclaimed by oneself. This is 
the perpetual vow of good people. Self-praise, even indirectly 
wiJI unseat even Brahma. 

45-48. Did not Yayati formerly fall from heaven on to the 
earth because he boasted about himself along with remarks dis
paraging to others? 

The standards formerly fixed by the wise Isa {i.e. Siva) should 
be honoured by us. What sensible man will transgress them? 

It is for this purpose that your father has commanded and 
appointed us. We have maintained it. If Lords like you do as you 
please, this is forsaken by us. Let some other person be assigned." 

After saying this, he was about to set aside his seal of autho
rity. I then thought over the point at issue and spoke thus: 

49-54. "Obeisance to great Dharma, to the nobJe-souled 
creator of the universe, to the Lord perpetually adored by Brahma, 
Vi$OU and Siva, to the destroyer of sins. If, 0 Dharma, you lay 
down your seal of authority for any reason, what shall be our 
state? 0 Lord, do not ruin the universe. It behoves you to honour 
Guba, the Lord ofYogins, since the son of Siva must be person
ally and directly honoured like Siva. It behoves Guba the Lord 
and master to honour you. Thanks to the unity between you two, 
the universe shall Jive happily. Let not the curse pronounced by 
you on the king of Ttrtl,as, 0 bestower of honour, be a repudia
tion of the king of Tirthas. Let it be made a blessing." 

55-56. Even as I uttered this, the Lotus-born Lord praised 
me and said, "What has been said by Narada is relevant. 0 
Dharma, carry out his suggestion. Honour Guha since Guha is 
our master." 

When this was spoken by Brahma, Dharma spoke these 
words: 

57-58. "Obeisance to Guha, the Siddha, of whom we are 
the servants. 0 Lord Skanda, listen attentively to this submission 
of mine. This great Tlrtha will become unknown and lose its 
fame due to its boastfulness. But known as Starilbhatirtha it will 
become very famous. 
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59-65. Jt will be well-known as Stambhatirtha1 and yield 
the benefit of all the nrthas. If any man performs charitable rites 
or holy ablution here, he wiJJ have all those benefits exactly as 
mentioned. 

Listen attentively to the benefit of the pilgrimage to Mahi
sagara when the New-Moon day falls on a Saturday. It is equal 
to the f oHowing: ten pilgrimages to Prabhasa, seven to Putkara, 
eight to Prayaga, five to Kuruk~tra, three to Vastrapatha, five 
to Ganga, four to Kiipodari, six to Kasi and five to Godavari. 
That is the benefit of (the pilgrimage to) Stambhatirtha on a 
New-Moon day coinciding with Saturday.'' 

When the boon was granted thus, Skanda became delighted in 
his mind. 

66. With great concentration, Brahma offered Arghya 
(worship) to Stambhatirtha. The Lord of unmeasured splendour 
granted it the status of being the most excellent one among all 
the Tfrthas. 

67-68. He honoured the Tirthas and Lord Guba and bade 
farewell to them. Such is the legend indicating the origin of the 
name Guptak1etra. Again, for increasing its reputation celes
tial damsels were sent here by me. They have been liberated 
from the state of being crocodiles, 0 scion of the family of Kuru, 
by you. 

69-70. That is because your birth as well as that of Kn.J}a 
in this world is for the sake of protecting all forms of Dharma. 

The great benefit of all the Ttrthas has been recounted to you. 
On hearing this from the beginning a person is liberated from all . 
sms. 

Suta said: 
71. On hearing this, Vijaya (i.e. Arjuna) the intelligent one, 

was very much surprised. He praised (Narada). On being bidden 
farewell by Narada and others he went to Dvaraka. 

l. Popular etymology of Stambhatlrtha, modern Khambayat (CambaY). 
The fact is that the first settlement of Saivite Bralunins was established 
on the virgin pillar-like well-protected cliffs, stambha from Val. Skambha 
meaning •a pillar•. Hence the name Stambhatrrtha, •The holy pJace of the 
pillar'. VV 57-60 are only a poetic explanation. Starhbha implies hauah
tincss of the Tlrtha for which it was cursed to remain unknown and in a 
ruined condition (vido vv 36-37). 
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CHAPTER FIFITNINE 

The Dc?parture of Gha/otkaca to Pragjyoti1a 

Saunaka said: 

513 

1-3. 0 Suta, the extremely wonderful, unparalleled Gupta
k1etra has been glorified. It enhances delight. 

Previously while you were glorifying Siddhaliliga, you said 
thus: ''By the grace of Siddhamata ('Siddha mother') and 
through the assistance of CaJJ.4ila, a meritorious soul named 
Vijaya will achieve Siddhis." 

Who is this one named CaJJ.9ila? Who is the person named 
Vijaya? 

4-6a. How did he achieve Siddhi by the favour of Siddha 
mother? Recount this accurately. Indeed we have great curiosity 
for hearing it. Who is not enthusiastic in the matter of listening 
to the conduct of good people? 

Ugralravas narrated: 

You have asked well. It is a long time since I heard the story 
from Dvaipayana directly, 0 Brahmal}.as, yet I shall recount it to 
you. 

6b-I I. Formerly, after obtaining the daughter of king Dru
pada (in the Svayamvara), the sons of PaJJ,9u established them
selves later on in Indraprastha at the suggestion of Dhrtara,tra. 
They were then protected by Vasudeva. Once the PaJ)~avas were 
sitting together in the asssembJy and conversing on various 
topics. While the exploits of Devas, Sages, Pitrs and ghosts 
as well as kings were being talked about Ghatotkaca, the son of 
Bhima, came there. 

On seeing him, the five brothers and the valorous Vasudeva 
suddenly got up from their seats and joyously embraced him. 
The humble son of Bhima bowed down and saluted them. After 
blessing him, the king made him sit on his lap. With great affec
tion he sniffed him on his head and told him (openly) in the 
assembly of the people: 

Yudhi~/hira said: 

12-15. Whence are you coming, dear son? Where have 
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you been diverting yourself so Jong? I hope you happily rule the 
kingdom inherited from your (maternal) uncle. 0 son of Hi~
a:mbi, I hope you never misbehave towards Briluna1;.1as, good 
men, cows and gods. It is pleasing to Harl and us. The entire 
forest of Hi~amba and his army of Rak~asas are being protected 
by you, 0 good (son), and (I hope) then the prosperity of the 
people is on the increase. I hope your mother is very happy. She 
has done (many things) pleasing to us. Even as a virgin, she cast 
off all false prestige and resorted to Bhima as her husband. 

16-20. On being enquired thus by king Dharma (i.e. Yudhi$
thira) the son of Hi4ambi replied smilingly: 

"When my wicked uncle was killed, I was appointed to rule 
the kingdom. I have since then placed the kingdom under good 
administration, killing the vicious people. 

My mother, the gentle lady of divine penance, is quite 
happy. She always used to tell me, '0 dear son, be devoted to 
your father and uncles.' 

On hearing her words I have come from the region at the 
foot of Meru1 for bowing down to you all, with devout and 
humble mind. I wish that you engage me in some noble task, 
since there is great benefit in it. If the son is always obedient to 
his parents and uncles, he will conquer the worlds above and 
will be famous here in this world." 

Suta said: 

21. As his son said thus, the king Dharma embraced him 
again and again with tears of joy, and said to him with his voice 
choked: 

22-24. ''You alone are our devout helper. It is for this 
purpose, 0 son of Hi\iambi, that good persons wish for sons. 
Sons of that sort redeem them here and hereafter. Certainly a 
son is like his mother; your mother is greatly devoted to us. 
You too arc like that. 

1. From Mbh Adi, Ch. 150, it is clear that Hididlba-Vana was near 
VAraoasi as PAndavas came out of the tunnel from LlkNrha ('House of 
Lac') and found themselves in the Kinadom of Hidiri:tba. Mount Meru (the 
Pamirs) is far away from it. The words 'from the foot of Meru' show the 
ignorance of the author about the exact location of 1Hi4imba-Vana'. 
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25. Oh! this dear wife of my brother has surpassed the 
glory of her husband (since) she has undertaken penance. 

26-27. Certainly my sister-in-law's activities are not at all 
prompted by lust or desire to enjoy worldly pleasures. It is 
because she seeks the happiness of her son that she has resorted 
to penance, the (main) purpose of which is the attainment of the 
other world. If a girl even of a low family is herself devoted and 
_gives birth to a devout son, I consider her to be an exceUent one 
belonging to a noble family." 

28. After speaking many such (complimentary) sentences, 
Dharmaraja spoke thus to Kesava: 

29-32. ',o lotus-eyed Lord, you know how he was born to 
Bhima and how, as soon as he was born, he became a mighty 
youth. In the case of eight divine species birth and attainment 
of youth occur simultaneously. Hence he attained youth 
immediately. So, KnJJ.a, I am always worried about getting a 
suitable wife for him. Wherefrom can I get a suitable wife for 
the son of Hi~aritbi? 0 Lord Knoa, 0 omniscient one, you know 
the whole of the three worlds. 0 scion of the family of Yadu, it 
behoves you to suggest a wife suitable for the son of Hi~ambi." 

Suta said: 

33. On being told thus by king Dharma, Janardana thought 
for a while and spoke these words: 

34. 11There is one, 0 king. I shall tell you about a girl 
splendid and suitable for him. Now she lives in the beautiful 
and excellent city of Pragj yoti$a.1 

3S. 0 son of Pfthi, she is the daughter of Muru2 of wonder
ful exploits. He was a friend of Naraka as dear to him as his 
life. 

36. You know it all that that terrible Daitya was killed and 
his fortress made of nooses destroyed by me and that he was a 
wicked one. 

1. Prlgjyoti$alpura-Kimaropa or Kimlkhyi in Assam. 
2. Muru or Mura-An Asura, Defence Officer of Naraka. He built round 

the city of Prigjyoti'8 his nooses. KnQa destroyed that network and killed 
Mura (Mbh, Sabha 38.29). 
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37. Then, after Muru, the Daitya, had been killed by me, 
his terrible daughter KimakatanJcai:a came to fight with me be-
cause she was extremely mighty and vigorous. • 

38. She held a sword and a shield. In the great battle I 
fought with her by means of great arrows discharged from the 
excellent bow Sarliga. 

39. With her sword the daughter of Muru cut off my arrows. 
Approaching (me), she struck Garu4a with her sword. 

40. Overcome with fainting sensation, Garu9a became 
unconscious. Thereupon, the discus was taken up by me for 
killing her. 

41. On seeing that the discus was raised by me on the 
battle ground, the goddess named Kamakhya stood before me 
and spoke these words: 

42. '0 Puru$ottama, it does not behove you to kill her. 
Protect her. Invincibility has been granted to her by me along 
with a sword and a shield. 

43. She was granted unparalleled intellect and the greatest 
might in battle. That was why even in three days the daughter 
of Muru has not been subdued by you.' 

44. On being told thus, I spoke these words to the goddess, 
'Here I have withdrawn, 0 splendid lady, (now you) stop her 
too.' 

45-48. Thereafter Kamakhya embraced her, her own devo
tee, and spoke these words to her: ,o gentle lady, refrain from 
fighting. He cannot be killed by anyone in battle. Madhava is 
invincible in war. There is no one, there will never be one and 
there never was anyone who could vanquish him in battle. Even 
the Three-eyed Lord, 0 daughter, cannot defeat him. How can 
anyone else (do so)? Hence, 0 splendid lady, bow down to him. 
Turn away front this fight. This is clearly proper on your part. 
You will become the daughter-in-law of Bhima, his brother (i.e. 
cousin). 

49. Hence, 0 gentle lady, honour Janardana, your father-in
law. 0 )earned lady, you must not grieve over your (dead) father. 

50-52. Death is inevitable for a person who is born and re
birth is inevitable for one who dies. Many know this. Say, by 
whom can it be prevented? Whom does not Death assail at the 
proper time? (Even) sages, Devas, great Asuras, men with the 
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learning of the three Vedas and kings (cannot escape). Death 
does assail them. A person conversant with the superior and 
inferior or prior and posterior things does not become deluded 
anywhere. The death of your father at the hand of this Janardana 
is praiseworthy. He has become liberated from aJl sins and has 
gone to the abode of Vi~t;1u., 

53-56. On being told by Kamakhya thus, Kamakatankata 
gave up her anger, covered her limbs and bowed down to me. 
After granting her my blessing, I spoke to her, 0 leading mem
ber of the family of Bharata: 

'Stay here in this city, duly honoured by Bhagadatta. Bhaga
datta has been made the king by me as well as by goddess Earth. 
He wiU honour you in diverse ways as though you are his sister. 
Staying here you will attain theson of Hic;fambi as your husband.' 

After consoling that gentle lady, the daughter ofMuru, in 
this manner, I bade farewell to her. 

57. She stayed in that city and I went to the abode of Sakra. 
Then I came to Dvaravati and met you. 

58-64. Th us she is the splendid and befitting wife to the son 
of Hi9ambi. In that battle connected with Kamakhya, she shone 
like a terrible lightning. Her beauty is not extolled by me as it is 
improper for a father-in-law (to do so). Indeed it is not proper 
for a good person to describe in detail all women. 

Further, a condition has been stipulated by her. Listen to it: 
'A man who conquers me by silencing me with questions (in dis
putations) as weJI as by fighting with me, shall be my husband.' 

On hearing this stipulation, many Daityas and Rak~asas 
went there in order to win her over. But they were (all) conqucr-
ed and slain by her. 

No one who has gone to her has returned alive as in the case 
of a swarm of locusts that enters bright fire (never to return). If 
Ghatotkaca of great vigour and might dares to conquer the 
daughter of Muru, she wiH certainly be his wife." 

Yudhi1/hira said; 

65-67. She may very well have many good qualities but she 
has one great defect. What is the use of that milk which is mixed 
with poison? 
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How can I throw away the son of Bhimasena, the boy who is 
dear to me more than my own Jife, for the sake of a mere adven-• ture, (although) I can understand (the purport) of your pure 
words? Other girls are available in different lands, 0 Janardana. 
It behoves you to suggest some excellent one (from) among them. 

Bhlma said: 

68-71. The words uttered by Kesava are well said. They are 
excellent and significant. What the king said out of affection does 
not appeal to me. 

The valour of a K~atriya should be tested by an extremely 
difficult task as in the case of that of a leading elephant among 
the herds of elephants and not among deer. 

Leading persons (heroes) must make themselves famous in 
every respect. How can one get that reputation except by ac-
complishing difficult tasks? 

0 son of Prtha, the protection of the son of Hi{lambi is not 
within our control. The creator by whom he has been given (to 
us) will protect him. 

72-73. Effort must be made in every respect to rise to a lofty 
po~ition by a sensible person. If due to (adverse) fate, it is not 
achieved, it is not the fault of that sensible man. 

Just as Devavrata (Bhi~ma) formerly abducted the daughters 
of the king of Kasi single-handedly, so also let the son of 
Hi~ambi bring the daughter of Muru single-handedly. Let there 
be no delay. 

A.r juna said: 

74-76. The words uttered by Bhima are based on manliness 
alone. It appears to me that what is feeble may become power
ful with destiny as its supporting cause. Kimakhya will never 
utter anything false and she has previously said thus, "0 gentle 
lady, Bhimasena's son will take hold of your hand." For this 
reason Jet Ghatotkaca go there immediately. This appeals to me, 
0 Krtoa. Say whether you like it. 

Kr1-r:,a said: 

77. Your words as well as those of the noble-souled Bhima 
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appeal to me. No one indeed is equal to the son of Bhimasena in 
intellect as well as prowess. 

78. My inner conscience says that the daughter of Muru is 
already obtained. So, let the son of Hi9ambi go immediately. 
Dear son, what do you think? 

Ghafotkaca said: 

79-80. It is not justifiable to speak about one's own good 
qualities in front of venerable persons. Good qualities and the 
rays of the sun shine only in action. 

In every respect, I shall do only that whereby my father and 
uncles, the pure sons of PaJ).QU need not be ashamed in open 
assemblies on account of me, their son. 

81. After saying this, the mighty one stood up and bowed 
down to them. Blessed by his father and uncles with good wishes 
for victory, he desired to proceed. 

82-84. As he was about to go, Jamirdana congratulated him 
and said this: "At the time of debate, you should remember me, 
the cause of success, so that I can enhance your strength as well 
as the intellect that cannot be distracted and swayed." 

After saying thus Kn.l}.a embraced him and bade farewell to 
him with blessings. 

Then at the close of the day, the powerful son of Hi9amba. 
rose up into the sky with Siiryak~a, Kalak$a and Mahodara as 
his followers and went to the city namad Pragjyoti~a. 

CHAPTER SIXTY 

The Birth of Barbarika1 

Sura said: 

1. He saw a thousand-storeyed golden mansion standing 
in a great park outside the city of Pragjyotita, 

1. This name is derived from Barbara, an alien tribe in India. The son of 
Ohatotkaca was so named as his hair was like that of Barbaras. This story 
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2. It was filled with the sounds of flutes, lutes and M rdangas 
(drums). It was teeming with maid-servants, ten thousand in 
number. 

3. The servants of Bhagadatta coming in and. going out 
enquired: "What does the sister wish?" and they filled the whole 
mansion. 

4. Approaching that mansion that resembled the peak of 
Meru, the son of Hi9arllbi saw a female companion KarJ.).a• 
pravaraoa. 

5. The hero said to her gently, "0 gentle lady, where is the 
daughter of Muru. I am a guest coming from a far-off land, a 
lover of hers. I wish to see her." 

Kan:,apriivara,:,a said: 

6. 0 mighty-armed one, what have you to do with the 
daughter of Muru? 0 lover, crores of lovers have been ki1led by 
her previously. 

7. On seeing your form with a potful of laughter with the 
tresses always lifted up, 0 hero, I bow down to your feet. I am 
standing by ready to carry out your behc-sts. 

8. Therefore, rejoice in my company, 0 lover; enjoy all 
types of pleasures. I shall give three beloveds to your three 
followers. 

Ghafotkaca said: 

9. 0 blei,,sed lady, 0 splendid one, what you have proposed 
befits you. But these words of yours do not enter my mind. 

10. That is because, 0 gentle lady, Kama who is antagonis
tic to one does not bind the person to whom one is drawn and 
attached. Therefore, what can we do? 

I I. One of these two shall occur today: your mistress will 
be seen and won over by me and she will sport with me or I will 
be defeated by her and shall go the way (i.e. death) the previous 
lovers have gone. 

12. Therefore, 0 Karo.apravar3.J.1a, Jet her be quickly 1n
f orrned so that she can adore the guest at least by her sight. 

of Barbarika is found only in SkP and not in BhP which is the source of 
such legends. 
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13. On hearing these words of the son of Bhima, the demo-
ness (went up to the top of the palace) with faltering steps and 
spoke these words to the daughter of Muru, who was on the top 
of the palace: 

14. "0 gentle lady, a certain glorious young man of splend
our unparalleled in the three worlds is standing at the gate as 
your guest of Jove. Command what should be done next." 

K.amakafankafii said: 

15. Let him be quickly allowed to come in; why do you 
delay? Perhaps by good fortune, my condition may be fulfilled." 

16-17. On being told these words, the chaperon went to 
Ghatotkaca and said : 

''0 lover, go immediately to her presence, the presence of 
Death." 

On being told so, the son of Bhima laughingly left his follow
ers there and entered the mansion like a lion entering a cave of 
Meru. 

18-22. He saw there a number of parrots, doves an<l thrushes 
as wcJI as inebriated female companions. 

Then he saw that (daughter of Muru) too. She was superior 
to Rati in giving pleasure by her beauty and youth. Bedecked in 
aJI ornaments, she was comfortably seated on a swing. On seeing 
her flashing like lightning, the son of Bhima thought: 'Ah! this is 
the lady suggested (as wife) for me by KnQa (and) my father as 
befitting (me). It is justifiable (natural) that for the sake of this 
(lady) a number of lovers have met death formerly. A large 
number of lovers pine away for the sake of their be1oved ones 
and lose their bodies. Then why should this destruction (death) 
be reckoned as great?' 

Thus the lover, the son of Bhi1na, thought in various ways 
and (ultimately) said: 

23. "0 ruthless one with adamantine heart! I have come 
here as your guest. Hence offer me the adoration due to good 
persons in accordance with what you have cherished in your 
heart." 

24. On hearing these words of the son of Hi\lambi, Kama-
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katankaia was struck with wonder (to see) at his handsome fea-
tures. She censured her own childishness. 

25. 'Fie upon me, because such a condition has been previ
ously stipulated by me! If it had not been made formerly, this 
(man) would have become my husband.' 

26-27. Thinking thus, she spoke these words to the son of 
Bhima: "You have come in vain, Ogentle Sir. Return alive and 
live happily. Or if you love me (ardently) quickly narrate a tale. 
If you recount a story and put me in a doubtful fix, I shall come 
under your control; otherwise you will be slain by me and have 
an eternal sleep." 

Suta said: 

28-30. As she spoke these words, he looked at her with the 
extremity of his eye, remembered Knoa, the sire of the mobile 
and the immobile beings, and began the story: 

"A certain young man indulged freely in sensual pleasures 
with his wife. She gave birth to a daughter. The wife died there
after and the man brought up his daughter and nursed her 
properly. 

31-32. That splendid girl grew into a young maiden with all 
the limbs fully developed, with the breasts and waist shining 
brilliantly and with the lotus-like face beaming. At that time his 
mind, overwhelmed by lust, broke all ties and fetters. The vicious 
fellow embraced his daughter and said: 

33. •You are the daughter of my neighbour. You were 
brought here and nourished by me for a long time so that you 
can be my wife. Hence fulfil that task, my beloved one.' 

34. On being told thus, she accepted his words as true. She 
resorted to him as her husband and he to her as his wife. 

35. A daughter was born to her from that lecherous donkey. 
Tell me whether that child is his daughter or granddaughter. If 
you are capable of it, answer my question immediately." 

Suta said: 

36-39a. On hearing this question, she pondered over it in 
many ways in her mind. She could not arrive at any decisive 
conclusion at all. When she was defeated by means of that ques
tion, she made use of her power. 
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With her hands she struck at the golden chain of the swing. 
Thereupon crores of extremely terrible Rak'8sas came out. Lions, 
tigers, boars, deer, buffaloes and leopards also came out. 

39b-41. On seeing those numerous animals rushing at him 
furiously in order to swallow him, the son of Bhima laughingly 
sounded (rubbed against one another) the nails of his small 
finger and thumb. Thereupon twice the number of Rakpsas etc. 
came out. All those (animals) created by the daughter of Muru 
were swallowed in a moment by them. When her power was re
pulsed, she resorted to her physical force. 

42-44. She got up suddenly from the swing and wished to 
seize her sword. The son of Bhima chased her speedily as she 
stood up, caught hold of her hair with his left hand and made 
her fall on the ground. He then placed his left foot on her neck 
and took up the knife in his right hand with a desire to chop off 
her nose. Then the daughter of Muru trembled and spoke slowly 
to Ghatotkaca: 

45. "0 Lord, I have been defeated by you in three ways, viz. 
by the question, by means of the (magical) power and by means 
of physical force. Obeisance to you. Hence leave me. I am your 
servant. Command me. I shall carry it out." 

Gha/otkaca .~aid: 

46. If it is so, you are released. Show me your force once 
again. 

After saying this he released her. On being released she bow
ed down and said: 

47. "I know you, 0 mighty one, as a hero, the n1ost excel
lent one among powerful persons. You are the leader of all 
Rak~asas. You have unlimited and unparalleled valour in all 
the three worlds. 

48. You are the overlord of Guhyakas known as Kalanabha. 
For the protection ofYak~as, you are born on the earth as the 
lord of sixty crores. 

49. It was Kimikhyi who told this to me. I remembered 
everything. This mansion of mine along with my followers have 
been given to you by myself. 
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50-54. 0 my dear Lord, command me. What behest shall I 
carry out?" 

GhaJotkaca said: 

0 daughter of Muru, if one has parents and kinsmen, it is 
not proper at all that one should marry secretly. Hence, 0 
splendid lady, carry me quickly to Sakraprastha (i.e. Indra
prastha) now. This is our family tradition that the wife should 
carry the husband. After getting their permission, I shall marry 
you there. 

Thereafter, the daughter of Muru intimated (everything) to 
king Bhagadatta. After taking ample wealth, she bade farewell 
to her brother. Then carrying Ghatotkaca on her back the un• 
censured (praiseworthy) lady came to Sakraprastha surrounded 
by many attendants, equipped with various kinds of articles. 

55. Thereafter, he was congratulated by Vasudeva and the 
PiJ,,1.9avas. At an auspicious hour the son of Bhima grasped her 
hand (i.e. married her). 

56. After marrying her in accordance with the excellent 
ways current among Korus as weJI as among the Rak$asas, he 
propitiated the Pa.Q.9avas with her wealth. 

57 Both Kunti and Draupadi who were propitiated by the 
wealth of the daughter of Muru rejoiced very much. They per
formed auspicious rites for her. 

58. After the marriage celebration was concluded, the king 
duly honoured Ghatotkaca accompanied by his wife and directed 
him (to go back) to his own kingdom. 

59. After accepting his behest with bent head, the son of 
Hi<Jambi accompanied by his wife, the daughter of Muru, went 
to his own auspicious kingdom in the forest of Hi9amba. 

60. With enhanced blessings proclaimed by the Rak,asa 
women through Vtrakiimsya$ (i.e. reception by waving lamp in a 
tray of bell-metal), he rejoiced in his own kingdom with great 
celebrations and festivities. 

61. Thereafter, the son of Bhima sported with her in the 
forests of variegated colours and the banks of rivers like Riva:l)a 
along with Mandodari. 
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62. Even as the son of Hi4ambi, a tiger among Rak~asas, 
(a leader) of great lustre was sporting about thus, a son was born 
to him. He had the lustre of the rising sun. 

63-66. As soon as he was born, he increased in size. In a 
moment he became a young man. He had the lustre of a blue 
cloud. His face resembled a pot. He had long eyes. His hair on 
the head as well as on the body rose up. He bowed down to his 
parents and said : "I bow down to both of you. Parents are the 
preceptors of a person born. I shall become free from the in
debtedness to you by always doing what is pleasing to you. I 
wish to have a name given by you two. Thereafter what is 
conducive to welfare and prosperity should be performed." 

Thereupon the son of Bhima embraced his son and spoke 
these words : 

67-68. ''Since you have the hair like that of a Barbara, you 
will be named Barbarika, 0 mighty-armed one. You will in
crease the delight of the family. What is conducive to your 
welfare is glorified by the leading BrahmatJ,as in various ways. 
Therefore, we shall go to the city of Dvaraka and ask V asudeva, 
the Lord of the race of Yadu." 

CHAPTER SIXTYONE 

The Liturgy of Ga,;zesvara 

Suta said: 

I. Thereafter, Ghatotkaca left Kam3:ka~nkata there. 
Followed by his son, the intelligent one went to Dvaraka through 
the sky. 

2. On seeing that Rak~asa coming with another Rak~asa as 
his follower, the soldiers residing in Dvaraka raised a great hue 
and cry. 

3. In every village nine hundred thousand chariots were 
kept ready and they said, ''Two Rak~asas have come. Let them 
be forced to come down by means of ( our) arrows." 

4. On seeing those warriors of the Yadu clan armed with 
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weapons, Ghatotkaca Jifted up his huge arm and proclaimed in 
a loud voice: 

5-6. "Know me, 0 heroes, to be the Riktasa sou ofBhima. I 
am Ghafotkaca, highly beloved ofVisudeva. I have come here 
for the sake of paying obeisance to him. Report to the Lord of 
the Yidavas that I have come here along with my son." On hear
ing these words, they intimated the same to Knoa. 

7. The Lord who was in the assembly said, ''Let him come 
here quickly." Thereupon, they brought Ghatotkaca into the 
city of Dviraka. 

8. Along with his son, he saw (on the way) beautiful forests 
and parks, mountains for sports and mansions. Then he entered 
the assembly hall. 

9. There he saluted Ugrasena, Vasudeva, Sityaki (some 
Yadavas), chief of whom were Akrfira and Rima. Then he salut
ed Kni;,.a. 

10. As he fell down at his feet along with his son, Kn)}.8. 
embraced him. After granting him his blessings he made him sit 
near him. Then he asked: 

11. "0 son, a tiger among Rikfasas, the perpetuator of the 
line of the Kurus, I hope, all is well. Wherefore is your current 
visit?'' 

Ghafotkaca replied: 

12. 0 Lord, by your favour I am happy in every respect. Let 
the reason be heard as to why I have come here. 

13. This is my son born of the wife suggested by Your Lord
ship. He will put a question to you. Let it be heard. It is for that 
that I have come. 

Srtkr11Ja said: 

14. Dear boy, 0 grandson of Muru. You do speak any
thing. Ask me whatever you wish. Just as Ghatotkaca is very 
dear to me, so are you also. 

Barbartka said: 

15. After bowing to you, the primordial Lord, mentally, 
intellectually and by means of concentrated meditation, I put 
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this question: "0 Madhava, what is that whereby the creature 
who is born, attains welfare? 

16-17. Some say that virtue is conducive to welfare. Others 
say that it is good fortune, masterliness, sacrificing food, sup
pression of the sense-organs, penance, materials (of worship), 
enjoyment of pleasures and liberation. Thus, there are hundreds 
of things causing welfare, 0 Puru~ottama. TeJl me decisively 
what will be conducive to the welfare of myself and my 
family." 

Sr1kr1,:,a said: 

18-20. 0 dear boy, different excellent causes of welfare are 
prescribed for different castes. 

To the BrahmaQas, penance is the root of all causes. Control of 
sense organs, study of the Vedas, expounding virtue(Dharmas)
these are mentioned by learned men as conducive to (their) wel
fare. 

In the case of Ktatriyas, it is power and force that is glorified 
as worthy of being achieved. Chastisement of the wicked ones 
and protection of the good people (-these are also conducive 
to the welfare of K~atriyas). 

In the case of Vaisyas, it is breeding of cattle, agriculture and 
perfect knowledge of arts and crafts. 

21-22. In the case of a Sudr~ it is service rendered to the 
twice-born castes. Living like this, he may be on a par with a 
Vaisya. Or he shall subsist on different kinds of arts and crafts, 
thereby rendering service to the twice-born castes. He should be 
devoted to his wife (alone); he should nourish his servants. He 
should be pure and faithful. He should perform prostrations 
and repeat Mantras. He should never cease to perform the five 
Yajllas. 

23-25. You are born in the family of Ktatriyas. Listen to 
what you must do. At the outset acquire power of unparalleled 
nature. Thereby chastise the wicked ones. Protect the good. Thus 
you will attain heaven. Power is obtained, dear son, by the great 
favour of goddesses. Therefore, perform the rites of propitiation 
of goddesses for obtaining power. 
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Barbarrka said: 

26. Which goddess should I propitiate and in which shrine? 
In which holy spot? Tell me after making your mina favourably 
disposed to me. 

Suta said: 

27-31. On being asked thus, Lord Damodara meditated for 
a short while and said: 

"Dear boy, I shall tell you the holy spot where you will per
form the penance. At Mahi-sagara-sangama, there is the holy spot 
well-known as Guptak~etra. 

All the different goddesses in the three worlds have been 
brought there and unified by Narada of exceedingly noble soul. 

The four goddesses of the quarters there and the nine Durgas 
are to be propitiated by you. Their unity is difficult to get. 

Worship them everyday, dear son, with flowers, incense and 
unguents, eulogies and material offerings, till they are satisfied 
with you. 

When the goddesses are propitiated, nothing is inaccessible: 
power, wealth, fame, sons, beautiful wife, heaven, liberation and 
excellent happiness (-everything is attained). It is the truth that 
has been spoken to you.'' 

Siita said: 

32-35. After saying thus to Barbarika, Knoa said to Ghatot
kaca: 

"0 noble Ghatotkaca, your son is certainly a noble-hearted 
one. Hence a second name 'Suhrdaya' is given to him by me. 0 

After saying this the Lord embraced him and propitiated him 
with different kinds of wealth. Then, the Lord directed Barbarika 
to go to Guptak~etra. He bowed down to XnQa, the Yada vas 
and his father. He took the permission of all of them and went to 
Guptak,etra. 

With the permission {of Knl)a) to go, Ghatotkaca went to his 
forest. 

36-38a. Remembering the virtues of his son, he protected 
his own kingdom along with his wife. 

The intelligent Suhrdaya built his hermitage in Dagdhastbali. 
He worshipped the goddesses three times a day with holy rites 
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and meditations. As he continuously propitiated with flowers, in
cense and offerings of various kinds, the goddesses became de
lighted in the course of three years. 

38b-40. They appeared before him and granted that noble
souled one that rare power which no one in the three worlds had. 
They said: "0 highly refulgent one, you stay here itself for some 
time. By the association of Vijaya, you will attain more of wel
fare:' 

On being told by all the goddesses, he remained t her~ itself. 
41-43. Then there came a Brahmat;1a hailing from Magadha. 

His name was Vijaya. That excellent BrahmaQ.a traversed the 
entire earth on foot. At Kasi he attained Vidyiihala (the power of 
learning) and came here for the purpose of practice. He worship
ped the seven Lfngas, the chief of which was Gubesvara. In order 
to achieve the fruit of learning. he propitiated the goddesses for 
a long time. Thereupon, the goddesses were delighted with him 
and spoke these words to him in a dream: 

44. ''0 good Sir, practise your learning in the courtyard, in 
front of Siddha-mother. This devotee Suhrdaya will assist you." 

45. Ou hearing those words in the course of the dream, 
Vijaya got up and went near the goddess. He then sought the 
grandson of Bhima. 

46-51. On hearing the words of the goddess he consented to 
help him. On the fourteenth day in the dark half Vijaya observed 
fast. After taking his bath and remaining pure, he worshipped the 
Linga$ and the goddesses severally. After taking his holy bath and 
observing fast, Barbarika remained at his side. Then on the night 
of the first day, he went in front of SiddhariJ.bika. He made the 
mystic sacrificial diagram in the shape of vagina and nine hands. 
In the eight quarters he fixed eight pegs along with the Siitra(?) 
(thread). Wearing deer-hide in the company of Barbarika, he 
tied up the tuft of (his) hair. After performing the rite of Digban
dha with protective mantras, he started the main rite in the middle 
of the mystic diagram, in the excellent sacrificial pit with the 
three Mekhalas (borders). 

After offering the sword made of Khadira (Catechu) whetted 
by means of the Afantras and fixing pegs all round he said to 
Barbarrka: 

52. ''Remain here pure and clean without sleeping. Repeat 
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the hymn of the goddess so that there is no obstacle, while I per
form the holy rites." 

53-54. Having said this, while Barbarika of g~at strength 
stood by, Vijaya of great self-control, performed the rites (known 
as) So1t11;,a (drying up), Diiha (burning) and Plavana (flooding). 
Then he seatedhimself comfortably. He repeated one hundred and 
eight times the Mantra: "Gurh, Obeisance unto the preceptors." 
After bowing down to the preceptors, he began the holy rite of 
Gal)esvaras. 

55-56. I shall now tell the greatest Mantra of Gai:iapati. It is 
short but full of deep meaning. It accon1plishes every task and 
bestows all Siddhis (supernatural powers). 

57. This great Mantra consists of seven syllables, viz. Orh, 
Glim. Grm, Gum, Gairh, Gaurh, Gal,z. 

Orlt the sage (seer) of the Mantra of Gai:iapati is Gaoaka by 
name; the deity is Vighnesvara; the seed is Garh; Om is its (spiri
tual) power; its utility and application is for the purpose of wor
ship, Japa, sacred mark on the forehead, anything desired in the 
mind or for Homa.1 The aspirant is to apply the sacred mark on 
the forehead at the outset. •Orn Gam, Obeisance to Gaoapati'
this (is) the Mantra for (at the time of applying) the sacred mark. 
On the sacred mark new unbroken rice grains are to be applied 
with the Mantra 'Orh Garn, Obeisance to Ga1.1apati'. 

Thus (is) the Mantra for sacred mark on the forehead. With 
this Mantra he shall offer three handfuls of flowers to Ga:r.iesa. 
With the original (Mula or Mahli) Mantra he should offer here 
sandal paste, scents, flowers, incense, light, food offerings, areca 
nut. betel leaf etc. Thereafter he should repeat the Mula Mantra 
by way of Japa. According to his capacity he can repeat one 
hundred and eight times, thousand times, hundred thousand times 

1. This Mantra is a Kavaca (Protective armour) in BsP (Brahma 29-9fl) 
as foJJows: 

Gari, svaha mu/amantro'yam pral)avena samanvitah / 
Ga111 namo hrdayam seyam 
Glm Airab pariklrtitam / 
Sikharh ea gum namo jneyam 
Gaim namat, kavaram smrtam / 
Gaum namo nelram uddi1fam 
Gal,, pha/ k6ma1tram 11cyate // 
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or a crore times. For the sake of Homa, one-tenth of the times, he 
should invoke the fire saying ''0 Ga1;,1esa fire, I invoke you". 
"0m Svahi unto Gao.apati". With this Mantra he should per
form the rite of Homa by means of pills of aromatic resin gum. 
This is the application. This is the great liturgy of Ga1.1esvara. 

If anyone practises this excellent Mantra at the time of 
obstacles, all obstacles perish and what is desired in the mind is 
achieved. 

58-60. Dakinis, demons, terrible ghosts and enemies perish. 
Others can be won over and controlled. 

Knowing this liturgy of Gaoesvara, Vijaya applied the sacred 
mark duly and repeated the Mantra one hundred and eight times. 
He performed Homas one-tenth times with the pills and wor
shipped Siddhivinayaka. Then at night he worshipped Siddheya 
k~ctrapala. 

CHAPTER SIXTYTWO 

The Practice of Mahiividyii 

Saunctka enquired: 
J • 0 Siita, formerly the origin of GaJ)apa has been heard by 

us. How was K~etranatha born '1 Describe this to us who listen. 

Suta replied: 
2. When the heaven-dwellers were harassed by the Daitya 

Daruka, they bowed down to Siva who was seated along with the 
goddess and said thus: 

3-5. ''0 Lord, we are harassed by the Daitya Daruka, who 
cannot be subdued by Suras and Asuras and who is extremely 
terrifying. We have been dislodged from our abodes. Excepting 
Ardhanarisvara (Lord of half-man-half-woman form) no one 
else can kill that vicious one, neither Vi~ou nor the Moon nor 
anyone else. Be a refuge unto us who are being troubled by 
him." 

After saying this Devas said, ''Save us, save us" and 
lamented. 
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6. Thereupon, Hara became highly sympathetic and merci
ful. Parvati took the black colour from his throat and created a 
fearful woman. 

7-8a. She released her $akti and transferred it to her. The 
splendid goddess then spoke these words: "Since you are very 
black your name will be Kalika. 0 splendid lady, slay that 
wicked-minded enemy of Devas quickly." 

Sb-12. On being told thus, Kalika of loud roar, went up to 
him (Daruka) and made him dead through her roar alone. His 
heart was split and he died along with his followers. 

Then stationed in the cremation ground of A vanti, she roared 
loudly many times. Thereby the three worlds became maimed 
and mutilated as though dead. 

Thereupon. Rudra assumed the form of a child for the sake of 
the universe. The Lord came near her in the cremation ground, 
crying. 

Kalika who became merciful, kept the crying child on her lap 
and suckled it at her breasts saying, ·'Do not cry." Under the 
pretext of sucking her milk the boy drank up the anger arising 
from her body. 

J 3. TJmt anger had been very unbearable due to the poison 
coming out of the throat of Hara. After the furious nature had 
been sucked (by the child), Kalika became gentle. 

14-15. Having accomplished his mission, the child desired 
to abandon that form of a child. Thereupon, Devas became 
afraid of danger once again from Kalika. They said, ''0 boy, do 
not abandon the child state. Have mercy." 

The child said: 

J 6-20. You need not be afraid of KaJika because the god
dess has been made gentle. If you are afraid, I shall create other 
boys, viz. the sixty-four K~trapilas ('Defenders of the holy 
place'). 

After saying this he created them from his mouth. 

Mahesvara in the form of a boy spoke to those beings in the 
form of boys: "Twenty-five of you will stay in the heavenly 
worlds; the same number in the nether worlds and fourteen in 
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the terrestrial world. You shall protect these regions. This per
son (i.e. I) shall be stationed in the cremation ground. The vehi
cle shall be a dog. The food offerings for you shall be the mixture 
of Riijamiila (i.e. a kind of pulse) and rice. 

If any man performs any holy rite without first worshipping 
you, that rite of his shall be fruitless. It will be enjoyed by ghosts 
and demon~ .• , After saying this, Lord Rudra vanished there it
self. 

21. The K~etrapalas stationed themselves in their respective 
places as appointed. In this manner, the creation of K~etrapalas 
has been recounted succinctly. 

22-24. I shall tell the procedure of propitiation whereby 
they (the K~etrapalas) become pleased. "Om Kl;iim obei~ance to 
K~etrapala ... This is the nine-sylJabled great Mantra. 1 

A devotee should offer sandal-paste etc. with this Mantra; 
the mixture of rice and Riijamii\ra should be divided into sixty
four parts and offered along with Vafakas (pies) of the same 
number; sixty-four lamps, betel ]eaves and arecanuts should be 
offered. The devotee then bows down straight like a rod and 
repeats the following great hymn: 

25. "01Jl (the K~etrapaJas) have hair raised above, deformed 
eyes, red and tawny in colour. They have terrible forms. I bow 
down to K~etrapalas. 

26-29a. I bow to these K~etrapalas of heaven: Ahvara, 
Apakmhbha, l~tacara, Indramurti, Kol.ik~a, Upapada, ~turhsana, 
Siddheya, VaHka, Nilapiit, Ekadam~trika, Irapati, Aghahari, 
Vighnahari, Antaka, Ordhvapida, Karitbala, Khafijana, Khara, 
Gomukha. Jailghala, Ga:Q.amitha, Vara1.1a, Jatala and AjataJa. 

29b-32. ~kara, Hathakari, Tatikapa.\li, KhaJ.li, Tha1.1thail
ka:ua, Jambara, Sphulingasya, Ta9idruci, Dantura, Ghananada, 
Nandaka, Phetkarakari, Paiicasya, Barbari, Bhimarupavan, 
Bhagnapak~a. Kalamegha, Yuvana, Bhaskara, Raurava. Laril
bo~tha, Val)ija, Sujaf~llika, Sugandha and Huhuka. I bow down 
to these defenders of Patala. 

33-36. Humkara in all the Lin gas; Bhayavaha in the crema
tion grounds; Mahalak~a in tbe terrible fore st. Jvalak~a is 
stationed in the abode(s); Ekavrk~a on the trees; Karalavadana 

1. The Mantra of nine syllables is: Orh k1am k1etrapa/aya namab. 
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in the night; GhaJ.1.tarava resides in caves; Padmakhaiija stays 
in water; Durarodha in the places where four rdads meet; 
Kurava on mountains; K~trapala called Pravaha in streams; 
Mai:tibhadra in treasuries; Rasadhyak~a in Rasak~etra (juicy 
field) and Kotana in sacrificial chambers. These fourteen have 
pervaded the earth. (I bow down to them) the above named 
thus. 

37. Thus I seek refuge in the K$etrapas numbering sixty
four. Let them be pleased. Let them be pleased. Let them be 
satisfied with my worship." 

38. If a pure and clean person worships the K$etrapas thus 
during all the holy rites, the K$ctrapas become pleased with him 
and grant him what is desired. 

39. Knowing this procedure in the liturgy regarding K$etra
pas, Vijaya duly worshipped Siddheya in the manner mentioned 
and eulogized him. 

40-41. After bowing down to the goddess, he worshipped 
VaJayak~i.Qi (i.e. the deity on the banyan tree). 

Formerly, when BrahrnaQaS were brought from Kala.pa 
village by Narada, a BrahmaIJa widow named Sunanda had also 
come along with them in order to perform penance on the banks 
of the river Mahi. 

42. She performed the holy rites (expiations) of Paraka,1 

Krcchra2 and Atikrcchra. 3 In the months of Jye~tha and Bhadra-

1. This penance consi'its in not taking any food for l'.! days along with 
self-control and vigil (Manu X.:!15; Baudhayana Dh. S. IV. 5.16; Yaj. Smr 
111.20; AP 171.10). Tfli-, dispel,; all sin~: 

japa-homa-rata(, kuryiid dviidaldham ablrojanam/ 
paraka e~a vikhyiitati sarva-papa-pra,:,iisanab/1 

-PrayaJcitta-Viveka, p. 515. 

2. Krcchra is a general name for several penances. According to Sama
vidhiinn Briihma1,1a (I.2.1) 0 One should eat sacrificial food for three days only 
by day and eat nothing at night; then for three days more one should eat at 
night only: ~md should observe complete fast for three days." This is the 
Krcchra penance. 

3. Atikrcchra-According to Manu XI.213, this penance consists in eat
ing one morsel of food in the morning only for the first three days; for the 
next three days in the evening only, and observe fast for the next three days 
(Kane, HD IV, p. 130). 
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pad.a she performed Tririi.trika (i.e. a vow observed for three 
nights) rites of Savitri twice. 

43. That delighter of her family observed fast during the 
whole of the month of Karttika. After performing the worship 
of seven Litigas, she always worshipped the goddess. 

44-45. She took her holy bath in Mahi-sagara-sangama 
during New-Moon days. By means of the different observances 
like these she shook off all her sins and went to the world of 
Uma where she was welcomed. With a part she was born as 
Vatayak~i.Q.i on its banks. 

46-48. Hara stationed in the Siddhaliriga became pleased 
with her and granted her this boon: "If anyone performs my 
worship without worshipping her, that worship of his will be 
wholly fruitless. This has been said by n1e and it should be 
sustained by me." 

Hence one should always worship Vatayak~i1.1i stationed on 
the banyan tree with flowers, incense and food offerings, repeat
ing this Mantra with devotion: 

"0 Sunanda, 0 Vatayak~iQi, you arl.! worthy of being pro
pitiated. Accept this worship of mine. B~ pleased with ml! for 
all times." 

49. By worshipping, bowing down and craving the pardon 
of Vatayak~hli, a man or woman always obtains all desired 
objects. 

50. Vijaya of great intellect knew this greatness. With great 
devotion, he worshipp;!d Vafayak~il)i stationed on the banyan 
tree. 

51. Thereafter be eulogized Siddharllbika and repeated the 
great Mantra named Aparo.jita pertaining to Vi~Qu and accom
panied by regular practice. 

52. Merely by remembering this great Vidyii, one can des
troy all miseries. I shall communicate that Vidyii., 0 leading 
BrahmaJJ,as. Listen. 

53. The Apariijita Vidya 

"Orit. obeisance to lord Vasudeva. I bow to Ananta having 
thousand heads, to the Lord lying in the Milk Ocean, to the 
Lord having the body of Se~a for a couch, to the Lord having 
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Garu~a as vehicle, to the yellow-robed one. 0 Vasudeva, 0 
Sankar~aJJ.a, 0 Pradyumna, 0 Aniruddha, 0 Hayasiras ('Horse
headcd one'), 0 Vara.ha ('Boar'), 0 Narasimha ('Man-lion'), 0 
Vamana ('Dwarf'), 0 Trivikrama ('one who took thr~ steps' and 
covered the universe), 0 Parasurama, 0 Rama, 0 bestower of 
boons, obeisance to you, salute to you. Kill, kill the Asuras, 
Daityas, Danavas, Yak$as, Rak~asas, Bhiitas, ghosts, vampires, 
Kumbha1).9as, Siddhayoginis, Pakinis, evil spirits beginning with 
Skanda, 1 evil stars and planets and others; burn, burn (these); 
cook, cook; crush, crush; destroy, destroy these; rout; put them 
to flight with your conch, discus, thunderbolt, iron club, mace 
and plough; reduce them to ash; obeisance to the thousand-arm
ed one; 0 thousand-footed one, 0 thousand-weaponed one, be 
victorious, be victorious; defeat, defeat; 0 undefeated one, 0 
unobstructed one. 0 thousand-eyed one, blaze, blaze; burn 
brightly, burn brightly; 0 Cosmic-formed one, 0 multi-formed 
one, 0 slayer of Madhu, 0 great Boar, 0 great Puru~a, 0 Vai .. 
kutttha, 0 Naraya.J).a, 0 Padmanabha, 0 Govinda, 0 Damodara, 
0 Hr~ikesa, 0 destroyer of a11 Asuras, 0 controller of all, 0 dis
pcller ofa.11 miseries, 0 breaker of all Yantras, 0 destroyer of all 
serpents. 0 great Lord of all Devas, 0 Lord who releases one 
from all bondages, 0 destroyer of all enemies, 0 destroyer of aU 
fevers, 0 preventer of all eviJ spirits, 0 subduer of all sins, 0 
Janardana, 0 delightcr of people, obeisance to you. Svlilzii." 

54. If a person repeats, recites, listens, remembers, retains 
or glorifies this Apariijita, the great Vidyii pertaining to the 
Great Vi~IJ.U, he need not be afraid of violent winds, fires, 
thunderbolts, hail-storms, thunder showers, (dangers from) seas, 
evil spirits, thieves or beasts of prey. 

55. If these words and sylJables of this Mantra are repeated, 
memorized, worshipped with full accomplishment, one need not 
be afraid of the nocturnaJ darkness, women, royal household, 
poisons of various kinds, b]ack magic of others to win over, to 
create hatred, to destroy, to kill or to imprison. 

56. This is its (procedure): ''Repeated obeisance to you, 0 
fearless one, 0 sinless one, 0 undefeated one, 0 undaunted one, 

J. It is strange that god Skanda should be classed with evil bpirits in the 
Purir)& named after him. 
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0 immortal one, 0 unconquered one, 0 goddess attained by the 
repetitions, 0 goddess attained by the remembering ones, O 
entire one without parts, 0 Uma, 0 Dhruva ('fixed one'), O 
Arundhati, 0 Savitri, 0 Gayatri, 0 Jatavedasi, 0 Manastoka 
(?), 0 Sarasi, 0 Sarasvati, 0 Dhara1_1i, 0 Dharioi, O Saudam ini, 
0 Aditi, 0 Vinata, 0 Gauri, 0 Gandhari, 0 Matangi, 0 Kr~Qa, 
0 Yasoda, 0 speaker of truth, 0 expounder of Brahman, 0 
Kali, 0 Kapalini, 0 goddess capable of instantly increasing the 
size of limbs, protect, protect everything on the land, water and 
atmosphere; protect, protect from the harassments and troubles 
from all evil spirits. Svaha." 

57-59. If a woman's menstrual discharge is obstructed. if 
there is abortion, if the children die (earJy), if a woman conceives 
only once, she must practise the repetition and retention of this 
Mantra [ or this Mantra written or engraved in metal and tied to 
her]. She is not assailed by these defects. 

(If a man holds it) he will always be victorious in battle, in 
royal household and in the game of dice. If this Mantra is en
graved on a weapon used (in battle) he will win the war. It is al
ways destructive of enlargement of the spleen, acute pain and all 
ailments of eyes. It destroys fevers, headaches etc. of all persons. 

60. The Mantrais as follows: 
"Kill, Kill, kali; move, move, Kali; 0 Gauri, blow, blow; 

Gauri, O Vidya, O Ala, Ta.la, Mila, Gandhi. Bandha, cook, 
cook; 0 Vidya. destroy sin, kill (the effects of) bad dream; 0 
destroyer of pains, 0 night, 0 dusk. 0 sound of drum, 0 god
dess of mental velocity, 0 goddess with conch, discus, thunder
bolt an<l spear, 0 destroyer of premature death, 0 goddess of the 
universe, 0 Dravi~i, 0 Dravi9i, 0 beloved of Kesava, 0 god
dess honoured by Siva, 0 suppressor of the irrepressible. 0 Sar
vari (night), 0 Kirati, 0 Matangi. Orn HraJh Hraril Hram Hrarlt, 
Kram Krain Krarh Kram, Tvara. Tvara (hasten): suppress. sup
press an those who hate me directly or indirectly; press, press; 
scorch, scorch; fe11, fell; dry up, dry up; uproot, uproot those 
who hate me dircct1y, indirectly; 0 Brahmih;ti, 0 Mahcsvari, 0 
Varahi, O Vinayaki, O Aindri. O Agneyi, 0 Camui;t~a, 0 Varui;ti, 
0 goddess with fierce lustre, 0 sister of Indra and Upendra, 0 
Vijaya, 0 goddess increasing peace, we]fare, and nourishment, 0 
goad of Kama, 0 milker of what is desired, 0 bestower of all 
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desired objects as boon, 0 goddess staying in all living beings, 
make, make the remedial Vidya of retaliation; 0 goddess who 
attracts, 0 goddess who enters, 0 goddess with aarlands of 
flames, 0 RamaJJ.i ('one who gives pleasure'), 0 Rama(li ('one 
who causes one to give pleasure'), 0 Dharaoi, 0 Dharioi, 0 
Manonmanini ('increasing honour'), protect, protect. 

0 Vayavya ('goddess pertaining to the wind'), 0 goddess 
with garlands of flames, 0 scorcher, 0 drier, 0 one with blue 
banner, 0 Mahagauri, 0 Mahasraya ('great support'), Maha
mayilri ("great peahen'), 0 ray of the sun, 0 Jahnavi ('Ganga'), 
0 bell of Yama tinkling Kil')i Kil')i( ?), 0 Cintamaoi (philoso
pher's stone), 0 Surabhi (divine cow), Surotpanna ('born of 
Suras'), O Kamadugha ('yielding whatever is desired'), let my 
task be achieved as desired. Svaha, Orn Svaha, Orh Bhub Svaha, 
Orn Bhuval;i Svaha, Orn Svab Svaha, Orn. Bhur-Bhuval)-Sval}. 
Svaha. 

Let the sin go back whence it came, Svahii, 0 Bala ('&trcngth'), 
Mahabala (•having great strength'), 0 achiever of what is not 
achieved. Svaha." 

61. Thus Vijaya restrained himself and accomplished this 
Apariijitii Vidyii pertaining to Vi~tJ.U by means of the mind, intel
lect and concentration. 

62. If a man merely reads this even without regular practice,. 
0 leading BrahmaJJ.a, all his obstacles perish. 

SiJta said: 

CHAPTER SIXTITHREE 

Vijaya's Accomplishment of Siddhi 

1-3. Repeating the important Mantras named Bala and Ati
bala, he performed Homa with mustard mixed with saffron in 
the fire of Aivattha ('holy fig tree') and Lak1ii ('lac'). 

When the first Yiima (3 hours) passed by, a certain woman 
came there. She had a single cloth drenched in blood. Her hair 
was standing up over her head, Her eyes were very frightful. Her 
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teeth were white. She instilled fear even in other frightful persons. 
She came near the spot where the Homa was being performed 
and roared loudly. 

4. On seeing her Vijaya was immediately bewildered like a 
man much afraid. But Barbarika was fearless. He came in front 
of her. 

5. The most excellent one among the intelligent persons, the 
heroic (Barbarika) caught hold of her throat and roared twice 
loudly like a thundering cloud. 

6. On seeing him, she was much surprised. She was about 
to discharge her dagger, when her throat was pressed with force. 
She could not hurl it at him. 

7. When the throat was pressed again and again by that 
powerful (son of Ghafotkaca), she emitted all sorts of sounds 
like a mountain struck by thunderbolt. 

8. After letting out groans, she cried out "Save me, save 
me." Then she was let off by that sympathetic one. She feU at his 
feet and said : 

9. "I have sought refuge in you. I am your servant and slave. 
Know me as Mahajihva, the demoness who can assume any 
form she pleases. 

10-13. My abode is the cremation ground of Kasi. I used to 
dispel the pride of Devas and Danavas. 

0 hero, if you grant me the rare gift of my vital airs (i.e. if 
you spare my life) I shall begin to perform penance granting im
munity from fear to all living beings. In this matter, I shall take 
the solemn oath on my own lord and myself. If I were to act 
contrary to this, let me be reduced to ash instantaneously." 

When she said thus the hero made her take a vow solemnly 
and then released her. Released from the painful situation, she 
became de]ighted and then went to the forest. The hero remained 
there itself with the sword in his hand. 

14-18a. Then at midnight, a loud roaring sound was heard. 
Darkness spread everywhere having the appearance of the hell 
Tamondha. 

Thereafter, a mountain with a hundred peaks was seen there. 
It was very extensive. It discharged different kinds of rocks and 
various types of tall trees. It showered much blood having the 
rumbling sound of different kinds of torrents. 
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On seeing that mountain, the son of Ghatotkaca was un
daunted. He became himself another mountain twice the size of 
the other and sudden)y pounced on it. With his feef, be hit the 
other mountain. Then that mountain became shattered and 
scattered over the ground. 

18b-25. Thereupon (a demon named) Repalcndra rushed 
out from that spot. His body was a Yoja11a long. He had a hund
red heads and a hundred bellies. He emitted great flames through 
his mouths. 

On seeing him fleeing, Barbarika of great strength assumed a 
form like his and chased him as he continued to roar. Then, at 
mid-night, both of them fought perfectly and vigorously in 
diverse ways, with volleys of arrows like two clouds in the rainy 
season. When their bows were cut, they fought with swords. 
When their swords were cut, they fought with their fists. 

Like two mountains with wings intact, they steadily fought 
for a long time. 

Then (Barbarika) whirled him for a while after severing him 
at the armpit. He then dashed him on the ground. He released 
him as he lay sprawled on the ground. Then he hurled him in the 
south-east corner on the shores of Mahi-Sagara. A little away 
from it, even today there is the village named Repalendra. 

Thus (the denion) named Repala whose exploits were similar 
to those of Vrtra, who was the lord of the cremation ground in 
A vanti and who caused obstacles, was killed. After killing him 
the hero Barbarika once again stood ( at the place of his duty). 

26-30a. Then, in the third Yiimu, a she-mule named Duha
druha came from the western direction. She resembled a moun
tain. She emitted a loud roaring sound. She appeared to shake 
the earth with her feet (i.e. hoofs). She appeared like a lightning
streak falling down from clouds. She had the Justre of the sun 
and fire. On seeing her coming, the son of Ghatotkaca went near 
her and rode on her quickly and laughingly. When she ran 
speedily, he hit her on her snout with his fists. He stopped her 
there itself. On being afflicted she stood there. 

Thereafter Duhadruha became furious and roared loudly. 
Leaping and jumping, she hurled Barbarika on the ground. That 
was what Barbarika wished for. 
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30b-35a. She then roared loudly and kicked him. The hero 
caught hold of the legs and hurled her sportingly on the ground. 

Again she got up and began to run. He restrained her .. With a 
blow of his fist, he made her fall on the ground at1d pressed her 
throat and teeth. He then squeezed her as though she were a wet 
cloth and killed her immediately. 

Thus the queen of Sakinis, whose place of origin was the 
cremation ground in Sikarottarasthana was slain by Barbarika. 

After slaying her, he hurled her sportingly to the western 
quarter. Even today there is a village there named Duhadruha. 
Thereafter Barbarika remained guarding as before. 

35b-40. Then in the fourth Yiima, a mysterious Digambara 
Jaina mendicant came there. He had a shaven head. He was nak
ed and he held a fan of peacock feathers. He appeared to be a 
man of great holy rites. He spoke these words: "Alas, it is pain
ful indeed! Non-violence is the greatest virtue. Why then does 
the fire burn brightly? When Homa is performed there is a great 
slaughter of small living beings." 

On hearing these words of his Barbarika spoke smilingly: 
"Fire is the mouth of aJI Devas. When we perform Homa 

therein, 0 sinner, why do you utter lies? 0 wicked one, you are 
worthy of being punished and taught a lesson." After saying this 
he suddenly jumped up and held him fast by the armpit. He then 
hit his teeth with his fist blows and made him fall onto the 
ground. As he fell down with his face covered with blood, Barba
rika left him there. 

41-44. Within a moment, he regained consciousness and 
assumed the terrible form of a Daitya. Afraid of the grandson of 
Bhima, he fled and entered the hollow of a eave. 

There was a city named Bahuprabha, sixty Yojanas long. He 
entered that city and following him closely Barharika too enter• 
ed it. On seeing Barbarika, the demons Palasins there began to 
shout, "Run. Let him be killed. Let him be cut. Let him be 
split." On hearing it, nine crores of terrible Daitya heroes armed 
with different kinds of weapons rushed at the hero Barbarika. 

45. On seeing the crores of those Daityas, the infuriated 
grandson of Bhima, closed his eyes and suddenly rushed into 
their midst. 

46-51. He killed some ofthem by kicking; others with the 
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blows of the fists; he quickJy despatched a few to the abode of 
Yama by hitting them with his chest. Just as an infuriated ele
phant makes a forest of reeds razed to the ground, so also the 
nine crores of Rak$asas along with that demon were killed by 
Barbarika. 

Then the serpents, the chief of whom is Vasuki eulogized 
Suhrdaya by means of various utterances and spoke to him: 

"The greatest task of the serpents has been accomplished by 
you, 0 son of Ghatotkaca. This is a Daitya named Palasi who 
has been slain along with his foIIowers. 0 hero, we had been 
harassed by this wicked demon along with the company of his 
followers. By different means, we were sent even beneath the 
nether wor]ds. Hence choose your desired boon from the ser
pents. We are all bestowers of boons to you because we have 
been extremely delighted." 

Suhrdaya said: 

52. If the boon is to be granted to me, I shall choose this. 
Let Vijaya be absolutely free from all obstacles. Let him obtain 
Siddhi. 

53. Thereupon, the serpents became delighted. They said, 
''So be it." He was honoured by the serpents. After giving them 
the city, he returned. 

54-56. On his way back through the hole he saw a Linga of 
great lustre and made of all kinds of jewels. It was stationed 
beneath the Ka/pa tree and was being worshipped by many ser
pent maidens. 

He was surprised and so asked the serpent maidens, "By 
whon1 was this Linga of the lustre of the sun and the moon ins
talled? There are pathways from the Ling a going to the four 
direction. What are they?" 

57. On hearing these words of the hero ( a serpent maiden) 
of large buttocks and breasts said thus bashfully, smilingly and 
glancing through the extremities of the eyes: 

58. ''This great Linga has been installed here by the noble
souled Se$a, the king of all serpents, after performing a penance. 

59-61a. It yields all Siddhis when it is se,n, touched, medi-
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tated upon and worshipped.1 This pathway to the east of the Linga 
goes to Sriparvata on the earth. This has been made by Elapatra 
for the serpents to go there. 

This pathway to the south goes to Siirparaka on the earth. 
This has been made by the serpent Karkota for going there. 

61 b-63. This path to the west goes to Prabhasa of great 
lustre. It has been made by Airavata for the serpents to go. 

This path to the north through which you are waiting to go, 
goes to Siddhalinga in Guptak$etra. It has been bored by the 
Sakti of Guba. The path is made by Tak~aka of noble-soul for 
going there. 

64. Thus, 0 hero, this has been described. Let my request 
be heard. Who are you? Jt was only just now that you went 
along this way, pursuing a Daitya. Now itself you have come 
back alone. What is this? Tell us. 

65. All of us are your servants. We choose you as our hus
band. Sport with us on the various grounds hl!re." 

Barbarika said: 

66-70. I am born of the race of Korus. I am the grandson 
of the son of Pai;i9u, well-known as Barbarika. 1 had come to 
kill that Daitya. That sinner of a demon has been killed. I shall 
go back to the earth. I have nothing to do at all with you (mai
dens), because I have adopted a vow of perpetual celibacy. 

Having said thus he worshipped that Linga and prostrated 
before it like a staff. The hero then went up wistfully glanced at 
by those maidens. Then he came out and saw the face of Vijaya 
that was bright due to delight like the face of the eastern quarter. 

By that time Vijaya had concluded all bis rites. 
71. Within a moment he came up with a refulgence like that 

of the sun. Thereupon a number of flowers were showered by 
Devas from the sky. 

72. Leading Gandharvas sang. Groups of celestial damsels 
danced. Thereupon, Vijaya spoke these words to Barbarika: 

73-77. "It was by your favour, 0 lord of heroes, that the 
incomparable Siddhi was attained by me. Live long, rejoice long, 

1. VV 59-63 give the location of the Litiga installed by Se,a. 
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stay long. Be victorious for a long time. That is why good per-
sons wish for the association of good people, since association 
with good people is a panacea for all evils. Take the sacred ash 
from the Homa. It has the lustre of saffron. It remov~ all acute 
pains. It heals all wounds. It has inexhaustible benefits in the 
course of a battle. If you discharge it at the outset, it will cause 
the death of your enemies. It will destroy their bodies. Thus you 
will have easy victory over your enemies." 

Barbarika said: 

78-79. He who renders help to others without any return 
benefit in view is called a good man. If anyone helps with some 
selfish motive, what merit is there in his goodness? 

Therefore, give this ash to someone else. I have not even the 
least concern with anything like this. I do not expect anything 
from you except a pleasant and gentle glance. 

Dew.is said: 

80-8 I . A great battle will take place between the Korus and 
the Pal).Qavas. If the Kauravas were to obtain this ash kept on 
the ground, it will be exceedingly risky and dangerous to the 
Pa:Q.Qavas obviously. Hence accept the ash. 

He too carried out their suggestion. 
82-83. Devas accompanied by goddesses honoured Vijaya 

also who had acquired all fortune, glory and riches. They gave 
him the name Siddhasena also. 

Thus Vijaya, the Brahmai:ia, achieved the rare Siddhi. Barba
rika remained devoted to the goddess after doing this. 
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Suta said: 

CHAPTER SIXTYFOUR 

The greatness of Blzimelvara 

S45 

1-2. While the grandson of Bhima thus resided there on the 
banks, engaged in the propitiation of the goddess and worship 
of the seven Liitgas, the PaJJgavas who had been defeated in the 
game of dice, came there after some time in the course of their 
travels over the earth by way of pilgrimage. 

3. At the outset itself, all of them with Draupadi as the 
sixth member reached (the shrine of) goddess Ca:o~ika situated 
in the north-east of the holy spot. They had become extremely 
tired on the way. 

4-5. At that time the group of Ca:ocjikas sat there itself. 
Barbarika saw those warriors arriving there but he did not know 
the PaJJ.gavas nor they him, because ever since his birth there 
had been no contact between he and the PaJJ.Qavas. 

6. After entering the temple, the PaJ,1~avas approached (the 
idol of) the goddess and offered rice balls etc. Then they looked 
for water to quench their thirst. 

7. The ref ore Bhima entered the Kunda in order to drink .. 
water. As he was entering it, Yudhi~thira said these words: 

8. "Take water out and wash your feet. Thereafter you 
may drink water. Otherwise gr\!at sin will befall you." 

9. With eyes extremely agitated on account of thirst, Bhima 
did not hear those words of the king. With a desire for water, he 
entered the Kul)i,t:l. 

10. On seeing the water, he resolved to drink it there itself. 
For the sake of cleanliness, he washed his face, hands and feet. 

11. If anyone drinks water without washing, ghosts and 
vampires will enter him and drink it. 

12. While Vrkodara (i.e. Bhima) was washing his feet thus, 
Suhrdaya who was above, spoke these truthful words: 

13. "0 vicious one with sinful resolve, what is this that you 
are doing? You are washing your face, hands and feet in the 
Ku1,1,Ja of the godJess. 

14. It is with this water that the goddess is always bathed 
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by me. Thercf ore, are not you afraid of sin in dropping dirty 
water therein? 

15-16. As it is, dirty water is not worthy of being touched 
even by men. How can it be touched by gods? Why de you incur 
this sin? Tell me the truth. Come out of this Ku1JtJa immediately. 
Stand outside and drink. 0 sinner, if you are such a fool, why do 
you roam about (as a pilgrim) to holy spots?" 

Bhfma said: 

17-19. 0 ruthless, base Ra.k~asa, what are you saying? Why 
do you speak harshly? Indeed, water is meant to be utilised by 
all living beings. It has been said by excellent sages that one 
should have holy ablution in Tirthas. Washing the limbs is also 
said to be (a form of) ablution. Why then do you rebuke me? 
If people do not drink or wash their limbs, what f,Jr are the 
holy rites of Purta (i.e. endowing wells, tanks etc.) performed by 
virtuous persons? 

Suhrdaya said: 

20-23. One should necessarily take bath in important 
Tfrthas. This is true. There is no doubt about it. But, in Caras 
(mobile ones, i.e. flowing rivers and streams) you can enter (the 
Tirtha for bathing) but in Sthiivuras (immobile ones, i.e. tanks, 
wells etc.) you must stand outside (for bathing). 

It is not ordained that bath in the Sthavaras should be per
formed by entering them. In places where water is not taken by 
devotees for bathing the deities, or in those lakes where the water 
level is above hundred Hastas, it is ordained so. Even in the case 
of (permitted) entry, the procedure is to wash the feet outside 
(before entering) and then to take bath. Otherwise, it is said, there 
is sin. Has not this verse, formerly pronounced by the lotus-born 
Lord Brahma, been heard by you? 

24-26. "Those who discharge faeces, urine, rubbish, phlegm, 
spittle, tears and gargled water (in Tfrthas) are on a par with 
slayers of Brahmaoas." 

Hence come out quickly. If you have no control over your 
sense organs, 0 puerile one of evil conduct, why do you roam 
about the holy spots (for pilgrimage)? 
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Only he whose hands, feet, and mind are perfectly under 
control and whose activities are free from aberrations, will attain 
the benefit of the Tlrtha. 

Bhima said: 

27. Let it be sin or virtue, I am unable to come out. Neither 
hunger nor thirst can ever be controlled by me. 

Suhrdaya said: 
28. Why do you commit a sin for the sake of life? Tell me. 

Has this verse uttered by Sibi not been heard by you? 
29. "A man should live even for a short while with 'white' 

(i.e. pure) actions but not for a Kalpa with actions opposed to 
both the worlds." 

Bhlma said: 
30. My ears have become deaf due to your crowing sound. I 

will certainly drink water here. You may very well lament or 
become dried up. 

Sulzrdaya said: 

31. I am born in the family of K~atriyas who protect virtue. 
Hence I will not allow you to commit a sin at any cost. 

32-36. Hence, 0 pitiable wretch, come out of this KwJ(ia 
immediately. Otherwise l will smash your head with brickbats. 

After saying this, he took a brick and hurled it at his head. 
Bhima dodged that brick and jumped out. Both of them began 
to revile each other. Both of them were of immen~e strength. 
Both of them were masters of warfare. With their long mighty 
arms, they fought with each other. Both of the1n had broad 
chests and long arms. Both were experts in close combats and 
duels. They struck each other with fists, knees and heels. Then 
within a short while, the son of Piit;19u, the descendant of Kuru, 
became exhausted. 

37. Even when he was exhausted, Bhima tried again and 
again to get up to fight. He became still more exhausted, but 
Barbarika grew (in power). 
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38-40. Then Barbarika lifted him with great force and dash
ed him (against the ground) furiously to the surprise of everyone. 
When he swooned and trembled again and again, he lifted him 
up and walked towards the sea in order to hurl him into the 
deep waters there. With their eyes restrained by the goddess, the 
PaJ}.~avas did not see this. 

41. When the leading scion of the heroic family of Kuru 
was caught like that by that hero of wonderful valour, Devas and 
Devis (goddesses) became surprised on seeing him from the sky. 

42. On seeing Barbarika gone to the seashore, Lord Rudra 
spoke to him from the sky: 

43. "0 Barbarika of great strength, tiger among Rak~asas, 
let go off this Bhima, your grandfather, the most excellent one 
among the descendants of Bharata. 

44. Indeed he is on a pilgrimage in the company of his 
brothers and KnQ.a (i.e. Draupadi). He came to this Tirtha in 
order to take his ablution. 

➔5. In every respect the descendant of Kuru deserves your 
honour and respect. One's grandfather should be revered irrespec
tive of his being sinful or sinless." 

Suta said: 

46-48. Immediately after hearing these words of Rudra, he 
released (Bhima) and fell at his feet. He then said: ''Alas! Fie 
upon me! Alas! Let me be forgiven. Let me be forgiven.'' He 
said thus repeatedly. Beating his own head he cried again and 
again. As he was lamenting regretfully and fainting down fre
quently, Bhimasena embraced and kissed him. Then he spoke 
these words: 

49-55. "We do not know you nor you us ever since your 
birth. (Of course) your stay here had been heard from Ghatot
kaca and Kn1,1a, 0 dear son. But as we had been overwhelmed 
by various kinds of calamities, we forgot it compJetely. It is clear 
that all faculties of memory will be lost in the case of persons 
suffering from misery. All our sorrows have been brought about 
by (the evils of) time. Do not bewail, dear boy. The fault is not 
yours even in the least. 

Everyone going astray deserves to be punished by a K$atriya. 
Even one's own self should be punished by a good man if it goes 
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along evil path. What to say of father, mother, friend, brother, 
son etc.! Blessed indeed am I. My delight is very great indeed. 
My ancestors too are blessed, because my grandson is a knower 
of virtue and protects Dharma. You deserve boons because you 
deserve the praise of good people. Hence give up your sorrow. It 
behoves you to be calm and composed." 

Barbarika said: 

56. I am a sinner, 0 grandfather. I am more accurse4 than 
a Brahmaua-slayer. I am despicable. I am not worthy of being 
praised, 0 Lord; it does not behove you even to see or touch me. 

57. Expiation has been prescribed by learned men in the 
case of all sins. But there is no expiation for one wanting in 
devotion to one's parents. 

58. Hence I shall myself cast off my body in Mahi-Sagara
Sangama, the body by which my grandfather has been afflicted. 

59. In this 1nanner Jet me avoid being sinful in (subsequent) 
births. It does not behove anyone to mak~ me desist from this 
intention. 

60. That is because one who prevents someone from expia
tion will be partly afflicted and affected by the same sin. 

After saying this, the powerful hero went to the sea and 
jumped into it. 

61-68. The sea trembled. It thought, 'How can I kill him?' 
Thereupon, Siddha Mother (goddess Siddharilbika) and the 
fourteen goddesses steadied him and embraced him. Accompani
ed by Rudra, they said to him, "0 leader among heroes ! There 
is no sin if the act is done due to ignorance. This is a statement 
in the scriptures. It does not behove you to make it otherwise 
( disobey it). See your grandfather; he is closely behind you. He 
is repeatedly uttering, '0 son, 0 Son.' He is ready to die after 
you. If you give up your body now, 0 hero, Bhima too will for
sake it (i.e. his own). That will be a great sin on you. Realise this 
and retain your physical body, 0 highly intelligent one. 

Or if you are desirous of abandoning your body, there too 
listen to these words. It has been destined that your death will 
take place in a short while at the hands of Kno.a, the son or 
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Devaki. Wait for it, if you wish, since death at the hands or 
Vi~ou is far more excellent. Hence, wait for that period at our 
request." • 

On being told thus Barbarika returned, though he was. 
dejected. 

69-70. He tauntingly spoke these words to Rudra, Camu
JJ.Qa and other goddesses, "0 goddess, you certainly know that 
Piil)Qavas are being protected by the Sartiga-bowed Lord. But 
why did you ignore them in their act of acquiring kingdom? But 
Vrkodara has been protected by you after coming here." 

Devi said: 

7 J J shall protect my devotee from death at the hands of 
KnQ.a. Since he fought a great fight in the rite connected with 
Ca]'.1.Qika, he will be universally worshipped by the name Ca1.19ila. 

72. After saying this all the Devas and Devis vanished. Bhima 
took him with him and spoke everything to the Pa]J.9avas. 

73. The Pa1Jcjavas were surprised. They adored him agam 
and again. They actively performed their holy bath and other 
rites in accordance with the injunctions. 

74. In the place where he was set free by Rudra, Bhima 
installed a very lustrous Linga well-known as Bhimesvara. 

15. A devotee must observe fast on the fourteenth day in 
the dark half of the month of Jye~fha. He must worship Bhimesa 
at night. He will be liberated from all sins of this birth. 

76. Just as the seven main Lingas hereof yield great benefits 
when worshipped well, so also this Bhimesvara Linga dispels all 
sins. It is worthy of being worshipped well. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYFIVE 

Disagreement between Bhima and Yudlii1thira: 
/n$tallation of Kelesvari 

Siita said: 

S51 

I . After spending seven nights in this holy spot along with 
his brothers, Yudhi~thira of great splendour set about to depart. 

2. After taking bath in the clear morning, he worshipped 
the Devis and the Liligas. After circumambulating the shrine and 
the holy spot, he repeated the prayer to the goddess. It had been 
pronounced by Kr~JJ.a that it should be always repeated at the 
time of journeys. 

Yudhi~fliira said: 

3-6. 0 goddess worthy of being adored ! 0 goddess of great 
power, 0 beloved sister of Kn,J).a ! After bowing to you I seek 
refuge in you mentally, verbally and physically. 

0 goddess who granted immunity from fear to Sankar~aJ).a 
whose lustre is on a par with Kr~1.1a9 s splendour, who are (one 
whole without any parts) Ekanamsft, 1 0 great goddess, 0 Siva, 
protect me like your son. 

This universe is entirely pervaded by you whose form is of 
unmanifost nature. Thinking thus, I have sought refuge in you. 
Protect me, 0 splendid lady. 

At the outset of aJl new enterprises, my Atman is always dedi
cated to you by me in the company of my folJowers. 0 gentle 
lady, after understanding this, let me be pitied. 

Suta said: 

7. As the king said this with joined palms placed on the 
head, the son ofViyu (Bhima) laughingly and disdainfully spoke 
these words: 

8. "0 king, people say about you that this Yudhi~thira is 

I. Ekiinamsa is the proper name of the goddess who was Nanda's 
daughter (vide 87 infra). 
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(i.e. you are) omniscient. Their words are idle and vain, because 
you do not know even a bit. 

9. Which leader among intelligent persons, the raost excel
lent one among those conversant with all scriptures, will seek 
refuge in women, like you with an honest and simple mind and 
intellect? 

10. For, you yourself know that it is proclaimed in all 
sacred books that this Prakrti is JatJa ('insentient') and Muq.ha 
('deluded'). It is by her that the universe is enchanted and stupe
fied. 

11. Learned men say that Puru~a is conscious and Prakrti is 
insentient, 0 presiding lord of men; that Prakrti is the belov
ed of Puruf?a. 

12. Therefore, 0 Yudhi~thira, 0 foolish-minded one, you 
yourself are Puru~a but you bow down to and praise Prakrti. The 
fact that you bow down to her, causes much laughter in me. 

13. No one will take the shoes and place them on one's head 
like that foolish person who is engrossed in devotion to a goddess. 

14. 0 son of Prtha, if speech abides in you without any re
striction as in the case of heralds and bards, why do you not 
eulogize Mahadeva, the slayer of Tripura. 

15. If you do not eulogize Mahesana, 0 (King) of great 
intellect, due to the consideration that he is unmanifest, why do 
you not eulogize Dasarha (KnQ.a), Puru~ottama (the best among 
men) (who is visible)? 

16. It is by his grace that the daughter of Drupada was ob
tained by us, the kingdom at Indraprastha was secured and the 
sacrifice of Riijasiiya was performed by you. 

17. A bow was obtained by Vijaya (i.e. Arjuna); Jarasandha 
was killed by me. Similarly we wish to regain our glory from the 
Kauravas. 

18-19. All these things we accomplished by the grace of Kn.I).a. 
You eulogize (someone else) leaving that Kr~:r.ia and stiJJ wish to 
win. You know yourself that you are born in the excellent family 
of Kauravas. Still, if due to the meagreness of your intellect, you 
do not pray to Yadava (Knoa), why don't you eulogize Arjona 
of great vigour 'l 
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20. It was by him that the target (set in Draupadi's Svayam• 
vara) was formerly hit; Kan:ia and others were defeated; the 
Khal)~ava forest was burnt and kings were subdued in the course 
ofa Yajna. 

21-23. It is heard that even Mahesana has been defeated by 
him by dint of his valour. Take refuge in him because he has 
been able to stay in the heavenly world (for some time) and praise 
him. 

Or you may be thinking like this: 1 Why was not my kingdom 
returned to me by him through (the help of) Sakra ?' Thinking 
thus you do not praise my brother. 

Then, 0 Yudhi~thira, why do you not eulogize me, a heroic 
warrior by whom you have been formerly saved from the house 
of lac. 

24. The Lord of Madra was struck with a tree and forced to 
sprawl in the dry river.1 The emperor Jarasandha was struck 
down. 

25. The eastern quarter was conquered. Baka was killed 
formerly as well as Hi~amba, the great warrior, and Kirmira was 
killed in the forest now. 

26. I am your perpetual foUower and I protect you on diffe
rent occasions. But I don't find her protecting you, (the goddess) 
whom you eulogize, 0 descendant of Bharata. 

27-28. Or, if you, the most excellent one among those who 
forgive, do not eulogize me because you have come to know that 
I am the most voracious person, that I am weak due to hunger, 
that I am cruel and that I am reckless, then be a person of good 
self-restraint and utter the Mantra OM. Why don't you go about 
your way thus? Indeed a person who indulges in useless talk be
comes defective (and sinful). 

29. Ghosts, vampires and demons haunt a man engaged in 
useless talk. One haunted by them will speak irrelevant, senseless 
words again and again. 

30. Whatever one who indulges in futile talk eats, whatever 
auspicious rite he performs, shall entirely give satisfaction only 
to ghosts etc. This is the conclusion in the sacred scriptures. 

1. Mbh, Adi 189.23-29 mention only a wrestling duel between Salya, the 
king of Madras, and Bhima but not the exploit recorded here. 
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31. Indeed this world is not for him; how can the other 
world belong to him? Hence futile talk should be scrupulously 
avoided by a sensible man. • 

32. Even after being reminded thus, if you do the same 
again, we shall have to presume that you are haunted by ghosts 
and therefore, you should be treated by means of different kinds 
of medicines.,, 

Suta said: 

33. On hearing this extensive speech made by Bhimasena, as 
though a big canvas curtain was spread on the stage, Yudhi$thira 
laughed and said: 

34. "Certainly you are one with very little good knowledge. 
The Vedas have been studied by you in vain. because you do 
not think about and honour Arilbika, the mother of all living 
beings. 

35. Why do you disregard and insult her considering her as 
one among the mass of women? 0 Vrkodara, is not Kunti a 
chaste woman worthy of being saluted by you? 

36. If there be no Mahr1maya adored by Brahma, Vi~1,1u and 
Siva, 0 son of Pf1:ha, how could your physical body have come 
into existence? Tell me truthfu1ly. 

37. The Lord, the Supreme Soul, is not at all capable of 
abandoning her. Since he again and again resorts to the god
dess, I consider her to be very powerful. 

38. Vasudeva also always eulogizes Sakti who is greater 
than the greatest. If I am to be treated (medically) he too should 
be so treated. What about you? 

39. Nothing like this should be uttered again about the 
great goddess out of foolishness. Prostrate yourself on the ground 
and seek refuge (in her), if you wish for happiness." 

Bhtma said: 

40. Ciifas (i.e. those who win over the confidence of others 
and cheat them) convince a man in their grip by means of all 
tricks. This alone is the remedy here that one should cease to 
talk to them. 

41. The brain in different heads is different (i.e. opinions. 
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differ). This is obviously true, 0 king; everyone does as he 
pleases. We shall also do as we please. 

42. Vrkodara, the son of Vayu, possessing the vital power 
of ten thousand Niigas (serpents/elephants) shall not at all seek 
refuge in a woman even verbally. 

43. After saying this Bhima ( quietly) followed that king. 
The king too proceeded ahead along with his followers saying 
frequently "It is not proper". 

44. Then within a moment, Bhima became weak and dis
pirited. Getting very much confused and faltering in his speecht 
he spoke these words to the king: 

45. "0 Dharmaraja of great intellect, 0 excellent king, see 
me. I am unable to see with my eyes. Why this deficiency in 
me?" 

The king said: 

46. 0 Bhima, 0 Bhima, indeed the goddess, the great deity, 
is angry with you. 0 powerfu] one, 0 you great lover of adven
ture, thereby you have lost your sight. 

47. Therefore, seek refuge in the great goddess. Becoming 
pleased once again, perhaps she may grant you your eye-sight. 

Bhima .mid: 

48-50. 011 ! I too know that ther~ is no one equal to the 
goddess. It is for getting a proof of her power that I have been 
censuring her again and again. 

So, having seen her power thus, I am falling on the ground 
seeking refuge in her mentally, verbaUy and intellectually. After 
bowing to her I eulogize my mother. 

Suta said: 

After saying this to his elder brother and after bowing down 
making the eight limbs touch the ground, Bhima sought refuge 
in the goddess and eulogized the Mother. 

Bhtma said: 

[B'zima's Prayer] 

51. 0 goddess, 0 mother of all living beings, 0 goddess 
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filling hundreds of Cosmic Eggs, save, save your own child, this 
foolish one. Obeisance to you. 

52. You are Brahmi, the Sakti of Brahma; You• are Vai$• 
~avi (i.e. Vi~~u's power) and Sim.bhavi (i.e. Sambhu's power). 
You are having the three forms. You have the form of Sakti. 
Protect, protect. Obeisance to you. 

53. You are the Sakti (Power) respectively of (gods) Indra, 
Agni, Yama, Nairrti, Varu)J.a, Vayu, Kubera. Obeisance to you. 

54. 0 goddess, Aisani (i.e. Sakti pertaining to Tsana, i.e. 
Siva), Varahi (Sakti pertaining to Vara.ha, i.e. Divine Boar), 
Narasirilhi (Power pertaining to the Man-lion), 0 bestower of 
victory, 0 Kaumari (i.e. Sakti pertaining to Kumara), 0 harbin
ger of welfare unto the family, 0 goddess of mercy, obeisance to 
you! 

55. You abide in the Sun, in the Moon, in Mars, in Mer
cury, in Jupiter, in Venus; you are stationed in Rahu and Ketu. 
Obeisance to you! 

56. You reside in the wheel of Dhruva (the Pole Star), in 
the multitude of sages (the Great Bear). You dwell in the circles 
of stars and heavenly bodies and in the circle of earth. Obeisance 
to you! 

57. 0 goddess, you are stationed in the seven continents, in 
the seven oceans, and in the seven nether worlds. Obeisance to 
you! 

58. 0 goddess, you render help to Vi,ou in all his incar
nations. You are being requested by Vi~uu for the same. Hence, 
0 mother, protect (me). Obeisance to you! 

59. 0 goddess with four arms and four faces, 0 bestower of 
fruits, 0 goddess fond of (staying) at the meeting pJace of four 
roads, 0 goddess eulogized by mobile and immobile beings, I 
bow down to your feet. 

60. 0 highly terrible goddess, 0 dark night, 0 one with 
multitude of bells, 0 hideous and brilliant one, 0 goddess always 
worthy of being adored on the seventh day ( of the lunar fort
night), 0 bestower of eyes, be (my) refuge. 

61. O goddess residing on the Meru, 0 goddess with tawny
coloured eyes, 0 goddess the sole savior of eyes, 0 goddess who 
destroyed Daityas with Humkora (i.e. the hissing sound Hum), 0 
goddess worthy of being the refuge, be (my) refuge. 
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62. 0 goddess of loud sound, of great vigour and potentia
lity, 0 destroyer of great delusions, 0 destroyer of the great 
bondages, 0 goddess, grant three eyes unto me. 

63. 0 Arilbika, if you are really the cause of auspiciousness 
unto all auspiciousness, grant me auspiciousness through the 
gift of eyes; obeisance to you! 

64. If really you are the most merciful of all merciful ones, 
be merciful unto me; grant me the eyes; obeisance to you! 

65. If you are angry with me thinking 'He is sinful', it is in 
vain (i.e. wrong), 0 goddess. You delude me thus. Don't you 
have that (sin)? Obeisance to you! 

66. A person raises dust himself and is angry when he is 
enveloped in it. You are angry with mein that manner, 0 mother. 
Reveal yourself to me, the helpless one. 

67. On being eulogized by the son of Pa1)QU thus, the god
dess with the lustre similar to that of Kni:ia, the lady with 
delightful face, manifosted herself. 

68. She was highly resplendent with the crown having the 
lustre of a crore of lightning streaks. She was adorned with a 
pair of ear-rings having the lustre of the solar disc. 

69. She shone with her garland as though with the current 
of the Celestial River. She was embellished completely with the 
flowers of Ka/pa tree. 

70. With the lustre of the teeth resembling moonlight, she 
dispelled the great fear of delusion in devotees. In her four hands 
shone a sword, a shield, a trident and a noose. 

71. She was clad in a cloth having the lustre of lightning 
whereby she resembled a cloud. She was bri1liant with a garJand 
of flowers with a swarm of bees (hovering round it). 

72. She shone with anklets in her feet that bestow refuge on 
good people. She is worshipped by Sakra and others with show
ers of flowers uttering •'Be victorious". 

73-78. Hundreds of great and pure lotuses were showered on 
by deities and GaQas. 

On seeing the mother in the sky in such a manner like 
Ganga flowing through the firmament that prominent king fell 
on the ground uttering ••Obeisance f Obeisance !". 
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On seeing the mother (goddess), Bhima too rushed like a boy 
in front of her, saying "Be victorious, 0 mother!' Merely by the 
sight of the goddess he had three auspicious eyes then. Falling 
down he repeated frequently, ''Obeisance to you, obeisance to 
you." 

''Be pleased, 0 lotus-eyed goddess, 0 mother, be pleased with 
me. Be pleased with me, a sinner. 0 goddess disposed to for
give, be pleased with me." 

On being eulogized thus, the goddess herself raised the king, 
She placed Bhima on her lap mercifully and spoke these words: 

Sri Devf said: 

79. I am pleased with you for the prayer uttered by you. 
Hence three eyes have been granted to you, two external ones 
and one internal, the greatest one. 

80. 0 Vrkodara, I do not exhibit my anger indiscriminately 
on everyone. You arc an important person of authority. Hence I 
showed my anger. 

81. This is not pleasing to Kn:r.ta, I have done something 
that will make my brother angry, since all of you are his great 
friends as though his own vital airs, but moving externally. 

82-86. 0 Vrkodara, I know that you always censure me. It 
is to make you know, of what nature is my power (that I did like 
this). So this should never be repeated at aJI by you. Viewing 
venerable persons askance causes great pain. 

Now we shall mutually forgive everything. What I am going 
to tell you, 0 heroic descendant of Bharata, listen to it. 

Whenever there is decline and decay of Dharma, Hari incar
nates and at that time I assist Vi$J)U. 

87. Now Hari is born on the earth as the son of Vasudeva. I 
am the daughter of the cowherd Nanda with the name Ekiinamsa. 

88. Therefore, just as Lord Kni:ta, my brother, is honoured, 
so also all of you, sons of PaJJQU always are my brothers. 

89. With great delight I destroy all troubles and distresses 
of those people, the excellent among men who eulogize me as 
'Bhima's sister'. 

90. 0 hero, in the great battle you will bring victory to your 
brother. At the time of defeating the sons of Dhrtari$fra I will 
abide in your arms. 
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91. You will rule over the kingdom thirty-six years and will 
walk over the earth doing Mahiiprastliiina ('Great Final Depar
ture'). 

92 .. 93. When you Jay down your weapons, a great Asura 
named Loha will endeavour to kill you in this very same land. 
He cannot be killed by any living being. For your sake, I will 
make him blind and cause him to fall. Then you wiH proceed 
ahead. 

94. After crossing the completely snow .. filled places you will 
be sunk in the ocean ofsand,1 you will go to heaven. The king 
alone will go there along with his physical body. 

95. There will be a city named Loha1;1a in the place where 
Loha is to be made blind. I will always stay there with a digit of 
mme. 

96. Then in Kaliyuga there will be a devotee of mine named 
KeJa. I will be known as Kelesvari after him. 

97. Another excellent devotee of mine there will be named 
Vailaka. In Kaliyuga I will become famous by his propitiation. 

98. If people faithfully worship me stationed at Loha1;1a on 
the seventh day in the bright half of lunar months it is as good as 
I am worshipped everywhere. 

99. On being propitiated with devotional feelings on that 
day. 0 son of Pai:tQU, I will grant eyes to the blind in future. 

I 00. You will make a Kui:u;la there with your big toe. A 
bath there on that day wi1I be on a par with holy dips in all the 
Tirthas. 

I O 1. 1 wiU take out the splendour from the eyes of fish and 
fix it (to the eyes of the blind). This will be directly visible. 

102-104. Thus the great holy spot of mine named Lohai:ta 
will become very famous in Ka/iyuga, 0 mighty one, and my 
name will be Kelesvari. 

Thereafter, 0 descendant of Bharata, I will kill (the demon) 
named Durgama in this holy spot to the east of Mahi-Siigara. 
My name will be Durga. I will reside in Dharmara1}.ya2 for the 
purpose of protecting you all. 

1. Thi'i means Pal)(lavas Jost their lives whiJe crossing a desert 011 their 
way to the Himalayas in the north. Cf. Mbh., Mal,iiprasthiinika 2.21T. 

2. This DharmaraQya is different from the 5 DharmaraQvas noted by De 
56-57. Th.is is near Cambay or Mahi-sAgara-sangama. 
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105-108. On the ninth day in the bright half of the month 
of Asvina or Caitra, men should worship me stationed in Dharmi
ra1.1ya after taking bath in Mahi-sagara. I will then grant them 
whatever they desire. If they worship in accordatt'ce with the 
injunctions, if they worship me with faith, I will grant them sons 
and grandsons, heavenly pleasures and salvation. There is no 
doubt about it. At the time of the advent of Kali, Vatsaraja,1 a 
king born in your family, that of the Pal).~avas, will with effort 
delight (me). Hence I will be known as Vatsesvari after his name, 
in Kaliyuga. I will be granting all riches to king Vatsa. 

109. By my grace that king will kill the demoness named 
Aftalayi who will cause great distress to the world. 

110. The place where she will be killed, will become a city 
named Attalaja. He will install me there. 

111. If people worship me, Vatsesvari, in the village Attala
yaja(?) on the seventh day in the bright half of the month of 
A~vina, (it is as good as) I am worshipped always. 

112. There is no doubt about this that every benefit will be 
attained by those men who worship goddess Vatsesvari. 

113-114. Thus my stay will be in AUaJaya, LohaJJ.a, in the 
great holy spot Dharmarai:iya and in the vicinity of Mahi-Sagara 
for the sake of the we1fare of the whole world. 

Listen about Loha. Loha who is to be made blind by me wiH 
perform penance for many years. 

115-116. He will become invincible like Vrtrasura. He will 
exterminate the worlds. The learned Hari, the intelligent Lord of 
the universe, will incarnate and kill him. The place where he will 
be killed will become a viUage named Lohati. 

117. The great Daitya named Gaya will cause obstac1cs in 
your journey like Loha. I will make him a eunuch. Men will 
worship me there as Gayatra.9a. 

118-121. The vjllage there wiH become famous as GayatriQa. 
Hon the eighth day in the month of Magha, men worship Gaya
tra4a in GayatriQa, all their troubles will cease. 

l. Possibly Udayana but this seems to be a generic title of the kings of 
Vatsa who were descendants of PAoC,avas. As Hastinapur was washed away 
by the flood of Ganga and locusts devastated the country, there was a mass 
migration of Kuru People (in the reign of Nicaktu) to Vatsa, a country 300 
miles downstream. K.au§Ambi (Kosam near Allahabad) was their capital. 
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If people make me angry, me who have been propitiated al
ways by the PaJJ.~avas, I will remove their manliness. 

My attendants presided over by Maharudra will all be 
eunuchs here in that terrible Kaliyuga, when Rudra is exceeding
ly ruthless. This will be my third holy spot here. 

122. When all of you have gone to heaven, Gaya will per
form a very great penance. After regaining his manliness, he will 
harass all the worlds. 

123. He will go to the Tirth I of Gaya with a desire to des
troy Gaya; Budha (? Mercury, Buddha), the lord of the universe, 
will kill him there.1 

124. Thus the Yellow-robed glorious Lord will incarnate as 
Budha (Buddha?), carry out many tasks and will go to his own 
abode. 

125. Thus the future has been succinctly mentioned by me, 
0 Pal).~avas, for giving delight to your minds. May more also be 
heard. 

126. This excellent Tirtha of mine should always be resorted 
to. It is pleasing. Since I have come here, I am exceedingly de
lighted. 

127. I have been perfectly delighted by the grandson of 
Bhima, so also all the goddesses. My form cannot be known 
otherwise. 

128. Go to other Tlrt/ias as well where you have not already 
gone. In the course of all troubles I should be remembered like a 
sister. 

129. I take leave of all of you. You are on a par with Kn1_1a 
to me. 

Suta said: 

130-131. On hearing the words of the goddess, their eyes 
became beamingly delighted and surprised. They bowed to her 
again and again. When she vanished like a lamp, they did not 
notice her. 

1. This is a distorted version of the saintly Gaya's life. The author is 
totally ignorant about Gayii MihAtmya extolled by Viyu, Nilrada and other 
PurA~as. By Budha the author means the Buddha (vide the next verse about 
his dress). The promulgator of total A.himsii is credited to have killed Gaya
another distortion of Lord Buddha's mission. 
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Thereafter, they established Barbarika here itself. They told 
him, "When the time for our re-union arrives you also come." 
After saying this, they went on their pilgrimage to important 
Ttrthas. 

CHAPTER SIXTYSIX 

Kr~tJa beheads Barbarlka: Greatnes$ of Guptak1etra Concluded 

Sutasaid: 

1-2. Thereafter, when the thirteenth year in the stipulated 
period was over, when at UpapJava1 (a suburb of Virafanagara), 
aH the kings gathered together, Pi.Q.9avas, the mighty warriors, 
stood in Kuruk~ctra ready for battle. The Kauravas too with 
Duryodhana as their Jeader, stood there. 

3. Yudhi~fbira heard through his men, the number of cha
riots and charioteers (told) by Bhi~rna in the midst of kings and 
then spoke these words: 

4. ''0 Kni;ia, chariots and charioteers were described by 
Bhi~ma. Thereafter, Duryodhana asked thus of his own leading 
warriors: 

5. 'Who, within what period of time, can kill these Pii;iQavas 
.along with their armies?' Bhi~ma promised that he would do it 
in a month. Krpa too promised so. 

6. Dro:Q.a said that he would do it in a fortnight. Asvat
thama, the son of Droi,.a, said that he would defeat them in battle 
within ten days. Kari;ta who used to instil fear in me always, said 
that he would do it in six days. 

7. The ref ore, I too ask you, my own people, 'Who, within 
what time limit can kiJI (the enemies)?' " 

On hearing these words of the king, Phalguna spoke these 
words: 

1. Upaplava-SpeJt also as Upaplavya. It was a suburb of Virata•s 
capital. Pat;1(Javas stayed here after their Ajnatavasa (•living incognito") for 
war preparations etc. (Mbh, Virafa 72.14 etc.). Virita·s capital is located 
105 miles south of Delhi and 40 miles north of Jaipur (De 38). 
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8. "What has been promised by Bhi$ma and others is highly 
improper, 0 Yudhi~thira. Any (pre•)judgment about victory 
and defeat is futile and false. 

9. See the tigers among men, the kings who stand ready for 
battle on your side. They are on a par with Kala ('the god of 
Death'). They are unassailable. 

10-1 I. Have a look at them, namely, Drupada, Vinita, 
Dhr~taketu, Kaikaya, Sahadeva, Satyaki, Cekitana, the invinci
ble Dhntadyumna, Ghatotkaca of great prowess along with his 
son, 'Bhima and others, the wielders of great bows, and Kesava 
the unconquered one. 

12-14. I think I can kill this army of the Kauravas single
handed. 

Many charioteers (i.e. warriors who can fight from cha
riots) beginning with Bhi~ma are seen standing ready. But you 
need not be afraid of them. They are worthless and f eeblc like 
deer. 

With the sound of our bows, Odescendant of Bharata, now 
itself the Kauravas will flee like deer afraid of a lion. 

15. What fear need be entertained there from Bhi~ma, an 
old man, from Dro1;1a and Krpa, old Brahmaoas, from the son 
of DroJJ.a, childish and a simpleton, and from the wicked son of 
the charioteer (i.e. KarJJ,a)? 

16. Or if you wish to know for your own mental satisfaction, 
0 descendant of Bharata, listen to my words that are addressed 
against the armies of the enemies: 

17. Let all those mighty warriors stand there in battle. I 
single-handed shall, in a single day, slay all the Kauravas accom
panied by their armies." 

18. On hearing these words of Arjuna, Damodara said 
smilingly, "What Phalguna says is true. It is never false." 

19. Thereupon hundreds of conchs, wardrums and kettle
drums (were sounded). Stopping them, Barbarika who was seated 
in the midst of kings, spoke these words: 

20. 0 Let what is said by him be heard by the person by 
whom penance has been performed in Guptak~etra, by whom the 
goddesses have been propitiated very well and whose strength of 
arms is unparal1eled. 
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21. 0 rulers of men, listen to the truthful words I speak 
compatib1e with my prowess but not out of arrogance. 

22. I do not put up with what has been promised by my 
noble-souled sire Arjuna. Those words, even this (time-limit), is 
a great wastage of time. " 

23. AH of you stand by along with Arjuna and Kesava. 
Within one Muhfirta I shall despatch everyone beginning with 
Bhi~ma to the abode of Yama. 

24. While I stand erect, 0 K~atriyas, no one should take up 
any weapon. Let it be a solemn vow on your own Dharma. When 
I am dead, it (the weapons) can very well be taken up. 

25-27. Sec the prowess of my arms that I have acquired 
through the propitiation of the goddess. (It is due to) the great
ness of Guptak~ctra and the devotion to the Piii:i9avas. 

Have a look at my frightful bow and the inexhaustible quiveri. 
as wel1 as the sword given by the goddess. Therefore, (on the 
strength of these) I speak these words." 

On hearing those words of his. the K~atriyas were surprised. 
Arjuna became ashamed and so he looked at Kr~JJ.a with a side 
g1ance. 

28-29. KrsQ.a spoke these great words to Phalguna in a 
de1icate (smooth) tone: H What the son of Ghatotkaca says is what 
is useful to us. This wonderful news is heard that formerly Palasi 
who had been accompanied by nine crores (of Rak~asas) was 
killed in a moment by him in Patala." 

30. Arjuna then, said to him, "Let us ask him now: ·By what 
means do you (say that you can) kill the Kauravas in a few minu
tes? Tell us.' Let him be asked." 

31-34. Thereupon the leader of the Yadavas (i.e. KnQa) spoke 
to the son of Ghatotkaca: 

"How will you kill in a moment the army that is well protec
ted by Bhi~ma, Drol)a, Krpa, Asvattharna, Kal"])a, Duryodhana 
and others-an army that cannot be conquered even by the three
eyed Lord Siva. This is a great surprise which arises from your 
words, 0 grandson of Bhima, to alJ the kings and to the intel
ligent Phalguna. Therefore, tell me, by what means will you slay 
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the Kauravas in a few moments? After knowing the power of 
your means, let us also think about it." 

Silla said: 

35-40a. On being asked thus by Vasudeva, the Lord of all 
living beings, Barbarika spoke out. He had the chest like a lion. 
He resembled a huge mountain. He was bedecked in different 
kinds of ornaments. His face resembled a pot. The sound of his 
Jaughter resembled the sound from a pot. The hair on his head 
stood up. He had great refulgence. His eyes shone like lightning 
streaks. He had the velocity of the wind. If he wished he couJd 
destroy the univen,e. He had unparalleled strength granted by 
the goddess. He spoke out thus, "0 warriors, if you are inclined 
to see the means (to be} used, [ shall exhibit it. AU of you 
together with Kesava witness it." 

After saying thus he strung his bow and hurriedly fitted the 
arrow thereto. The entire portion of the dart was fiIJed with ash 
resembling satTron. The ash fell on the soldiers of both the armies 
exactly on the vulnerable spot. (Jfthey were hit there they would 
die instantaneously.) 

40b-43. The ash fell1 on the hair of Bhi~ma; on the neck of 
Karr;ia and DroQ.a; on the thigh of Duryodhana; on the chest of 
Salya; the briJJiant ash felJ on the necks of Sakuni and Bhaga
datta; on the sole of the foot of Kn]).a; on the necks of Dru pad a 
and Matsya; on the hip of Sikha1;u;lin; on the neck of the com
mander-in-chief of the army (Dhntadyumna). The red ash fcJJ 
on the vulnerable spot of everyone. But the ash did not touch 
the PaJJ,gavas, Krpa and Asvatthama. 

44-46. After doing thus, Barbarika spoke once again: "Was 
this noticed by you all how the vulnerable spot was located by 
me? Now I shall discharge sharp arrows on the vulnerable spots 
of these, the arrows that will never fail, the arrows that the 
goddess granted me. Thereby, they will die in a moment. There 
is a solemn oath on the Svodharma-your own Dliarma. No 
weapon should be taken up by any of you. I shall make these 

I. VV 40b--l-3 pinpoint the vulnerable parts of warrior,; of both sides in 
the Bhlrata war. The actual vulnerable points mentioned in Mbh are enu
merated here in a prophetic vein. 
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enemies fall down (dead) within a short while by means of these 
sharp arrows." • 

47. Then there arose a loud sound of •Well done! Well done !111 

as everyone beginning with Yudhi~thira began to praise with his 
mind struck with surprise. 

48. The infuriated son of Vasudeva cut off his head even 
as he was saying thus, by means of his sharp discus. It fell 
down. 

49. The entire circle of kings became frightened and distres
sed for a moment. They looked at Kesava in great surprise. 

50. They said: "What is this? Why was Barbarika killed?' .. 
The PiQ9avas shed tears along with the kings. 

51. Lamenting 'Alas! my son !' and faltering in his steps the 
pitiable Ghatotkaca swooned and fell over his son. 

52-54. In the meantime, the fourteen goddesses came there, 
viz. Siddharhbika, Kro9amata, Kapali, Tara, SuvarQa, Trilokaje
tri, Bhal}.esvari, Carcika, Ekavira. Yogesvari, CaQ.Qika, Traipura, 
Bhiita.rhbika and Harasiddhi. They came and stood there causing 
great surprise to the kings. Sri CaQ.C,ika consoled Ghatotkaca 
and spoke these words in a loud tone: 

55. "Listen ye all kings why the mighty Barbarika was slain 
by KnQa who knows his own mind. 

56. Formerly, while the Heaven-dwellers (Devas) assembled 
on the top of mount Meru, the Earth who had been over-bur
dened requested them, "May the burden on me be removed." 

57. Thereupon, Brahma said to Vi$.Q.U, "0 Lord, listen to 
this. The Devas will follow you. 0 Lord, remove the burden or 
the Earth." 

58-61. Thereupon, the immutable Vi~.Q.U accepted that request 
saying ''So be it". 

In the meantime, a Yak~a leader named Siiryavarcas, lord of 
eighty-four crores, lifted his hand and spoke loudly: "What for 
do you promise to take birth in the human world which is a re
ceptacle of many defects (and that too) while I am alive? All of 
you may rejoice in the heavenly worlds along with Vifl)U. I alone 
shall incarnate and kill these people who become burden to the 
Earth. There is a solemn oath on your Dharma, if you take up 
birth." 
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62-65. When he spoke these words, the infuriated Brahma 
spoke to him: "0 evil-minded one, you say that you can accom
plish (the removal of) the great burden unbearable to all the 
Devas. It is only due to your delusion. 0 childish fellow, you are 
worthy of being cursed. Without pondering over what is relevant 
to the time and place, one's own power and that of the enemy, 
if anyone says anything in the midst of lords and masters, he 
deservt:s punishment. Hence at the start of the battle for the pur
pose of removing the burden, you will undoubtedly meet with 
the destruction of your body at the hands of Kn1,1a. 0 

On being cursed thus by Brahma. he requested Vi~Q.U as 
follows: 

66. '"If my death must occur thus, 0 Lord, I make a single 
request. Grant me an intellect that accomplishes all tasks, ever 
since my birth." 

67. "So be it", said Kesava in the assembly of the Devas. 
"People will worship your head. You will be worthy of being 
adored by goddesses." 

68-69. After saying this. Hari took his incarnation along 
with the Devas then. This Kni:ia is indeed that Hari and all of 
you those Suras. The son of Bhima's son who is killed (now) is 
Siiryavarcas. It was on remembering the earlier curse of Brahma 
that he was killed by this noble-souled (Knoa). Hence Knu.a 
should not be found fault with by all the kings." 

Srfkr~JJa said: 

70-72. 0 king, what is said by the goddess is true. There is 
no doubt about it. If I had not killed him now, the words of 
Brahma would have been falsified. Remembering this, he has 
been struck down by me. At GuptakJetra it was by me alone 
that he was engaged in the recollection (i.e. meditation) of the 
goddess, since l remembered the boon granted formerly by myself 
in the assembly of the Devas. 

73. When this was told, goddess Caocjika sprinkled the head 
of the devotee (i.e. Barbarika) with nectar immediately and 
made it unageing and immortal. 

74. It was immortal like the head of Rahu. Then that head 
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bowed down to them and said: "I wish to see the battle. Let it 
be permitted." • 

75-79. Thereupon. with words majestic in tone like thunder, 
Lord Kn1.1a spoke thus: "As long as the earth, the stars, the 
moon and the sun exist, 0 dear one, you will remain worthy of 
being adored by all the people and all the worlds. You will move 
about like the goddess in all the worlds of the Devis. You will 
offer abode to your devotees in the worlds of the Devis. On 
being worshipped, you will easily remove the tumours, swellings 
etc. of children caused by gas, phlegm and bile. Climb on to this 
peak and witness the battle when it begins. The Kauravas rush 
at us Ltt us rush at them." 

When this was said by Vasudeva, the Devis entered the 
sky. 

80-83. The head ofBarbarika went up the peak of the moun
tain. The purificatory rites were performed on the earth for the 
body alone and not for the head. 

Then a great battle took place between the armies of the 
Kauravas and the Pa:Q.9avas. 

Dro1.1a, Kar:oa and others were killed within eighteen days. 
When at the close of the eighteenth day the cruel Duryodhana 
was killed, Yudhi~!hira spoke to Govinda in the midst of the 
kinsmen: "0 PurU$Ottama, we arc able to survive this battle 
only because of you as the (the protector and) leader. 0 Hari, 
0 Puru~ottama, obeisance to you!" 

On hearing his words, Bhima spoke these words disdain
fully: 

84. ''0 king, it was I who destroyed all the sons of Dhrta
ra~tra. But you have excluded me. Why do you, like a deluded 
person, speak of Kn.Q.a as the best among men. 

85. You speak (highly) of a charioteer after disregarding 
Dhn!adyumna, Phalguna, Satyaki and me, 0 son of PaIJQU. Fie 
upon you, 0 Yudhi,thira!" 

Arjuna said: 

86-87. Don't, don't say thus, 0 Bhima. You do not know 
Janardana. Neither by me, nor by you nor by anyone else, 0 son 
of Pfthi, have the enemies been killed. I used to see a Nara 
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('man') always at the head of the battle-front kiHing the enemies 
there. I don't know who he was. 

Bhima said: 

88. You are mistaken and stupefied certainly, 0 son of 
Prtha. There is no other person as the slayer here. If at all there 
is one, I shall ask your grandson staying at the top, Alas, as to 
who it was. 

89. Thereafter, Bhima approached Barbarika and asked 
him, "Say, by whom were these enemies, the sons of Dhrta
ra~tra kilJed ?" 

Barbarika said :1 

90-94. One man was seen by me fighting with the enemies. 
On the left side he had five faces and on the right side he had 
only one face. On the left, he had ten hands holding trident and 
other weapons aloft; on the right he had four hands holding dis
cus and other weapons aloft. On the left he was having matted 
hair; On the right, a large crown. On the left side, he had smear
ed ash and on the right he had applied sandal paste. On the left 
he wore the moon and on the right there was the lustre of Kaus
tubha jewel. On seeing him even I was frightened much. Such a 
man and no other person, who killed them (the enemies) was 
seen by me. 

When this was said there was a shower of flowers of very 
great lustre from the sky. 

95. The divine musical instruments were sounded. They 
said, "Well done! Well done!" The sons of PaJ.19U became sur
prised. They bowed down to Puru~ottama. 

96-99a. Bhima became ashamed and heaved deep sighs. 
Lord Kesava took a firm hold of his hands and said, "0 tiger 
among the descendants of Kuru, come." After saying this he re
membered Garu9a, the son of Kasyapa. As he (i.e. Garu9a) 
approached the moment he was remembered, he (Kn1,1a) mount-
-----

1. VV 90-94-an attempt to synthesize Vai,r,avism and Saivism by com-
bining Hari and Hara in one person. 
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ed Garuga accompanied by Bhima. They went through the sky 
to the southern quarter. They crossed the sea ad'd the great 
mountain Suvela. On seeing a lake near Lanka, Knl}.a spoke 
these words: 

99b-104. "0 tiger among the descendants of Kuru, see this 
lake extending to twelve Yojanas. If you are a bold warrior, 
quickly fetch some mud from its bottom." 

On being told thus, the mighty one immediately leapt down 
into the water. With the speed of wind he wentdown a Yojana 
and still did not see the bottom thereof. Disappointed and with 
shattered strength, Bhlma came out and said: "This great lake is 
fathomless. I was well nigh eaten up by some powerful fellows. 
Somehow I came out." 

On being told thus, Kn:t).a laughingly lifted up the great lake. 
The refulgent Lord lifted it up with his thumb. It was reduced to 
a fourth of its original size. On seeing this, (Bhima) was surpris
ed. He said, "0 Kn:t).a, what is this? tell me." 

Sr1kr11Ja said: 

105. Formerly there was a demon well-known as Kurilbha
kar:t).a. He was killed by the arrows of Rima and the head of the 
evil-minded fellow was cut off. 

106. This is a piece of its palate(?), 0 Vrkodara. It has an 
extent of twelve Yo Janas. It is soft and shattered. It has been cast 
all round. 

107-108. Those by whom you were held up are the Suras(?) 
called Sarogeya who had been crushed into powder in crores by 
the rocks of Trikiita. They were the enemies of the universe and 
were killed by means of stratagem. 0 Bhima, we shall go back to 
the PiJJ.4avas. The son of Dron..a is certainly in a hurry. 

109-113. Then Bhima bowed down and said: "0 Kesava, 
forgive all the evils committed by us ever since birth, mentally, 
verbally and intellectually. 0 Puru$ottama. 0 Lord, be pleased 
with me (who had been) childish." Then Hari said, "It is for
given." He went back to the battlefield accompanied by Bhima 
and spoke these words to Barbarika: 

"0 Suhrdaya, always move about like this in all the worlds. ., 
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You will be worshipped by all the worlds. Grant them the boons 
chosen by them. This Guptak$etra which is the most excellent 
among all the excellent holy spots should never be abandoned. 
Residing in Dehisthali1 (? modern Delhi) forgive the evil actions 
committed by them." 

On being told thus, the son of Ghatotkaca bowed down to 
them and went away joyously to move about as he pleased. 

114-115. Vasudeva made them perform all the subsequent 
(funeral) rites. 

Thus, 0 Brihmai:ia, the origin of Barbarika bas been expound
ed to you. I shall say out a prayer whereby the king of Yak~as 
will be delighted. 

Prayer to Suryavarcas (Barbarika)" 

"Be victorious, be victorious, 0 Lord with eighty-four crores 
of attendants, named Siiryavarcas! 0 king ofYak$aS, be victori
ous! 0 Lord who has determined to remove the burden of the 
Earth, who was born in the womb of a demoness on account of 
a minor curse, be victorious! 0 royal swan born of the belly of 
Karnakatatikata, be victorious! 0 Lord who increased the delight 
of Ghatotkaca and is named Barbarika, be victorious! 0 Lord 
who attained incomparable vigour and vitality by means of the 
propitiation of the goddess at Guptak$etra as advised by K11Q.a, 
be victorious! 0 bestower of Siddhi on Vijaya, be victorious! 0 
Lord who resembled the forest fire in consuming Pin.gala, Re
palendra, Duhadruhi and Palisi, the Lord of nine crores ( of 
attendants), be victorious! 0 Lord who avoided the serpent-mai
dens in the intervening space between Bhfimi and Pata.Ja, be 
victorious I O Lord who suppressed the pride of Bhima, be victo
rious! 0 Lord who exerted himself in slaying the entire army of 
the Kauravas inashort while, be victorious! 0 Lord who acquir
ed the ability to grant boons unto all due to the boon got from 

I. Dehisthalyim-interpreted by the editor ofVenk. Press as Dehalyiim 
'In Delhi'. This is probably an interpolated verse. If authentic, it shows the 
late date of the Purioa. 

2. VV 114-124-The prayer of Barbarika (SDryavarcas) and a brief 
guidance for performins the pilgrimage of Guptak.«ra. Its area is stated 
to be seven YoJanas. 
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Srikf$JJa, be victorious! Be victorious, 0 Lord saluted by the age 
of Kali! Obeisance! Obeisance to you! Save, save [me~" 

116. With this prayer, a devotee should worships Suhrdaya, 
0 excellent BrahmaJ).a, on the new-moon day in the month of 
Sravaoa or on the thirteenth day in the dark half ofVaisikha. 
He should worship with a hundred lamps, Purikas (•fried pan
cakes') as food offerings and then eulogize him. He will be de
lighted with the devotee. 

I 17. Then the Brahma]J.as and Narada propitiated Mahes
vara and instalJed Sankara at the holy place Mahinagaraka. 

118. For the benefit of all the worlds, he installed the excel
lent Kedara Linga in the northern part of Atrisa. It is destruc
tive of great sins. 

l 19-122a. A man should take his bath in the Kul)t}a here 
and perform Sraddha in accordance with the injunctions. After 
bowing down to Atri§a, he should visit Kedara. He will never 
drink a mother's milk thereafter. He will attain liberation. 

Then Rudra Nilaka1,,1tha granted a boon to the noble-souled 
N arada. After granting the boon, he himself remained in the 
splendid Mahinagaraka. 

One should take bath jn Kotitirtha and visit Nilaka.l)tha. 
After bowing down to Jayaditya, he shall attain Rudra's world. 

122b-123. The excellent men who take bath in the well and 
worship Jayaditya will never meet with the extinction of their 
family, by the favour of Jayaditya. There will never be ailments, 
poverty or stigma in their family. 

124. They will be endowed with sons and grandsons, wealth 
and f oodgrains. After enjoying many pleasures here, they reside 
in the world of the Sun-god. 

125. Thus, 0 Brahma:Q.a, the Guptak~etra has been succinct
ly described by me. Its extent was formerly mentioned by the 
Self-born Lord as seven Krosas (i.e. 7 x 3 kilometres). This holy 
spot is the bestower of all desired objects. 

126. Thus, this sacred Mahi-Sagara-Sangama has been ex
tolled to you.1 One who listens to this or glorifies this is liberated 
from all sins. 

1. VV 126-135-Phalalruti verses. The benefits accruing from telling or 
listening of KK. 
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127. A scholar who narrates this great and excellent glory 
(of this ho]y place) shall be freed from all sins and will go to 
Rudraloka. 

128. If anyone narrates completely the greatness of Gupta
k~etra, he attains all riches. He dispels the sin of the slaughter of 
a Brahmao.a. 

129. He who listens to or narrates the greatness of Koti
tirtha and Mahinagaraka becomes capable of realizing Brahman. 

130. If a man takes his bath in Kotitirtha, performs Sraddha 
elaborately and offers charitable gifts in accordance with his abi
Jity, listen from me (as) to his merit. 

131. That merit is obtained by men which one gets after 
offering charitable gifts in all the holy spots that are in heaven 
nether worlds and the mortal world. 

132-133. In Kotitirtha, 0 Brahma1}.a, there is no doubt that 
one gets that Pw:,ya (merit) which is obtained by means of Yajnas 
beginning with horse-sacrifice, by means of sacrifices with due 
monetary gifts as well as by performing all holy rites and 
penances. 

134. This is sacred. This always yields merit. It imparts 
fame; dispels sins. It is greater than the greatest. The man who 
listens to it with devotion attains merit. When he dies, he goes to 
the same world as Rudra. 

135. It is conducive to wealth and fame. It is invariably 
meritorious. It yields heavenly pleasures and salvation. It dis
pels the sins of men. The man who is always pure and listens to 
this passes beyond the Sun and goes to the region of Vi~J}.U-

:: End of Kaumarikakhal}.9a : : 
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X.,p,i320 
Kls~akoti 223 
Kdyapa 123,124,128 
Ka!iha 303 
Kityiyana 12, 354 
Kaurma 353 
Kau!iki 60, 240 
Kauthuma 43 
Kiveri 105, 326 
Kavi 307 
Kavisattama 354 
Kcdira 241,338,506 
Kekaras 222 
Kela 559 
Keleivari 559 
Ketumila 306 
Kctumin 318 
Kh&4ga 321 
Khar;i4a, Bharata 431 
Khm:a<Ja, KirilpuruJa 306 
Khar;itak,heti 259 
KhaJviilga 431 
Kikata 123 
Kinds of vikya. three 341 
Kinds of wealth, three 29 
Kinnaras 117. 497 
Kini 14,189 
Klcdaka 464 
Kokila 222 
Kolirhbi 446, 449 

Index 

Konkm,a 329 
Kola 411,412 
Kosala 331 
Kotari 259 • 
Kotitlrtha 400, 479, 487 
Kovida. 307 
Krama 423 
Kratu 257 
Krauftca 303,307 
Kfcchra534 
Kriyipdc~• 36 
Kriyiyoga 101 
Kpnibhojana 316 
Kpniia 316 
Krodhavdi 124 
Kn>• 562 
K,la20 
Kr§iha 123, 124 
~1)1259, 316,487 
K'r,Q.a (black) 29,233,235 
Kni,asutra 316 
Kffl)i 326 
Krtaka 313 
Kftamili 326 
Kftaiijaya 354 
K{tayuga, first day of 49 
Krttikis 25 3 
X,inti 197 
Ktitijanmi 112 
Kuja 116 
Kujarilbha 137,266 
Ku/aka 307 
Kulila 307 
Kumiranitha 2, 122 
Kumireja 3 
Kumareivara, dying at the holy 

spotof 290 
Kumire§vara, serving 290 
Kumirt 325 
Kumiriki 301,322,325 
KumirHvara 333 
Kumbhaka 222, 495 
Kwhbhakan:ia 570 
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Kumuda 222, 318 
Kundaka 222 
Kuftj ara 137 
Kurailga 133 
Kurukhm,C,a 306 
Ku§adhvaja 83 
Kubdvipa 307 
Kuiika 321 
Kusumamilin 257 
Kusumimodini 236 
Kiituilmali 439 

L.C,a 330 
Laghima 502 
Laghu 494 
Laghukonkm:ia 329 
Lainga 353 
Lijihoma 224, 226 
Lak1ahoma 289 
L~mi 117 
Lakulih 355 
Lilibhak~ya 316 
Lambi 123 
Lingali 354 
Lati 5 
Lav~a 316 
Law-givers 354 
Learning 40 
Legend, Cirakiri 58 
Liberation, siddhis working as 

obstacles to 499 
Life, different stages in 351 
Life, organization of castes and 

stages of 353 
Lights, three 131 
Likhita 354 
LDi 197 
Limbs 462 
Limbs (of yoga) 492 
Liil&a, Aindradyumna 121 
Linga, Atri,vara 480 
Liilga, Brahmaciri 117 
Liilga, Brahmda SOS 

Linga, Dhitu 117 
Linga, HitaJca 114 
Linga, Jige§vara 90 
Liilga, KapiJehara 430 
Liilga, Prisida 116 
Liliga, Sailkha 116 
Linga, Self-born 346 
Linga, Tiraka 346 
Lingas, types of 346 
Linga-larira 461 
Lingiyata 103 
Liquor 470, 473 
Lohha 41 
Loha 559 
Lohai,a 559 
Lohapiira 328 
Lohita 321 
LohitikJa 250, 257 
Lohitin_tava 307 
Loka 354 
Loka, Satya 313 
Loka, Tapas 313 
Lokiloka 303 
lokatrayamkara 115 
Lokatrayilrita 115 
Lomda 94. 121 
Lust 471 

Micipiira 328 
MidhavI 259 
Madhu 189 
Madhupinga 223 
Madhuruha 307 
Madhya 494 
M11dhyihn11 320 
Madhyama 36,118,321 
Madhyamadinas 36 
Magadha 332 
Mahibala 223 
Mahldana 51 
Mahigrahas 399 
Mahihrada 304 
Mahijaya 258 

585 
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Mahijihvi 539 
Mahijvila 316 
Mahikila 3,222,233,335 
Mahike§a 222 
Mahar/aka 313 
Mahasena, Hymn to 245 
Mahisindhu 112 
Mahat 301,319 
Mahividyi 299 
Mahendra 132, 325, 326 
MaheJvara 119 
Mahdvara, semen virile of 242 
Mahi 23,25, 105,241,255,257, 

326 
Mahimi 502 
Mahinagara 400 
Mahinagaraka 454, 456, 507 
Mahipart:Ji 112 
Mahi,a 133, 137 
Mahi-Sigara-Sangama 23, 26, 52, 

105,110,121,295,322,453 
Mahi§rogi 112 
Mahodara 519 
Majjana 417 
Malasniina 370 
Maiava 329 
Milavaka 105 
Malaya 325 
Milyavin 305 
Mirhsaliilga 117 
Mirilti 335 
Minasicala 309 
Miinasa 115, 304 
Mar:i4ala, Ki~mira 329 
Mandara 304 
Mlllldehas 311 
Mindhiti 118 
Mi!JC,uki 381 
Mas,i 258 
ManodlllJ<!a (control of mind) 503 
Manojava 307 
Mantharaka 86 
Mantr~ Aghora 180 

Index 

Mantra, fJi}cinT 449 
Mantra, Sarasvata 441 
Mantra, UdgTtlM 84 
Mantras, paJJca 345 
Manu 354 
Manu, life span of one 321 
Manus 117 
Manus, fourteen 45 
Manu,ya-yajiia 1 
Manvantaras, first days of the 50 
Maricipis 116 
Mirkm,C,eya 67,121,438 
MirklUJl!cya 353 
Markas 193, 195 
Maru 41 
Maru Deb (? Mirwir) 109 
Maruts 126 
Marutta 102, 106 
Marutvan 123 
Marutvati 123 
Misas 320 
Mita60 
Mitali 181 
Mathana 137 
Mitra 48 
Matsya 119 
Mitsya 353 
Mayura 257 
Medhitithi (? Gautama) 61, 306 
Meghamilin 258 
Meghamanyu 223 
Meghamlba 307 
Mcghavibana 321 
Meghavihini 259 
Mcni 196, 198 
Mercury, lake of 242 
Merit 390,459 
Meru 258,303,304,305 
MeJa 137 
Mevi4a 329 
Mit!husa 117 
Mina 321 
Miseries 387, 432 
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Miseries. many kinds of 391 
Misery 385, 386, 389, 390, 391 
Missile, Agneya ('of Fire-god') 

176 
Missile, Aisika 164 
Missile, Bhu§upr/i 167 
Missile, D111J<!a 164 
Missile, Gandharva 174 
Missile, Garuda 150, 177 
Missile, MauJala 115 
Missile, Narasirhha 177 
Missile, Niriyapa 164 
Missile, Raudra 163 
Missile, Saila 175 
Missile, Sarhbara 155 
Missile, Sarhvarta 150 
Missile, Tva,,ra 175 
Missile, Vajra 115 
Missile, Viropa 176 
Mithi(li) 106 
Mitra 45. 311 
Mitri 250 
Moon 114, 311 
Mothers 115, 259 
Mountain, Malaya 326 
Mountain, S veta 249 
Mountains, Kcsara 304 
Mountains, Maryada 304 
Mrtyu 354 
Mrtyuhi 223 
Mudgara 162 
Muhurti 123 
Muhiirta 320 
Muhiirtakas 123 
Miihu.rt.as 123 
Miilaslhina 332 
Mur;iqa 197 
Muni 48, 49, 124 
Muru, daughter of 515,521 

Nibhigupta 307 
Nibhikhm:i4a 306 
Nida 341 

S81 

Nadi 112 
Ni4Ijangha 67 
Niga 222, 322 
Nigaras 18 
Nigas 115 
Nigdvara 484 
Nahufa 390 
N aigameya 250 
Naimifa 105,338 
Naimittika 35, 36 
Nai1karrnya 51, 400 
Naivedya 409 
Nakula 101 
Names, one hundred and eight 248 
Namuci 189 
Nanda 123 
Nandabhadra 418,420,426,430 
Nandas, kingdom of the 358 
Nandi 222 
Nandin 241 
Nandisena 257 
Nara, Niriyal'.la and 119, 123 
Nirada 104, 114,223, 226 
Nlrada, Hymn to 488 
Niradiya 353 
Naraka 515 
Niriy111Jastra 178 
Narendu 329 
Nannadi 325 
Nepila 327 
Netrasahasraka 118 
Night 195, 198 
Nik,epa 33 
Nna 223,305 
NDakm:iPla 507 
NOapiiraka 328 
Nimc,as 320 
Nimi 17, 115, 137 
Nirr;,aya 423 
Niqti 141 
Nirvt:da 391 
Nirvindhyi 105,326 
Ni~id• 321 
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Ni,adha 304 
Ni1kira1Ja 424 
Ni!urhbha 240 
Nitala 315 
Niti 197 
Nityodvejaka 50 
Niyama 492 
Non-deserving 20 
Nyasa 33 
Nyuna 424 

Obstacles, five very terrible 497 
Ocean 258 
Oceans, Seven 221 
OC,qiyil}a 328 
Orn, mystic significance of 44 
Ordeal, Vi~ (poison) 414 
Ordeals 290, 412 
Ordeals, Mahi Divya 412 

Picaka 464 
Pada 341 
Padlna 318 
Padmi 119 
Pidma 353 
Padya 370 
Pidya, off cring the 408 
Pailaca 36 
PikhlUJ<!a 51 
Palc~abihu 333 
Palaka, Pratipa 70 
Palili 250 
Pilui 564 
Pimhipura 328 
Paiicaja 258 
Pancik~a 223 
Pificila 240 
Pancama 321 
Pailcam,ta 281, 290 
Pailcatapas 134 
Pailcayajilas 1 
Pailciyatana-pujl 402 
Pm,4,avas 545 

Index 

Pi1_14udc§aka 332 
Piilgude§aka 332 
Pankti 310 
Pipa 316 
Parama. 458 
Paramclvara 115 
Parinmukha 424 
ParUara 354 
Parivaha 315 
Piribhadra 308 
Parigha 162, 258 
Parivaha 315 
Parivatsara 320 
Pariyitra 134,325 
Piriyitrikas 222 
PaJjanyapati 118 
Parks, tanks and 473 
ParopakarlUJa 14 
Part.hi va 464 
Parvata 226, 437 
Pirvati 210,211,258 
Pdcimavihini 112 
Pdudi 259 
Puupata 110 
Puupati 119, 257 
PatAla 315 
Pitila, rccknoning (of Time) in 

321 
Pitilagangi 283, 297 
Patailga 308 
PatJmgas 124 
Patailgavrata 3 
Patailgi 124 
Paths, two 51 
Pati 118 
Pati, Jagawh 114 
Pitra (a desrerving person) 34 
Pal.libs 143 
Paulomt 3 
Plvaka 464 
Pavana 141 
Payo,gf I 05, 326 
Payovahl 112 
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Penance 197,209,527 
Perjury, man guilty of 471 
Person, undeserving 39 
Persons, deserving 40 
Persons, indigent 16 
Persons, truthful 16 
Phila 411 
Phila, ordeal by 416 
Philguna 2 
Phenapiis 116 
Philosophy, Lokayata 425 
Piety, an index of good 40 
Pimp 472 
Pinga 382 
Pingala 45,124,170,223,331 
Pingalii 463 
Pippala 222 
Pitavasas 321 
Pitnlritiprada 112 
Pitrs 124, 349 
Pitr-yajna 7 
Plavana (flooding) 530 
Ploughshares 353 
Posture. ;\/fdha 170 
Poverty 20 
Power 527 
Prahhasa 4),338,45J 
Prabhivati 259 
Prahhu 321 
Prabhusammat ,1. 341 
Pradana 224 
Pradhana 301 
PrJgjyotisa 515, 519 
Prahlada 189 
Prajapati 124 
Prajapati, a curse of 311 
Prajapati, first '.\05 
Prakamya 502 
Prakarakan:ia 75 
Prakrta 458 
Pralqti 319,434 
Pralamba 296 
Prileya 453 

Pramitha 258 
Pramiti 359 
Pri{la 463, 465 
Pril}iyima 492,494,495 
Prii.Qayama, three types of 494 
Pri(liyimas 496 
Priipti 502 
Prasida 495 
Pra.sii11ti 495 
Prasenajit 48 
Prat~ 320 
Pratardana 17 
Priitihha 497 
Pratigraha 30 
Pratigrahlla 34 
Pratijiicf vara 282 
Prati~thana 91 
Pratyfihii.ra 492 
Pralyu~a 45 
Pravaha 314 
Prayojana 423 
Preceptor 1 17 

589 

Prc,·cptor's bed, defiler of 470, -173 
Preceptor's bed, defiling of one'!> 

own 365 
Prctanatha 221 
Prey, beasts of 124 
Prill 197 
Priya i.·.iisana 117 
Priyavrata 305, J06 
Pronunciation, clor1gatcd 424 
Prthu 112,119,353 
Prthustuta 112 
Pulastya 331 
Puloman 189 
Piiraka 495 
Purar:ias, eighteen 351 
Purasahai:iaka '.'27 
Purojava 307 
Puro~a 301, 4 34 
Purusarhna.man 117 
Purvapat 223 
Pii~an 45,217, 311 
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Pu,kara 111 , 125 
Pu,padanta 258 
Putani 259 
Putra 119 
Piiyavaha 316 

Quack 473 
Qualities, three 40 

Raghava 115 
Rahu 117 
Raivata 38, 45 
Rajamisa, oblation of 298 
Rijanadi 112 
Rajas 435 
Rajavardhana 403 
Raji 293 
Riksasa 36 
Rik~asas 115, 4()7 
Rakta 321 
Raktabijas 450 
Ram 141 
Rima 487 
Rimaka 331 
Ram~aka 308,309 
Rarhhasa 111 
Ramyaka 306 
Raiijaka 464 
Rasatala 315 
Rasmipas 349 
Rasyi 112 
Ratarija 328 
RathasaptJuni 50 
Rathayitri 406 
Rati 197, 206, 208, 209 
Ratida 116 
Raucaka 87 
Raucya 45 
Raurava 316 
Rivai,a 115 
Recaka49S 
Recluse, true 419 
Recollection, loss of the power of 

385 

Index 

Rcpalendra 540 
River, comparison or Sarilsara with 

a 14 ~,a 354 
~,aparvata 325 
Rodana 259 
Rodha 316 
'Root' days 40 
Rosary beads, necklace of 2';7 
~~ahha 306,307,321,354 
l,l~i 48, 49 
l,l~ikalpa 48, 49 
~~ikulya 325 
~~yakulyi 326 
Rtaiijaya 354 
Rtasva 307 
Rtavrala 307 
Rtu 321 
Rtus 117 
Ruci 26 
R udhirindha 316 
Rudra 116 
Rudra, semen virile of 245 
Rudra, worship of 280 
Rudri 250 
Rudrakili 259 
Rudras 123 
Rudras, eleven 45, 170, 196 
Rudrasivan:ii 45 

Sabala (of variegated colours) 29 
Sabilaka 354 
Sad 116 
Sacrifice, defects in performing 

419 
Sadi 259 
Sadhaka 464 
Sidhyi 123 
Sidhyas 117,119,123 
Sadyojata 344 
Sagara l 17 
Sages 119 
Sages, a day oflhc Seven 321 
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Sages,Seven 114,220,243,312 
s.hasrlJCMa{I• 119 
Sahasrajit 17 
s.Jwralin 119 
Sahurlk,a. 117 
Sahurapit 223 
SahifrJU 355 
Sabya 325,326 
Saiva 353 
~aka 358 
Sikadvipa 306, 307 
Sakata 123 
sakb~ 250 
satra 45, 221 
Sakraprastha 524 
Salcticchidra 283 
Sakti 354 
Saktipiirbbavu 18 
Saktis 143 
Salabhamukhi 259 
Sal•bhas 124 
Salini 216 
Silmalidvipa 308 
Silva 360 
Samada 222 
Samidhi 492, 496, 497 
Simagas 223 
Samana 463, 466 
Saman 139 
Samanya 33 
Sambara 189 
Sarilbba 124 
Sambbala 360 
s.thbhONJriya 117 
Sarhbbu 45, 114, 170 
Sambbuti 198 
Slmeyi 5 
Sarilgraha 258 
Sllhhira 124 
Samhlidaka 222 
Samlr&J}a 217 
Salbkhyi 423 
Samlruta 19 

Samvalla 314 
Samvarta 102,354 
Samvatsan 320 
Sarilyaml 354 
Sanaka 114 
Sanas, four 446 
Sandarhb 316 
Sandhyi 311 

591 

Sandhyi, necessity of performing 
311 

Sadigdha 424 
SiJ;KJilya 90 
Saligamivarta 11S 
Sangata 117 
Sailgava 320 
Sani us. 124 
Saftjiyu 330 
Sankalpa 123 
SailkaJpi 123 
Sailkara 119,211 
Sankha 354 
Sailthapila 3 l 8 
Sankukan:aa 258 
Sanniga 222 
Santinaka 223 
Santi 197,308,495 
SapatJw 411 
Sapil)t/ikaraJJ• 469 
Saptadvlpl 302 
Saptapt,da 15 
Sarajanman 260 
Sans, Nlndiya 484 
Sarui 325 
Siruvata 12, 116, 354 
Saruvati 254 
Sarayii 105 
Slrilpya 121 
Sarva 115, 117 
Sarvalokt:lvarclvan 115 
Sarvintaka 222 
Sarvariipa 321 
Sarvure,fha 115 
Sarvasva 33 
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Sarvltmaka 119 
~arvilca 194 
~lsana 45, 124, 170 
Sues.424 
Suti 45, 124, 110 
~trUani 118 
Sasyamili 112 
Satadru 325 
Sataghm,tmnkii,iki 259 
Sataghnls 148 
Satakratu 354 
Satamanyu 223 
Satarudriya 113 
Satariipi 305 
Satdfilgi 301,322,324,326 
S1t1tapa 52, 354 
Satatcjas 354 
Sall 196 
Satolilkamukht 259 
SatoliikbalarQ.ekhali 259 
Sattlrtha 1 
Sattva 435 
Satyabhirgava 354 
Satya 313,493 
Satyiilga 308 
Satyavrata 307, 422, 426 
Saubhadra 3,4 
Saubhigya 291 
Sauca 493 
Saukfmya 423 
Saumanasya 308 
Saumya 322 
Saurabheyi 5 
Sauristra 330 
Sauri · 312 
Sivan,i 14, 45 
Sivil(II 151,321 
Savitr 45,311,354 
Sayambhara 329 
Scriptures 473 
Seeds, gingelly 350 
Seeds, pure barley 419 
Self-exile, Arjuna's 1 

Index 

Seafny• 118 
Serpent 141 
~a 119,221 
She-ass, sexual intcn:oursc with a 

473 
~ibi 17, 547 
Siddhakiipa 297,298 
Siddhalinga 453 
Siddhirilbiki 298, 445, 529, 535 
Siddhas 115,497 
Siddhas, seven 298 
Siddhuaras 298 
Siddhucna 544 
Siddhavata 298 
Siddhaviniyaka 298 
Siddhe§a 3 
Siddbe§vara 2, 296, 298 
Siddheya 298,534 
Siddheya-~tridhipati 298 
Siddhis, eight Yogic 501 
Siddhis, kinds of 450 
Sikarottarasthina 541 
Sikbandibhrt 354 
Sitot~a 449 
Si11da 241 
Slrnantonnayana. 461 
Simbala 332 
SirilhI 124 
Sindhu 330 
Sinner, boutful 471 
Sinners association with the 4 70-

71 
Sins, great 363 
Sins, minor 365 
Sins, six very great 363 
Sins, Yajna. is devoid of 419 
Sirutlu 412 
srr,.lcastba 412 
SiffU,conductof 47 
Silumira 312 
Silumitq (Infant Mothers) 250 
Sitinana 223 
Sitik~lb• 116 
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~ltodaka 304 
~iva 119,243,308,321 
§iva. Skanda's ~luctancc to kill a 

devotee of 270 
Siv•-dlwm• 372 
Sivabo,,,. 289 
Sivl 197 
Sivi (wife of Angiras) 243 
Siv•-Liilga, installing a 281 
Siv•-Mahiml-Stotra 280 
Siva-pailcayatana 90 
Sivaparvata 75 
Skanda 118,536 
Skanda, story of the birth of 242 
Skanda 353 
Skin 465 
Slander, listening to 471 
SJ~mlJ{la 464 
Slumber, Nirada's 490 
Smara 206 
Snana, Bhasma 368 
Snina, Ku,tha 368 
Snina, Mantra 368 
Soma 45,123,258,464 
Somanitha 453 
Somapis 349 
Somasads 349 
Somdarmi 355 
Sons, tree is on a par with ten 229 
Sons, trees as 228 
S~ (drying up) 530 
Sparlas 43 
Sriddha 32, 469 
Sraddhi, three types of 32 
Srivana491 
Srimlia 18 
Spigavin 305,306 
Srotriy• 48 
Srutadhara 308 
Sruvahasta 118 
Staff 257 
Stambha 23 
Stalhbhattrtha 53,322,510 

593 

Stllbbbda 3 
Stanayitous 123 
Sthil}u 117,257 
Sthiti198 
Strirljya 331 
Subabhtulca 117 
Subhl 112 
Subhadra 24,25,27,308 
Subhrlts 258 
Suci 436 
Suddhi 34, 35 
Sudfpta 117 
Sildraka 358,448 
Sudu,jaya 115 
Sudurvida 116 
Sufferings, physical and mental 

432 
Suhotra 354 
Suhrdaya 528,542 
Suh,tammau 341 
Suh,twna 116 
Sujayanta 123 
Sukllins 349 
Siikara 116 
Sulcatw;,tJas 143 
Sukda 223 
Suk/a Cwhite') 29 
Suklatirtha 21 
Sukra 114 
Suktimin 325 
sora 354 
Sulin 214 
Sumll)i 258 
Sumantraka 222 
Swhbha 137,240 
Sun 114,221 
Sun, chariot of the 309 
Sun, benefit of the due worship of 

402 
Sunandl 534 
Sun-god 258 
Sun-god, JOB 
Sun-god, names of the 403 
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~unyilayi 259 
Supan:aa 258 
SuplUfli 244 
Suparf va 304 
Suprau:aik~i 318 
Surabh1 124 
Sura 189 
Suramya 308 
Surocana 308 
Siirpiraka 543 
Suriipi 123 
Suryik~a 519 
Suryamukha 330 
Siiryavarcas 566, 567 
Suryavarcas, Prayer to 571 
Su.fanta 117 
Su~ravas 12 
Su~umna 463 
Suta/a 315 
Sutanu 42 
Sutira 354 
Suvarcas 258 
Suvart,1ik~i 448, 449 
Suvcdhasa 116 
Svahhojana 316 
Svadhi 124 
Svadhima 307 
Svidhyaya 494 
Svihi 243 
Sval) 313 
Svamiyitri 292 
Svarbhinu 312 
Svarga 123 
Svirocis 45 
SvaJrii 60 
Svastika 324 
Sva-vrtti 15 
Svayarhbhii 1 14 
Sviyarhbhuva 45,305 
Svayam vara 216, 218 
Svt:dajas 45 
~veta 243,305,321 
Svetakctu, sacrifice of 244 
~vetaparvata 244 

T a1c,ata 119 
Tak,akeb 318 
Tila 316 
Tilaketu 223 
Ta/jtaJa 315 
Timasa 45 
Tamas 316 
Timri 112, 124 
Timradvipa 322 
Timrapart,1i 326 
Ta,:,<fula 411 
T8.{1</ula, ordeal by 417 
Tanmitras 302 
Tapas 313,494 
Tapi 105, 326 
Taix1hhavya 321 
Taptakurhbha 316 
Taptami._fa 416 
Taptami~aka 411 

Index 

Tiraka 122,132,217,218,240 
Tiraka killed 277 
Tiraka, slayer of 195 
Tirakimaya 267 
Taralinga 115 
Tirai;ia 354 
Tirkfya 116 
Tarpa,;,a 464 
Tatpuru,a 344 
Thief 279 
Time, mca.c.ures of 319 
Timi 124 
17rtha, Babhru 110 
autha, Bahudaka 442 
Tirtha, Barhari 301 
Tirtha. Barkariki 442 
Tirthanemi 259 
Tirthas 421 
17rthas. five 8 
Tithis, Manvidi 50 
Tomaras 143 
Tongue 465 
Trailokyavijayi 448, 449 
Trees 352 
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Tretayuga 352 
Tretiyuga, first day of 49 
Trid1q1t;li 503 
Tridhiman 354 
Tripuri 446. 449 
Tripuraghna 215 
Trisimi 326 
Tri~~P 310 
TrMukla 34 
Trisuk/as 49 
Trivrta 354 
Tr,:tabindu 354 
Tryambaka 119 
Turhburu 223 
Tu~fi 493 
Tva~tr 45. 311 
Twice-born, service rendered to the 

'527 

Ucchrita 258 
Udana 463 
Udbhijjas 45 
Udvaha 314 
Ugra 118, 354 
U grasena 487 
Umi 257 
Umi, Svayamvara of 216 
Ungrateful 4 73 
Unmada 2.58 
Unmitha 258 
Upadhmanfya 45 
Upahiitas 349 
Upapitakins 366 
Ordhvaiicana 308 
OrdhvaveQidhara 259 
Orjayanta 453 
Orjita 197 
Urvdi 117 
u,a 334 
Ubnas 312, 354 
u,Qik 310 
u,i:ii~in 117 
Utkrosa 258 
Utsarga 19 

Uttama 27, 36 
Uttamadinas 36 
Uttanapida 27, 305 
Uttariya 494 

V.ica,!J 14 

595 

Vigdar:u/a (i.e. control over speech) 
503 

Vaglfvara 116 
Viguri 329 
Vihilcas 441 
Vahni 217,221,321 
V ahnijvala 316 
Vaibhraja 304 
Vaijayanti 257 
Vairaja 321 
Vairijas 31 3 
Vaisikhi 289 
Vai~,:,ava 353 
V~itaral)i 316,467,468 
Vaivasvata 45 
Vaja~ravas 354 
Vajranga 122, 126, 127, 132 
Vajriistra 158 
Vikya 341 
Valliniitha 444 
Valmiki 118 
Vi/ukiliriga 1 16 
Vamadeva 307, 344 
Vimana 318, 353 
Vambhar:iavihaka 328 
Vinaprasthas 118 
V anaspati 307 
Varada 116 
Variha 353 
Varihaka 321 
Virahakalpa 35 3 
Vmpasi 117, 241, 335 
Varingi 128, 133 
Varci 5 
Vardhamina 332 
V ardhana 258 
Varenduka 332 
Vamas 341 
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V IJlU, nine 305 
Varui:ai 45, 105,115.217, 257, 

258, 311, 322 
Visani §anti 495 
Vasanta 206 
Visava 258 
V&t#f.ha 115, 354 
Va/itva 502 
Vasu 123, 307 
V asudina 307 
Vasudeva 487 
V asudhimi 318 
Visuki 119,221 
Vasundhara 308 
Vasus 114, 123 
Vasus, eight 45 
Vafa 304 
Vitipi 189 
Vatayak,ii:-i 534 
Vatsadantas 143 
Vatsarija 560 
Vatsaras 320 
Vatsesvari 560 
Vayu 258, 464 
Vayu, five types of 463 
Viyus 221 
Vedas 16 
V eda§in,a 354 
Vedasmrti 325 
Vcdavit 354 
V chicle, feeh)c hul1ock as a 4 72 
Vena 353 
Venf 326 
Vepamina 307 
Vessels, needle-like 463 
Vessels. tubular 463 
Votasapatras 143 
Vibhi,ai,a 116 
Vibhiitis 337 
Vidarhha 332 
VidiU 91. 439 
Vidyi., Aparijiti 5 35 
Vidyidharas 497 

Index 

Vidyota 123 
Vidyujjihvi 259 
Vidyuts 222 
View, refutation of Lokiyata 426 
Vighnapati 228 
Vigraha 258 
Vijaya 513,529 
Vijayi 211 
Vijnapana 408 
Vikramiditya 358 
Vilq1inana 222 
ViJohita 45, 124, 170 
Vimohaka 316 
Vinati 124 
Viniyaka 116 
Vindhya 258, 325 
Vipracitti 189 
Vipula 26, 304 
Virahhadra 223 
Vira,J-riipa 193 
Viraka 221, 231, 235, 240 
Virakirhsya 186 
Virakirhsyas 199 
Vira,taka 250 
Viri~aka 331 
Viravanni 11 
Virocana 189 
Viriipik:~a 45, 124, 170 
Virya 308 
Vi~ida 223 
Vi~a 411 
Vi~. Gha/asarpa 414 
ViUJchas 222 
ViUlak,i 259 
Visarga 45 
Vibsana 316 
Vi~'QU 45,220,257,258,311,354 
Vi,i:au. twclve-syllahlcd Mantra of 

400 
Vi,IJu-paifcayatana 90 
Vi,l)uyasas 360 
Vi,tamhha 222 
Visiici 316 
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Index 

Vi§vacira 307 
Vi§vi 123 
Vi§vak:annan 114, 116, 282 
Vihimitra 245 
Vilvapati 119 
Vihariipa 68, 119,223 
ViJvas,:j 114 
Vilvitman 114 
Vilvayonika 114 
Visvedevas 114, 123 
Vilvdvara 114 
Vitahotra 309 
Vita/a 315 
Vivaha 314 
Viva.1tvin 45, 311 
Vrata 14 
Vrcfdhadeva 223 
Vrddhakanyi 334 
Vri</idina 34 
Vrk~ivrta 118 
Vn;abhi 223,250 
V~ilcapi 119 
V.11apati 118 
V~i 214 
Vrtra, the slayer of 217 
V,rtta 14 
Vultures 124 
Vyidhi 432 
Vyana 464, 466 
Vyisa 354 
Vyisas 353 

Wanton conduct, wife of 279 
Warriors, vulnerable parts of 565 
Water, scented 289 
Waters, Lord of 141 
Wealth, unjustly acquired 20 
Wealth, man devoid of 20 
Wealth, prosperity and 421 
Well, digging a 229 
Wife, man without his 26 
Wife, husha11d of a vicious 30 

S97 

Winds, seven Skandhas (layen) of 
314 

Wives, other men's 473 
Wmnb, a foetus in 279 
Women, chute 16 
Words, eighteen defects in 424 

Yicita 33 
Yajftabihu 308 
Yajlla 351 
Yaj&, institution of 353 
Yijftavaltya 106, 120, 354 
YajnopavltA 408 
Yajurvc.da, White 120 
Yajv,111 118 
YakJas 118,497 
Yama 7, 118,258,354 
y.,,,. 492, 493 
Yamaha 223 
Y amakoti 331 
Yimini 124 
Yimya 116 
Yavana 332 
Yoga 115,492 
Yoganandanas 354 
Yoganandint 318, 446 
Ya,clvara 115 
Yoginis 117 
Yoginis, Siddha 117 
Yogins 117 
Yojanas 308 
Yudh~~ira 545 
Yuga, Dviplra 321,353 
Yuga, Kali 321 
Yuga, K,ta 321 
Yusa, Treta 321, 353 
Yugala 331 
Yugandharas 124 
Yugas, days of the beginnings of 49 
Yukti 197 
Yu,miyana 354 
YuvanUva-V~arbhi 47 
Yuyudhlna 487 
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Errata 

Page 7, fin 1, line 1: (MaM-sacri/icesshould be read as (Maha-) sacrifices. 
Page 9, ftn 1, line 3: instead of disappearit should be disappeared. 
Page 19, vv 99-101, line 1: double invel1aclcommarshould be replaced with 

a single one. 
Page 21, v 112, line 2: replace double invert«/ commas with a single one. 
Page 34, ftn 1, line 1: caturvargacintanuu;,i should begin with a capital C 
Page45, line4: correct Sviharhbhuvaas Svl}'lllllbhuva. 
Page 148, title: instead of Between read between. 
Page 254, title : OJief should be replaced with chief. 
Page 341, v 67, line 3: instead of Suh,tsammataread Suh{tsammata. 
Page 454, line 8 from bottom : , should replace . after Siddhelvara. 
Page 456, title: read Sun-god instead of Sun-God. 

Page 469, v 94, line 1: correct pcrfonn as perform. 
Page 4 72, ftn, line 1: add p before rofession. 
Page 474, line 10 from bottom: delete sin Jow-boms. 
Page 478, ftn I, line 2: Attflvarashould be followed by, instead of. 
Page 480, v 23, line 2: article a before re-union should be deleted. 
Page 485, vv 32-33, line 4: devotes should be devotees. 
Page 494, vv 29-30, line 1: delete the before Apana. 
Page 495, line 12: read ~tias Santi. 
Page 535, v 51, line 2: instead of Aparljita the word should be Aparajita. 
Page 570, vv 99b-l 04, last line: replace tell with Tell. 
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